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FOREWORD

This volume of essays is clear proof that the study of Jainism has assumed its
rightful place in the academic study of Indian religion. Indeed, it is hard to imagine
a more vibrant field today in Indian religious studies than this once-neglected
area. Written by scholars in North America, Europe, and Asia, the essays deal
with diverse topics, ranging from the history of the Jain saygha, to subtle points
of philosophy and doctrine; they are written by anthropologists concerned with
contemporary practice and art historians who see in ancient monuments evidence
of religious change. They also reflect trends both new and old: some of the essays
involve a close reading of texts in a continuation of the best of nineteenth-century
philology, whereas others speak a more contemporary language and deal with
issues that are newer to academic debates, for example, the role of women in the
religious community, defining personhood, and structures of authority. Together,
the essays offer a comprehensive picture of Jainism. They allow us to see Jain
studies today as a lively field that engages scholars of many different disciplines
on issues that span the entire range of scholarly debates in religious studies. The
next challenge for all of us will be to make use of the insights gained from schol-
arship on Jainism to achieve a broader understanding of Indian religions as a
whole. “Jainology,” as a relative newcomer on the academic scene, can learn from
“Buddhology,” its better-established older sister. There is everything to be gained
by communicating between our “ologies,” and much to be lost by the creation of
artificial boundaries. The study of Jainism must now be an integral part of the
study of Indian religions, as the study of Indian religions must be an integral part
of the academic study of religion. Volumes such as the present one will go a long
way toward generating an awareness of the importance of the study of Jainism for
the larger scholarly community.

Phyllis Granoff
New Haven
April 2005
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PREFACE

Most contributions to this first volume of the Routledge Advances in Jaina
Studies series emerged from research papers presented at the annual Jaina Studies
Workshop at the London School of Oriental and African Studies between 1999
and 2002, notably John E. Cort’s third Annual Jain Lecture on March 16, 2002,
“A Fifteenth Century Digambar Mystic and His Contemporary Followers: Taraj
Taraj Svami and the Taraj Svami Panth.” The contributions of Piotr Balcerowicz,
Willem Bollée, and Royce Wiles were solicited especially for this volume.
Willem Bollée’s article “Adda or the oldest extant dispute between Jains and
heretics (Suyagada 2, 6): Part One” is also published in Jambu-jyoti (Munivara
Jambuvijaya Festschrift), Edited by M. A. Dhaky and J. B. Shah, 48–84
(Ahmedabad: Shardaben Chimanbhai Educational Research Centre, 2004).
Part Two of this article appeared in the Journal of Indian Philosophy 27 (1999)
411–37. No attempt was made to impose a homogeneous style on the contributions
to this book.

Peter Flügel
London

February 2003
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Part I

ORTHODOXY AND HERESY





1

ADDA OR THE OLDEST EXTANT
DISPUTE BETWEEN JAINS AND

HERETICS (SÁYAGADA 2,6)

Part one1

Willem Bollée

The Suyagada is the second oldest book of the Fvetambara Jain canon. It has
preserved in deliberately vague formulation doctrines of heterodox teachers in
Mahavira’s times. A first English translation was made by Hermann Jacobi in 1895.
The text is introduced by the Nijjutti which is not a proper commentary but an aide
mémoire for the teacher in a religious class and contains basic points to be treated.
The first word commentary is the curji in Prakrit followed by the tika in Sanskrit.
Filâkka introduces this lecture with 17 Nijjutti stanzas,2 only the first four of

which occur pratika-wise in Cu and are dealt with there. They commence with the
niksepa of adda, the title of the lecture.

N 184. namaÇ thavaja addaÇ davv’-addaÇ c’eva hoi bhav’-addaÇ /
eso khalu addassa u nikkhevo cau-viho hoi //

d: V: nikkhevŏ cauvviho3

N 185. udag’-addaÇ sar’-addaÇ chavi-y’-adda vas’-adda taha siles’-addaÇ /
eyaÇ davv’-addaÇ khalu bhavejaÇ hoi rag’-addaÇ //

N 186. ega-bhavie ya baddhâue ya a(b)himuhie ya nama-goe ya /
ee tijji pagara davv’-Adde honti nayavva //

a: thus read with MSS in T; C: bhaviya-baddhauya; TV: bhaviya-baddhaue; –
b: thus read with MSS in T; TV: abhimuhae

N 187. Adda-pure Adda-su(y)o namejaÇ Addao tti aj-agaro /
tatto samutthiyam ijaÇ ajjhayajaÇ AddaijjaÇ ti //

N 188. kamaÇ duvalas’-akgaÇ Jija-vayajaÇ sasayaÇ maha-bhagaÇ /

savv’-ajjhayaja§ taha savv’-akkhara-saÇnivaya ya //

3



N 189. taha vi ya koi attho uppajjai taÇmi taÇmi samayaÇmi /
puvva-bhajio ajumao ya hoi Isibhasiesu jaha //

(N 184) Adda (‘wet’) can be looked upon as a designation, a figural representation,
from a material and from a figurative point of view: this fourfold niksepa of adda
does exist, no doubt (khalu).

As is usual, the Nijjutti first niksepizes the title of the lecture, but for the details
we mainly depend on Filâkka, because for the Cujji we only have C with its
many textual corruptions at our disposal.

Though I do not understand Jinadasa’s remark here,4 a hint can be drawn from
him to the correct etymology of Addaya, namely, one born under the asterism
Ardra, as mentioned by Pajini (4,3,28).5

(N 185) “Moist” in a material sense is moist with water (1), moist by nature
(2), moist on the surface (3), oily (4) and sticky (5). Moist in a figurative sense is
full of love-feeling.

Subsequently Filâkka gives the following examples for davv’-adda: mud (1),
Gmelina arborea (?), Sochal salt and the like6 (2), camphor, red Afoka7 etc. (3),
smeared with a fatty substance (as marrow)8 (4) and pillars, walls etc. smeared
with hard mortar9 (5).

(N 186) The quantity of life bound by a form of existence, the future name and
the family – these are the three kinds of material adda one should know.

As to Filâkka, dravyârdra pertaining to Prince Ardraka can also be taken differ-
ently – according to Ajuog § 491,10 that is, namely concerning a soul which imme-
diately after returning from a heaven11 is reborn in the person of Ardraka-kumara
whose quantity of life, name and sex are the immaterial counterpart to dravyârdra.12

(N 187) In Addapura there lived a vagrant ascetic named Addaya, the son of
Adda. After him, viz. Addaya, this lecture obtained its name.

(N 188) The Jina’s word, namely, the twelve Akgas, indeed is everlasting and
eminent, (and) so are all their lectures and all combinations of syllables.

(N 189) Nevertheless some truth appears this very moment as was said earlier
and approved of in the IsibhasiyaiÇ.

As the stanza begins with taha vi ya a preceding jai vi is expected. Here
apparently a stanza has dropped out which Filâkka still had before him as he
glosses the words jai vi by yady api sarvam apîdaÇ dravyârthatah fasvatam.

Isibhasiyesu: the 28th lecture of this text is called Addaijj’ ajjhayajaÇ.
Besides, the Cujji on Ajuog § 266 as well as Samav 23 mention our lecture and
in T II 136b 7 it says tatha purvam apy asav artho ‘nyam uddifyôkto ’numataf ca
bhavati ¸sibhasitesûttaradhyayanâdisu yatha. Utt 31,16 mentions the 23 lectures
of the Suyagada and Fantisuri 616a 5 quotes Avafyaka-saÇgrahaji 36 (AvNHar
658a 12) enumerating the titles of the Suy II lectures. Jinadasa only tells us the
Adda story, but does not comment on the following N stanzas.

N 190. ajj’-Addaeja Gosala-bhikkhu-bambha-vvai-ti-dajdijaÇ /
jaha hatthi-tavasajaÇ kahiyaÇ ijam-o taha voccaÇ //

b: thus read m.c. for all edd.: bambhavai; – d: T: vucchaÇ

WILLEM BOLLÉE
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N 191. game Vasanta-purae Samaio gharaji-sahiŏ nikkhanto /
bhikkha-yariya-dittha ohasiya bhatta vehasaÇ //

N 192. saÇvega-samavanno mai bhattaÇ caittu diya-loe /
caiujaÇ Adda-pure Adda-suyo Addao jao //

N 193. pii ya dojha duo pucchajam Abhayassa patthave so vi /
tejâvi samma-ditthi tti hojja padima rahaÇmi gaya //

N 194. datthuÇ saÇbuddho rakkhio ya asaja vahaja palao /
pavvavanto dhario rajjaÇ na karei, ko anno ? //

c: thus to be corrected in Bollée 1995: 136

N 195. a-gajinto nikkhanto viharai padimaĕ dariga-vario /
su-yaraja-vasu-harao ranno kahajaÇ ca devie //

c: thus v.l. in T for the metrically faulty: suvajja-vasu read by VT

N 196. taÇ nei piya tise pucchaja kahajaÇ ca varaja-dovare /
jajahi paya-bimbaÇ agamajaÇ kahaja niggamajaÇ //

N 197. padimâgaya-ssamive sa-parivara a-bhikkha padivayajaÇ /
bhoga suyaja pucchaja suya-bãdha pujje ya niggamajaÇ //

N 198. Rayagihâgama cora raya-bhaya-kahaja tesi dikkha ya /
Gosala-bhikkhu-baÇbhi ti-dajdiya tavase[hi saha] va(y)o //

d: thus read m.c. against VT and accordingly correct Bollée 1995: 136

N 199. vae paraiitta savve vi ya sarajam abbhuvagaya te /
Addaga-sahiya savve Jija-vira-sagasĕ nikkhanta //

N 200. na dukkaraÇ va nara-pasa-moyajaÇ
gayassa mattassa vajaÇmi rayaÇ
jaha u cattâvalieja tantuja
su-dukkaraÇ me padihai moyajaÇ

a: thus MSS in T for: jaÇ; – c: all prints: vattâ-

(N 190) That discussion of the monk Gosala, the brahmin renouncer, the Tri-
dajdin and the elephant ascetic with the venerable Addaka I shall recount just as
it happened.

Ti-dajdijaÇ: at T II 154 b 4 Filâkka holds the speaker of Suy 2,6,46 to be an
eka-dajdin; see my note on that stanza.

(N 191) In the village of Vasantapura, Samaiya and his wife went forth into
homelessness. Seen a-begging she was solicited (by him and therefore brought
herself) to refuse food and hang herself.

Vasanta-purae: T II 137 b 1 Magadha-janapade Vasanta-purako gramah.
modern Basantpur, north of Purnia, Bihar (Jain 1984: 428).

ADDA OR THE OLDEST EXTANT DISPUTE
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Ohasiya: Sa. *avabhasita (Bollée 1994, s.v.).
Bhatta vehasaÇ: T II 137 b 7 bhakta-pratyakhyana-purvakam atmôdbandhanam

akari. Mahavira disapproved of violent deaths, but made an exception for
hanging in extreme circumstances (Settar 1990: 16 and 22 where our reference,
and its combination with terminal fasting, is not dealt with, however).

(N 192) Panic-stricken (and) subject to illusion (he renounced) food,
(died and) was reborn in heaven. After ending that course he was reborn as

Addaya, the son of Adda, in Addapura.
Mai: acaryasyânivedyâivâsau mayavi (T II 137 b 9). After this stanza
Filâkka’s word commentary is silent till N 200. From N 195–199 the nijjutti’s char-
acter as a teacher’s aid of memory in a religion class becomes particularly clear.
My rendering tries to mirror this style, but more than once cannot but be tentative.

(N 193) Affection between the two. Messenger. He put a question to Abhaya.
In the idea that there might be a sudden comprehensive intuition (for Abhaya) a
statue secretly travelled with this very (messenger).

RahaÇsi: iyara-divase Abhayassa dhukko. Abhaya-kumara-sattaÇ pahudaÇ
uvajei bhajio ya, jaha Adda-kumaro añjaliÇ karei, teja pahudaÇ paditthiyaÇ
duo ya sakkario. Abhayo vi parijamiyae buddhie parijameuja so bhava-siddhio
jo mae saddhiÇ piiÇ karei. EvaÇ saÇkappeuja padima karijjai. TaÇ mañjusae
chodhuÇ acchai. So duo annayâvi apucchai. Teja tassa mañjusae (padima)
appiya bhajio ya eso, jaha kumaro bhajjai eyaÇ mañjusaÇ rahasse ugghadejjasi,
ma maha-yaja-majjhe, jaha na koi pecchei (Cu 415,7 sqq.).

As T II passes over these details of the statue story, he already may have read and
not understood rahaÇmi. In this word the metre requires a long second syllable.

(N 194) At (its) sight he did receive a revelation and though guarded he made
off riding horses. Renouncing the world though held back, he did not rule. Who
else (would)?

Asaja vahaja: afva-vahanikaya vinirgatah (T II 138a 14). Cf. N 197
suyaja pucchaja.

(N 195) Disregarding (a deity’s warning) he fled the world, but remained under
a layman’s vow. (Then) he was sought in marriage by a young woman. Streams of
golden gifts. Telling the king and queen.

(N 196) It was he whom her father brought her. Question and story about the
way of choosing. You must recognize him by a disk on his feet/the shape of his
feet. His arrival. Story. His renouncing wordly life.

(N 197) Near the man with the layman’s vow she was constantly surrounded by
others. The answer. Enjoyments. A children’s questioj. The tying up by his son and
his leaving into homelessness when (the twelve years’ period) had come to an end.

(N 198) At his return to Rayagiha (his former guardians had become) dacoits
out of fear of the king. Their story and renunciation. The dispute with a Gosala
and a Buddhist monk, a brahmin, a Tri-dajdin and an ascetic.

(N 199) After being besieged in a religious dispute all of Ardraka’s companions
sought spiritual refuge with Mahavira and left worldly existence.

WILLEM BOLLÉE
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(N 200) It is not difficult to free himself from the fetters of men for a mad
elephant in the jungle, Oh king, but how to free myself from a thread turned
around me as on a spindle seemed very difficult to me.

Jaha: etat tu me pratibhati duskaraÇ yac catatrâvalitena (!) tantuna
baddhasya mama pratimocanam (T II 139 a 14). The very rare word
catta, Sa. cattra probably designates the skewer in D. Schlingloff’s exem-
plary description of cotton manufacture in India.

(Schlingloff 1974: 86)

According to Filâkka, in Vasantapuraka, a place in Magadha, there lived a lay-
man named Samayika who after hearing a sermon of his teacher Dharmaghosa13

renounced the world as did his wife. Once he happened to see her on his almsround
and wanted her. She, however, refused and, realizing that he would pursue her in
his passion, stopped taking food and eventually hanged herself. Disconcerted he,
too, without telling his acarya stopped eating, died and reached heaven like she
had before him. Then he was reborn as Ardraka, son of Ardraka, in Ardrapura,14

whereas she obtained rebirth as a Sheth’s daughter in Vasantapura.15

One day Ardraka betakes himself with an older attendant (mahattama)16 to
King Frejika in order to present him as his father’s paramamitra with valuable
gifts. When Ardraka hears that Frejika has a worthy (yogya) son, he begs his
attendant to offer this Prince Abhaya, that is Ardraka Jr, presents of himself. This
is done the day after the durbar in the royal palace. Abhaya kindly accepts the
homage (?).17 When Ardraka is back home, return presents from the King arrive
and from Abhaya a representation of the first Tirthajkara, the sight of which
reminds Ardraka of his previous existences, inter alia, one as a deity. Not satis-
fied even by heavenly enjoyments, earthly ones interest him even less. His father
was worried and therefore had him guarded by 500 Rajputs. Nevertheless, riding
on horse-back (? afva-vahanika)18 he manages to flee and subsequently renounce
the world though a deity tries to prevent him and warn him of a danger.

When he reached Vasantapura and is exercising kayôtsarga under the eleventh
layman’s vow19 he is seen by the Sheth’s daughter who wants to marry him. Then
the deity rains six and a half koti of gold for the girl and prevents20 the king from
seizing it only by letting arise snakes, etc. When wooed later she wants to be given
only to that man in connection with whom there had been a gold rain and whom
she will know by a foot mark (pada-gatâbhijñana). This happens to be when
Ardraka, who had continued wandering, returns after twelve years, is recognized
and, pursued by the woman, remembers the deity’s warning, yet breaks his vow
by an act of fate21 and becomes entangled with her. After the birth of a son
Ardraka wants to go his way again while the woman begins to earn a living for
herself and her son by spinning cotton (karpasa-kartana). The son wraps his
father up in twelve threads in order to persuade him to stay with his mother which
the man then does for many years. Subsequently, Ardraka goes to Rajagrha. Yet
on his way he falls in with the 500 Rajputs who after Ardraka’s flight had not dared
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return to the king and subsisted on dacoity in a jungle stronghold. Ardraka
instructs them and they become monks. On their entering the capital Gofalaka,
the elephant ascetics and brahmins22 are defeated in a dispute which establishes
the connection with the theme of the canonical text below. When Ardraka betakes
himself to the king, an elephant tied up vari-chudhao sees him and wants to be
freed by Ardraka’s teya-pabhava, but is destroyed (nattho, Cu ibid.). Ardraka then
speaks N 200 where, however, the mad jungle elephant does not fit the Cu story.
In T, Ardraka tells this episode to the king who asks him kathaÇ tvad-darfanato
hasti nirgalah saÇvrtta iti and the reply is mahan Bhagavatah prabhavah (T; II
139a 13), which also diverges from N 200.

Then follows the main text of verses in tristubhs. In this metre the fifth sylla-
ble is in priciple anceps, but in the Indian editions used here it is most times
long,23 a fact I have not indicated just as I have left out the ta-fruti or substituted
it by y.

The first two stanzas of the canon text are spoken by Gofalaka.

2,6,1
pura-kadaÇ, Adda, imaÇ sujeha:
eg’-anta-yari samaje pur’asi
se bhikkhujo uvanetta aj-ege
aikkhai ’jhiÇ pudho vittharejaÇ

a: thus J; TV: sujeha-m-; - d: T: aikkhatijhiÇ, V: aikkhaejhiÇ, J: aikkhatejhaÇ

HEAR, ADDA, WHAT HE [MAHAVIRA] DID LONG AGO:
AT FIRST HE WAS A SOLITARY MONK, THEN HE INITIATED
MANY MONKS AND NOW HE TEACHES THE DHAMMA TO
EACH OF THEM.

Pura-kadaÇ: sarvair api Tirthakaraih krtaÇ pure-kadam (Cu 417,6),
purvaÇ yad anena bhavat-tirthakrta krtaÇ (T II 139 b 8 sq.).

Sujeha: see Pi § 503 in fine. In Sanskrit, the use of the indicative pro
imperativo is restricted to the first person (Speijer 1886: 276).

Eg’-anta-yari: the Tika tradition uniformly reads meganta�. As an enjambment
of the a-pada is out of the question and (m)e does not fit in the b-pada nor does
Filâkka comment on it, we may assume a scribal error analogous with the many
cases in Dasav and Utt where sujeha me occurs, especially at the beginning of a
lecture, like at Utt 1,1 � Dasav 8,1 ajupuvviÇ sujeha me; Utt 20,38 where
sujehi me is to be read instead of Charpentier’s mujehi, or Utt 35,1 sujeha me
egamaja (thus read m.c.). – This stanza portrays the Jain monk’s full responsi-
bility for his destiny and control of his life, his original isolation and independ-
ence, which mirror the state of the soul as conceived by Jainism (Dundas 2002:
42 with parallels), but is also the old Buddhist ideal (Suttanipata 35 sqq.).
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Aj-ege: acc. masc. pl., as in Pali. This form should be added in Pi § 435.
Aikkhai: also at Suy 2,1,30 (cf. Pali acikkhati, BHS aciksati).

2,6,2
sa ’jiviya patthaviya ’thirejaÇ
sabha-gao gajao bhikkhu-majjhe
aikkhamajo bahu-janna-m-atthaÇ
na saÇdhayai avarejã puvvaÇ

d: TVJ: saÇdhayai

THIS IS THE WAY OF LIFE ADOPTED BY AN INCONSTANT
MAN: BY GOING AMONG (OTHER) MONKS FROM HIS GAJA
INTO AN ASSEMBLY AND TEACHING MASS SALVATION
HE BEHAVES DIFFERENTLY FROM THE PAST.

Ajiviya: the use of this word by the Ajivika Gosala can hardly be by chance.
According to Filâkka, Gosala here accuses the Jains of hypocrisy respectively
renunciation of principles: ‘Thinking “ordinary people do not respect a person
living alone” for opportunist reasons he (Mahavira) has surrounded himself with
many followers.’ A saying in T underpins this reproach.24

Sabha-gao etc.: ‘to stand up in a crowd of men, surrounded by monks, and to
teach his doctrines for the benefit of many people’ (Jac.) following T II 140 a 5
sabhayaÇ gatah – sa-deva-manuja-parsadi vyavasthitah this being also possible.
Here as in Vinaya I 5,12 we can still see traces of the Vedic reluctance
(Arajyakas) to divulgate secret knowledge. – Gajao: gajafo bahufo ‘n-ekafah
(T loc. cit.), which gajatas can hardly mean. Or is gaja(t)o a copyist’s error for
gajaso ? This remains unclear; it was left out in Jac.’s rendering.

Bahu-janna-�: Pa. bahujañña for which PED refers to bahu-� (in one idiomatic
expression only). – Cu 418,2 janaya hitaÇ janyaÇ bahu-janaya bahu-janyaÇ taÇ
cârthaÇ kathayati, T II 140 a 6 bahu-janebhyo hitah artho bahu-janyo ’rthas. –
Because of this adjective atthaÇ in my opinion is the object of aikkhamajo and
not a postposition, as Jac. seems to think; but cf. stanza 4.

SaÇdhayai: metrically conditioned form for which Cu 418,3 reads saÇdhayati,
T II 140 a 7 saÇdhatte. For -ava- � -a- see Pi § 165.

2,6,3
eg’-anta-m-eva-m-aduva vi ijhiÇ,
do v’ anna-m-annaÇ na samei jamha
puvviÇ ca ijhiÇ ca aj-agayaÇ va
eg’-anta-m-eva padisaÇdhayai

a: VT and Basham 1951: 53 n. 3: evaÇ aduva; J: eva aduva; – read: viy’ ? – V:
ejhiÇ; – b: J: samenti; – d: VT and Basham l.c.: evaÇ padi�
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(HE SHOULD LIVE) EITHER IN SOLITUDE OR (AS HE
DOES) NOW, BECAUSE THESE TWO (MODES) EXCLUDE
EACH OTHER.

(Adda speaks:)

HE COMBINES THE PAST WITH THE PRESENT AND
THE FUTURE (BY LIVING) ALONE.

c � Utt 12,32 a (with ca instead of va and the variant puvviÇ ca paccha ca
tah’eva majjhe)

Eg’-anta: yadi ekakta-caritvaÇ fobhanam, etad evâtyantaÇ kartavyam
abhavisyat (Cu 418,6, similarly T). In unpolished dialogue style it is difficult to
tell an adjective from a case form with no ending.25

Vi: for viy’ ? Unclear comments. Cu l.c. continues: uta manyase idaÇ maha-
parivara-vrttaÇ sadhu(Ç) tad idam adav evâcarajiyam asit.

PuvviÇ: according to Pi § 103 not corresponding to Sa. purvam (though the
text of Suy 1,3,4,4 reads puvvaÇ), but to Sa. *purvim like saddhiÇ equals Ved.
sadhrim. However, cf. BHS purvi m.c. for purve as an adjective.

2,6,4
samecca logaÇ tasa-thavarajaÇ
khemaÇ-kare samaje mahaje va
aikkhamajo vi sahassa-majjhe
eg’-antayaÇ sarayai tahacce

a: thus J and Pi § 591 for CTV: samicca

A FRAMAJA OR BRAHMIN WHO UNDERSTANDS THE
LIVING BEINGS – THE MOVING AND NON-MOVING ONES –
ONE WHO MAKES (HIS FELLOW BEINGS) FEEL AT PEACE
AND SECURE – TRULY SHOWS HIMSELF TO BE A MONK
EVEN WHEN TEACHING AMIDST (A) THOUSAND(S).

KhemaÇ-kare: at Suy 2,1,13 used of the raja (Bollée 1977: 135).

Tahacce: other occurrences of this word, which is not found in PSM and
APSFK, seem restricted to Suy 1,13,7 and 1,15,18. In the latter instance and in
our place here Jac. rendered it by ‘(remaining in the same) mental disposition (as
before)’, presumably following the commentaries. Cu 419,5 and T II 141 a 7 sq.
explain it by tathârca equalling arca (which in Sa. means ‘worship’ or ‘idol’
[MW]) with lefya ‘mental disposition’ or farira and thus revealing their igno-
rance. Tahacca corresponds in meaning to Pa. tathatta and to BHS tathatva. The
apparent development of -cc- � -tv- which Pischel (§§ S 281 and 299) and Roth
(1983: 157) assumed was repeatedly shown improbable by Norman (1990 CP I:
12) not only for absolutives but also for caccara. In the case of tahacca I think
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we have to do with a contamination of *tahatta and sacca.

2,6,5
dhammaÇ kahantassa u n’atthi doso
khantassa dantassa jiy’-indiyassa
bhasaĕ dose ya vivajjagassa
guje ya bhasaya nisevagassa

a: CJ: kahentassa; – b: J: jitêndassa; – c: VTJ: bhasaya

IT IS NO OFFENCE, WHEN A QUIET AND RESTRAINED
MAN WHO IS IN CONTROL OF HIS SENSES AND DOES NOT
USE SPEECH FOR NEGATIVE PURPOSES, BUT RATHER EMPLOYS
IT POSITIVELY, PROFESSES HIS DHARMA.

b � AyarN 231 a; – c: cf. Dasav 7,56 ab
U: � Sa. tu in the sense of api according to Filâkka.

2,6,6
maha-vvae pañca ajuvvae ya
tah’eva pañcâsava saÇvare ya
vira(y)iÇ iha-ssamajiyaÇmi panne
lavâvasakki “samaje” ti bemi

c: V: pujje (following Filâkka’s cty. purje)

WHO KNOWS THE FIVE MAJOR AND THE FIVE MINOR
VOWS AS WELL AS THE FIVE INFLUXES AND THE WAYS
TO WARD THEM OFF; WHO KNOWS THE OBSERVANCES A
MONK IN THIS WORLD SHOULD KEEP; WHO PUSHES OFF
(KARMIC) ATOMS, – HE IS A TRUE MONK. THUS I SAY.

d: cf. 20 d

Pañcâsava: I follow Filâkka (afravan, T II 141 b 7) and Jacobi (Cu is unclear)
taking �asava as an acc. pl. m. -a with m.c. shortened ending,26 as otherwise the
second ya has no function.

Panne: T has this reading also in his text, but Filâkka must have read pujje
in his exemplar, for he sankritizes purje – krtsne saÇyame vidhatavye, but
mentions prajña as a patha. Jacobi translates ‘blessed (life of Framajas)’ which
would correspond to pujye in Sa.; as to this he gives no explanation. In this
way the sentence made up of the padas a-c lacks a verb, which Filâkka supplies
with prajñapitavan and pratipaditavan, respectively, and Jacobi by ‘he teaches.’
Perhaps the commentator objected to panne, because prajña resp. prajña (thus Cu
419,11) seems to be used only absolutely (‘wise’) resp. ifc. in Sa. and Pali, though
otherwise in the latter two languages an accusative of the object at deverbative
nouns at least is known,27 if not as frequent as in Vedic.28 The appearance of
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the varia lectio may have been caused by assimilation in the pronunciation of
a and u.

Lavâvasakki: see Bollée 1988: 63 note on 1,2,2,20.

2,6,7
siôdagaÇ sevau biya-kayaÇ
ahaya-kammaÇ taha itthiyao
eg’-anta-cariss’ iha amha dhamme
tavassijo nâbhisamei pavaÇ

d: J: jo ’hisameti

(Gosala speaks:)

IN OUR FAITH NO EVIL (KARMAN) ARISES FOR AN ASCETIC
WHO DRINKS UNBOILED WATER, EATS SEEDS (OR)
FOOD PREPARED ESPECIALLY FOR ALMS RECEIVERS, OR
ENJOYS WOMEN, AS LONG AS HE LIVES ALONE IN THIS
WORLD.

Ahaya-kammaÇ: this form proves the new etymology *aghata-karman ‘(food)
for which killing has taken place’ proposed by R. P. Jain (1983: 65 sqq.). Such
food as alms has always been forbidden to Jain and Buddhist monks in so far as
the animal was killed especially for them.29 The strict attitude concerning ahiÇsa
may have accompanied the conversion of Rajputs in western India in the seventh
to eighth century CE,30 a psychologically understandable phenomenon. Many
Jains still consider themselves of Rajput origin.31

Eg’-anta.: cf. Basham 1951: 115 ‘We have here a definite indication of lonely
wanderers, not gathered in communities, living according to the ascetic rules laid
down by Gosala.’

Iha-�: after the caesura, but should belong to the preceding part of the pada.
Abhisamei: sambandham upayati (T II 142 a 12). In the sense of ‘to come up,

appear’ abhisamaiti and abhisameti do not occur in Sa. and Pa., respectively.

2,6,8
siôdagaÇ va taha biya-kayaÇ
ahaya-kammaÇ taha itthiyao
eya§ jaja – padisevamaja
agarijo a-ssamaja bhavanti

c: TVJ: jajaÇ

(Adda speaks:)

(ASCETICS,) WHO USE UNBOILED WATER OR SEEDS,
FOOD ESPECIALLY PREPARED FOR ALMS RECEIVERS OR
WHO ENJOY WOMEN – KNOW THESE THINGS ! – ARE LAYMEN,
NOT MONKS.
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SiôdagaÇ, etc.: with regard to this the Jains originally sided with the Ajivikas,
as Suy 1,3,4,1 sqq. show.

Jaja: T II 142b 1: janihi. jaja is found also in Ayar 1,3,1,1.

2,6,9
biya ya siôdaga itthiyao
padisevamaja samaja bhavanti
agarijo vi samaja bhavantu;
sevanti u te vi taha-ppagaraÇ

a: TVJ: siya ya biodaga; – b: thus J; TV: bhavantu; – d: T: u taÇ ’vi, V: u taÇ
pi, J: sevanti jaÇ te vi.

IF (ya) THOSE WHO USE SEEDS AND UNBOILED WATER,
AND ENJOY WOMEN ARE MONKS, THEN ALSO LAYMEN
MUST BE MONKS AS THEY, TOO, PRACTISE SUCH A REGIMEN.

Cu has a lacuna here: pratika, comment and stanza number 677 are left out.
Filâkka explains: syad etad bhavadiyaÇ mataÇ yatha: te ekâkta-carijah (. . .)
kathaÇ te na tapasvina ity etad afajkyârdraka aha: yadi bijâdy-upabhogino ’pi
framaja ity evaÇ bhavatâbhyupagamyate, evaÇ tarhi (. . .). Though siya is typical
for Jainism, it seems to me an early copyist’s error influenced by the next stanza.

U: tu-r-avadharaje (T II 142 b 6). A restriction, however, does not fit here,
rather a reason or a confirmation. U, therefore, may stand here for va � eva.

2,6,10
je yâvi biôdaga-bhoi bhikkhu
bhikkhaÇ c’ ihaÇ jayai jiviy’-atthi
te nai-saÇjoga-m-avi ppahaya
kayôvaga n’ anta-kara bhavanti

a: C: je yavi sitôdagam eva (emended as: biodaga bhoti) bhikkhu; – b: C ca iha;
TVJ vihaÇ (T II 142b 8: bhiksaÇ ca); – d: J: ’jantakara

BESIDES, MONKS WHO USE SEEDS AND UNBOILED WATER,
AND, SEEKING THEIR SUSTENANCE IN THIS WORLD,
GO FOR ALMSFOOD WILL REINCARNATE (AND) DO NOT
SET AN END (TO SAØSARA), EVEN THOUGH GIVING UP THE
CONTACT WITH / SEPARATING THEMSELVES FROM THEIR
RELATIVES.

c � 21 c
Biôdaga-�: probably read: siôdaga-. (cf. Cu 421,1).

Cu 420,14: koi jamm itthio pariharati loka-rava-bhito – balo vrddho va – na
dharma-yogyo va stri-varjam api sitôdaga-bhoji nama bhikkhu bhiksaÇ ca iha
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tava ke jivato dhyana-nimittaÇ jivit’-atthata evaÇ-prakara. Natija saÇjogo
nati-saÇjogo purvâpara-saÇbandhâdi, api padârthâdisu nati-saÇyogam iti
duppajja hajijjaÇ. Mumuksavo ’pi santah kayopaka eva bhavanti, anantaÇ kur-
vantîty an-anta-karah karmajaÇ saÇsarasya bhavasya duhkhanam evêty arthah.

BhikkhaÇ, etc.: cf. Dasav 9,1,6 jo va visaÇ khayai jiviy’-atthi, which passage
in the same metre Filâkka may have had in mind when reading vihaÇ (though
c and v are easily interchanged of course), but he does not comment on it and in
fact it makes no sense here. Jacobi, too, passes over this word. I therefore adopted
the Cu reading. – Another hint at a possible connection with the above Dasav pas-
sage is the sg. jayai required by the metre as against jayanti. The short plural
forms -bhoi bhikkhu may have contributed to jayai.

Kayôvaga: cf. SN II 24,26 balo kayassa bheda kay’ upago hoti.

2,6,11
imaÇ vayaÇ tu tumã pau-kuvvaÇ
pavaijo garihasi savva(m) eva
pavaijo u pudho kittayanta
sayaÇ sayaÇ ditthø karenti pau

a: C: thus corrected for originally: evaÇ vai tumaÇ; – b: J: garahasi; TVJ:
savva; – c: V: pavaijo pudhŏ pudhŏ kitt�; – d: V: karonti; – J: pauÇ

(Gosala speaks:)

BUT IF YOU ADVANCE SUCH AN OPINION, YOU CATEGORICALLY
REPROACH ALL WHO PROFESS A RELIGIOUS LIFE.

(Adda speaks:)

EVERY SINGLE PERSON, HOWEVER, WHO PROFESSES
A RELIGIOUS LIFE, PRAISES HIS OWN PERSUASION AND
MAKES IT PUBLICLY KNOWN.

VayaÇ: vai corrected as vayaÇ (Cu 421,4) resp. vacaÇ (T II 143 a 6). For this
reading there are therefore two, for the interpretation several possibilities all sup-
posing not very satisfactory presumptions, e.g. vaiÇ requires an unfound Old
Indian etymon *vaci, the -a- of which became -a- in a pretonic position (Pi §
413).32 Furthermore, for Pa. vaci PED only gives Sn 472 and for the rest takes this
form to be a compound form of vaco. VayaÇ could also be an accusative and
equal Sa. vacas, also in Pa. (Geiger/ Norman 1994: § 99), yet apparently in both
middle Indo-Aryan canonical languages only the instr. of this word occurs, in Pa.
also vaco ~ Amg. vao. Finally, the Amg. equivalent of Sa. vrata could be
considered which, however, semantically does not fit here very well.

Pau-kuvvaÇ: in the canonical seniors pau-karai is restricted to Suy and Utt and
has for objects dhammaÇ (Suy 1,2,2,7 and 1,12,19), vijayaÇ (Utt 1,1) and
ayaraÇ (Utt 11,1). Old Pali (e.g. Sn 316 with dhammaÇ) is no help to our prob-
lem either and the same holds true for imaÇ, which is acc. sg. mfn. (Pi § 430).
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Pavaijo: ‘philosophers’ (Jac.); pravadana-fila pravadukah (Cu 421,7),
similarly Filâkka. This word, as well as semantically in fact also the four preced-
ing stanzas, must probably be connected with Ayar 1,4,2 and 3, esp. 1,4,2,6,
where pavauya are addressed, and with 1,4,3,2* pavaiya and Suy 2,2,80 pavauya.
Schubring renders the Ayar references by ‘Widerredner’ and gives as their ety-
mon JHS pravadika and pravaduka resp.; cf. Pa. p·vadati ‘to dispute’(PED). Sa.
pravadin has a short first syllable and a slightly different meaning.

Pudho: cf. 1,1,3,13 cd pudho pavauya savve akkhayaro sayaÇ sayaÇ.

2,6,12
te anna-m-annassa u garahamaja,
akkhanti bho ! samaja mahaja ya
sao ya atthi a-sao ya n’atthi
garahamŏ ditthiÇ, na garahamŏ kiÇci

a: C: thus corrected for originally: ajjamajjassa tu te; – J: �assa vi gara�; –
b: J: akkhanti u sam�

FRAMAJAS AND BRAHMAJAS, SIR, CRITICIZE EACH
OTHER: THE OWN SIDE IS (RIGHT), THE OPPONENT (WRONG).
WE ONLY CENSURE A WRONG VIEW, (BUT OTHERWISE)
WE DO NOT CENSURE ANYTHING.

Akkhanti: akhyanti (Cu 421,11), acaksate (T II 143 a 12). Formally, Jinadasa
is right (cf. Pi § 492), semantically there is no difference here.

Sao etc.: ‘(The truth, they say,) is all on their side [. . .]’ (Jac.). Svam atmiya-
vacanam ity arthah, tasmat sutaÇ freyo ’sti nirvajam ity arthah (Cu 421,11 sq.),
svata iti svakiye pakse svâbhyupagame ’sti pujyaÇ tat-karyaÇ ca svargâ-
pavargâdikam asti (T II 143 a 14 sq.). I have not found any parallels. Formally
sao can equal Sa. satas as well, as is shown by 1,13,1 c (also tristubh-metre):
sao ya dhammaÇ a-sao a-silaÇ santiÇ a-santiÇ karissami paum. – In Pa. the
gen. sg. sato is not found apparently (PED, Geiger).

GarahamÁ etc.: ‘But we blame only the wrong doctrines and not at all (those
who entertain them)’ (Jac.)

DitthiÇ: at Cu 421,14 referable particularly to the Buddhists, as to which
Jinadasa may rather have had his own times in view than the past of the text. In
the d pada either the object must be supplied which is hard here or one must
render the second garahamo by ‘to call names’ and take kiÇci as a predicative
attribute of the object (which, however, is missing then also) as apparently the
commentators do: tan nanu kiÇca garahamo? Jinadasa asks and replies on
Adda’s behalf: na, yatha tvaÇ, papa-drstih mithya-drstih mudho murkhah
a-janako vêti (Cu 421,14) and similarly Filâkka: na kaÇcid (!)33 garhamah
kaja-kujthôdghattanâdi-prakareja34 – Controversies abounding in invectives
during religious disputes occurred not only long ago. Thus von Glasenapp
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(1928: 14) wrote about Dayânand Sarasvati, who originally was a follower of
Fakkara and later founded the Arya-samaj: “Mit seiner gewaltigen Stimme suchte
er bei seinen endlosen Redekämpfen die Gegner niederzuschreien und sparte
auch nicht mit Schimpfworten, wenn es galt, sich ihrer zu erwehren.”35

2,6,13
na kiÇci ruvej’ abhidharayamo
sa-ditthi-maggaÇ tu karemu pauÇ
magge ime kittiĕ ariehiÇ
aj-uttare sap-puriseh) añju

b: J: saÇ ditthimaggaÇ tu karemo

BY NO MEANS DO WE CRITICIZE (A PERSON’S) PRIVATE
QUALITIES, BUT WE (ONLY) PROCLAIM OUR OWN RELIGIOUS
WAY. THIS WAY, THE UNEXCELLED (AND) STRAIGHT ONE, HAS
BEEN RECOMMENDED BY NOBLE MEN, BY GOOD PEOPLE.

Na kiÇci etc.: ‘We do not detract from anybody because of his personal
qualities’ (Jac.). Filâkka explains the opening words by na kañcana framajaÇ
brahmajaÇ va (T II 143 b 10 sq.), cf. note on prec. stanza.

Ruveja: according to Cu 422,1 apparently a physical quality by which one
reviles a person is meant, ‘as when someone says to another who makes a
mistake: One-eye ! Humpback ! Leper !’36 or reviles him as to his origin: ‘He is
doing the work of a Cajdala.’37 In the same way (one should not say): ‘Bloody
Tridajdin, damned sophist!38 What you preach here is wrong. What does the stu-
pid Kapila think how the soul does act ?’ etc.39 Further, the Buddhists, too, are
being abused40 and their doctrine of the skandhas attacked. At T II 143 b 11 the
gloss on ruveja is restricted to insult because of bodily parts provoking
abhorrence, or caste or the (ab)use of caste marks.41

Abhidharayamo: vacam bemi (Cu 422,7), garhajâbuddhyôdghattayamah (T II
143 b 11 sq.). The verb, which has a counterpart in Pali and BHS, there means ‘to
uphold, maintain’ (CPD) resp. ‘to support; assist’ (BHSD), in Sa. also ‘to resist’
(MW).42 In our passage, however, it can hardly be anything but equivalent to
garahai, cf. Ved. abhibharati ‘to lay or throw upon (as a fault or blame)’ (MW);
for the semantic development cf. jugupsati as a desiderative of GUP.

Magge etc.: ‘I have been told the supreme, right path by worthy, good men’ (Jac.).
Ime: nom. m. sg. (Pi § 430).
AriyehiÇ: sarva-jñais tyajya-dharma-dura-vartibhih (T II 144 a 3). According

to Leumann (1921: 40) “das Beiwort edel fehlt bei Mahavira and others – im
Gegensatz zum Buddha,” but Filâkka apparently does relate it to Arhats and the
same is the case, I would say, with Ayar 1,2,2,3 esa magge ariyehiÇ paveie.
At SN III 4,15 ariya are equalled to sap-purisa.
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Ajuttare: cf. DN II 246,6* esa maggo uju43 maggo esa maggo an-uttaro.

2,6,14
uddhaÇ ahe yaÇ tiriyaÇ disasu
tasa ya je thavara je ya paja
bhuyâbhisakkaL duguñchamajo
no garahai vusimaÇ kiÇci loe

a: J: ahe ya; – c: T: bhuyâhisaÇkabhi, V: bhayâhisaÇkabhi; TVJ:
duguñchamaja

A (PERSON) LEADING A MONK’S LIFE AND DREADING
TO HARM (OTHER) BEINGS – BEINGS THAT MOVE BEYOND,
UNDER AND HORIZONTALLY IN THE DIRECTIONS
AND SUCH AS DO NOT DO THAT – BY NO MEANS CRITICIZES
ANYTHING IN THE WORLD.

a: cf. PijdaN 363; – c � 1,14,20 a

Bhuyâbhisakkae: sakkâlaye ajjaje ca (Cu 423,2), bhutaÇ – sadbhutaÇ
tathyaÇ tatrâbhifakkaya (T II 144 a 8 sq.) which Filâkka follows up by the right
explanation.

VusimaÇ: ‘well-controlled’ (Jac.), ‘sage’ (Caillat 1991: 86 and 88). Mme
Caillat suggests ‘vusimaÇ could have been an old equivalent of tirthakrt, a
“fordmaker”, or a “sage”, with PSM connecting the word with Sa. brsi ‘a pad,
(esp.) the seat of an ascetic’ � -ma(nt)-. Thus the image would be that the monk
use his seat as a raft to cross saÇsara. Rafts for crossing rivers have of course
been employed from time immemorial.44

KiÇci loe: savva-loe tti trailokye pasajda-loke va (Cu 423,3). Mme Caillat
(1991: 88) reads kiÇci, but translates “the v(usimaÇ) does not blame (anybody)
in the world” perhaps thinking of kaÇci in 2,6,12.

(Gosala speaks:)

2,6,15
agantagâgarĕ aram’-÷gare
samaje u bhie na uvei vasaÇ
dakkha hu santi bahave majussa
ujâiritta ya lavalava ya

a: C: agantare, TV: agantagare, J: agantagare; – c: J: majusa

IN A HOSTEL OR HOSPICE IN A GARDEN, HOWEVER,
YOUR SOLICITOUS MONK WON’T STAY, FOR THERE ARE
MANY CLEVER PEOPLE (THERE), SOME OF WHOM ARE
TOO LITTLE COMMUNICATIVE, OTHERS TOO VOLUBLE.
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Aganta� etc.: the metrically wrong traditions may have been brought in from
Ayar 1,8,2,3 agantare aramâgare.45 Cu yields little here, but Filâkka’s comment
runs agantukanaÇ – karpatikâdinam agaram agantâgaraÇ (T II 144 b 6 sq.).
My conjecture restores the metre, and the compound has a counterpart in Pa.
agantukâgara (SN IV 219,9 and V 51,24).

Uvei vasaÇ: vasam upaiti (T II 144 b 8). The idiom once occurs in Pali: tattha
yo samajo va brahmajo va vasaÇ upeti (SN IV 348,19), but of Buddhist monks
apparently vasaÇ upagacchati was used (see PTC). T obviously read tattha
before na. Cf. note on vs. 16 infra.

Dakkha: nipunah prabhuta-fastra-vifaradah (T II 144 b 9); strikingly, the
Fakyas are not mentioned in first instance here.
Ájâiritta: ‘lower or nobler men’ (Jac.). Cu 423, 6 sq. here comments kiÇcid

ujeja kecid atirikta jattha uja atirikta va, tattha samadhi atthi (?) and T II 144
b 11 “nyunah” svato ’vama hina jaty-ady-atirikta va; tabhyam parajitasya
mahaÇcchayabhraÇfah.46 Against Filâkka’s interpretation it can be said that the
monk does not belong to this world and as such stands outside the system of
upper and lower classes.

Lavalava: ‘talkative or silent men’ (Jac.).47 Our commentators’ glosses run japa-
lapa vyaktayaÇ vaci “lapalapa” iti vipsa bhrfaÇ-lapa lapalapa va, jaha dava-
davâdi turitaÇ va gaccha gaccha va; uktaÇ hi: “deva-devassa.” Athâpi yaÇ evaÇ
vada-vadâdi kiÇ evaÇ lavalavesi ? (Cu 423,7 sq.); lapa – vacalah ghositâkeka-
tarka-vicitra-dajdakah tatha a-lapa – mauna-vratika nisthita-yogah (!) gudikâdi-
yukta va, yad-vafad abhidheya-visaya vag eva na pravartate (T II 144 b 12 sq.).
Though the item mentioned last is an interesting piece of information about
ascetics with a vow of silence who, if they were not completely bound by it, helped
themselves by a pebble or so in their mouth ‘so that no word by which contents can
be intimated was produced’ – a Jain monk would have little to fear from a silent
ascetic. I would therefore like to agree with Jinadasa and take lavalava in an inten-
sive sense, in our passage also with metrically required -a-.48 Lapalapa is not
found in Sa.- nor is lapa, for that matter – but it does occur in Pali.49 The meaning
of the last line is, I believe, that the monk on the one hand can incur harm at the
hands of an interlocutor who expresses himself too briefly and thus may provoke
dubiosities, and on the other hand, by being washed away from his own persuasion
into heresy by a flux of arguments an adversary might come up with.

2,6,16
mehavijo sikkhiya buddhimanta
suttehi atthehi ya nicchaya-nna
pucchiÇsu ma je aj-agara anne
ii sakkamajo na uvei tattha

b: J: nicchaya-jju; – c: J: ajagara ege

WITH THE UNEASY IDEA ‘SOME RECLUSE OR OTHER (OF
THOSE WHO ARE) WISE; HAVE FINISHED THEIR TRAINING;
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OBTAINED INSIGHT AND ARE WELL ACQUAINTED WITH
YOUR SCRIPTURES AND THEIR MEANING MIGHT ASK ME
QUESTIONS’ HE DOES NOT GO THERE.

d � 18 d

Sikkhiya: fiksita aj-egaji vyakaraja-SaÇkhya-Vifesika-Bauddhâjivika-
Nyayâdiji fastraji (Cu 423,9), fiksaÇ grahitah fiksitah (T II 145a 1). The final
syllable of sikkhiya, handed down as short in all editions, is metrically anceps and
therefore the lectio difficilior here. On this basis the form would have to be taken
in an absolute sense though as such remarkable in the present context; cf. thavara
in 14b, where according to the rules thavara could be expected without prejudice
to the metre.

Suttehi etc.: “sutre” sutra-visaye vinifcaya-jñah tatha artha visaye ca nifcaya-
jña yathâvasthita-sutrârtha-vedina ity arthah (T II 145a 1f.). For the loc. -hi –
stated by Pi § 363 to occur only in ApabhraÇfa – see Lüders 1952: § 220 (cf. note
on vs. 22). Jacobi renders as ‘(. . .) men, who are well versed in the sacred texts
and their meaning’. Thus the monks of other denominations50 apparently knew
the Jain sutras so well, that Mahavira’s disciples did not like to enter into a
discussion with them (and should not do so, Suy 1,1,4,2; Ayar 2,3,2,17; Uvas 58
� Schubring 2000: § 163).51

Passages like these seem to corroborate Schubring’s thesis regarding the grounds
for the disappearance of the Puvvas.52 In the Pali canon, however, not only the
heretical doctrines are somehow discernible (as against the Suyagada – the remain-
der of the Puvvas), but even the names of the teachers are mentioned. Furthermore,
it may be asked, if only by mere accident Vaddhamana and Gotama never met.

PucchiÇsu ma: for the aorist as prohibitive tense cf. Pali, e.g. MN I 387,22 ma
maÇ etaÇ pucchi.

N.e: in Pi § 431 and Geiger/Norman 1994: § 107 only given as acc.pl. of
(e)ja/ena, but Pi § 415 mentions it also as acc. sg. of the personal pronoun of the
first person, though in brackets, which may mean that he had not found the form
in the texts.

Na uvei: upagacchati (T II 145a 3); cf. note ad vs. 15 supra.

(Adda speaks:)

2,6,17
no ’kama-kicca na ya bala-kicca
rayâbhiyogeja kuo bha(y)ejaÇ
viyagarejja pasijaÇ na vâvi
sa-kama-kiccej’ iha ariyajaÇ

a: thus CT; VJ: nakamakicca; – c: VT: viyagarejja

HE SHOULD REPLY TO (A) QUESTION(S) OR NOT (AS
THE CASE MAY BE), BUT NEITHER DO SO EAGERLY NOR
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RASHLY NOR ON THE KING’S ORDERS OR BECAUSE HE IS
AFRAID, YET WORTHY PEOPLE’S QUESTIONS HE SHOULD
BE PLEASED TO ANSWER.

No ’kama�: notwithstanding the uniform tradition of no ’kama. in Cu and T
which, however, omit the avagraha, a reading nâkama� can be concluded from the
commentaries. I have therefore kept no, cf. Suy 1,1,1,16.53

Kuo bhayejaÇ: ‘(nor) from fear of anybody’, which Jacobi can hardly have
meant in the sense of kuo ci like the interrogative pronoun that can be used
instead of the indefinite one in familiar German.54

Viyagarejja: at T II 145a 12ff. several times sanskritized as vyagrjiyad
PasijaÇ: sg. or plur. (see Lüders 1954: 143ff. referred to by Geiger/ Norman

1994: 71, but some reject an acc. plur. masc. -aÇ).
Na vâvi: T II 145a 13: na ca – nâiva.
Sa-kama-kicceja: sanskritized sva-kama-krtyena (T II 145b 1), but as a

pendant of a-kama-� in the a-pada I would prefer sa-�.
AriyajaÇ: aryajaÇ sarva-heya-dharma-dura-vartinaÇ tad-upakaraya

dharma-defanaÇ vyagrjiyad asau (T II 145b 2f.). This and the next stanza show
that a. means: fellow believers. Thereby, however, Adda recognizes Gosala’s
reproach as correct.

2,6,18
ganta ca tattha aduva a-ganta
viyagarejja samiy’ asu-panne
aj-ariya daÇsajao paritta
ii sakkamajo na uvei tattha

a: VJ: tattha

WHETHER HE GOES THERE OR NOT, QUICK-WITTED
HE WILL GIVE CORRECT ANSWERS/EXPLANATIONS. FEARING
LEST THEY BE HERETICS BECAUSE THEY HAVE TURNED
AWAY FROM THE (RIGHT) BELIEF HE DOES NOT GO TO THEM.

d � 16 d

Ganta: taken by Filâkka (T II 145b 4) and Jacobi to pertain to the monk’s
pupils (vineya), who in my opinion are not meant here, at any rate not by Gosala.

Samiy’: ‘impartially’ (Jac.), samataya – sama-drstitaya (T II 145b 6). The latter
sanskritization is impossible; formally and semantically, however, samyak and
samakam would do.55 Cf. Suy 1,2,2,6 samiya dhammaÇ udahare muji; Ayar
1,7,8,14 samiyã ahare muji and Suy 1,2,2,8 paja (. . .) samayaÇ samihiya with
samiyaÇ uvehae as a Cu variant and samayaÇ tatth’ uvehae in Ayar 1,3,3,1.
Asu-panne: ‘the wise man’ (Jac.), sarva-jña (T II 145b 6). With the exception

of Ayar 1,7,1,3 (prose) I have only found references of this compound in tristubh
metre.56 It seems to be absent in Pali and Sa.
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Paritta: ‘men have fallen (from . . . )’ (Jac.), pari – samantad itah – gatah
prabhrastah (T II 145b 8). Paritta may be best taken as a ppp. of pra √RIC ‘leer
werden’ [pwb] (to become empty), i.e. approximately ‘without’. This meaning is
not attested in Sa. and Pali.

2,6,19
pajjaÇ jaha vajie uday’-atthi
ayassa heuÇ pagarei sakgaÇ
ta(y)-uvame samaje Naya-putte
icc eva me hoi mai viyakka

a: VJ: uday’; – c: V: tayovame; J: tauvame; – d: V: viyakko

(Gosala speaks:)

THE framaja NAYAPUTTA ACTS JUST AS A PROFIT-ORIENTED
MERCHANT PROCURES GOODS FOR HIS INCOME
(AND) THEREBY A KARMIC BOND/DEPENDENCE (FROM
OTHERS). THIS IS MY VIEW AND OPINION.

b � 21 d

Right from the start Gosala’s attack was directed against Mahavira’s alleged
inconsequence: the fact that he first lived alone and then decided to go into the
public eye surrounded by monks and to proclaim his teaching (vss. 1–2).

Jacobi’s rendering of the first line runs: ‘As a merchant desirous of gain
(shows) his wares and attracts a crowd to do business (. . .)’, which involves the
assumption of a hard zeugma or a complementary verb to pajjaÇ as provided by
the commentaries.57 Prakaroti means ‘vollbringen, ausfuühren, bewirken, ver-
anstalten, machen, anfertigen; s. aneignen, nehmen (daran ein Weib)’ (pwb) as
far as concerns the meanings possible here. The doctrine, which is not expressed
clearly, represents Mahavira’s true doctrine; the asyndetically connected words
pajjaÇ and sakgaÇ share the notion of binding and form a unity of contrasts –
the material and the spiritual – which their chiastic position underlines.

PajjaÇ: glossed by Filâkka inter alia as camphor, aloe, musk and amber.58

Áday’-atthi: cf. Pa. uday’-atthika (AkguttaraN II 199,20) where the Jain Fakya
Vappa complains to the Buddha that he is like a merchant making every effort to
sell his goods yet does not realize any profit. As a disciple Mahavira’s he would
believe himself seyyathâpi (. . .) puriso uday’-atthiko assa pajiyaÇ poseyya so
udayaÇ c’eva na labheyya. The commercial simile may be typical of the Jains
and testifies to the great age of their professional activity (cf. also vs. 21).

Ayassa heuÇ: cf. bahu-janna-m-atthaÇ in vs. 2.

Pagarei sakgaÇ: “saÇja saÇge” saÇjanaÇ saktir va saÇgah (Cu 425,7; pagarei
is not glossed), maha-jana-sakgaÇ vidhatte (T II 146a 12). See further infra at vs. 21.
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Viyakka: in Pali and Sa. only masc.

Naya-putte: see note on 2,1,13 (Bollée 1977: 139) and on the Naga tribe see
Kosambi 1963: 33.

2,6,20
navaÇ na kujja, vihuje purajaÇ
ciccâmaiÇ tai ya sâha evaÇ:
eyavaya bambha-vaya tti vutta
tassôday’-atthk ‘samaje’ tti bemi

b: V: tai yam aha, J: tayati sâha; – c: Cu 426,1: etavato, T: etovaya, J: ettavaya; –
TVJ: bambhava(t)i tti; – J: vutte

(Adda speaks:)

HE DOES NOT EFFECT NEW (KARMAN) AND CASTS OFF
OLD (KARMAN) BY GIVING UP WRONG VIEWS. THEREFORE
(sa) THE SAINT SPOKE ACCORDINGLY: IN THIS RESPECT
THEY ARE CALLED MEN OF EXCELLENT VOWS. “ONLY HE
WHO STRIVES AT THIS GAIN IS A MONK.” THUS I SAY.

NavaÇ etc.: here Cu 425,12f. quotes DasavN 383 (. . .) naji navaÇ na bandhai.59

Vihuje: vidhunayati – apanayati (T II 146b 3).

Ta(y)i: apparently connected by Jinadasa with � T¸: tirjo vi paran taretîti (Cu
425,11f.). Filâkka, however, glosses trayi – Bhagavan sarvasya paritraja-filo
(. . .) tayi va moksaÇ prati; aya-vaya-maya-paya-caya-t a y a-naya gatav ity asya
rupaÇ.60 Jacobi (‘who protects others’) follows the latter and renders tayi by ‘sav-
iour’, but Schubring first started from tyaginah (Schubring 1926: 133 note 7;
2004: 2b 1f.), and later (Dasaveyalia, IsibhasiyaiÇ) changed his mind in favour
of trayin (see Alsdorf 1965: 5). The etymological identity of tai(j), Pali tadin and
Sa. tadrf can be proved by Utt 23,10 gujavantaja taijaÇ and Petavatthu guja-
vantesu tadisu. See further Roth 1968: 46ff.

Sa eva – Bhagavan eva – aha, yatha vimati-parityagena moksa-gamana – filo
bhavati (T II 146b 5ff.).

Eyavaya etc.: ‘Herein is contained the vow (leading to) Brahman (i.e. Moksa)’
(Jac.). Etavato (Cu 426,1), etavata saÇdarbheja (T II 146b 6).

Bambha-vaya: brahmajah padaÇ brahma-padaÇ va brahma-vrataÇ va (Cu
426,1), brahmajo – moksasya vrataÇ brahma-vrataÇ (T, l.c.). Though the first
explanation can also be defended – brahma-pada occurs in Sa. ‘Brahmas Stätte’
(PWB), here perhaps in the sense of ‘excellent way’.61 Pada is used in Pali as a syn-
onym of patha (PED, s.v.) – I consider the second one more probable. The word
occurs also with -vv-, e.g. MahanisihaBh 1794. – Cf. also Ayar 2,16,2 aj-anta-
samaya, for which see Bollée 1990: 32.

Tassa etc.: ‘this is the gain which a Framaja is desirous of. Thus I say’ (Jac.).
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2,6,21
[sam]arabhãte vajiya bhuya-gamaÇ
pariggahaÇ c’eva mamayamaja
te nai-saÇjoga-m-avi ppahaya
ayassa heuÇ pagaranti sakgaÇ

a: C: samarabhante hi vajiya; – b: J: mamayamija; – d: J: pakarenti

MERCHANTS KILL MANY LIVING BEINGS AND EVEN
THOUGH GIVING UP THE CONTACT WITH / SEPARATING
THEMSELVES FROM THEIR RELATIVES THEY ACQUIRE PROPERTY;
(IN DOING SO) THEY TAKE UP A (KARMATIC) BOND
MERELY FOR THE SAKE OF MATERIAL GAIN.

b: cf. Ayar 1,2,5,3 where between pariggahaÇ and a-mamayamaje the metre
requires a short syllable like tu or ca; – c � 10 c; – d � 19 b
Arabhãte, etc.: Jacobi takes this form as a sg. and renders ‘a merchant

kills (. . .)’. On account of their business activities with many waggons, draught-
animals and camels merchants kill living beings.62

PariggahaÇ: du-padaÇ63 caup-padaÇ dhanaÇ dhajja-hirajja-suvajjâ(d)i (Cu
426,4, similarly T). Sustaining a family compels the laymen to strive for property.

Pagaranti sakgaÇ: bhrfaÇ karenti prakarenti; saktiÇ sakgaÇ (thus read in
stead of saÇyaÇ, Cu 426,7), sambandhaÇ kurvanti (T II 146 b 12). Cf. Ayar
1,1,7,6 arambha-satta pakarenti sakgaÇ ‘(. . . . those are involved in sin who . . . )
and engaging in acts, are addicted to worldliness’ (Jac.), ‘. . . .der Betätigung
ergeben wirken sie Verknüpfung [mit der Welt]’ (Schubring 1926: 72; 2004: 83).

2,6,22
vitt’-esijo mehuja-saÇpagadha
te bhoyaj’-attha vajiya vayanti,
vayaÇ tu kamesu ajjhovavanna
aj-ariya pema-rasesu giddha

PROPERTY-MINDED AND ENGAGING IN SEXUAL RELATIONS
THESE MERCHANTS SAY (THEY BEHAVE THUS) TO EARN THEIR
LIVING (or: WANDER AROUND FOR PLEASURE).
WE, HOWEVER, (BELIEVE THAT THEY ARE) GIVEN
TO THE PLEASURES OF THE SENSES, NOT (SERIOUS) BELIEVERS
(AND) LUSTFUL.

Mehuja�: why this and pema-rasesu giddha should be particularly characteris-
tics of merchants is not clear. Does vajiya in fact stands for (Jain) laymen?
Then the reason why these characteristics are mentioned here would become
understandable for many souls are destroyed in sexual intercourse.64 Chiastically
as to the a-pada here property and disregard for living beings are taken up once
more in vs. 23 a.
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Jinadasa then admonishes those who live in that way by means of several
quotations citing the first: fifnôdara-krte, Partha ! (426,9f.) in Cu 86,7f. ad Ayar
1,2,5,5, introduced by bhajiyaÇ ca loge vi and completed as follows: prthiviÇ
jetum icchasi / jaya fifnôdaram, Partha! tatas te prthivi jita. The first pada
reminds us of Mbh (cr. ed.) 1,164,13 b p. j. icchata and the last one of Mbh
5,148,4 a tatas te prthivi-palah.

Vayanti: vrajanti (Cu 426,8), to which Filâkka adds: vadanti va (T II 147a 1),
perhaps because Ayar 1,1,7,6 arambhamaja vijayaÇ vayanti / chandôvajiya ∪
ajjhovavanna / arambha-satta pakarenti sakgaÇ.

2,6,23
arambhagaÇ c’eva pariggahaÇ ca
a-viussiya nissiya aya-dajda
tesiÇ ca se udae, jaÇ vayasi,
caur’-ant’ aj-antaya duhaya, nêha

THEY NEITHER GIVE UP KILLING NOR PROPERTY,
BUT STICK TO IT. THEY ARE INCONSIDERATE, BUT THEIR
GAIN WHICH YOU MENTIONED (WILL SERVE) THEM ONLY
TO ENDLESS DISTRESS IN THE (WHOLE) SQUARE (WORLD),
NOT ONLY HERE.

A-viussiya: ‘they do not abstain from (. . .)’ (Jac.), avosiriuÇ (Cu 427,1),
a-vyutsrjya – a-parityajya (T II 147a 4). If anywhere, it is with this rare form that
the occasional parallelism of verse numbers is remarkable, in this case 1,1,2,23 je
u tattha viussanti, saÇsaraÇ te viussiya,65 where I should now like to translate:
‘wer damit aber aufhört, beendet für sich den SaÇsara’. Cf. also Theragatha 784
a-vyosita.66

Nissiya: for this form cf. sikkhiya in vs. 16.
Aya-dajda: see my comment at 1,2,3,9 (Bollée 1988: 75f.).
Vayasi: according to Pi § 516 � avadih, but cf. Pali avacasi (Geiger/Norman

1994, § 165.1); vayasi points to vs. 19.
Caur’-ant’: for this notion see Schubring 2000: § 103. Jacobi translates the

second line as: ‘and their gain of which you spoke, will be the endless Circle of
Births and pains manifold’. Perhaps he wanted to read: -anta ya duha ya.

Nêha: Jacobi here remarks: “Neha or nedha. According to Filâkka it is na iha:
‘not even here (do they find the profit they seek)’. I think it maybe the Prakrt
equivalent of anekadha or it could stand for snehah, in which case the meaning
would be: love’s (reward will be) pain”. Faute de mieux I have followed the com-
mentator, as Jacobi did not convince me.

2,6,24
j’-egant’-aj-accantiya udae so
vayanti te do vi gujôdayaÇmi.
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se udae sâi-m-ajanta-patte
tam udayaÇ sahae tai nai

a: CT: jeganta jaccantiva thus corrected in C for original: jaccantiya, V:
neganti naccanti ya; – TV: odae; J: udaye se; – c: VTJ: udae; – d: VT: udayaÇ,
J: uddayaÇ; TV: sahayai, J: sahati

THIS GAIN OF THEIRS IS UNCERTAIN AND NOT WITHOUT
AN END. THEY EXPERIENCE (THESE) QUALITIES, BOTH OF THEM,
(ONLY) IN THE BEGINNING. THE GAIN ACQUIRED THROUGH
HIM (i.e. MAHAVIRA), HOWEVER, HAS A BEGINNING, BUT
NO END. THE SAINT (AND) GUIDE/NAYA GIVES AWAY HIS
GAIN.

N’egant’: j’eganti j’accanti ity adi, ekântena bhavatîty ekântikah (. . .)
atyantikah sarva-kala-bhavi (T II 147a 9f.). For the seventh syllable -a see vs. 16
(sikkhiya).

Vayanti etc.: (. . .) tad-vido vadanti tau ca dvav api bhavau vigata-gujôdayau
bhavatah (T II 147a 11; similarly Cu 427, 5 f. where guja is glossed pagara).
Jacobi saw that this interpretation cannot be correct, yet to read guje ’dayammi,
as he does, is not necessary for gujo� can represent guja � u. or guj’ u�. The
a-pada, too, reads odae for udae. Vayanti ~ vrajanti, as in vs. 22.

Se udae: put chiastically and thus in a certain contrast with udae so.
Sahaye etc.: ‘the saviour and sage shares his profit (with others)’

(Jac.). Sahaye: akhyati silahati (Cu 427,7), kathayati flaghate va (T II 147a 14).
As to the form, sahaye (thus to be read m.c.) can correspond to flaghate or
flaghayati as well as to sadhate or sadhayati. The verb last mentioned has
many meanings, inter alia, ‘to grant, bestow, yield’ [MW] and these appeared
better to me. 

Tai nai: jatîti jñatih kuli (Cu 427, 8), jñati jñatah ksatriya jñataÇ va
vastujataÇ vidyate yasya sa jñati, vidita-samasta-vedya ity arthah (T II 147b 2f.).
Though his gloss is otherwise wrong yet Filâkka makes us suppose that we might
read Nae and consider this to be short for Nayaputte, cf. Dasav 6,21 na so pariǵǵaho
vutto Nayaputteja taija. Nevertheless I would prefer to take nae ~ Pali nago ~
Sa. nayakah, as in Suttanipata 522 (. . . vimutto) nago tadi pavuccati tathatta‘
(. . . being completely released.) Such a one is rightly called “naga”.’ (Norman
1992: 57).

2,6,25
a-hiÇsayaÇ savva-payâjukampi
dhamme thiyaÇ kamma-vivega-heuÇ
tam aya-dajdeh) samayaranta
a-bohie te padiruvã eyaÇ
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HE DOES NOT HARM ANYONE, HAS PITY ON ALL BEINGS,
IS OF UNSHAKEABLE FAITH (AND) MAKES THAT HIS
ACTIONS ARE JUDGED CORRECTLY. HE WHO PUTS HIM
ON A PAR (?) WITH INCONSIDERATE PEOPLE IS A MODEL
OF FOLLY.

Savva-payâjukampi: ~i uniform reading for which, if correct, cf. Edgerton,
BHSG 10.54; otherwise the ending might be emended -iÇ though nasalisation in
MSS equals lengthening of the preceding vowel.

Dhamme thiyaÇ: this expression is found also in Pali, e.g. Sn 250, 327 etc.67

Cu 427,11 dasa-vidhe dhamme,68 T II 147b 9 paramârtha-bhute.
Kamma�: ‘(who) causes the truth of the Law to be known’ (Jac.).
TaÇ etc.: ‘him you would equal to those wicked men’ (Jac.).
Aya-dajdehø: see at 1,2,3,9.
Samayaranta: samacaranti iti samaÇ acaranta samacaranta, tulyaÇ kurvanta

ity arthah; samanayanto va samanaÇ kurvanta ity arthah (Cu 427,13),
samacaranta – atma-kalpaÇ kurvanti vajig-adibhir udaharajaih (T II 147b 10).
Sa. samacarati means 1. ‘to act or conduct oneself towards’ (loc.); 2. ‘to practise,
do; 3. to associate with’ (instr.; MW). In Pali only the second meaning is testified
to, but at our place, only the causative of the third meaning, if at all, would make
sense. A possible alternative may be a derivation from � KAR: samakaroti means
‘to bring together, unite’ (MW). That would fit exactly, though the verb seems to
occur in Vedic only and not at all in Pali. Samayaranta, however, cannot be
anything else but a nom. pl. and therefore it is not clear to me, why Jacobi could
separate it from te in the d-pada.

A-bohie etc.: ‘This is the outcome of your folly’ (Jac.).

Quotations in the commentaries

As noticed elsewhere69 Mbh quotations can present readings rejected in the
critical edition.

aya-vaya-maya-paya-caya-taya-jaya gatau (T II 146b 5 ad Suy 2,6,20) � 147b
1 ad Suy 2,6,24. Cf. Hemacandra 1979: 101 (790ff.)

afoka-vrksah sura-puspa-vrstir divya-dhvanif câmaram asanaÇ ca bha-majdalaÇ
dundubhirata-patraÇ sat-pratiharyaji Jinêfvarajam (Cu 418,4 ad Suy 2,6,2)
ahiÇsa satyam a-steyaÇ brahmacaryam a-lubdhata (T II 142b 1 ad Suy 2,6,8).
Quotation of Mbh 14 App. 4. 2214.
afvade fighra-bhave ca (Cu 426,12 ad Suy 2,6,22)
udaiga pakkheve (Cu 426,2 ad Suy 2,6,20)
kamu icchayaÇ (Cu 424,3 ad Suy 2,6,17)
citte tayitavye (Cu 428,6 ad Suy 2,6,25)
cira-saÇsattho ’si me, Goyama (Cu 424,7 ad Suy 2,6,17). Quotation of Viy 14,7

[saÇsitthe].
chatraÇ chatraÇ patraÇ vastraÇ yastiÇ ca carcayati bhiksuh veseja

parikareja ca kiyatâpi vina na bhiksâpi (T II 139b 14f. ad Suy 2,6,2)
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jahiÇ jassa jaÇ vavasiyaÇ (Cu 421,13 ad Suy 2,6,12)
tvaci bhogah sukhaÇ maÇse (Cu 414,1 ad SuyN 185)
ditthaÇ miyaÇ a-saÇdiddhaÇ (Cu 419,8 ad Suy 2,6,5). Quotation of

Dasav 8,48a.
deva-devassa (Cu 423,8 ad Suy 2,6,15)
navaÇ na kujja vihuje purajaÇ (Cu 425,12 ad Suy 2,6,20)
najaÇ sikkhai najaÇ gujei najeja kujai kiccaiÇ naji navaÇ na bandhei,

etc. (Cu 425,12 f. ad Suy 2,6,20). Quotation of DasavN 383 [bandhai].
paeja khija-davva (Cu 423,14 ad Suy 2,6,16)
Brahma luna-fira Harir drfi sarug vyalupta-fifno Harah, Suryo ’py ullikhito

’nalo’ py akhila-bhuk Somah kalakkâkkitah / svar-natho ‘pi visaÇsthulah
khalu vapuh-saÇsthair upasthaih krtah, san-marga-skhalanad bhavanti
vipadah prayah prabhunam api // (T II 143b 12 ff. ad Suy 2,6,13)

BhagavaÇ pañca-mahavvaya-gutto indiya-sãvudo ya virao ya / annesiÇ pi
tam-eva ya dhammaÇ desei gahei // (Cu 419,12 f. ad Suy 2,6,6)

mana puvvakgama [?] (Cu 428,5 ad Suy 2,6,25)
raga-dvesau vinirjitya kim arajye karisyasi? atha no nirjitav etau kim arajye

karisyasi? (T II 141a 10 f. ad Suy 2,6,4)
vidya-vinaya-sampanne brahmaje �gavi hastini� (Cu 424,2f. ad Suy

2,6,16). Quotation of Mbh 6,27,18ab.
visaya vinivartante niraharasya dehinah (Cu 426,12 ad Suy 2,6,22). Quotation

of Mbh 6,24,59ab � 12,197,16ab.
fakke praharsa-tula (Cu 425,1 ad Suy 2,6,18)
fifnôdara-krte, Partha ! (Cu 426,9 f. ad Suy 2,6,22. The complete floka is

found Cu 86,7 f. ad Ayar 1,2,5,5. Cf. Mbh 3,2,61a)
sañja sakge (Cu 425,7 ad Suy 2,6,19)
sukhani dattva sukhani (Cu 420,6 ad Suy 2,6,7)

Notes

1 Part two appeared in the Journal of Indian Philosophy 27 (1999) 411–437. The abbre-
viations for the titles of Indian texts are those adopted for my Studien zum Suyagada:
C � pratikas in Jinadasa’s Curji [1950]; T � Suy text in Filâkka’s commentary vol. II
[1953]; V � Vaidya’s ed. [1928]; J � Jambuvijaya’s ed. [1978]; Cu� Curji, T� Tika.

2 Minor variants are noted in Bollée 1995: 135f.
3 This “correction” of T by Vaidya, just as his adoption of T’s reading at N 198 d, shows

the correctness of Alsdorf’s remark in his Itthiparinna paper (Alsdorf 1974: 194 note 5).
4 Vattha ja khiva-m-addeja vajj’-addaÇ citta-kammâdisu ardakaÇ likhitam
ArdranaksatraÇ likhitam (Cu 413, 12 sq.).

5 See Hilka 1910: 33.
6 Friparji-sovarcalâdikam (T II 136 a 2).
7 Mukta-phala-raktâfokâdikam (T ibid.).
8 VasayôpaliptaÇ vasârdram (T II 136 a 3).
9 Vajra-lepâdy-upaliptaÇ stambha-kudyâdikam (l.c.).

10 Tattha negama-saÇgaha-vavahara ti-vihaÇ saÇkhaÇ icchanti, taÇ jaha: ekkabhaviyaÇ
baddhâuyaÇ abhimuha-nama-gottaÇ ca.
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11 The particulars of this process, which stricto sensu seems to contradict Buddhist con-
ceptions, are told by Buddhaghosa with regard to the future Buddha, but will represent a
common Indian idea as the Tusita-devata who form the setting see off the reincarnand in
the Nandavana. Sumakgalavilasini 430, 11 states sabba-devalokesu hi NandavanaÇ atthi
yeva. Thus beings enjoying their positive karman in other devalokas will leave these
in the same way (see Bollée, Physical aspects of some Mahapurusas [in press in WZKS
Hg (2005)]).

12 Ekena bhavena yo jivah svargâder agatya (. . .) asannataro baddhâyuãkah (. . .)
asannatamo’ bhimukha-nama-giotro yo’ nantara-samayam evârdrakatvena
samutpatsyate – ete ca trayo’ pi prakara dravyârdrake dras tavyah (T II 136a 6sqq.).

13 In another context (AvCu 526,4 and in a stanza from a longer metrical quotation in the
vrtti I 69 a 1 on Aya 1,1,7,1*) mentioned as the teacher of Jiyasattu, Raja of vasantapura.
I do not understand why this prince in PrPN I, p. 288 no. 15 should probably be identi-
cal with a ruler of Rayagiha of that name in Nirayav 4, 1, as suggested by Chandra and
Mehata at no. 38. A Jiyasattu of Vasantapura is also found at AvCu 498,6 and 503, 6.

14 For the formation cf., for example, Prince Selaga of Selagapura in Naya 1,5.
Localisations like these naturally are of little importance for the historicity of Suy 2,6
as already Basham 1951: 54 remarked.

15 Here Jinadasa’s version diverges in that the nun is reborn in a foreign country
(meccha-visaye) as Addaya, son of Prince Addaga and his queen Dhariji, whereas
Samayika returns to this world as a Sheth’s daughter in Vasantapura (Cu 415, 2 sq.).

16 Cu 415,4 sqq. only speaks of a duta.
17 Abhaya-kumarejâpi parijamikya buddhya parijamitam (T 138 a 5 sq.).
18 Derivate of afva-vahana ‘das Reiten zu Pferd’ (Schmidt, Nachträge).
19 Cu 416,7 reads savaga-padima instead of uvasaga- (see Schubring 2000: § 163). Thus

the layman is completely put on an equal footing with the monks. At T II 138 b3 it
reads anytara-pratima-pratipannah kayôtsarga-vyavasthitah.

20 Read vidhrto instead of vighrto at T II 138 b5.
21 Thathavidha-karmôdayae câvafyaÇ-bhavi-bhavitavyata-niyogena ca, T II 138b13.
22 Called dhijjati in Cu 417,2; see Bollée 1977: 112 and 1988: 279. The word in question

seems to be first a term of abuse used by Brahmins for non-brahmins who returned the
invective as a nickname for the former. Even Brahmins who had become Buddhist monks
sometimes could not abstain from their old habit as stated Udana 28, 11, where we hear of
the brahmin bhikkhu Pilinda-Vaccha’s custom of addressing his confratres by vasala-vada.

23 Even if this results in an impossible form like the imperative jajaÇ in vs. 8.
24 Ekaki viharaÇl lokikaih paribhuyata iti matva loka-pânkti-nimittaÇ mahan parikarah

krtah (on loka-pa[k]kti see Bollée 1977: 151), thata côcyate: “chattraÇ chattraÇ
patraÇ vastraÇ yas tiÇ ca carcayati bhiksuh / vesena parikareja ca kiyatâpi vina na
bhiksâpi” // (T II 139 b13 sqq.).

25 As to this see Jacobi’s remark on Utt 1,7 and infra Suy 2,6,6.
26 Cf. BHSG § 8.94.
27 Speijer 1886: § 52; Sen 1953 § 16.
28 Speyer 1896: §25.
29 See e.g. Alsdorf 1962: 5 sqq.
30 See e.g. K. C. Jain 1963: 17f.
31 Granoff 1989: 204; Dundas 2002: 148.
32 At the references mentioned in Pi §§ 56b and 409 vayam corresponds to Sa. vayas.
33 Yet cf. kiñcid at T II 143 b10.
34 Udghattana must have an extended conception of ‘outbreak (of violence or passion)’

(MW), namely, ‘passionate utterance, abuse’, cf. ghatte ‘to hurt with words, speak of
malignantly’ (MW).

35 ‘At his endless duels of words he tried to shout down his opponents with his formidable
voice and was profuse in invectives when it was necessary to withstand them’.
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36 Cf. Ayar 2,4,2,1.
37 Cf. Ayar 2,4,1,8.
38 This translation of parivrajaka follows Seidenstücker 1920: 125.
39 Ruvam iti yatha loko lokaÇ kasmiÇfcid aparadhe akrofati: ‘Kajah! kubjah! kodhi’

(Sa. Kusthi)! vêti jatya vêti ‘Cajdala-karma karoti.’ NâivaÇ kiÇcid rupeja
“Tridajdika dustha! Parivrajaka dustha ! Idam te durdrstam fasanaÇ. Tena murkha-
Kapilena kiÇ drstam, yena karta ksetrajñah?”

40 He kasaya-kajtha! (Cu 422,5).
41 Jugupsitâkgâvayavôdghattanena jatya tal-likga-grahajôdghattanena va.
42 Following this meaning Jacobi translates Utt 2,21 ‘sitting there he should brave all

dangers.’ He may have read similarly to Charpentier tattha se citthamajassa uvasaggâ-
bhidharae, yet I do not understand his construction then. Fantisuri reads uvasagge
’bhidharae, which does not solve the difficulty. Only his reading uvasaggabhayaÇ
bhave allows for a harmony with citthamajassa (thus also Alsdorf in a marginal jotting
in his personal copy of Charpentier). The latest Utt edition, the one made by
Pujyavijaya and Bhojak (Bombay, 1977), in the b-pada has the traditional version of
the European edition. – The only other reference for abhidharayai I have found seems
to me just as suspect: Dasav 5,2,25 a monk is recommended to visit every house on his
almsround and niyaÇ kulaÇ aikamma usadhaÇ nâbhidharae, which Schubring ren-
ders by ‘he should not pass by a lowly house and go only to a noble one’. As to the
meaning this no doubt is correct, just as Haribhadra paraphrases the verb by yayat.
Then one should either assume a meaning ‘to patronize’ – which in fact would reverse
things – or read abhidhavae.

43 Thus read for uju in the PTS ed.
44 See, for example, Hornell 1920: 174 sq.
45 In the Ayar chapter containing his analysis, p. 61, Schubring expresses himself to the

effect that this line starts with prose. In his working copy, however, he later emended
the text as follows: agant’ aramâgare game nagare vi egaya vaso.

46 Chaya-bhraÇfa iti ‘loss of face’.
47 Similarly Basham 1951: 53.
48 Otherwise these formations have an -a- in the joint of the compound; for examples

from Pali see PED s.v. kicca-kicca and Geiger/Norman 1994: § 33; for Sa.,
Wackernagel 1905: 148 (§ 61) and Debrunner 1957: 44; and for both, Hoffmann 1975:
113–119.

49 Mahaniddesa 226,28 in the form lapaka-lapaka, in Vism 26,3 also as lapa-lapa, used
of a talkative monk.

50 Buddhists, inter alios (Cu 423,12).
51 Interdictions of intercourse with heterodox people occur in Hinduism, for example,

Visjupuraja 3,18,79 and 96ff.
52 See Schubring 2000, § 38; Alsdorf 1974: 253; Dhaky 1997: 5; Bollée 1998: 365.
53 The verse number parallel 1,2,1,17 contains no . . . na ‘not at all’.
54 See Drosdowski 1984: § 579.
55 Cf. Milindapanha 82, 31ff.
56 Suy 1,5,1,2; 1,6,3; 1,6,7; 1,6,25; 1,14,4; Utt 4,6.
57 Ghettuja (Cu 425,7) � grhitva (T II 146a 12).
58 Karpurâgaru-kasturikâmbarâdikaÇ, T II 146a 11.
59 Cu: bandhei.
60 Quotation from unknown source.
61 For brahma in this sense see Zaehner 1969: 214.
62 Kraya-vikrayârthaÇ fakata-yana-vahanôstra-majdalikâdibhir anusthanaih (T II

146b9).
63 On slavery in India see, for example, Jain 1984: 140ff.
64 See Bollée 1977: 30.
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65 Bollée 1977: 99.
66 Sa. vyavasita: vyavasyati.
67 See PTC s.v. thita, p. 230b line 15 from bottom.
68 Cf. Tha 10,945 (Suttâgame I 304,23) dasa-vihe samaja-dhamme pannatte taÇ jaha

khanti, mutti, etc.
69 Bollée 1977: 71 n. 80.
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2

THE LATER FORTUNES 
OF JAMALI

Paul Dundas

Those of us in the English-speaking world who commenced serious research into
the history and practice of the Jain religion twenty or so years ago were of neces-
sity autodidacts to a large extent. The reason for this was that there were virtually
no academic specialists in the subject at whose feet one could sit and little by way
of available instruction which went beyond that already provided by what in one’s
darker and more frustrated moods often seemed to be, with a few exceptions, an
uninspiring and repetitive secondary literature primarily concerned with the
metaphysical basics of Jainism. The gaining of some sort of foothold and orien-
tation within a huge, diverse and largely unexplored primary literature was by no
means straightforward and methods had to be devised to get beyond the existing
textbooks. I for one decided that a possible strategy might be to investigate the
various sectarian controversies which had preoccupied the Jain community in its
early period, on the assumption that it is generally in the area of internal dispute
that religions expose both their cherished preoccupations and also possible
inconsistencies in their structure.

To this end, it seemed an obvious course of action to consider the early Jain
heretics, know in Prakrit as the pavayaja-nihjaga, ‘concealers of the doctrine’,
seven of which are listed at Sthanakga Sutra 587 and who according to tradition
arose in Mahavira’s lifetime and the immediate centuries after his death, in the
expectation that here would be fruitful and extensive ancient source material on
Jain disputes and, in the nature of heresies such as Arianism in Christianity
(cf. Wiles 1994), a continuing vein of dissent and contention which would
inevitably resurface at various times in Jainism’s history. It was with some sur-
prise, then, that I quickly realised that with the exception of Jamali, the first of
these so-called heretics, the ancient scriptural texts had very little to say on the
subject of the nihnava (‘concealments’, heresies; for the original sense, see Brough
1996: 77–78) and that Leumann’s paper of 1885, which amplified the exiguous
canonical material with some of the early commentarial and postcanonical litera-
ture, had been virtually the first and last serious scholarly word on the subject
(Leumann 1885 and cf. Balbir 1993: 146). In the light of this, I decided to pay no
further attention to the subject of the nihnava.
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However, my interest in this subject was revived in 1998 by two papers delivered
at a conference held in Lund to honour Professor P. S. Jaini. One of these papers
(for the second by Professor Johannes Bronkhorst, see Bronkhorst 2003) presented
by Professor Georg von Simson drew attention to what he styled the principle of
‘characterizing by contrast’, a form of narrative parallelism which could throw
light on the structures of the biographies of the Buddha and the Mahabharata hero
Bhisma by reference to a rival, antipathetic character. So, as in the Mahabharata
the impetuosity of the young and ambitious Karja, who demands the generalship
of the Pajdava army, highlights and contrasts with the qualities of the older and
more temperate Bhisma, in similar manner the Buddha’s evil and jealous cousin
Devadatta, who led a breakaway from the monastic community (one which, if the
Chinese pilgrims are to be believed, was still in existence well into the common
era; see Deeg 1999) to restore what he saw as the exclusively ascetic orientation of
the path, points through contrast to the imperturbable nature of the great teacher
and the correctness of the ‘middle way’ preached by him which viewed asceticism
as an objectionable extreme (Simson 2003). In the light of this intriguing structural
possibility identified by von Simson and the fact that there are certain similarities,
if only at a superficial level, between the lives of the Buddha and the twenty fourth
Jina Mahavira, it seemed legitimate to consider whether there might be any Jain
equivalent of Devadatta. An obvious candidate would appear to be the first ‘con-
cealer of the doctrine’, Jamali, according to tradition Mahavira’s nephew (in some
versions also son-in-law; see below) who as described in the Bhagavati Sutra
attempted to reformulate a principle of Jain teaching and then led some monks
away from the main ascetic community.

Yet an examination of traditional biographies of Mahavira demonstrates that
Jamali plays little part in the overall trajectory of the narrative and contemporary
understanding by Jains today does not assign him any marked role as some sort
of stock villain in a well-known story. All textual accounts concur that Jamali’s
misconception of the teaching was easily demonstrated to be false by Mahavira
and his chief disciple, that the community of monks briefly under his influence
melted away and abandoned its leader and that after a period of preaching he died
alone. Jamali’s personality only momentarily contrasts with that of Mahavira and
the episode of his heresy and its overturning does not play any major structural
role in the biography of the Jina. Although one later source asserts, albeit on no
obvious authority, that Jamali was the leader of the Ajivika sect,1 there is no
record of any sectarian movement claiming descent from him. Furthermore,
no memory even of the name of Jamali is preserved amongst the Digambara
Jains, with only the Fvetambaras recording a narrative version of his life
(Leumann 1998: 306).

In fact, as we shall see, the Fvetambaras eventually came to be interested more
in the moral deviation which Jamali came to represent and the karmic destiny
which ensued from it rather than the details and implications of the heretical
teaching which he advocated. In this short study I propose to consider the fortunes
of Jamali in respect to the manner in which he is portrayed in the canonical and
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commentarial sources and his transformation into a flawed ethical type and
exemplar of hostility towards one’s teacher. I will then draw attention to the
dispute which developed during the sixteenth and seventeeth centuries concern-
ing the karmic consequences set up by Jamali’s actions and the nature of the
rebirths which he experienced after his solitary and unrepentant death.

Jamali’s portrayal in Bhagavati Sutra 9.33

The only extended source for Jamali in the scriptural canon is provided by
Bhagavati Sutra (henceforth Bhagavati) 9.33, although there is evidence that a
narrative relating to him occurred elsewhere within a now lost version.2 This sec-
tion of what is the largest of the scriptural texts, which may in its earliest part date
from the first century BCE but in its totality is no doubt several centuries later
(Ohira 1994: 5–39), I will now proceed to summarise, following the text given on
pp. 455–482 of the Jaina Agama Series edition of Dofi.

Jamali is a mighty and rich ksatriya, or member of the warrior class, from the
city of Ksatriyakujda, living a life of luxury and with eight beautiful wives, who
is intrigued by the excitement aroused prior to what he learns will be a sermon
preached by Mahavira at the Bahufala shrine (ceiya) outside the city of
Brahmajakujda. He goes to the shrine in a regal fashion, riding a chariot with
parasol and martial retinue and pays homage to Mahavira. Moved by the Jina’s
sermon, he resolves to renounce, a course of action for which he is described as
being suited in every way. However, his mother is deeply dismayed at his decision
and a debate ensues in which the pleasures of the householder’s life and the dif-
ficulties of the ascetic path are made clear to Jamali by his parents. However,
eventually they acquiesce and give their permission. A lavish preparation for
renunciation ensues, with begging bowl and ascetic’s whisk being bought at great
expense and a barber hired at high price to crop Jamali’s hair so that only four
tufts are left and what has been cut off being anointed, perfumed and worshipped
(accitta) by his mother who then places it in a jewelled casket as a future devo-
tional focus (darisaje) on holidays and festivals. Thereupon, finely dressed,
anointed and attended by glamorous young men and women, Jamali is taken in a
palanquin through streets thronged with onlookers and is formally presented to
Mahavira by his parents. Then, ‘as in the case of the brahman Rsabhadatta’
(see below), Jamali pays homage to Mahavira, abandons his fine accoutrements,
pulls out his remaining hair and renounces with 500 men to begin the career of
an ascetic.

Subsequently, after much fasting and scriptural study, ‘developing himself
through various acts of austerity’ (vicittehiÅ tavokammehiÅ appajaÅ bhavemaje),
Jamali petitions Mahavira to allow him to separate from the larger community to
wander with the 500 monks who had renounced with him. The Jina makes no
reply even when asked three times and so leaving his master Jamali goes forth
from the vicinity of the Bahufala shrine to wander through the countryside with
the 500 monks. One day, while outside Fravasti, Jamali falls ill of a fever brought
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on by of the poor quality of the food he has consumed during his austerities and
asks his monastic followers for a bed to be spread for him. On enquiring as to
whether the bed was made (kade) or being made (kajjai), they reply that ‘the bed
was not made (but) being made’ (jo khalu . . .jaÅ sejjasaÅtharae kade kajjai).
Recalling Mahavira’s teaching (stated at the very beginning of the Bhagavati) that
something which is in the process of moving has actually moved, Jamali sees
directly (paccakkhaÅ) that the bed which was in the process of being made has
not actually been made and judges this to be a decisive counter-example under-
mining the Jina’s teaching and subverting his authority.

Persuading some of his followers of the force of his insight, but rejected by oth-
ers, Jamali goes to confront Mahavira, now at the famous Purjabhadra shrine out-
side Campa, claiming omniscience and equal status with him. Mahavira’s disciple
Gautama challenges Jamali and asks him to answer questions about the universe
and the soul ( jiva) in respect to whether they are eternal or non-eternal. Jamali is
unable to provide the correct answer, whereupon Mahavira states that even his less
advanced followers are able to confirm that the world and the soul are simultane-
ously both eternal in the sense of being unchanging and non-eternal through being
subject to temporal and locational modifications. Jamali does not accept this and
withdraws from Mahavira’s presence, continuing for a long time to follow the
ascetic path and to seduce both himself and others ‘through preaching what was
untrue and his excessive preoccupation with falsehood’ (asabbhavubbhavajahiÅ
micchattabhinivesehi ya).

Finally, he fasts to death ‘without having confessed and repented’ (ajaloiya-
padikkaÅte), to be reborn in the Lantaka heaven as one of the class of gods
known as Kilbisaka for the lengthy time period of thirteen sagaropamas.3 On
being questioned by Gautama about his ‘bad pupil’ (kusisse), Mahavira describes
the nature and heavenly location of the Kilbisaka gods, confirming that Jamali
was born amongst them because of his hostility to his teacher and the community.
Those who are hostile to the teacher, the preceptor, the monastic clan (kula),
the monastic group (gaja) and the community, who defame and calumniate the
teacher and preceptor, who seduce themselves and others through preaching what
is untrue and through obsessive preoccupation with falsity and live many years on
the ascetic path, eventually die unconfessed and unrepenting and are reborn
as Kilbisaka gods. After falling from that state when their time runs out, ‘they
wander through saÅsara taking up to four (or) five existences among hellbeings,
animals, men and gods and achieve liberation (that is to say) are then awakened
and make an end’ ( java cattari paÅca neraiya-tirikkhajojiya-majussa-devab-
havaggahajaiÅ saÅsaraÅ ajupariyattitta tao paccha sijjhaÅti bujjhaÅti java
aÅtaÅ kareÅti). Some (atthegatiya), however, ‘wander through the beginning-
less, endless4 and lengthy four-pointed5 forest of saÅsara’ (ajadiyaÅ ajavadag-
gaÅ dihamaddhaÅ cauraÅta-saÅsarakaÅtaraÅ ajupariyattaÅti).

Mahavira predicts that Jamali, in accord with his behaviour as both enemy of
his teacher and community and rigorous ascetic, after exhausting his period
of time amongst the Kilbisaka gods, will wander through saÅsara,‘taking up to
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five existences amongst animals, men and gods, and then will attain deliverance
which will bring his sufferings to an end’ ( java paÅca tirikkhajojiya-majussa-
devabhavaggahajaiÅ saÅsaraÅ ajupariyattitta tao paccha sijjhihiti java
aÅtam kahiti).

Comments on Bhagavati 9.33

Certain observations and expansions can be made with regard to the story of
Jamali as just summarised.

(1) The name Jamali is slightly odd in appearance. However, as Bollée has
shown, it is most easily to be taken as the equivalent of Sanskrit Yama-ari,
‘enemy of Yama, the god of death’ (Bollée 1994: 66), with r � l signifying
an eastern provenance. Bollée also suggests a possible Vaisjava (and thus
possibly a Western?) connection for the name. However, equivalent epithets
such as Yamantaka tend to relate more normally to manifestations of Fiva.

(2) The text specifies that stereotyped passages found in the first upakga text of
the canon, the Aupapatika Sutra, are to be inserted ( jaha Uvavaie) to flesh
out the description of the events prior to Jamali becoming a monk. This sec-
tion itself became a stereotyped passage, paradigmatic of the renunciation of
wealthy young males as envisaged in early Jainism, incorporated into the
story of Megha at Jñatrdharmakathah 1.6 The reference to Jamali’s mother
worshipping his cut hair and placing it in a casket for future devotional use
is reminiscent of the preservation and worship of physical relics, specific
evidence for which is generally difficult to find in early Jainism.

(3) The description of Jamali’s post-renunciatory career makes clear that he
undoubtedly led a life of austerities in accord with the stipulation of the Jain
path, but also that he left Mahavira and assumed the role of a teacher with-
out specific authorisation. His demand when he had fallen ill that a bed be
made for him thus infringes correct monastic practice which would normally
expect that attentive service (vaiyavrttya) be offered by one’s fellow monks.
Furthermore, illness in Jainism is regarded as being the result of some sort
of excess (Deo 1954–1955: 209–210), which in Jamali’s case might be taken
as overintense practice of austerities.

(4) The teaching challenged by Jamali is famously enunciated at the beginning
of the Bhagavati where a series of nine doublets taking the form of present
participle and past participle asserts the position that any action which is
actually under way is equivalent to having been completed. The Bhagavati
invokes this principle sporadically in various contexts, some relating to
monastic practice, others to ontology (Ohira 1994: 149).

The principle is not one which seems to have been much referred to by
later Jain philosophers. It is, however, deployed as an explanatory mechanism
by the thirteenth century karma theorist Devendra Suri in his autocommentary
on verse 25 of his Caturtha Karmagrantha where he invokes the expression
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grhyamajaÅ grhitam, ‘what is being taken is taken’, a variant of calemaje
caliaÅ, ‘what is in motion has moved’, of Bhagavati 1.1 and kademaje
kadaÅ, ‘what is being done is done’, of Bhagavati 9.33, with reference to the
physical appropriation of atoms in the formation of the material (audarika)
body (cf. Maheta 1999: 95–96). Bhagavati 9.33 does not provide any broader
context for the teaching and Jamali’s misconception of it is not specifically
refuted. In effect, Jamali seems to represent a type of naive empiricist, not
dissimilar to King Prasenajit criticised in the Rajaprafniya Sutra, in that he
appeals to direct experience alone to justify the implausibility of a doctrinal
principle (Dundas 2002: 94).

The only developed modern interpretations of the nature of Jamali’s hereti-
cal teaching and the Jain tenet which he reformulates have been provided by
Ohira and, most recently, Bronkhorst, who does not draw on the former’s
work. Ohira bases her interpretation primarily on canonical material,
whereas Bronkhorst largely refers to Jinabhadra’s Vifesavasyakabhasya
(sixth century) and the canonical commentator Filakka (ninth century).

Ohira (1994: 149–150) holds that the tenet challenged by Jamali, namely
that what is being done is actually done, represents a genuine difficulty in the
analysis of action as located in time, in that the nature of action may in fact
change during a period of time. She argues that the principle is most easily
‘applicable to problems involving volitional action in the field of ethical
conduct’ and that the Jain theoreticians subsequently applied the principle to
other areas. Ohira concludes that as far as the nature of action is concerned,
Jamali was correct in his criticisms.

Bronkhorst cites Jinabhadra’s interpretation of Jamali’s heresy as relating
to the possibility of something emerging from an existent or non-existent
entity and thus being located in a broader nexus of ontological issues involv-
ing production which orthodox Jainism found objectionable. He also refers
to Filakka’s argument that Jamali failed to grasp the principle that what is
being made is made in actuality operates in accord with the worldly stand-
point (vyavaharanaya), thus misunderstanding how ordinary usage works.
Bronkhorst interprets Jamali’s heresy and the response by Gautama and
Mahavira about the nature of the universe and soul as linked and suggests the
possibility that anekantavada, the doctrine of the multiple nature of reality,
has been developed in response to the problem of the production of entities
(Bronkhorst 1999: 61–66).

(5) The Kilbisaka gods amongst whom Jamali is reborn are the equivalent of the
lowermost stratum of human society. The highest of their three classes is
located in the Lantaka heaven (Schubring 2000: 246).7

The text of the option presented by Bhagavati 9.33 concerning the rebirth
of those who cease to Kilbisaka gods is not entirely certain. The general
statement by Mahavira about the rebirth of those who are hostile to their
teachers has the word java (~ Sanskrit yavat) before the words cattari paÅca
to give the apparent sense of ‘up to four (or) five rebirths’.8 The equivalent
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passage referring specially to Jamali according to Dofi’s Jaina Agama Series
edition reads java paÅca, with cattari given only as a variant, whereas the
recent edition by Muni Diparatnasagara has cattari paÅca, that is, without
java, as does the 1953 Sthanakvasi edition of Pupphabhikkhu, the 1974
Terapanthi edition of Muni Nathmal and Lalwani’s text of 1985. The java
which occurs later in both sentences in fact functions as an abbreviation
marker, indicating that stereotyped or previously given material has to be
supplied. Only the Terapanthi edition specifically inserts the wording of this
material.9

It is undoubtedly important for later Jain discussants that Jamali’s destiny
as predicted by Mahavira is finite in that he will attain liberation and put an
end to his sufferings.10

The structure of Bhagavati 9

The extensive Bhagavati has generally been mined by scholarship without
reference to the overall structure and coherence of its constituent parts. This
clearly composite scripture’s recent students, most notably Deleu, have certainly
been sensitive to the fact that conscious organisational principles were deployed
by the monastic editors (Deleu 1970: 45–69), yet the possible implications of this
for the interpretation of Bhagavati 9 have not been adequately pursued. Here
I wish briefly to draw attention to the manner in which the story of Jamali can
convey meaning not only by being detached from its moorings and treated sim-
ply as evidence of a possible trend in early Indian thought but by being situated
more firmly in its scriptural context as a component of Bhagavati 9 with some
connections to the other sections of that chapter.

It would certainly appear to be natural to locate the central significance of
Jamali’s career exclusively in the heretical teaching he is described as propound-
ing and so concentrate upon this, as do Ohira and Bronkhorst in their treatment
of Bhagavati 9.33. However, that is certainly not the approach taken in the
commentary by the eleventh century Abhayadeva Suri. This highly authoritative
exegete devotes a great deal of space to elucidating the passage describing
Jamali’s progress towards renunciation, including his abandonment of what is
effectively a kingly way of life, and relatively little to the issues involved in his
teaching. Furthermore, a focussed reading of the ninth chapter of the Bhagavati
as a whole (rather than merely the portion of section 33 which deals with Jamali)
suggests that there is a single important theme under consideration throughout,
namely the nature of omniscience and those who have attained it, which binds the
various sections together and imposes a degree of unity.

Chapter 9 of the Bhagavati commences, as do the other chapters of this
scripture, with a verse summing up by catchwords in standard niryukti style the
various topics dealt with in each uddefaka, or section. These are respectively
seven: the continent of Jambudvipa, the planetary bodies above it, the intermedi-
ate continents in the Lavaja Ocean, those who have learnt and activated the
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doctrine without hearing it from the appropriate people, Gakgeya (an ascetic follower
of Mahavira’s predecessor Parfva), the city of Kujdagrama and the killing of
living beings.

The first three of these topics, constituting Bhagavati 9. 1–30, involve answers
given at Mithila and Rajagrha by Mahavira to questions asked by Gautama
concerning terrestrial and celestial geography. The specific and detailed answers
given by Mahavira can be viewed as guarantors of his status as a fully enlightened
being and clearly serve to establish his unimpeachable omniscient authority at the
outset of Bhagavati 9.

The next uddefaka, Bhagavati 9.31, links up with the foregoing by discussing
the nature of authority, its source and those who are connected with it. Mahavira
describes how after the ‘destruction-calming’ (khaovasama) of knowledge-
concealing karma and various other types of karma, an individual can gain an
understanding of the teaching ‘without hearing’ (asocca) it from one of the ten
kinds of people who know (Deleu 1970: 108–109) and also gain wisdom, become
a monk, practise asceticism of various kinds, ward off karma and eventually, after
eliminating karma completely, gain omniscience. However, this particular type of
person has only a limited capacity to proclaim the teaching and to initiate monks,
although he will eventually attain liberation. Equally, the individual who actually
hears the doctrine from one of the ten kinds of people who know and follows the
same trajectory of career can proclaim the doctrine and teach pupils who are then
able to form a preceptorial lineage.

The setting of the next uddefaka, Bhagavati 9.32, is the vicinity of
Vajiyagrama where Gakgeya, a follower of Parfva, questions Mahavira about the
dynamics of rebirth for the four main types of living creatures, with particular
reference to the various hells. Mention is made of Parfva’s teaching about the
eternity of the world, with Mahavira asserting that through his own attainment of
omniscience he gained an understanding of this truth independently (asocca). He
confirms that human beings are reborn as result of their own various activities.
Gakgeya is converted on the textual model of another follower of Parfva, Kalafa
Vaifyaputra (Deleu 1970: 162–163 and Ohira 1994: 136).

The setting of the next uddefaka, Bhagavati 9.33, is located near
Brahmajakujdagrama, which seems to refer to the district of the city of
Kujdagrama inhabited by brahmans. At this location Mahavira has homage paid
to him by Rsabhadatta and his wife Devananda. The latter is declared to be
Mahavira’s mother, a reference to the episode of the transfer of the embryo prior
to the Jina’s birth in a ksatriya family (Dundas 2002: 26); a contrasting link might
also be made with the grief of Jamali’s mother in the following section.
Rsabhadatta and Devananda both renounce in the manner of another brahman,
Skandaka Katyayana, described in Bhagavati 2.1, and eventually reach the goal
of the path. The rest of the section deals with Jamali who lives in the ksatriya
quarter in the city of Kujdagrama.11 This develops as described earlier.
Mahavira’s reference to the various stages of Jamali’s rebirths in heavens both
alludes to his own omniscience and points back to Bhagavati 9.32 which deals
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with the possible rebirth for hellbeings, animals, men and gods, concluding that
individuals are reborn through morally positive (subha), morally negative
(asubha) and mixed (subhasubha) karma.

The final commentarial statement on this section by Abhayadeva Suri deals with
the issue of why Mahavira, who as an omniscient being must have known what
would ensue, nonetheless still initiated Jamali. One possible answer is that it is dif-
ficult to overcome (lakgh) things which happen of necessity. Alternatively, it could
be argued Mahavira saw some particular quality in Jamali. As Abhayadeva Suri
puts it, the omniscient do not act purposelessly with regard to anything.

The final uddefaka, Bhagavati 9.34, deals with the nature of violence,
demonstrating that in killing one living creature, many entities are destroyed in
conjunction. Such violence is caused by enmity. The section concludes by
describing how lower forms of life and plants breathe each other in, effectively a
kind of violence. Similar violence is caused by air bodies blowing as wind
through the leaves of a tree and causing it to fall. Although Deleu does not see
any connection between 9.34 and the uddefaka preceding (Deleu 1970: 60), its
discussion of the nature of completed action in terms of violence provides an
obvious link with the teaching disputed by Jamali. Furthermore, it connects
directly to the theme of omniscience, since ability to pass authoritative judgment
on unseen entities such as air bodies is of necessity restricted to the omniscient.

The Jamali uddefaka of the Bhagavati 9.33 can be regarded as making its point
by means of a foregrounding throughout of the issues of enlightenment and con-
comitant correct understanding of the nature of reality, already established with
reference to Mahavira at the beginning of the chapter as central source of author-
ity on the Jain path. For Jamali claimed to be an omniscient kevalin, the equal of
Mahavira, in the same way as another ‘dubious’ figure to be described later in the
Bhagavati, Makkhali Gosala, and thus can be regarded as a limited type of
teacher of the type described at 9.31. Gautama’s ignoring of Jamali’s teaching and
his posing to him of counter-questions about the nature of the universe and the
soul automatically put the discussion within the framework of omniscience and
also alludes to the episode of Gakgeya at 9.32 where Mahavira refers to his
independent discovery of this truth. The only commentary we have on this pas-
sage, that of Abhayadeva Suri, specifically contrasts Jamali and Gakgeya which
suggests that at least one highly authoritative reader interpreted the passage inter-
textually in conjunction with the preceding section. There is also reference to the
episode of the brahman Skandaka Katyayana at Bhagavati 2.1 who was converted
by Mahavira’s teaching about the nature of the universe and the soul and the
description of whose renunciation was to be a paradigmatic stereotyped passage
for the conversion of those of high class at other comparable parts of the text, as,
for example, in the case of Rsabhadatta’s renunciation at the beginning of
Bhagavati 9.33 which in turn serves as the model for that of Jamali.

The intensity of Jamali’s intellectual delusion is thus confirmed by his failure
to grasp a teaching which served to convert two individuals who were not mem-
bers of the Jain community. The overall context of Bhagavati 9.33 relates most
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clearly to the establishment of the fact that Jamali is an imperfect (chadmastha)
and self-appointed teacher. It is clear that Mahavira and Gautama do not specifi-
cally disprove Jamali (cf. Ohira 1994: 148), and a reading of this section in the
light of the whole chapter suggests that Jamali is a negative exemplar not so much
because of the precise nature of his teaching as through his refusal to accept the
authority of the omniscient Mahavira. As such, he provides a paradigmatic
example of a type of misguided and unauthorised teacher challenging details of
scripture (and thus in von Simson’s terms a type of contrasting characterisation)
whose ambiguous identity as in certain respects both Jain and non-Jain was
increasingly to preoccupy later Fvetambara Jain intellectuals, as sectarian splits
developed within the community at a later period.

The development of the story of Jamali

An expansion of the Bhagavati version of the story of Jamali in terms both of pro-
tagonists and refutation of the heretical teaching can be found in the Avafyaka
Curji (pp. 416–420) of Jinadasa (seventh century). The location of the story of
the first pavayajanijhaga in Jainism within this text is significant in that it
occurs after the story of the seventh pavayajanijhaga Gosthamahila. As with the
other heretics, the only canonical reference to Gosthamahila is Sthanakga Sutra
587 which gives a list of designated teachings and the names of teachers and
places of origin correlated with them. The full significance of Gosthamahila’s
teaching is adumbrated for the first time by the Avafyaka commentarial literature
where it is said to involve a modification of Jain doctrine, positing a situation
where the soul is merely ‘touched’ by karmic matter and not bound by it, a notion
which recalls Bhagavati 9.34, the uddefaka immediately following the Jamali
section, which describes somebody who kills as being ‘touched’ by enmity. In the
case of both these teachers, there occurs what seems from an analytical perspec-
tive to be little more than a readjustment of a detail of standard doctrine, rather
than any major reframing of the basic premises of the path as a whole. Yet, as
Jainism developed, the doctrinaire position of many orthodox members of the
community was that rejection of just a small fragment of the teaching was tanta-
mount to rejection of the entirety.12

With regard to the early part of Jamali’s career, the Avafyaka Curji describes
itself as being in accord with the Bhagavati, but in fact introduces a significant
novelty. Not only is Jamali said to be the son of Mahavira’s eldest sister Sudarfana
and so his nephew, he is also presented as the husband of the Jina’s daughter
AnavadyaÅgi, more normally called Priyadarfana and thus his son-in-law.13 As
in the Bhagavati, the Avafyaka Curji depicts Jamali as realising on the basis of
direct experience of one particular case that Mahavira’s teachings are false.
However, while some monks of his group believed his interpretation, others
did not and the text switches from Prakrit to Sanskrit to show how the orthodox
teaching of calemaje calitaÅ, ‘something in the process of moving has moved’ is
correct, with specific reference to the operation of karmic matter and employing
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the analogy of the production of a woven cloth (pata).14 Jamali refuses to accept
the force of this and his monks leave him, returning to Mahavira.

The focus of the narrative shifts to Priyadarfana, who following her husband,
renounced with a thousand nuns and then joined his breakaway community. Her
mistaken acceptance of Jamali’s heresy through love for him is overturned when
after performing the ceremony of caityavandana she visits the house of the potter
DhaÅka. Informed by Priyadarfana of Jamali’s teaching, he knows that she is
mistaken, but tells her that he does not understand the issue in detail (visesataraÅ).
Later, while Priyadarfana was carrying out the necessary ascetic duty of ‘study
at the appropriate time of the day’ (sajjhaya-porisi), DhaÅka was engaged in
manufacturing (? uvvattaÅtejaÅ) dishes. A spark of fire flew (from his kiln?)
which burnt the top part of Priyadarsana’s robe (saÅghadi). She indignantly told
the potter that it had been burnt and he retorted by invoking what must logically
be her view derived from Jamali, namely that ‘something being burnt is not burnt’
(dajjhamaje adaddhe). So in that case how can her garment be burnt since only
a part of it has been affected? Priyadarfana gained understanding (saÅbuddha)
with regard to that matter and went to Jamali to explain it. He, however, did not
understand it and so with her followers Priyadarfana rejoined Mahavira. The rest
of the section follows the Bhagavati’s account of Jamali’s lack of repentance and
we hear no more of his erstwhile wife.

Close approximations to the Avafyaka Curji’s version, with generally some-
what lengthier consideration of the philosophical issue at stake, were to be
deployed by several later Fvetambara writers, most notably Hemacandra
(1089–1172) in his Trisastifalakapurusacarita 10.8.28–108 (Johnson’s transla-
tion, vol 6. pp. 197–198), Jinapati Suri (1153–1220) in his commentary on
Jinefvara Suri’s Pañcalikgiprakaraja (pp. 33a–44b) and Jinakufala Suri
(1280–1332) in his commentary on Jinadatta Suri’s Caityavandanakulaka
(pp. 55–58).15 Predictably, they repeat the Avafyaka Curji’s claim that Jamali was
Mahavira’s son-in-law. Schubring (2000: 33) notes that this fact is not actually
mentioned in the two canonical biographies of Mahavira, namely book two of the
Acarakga Sutra and the Jinacarita section of the Kalpa Sutra,16 nor in the
Bhagavati, and he cites the Avafyaka literature as the authority, claiming that
Jamali’s name had been suppressed in the earlier texts. Deleu, who is, as we have
seen, commendably aware of some connections between sections in Bhagavati 9,
argues for something similar, claiming that the two episodes in Bhagavati 9.33 ‘are
linked up to oppose Jamali, the heretical monk of ksatriya birth, whose relation-
ship with [Mahavira] the text expressly conceals, and Devajanda, the righteous
nun of brahmaja birth who [Mahavira] says is his real mother’ (Deleu 1970: 60).

Here we have an example of how an acceptance of Jain tradition can distort a
critical understanding of Jain history. The particular relationship between
Mahavira and Jamali, which Schubring and Deleu claim has been ‘hushed up’ in
the early biographical literature of the Jina, does not in textual form predate the
Avafyaka commentary literature, although it is understandable how invoking such
a family tie would give added point to the story. Furthermore, through Jamali’s
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supposed marriage with his mother’s brother’s daughter, there occurs a clear
instance of cross-cousin marriage, a practice normally associated with the south
of India and so generally styled Dravidian. Trautmann (1974) has drawn attention
to the fact that cross-cousin marriage of the Dravidian pattern has been a constant
feature of family alliances in western India (which of course is and was non-
Dravidian ethnically) and that any sources which describe it (in fact he only
adduces one of Jain provenance) cannot be of eastern origin, even though their
subject matter is located in that region, because there is no obvious evidence of
cross-cousin marriage being or having both practised in the Ganges basin.

Thus the conclusion must be that the story of Jamali’s marital relationship with
Mahavira cannot be based on historical actuality, let alone involve, as claimed
with regard to the Bhagavati, some sort of suppression of information, but rather
reflects the western Indian provenance of the Avafyaka Curji. It might be going
too far to suggest that the whole story of Jamali has been anachronistically linked
with Mahavira by the redactors of a scriptural tradition whose centre of opera-
tions was in western India, but it might instil caution with regard to accepting
everything in the Jain scriptures as being of an original eastern origin (cf. Tieken
2001: 587).

The emergence of Jamali as a type and
the question of his rebirths

The Avafyaka Curji (p. 418) explains Bahuraya, the name of Jamali’s heresy
according to Sthanakga Sutra 587, as signifying that ‘many were delighted by his
belief’ (etae ditthie bahue jiva rata).17 However, there seems to be no evidence of
any distinctive sect which perpetuated the master’s insight. The early common era
collections of Prakrit commentarial verses refer to Jamali as emblematic of a type
inimical to the Jain community, but make no obvious reference to his teachings.
According to Sutrakrtajga Niryukti v. 125, ‘The man of devious arguments who
undermines with devious mind what has come down through succession of
teachers will die as Jamali died’.18 This verse was often quoted by later writers as a
warning against selfishly causing strife in the Fvetambara Jain community.19

Brhatkalpabhasya v. 1324 is similar in tone: ‘But whatever ignorant man having
traduced that same (true) path, by (following) his own logic resorts to what is the
wrong path is like the unperturbed (?) Jamali’.20 Another influential text from a later
period, Fanti Suri’s (tenth century) CeiyavaÅdajamahabhasa v. 131 again charac-
terises Jamali as the epitome of all negative tendencies: ‘The man who despises
the community, considers himself learned and adopts what is bad (nonetheless)
contrives to think of himself as different from people, just like Jamali’.21

A still later writer, Jinamajdana Gaji (fifteenth century) sums up in his
Fraddhagujavivaraja (p. 52a) what had become the standard image of Jamali as
an abhinivista, a man in the grip of an obsession who ‘as a rule attempts to estab-
lish a teaching of his own making through failing to consider the fundamentals of
Jain philosophy’.22
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As mentioned earlier, Bhagavati 9.33 describes Mahavira’s confirmation that
those who have been born as Kilbisaka gods will after subsequent rebirth experi-
ence a maximum of five births in the four possible types of existence and then
achieve deliverance, while others will continue to be reborn throughout saÅsara.
Jamali, asserts Mahavira, will fall into the first category, apart from the fact that
he will be reborn only amongst animals, gods and men, not amongst hellbeings.
The later narratives of Jamali are not uniform in reproducing this prediction. The
Avafyaka Curji only refers to the heretic’s birth as a god and says nothing about
his future existences. Siddharsi (ninth–tenth centuries) in his commentary called
Heyopadeya on Upadefamala v. 459 has Jamali bringing to conclusion a period
as a Kilbisaka god and endless existence (kilbisakadevatvaÅ bhavam canantaÅ
nivartitavan). Vardhamana (eleventh century), however, another commentator on
the Upadefamala, describes in the same manner as the Bhagavati how Jamali will
experience four or five existences as animal, human and god before attaining
deliverance. Hemacandra in the Trisastifalakapurusacarita has him undergoing
five rebirths (Johnson’s translation, vol. 6: 198). Jinapati Suri (see previous sec-
tion) simply describes the heretic as experiencing various (anyanya) existences
after ceasing to be a god, while Jinakufala Suri (see previous section) gives no
information at all about his post-Kilbisika destiny.

It can be said that medieval Fvetambara tradition became increasingly more pre-
occupied with the precise characteristics of Jamali’s rebirth destiny than with any
possible ramifications of his heretical teaching. Succinct evidence for this can be
seen in a question posed in the Hiraprafnottaraji, a collection compiled by
Kirtivijaya in the second decade of the seventeenth century comprising answers
provided by the great teacher Hiravijaya Suri to various problems and a key source
for assessing what issues members of the important Fvetambara subsect, the Tapa
Gaccha, found difficult or controversial at that time. The question is put simply
(p. 17): on the basis of the evidence of three textual sources, the Bhagavati, the
Karjikavrtti commentary on the Upadefamala and the Viracaritra, how many
existences did Jamali experience? The answer is even simpler: these texts show
that he experienced fifteen existences.23

In his Vicararatnakara (pp. 42b–43b) the afore-mentioned Kirtivijaya expands
on this. He describes how some ‘contemporary pseudo-scholars’ (adhunikah
pajditamanyah) appeal to scripture in order to form the conclusion that Jamali
underwent endless (ananta) existences. The specific scriptural reference adduced
by them is from Nandi Sutra 116–117 which asserts that throughout all periods,
past, present and future, the result of ‘damaging’ or ‘disrupting’ (virahaja) the
scriptural canon (duvalasaÅgaÅ gajipidagaÅ) through promulgating something
contrary to it in terms of wording, meaning or both is to wander through ‘four
pointed’ (cauraÅta) saÅsara. By contrast, a respectful attitude (arahaja) towards
scripture enables one to get beyond saÅsara.24

Those who argue on this basis, claims Kirtivijaya, fail to understand the point
(tatparya) of the scriptural passage. Although the commentary has given Jamali
as an example of wandering through four-pointed saÅsara on the grounds of his
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damaging scripture through wilfully misreading it,25 this example is in fact partial
(ekadefena), that being no complete correlation (sarvatmana tulyatvam) of the
example and the point which is to be derived from the example (darstantika). In the
same way as the simile ‘her face is like the delightful moon’ is incomplete as an
index of a woman’s beauty,26 the example of Jamali simply relates to wandering
through saÅsara, not to the ‘fourpointed forest’ (cauraÅtaÅ kaÅtaraÅ) of saÅsara.
Wandering through saÅsara for Jamali is completed by (saÅpannam) fifteen exis-
tences. If the example of Jamali is not taken as partial but as a totality (sarvatmana),
then contradiction with the Bhagavati would be involved (saÅpanipadyate), for the
scripture states that he will experience only four or five existences in respect to three
stages of rebirth (gati) and does not refer to limitless (ananta) existences.27

Kirtivijaya’s discussion bears witness to the fact that by the early seventeenth
century the nature of Jamali’s karmic destiny had come to be a factor in the
dispute between the rival Sagara and Vijaya lineages of the Tapa Gaccha. While
it goes without saying that practical issues of power and authority were involved,
a central feature of the dispute as intellectually constituted revolved around the
moral status of those who did not belong to the Tapa Gaccha and the uprightness
or otherwise of teachers who promulgated paths different from orthodox Jainism,
with Jamali functioning as a possible primordial example of such an individual
(Balbir 1999 and Dundas forthcoming).

Dharmasagara, who flourished in the second half of the sixteenth century, is
clearly the individual who is being criticised by Kirtivijaya in the Vicararatnakara.
His highly controversial Sarvajñafataka, ‘One Hundred Verses on the Omniscent
Ones’, a work proscribed by the leaders of the TapaGaccha for its intolerant stance,
strongly reasserts (vv. 103–104 with autocommentary) the view of the Bhagavati
that Jamali was in the grip of false doctrine through irrational obsession and a pro-
mulgater of what is contrary to scripture (utsutra) in that he misrepresented the
words of the teachings. As an agent of disrespect (afatana) towards the Jinas,
Dharmasagara claims against what would appear to be the specific statement of the
Bhagavati, that Jamali must on such grounds inevitably be anantasaÅsarin, an indi-
vidual who will be reborn for an ‘endless’ period of time (see below), rather than
having his existences restricted to fifteen, albeit eventually attaining deliverance
after this. This judgement fits into the broader strategy directed by Dharmasagara at
what he perceives to be false teachers and self-appointed leaders of sectarian splits.

I will now give a highly condensed account of the salient points of
Dharmasagara’s argument and then demonstrate how they were countered in the
second half of the seventeeth century by Yafovijaya, the main representative of the
irenic wing of the Tapa Gaccha. Of necessity, I will omit the fine detail of what
is often a rather involved argument.

Dharmasagara on Jamali’s rebirths

The root verses of the Sarvajñafataka are composed in Prakrit. Verse 103 runs as
follows: ‘The obsessive (abhijivesi) who is deeply involved in disrespect towards
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the Jinas and their teachings (asayaja) is certainly an ocean of suffering brought
about by endless (ananta) saÅsara, as in the example of Jamali’.28

In his Sanskrit autocommentary, Dharmasagara provides as supporting scrip-
tural authority Gacchacara v. 31 which prescribes endless (ananta) saÅsara for
monks who have set out on the wrong path (unmarga, glossed as nihnavamarga,
the ‘path of concealing the doctrine’) and those who destroy the true path.29 He
then refers to the fact that the term ananta, literally ‘without end’, is in actuality
divided into gradations, from the lowest ( jaghanya) upward; in other words,
ananta does not literally mean ‘endless’.30 Dharmasagara claims that since
ascribing to the Jina what has not been preached by him is the worst sort of fault,
the consequence must be commensurate in intensity. Therefore at the maximum
(utkrstataya) the length of rebirth in saÅsara experienced by such an individual
as, for example, Jamali, who evinced great disrespect (afatana) towards the Jina and
his words, can be said in technical terms to consist of ‘half a pudgala-paravartta
less a part’ (defonaparddha-pudgala-paravartta). Given that a pudgala-paravartta
represents ‘the time required by a soul to absorb as karman at least once all the
atoms of the universe and release them after they have come to fruition’ (Tatia
1958: 291), a soul such as that of Jamali, who represents a standard exemplifica-
tion of an enemy of the doctrine, can be regarded as condemned to a vast period
of rebirth, albeit not a literally endless one, for eventually he will gain deliver-
ance, as is clearly stated in the Bhagavati.31 Dharmasagara backs up this judge-
ment by reference to the authoritative Filakka (ninth century) who in commenting
on Sutrakrtakga Niryukti v. 125 (referred to earlier) uses the analogy of a pot
revolving on a mechanical waterwheel (araghattaghatiyantra) to describe the
rebirth destiny of such an individual who misrepresents the doctrine which has
descended through the teacher lineage (cf. Bollée 1977: 113, n. 35).

Dharmasagara clarifies the context of this analogy by claiming that it applies
to whoever experiences a particularly long (draghiyasi) period of saÅsara
through repeated rebirth amongst one-sensed creatures and the rest. This is con-
firmed by reference to Haribhadra (sixth century) who describes at Upadefapada
v. 16 how the fault of carelessness in respect to one’s surroundings (pramada) as
a result of ignorance leads to long ‘life-duration’ (kayasthiti) amongst one-sensed
creatures.32 Municandra (eleventh–twelfth centuries), the commentator on this
verse, expands it by reference to the analogy of the waterwheel. Dharmasagara
then goes on to quote Nandi Sutra 116–117 (also cited by Kirtivijaya in his
Vicararatnakara; see above) which refers to the consequence of harming the
scriptural canon as being wandering through four-pointed saÅsara, and the
eleventh century Malayagiri’s commentary thereon which invokes Jamali as an
example of someone who damages the scriptures through reading them differ-
ently (anyatha sutraÅ pathati) because of obsession (abhinivefa). This position
is clinched by Dharmasagara by reference to a verse from the PañcasaÅgraha
(eleventh century): ‘He who does not approve of one word of scripture, even
though approving of the rest, is of false belief like Jamali’.33 If in the light of these
various authoritative references Jamali, who has evinced massive disrespect
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towards the word of the Jinas, were not to be anantasaÅsarin but rather one
whose rebirths are delimited to a mere fifteen, then, Dharmasagara claims, there
would be massive inconsistency.

Dharmasagara goes on to deal with the issue of possible discrepancy between
some of the textual accounts of Jamali’s fate by reference to the standard descrip-
tion in Bhagavati 9.33 and Siddharsi’s commentary on Upadefamala v. 459. The
Upadefamala, which describes Jamali as abandoning a kingdom and becoming
leader of the Ajivikas (see note 1), does not provide any details about his fate.
Siddharsi’s commentary, which Dharmasagara specifically dates to the Vikrama
era year 720 (i.e. 663 CE) and so confirms as an old but non-canonical authority,
describes Jamali as first being reborn as a Kilbisaka god because of the intense
austerity he had performed and as thereafter experiencing endless rebirth (bhavaÅ
canantaÅ nivartitavan) until he attained deliverance.34 The Bhagavati, however,
refers to ‘four (or) five’ (cattari paÅca) animal, human and god existences prior
to final deliverance (which demonstrates that Dharmasagara is not following the
reading of the Jaina Agama Series edition). In reply to the obvious objection that
the meaning of the scriptural passage does not signify endless rebirths, however
that is interpreted, Dharmasagara states that the numerical expression ‘four (or)
five’ relates sequentially (krameja) to moving (trasa) and stationary (sthavara) types
of life and thus gives a total of nine when comprising all jivas (namely one-sensed
earth-, water-, fire-, wind-, tree-life forms, and two-sensed, three-sensed, four-
sensed and five-sensed creatures). Rebirth amongst humans and gods certainly
relates to the five-sensed category, but rebirth amongst animals, Dharmasagara
claims by applying the term to lower forms of life, involves all nine categories and
is ‘endless’ for those expressing contempt towards the Jinas and their teachings.
This, he claims, is the position in authoritative scripture in general.

Dharmasagara goes on to explain the implication of the foregoing. It is
normally an accepted principle that those who are enemies of their teachers wan-
der endlessly in saÅsara among the nine possible types of life in the four states
of rebirth (animal, hellbeing, human and god). However, Bhagavati 9.33 has to be
taken separately as describing a special case because it states that Jamali through
his own specific and unique destiny (tathabhavyatva) will be reborn among only
three of these states, that is, with the exception of that of hellbeings. So an
individual can through fate be reborn among the gods, and among the hellbeings
also, without being reborn in animal and human state.35 However, taking
birth amongst animals and human beings is necessary to bring about endless wan-
dering throughout saÅsara and subsequent deliverance. Thus the expression
‘taking birth amongst animals amid the nine states of existence’, which is
how Dharmasagara interprets Mahavira’s prediction of Jamali’s destiny in
Bhagavati 9.33, must be regarded as denoting such endless wandering. In actual-
ity, Dharmasagara claims, reference to animal rebirths also conventionally
(samayabhasaya) denotes endless existences.36

In addition, there is evidence of a more unambiguous account of Jamali’s
fortunes. Dharmasagara refers to a manuscript of the Jamali section of Bhagavati 9.33
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which does not contain the word ‘four’ (and thus is in accord with Jaina Agama
Series reading), so that the reference is simply to rebirth among the five types of
life defined as one-sensed to five-sensed. The account of Jamali given by
Hemacandra in his Trisastifalalakapurusacarita seems to reflect this, describing
him as falling from heaven, then wandering for five times (pañcakrtvah) among
animals, men and gods. Dharmasagara interprets this as meaning rebirth five
times amongst animals only and suggests that since Jamali has indulged in great
disrespect towards the Jinas and their teachings, his fate could unquestionably
involve a endless period of time in that even if one is reborn five times amongst
animals, one could still experience endless rebirths multiplied endless times.

Furthermore, Dharmasagara continues, the general applicability (prayoga) of
the scriptural statement about Jamali wandering through saÇsara has of necessity
to relate to endless existences. For such a general point relating to a predestined
soul (bhavya) whose deliverance is imminent after a brief period of finite exis-
tences does not occur in any authoritative text. What is being indicated is that
Jamali, having ceased his period of existence among the Kilbisaka gods, there-
upon experienced some low and contemptible human births not conducive to fol-
lowing Jainism, being subsequently reborn among minute (suksma) one-sensed
creatures.37 It is impossible, indeed against scripture, that somebody who has
erred as Jamali did in being inimical to his teacher will, immediately on ceasing
to be a Kilbisaka god, re-enter the Jain path. Thus what is stated about Jamali’s
wandering through saÅsara in the Bhagavati and other authoritative sources
(samanyasutram) can be said to be consistent. The more radical statement of the
Bhagavati that some wander for ever through beginningless and endless four-
pointed saÅsara must be understood as referring to the souls called abhavya, who
are doomed to eternal rebirth because of their innate negative propensities, since
there is no mention in the text of their gaining of deliverance.

Dharmasagara then attacks the possibility that the number ‘five’ mentioned in
the Bhagavati should be multiplied by the three rebirth states to give a total of
fifteen existences for Jamali, which was Hiravijaya’s Suri’s conclusion recorded
in the Hiraprafnottaraji (see above). Leaving aside the problem of the word
‘four’ also occurring in the Bhagavati (here Dharmasagara does not refer to the
manuscript he has previously adduced) and thus the possibility of differing cal-
culations of the relevant numbers, how would the five existences be divided up?
Would it be two existences as animal, two as god and one as human? Or three as
animal, one as human and one as god? Or what? There is no reference in any
authoritative text which would make such a calculation valid.

Dharmasagara argues that the general example of scripture which prescribes
the period of rebirth for delinquents must hold good. Otherwise Marici, the
grandson of Rsabha the first Jina of this time cycle who is ultimately reborn
as the final Jina Mahavira, would have taken birth for an incalculable
(asakkhyeya) number of existences among one-sensed creatures simply as a result
of an ill-judged statement (durvacana) which ultimately led to the promulgation
by his pupil Kapila of the heretical SaÅkhya doctrine. On the other hand,
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Prince Subahu, who honoured the word of the Jinas yet subsequently experienced
sixteen rebirths, would suffer more than Jamali who actually traduced the word of
the Jinas.38

Dharmasagara insists that indifference to the incorrect view that Jamali
attained liberation after a mere fifteen existences would entail that disrespect
towards the Jinas has no consequence. Anybody aware of this would have no
sense of fear and so engage in inappropriate behaviour. In fact, the teaching of
those who speak what is contrary to the scriptures unquestionably results in end-
less saÅsara and so liberation from rebirth has to be far distant for those guilty
of this fault. Rejection of even a fraction of what has been spoken by the Jinas
implies contempt for the entire scriptural canon because it involves lack of trust
(pratyaya) in the authoritative teachers.39 It cannot be claimed that Jamali could
simultaneously reject the proposition ‘what is being made is made’ and maintain
his faith in all the other teachings. This would be tantamount to claiming that he
could have contradictory means of gaining knowledge (upayoga).

Yafovijaya’s response to Dharmasagara

Yafovijaya’s (1624–1688) reply to Dharmasagara’s argument about Jamali occurs
in his Dharmapariksa (pp. 203–231) and is a component of a broader argument
concerning the nature of the upright heretic, that individual who, while not
following all the specifications of the Jain path, nonetheless advocates a morally
blameless soteriological path which does not substantially deviate from that of
the Jains. Yafovijaya deals with Dharmasagara’s points in reverse order of their
occurrence in the Sarvajñafataka and as he frequently matches his opponent in
complexity and minutiae of detail. I provide here only the gist of his position on
the subject of Jamali’s rebirths.

As we saw, the scriptural commentator Filakka asserted that Jamali will wan-
der through saÅsara endlessly in the same way as a pot revolves on a mechanical
water wheel. Yafovijaya argues that to interpret this as signifying repeated rebirth
in the four possible states of existence is the result of misreading the scriptures.
He criticises those who rely on Filakka’s statement alone as a proof, claiming that
it could equally well establish what Dharmasagara does not and, because of the
testimony of Bhagavati 9.33, cannot accept, namely Jamali’s rebirth in all four
states of rebirth.

In broad terms, since rebirth in the various states of existence is different in
respect to every person, why can there not be a diffferent trajectory of rebirth in
terms of difference of will (adhyavasaya) exercised by an individual?40

Yafovijaya claims that if, as is stated by Gacchacara v. 31, one of the main proof
texts used by Dharmasagara, there is endless saÅsara for those who preach what
is contrary to the scriptures, then by following another authoritative source,
Upadefapada vv. 422–423,41 there also would have to be endless saÅsara for
monks of lax behaviour (parfvastha).42 However, that there is difference in that
respect is conveyed through the fact that the respective mental activity (parijama)
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informing action is not the same. Moreover, if one understands that the analogy
of the waterwheel used with reference to wandering through saÅsara implies the
endlessness of the process, then one would also have to accept that there is endless
saÅsara also for those addicted to sexual activity in the same manner as for those
who teach matters contrary to the scriptures. For the analogy must operate with
regard to them as well, as can be seen when Filakka uses it in his commentary on
Acarakga Sutra 1.3.2.2.43 In actuality, this analogy is used in many places and
cannot have the burden of significance ascribed to it by Dharmasagara.

Yafovijaya also claims that Dharmasagara has overinterpreted Bhagavati 9.33’s
description of Jamali’s rebirths in insisting that the words ‘four (or) five’ refer to
types of existences ( jati), such as two-sensed and one-sensed. In doing so, he
flouts the basic rules of grammar which would by this reading of the text require
the locative case. Furthermore, if endless saÅsara for Jamali were to be intended
by the sutra, then the wording would have to be phrased differently and contain
the expression ‘endless’. Similarly, the account of the destiny of the Ajivika
leader Makkhali Gosala, described in chapter thirteen of the Bhagavati, would
require to be reformulated.44 How could there be endless rebirth among nine
types (jati), since there could in actuality be completion of the whole process after
nine occasions? Generalisations about being reborn among every type of creature
(vyakti) are not derived from literal words (aksara) and are incompatible (badhita)
with the examples of all the animals, gods and humans who are reborn in this way.
What is the point of resorting to the scriptures for an explanation, as
Dharmasagara repeatedly does, when one has already idiosyncratically estab-
lished one’s interpretation upon the presupposition of fixed endless rebirth? This,
claims Yafovijaya, is itself disrespect for the Jinas.

Yafovijaya then discusses Hemacandra’s description of Jamali being reborn
five times amongst animals, men and gods.45 According to Dharmasagara, the
sense of this must be that Jamali will be reborn five times amongst animals, with
the necessary implication that he will be subjected to endless rebirths in other
states. Yafovijaya rejects this on linguistic grounds. The word ‘five’ can only be
taken with the whole of the following compound, so that the overall sense is ‘hav-
ing been reborn five times amongst animals, humans and gods’. There is no
authority for Jamali being reborn amongst lower forms of life nor is there any
warranty for the idea that he gains liberation after a particularly long time
period of time. Predestination (tathabhavyatva), already referred to by
Dharmasagara, determines the specific nature of one’s rebirth and there is no
point in comparing the destinies of other individuals recorded in Jain legend who
seem to have suffered more than Jamali despite their piety. Yafovijaya invokes as
a counter-example in this respect the figure of Drdhapraharin, a byword for evil
actions in Jain tradition, who nonetheless gained liberation.46 Furthermore, scrip-
tural texts which do not mention liberation can not be taken, as Dharmasagara
claims, as referring to the abhavya, the type of individual who will never gain
release, since that is easily contradicted by reference to other passages in the
Bhagavati.47
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Yafovijaya is untroubled by Dharmasagara’s strictures about the force of the
expression ‘four (or) five’, adducing evidence to show that the expression can
simply have the sense of ‘five’, as Hemacandra and others interpret with refer-
ence to Jamali. It is noteworthy, however, that Yafovijaya does not specifically
refer to the conclusion of earlier Tapa Gaccha teachers such as Hiravijaya Suri
and Kirtivijaya that Jamali’s rebirths were fifteen in number, but simply points to
grammatical authority for taking ‘five’ with each component of the compound
‘animals, men and gods’.

In the final stages of his riposte Yafovijaya addresses the issue of textual
sources. He quotes the Doghatti commentary on the Upadefamala which
describes Jamali being reborn four or five times amongst animals, humans and
gods and is thus in accord with the words of scripture as evinced in Bhagavati 9.33.48

He then refers to Siddharsi’s commentary on the Upadefamala, showing that
different manuscripts of this text give different accounts of Jamali’s fate, with
one stating that he underwent endless existences and so being viewed by
Dharmasagara as vindication of his position.

Yafovijaya asserts that on the basis of this evidence those who are qualified and
of a neutral disposition (madhyasthagitarthah) interpret the situation as follows.
According to many texts, most notably the Bhagavati, Jamali is known to have
experienced a delimited number of rebirths, whereas by following particular
readings of Siddharsi’s commentary on the Upadefamala he can be said to have
experienced endless existences. In other words, the textual evidence adduced by
Dharmasagara is exiguous. Although it might be held that the real situation is
only to be understood by those who already know the truth about reality, one can
nonetheleless conclude that there is at the least partial agreement between the
differing accounts and that one must accept the good faith of the learned.
As Yafovijaya puts it, texts are not to be tortured on the wheel of negative
preconceived ideas.49

Conclusion

Dharmasagara and Yafovijaya offer two different intepretations of a scriptural
passage in Bhagavati 9.33. For the former, the passage’s purport, after some cre-
ative interpretation and reliance on restricted evidence, can only be that Jamali’s
disrespect for his teacher and the Jain doctrine is such that he must be reborn for
a vast period of time in low forms of existence before achieving liberation. For
Yafovijaya, the scriptural passage does not have to be taken too far from its literal
sense to establish that Jamali only experienced a relatively short number of
rebirths to expiate his misdemeanour. This disagreement is itself a component of
the dispute within the Tapa Gaccha concerning the moral status of non-Jain
teachers and Jain teachers who promulgate sectarian versions of Jainism.

We have seen that if the figure of Jamali never entirely disappears from
Fvetambara Jainism, he is not so much associated with a particular teaching as
deemed to be an exemplar of a moral failing which manifested itself most
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markedly in challenging Mahavira’s omniscience. So the disagreement between
monastic intellectuals of the Tapa Gaccha in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries turned around the rebirth status of Jamali as an example of a type who
develops hostile tendencies towards his teacher, not his possible loss of status as
a Jain through his false teaching; for he never challenged the ascetic ideology at
the basis of the Jain path. Similarly, the modern monk Nyayavijaya (1998: 207)
can in his recent extensive survey of Jain teaching and philosophy simply
describe Jamali as being an example of abhinivefa-mithyatva, someone who
obsessively follows false doctrine, without deeming it necessary to delineate in
any way the nature of the false doctrine to which he subscribed.

Recent students of heresy have drawn attention to the manner in which
medieval Christian heretics, while deviant in terms of items of practice or belief,
nonetheless broadly endorsed the dominant discourse of the Christian church
(Berlinerblau 2001: 347–351). Although the term ‘heretic’ cannot be fully
mapped on to the conceptual world of traditional Indian soteriologies, Jamali
might be held by the religious historian to represent heresy as just described, in
that he is both a participant within normative Jainism as represented by the scrip-
tures through his full espousal of the ascetic path and at the same time outside it
through his attempt to reconfigure an aspect of the authoritative teachings.50

For the Jain devotee, however, the significance of Jamali must lie in the fact
that whatever his moral turpitude, his eventual deliverance from rebirth and
attainment of liberation are prophesied as inevitable by Mahavira. Representative
in this respect not so much of irredeemable evil but of the possibility of purging
the effects of one’s errors and eventually gaining the goal of the path, as even
Dharmasagara had to admit, the story of Jamali is in its totality a means of incul-
cating optimism even in the midst of the indignities of rebirth.51

Notes

1 Upadefamala v. 459: Ajivagagajaneya rajjasiriÅ payahiuja ya Jamali/hiyam appajo
kariÅto na ya vayajijje iha padaÅto.

2 A mnemonic verse quoted by Sthanakga Sutra 755 (p. 310 of Jambuvijaya’s Jaina
Agama Series edition) refers to Jamali as being the subject of the sixth chapter of the
Antakrddafah, a judgment not borne out by inspection of the text as transmitted.

3 For the sagaropama as a length of time, see Schubring 2000: 226.
4 For the expression ajavadagga, see Burrow 1979: 42–43.
5 The expression cauraÅta (elsewhere sometimes cauraÅta) refers to the four possible

types of existence.
6 This was noted long ago by Leumann 1997: 534–535 and more recently by Ohira

1994: 148.
7 Sthanakga Sutra 355 specifies four reasons for being reborn as a Kilbisaka god, one of

which is teaching what is contrary to the path (ummaggadesana). For the dimensions
of the Lantaka heaven and its location as the fourth vimana, see Kirfel 1967: 211, 297.

8 The expression java cattari paÅca occurs elsewhere in the Bhagavati and the
Jivabhigama Sutra, as pointed out by Yafovijaya, Dharmapariksa (see later), p. 224.

9 The specific inserted wordings are muccaÅti parijivvayaÅti savvadukkhajaÅ and
bujjhihiti muccihiti parinjivvahiti savvadukkhajaÅ.
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10 Bhatt 1983: 112 regards the moksa-indicating phrase of the type savvadukkhajam
aÅtaÅ karehiti as ‘on the whole’ connected in the Bhagavati with laymen.

11 Note that the three locations mentioned in Bhagavati 9.32 and 9.33 are connected with
the three classes of brahman, warrior and merchant.

12 See note 33. Of course, both Jamali and Gosthamahila are presented as viewing their
teachings as representing a major challenge to the Jina’s doctrine.

13 Cf. Uttaradhayana Niryukti v. 167. Verses 2825 and 2832 of Jinabhadra’s
Vifesavafyabhasya, a text approximately contemporary with the Avasyaka Curji, refer
to Priyadarfana following Jamali out of love for her husband and then rejoining
Mahavira (Mehta and Chandra 1970: 456).

14 Avasyaka Curji p. 417 suggests that the issue disputed by Jamali turned around the
identification of the precise instant in the process of production when an object could
be deemed to have come into being. The general response to this is that if an object
which is to be involved in movement were not to be regarded as having moved at the
very first instant of a succession of instants, then it would be difficult to argue that it
had moved at the second and subsequent instants. A cloth comes into being when the
first thread is deployed at the precise time of the beginning of the action bringing it into
being. If it were not to come into being at that instant, then that action would be point-
less because it would not have any result. For since an action has as its aim producing
what is to be produced, and as something which has not arisen at that particular initial
instant would certainly not arise at later instants, what particular physical manifesta-
tion would those and subsequent actions take in respect to an entity, in that it is being
argued that it does not come into being through an initial action but through the later
ones? Jamali’s position logically entails non-origination and the non-efficacy of action
and time. Cf. Ohira’s interpretation given above.

15 Hemacandra in a brief disproof of Jamali’s position argues for the significance of the
name of an object being mentioned even when it has just begun to be made. ‘If an
object is not said to be completed in the first instant, it does not come into existence at
another moment because of the non-distinction between moments’ (Johnson’s transla-
tion, p. 195).

Jinapati Suri discusses the nature of difference between entities, describing (v. 226)
the unreflecting view that something being made is not made as ‘standard’ (laukika).
If, Jinapati Suri suggests (v. 229), there is complete difference between something
which has been made and what is being made through their being unconnected,
how could the thought of the object being made manifest itself, because it would be
continually non-existent throughout? Jinapati Suri appeals (vv. 24–25) to the two lev-
els of truths structure which here would locate ‘being made’ and ‘made’ as separate
on the transactional vyavahara level but non-different on the more profound nifcaya
level.

Jinakufala Suri depicts Jamali as basing his position on the likelihood of an infinite
regress (anavastha) of initial instants with regard to the performance of an action. This
is rejected on the grounds that it would undermine cause and effect.

16 Tieken (2001) argues for the chronological priority of the Jinacarita.
17 Cf. Uttaradhyayana Niryukti v. 165: bahu-raya Jamali-pabhava. The alternative
Avafyaka CurjI explanation (bahusu samaesu kajjasiddhiÅ paducca rata sakta bahu-
rata) fancifully plays on the nature of Jamali’s teaching that an act only comes into
being over the course of many instants.

18 ayariyaparaÅparaeja agayaÅ jo u cheyabuddhie/kovei cheyavadi JamalijasaÅ sa
jasihii.

19 Cf. the eleventh–twelfth century Municandra’s Paksikasaptati v. 53, the twelfth century
Prabodhacandra’s commentary on Jinadatta Suri’s Sandehadolavaliprakaraja
pp. 41b–42a and the fourteenth-century Dharmakirti’s commentary on Devendra Suri’s
Caityavandanabhasya p. 337 v. 47.
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20 jo puja tam eva maggaÅ duseuÅ apajdio satakkae / ummaggaÅ padivajjai
akoviyappa Jamaliva.

21 sakghaÅ avamannaÅto jajagamaji jajo asaggahi / kaham avi bhinnaÅ mannai
Jamalipamuhajam appajaÅ.

22 abhinivisto hi puman prayas tattvadivicarabahirbhavena svakgikrtam eva samarthayate.
According to Yafovijaya (see later), Pratimafataka p. 149, Mahavira, who was well
aware of Jamali’s nature, responded with silence rather than specific rejection when
he asked for permission to leave his teacher, on the grounds that ‘true words used to
guide one who is of undisciplined behaviour have untruth as their result’ (avinite hi
satyavacah prayogo ‘pi phalato ‘satya eva).

23 The Karjikavrtti on the Upadefamala was written by Udayaprabha Suri in 1243
(Sandesara 1953: 71 and 187–188), while the Viracarita could be the tenth book of
Hemacandra’s Trifastifalakapurusacarita (Johnson’s translation, volume 6) or the
Prakrit kavya by Gujacandra (a monk in the lineage of the eleventh century teacher
Abhayadeva Suri) referred to by Yafovijaya, Dharmapariksa p. 225.

24 Text from the Jain Agama Series edition p. 47:

icceiyaÅ duvalasaÅgaÅ gajipidagaÅ tie kale ajaÅta jiva ajae virahetta
cauraÅtaÅ saÅsarakaÅtaraÅ ajupariyattiÅsu. icceiyaÅ duvalasaÅgaÅ
gajipidagam paduppajjakale paritta jiva ajae virahetta cauraÅtaÅ
saÅsarakaÅtaraÅ ajupariyattaÅti. icceiyaÅ duvalasaÅgaÅ gajipidagaÅ
ajagate kale ajaÅta jiva ajae virahetta cauraÅtaÅ saÅsarakaÅtaraÅ
ajupariyattissaÅti.

icceiyaÅ duvalasaÅgaÅ gajipidagaÅ tie kale ajaÅta jiva ajae virahetta
cauraÅtaÅ saÅsarakaÅtaraÅ vitivaiÅsu. icceiyaÅ duvalasaÅgaÅ
gajipidagam paduppajjakale paritta jiva ajae virahetta cauraÅtaÅ
saÅsarakaÅtaraÅ vitivayaÅti. icceiyaÅ duvalasaÅgaÅ gajipidagaÅ
ajagate kale ajaÅta jiva ajae virahetta cauraÅtaÅ saÅsarakaÅtaraÅ
vitivatissaÅti.

Kirtivijaya abbreviates the second section.
25 See Haribhadra’s commentary on the Nandi Sutra, p. 94.
26 The description by Gerow 1971: 153 of ‘partial’ (ekadefin) simile suggests that

Kirtivijaya’s point is that the expression ‘the girl’s face is like the moon’ requires a
wider range of similes to give a complete description of her body.

27 In quoting the Bhagavati, Kirtivijaya’s omits the java found in the Jaina Agama Series
edition.

28 so ‘bhijivesi jiama ajaÅtasaÅsaradukkhasalilajihi/asayajai bahalo jaha Jamali
taovajayao.

29 ummaggamaggasaÅpatthiaja sahuja Goyama jujaÅ/saÅsaro a ajamto hoi a
sammaggajasijaÅ.

The Gacchacara belongs to the prakirjaka category of scripture and is clearly one
of the younger texts of the Fvetambara canon.

30 This subtlety was well known to medieval Jain karma theory. See Caturtha
Karmagrantha of Devendra Suri v. 79 and cf. Maheta 1999: 259–261 who sets out the
various gradations involved.

31 Tatia 1994: 304 defines (s.v.) ardhapudgala-parivartana as ‘half the time it takes all
karmic particles to undergo their complete course of binding and falling from the soul.’
On p. 35 he gives a fuller definition:

Those who are destined to attain liberation are capable of achieving the
prerequisite enlightened world view through suppressing, eliminating or
partially suppressing and partially eliminating the view deluding karma.
Once they do this, they have a set period of time before achieving liberation.
The maximum span of this period is equal to half the time it takes for a soul
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to bind and release all the karmic particles scattered in the cosmos
(something it has done an infinite number of times in its beginningless career).

For canonical occurrences of this notion, cf. Deleu 1970: 182–185 and 184 where pog-
gala-pariyatta is rendered by ‘atomic regroupment’. Ohira 1994: 91 explains pudgala-
parivartana as the ‘time cycle for a jiva in taking in and out the total matters in the
universe.’ For remaining in saÅsara for half a poggala-pariyatta, see Deleu 1970: 193.
The expression defona, ‘less a part’ would seem to imply ‘just under’ and possibly refers
to the period of life lived or karma exhausted immediately before the fixed period of time
comes into play.

32 eaÅ puja evaÅ khalu ajjajapamayadosao jeaÅ / jaha diha kayathii bhajia
egiÅdiaijaÅ.

33 eyam akkharaÅ pi jo na roei suttajiditthaÅ / sesaÅ roaÅto vi hu micchaditthi Jamali vva.
Jamali’s heresy effectively turned around one syllable, a privative ‘a’ added to the second
component of the formula kademane kade. For the PañcasaÅgraha of Candrarsi, see
Maheta and Kapadia 1968: 123–126. An edition of PancasaÅgraha is not available to me.

For a similar sentiment to that of the PañcasaÅgraha, see Hemacandra,
Trisastifalakapurusacarita 10.8 (Johnson’s translation, vol. 6: 195): ‘The Arhats do not
speak falsely, devoid of love and hate. There is not an atom of error, obscured percep-
tion, et cetera, in their words’; Jinapati Suri on Pañcalikgiprakaraja p. 43a v. 268:
viropadistaikapadapalapat sakghe Jamalir bata durbhago ‘bhut / vyakgah puman
akgulimatrabhakgat kim akga makgalyapadaÅ labheta; and Jinakufala Suri on
Caityavandanakulaka p. 57a v. 56: fraddadhaty arhataÅ yo naksaramatram api
frutam / mithyatvaÅ yato so ‘vafyaÅ durgatiÅ ca tatah param.

34 Scholarship generally dates Siddharsi to around 870–920.
35 Dharmasagara states at Sarvajñafataka, p. 268, that the expression cauraÅta is an

epithet of saÅsara and need not literally refer to the four locations of rebirth (gati). Not
all those designated anantasaÅsarin are reborn in the four gati. Everyone’s rebirth is
different because of tathabhavyatva.

36 Dharmasagara states at Sarvajñafataka, p. 268, that the minimum requirement for
being anantasaÅsarin is animal and human rebirth, otherwise it would be impossible
to be anantasaÅsarin and also subsequently achieve deliverance.

37 Dharmasagara cites Dafavaikalika Sutra 5.2.47–48:

And when he is to be born as a god and come to existence as a [Kilbisaka] god,
he does not know which of his deeds results in this. When his life there has
come to an end, he will be born with impediment in his speech, then in one of
the hells or as an animal, where it is very difficult to attain enlightenment.

(Schubring 1977: 214–215)

38 For Marici and Kapila, see Hemacandra, Trisastifalakapurusacarita (Johnson’s
translation, volume 1): 3–8. The nature of the relationship between the two and its
relevance to the case of Jamali is discussed by Dharmasagara, Sarvajñafataka v. 104
with autocommentary. For Prince Subahu, see Mehta and Chandra 1972: 823–824.

39 Cf. note 33.
40 For adhyavasaya, see Glasenapp 1991: 94 s.v.
41 siyalaviharao khalu bhagavaÅtasayaja jiogeja/tatto bhavo ajaÅto kilesabahulo jao

bhajiyam.
titthayarapavayajasuyaÅ ayariyaÅ gajaharaÅ mahiddhiyaÅ/asayaÅto bahuso

ajaÅtasaÅsario hoti.
42 Here Yafovijaya refers to but does not quote the Mahanifitha Sutra.
43 See p. 106 of Jambuvijaya’s edition of the Acarakga Sutra. The sutra specifically talks

about the one who lives through violence (arambhopajivi). Destruction of life forms is,
of course, a consequence of sexual congress according to Jain prescription.
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44 Yafovijaya proposes the rephrasings tiriyamajussadevesu ajaÅtaiÅ bhavaggahajaiÅ
saÅsaram ajupariattitta paccha sijjhissai and jaha Gosale MaÅkhaliputte taheva
jeraiavajjaÅ saÅsaram ajupariattitta tao paccha sijjhissai.

45 cyutva tatah pañcakrtvo bhrantva tiryagnrnakisu / avaptabodhir nirvajaÅ Jamalih
samavapsyati. See Trisastifalakapurusacarita, Johnson’s translation, vol. 6: 198.

46 Drdhapraharin was a merciless cutthroat prior to becoming a Jain monk. See Mehta
and Chandra 1970: 354.

47 Yafovijaya, Dharmapariksa, pp. 222–223, refers to the case of the layman Fakkha
described at Bhagavati 12.1.

48 The Doghatti commentary was written by Ratnaprabha Suri in 1182 (Caudhari 1973:
324 and Sandesara 1953: 188). There is a Gujarati translation of this work by
Hemasagara Suri, MuÅbai: Ananda Hemagranthamalavali 1975, but I have not had
access to it.

49 Yafovijaya provides a Gujarati summing up of his position, intended for general
dissemination, in his 101 BolsaÅgrah. See Vijayafilacandrasuri 1995: 28–32.

50 The early seventeeth century Senaprafna, p. 42, states that the various heretics
(nihnava) are still members of the Jain community (svapaksa).

51 Cf. the location of a lost, possibly original version of the story of Jamali in the
Antakrddafah (see note 2), a text describing those who attained liberation.
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3

THE DATING OF THE 
JAINA COUNCILS

Do scholarly presentations reflect the 
traditional sources?

Royce Wiles

The oldest manuscripts of Fvetambara canonical texts are palm-leaf ones from
the eleventh to twelfth centuries CE. As shown by Hoernle (Uvasagadasao
1880–90), Alsdorf (1965: 42), Bollée (1977–1988) and by my own doctoral work
on the Nirayavaliya (Wiles 2000) there is, in all likelihood, only one recension of
most, if not all, Fvetambara canonical texts.1 A definitive interpretation of the
material available on the history of the Fvetambara ‘canon’2 has not yet been writ-
ten, however, current views on this are summarized in the standard scholarly
accounts of Jainism (Dundas 1992: 53–70, Jaini 1979: 42–88, Schubring 1935
§37–56). Since the first descriptions of the canon by Jacobi (1879) and Weber
(1883–1885), the most original contribution to the description of this history has
been the work of Kapadia (1941) who provided citations of evidence from the
primary source materials. Here I wish to query a consistent feature of scholarly
presentations about the redacting councils to which the Fvetambara canon is
attributed, namely a recurring weakness to adequately identify and examine the
sources upon which these scholarly presentations are based, especially the bases
for the dating of the councils. I want to show that current scholarly accounts do
not adequately represent the sources.

According to the Fvetambara tradition, the final council of Valabhi under
Devarddhigajin was critical to the recension of the extant canon transmitted to us.
I will therefore focus more attention on it, and present only an outline of the mate-
rial on the other councils.

Bhadrabahu and the council of Pataliputra

Dundas gives a clear version of the current scholarly opinion on the first council:

The first recitation [of the Jaina scriptural canon] is supposed to have
been held at Pataliputra (modern Patna) 160 years after Mahavira’s
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death, as a result of which knowledge of the twelve-limbed canon was
deemed to be imperfect and, with the subsequent disappearance of the
Drishtivada, it was officially reduced to eleven limbs.

(Dundas 1992: 62)

Dundas adds further down the page that ‘the earliest accounts of any of the recita-
tions date from the second half of the seventh century . . . ’ (Dundas 1992: 62).
What is not stated however, is that the date just indicated – 160 AV – does not
come down to us from the second half of the seventh century. According to my
readings, the date of 160 AV is based (solely?) on Hemacandra’s Parifistaparvan
(9.112) which was written during v.s. 1216–1229.

Most scholarly accounts of the first council, at Pataliputra, demonstrate a
failure to accurately present information about the original sources. Schubring
includes material on the first council in his epitome of the Jaina lineage of
teachers, his version is based on Hemacandra’s Parifistaparvan, which he dates
to v.s. 1216–1229 (Schubring 1935 (§23): 34 � 1962: 45). Although Schubring
does remind us that Hemacandra’s account would have been based on earlier
literary sources, in particular the Avassaya literature, he does not make explicit
here that Hemacandra’s comments in Parifistaparvan 9.55–67, can only be
matched with the Avassaya-cujji version, that is, to my knowledge there is no
other identified early source for information on the Pataliputra council.

When Jaini (1979: 5, n. 6) cursorily mentions the Pataliputra council he cites
no direct references to Prakrit sources, nor does he give an explicit date for it.
Further on he does imply a date, when he gives Bhadrabahu’s era as ‘circa 300 BC’
(ibid., p. 50), however, he does not attempt to justify or discuss that date. Only
Kapadia appears to have had access to the Avafyaka-curji and he cites an extract
which is clear and unequivocal:

At that time there was a famine of twelve years. [The Jaina mendicants]
lived here and there on the coast, then, [after the famine] they met again
in Pataliputra. From some they gathered chapters and pieces [of texts]
and so put together the eleven Akgas. The Ditthivada did not survive.
Bhadrabahu was living in Nepal, he knew the fourteen Purvas. The
sakgha sent emissaries to him to say: ‘Teach [us] the Ditthivada.’ They
went and related that edict from the sakgha. He replied to them: ‘Because
of the famine I could not begin the mahapraja [practice], now I have
undertaken it.’ So he did not go. The emissaries returned and told the
sakgha this. They sent more emissaries [to ask]: ‘What is the punishment
for someone who disobeys an order of the sakgha?’ They went and said
that. He said: ‘That one is to be expelled.’ He then said to them: ‘Do not
expel me, send intelligent [students], I will give seven instructions.’3

Given the close similarity between the wording of the Avafyaka-curji account
and that of Hemacandra,4 it seems that here Hemacandra has indeed closely
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followed the curji version, making it more intelligible in the process. What is
highly significant is that no date is offered by the curji passage.

Apart from the Avassaya-cujji and the – probably derivative – account in
Hemacandra’s Parifistaparvan, I have not come across other citations of original
sources for information on this first council. The Avassaya-cujji is written in
Prakrit and is certainly ancient, it preserves much otherwise unrecorded informa-
tion, and is generally dated between SaÅvat 650 and 750 � 593–693 CE (Balbir
1993: 1, 81). If the Avassaya-cujji is the sole original source of information on
the first council, in my opinion that needs to be stated in scholarly accounts,
instead of those accounts simply repeating earlier statements without adequate
reference to any textual basis for their assertions. Similarly, if the date of the first
council is based solely on Hemacandra’s work then that also needs to be stated by
scholars.

The councils of Mathura (under Skandila), Valabhi I
(Nagarjuna) and Valabhi II (Devarddhigajin)

Accounts of the history of the Jaina Agamas almost always refer to the redacting
work of the two Jaina Acaryas Skandila and Nagarjuna and to Devarddhigajin
Ksamaframaja. These three individuals are all cited as having ensured the
transmission of the teaching of the Jina Mahavira at different ‘councils’, in spite
of that teaching being endangered by times of famine. Devarddhigajin is held to
have been directly responsible for causing the teachings gathered by the two
earlier Acaryas (Skandila and Nagarjuna) to be written down. Sometimes datings
are also offered for these individuals and their work. However, on examining the
textual references used to justify these statements the evidence for the composite
account they present is at best extremely weak, particularly with regard to datings.
Later I will attempt to demonstrate how accounts of this aspect of the canonical
texts of the Fvetambara Jainas rarely indicate the severely limited foundations
upon which they are based. Few scholars have examined original sources, instead
most accounts have repeated received information uncritically, often obscuring
the speculative nature of the basic information.

First I will give a survey of scholarly accounts of the final redaction of the
Jaina Agamas, to show the evolution of received scholarly opinion on the place
of the teachers mentioned earlier in the history of the Agama. I will then examine
the textual bases cited as evidence, to test those scholarly accounts.

Scholarly accounts of the Jaina councils

The first printed account of the events surrounding the editing of the Jaina Agama
was published by Jacobi in the introduction to his landmark edition of the
Kalpasutra (1879). Jacobi quotes what he refers to as a ‘common and old tradi-
tion’ that the ultimate redaction of the Fvetambara Jaina canonical works was
made by Devarddhigajin Ksamaframaja in 980 AV (Jacobi converts this date to
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454 or 514 CE): Devarddhigajin saw the Agamas almost being lost and so had
them written down by the sakgha of Valabhi. Jacobi continues:

Devarddhigajin, the Buddhaghosa of the Jainas, has most probably
arranged the whole of the traditional Jaina literature, which he gathered in
theAgamas from books and from the mouth of living theologians. He was
nearly too late for his task. For in many cases, fragments only of books
were left, and he put them together to make up a book as he thought best.5

(Kalpasutra 1879: 15–16)

Jacobi provides three references to back up his account: (1) his notes on Kalpasutra
§148, (2) Jinaprabhamuni’s Sandehavisausadhi and (3) Padmamandiragiri’s
Rsimajdalaprakaraja (SaÅvat 1553) – each of these will be taken up in turn when
the traditional sources for information on the councils are examined later. For now
it is enough for my purposes to show that Jacobi, ever a careful scholar, has stated
explicitly the basis for his conclusions.

The next account of the creation of the Jaina canon was by Weber (1883–1885:
218), cited here in the English translation by Smyth (1888):

the transmission was only oral; for which, according to tradition, writing
was not substituted till eight centuries later, in the year 980 Vira [con-
verted by Weber to 543 CE (p. 220, n. 1)]. This was effected by a coun-
cil in Valabhi under the presidence of Devarddhigaji Ksamaframaja;
though others state that this ensued 13 years after (993 Vira [556 CE])
at the hands of a council in Mathura under fri Skandilacarya. In
connection with this the statement may be placed that in the year 980 the
Valabhi king Dhruvasena commanded that the Kalpasutram should be
recited publicly. Herein a special participation of the king in the work is
indicated, be it in that of Devarddhigaji or in that of Skandila, to whom
by this act he gave decisive support.

Weber is clearly depending on Jacobi, but disagreeing with the date conversions,
he does not cite any sources or information other than those given already by
Jacobi. He places Devarddhigajin at the Valabhi council prior to a Mathura
council under Skandila.

Not until Charpentier (1922: 1, 15–17) do we have another overview of the
academic interpretation of this element of Jaina history. Charpentier summarizes
earlier views in the introduction to his edition of the Uttaradhyayana. His version is:

A famous teacher, Devarddhigajin, called the ksamaframaja, who saw
that the sacred lore was in danger of becoming obsolete – no doubt
because of the scarcity of manuscripts – convoked a second great
Council at Valabhi. This is said to have taken place in 980 or 993 AV, and
seems to have been connected in some way with a public recitation of
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the Jinacaritra, or ‘Life of Mahavira’ before king Dhruvasena of
Anandapura (a town not mentioned elsewhere). Now, as king
Dhruvasena I of Valabhi is supposed to have succeeded to the throne in
526 AD, and 993–526 is � 467 (BC), the actual year of Mahavira’s
death, I think we are entitled to assume, that this was the real date of
the Council of Valabhi, and that it was in some way protected by
Dhruvasena. Devarddhigajin, the president of the council, no doubt took
down from the members all the scriptures considered as canonical that
did not at that time exist in written form, and we need not doubt that the
whole external form of the Siddhanta dates from about 526 AD.

There are quite a few problems with Charpentier’s account. According to his
footnote (page 16, n. 1) he is basing his comments on the commentaries cited by
Jacobi in his 1879 edition of the Kalpasutra (page 270 to be specific). As will be
shown later, those commentaries are far from definite in their interpretation of the
old dates, and they date from several hundred years after the events to which they
refer. In my opinion Charpentier has gone too far in his assumptions to link
Dhruvasena to the council. This will be seen later when the commentary passages
in question are considered.

In 1926 Schubring’s Worte Mahaviras appeared. The opening twenty-six pages
of this important collection of translations from Jaina canonical texts deals with
the canon of the Fvetambara Jainas:

It was probably in the first quarter of the sixth century [500–525 CE]
that the city of Va¬a, called Valabhi in Sanskrit, on the Kathiawad penin-
sula in Gujarat, was witness to a religious conference of the ‘white’
Jainas. Under the presidency of Devarddhi, one of their principals, in the
convocations of the believers an attempt was made to settle and copy
down the wording of the sacred texts. Therewith were the testaments of
the teaching of Mahavira, almost a thousand years – according to the
tradition – after the passing away of the master, saved from the steady
advance of decay. Since then the Canon of the white-robed has in
essence remained unchanged.6

The date suggested for the council under Devarddhigajin is 500–525 CE.
Importantly, no citations at all are brought forward to justify this. The main point
I want to make here is that the account of the council is presented without any
substantiating evidence that would allow readers to judge the tradition’s reliabil-
ity for themselves, or even ascertain how definite or not, it might be. The account
by Guérinot (1926: 72) repeats the now standard view, also without giving any
sources. In both of these scholarly accounts the ‘facts’ have become self-evident
and need not be backed up with original citations or even references to them.

Winternitz, paving the way for his brief (but still indispensible) tour through
Jaina literature, provides a summary history of the Councils, but, like the other
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accounts cited so far, he does not give any references to original sources (1933: 2,
431–435). In the section on canonical history Winternitz cites Weber, Jacobi and
von Glasenapp (1925) yet only speaks of one council in Valabhi, and makes no
mention of Skandila (the position of the Jaina teacher Nagarjuna has not even
been referred to by Western scholars yet).

Schubring (1935: 55, n. 4) is again brief, but at least cites Jacobi while adding
a reference to a note by Bhandarkar (Report, 1883–1884: 129) – first pointed out
by von Glasenapp (1925: 466, n. 9) – that the council in Mathura under Skandila
occurred earlier than Devarddhi’s work in Valabhi. Again, however, there are no
new original sources and Jacobi’s work of fifty years earlier is repeated (although
without the date equivalents).7 This seems to have remained a settled matter for
Schubring, in 1959 he wrote the following (although his phrasing, as usual, is
careful): ‘The authoritative texts of the Fvetambaras . . . in their oldest portions
date from the 3rd to 2nd century BCE. The canon was collected at a council in
Kathiawar (Gujarat) in the 6th cent.’8 The remarks of all the preceding scholars
have ultimately been based on a single source, Jacobi’s work of 1879. A new con-
tribution was only made in 1941 in Kapadia’s A history of the canonical literature
of the Jainas. This was the first account since Jacobi to provide citations from
traditional sources as evidence.9 For this reason it has been the basis for the more
careful account of Jaini (1979: 51–52) and has influenced Folkert (1993: 46, n. 6,
see later) and Dundas (1992), as well as the ‘revised German edition’ of
Schubring (1962: 2000).10

The section of Kapadia’s work relevant here is the chapter, ‘Redaction of the
Jaina canon.’ Kapadia (1941: 61) says: ‘So Skandila summoned a council of Jaina
saints at Mathura and made up the kaliyasuya by taking note of whatever could
be gathered from them’. Disappointingly, Kapadia adds baldly: ‘It appears that
this happened sometime between Vira SaÅvat 827 and 840’ (1941: n. 4). There is
no additional information, nor are original sources cited to give any idea where
this date came from. Kapadia also notes (pp. 61–62) that there was a similar
project under Nagarjuna11 in Valabhi.

Kapadia’s summary account cites the texts listed later (in the same sequence)
and although he is providing much new information, his account lacks any sense
of chronology. I have added the currently accepted dates for these texts (sources
for dates are given below when the texts are taken up individually):

Nandisutra-curji 676 CE

Bhadrefvara’s Kahavali c.1150–1200 CE

Hemacandra’s Yogafastra auto-commentary 1088–1172 CE

Malayagiri’s commentary on Joisakarajdaga c.1093–1193 CE

Samayasundara’s Samacarifataka c.1630 CE

Kapadia does not mention dates for any of these and he presents them all as
equally valid. He is after all interested in the events recorded in the tradition and
is not concerned about dates. For most scholars his presentation is uncritical in
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that regard but at least he made the original citations available for the first time.
His important contribution was published in India during the second World War
and that may have limited its impact. It has only recently been reprinted (2000).
Renou in his account of the Jaina canon, for example, shows no sign of familiar-
ity with the new information provided (1951: 2, 633).

The more recent accounts of P. S. Jaini (1979: 51–52) and Folkert (1993) are
based on Kapadia and can be cited from Folkert’s summary (1993: 46):

The Jains themselves point to three significant councils at which their
texts were at issue. The first is placed at Mathura, ca. 350 CE, under the
leadership of Skandila. The second is placed at Valabhi, in Saurashtra, at
about the same time, under Nagarjuna. The third council is again placed
at Valabhi, ca. 500 CE, under Devarddhigajin. The function of the first
two councils apparently was to commit to writing the texts subscribed to
by the Fvetambara monastic groups (gacchas) represented at each. The
third council appears to have produced a uniform version of those texts,
noting certain important variants, and to have seen that copies were
made and delivered to major Jain centers.

As Folkert suggests in a footnote, European scholars have not had access to
the original materials, this may explain why scholarly presentations of the
councils and statements about the redaction of the canon have not been seriously
reexamined.

The final account to be presented here is that of Dundas (1992: 61–64) who has
provided the most recent comprehensive account of Fvetambara traditions of the
transmission of their scriptures.12 Dundas’s account is perhaps the best contem-
porary formulation of the academic position regarding the councils (p. 62):

The first recitation [of the teachings] is supposed to have been held in
Pataliputra (modern Patna) 160 years after Mahavira’s death . . . .
The second recitation took place 827 years after Mahavira but, on this
occasion, was held at two places simultaneously, at Mathura in the north
under the auspices of Skandila and at Valabhi in the west under the
auspices of Nagarjuna . . . . The final recitation held at Valabhi in the first
half of the fifth century was convened by Devarddhiganin and the
accounts of it stress that, to avoid the complete disappearance of the
scriptures, the canon was redacted in manuscript form.

What none of these scholarly accounts of the councils makes clear is the late date
of the sources on which they are based. Certainly the statements made reflect the
Fvetambara tradition, but they exclude the notable equivocations present in
the tradition, equivocations which take away any element of certainty about the
dating of these events. If we now turn to the original sources for information
on the councils it will be seen that the scholarly views expressed earlier are
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considerably more definite than the tradition itself. A few scholars have raised
doubts about the datings but none has highlighted the lateness of the sources for
the datings, for example Ohira (1994: 3 (§7)) in her study of the Viyahapajjatti,
simply questioned the dating of the third council (‘the Third Canonical Council
[was] held in Valabhi (453 AD or 466 AD according to tradition) which is again
disputable’.

Accounts of the council of Valabhi in Fvetambara texts

Based on the citations of Jacobi and Kapadia mentioned earlier, I will now turn to
the original sources concerning the events of the councils and the redacting of the
canon. The extracts are taken up here in approximate chronological order.13 The
information relied on by scholars is largely from the commentary literature, only
two sources (§1 and §2) are not from there, and those two are the most undetailed.

The following textual sources will be examined:

§1 Devavacaka, Nandisutra (Theravali)
§2 Kalpasutra, Jinacaritra, section 148
§3 Jinadasagaji, Nandisutra-curji (676 CE) (plus the Ayara- and

Dafafrutaskandha-curjis)
§4 Haribhadra (700–770 CE) Laghuvrtti on Nandisutra
§5 Filakka (9th century) Ayaratika
§6 Fantyacarya Vadivetala (d. saÅ. 1096 [1039]?), Fisyahita on Uttaradhyayana
§7 Hemacandra (1088–1172), Yogafastra commentary
§8 Malayagiri (c.1093–1193) tika on the Prakirjaka entitled Joisakarajdaga
§9 Bhadrefvara (c.1150–1200) Kahavali

§10 Jinaprabhamuni (1307) Sandehavisausadhi, commentary on Kalpasutra
§11 Vinayavijaya (1559) Subodhika, commentary on Kalpasutra
§12 Dharmasagara (1571), Kirajavali or Vyakhanapaddhati, city on Kalpasutra
§13 Samayasundara (c.1630), Samacarifataka
§14 Samayasundara (1642), Kalpalata, commentary on Kalpasutra
§15 Laksmivallabha (�1835 CE) Kalpadruma, commentary on Kalpasutra

§1 Devavacaka

The Nandisutra as transmitted to us has at its beginning a list of elders
(Sthaviravali) which is attributed to Devavacaka.14 This is the earliest source to
name the teachers Skandila and Nagarjuna and link them (vaguely) with the trans-
mission of the teachings. The very careful scholar Muni Jambuvijaya has shown
that the Nandisutra itself was known to Mallavadin (fifth century) in a form
different to the one it has now.15 There is, however, no way of knowing if the
Sthaviravali dates from an older version of the Nandisutra or the newer one.
Since the Nandisutra-curji, which comments on these verses is dated 676 CE
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(Nandisutra 1966b: 83) it is enough for my purposes to say that the Sthaviravali
was written before then.

At the start of the Nandisutra a sequence of forty or so verses praises Mahavira
and the sakgha, gives a list of the ford-makers and the gajadharas, before
praising the teaching of Mahavira, and finally the list of elders (verses 23–43).
The verses naming the teachers Skandila and Nagarjuna are:

I bow down to him Skandilacarya, whose method of explanation
(ajuyoga) is even now spreading in half of Bharata, whose fame has
spread to many cities. Then I bow down to Himavanta, who has prowess
as great as the Himalaya, has great fortitude and valour, the bearer of
limitless spiritual study. We bow down to Himavanta Ksamaframaja
[and] Acarya Nagarjuna, bearers of the mode of explanation of the
kaliya texts, bearers too of the Purvas. I bow down to Vacaka Nagarjuna,
endowed with tenderness and mildness, who attained the state of Vacaka
in due course, transmitter of the flood of scripture. I bow to the pupil of
Nagarjuna, Acarya Bhutadijja, whose colour is like excellent purified
gold, a campaka flower, the heart of a choice blooming lotus, whose
heart is compassionate toward souls capable of liberation, skilled in the
virtue of compassion, wise, foremost in half of Bharata, foremost
amongst experts in all kinds of spiritual study, the best expert who
expounds the scriptures, delighter of the line of the Nagila clan, forward
in the benefitting of beings, up-rooter of the danger of existence. I bow
to Lohitya, who knows well what is eternal and what is not, who always
bears the meaning of scriptures well-understood, the actuality of devel-
oping those of good nature [?]16

Whether or not Skandila and Nagarjuna are the spiritual forefathers of
Devarddhigaji need not detain us here. The verses place the names Skandila and
Nagarjuna firmly in the lineage of expounders of the texts, but no hint of dates is
given. All that is established here is that these teachers existed before 676 CE

(the date of the Nandisutra-curji).

§2 Kalpasutra §148

This is the key passage for Western scholars’ statements, since it, or rather
Jacobi’s comments about this passage in the introduction to his edition (1879), are
the ultimate source of the scholarly views presented in the section about the date
of the redacting council. First, the passage, which comes at the end of one section
and just after the description of the death of Mahavira:

samajassa bhagavao Mahavirassa java savva-dukkha-ppahijassa nava
vasa-sayaiÅ viikkaÅtaiÅ, dasamassa ya vasa-sayassa ayaÅ asiime
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saÅvacchare kale gacchai. vayaj’aÅtare puna: ayaÅ tejaue saÅvac-
chare kale gacchai iti [variant disai].17

(Kalpasutra 1879: 67)

Since the time that the Venerable Ascetic Mahavira died, etc. (all down
to) freed from all pains, nine centuries have elapsed, and of the tenth
century this is the eightieth year [� 980 AV]. Another redaction has
ninety-third year (instead of eightieth [� 993 AV]).18

(Kalpasutra 1884: 270)

So 980 or 993 years have passed since the death of Mahavira. But the brief
passage does not say to what event the reference is made: the text does not
indicate in any way what happened after the lapse of that number of years, likely
candidates however could reasonably be the composition of the Kalpasutra itself
or its redaction.

In 1879 Jacobi took this statement to refer to Devarddhigajin: ‘It needs hardly
be remarked that the passages containing the dates 980 and 993 AV do not refer to
the author [of the Kalpasutra, Bhadrabahu], but to Devarddhigajin, the editor of
the Kalpasutra’ (p. 23). In Jacobi’s footnote to his translation he also listed this
as the first option (1884: 270, n. 1, the other options will be dealt with later when
the commentaries are presented). The passage just cited – or rather the combined
remarks by the later commentators about it – is at the heart of Jacobi’s 1879
statements about the dates for the redacting councils cited earlier. In the text itself,
however, there is no mention of Mathura, Valabhi, Skandila, Nagarjuna or
Devarddhigajin, those associations are only made later in commentary literature
(extracts §10 onwards).

§3 Jinadasa Nandi-curji

The colophon to the curji on the Nandisutra is dated Faka 598 [676 CE].19 Since
the verses have been translated under extract §1 earlier, only the curji comments
on those are given here.

The verse [no. 32] ‘Whose [mode of explanation]’: How then his mode
of explanation? It is said, there was a time of profound and difficult
famine for twelve years, because [the ascetics] were again and again
(ajjajjato � anyanya-tah?) lapsing [from the rules]20 for the sake of
food, scriptural learning (suta) perished through the absence of under-
standing (gahaja), text-work (gujaja), [and] ajuppeha [?]. Then in the
time of plentiful food in Mathura there was a great meeting of ascetics
with the faithful, headed by Acarya Khandila, saying: ‘Who remembers
whatever [let them recount that for us].’ Thus the Kaliyasuta [texts]
were gathered. Because this was done in Mathura it is said to be the
Mathura recension. And that approved by the Acarya Khandila was done
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in his presence and is said to be the mode of explanation. The rest
is easy.

Others say: that scriptural learning (suta) was not destroyed, but in that
very difficult famine the other main bearers of the mode of explanation
perished. Only the teacher Khandila remained.21 In Mathura the mode of
explanation was again set forth for the ascetics, therefore it is called the
Mathura recension, the mode of explanation in his presence it is said.22

The only contribution of the curji on v. 34 is that Nagarjuna was the pupil of
Himavanta.

[Verse 35] curji: ‘In due course’ by grasping the texts [beginning with]
‘Samadiya . . . ’ and so on: and in time, with the turn of those ahead,
succeeding the person [ahead of him], he attained the stage of vacaka.
He directs the flood of scripture, the pouring out [of scripture?]. The rest
is easy.

This is the oldest dated source for the account of the councils: the teachers’ names
are mentioned, but there is no indication at all of their dates.

Two other sources in the ancient layer of the curjis can be treated here
(I cite these references from Mehta and Chandra (1970–1972, Nagajjuja sv):
the Ayara-cujji, (also ascribed to Jinadasa, 593–693 CE, see Balbir 1993: 1, 81)
mentions the two names: Nagarjuna (Ayarakga-cujji 1941: 219, 232, 237, 244,
313) and Devarddhigajin (page 207). Another (unascribed?) curji on the
Dafafrutaskandha mentions the name Nagajjuja (Nagajjujiya tu evaÅ padaÅti
evaÅ tu gujappehi aguja’navvijjae (Ayaradasao 1954: 204)).23 These occur-
rences which add nothing to what we know, merely confirm the continuity of the
tradition. The references which follow all echo this information, until we get to
the commentary speculations (§10 and so on which follows).

§4–8

Because of their brevity and derivative nature, these text references can be treated
together. Reference §4 is by Haribhadra (700–770 CE) in the Laghuvrtti on the
Nandisutra (cited here from the edition of Pujyavijaya (1966b: 16f.)).24 Because
Haribhadra is merely re-presenting the curji version in Sanskrit his passages need
not be examined in detail. He adds nothing to the previous entries, but merely
transmits that information in the more widely known Sanskrit. Reference §5
comes in the ninth century when Filakka, an important Fvetambara commentator,
refers in his commentary on the Ayarakga to Nagajjuja (*Ayarakga 1916: 303).
This is hardly a major reference, but does show the continuity of the tradition
through the ninth century and that the earlier information was available. Similar
is reference §6 by Fantyacarya Vadivetala (he died in SaÅvat 1096 [1039]?).
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In his Uttaradhyayana commentary entitled Fisyahita (Uttaradhyayana 1933: 149)
he refers to the name Nagarjuja.

The great Hemacandra (1088–1172) in his Yogafastra commentary (1926 or
1939 edition p. 207) seems to re-present the version from the curji or from
Haribhadra, and merely says that the Agamas were written down by Skandila and
Nagarjuna and others fearing that because of a famine the teachings would be
lost.25 The major later commentator Malayagiri (c.1093–1193) provides the
eighth reference, in his commentary on the Joisakarajdaga (1928: 41) he gives
only the traditional account.26 While in his commentary on the Nandisutra he
adds that Skandila was a ‘Disciple of preceptor Siha of the BaÅbhaddiva branch.’

§9 Bhadrefvara Suri, Kahavali

This work has been dated by Jacobi (1932: xii–xiii) to the twelfth century
SaÅvat.27 Jacobi offers further comment: ‘Bhadrefvara’s tales are, as a rule, but a
more elegant version of the kathanakas contained in the curjis and tikas’ (p. xii).
‘Bhadrefvara’s work has few literary merits. It is scarcely more than a collection
of disconnected materials for the history of the Fvetambara church, culled from
the ample literature of curjis and tikas’ (p. xiii). So this extract cannot be used as
evidence, seeming to rely as it does on the earlier sources already cited.28

§10 Jinaprabhamuni, Sandehavisausadhi.

It is of vital significance that none of the citations up to this point has given any
indication of the dates of the teachers. This extract is the first indication of a tra-
dition of dating. Jinaprabhamuni completed the Sandehavisausadhi, a commen-
tary on the Kalpasutra, on Afvina sudi 8, SaÅvat 1364, or 1307 CE. This is the first
of several comments on the extract given at §2 earlier. Jacobi makes it clear that
he has not seen the ‘curji’ on the Kalpasutra but he thinks all the Sanskrit com-
mentators are deriving their information from it (Kalpasutra 1879: 25).29 This may
explain his trust of the commentatorial tradition here, that is, the antiquity of the
curjis supposedly vouching for the authenticity of the tradition. A lengthy extract
is cited by Jacobi (1879: 114–115) from a manuscript supplied by Bühler (pre-
sumably from Bühler’s personal collection (Jacobi 1879: 25–26)).30 In the passage
cited by Jacobi (and then concisely paraphrased by him) we are presented with the
following options for the meaning of the dates given in the Kalpasutra text. The
first choices relate to the year 980, which is explained as the number of years to
have elapsed: (1) since the passing away of Mahavira and the composition of the
Kalpasutra by Bhadrabahu, (2) since Devarddhi saw the teachings in danger and
set them down, or (3) since the death of the son of king Dhruvasena, though some
say that was 1080 years ago, (4) the year 993 could be the number of years since
Pajjusaja was moved from the fifth to the fourth of Bhadrapada.

The traditions available to Jinaprabhamuni did not allow him to decide, he
relegates the option of the council dating to second place. This is the earliest
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source to link a date with the redacting council of Devarddhigajin, it does so
cautiously and qualifies all its options with bahufruta va yathavad vidanti, ‘the
learned know how it was.’ This passage is the oldest source I have found for the
dating repeated in the scholarly accounts presented in the first section earlier,
although not one of those accounts communicated clearly the lack of definiteness,
nor the other choices for the meaning of the date given in the tradition, nor even
the fact that this option for the date’s meaning is not recorded before 1307 CE.

§11 Vinayavijaya, Subodhika

This commentary on the Kalpasutra (as yet unpublished), is also cited by Jacobi
(1879: 116–117). It was written in SaÅvat 1616 [1559]. Once again this passage
relates to extract §2.31 The commentator begins by stating that he is having to rely
on earlier commentators. He then presents two choices, the first is that this verse
was written by Devarddhigajin himself to show when the Kalpasutra was writ-
ten, that is, the writing down of the canon was in 980, so the Kalpasutra was also
written down then. He then cites a Prakrit verse stating that 980 years after
Mahavira in the town of Valabhi, Devarddhigajin wrote down the teachings. The
second option is that 980 was when the Kalpasutra was first read aloud in
Ananda[pura]. He then goes on to present the traditions about the date being 993
etc. This commentator, while giving the Devarddhi option first, nevertheless says,
‘the omniscient ones know the reality [of it, ie. what the truth is]’ tattvam punah
kevalino vidanti. The tradition is not firm and the dating is being offered a
thousand years after the relevant event.

§12 Dharmasagara, Kirajavali or Vyakhanapaddhati

This commentary on the Kalpasutra by Dharmasagara, Kirajavali or
Vyakhanapaddhati, was written in SaÅvat 1628 [1571]. This is still unpublished
but was cited by Jacobi (1879: 115–116).32 The opening line of the relevant sec-
tion shows that the writer of the curji used by Dharmasagara has not commented
on this line: yady api curjikareja kuto’pi karajaÅ na vyakhyatam. He is relying
on a statement in an old and worn commentary, avapta-jirja-tikaikadefa. He
repeats the Devarddhigajin option. Once more the overall tone is uncertainty and
we are told ‘to find out the truth from the learned’, tattvam tu bahufruta-gamyam,
and ‘to ask the experts in scripture or those knowing the innermost details of the
teachings’ tattvaÅ tu frutadhara-gamyam prastavya va pravacana-rahasya-
vidah. Even the oldest commentators then are consistently representing the
traditional interpretations as uncertain, surely there should be some sign of this
uncertainty in modern interpretations of this evidence.

§13–14 Samayasundara, Samacarifataka and Kalpalata

Before turning to the final commentary on the Kalpasutra passage we have a
statement by Samayasundara, who lived around 1630 CE. In his Samacarifataka
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he repeats the statements of the earlier sources, apparently on the basis of the
Nandisutra-curji, without adding anything new.33 The same author is responsible
for the next citation, in his Kalpalata, a commentary on the Kalpasutra written
sometime before SaÅvat 1699 [1642]: ‘[I]n 980 VN at the end of the second
famine, a council of monks met under [Khandila’s] chairmanship in Mahura to
redact the canon’ (Kalpasutra *1939: 107). Jacobi says ‘The comment of the
Kalpalata is a mere abstract of the Sandehavisausadhi [extract §10]’ (1879: 115).
This means Samayasundara is likely to have based his comments on that
text, therefore neither of these quotations from him qualify as an independent
confirmation of the tradition.

§15 Laksmivallabha’s Kalpadruma

This final dated text, is a commentary on the Kalpasutra written sometime before
1835 CE. The mention of the names here shows the tradition of commenting
continued, but this text is too late as a source to be of interest here. Already by the
1500s the commentaries were merely repeating earlier accounts.

Conclusion about the dates of the 
Jaina redacting councils

The original sources containing information about the redacting teachers and
their activity can be divided into those which provide a date and those which do
not. None of the sources before Jinaprabhamuni’s Sandehavisausadhi of 1307
give any indication of a date for the redactions, while the statements from 1307
onwards are consistently tentative and qualified. Accordingly, there is no justifi-
cation for scholarly accounts to link the councils with the suggested datings in
anything but the most preliminary way. Certainly to present these dates as
unquestionably well established facts is misleading.

A tradition about something happening in 980 (or 993) AV is certainly found in
the Kalpasutra (§2 cited earlier). What the dates refer to is not clear, as Jacobi
(1884: 270, n. 1) states in the footnote to his translation:

The commentators confess that there was no fixed tradition, and
bring forward the following four facts, which are applied at will to
either date:

1 The council of Valabhi under the presidency of Devarddhi, who caused the
Siddhanta to be written in books.

2 The council of Mathura under the presidency of Skandila, who seems to have
revised the Siddhanta.

3 The public reading of the Kalpasutra before king Dhruvasena . . .
4 The removal of Pajjusaja by Kalakacarya from the fifth to the fourth

Bhadrapada.
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Jacobi cited – from manuscript sources – four commentators on Kalpasutra §148
and another text, Padmamandiragiri’s Rsimajdalaprakaraja (SaÅvat 1553)
(Kalpasutra 1879: 114–118). These turn out to be the sources of the four alterna-
tives he gives earlier. What is notable about these works as sources is that they are
not definite even about what event is being dated, that is, they present alternatives,
and three suggest that readers look elsewhere for clarification: bahufruta va
yathavad vidanti (Sandehavisausadhi), tattvaÅ tu frutadharagamyam prastavya
va pravacanarahasyavidah (Kirajavali) and tattvam punah kevalino vidanti
(Subodhika), which shows there was no clear traditional information on which to
base a judgement.

A second notable feature is the late date of these commentaries. Listing them
here using Jacobi’s dates (1879: 25–36), which are in general supported by
Velankar (1944), we have:

1307 Jinaprabhamuni, Sandehavisausadhi (completed SaÅvat 1364)
1496 Padmandiragiri, Rsimajdalaprakaraja (SaÅvat 1553)
155934 Vinayavijaya, Subodhika (SaÅvat 1616)
1571 Dharmasagara, Kirajavali or Vyakhanapaddhati (SaÅvat 1628)
�183535 Laksmivallabha, Kalpadruma

‘[T]he common and old tradition’ referred to by Jacobi, turns out to be neither so
common nor so old. We cannot blame Jacobi if his early remarks (1879) have
not been tempered by the qualification given in his footnote to the translation of
Kalpasutra §148 (1884). Remarks in the introduction to a truly pioneering
translation are more likely to be widely read than a footnote deep in the English
version of a Jaina religious text. His later more qualified remarks have not
been taken up by scholars, who have instead relied on his earlier – perhaps over-
confident – assertion linking Devarddhigajin with the date 980/993 AV. The
continued overstatement of the case for accepting these datings for more than
a century however cannot be defended.

Kapadia, the only other scholar to publish original source passages, was vague
when he connected the references detailing the councils to the dates 980/993 AV.
He cited the Nandisutra-curji text and added as a footnote ‘It appears that this
happened sometime between Vira SaÅvat 827 and 840’ (1941: 61, n. 4). He then
cited a text linking the dates with Devarddhigajin – text §14 earlier – but that text
is dated from 1642 and hardly authoritative in this matter.

In the sources that have come to light so far, references about the activities of
Skandila, Nagarjuna and Devarddhigajin are straightforward, if vague, for the
most part. The passages suggesting the date for their activities appear only in the
later commentatorial traditions, where they are presented with indications that
the tradition is not definite on this point. The misrepresentation of these matters
as definite, when the tradition clearly indicates that they are not definite, is what
I hope to correct in the standard accounts of the history of the councils in the
transmission of the Jaina canon. We can certainly say that the tradition speaks of
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councils, and I endorse the versions of Folkert and Dundas cited earlier, with the
addition of the information that late traditions ascribe those councils to 980
(or 993) AV.

Notes

1 Presumably the editing of the texts, or at least the majority of them, was completed
sometime prior to the great commentator Abhayadeva (fl. 1058–1071 according to the
dates of his commentaries on the Uvavaiya and Viyahapajjatti, SaÅvat 1115 and
SaÅvat 1128 respectively (Velankar 1944: 64a, 290a)).

2 Other problematic aspects of the Fvetambara ‘canon’, its contents etc., are dealt with
by Kapadia (1941), Jaini (1979: 47–77), Bruhn (1987) and Folkert (1993: 87).

3 Avafyaka-curji (*1928–1929: 2, 187, cited here from Kapadia 1941: 72, n. 1): tammi
ya kale barasavariso dukkalo uvatthito/saÅjata ito ito ya samuddatire acchitta pujar
avi Padaliputte milita/tesiÅ ajjassa uddesao, ajjassa khajdaÅ, evaÅ sakghaditehiÅ
ekkarasa Akgaji sakghatitaji, Ditthivado natthi/Nepalavattajie ya Bhaddabahusami
acchanti coddasapuvvi, tesiÅ sakghejaÅ patthavito sakghadao ‘DitthivadaÅ vaehi’
tti/gato, niveditaÅ sakghakajjaÅ taÅ, te bhajanti – dukkalanimittaÅ mahapajam na
pavittho mi, iyajiÅ pavittho mi, to na jati vayajaÅ datuÅ padiniyattehiÅ sakghassa
akkhataÅ. tehi ajjo vi sakghadao visajjito – jo sakghassa ajaÅ atikkamati tassa ko
dajdo? te gata, kahitaÅ, to akkhai – ugghadijjai/te bhajanti – ma ugghadeha, peseha
mehavi, satta padipucchagaji demi.

4 Parifistaparvan (9.55–9.67, pp. 244–245): itaf ca tasmin duskale karale kalaratrivat/nir-
vaharthaÅ sadhusakghas tiraÅ niranidher yayau // 55 // agujyamanaÅ tu sada sadhunaÅ
vismrtaÅ frutam/anabhyasanato nafyaty adhitaÅ dhimatam api // 56 // sakgho’tha
Pataliputre duskalante’khilo’milat / yad Akgadhyayanoddefady asid yasya tad adade //
57 // tataf caikadafakgani frisakgho’melayat tada/DrstivadanimittaÅ ca tasthau kiñcid
vicintayan // 58 // NepaladefamargasthaÅ BhadrabahuÅ ca purvijam/jñatva sakghah
samahvatuÅ tatah praifin munidvayam // 59 // gatva natvamuni tau tam ity ucate krtañ-
jali/samadifati vah sakghas tatragamanahetave // 60 // so’py vaca mahaprajaÅ
dhyanam arabdham asti yat/sadhyaÅ dvadafabhir varsair nagamisyamy ahaÅ tatah //
61 // mahapraje hi nispanne karye kasmiÅfcid agate/sarvapurvaji gujyante
sutrarthabhyaÅ muhurtatah // 62 // tadvacas tau muni gatva sakghasyafaÅsatam atha /
sakgho’py aparam ahuyadidefeti munidvayaÅ // 63 // gatva vacyah sa acaryo yah
frisakghasya fasanam / na karoti bhavet tasya dajdah ka iti faÅsa nah // 64 //
sakghabahyah sa kartavya iti vakti yada sa tu / tarhi taddajdayogyo’sity acaryo vacya
uccakaih // 65 // tabhyaÅ gatva tathaivokta acaryo’py evam ucivan / maivaÅ karotu
bhagavan sakghah kiÅ tu karotv adah // 66 // mayi prasadaÅ kurvajah srisakghah
prahijotv iha / fisyan medhavinas tebhyah sapta dasyami vacanah // 67 // Schubring
has paraphrased this passage (1935 §23), there is also the translation of the entire
Parifistaparvan by R. C. C. Fynes, 1998 in which this passage is translated on
pp. 193–194.

5 In a footnote Jacobi added:

About 30 years earlier, between 410 and 432 AD, Buddhaghosa caused the
Buddhist pitakas and arthakathas to be written down ‘for the more lasting
stability of faith.’ As the redaction of the Buddhist works in Ceylon and that
of the Jaina works in Guzerat occurred about the same time, it may be
inferred either that the Jainas adopted that measure from the Bauddhas, or
that it was in the 5th century that writing was more generally made use of in
India for literary purposes.

(Kalpasutra 1879: 16, n. 1)
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Perhaps a desire to see the Jaina and Buddhist moves as contemporaneous has led
Jacobi to state the case for linking the councils with the date 980 so strongly.

6 Schubring 1926: [1]:

Es wird im ersten Viertel unseres sechsten Jahrhunderts gewesen sein, daß die
Stadt Vaÿa, im Sanskrit Valabhi gennant, auf der Halbinsel Kathiawad in
Gujarat, Zeugin einer geistlichen Tagung der, weißen Jainas wurde. Unter dem
Vorsitz Devarddhis, eines ihrer Häupter, wurde in Versammlungen der
Gläubigen der Wortlaut der heiligen Texte festzuhalten versucht und der hand-
schriflichen Vervielfältigung zugeführt. Damit waren die Zeugnisse von
Mahaviras Lehre, fast tausend Jahre – so will es die Überlieferung – nach dem
Hinscheiden des Meisters, vor dem Fortschreiten der Verflüchtingung gerettet.
Seitdem besteht der Kanon der Weißgewandeten im Wesentlichen unverändert.

7 ‘Im Jahre 980 nach Mahavira, nach anderer Überlieferung 993, fand zu Valabhi (heute
Vala) auf Kathiawar unter dem Vorsitz des Gajin Devarddhi eine Mönchsversammlung
statt mit dem Ziele, die heiligen Bücher zu vervielfältigen.’

8 Schubring (1959: 669), translation by John Cort in Folkert (1993: 47, n. 9): ‘Die für
die Shvetambaras verbindlichen Werke . . . stammen in ihren ältesten Teilen aus dem 3.
bis 2. Jh. vChr. Zum Kanon wurden sie in einem Konzil auf Kathiawar (Gujarat) Ende
des 6. Jh. gesammelt.’

9 Kapadia’s account, and even his citations, are also reproduced by India-based authors,
for example, Ratnaprabha and Kanu Chhotalal Jain Framaja Bhagavan Mahavira
(1942–1951) in v. 5, pt. 1 pp. 215–216. For ‘Yugapradhana Nagarjuna’ there is a brief
mention in this work (p. 317), but it seems to be a reworking of Kapadia’s information,
with the addition of an (unsourced) date for Nagarjuna’s death VN. This is a confused
and confusing publication offering unsourced extracts with translations. Derivative
accounts almost entirely based on the early pioneers continue to be published in India,
for example, Muni Uttam Kamal Jain in Jaina sects and schools (Delhi: Concept),
(1975: 44–45) but he misleadingly adds a citation from Epigraphia Indica (XVI, 17)
purporting to indicate a date for the council of Valabhi, when in fact there is no men-
tion there of the council. (I am grateful to Peter Flügel for pointing out this reference.)

10 This point being one of the few cases where the English version is better than the
original German. In that it follows Kapadia’s account (1962: 77, n. 4).

11 This seems to be the first mention of the Jaina teacher Nagarjuna in scholarly accounts.
The references in Jaina commentaries to the two traditions of reading, the tradition of
Valabhi or the tradition of Mathura are dealt with in the text.

12 Jagdishchandra Jain’s versions have not been used. He prints the following contradic-
tory statements a few lines apart: ‘. . . after the redaction of the canon in these councils,
acarya Skandila and Nagarjunasuri could not get an opportunity to meet each other and
hence the two different versions remained unreconciled.’ ‘The council of Valabhi was
attended by both Arya Skandila and Nagarjunasuri’ (Jain 1984: 40).

13 In each case I think it vitally necessary to cite extensively the text of each source. Not
paying attention to the original sources has been a major contributing reason to the
inexact scholarly position now holding sway. Even in India the original sources are
extremely difficult to locate, for example, the old commentaries cited by Jacobi in
1879 have still not been published to my knowledge, that is, Jinaprabhamuni’s
Sandehavisausadhi, Vinayavijaya’s Kirajavali/Vyakhanapaddhati, Samayasundara’s
Kalpalata.

14 Pujyavijaya has examined material about the links between the writer of the
Nandisutra, Devavacaka and Devarddhigaji Ksamaframaja (Pujyavijaya 1961:
29–31), although he cites Devendra Suri (author of the Navyakarmagranthas) using
‘Devarddhi-vacaka’ and ‘Devarddhi-ksamaframaja’ several times while citing
Nandisutra readings – which may strengthen the case for separating the two authors
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since Jaina authors tend to be careful about epithets and honorifics – he prefers not to
decide on whether there was one author or two (see also Nandisutra 1966a: 5).

15 Mallavadin (1966–1988), see the Sanskrit Prakkathana, page 24.
16 Nandisutra (1968: 1–8): jesi imo ajuogo payarai ajjavi addhabharahammi/bahuna-

garaniggayajase te vande Khandilayarie // 33 // tato HimavantamahantavikkamaÅ
dhiparakkamam ajantaÅ/sajjhayamajantadharam HimavantaÅ vandimo sirasa
// 34 // Kaliyasuyaajuogassa dharae dharae ya puvvajaÅ/Himavanta-khamasaje
vande Nagagjjujayarie // 35 // miu-maddava-saÅpajje ajupuvviÅ vayagattajaÅ
patte/ohasuyasamayarae Nagajjujavayae vande // 36 // vara-kajagativiya-campaya-
vimaula-vara-kamala-gabbha-sari-vajje/bhaviya-jaja-hiyaya-daie daya-guja-vis-
arae dhire // 37 // addhabharaha-ppahaje bahu-viha-sajjhaya-sumujiya-pahaje /
ajuoiya-vara-vasahe ¡aila-kula-vaÅsa-jandikare // 38 // bhuahiyayappa-gabbhe
vande haÅ Bhuyadijjam ayarie/bhava-bhaya-voccayakare sise ¡agajjuja-risijaÅ
// 39 // visesayaÅ sumujiya-jiccajiccaÅ sumujiya-sutta-’ttha-dharayaÅ jiccaÅ
// vande haÅ LohiccaÅ sabbhavubbhavajataccaÅ // 40 //.

17 Jacobi’s oldest dated manuscript was Vikrama 1484 [1427 CE], presumably on paper
(1879: 28). Muni Pujyavijaya’s edition of the Kalpasutra (1952) is based on six man-
uscripts, including five on palm leaf, one from Khambhat dated SaÅvat 1247 [1190].
His text for this passage is: samajassa jaÅ bhagavao Mahavirassa java sav-
vadukkhappahijassa nava vasasayaiÅ viikkantaiÅ, dasamassa ya vasasayassa ayaÅ
asiime saÅvaccharekale gacchai / vayajangare puja ayaÅ tejaue saÅvaccharekale
gacchai iti disai / 147 //.

18 Stevenson’s version, in his presentation of the Kalpasutra, need not detain us. Jacobi’s
comments on its unreliability (Kalpasutra 1879: 27) were echoed by Winternitz
(1933:2, 462, n. 1).

19 Fakarajño paccasu varsafatesu vyatikrantesu astanavatesu Nandyadhyayanacurni
samapta ti // (Nandisutra 1966b: 8, 83); Schubring prefers ‘677’ (1935: 43).

20 The Paia-sadda-mahajjavo gives for phidia: bhraÅfa-prapta nasta, cyuta; atikranta,
ullakghita. The commentary on the Nandisutra known as the Visama-pada-tip-
panakam, glosses this as nirgatanaÅ (Nandisutra 1966b: 182) while Kapadia’s text
(1941: 61, n. 3) gives ajjato thitajaÅ probably using Nandisutra-curji 1928.

21 Reading saÅthare with Kapadia’s citation (1928: 61, n. 3).
22 Nandisutra (1966b: p. 9 line 19–p. 11 line 7): jesi imo ajuogo payarai ajjavi addhab-

harahammi / bahu-nagara-niggaya-jase te vande Khajdilayarie // 32 // jesi imo. gaha/
kahaÅ puja tesiÅ ajuogoj ucyate barasa-saÅvaccharie mahante dubbhikkha-kale
bhattattha ajjajjato phiditajaÅ gahaja-gujaja-’juppehabhavato sute vippajatthe
pujo subhikkha-kale jate Madhurae mahante sahu-samudae Khandilayariya-ppamuha-
sakgheja ‘jo jaÅ saÅbharati’ tti evaÅ sakghaditaÅ KaliyasutaÇ / jamha ya etaÅ
Madhurae kataÅ tamhaMadhura vayaja bhajjati / sa ya Khandilayariya-sammaye tti
katuÅ tass’antiyo ajuogo bhajjati / sesaÅ kajthaÅ / ajje bhajanti – jaha sutaÅ ja
jatthaÅ, tammi dubbhikkha-kale je ajjo pahaja ajuyogadhara te vinattha, ege
Khandilayarie saÅdhare, teja Madhurae ajuyogo pujo sadhujaÅ pavattito tti
Madhura vayaja bhajjati, tassamtio ya ajiyogo bhajjati // 32 // . . . midu-maddava-
saÇpajje ajupuvviÇ vayagattajaÇ patte/oha-suya-samayare Jagajjujavayae vande
// 35 // midu-maddava. gaha / ‘ajupuvvi’ samadiyadisutaggahajeja, kalato ya purima-
pariyayattajeja purisajupuvvito ya vayagattajaÅ patto, ohasutaÅ ca ussaggo, taÅ ca
ayarati/sesaÅ kanthaÅ // 35 // Jagajjuja vayagassa siso Bhutadijje ayarito / tassima
guja-kittaja tihiÅ gahahiÅ . . .

23 A more complete list of these internal citations is given by Pujyavijaya (1961: 31–32)
although he omits the occurrence on p. 244. The use of the respectful term Bhadanta
makes Pujyavijaya think the unnamed curji writer was of the line of Nagarjuna, or at
least identifying with his lineage.
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24 Nandisutra (1966b: 13): jesi imo ajuogo payarai ajja vi addhabharahammi/bahuna-
garaniggayajase te vande Khajdilayarie // 33 // jesi. gadha/Vyakhya – yesam ayam
anuyogah pracarati adyapy ardhabharate Vaitadhyadaratah / bahunagaresu nirgataÅ –
prasiddhaÅ yafo yesaÅ te bahu-nagara-nirgata-yasasah tan vande sikghavacaka-fisyan
Skandilacaryan/kahaÅ puja tesiÅ ajuogoj ucyate, barasa-samvaccharie mahante dub-
bikkhe kale bhattattha phidiyajaÅ gahaja-gujaja-’juppeha’bhavato sutte vippajatthe
pujo subhikkhe kale jate mahurae mahante samudae Khandilayariya-ppa-
muhasakgheja “jo jaÅ saÅbharahi” tti evaÅ sakgahaditaÅ KaliyasuyaÇ/jamha eyaÅ
Mahurate kayaÅ tamha Mahura vayaja bhannati / sa ya Khandilayariya-sammata tti
kauÅ tassaÅtio ajuogo bhajjati/anne bhajanti jaha – suyaÅ jo jatthaÅ, tammi dubb-
hikkha-kale je anne pahaja ajuogodhara te vijattha/ege Khandilayarie sandhare/teja
Mahurae pujo ajuogo pavattio tti Mahura vayaja bhannai/tassaÅtio ya ajuogo bhaj-
jai tti gatharthaj // 33 // tatto Himavanta-mahanta-vikkamaÇ dhi-parakkamamajantaÇ/
sajjhayamajantadharaÇ HimavantaÇ vandimo sirasa // 34 // . . . kaliyasuyaajuogassa
dharae dharae ya puvvajaÇ/himavantakhamasae vande ¡agajjujayarie // 35 // kaliya.
gaha / Vyakhya – kalikafrutanuyogasya dharakan / dharakaÅf ca ‘purvaja’ utpadadi-
nam/himavatksamaframajan vande/tathaitacchisyan eva vande Nagarjunacaryani iti
gatharthah // 35 // kimbhutanj.

25 JinavacanaÅ ca dussama-kala-vafad uccinna-prayam iti matva bhagavadbhir Nagarjuna-
Skandalacarya-prabhrtibhih pustakesu nyastam (cited by Kapadia 1941: 62, n. 2).

26 iha hi Skandilacarya-pravrttau dussamanubhavato durbhiksapravrttya sadhunaÅ
pathanagujanadikaÅ sarvam apy anefat / tato durbhiksatikrame subhiksapravrttau
dvayoj sakghayor melapako’bhavat / tad yatha – eko Valabhyam eko MathurayaÇ /
tatra ca sutrarthasakghatane parasparaÅ vacanabhedo jatah / (cited by Kapadia
1941: 62, n. 3).

27 Jacobi knew of only one palm leaf manuscript of the text and that was of indifferent
quality: ‘There are two Bhadrefvara-Suris in Peterson’s Index of Authors in the 4th
Report. The first in the list is probably the author of the Kahavali, in the second half
of the 12th century of the SaÅvat era [c. 1100–1150 CE]’ (Jacobi 1932: xii).

28 Bhadrefvara also names Nagajjuja in his Kahavali: atthi Mahura‘urie suyasamiddho
Khandilo nama Suri, taha Valahi nayarie Nagajjujo nama Suri/tehi ya jae
barasavarisie dukkale nivvadabhavao viphutthim (?) kauja pesiya disodisiÅ
sahavo/gamiuÅ ca kahavi dutthaÅ te pujo miliya sugaie/java sajjhayanti tava
khajdukhurudihuyaÅ puvvahiyaÅ/tato ma suyavocchitti hou tti paraddho surihiÅ
siddhantuddharo/tattha vi jaÅ na visariyam taÅ taheva sajthaviyaÅ/pamhutthajaÅ
uja puvvavaravadantasuttatthajusarao kaya sakghadaja (cited by Kapadia (1941:
62, n. 1) from a manuscript).

29 From notes by Pujyavijaya (Nandisutra 1966b: Prastavana) and Velankar (1944: 75)
there is clearly more than one curji on the Kalpasutra, however without access to more
materials I cannot clarify the situation beyond saying that the following texts have been
referred to by earlier authors: (1) Kalpa-curji (Nandisutra 1966b: Prastavana 6–7) –
(2) Kalpa-vifesa-curji (Nandisutra 1966b: Prastavana 6–7) – (3) Kalpasutrasya curji
Niryukti-garbha (printed Kalpasutra 1952: 83–[115]) Prakrit prose around 67 verses,
this is probably the same as the ‘Niryukti by Bhadrabahu . . . 68 gathas’ (Velankar 1944:
75b). It begins: saÅbodho sattamasiyaÅ phasetta verses begin Pajjosamajae
akkharaiÅ. It makes no comment on §148 (� §147 in Pujyavijaya’s edition) but jumps
from a comment on the preceding passage to §201 – (4?) Curji, 700 granthas
(Velankar 1944: 75b) – In addition Pujyavijaya cites a Kalpacurji (different from
the Dafafrutaskandhacurji) which ends: tao ya arahajato chijjasaÅsari
bhavati saÅsarasaÅtatiÅ chettuÅmokkhaÅ pavatiti. Kalpacurji samapta. granthagram
5300 pratyaksaragajanaya nirjitam. [sarvagranthagram 14784] (Nandisutra 1966a:
Prastavana, 7). He also cites a Kalpavifesacurji ending: Kappavisesacujji samatteti.
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However the Niryukti embedded in a curji published by him in Kalpasutra 1952 does
not end like this and so is presumably another curji.

30 nava vasa-sayaiÅ ti çriViranirvrter navasu varsafatesv afityadhikesu [980]
vyatitesv iyaÅ vacana jate ‘ty arthe vyakhyayamane na tatha vicaracaturicañcunaÅ
cetasi pritir, asya sutrasyaçriVardhamananantaraÅ saptatyadhikava-
rsafateno’tpannenaçriBhadrabahusvamiprajitatvat tasmad iyati kale gate
iyaÅ vacana pustakesu nyaste ‘ti sambhavyate. çriDevarddhiksamaframajair
hiçriViranirvajan navasu varsafatesv afityuttaresu [980] atitesu granthan vyavac-
chidyamanan drstva sarvagranthanam adime Nandyadhyayane sthaviravalilaksajaÅ
namaskaraÅ vidhaya granthah pustakesu likhita ity ata eva’tra granthe sthavi-
ravaliprante Devarddhiksamaframajasya namaskaraÅ vaksyate, purvaÅ tu gurufisyajaÅ
frutadhyayanadhyapanavyavaharah pustakanirapeksa eva’’sit. kecit tv idam ahur, yad
iyatkalatikrame Dhruvasenanrpasya putramarajartasya samadhim adhatum
Anandapure sampratikale Mahasthanakhyaya rudhe sabhasamaksam ayaÅ grantho
vacayitum arabdha iti. samajassa jam bhagavao Mahavirassa java savva-dukkha-
ppahijassa Dhuvasejaraijo putta-maraje ege vasa-sahasse asiti-vasahie vatikkaÅte
ity [1080] api kvadicadarfesu drstam, bahufruta va yathavad vidanti. trinavatiyu-
tanavafatapakse [993] tv iyata kalena pañcamyaf caturthyam paryusajaparva
pravavrte: tejauya-nava-saehiÅ samaikkaÅtehi Vaddhamajao | pajjusavaja-cautthi
KalayasurihiÅto thaviya || visahi dijehi kappo paÅcaga-haji ya kappa-thavaja ya |
nava-saya-tejauehiÅ vucchinna saÅgha-ajae || Sala[va]hajeja rajja saÅghaeseja
kario bhayavaÅ | pajjusavaja-cautthi caummasaÅ caudasie || caumasaga
padikamajaÅ pakkhiya-divasaÅmi cauviho saÅgho | nava-saya-tejauehiÅ ayarajaÅ
taÅ pamajaÅti || iti Tirthodgaradisu bhajanat. This commentary was published in
*Kalpasutra: 1913.

31 yady api etasya sutrasya vyaktataya bhavartho na jñayate, tatha’ pi, yatha pur-
vatikakarair vyakhyataÅ, tatha vyakhyayate. tatha hi: atra kecid vadanti, yat
Kalpasutrasya pustakalikhanakalajñapanaya (MS jñananaÅ paya) idaÅ sutraÅ
çriDevarddhigajiksamaframajair likhitaÅ. tatha ca’yam artho yathaçriViranirvajad
afityadhikanavavarsafatikrame pustakarudhah siddhanto jatas, tada Kalpo’pi
pustakarudho’pi jataj iti. tatho’uktam: Valahi-puraÅmi nayare Devaddhi-ppamuha-
sayala-saÅghehiÅ | putthe agama lihio nava ya asiyao Virao || anye vadanti: navafa-
taafitivarse [sic] Virat Senakgajartham Anande sakghasamaksam mamahaÅ (!?)
prarabdhaÅ vacayituÅ vijñaih, ityady antarvacyavacanat: çriViranirvajad afityad-
hikanavafatavarsatikrame Kalpasya sabhasamaksaÅ vacana jata, taÅ jñapayitum
idaÅ sutraÅ nyastam iti, tattvam punah kevalino vidanti. vayajaÅtare puje’tyadi
vacanantare punar ayaÅ trinavatitamah saÅvatsarah kale gacchati’ti drfyate. atra
kecit vadanti vacanantare ko’rthah? pratyuttaraÅ (MS pratyaÅtare):. tejaue tti drfy-
ate; yat Kalpasya pustake likhanam parsadi vacanaÅ va afityadhikanavavarsafa-
tatikrame iti kvacitpustake likhitaÅ, tat pustakantare trinavatyadhika
navavarsafatatikrame iti drfyate, itibhavah. anye punar vadanti: ayam afititamah saÅ-
vatsara iti ko’rthah? pustake Kalpalikhanasya hetubhutah ayaÅ çriVirad dafamfatasya
afititamasaÅvatsaralaksajakalo gacchati’ti. vayajaÅtare ko’rthah? ekasyah pustaka-
likhanarupaya vacanaya anyat parsadi vacanarupaÅ yad vacanantaraÅ tasya punar
hetubhuto dafamafatasya ayaÅ trinavatitamah saÅvatsarah. tatha ca’yam arthah:
navafatafititamavarse Kalpasya pustake likhanaÅ navafatatrinavatitamavarse ca
parsadvacane’ti tatho’ktaÅ çriMunisundarasuribhih svakrtastotraratnakofe: virat tri-
nandakkafarady acikarat tvaccaityapute Dhruvasenabhupatih | yasmin mahaih saÅsadi
Kalpavacanam adyaÅ, tad Anandapuram na kah stute? || pustakalikhanakalas tu
yatho’ktah pratita eva: ValahipuraÅmi nayare ityadivacanat: tattvam punah kevalino
vidanti.

32 yady api curjikareja kuto’pi karajan na vyakhyatam, avaptajirjatikaikadefe tv
asya vacanaya ity evaÅ vyakhatam; tatha’pi afityadhikanavafate varsatikrame
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sarvan granthan vyavacchidyamanan drstva pustakesu nyasadbhih
çriDevarddhigajiksamaframajaih çriKalpasutrasya’pi vacana pustake nyaste ‘ti kecit
sambhavayanti. tatha punar iyatkalatikrame Dhruvasenanrpasya putramarajartasya
samadhiÅ adhatum, Anandapure sabhasamaksaÅ çriKalpavacana’py ajani ‘ti kecit;
tattvaÅ tu bahufrutagamyam iti. trinavatiyutanavafatapakse tu: tejaua-nava-saehiÅ
samaikkaÅtehi Vaddhamajao || pajjosavaja-cautthi KalagasurihiÅto thaviya || ityadi
sammatim udbhavye ‘yatkalatikrame bhadrasitacaturthyam paryusajaparvapravrttir
iti kecid vyakhyanayanti. evaÅ vyakhyane kriyamaje fatrusaÅfayanirasaka-
Gardabhillocchedakari-Kalakasurito’yam bhinna eva sampadyate. na cai’vam,
yatah prabhavakacaritraKalakacaryakathaprabhrtigranthesv eka evo’ktah. tatha
Kalpacurji-Nifithacurjyadisu tu BalamitraBhanumitrayor matulena paryusajaparva
caturthyam pravartitam; BalamitraBhanu (mitra)Tirthodgaraprakirjadisu
çriVirajinaVikramadityarajñor antaralavartinav api Vikramadityapratyasannav uktau;
tatra’pi kiyatkalavartinav api Vikramadi-tyakalabhavinav api sambhavatah, tatha
çalavahana Vikramadityaprabandhadisu tayor yuddhasaÅgatif ca. kiÅ ca, curjikara
api: katham idanim aparvarupayaÅ caturthyam paryusaje’? ‘ti fisyanodanayaÅ:
yugapradhanaKalikasurivacanad eve’ty evam uttaraÅ dattavantah, na punah: vaya-
jaÅtare puja ayaÅ tejaue saÅvacchare kale gacchai tti pravacanavacanene’ty adi
svayam eva’’locyam. tasmad: afitipakse Dhruvasenanrpa(nu)grahat Paryusajakalpah
parsadi vacayitum arabdhah, trinavatipakse tu pañcakapeksaya kalanaiyatyena
parsadi Kalpasutravacane pravacanamaryadabhakga iti paryalocanaya: 1) abhivard-
hite varse viÅfatya dinair grhijñataparyusaja, 2) pañcakahanya svabhigrhita-
paryusaja ce’ty ubhayam api vyucchedya sakghadefad ekai’va vacana caramapañcake
vyavasthapite’ti vastugatya vyakhyanikriyata iti vastugatya vyakhyane kriyamaje
parsadvacanatah pañcakahanyadivyavacchedenai’va caramapañcake ya vacana sa
vacanantaram ity arthasaÅgatir api. kecit tu vicaryamajaÅ yad afitipakse tad eva
vacanantareja trinavatipakse’pi yuktisaÅgataÅ drfyate. katham anyatha, ii disai tti
akathayayisyatj? tattvaÅ tu frutadharagamyam prastavya va pravacanarahasyavidah.

33 Fridevarddhigajiksamaframajena çriviradafityadhikanavafata (980) varse jatena
dvadafavarsiyadurbhiksavafad bahutarasadhuvyapattau bahufrutavicchittau ca
jatayaÅ . . . bhavisyad bhavyalokopakaraya frutabhaktaye ca çrisakghagrahad
mrtavifistatadakalinasarvasadhun Valabhyamakarya tanmukhadavicchinnavafistan
nyunadhikan trutitantrutitanagamalapakananukrameja svamatya sakkalyya pustakar-
udhah krtah / tatah mulato gajadharabhasitanamapi agamanaÅ karta çridevarddhi-
gajiksamaframaja eva jatah / (cited by Kapadia 1941: 63, n. 1, repeated by Jaini
1979: 52, n. 17).

34 Dated to SaÅvat 1696 [1639] (Velankar 1944: 77).
35 Jacobi was not able to give a date for this work, but Velankar refers to it as the

Kalpadrumakalika, and says it was composed during the reign of Jinasaubhagyasuri,
who became Suri in SaÅvat 1892 [1835] (Velankar 1944: 78a).
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THE JAIN–MIMAM. SA DEBATE ON
OMNISCIENCE

Olle Qvarnström

Introduction

A central theme of research within the history of religious philosophy has been
the debate concerning reason and revelation, which had its roots in the Greco-Roman
tradition on the one side, and the Judeo-Christian tradition on the other. Initiated
in the second and third century of the common era by authors such as Celsos,
Porphyrius and Emperor Julian,1 it came to dominate medieval scholasticism and
was brought to the fore after the Renaissance as a result of the development of
natural science and biblical criticism, among other things. Today, the debate has
re-emerged, and grown in momentum as well as complexity, largely due to
Islamic and Christian fundamentalism.2

The result, as one might expect, has been the production of a plethora of
scholarly studies that have looked at the question of reason vs. revelation from
numerous angles of vision.3 To date, however, judging from the content of these
studies, the scholarly community has not adequately attended the fact that, in
certain respects, a similar debate took place in India. This debate originated from
a religious conflict that arose between the followers of the Vedic tradition, on the
one hand, and those of various non-Vedic traditions, on the other. As with the
debate in the West, the Indic controversy thus had a double heritage and stemmed
from an irreconcilable antagonism between those who held that man was doomed
to ignorance and thus fully dependent upon revelatory scripture and those who
held that man was not only predetermined for knowledge, but capable of acquiring
it through his own natural faculties.

The controversy in India differed, however, in several respect from that in the
West. One principal difference was that whereas the Western controversy
consisted of an encounter between two fundamentally incompatible worldviews,
and thus extended from radical opposition to attempts at reconciliation, the Indic
controversy involved traditions that had mutually influenced one another and thus
shared fundamental values, including a common cognitive universe and lingua
franca.4 Moreover, the most ancient sciences in India – ritual science and
linguistics (including grammar, semantics, phonetics and prosody) – as well as
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geometry and mathematics were all intimately connected to the Vedic religion.
Because of this, the Indic debate was not marked by the same opposition or need
of synthesis.

The central question at issue was similar to the one that many medieval Jewish,
Christian and Muslim thinkers grappled with relative to Greek philosophy: What
constitutes the source of all knowledge? A set of truths, insights and injunctions
that man acquires through non-human revelation; or, a set of truths, insights and
injunctions that man acquires through his own natural faculties? Or phrased dif-
ferently: Does man acquire valid knowledge by means of non-human revelation
or is he capable of apprehending it directly by means of his own natural faculties?

In terms of the Indian debate, this question concerned the very foundation of
the Vedic and non-Vedic traditions and was largely responsible for the emergence
of Brahmajical systematic theology as well as Buddhist and Jain logic and epis-
temology. Ultimately, it came to revolve around the issue of omniscience (sarva-
jñata). In contrast to the Western debate, however, those on the side of
omniscience were not monotheists arguing the cause of an omniscient God in
heaven, but Buddhist and Jain ‘atheists’ who were claiming the possibility of
omniscience in human beings.5 The debate reached its height during the seventh
and eighth centuries when the well-known MimaÅsa theologian, Kumarila,6

made a final effort to defend his Bhatta school from the epistemological critique
of the Buddhists.7 In the words of Kumarila, although the MimaÅsa tradition had
gradually descended into materialism (lokayata), through his efforts it would be
restored to the path of orthodoxy (astikapatha) once again.8 Adopting his oppo-
nents’ terminology, Kumarila thus contrasted the allegedly personal omniscience
of the Buddha with the non-personal, that is, authorless (apauruseya), Veda.9

In contrast to the Jain tradition, but not unlike Christian, Muslim and Jewish
ecclesiastics, Kumarila and the MimaÅsakas viewed man as intrinsically flawed,
impaired by defects such as attachment, desire, etc., and thus incapable of distin-
guishing between right and wrong, dharma and adharma. Only the Veda, con-
sisting of words that were eternal (i.e. not created by a fallible author), could
bridge the insurmountable gulf between man and the imperceptible reality of the
Veda, thus informing him of his duties or dharma. Even religious traditions such
as SaÅkhya and Yoga, which entertained identical doctrines to those of the Veda,
were nonetheless deemed unauthoritative due to their human origin. Decried as
‘wolves in sheep’s clothing’, they were said to provide merely ‘the appearance of
dharma’ (dharmabhasa), and nothing more.10

This declaration, stemming from one of the most prominent thinkers of the
Brahmajical tradition, was the outcome of a long and complex historical devel-
opment, originating with the religious polemics between Vedic and non-Vedic
traditions as confirmed in the canonical scriptures of the Buddhists and Jains.11

But it was, above all, the critique leveled at Kumarila and his predecessors by the
Buddhist philosophers, Dignaga and Dharmakirti, that constituted the primary
impetus for Kumarila’s philosophical repudiation of the idea of an omniscient
being in his Flokavarttika and Brhattika.12 The challenge of Jain philosophers
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both prior to and contemporary with Kumarila – philosophers such as
Samantabhadra and Akalakka – are also thought to have played a significant role
in compelling Kumarila to systematize and refine his arguments with respect to
the doctrine of human omniscience.13 Along with their criticism of Brahmajical
theology, the Buddhists and the Jains were occupied with composing texts
which validated the omniscience of their respective founders and discussed the
epistemology and structure of omniscience as well.14

The debate on human omniscience was related to the concept of dharma, in
terms of its definition as well as the means by which it could be validated and
known.15 According to Kumarila, mankind could receive valid instruction regarding
right and wrong conduct only through the injunctions (vidhi) and prohibitions
( pratisedha) of Vedic revelation,16 and not via perceptual or inferential proof. By
definition, dharma was that which had the Veda as it sole authority17 and the Veda
had been revealed neither by man nor a supreme God. It was beginningless
(anadi), authorless (apauruseya), and of self-sufficient validity (svatahpramajya).18

In response to Kumarila, the eighth century Mahayana Buddhist philosopher,
Fantaraksita,19 and his Fvetambara Jain colleague, Haribhadra,20 composed texts
which sacrilegiously argued that man was already in possession of everything
knowable, including dharma. It remained only for him to uncover the truth that
resided within himself, thus realizing his inherent omniscience.

The main arguments advanced by Haribhadra and Fantaraksita, in support of
an omniscient being and in criticism of the Veda as an absolute authority, were
later used by their respective co-religionists, such as Vidyananda (ninth century)
and Ratnakirti (eleventh century), in an ongoing effort to refute Kumarila and the
MimaÅsakas.21 Hence, in order to fully appreciate the arguments propounded by
these later writers, it is first necessary to understand the philosophical and
religious nuances of the original debate.

Over the years we have seen the completion of a few extensive studies that
systematically examine the Buddhist contribution to the debate on omniscience,22

most remarkably, the Jain contribution has more or less escaped the eye of historians
of religion and Indologists alike.23 Consequently, no attempt has thus far been
made to integrate the Buddhist and Jain doctrines of omniscience into a broader
Indological religious and cultural context.

The first major Fvetambara Jain response to Kumarila’s criticism of an omniscient
being (sarvajña) appears to be the Fastravartasamuccaya and Sarvajñasiddhi of
Haribhadra (eighth century).24 By undertaking an examination of the former text
along with its professed autocommentary, the Dikprada, this article constitutes a
small beginning step in the direction of such a comprehensive effort.

The Fastravartasamuccaya or ‘Summary of the Main Topics of the
Philosophical Treatises’ belongs to Haribhadra’s doxographical writings. These
consist of texts that thematically describe the Jain faith in relation to that of dif-
ferent opponents – be they philosophers, as in the Fastravartasamuccaya,25 or
ordinary people, as in the Lokatattvanirjaya and Astakaprakaraja; or, deliver
summaries of entire systems of philosophy, including his own, as in the
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Saddarfanasamuccaya.26 In the Fastravartasamuccaya, Haribhadra puts himself
in the vada-tradition (i.e. the tradition of debate), whereas in his Sarvajñasiddhi
he argues with the MimaÅsakas from within the pramaja tradition of logic and
epistemology.27

In what follows, I intend to paraphrase the relevant section in the
Fastravartasamuccaya in light of the Dikprada, and thereafter comment upon
some of its fundamental tenets.

The Fastravartasamuccaya of Haribhadra 
(vv. 580–626)

Haribhadra’s account of the Jain-MimaÅsa debate is organized in terms of two
diametrically opposite propositions which bring the polemics to a close – one
negating and the other affirming the existence of an omniscient being. The first
proposition states that dharma and adharma can only be established on the basis
of the tradition known as Veda. The second attributes the establishment of dharma
and adharma to any person capable of directly perceiving objects residing beyond
the reach of the senses (atindriyadarfin). The main narrative structure of the text
may thus be divided into four parts, the first two consisting of the position of the
proponent (purvapaksa) and the latter two, that of the opponent (uttarapaksa).

In the first part, the MimaÅsakas advance the argument that it is not possible
to prove the existence of an omniscient being (sarvajña) (whose word would
serve as a valid means of cognition) through the five means of valid cognition
(pramaja), namely perception (pratyaksa), inference (anumana), analogy
(upamana), verbal testimony (agama), or presumption (arthapatti), and that this
fact constitutes evidence of his non-existence (abhavapramajata). Regarding the
first three means of cognition, the MimaÅsakas point out that in the absence of
an inherent mark (likga) identifying an omniscient being, perception, along with
inference and analogy, are all invalidated. Since the very object of perception is
unestablished, knowledge drawn from either a characteristic mark, or a corre-
spondence between things with the same properties, is not achievable. As for the
remaining two, MimaÅsakas argue that the presence of an omniscient being
cannot be proven either on the basis of the Jain tradition, since it stands in
opposition to the prescriptive statements (codana) of the Veda, or by presumption,
since everything, including the teaching of dharma, can be explained without
positing the existence of an omniscient being.

Because of the apparent insufficiency of the valid means of cognition to solidly
establish the existence of an omniscient being, the MimaÅsakas reject the notion
entirely. Instead, they argue that the establishment of dharma and adharma rests
entirely upon the Veda, which is considered trustworthy (apta) (not being subject
to human error), without origin (apauruseya), and having as its object that which
is beyond the senses.

In the second part of Haribhadra’s text, the MimaÅsakas continue to develop
their thesis in favour of the Veda as the exclusive source of dharma. Veda, they
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argue, is accessible to all. Consequently, there is no reason to suppose the existence
of a being capable of seeing beyond the senses (atindriyarthadrastr), as the accurate
knower and direct instrument (saksatkaraja) of dharma and adharma. Dharma, as
a cosmic and moral principle, is represented, on the one hand, in sacrifice (ista),
pious liberality (purta), castes and stages of life (varjaframa), and on the other
hand, in activities such as meditation (dhyana). The former results in enjoyment
(bhoga), the latter in liberation (moksa) or the highest good (freyas).

In the third section of the Fastravartasamuccaya, Haribhadra calls upon his
co-religionists to answer the MimaÅsaka claim that it is not possible to prove the
existence of an omniscient being on the basis of the valid means of cognition.

Regarding perception, the Jains argue that, regardless of how the MimaÅsakas
define the term, the existence of an omniscient being cannot be unequivocally
ruled out. If perception is defined as including all objects (sarvarthavisaya), it
must necessarily include an omniscient being, and if it is defined as the opposite,
that is, asarvarthavisaya, an omniscient being may still exist, even though he is
not perceivable by the material senses. Furthermore, dharma, understood as
prescriptive statements and the intrinsic characteristic of a person, is perceptible
to the senses, since it exists as an object of knowledge ( jñeya). The existence of
an omniscient being may therefore be inferred from the perception of dharma,
defined in this specific sense.

Such a being’s existence could also be confirmed on the basis of the Jain
scriptures (agama), since the idea of omniscience is a result of their prescriptive
statements. Like perception, these [Jain] scriptures contain intrinsic validity
(svatahpramajya), and are eternal like the Veda (fruti). Moreover, when one
attains omniscience as a result of an immediate experience of dharma, and that
experience is subsequently confirmed by other persons who have had the same
experience, there is analogy. Finally, even on the basis of a scripture that
deals with the transcendent (atindriyatva), one may presume the existence of an
omniscient being. Otherwise, there would be no hope for an unenlightened person
(chadmastha) who, while incapable of experiencing the transcendent, still has
confidence in the scripture (fastra).

Having pronounced all means of valid cognition as incapable of disproving the
existence of an omniscient being, the Jains continue their critique in the fourth
and final part of Haribhadra’s Fastravartasamuccaya by questioning the Veda as
the source of dharma and knowledge. In their view, the Veda is not to be consid-
ered authoritative merely by virtue of its ancient heritage or claims of an unbro-
ken tradition. Its succession may have been broken and its custodians
narrow-minded (arvagdarfin) and thus ignorant of dharma and unqualified to
elucidate the transcendental subject matter of the Veda. In addition, there is no
consensus regarding the meaning of Vedic (veda-) as opposed to mundane
(laukika-) words ( pada). This being the case, it would be theoretically possible to
acquire ‘knowledge’ based on a wrong cognition (viparyaya).

The wise, among whom the Jains include themselves, thus raise doubts regarding
which words in the Veda belong to which category. Couched in more Christian
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terms, the doubt concerns whether the Bible is identical with the words of God or
the words of God exist in the Bible. In support of the Buddhist logician,
Dharmakirti,28 the Jains suggest that the only way to resolve this problem is to
consult someone who has experienced the area of life to which some of these
words refer. An ordinary human being is wholly inexperienced in this regard and
is consequently unqualified to know the Veda either by himself or from anyone
else, since ordinary human beings are impeded by desire, attachment, etc.

Furthermore, the Veda does not explain itself. How then, wonder the Jains, does
one acquire knowledge of the Veda. Again resorting to Dharmakirti,29 Haribhadra
points out that the phrase, agnihotraÅ juhuyat svargakama, ‘He who is desirous of
heaven should present an oblation into the sacred fire’, could just as well mean that
one should consume dog meat! If the Word of the Veda (fabda) boasts a transcen-
dental status and simultaneously purports to reveal its own meaning (arthaprakafa),
this contradicts its claim of being eternal and unchanging. And even if it were
capable of revealing its own meaning, it might still generate a false cognition.
Consequently, a word cannot be understood and evaluated without paying attention
to the convention (sakketa) that informs its meaning. It could be correct (in accor-
dance with reality), incorrect or create confusion (fakka) due to a multiplicity of
meanings, everyone being occupied with his own explanation (vyakhya).

Given this point of view, it is illogical to maintain, as do the MimaÅsakas, that
an exposition (vyakhya), such as that of Jaimini, has the same ontological status
as the Veda itself. Commentaries often contradict one another, and it is impossible
to determine whether one particular exposition or vyakhya is correct or construed
(sadhutvakalpitatva). Neither can the correctness of a particular exposition be
established on the basis of confirmation by other means of valid cognition, such
as perception, since Kumarila and his colleagues have declared these incapable of
comprehending objects that lie beyond the reach of the senses. Therefore,
Haribhadra and the Jains consider Jaimini’s elucidation of the Veda to be nothing
more than a personal interpretation.

Furthermore say the Jains, logic dictates that the Veda could not be without
some origin (apauruseya), nor some organ of speech, and still be possible to
comprehend. And yet if an organ of speech is admitted, it would necessarily have
to be part of creation (laukika) and not transcendent and beginningless. On
the other hand, even assuming that the Veda somehow revealed itself without the
necessity of an organ of speech, one could logically still doubt its words, since
these may stem from some invisible author – possibly even a demon ( pifacakartr).
Only someone who is able to directly perceive the transcendent could bring one’s
doubt concerning the non-personal origin of the Veda to an end, according to the
Jains. The world does not testify to its origin and the Vedic priests may all
be ignorant, propagating false doctrines, like the Persians ( parsika) who advocate
mother-marriage (matrvivaha).30

In reality, only an omniscient being is capable of determining whether the Veda
has an origin or not. Arguments such as that of not remembering an author have
no weight as evidence. The fact that a text has an author does not necessarily
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devaluate its status, neither does the occurrence of different recensions.
Furthermore, the apparent efficacy of Vedic mantras cannot serve as proof that
the Veda is uncreated. Playing on the name of Kumarila’s predecessor, Fabara,
the Jains declare that even the words of a savage or fabara may have efficacy: The
entire world might simply be misled.

The final argument propounded by Haribhadra draws on the opponent’s own
scripture. According to the Jains, even the Veda refers to an all-knowing person
(sarvavid): a great soul (mahatman) who has the capacity to see beyond the
objects of the senses, and is thus singularly qualified to correctly understand the
informative statements (arthavada), etc., of the Veda. The Jains obviously
consider their own omniscient being, the revealer of the one true ‘Aryaveda’,31 to
be such a great soul. Thus Haribhadra concludes his fictive debate between
MimaÅsa and Jainism by declaring that ‘It is in no way possible to decisively
establish dharma and adharma other than from an all-inclusive doctrine (agama)
revealed (abhivyakta) by an omniscient being (sarvajña).’

Concluding remarks

The Jain–MimaÅsaka debate on omniscience, as delineated in the
Fastravartasamuccaya and Dikprada of Haribhadra, stands as the culmination of
a development that began more than a millenium earlier. In essence, it concerned
the question of whether or not dharma was an object of perception. The denial of
omniscience thus amounted to the denial of a direct, perceptual knowledge of
dharma, whereas its acceptance allowed for the possibility that man could himself
acquire knowledge of good and evil. The former position was held by Kumarila
and the MimaÅsakas, the latter by Haribhadra and the Jains.

Both the MimaÅsakas and the Jains held that the source of all knowledge
resided beyond the objects of the senses (atindriya) and was identical to dharma.
Furthermore, both believed that the human mind was a major source of
distortion,32 incapable of directly experiencing dharma.

Haribhadra and the Jains therefore cherished the idea of omniscience con-
ceived as an inherent faculty that enabled the human being to cognize everything,
including that which was beyond the senses.33 Such a cognition was thought to
take place in the Self ( jiva), independent of the mind and the senses, and consti-
tuted, accordingly, a direct means of acquiring valid knowledge of dharma. The
MimaÅsakas notion of perception as the apprehension of an existing object by
the mind and senses34 was classified by the Jains, beginning with Umasvati,35 as
sensory knowledge (mati) and put in the same category as scriptural knowledge
(fruta). Both were viewed as indirect means ( paroksa) of knowledge ( pramaja),
whereas direct knowledge ( pratyaksa) was said to occur through omniscience.36

Haribhadra and the Jains thus opposed the claim made by the MimaÅsakas that
pratyaksa disproved the existence of an omniscient being.

Kumarila and the MimaÅsakas, on the other hand, advocated Vedic revelation
(fruti) as the only means by which man could know right from wrong. Kumarila
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was, however, not opposed to every type of omniscience: ‘If there is an omniscient
[person] who knows everything through the six means of valid cognition
( pramaja), how can he be refuted?’37 An omniscient being whose omniscience
was independent of the six means of knowing was, however, not conceivable.38

Omniscience as a cognitive faculty sui generis was accordingly rejected.39

Faith – as either a secular and intellectual trust in the impersonal Veda and the
efficacy of sacrifice (fraddha), or a personal trust (bhakti) in the omniscient Jina
and his words (agama)40 – was a necessary condition in both MimaÅsa and
Jainism. However, it was not considered instrumental in bringing about heavenly
existence or liberation.41

The question thus remained, was the source of knowledge or dharma revealed
by direct personal experience,42 or was it revealed by itself and codified in the
non-personal Veda? Was revelation personal or impersonal? Was it located within
man or outside of him? Was it directly attainable through the non-activity (nivrtti)
of self-realization (atmajñana) or indirectly accessible through a variety of [ritual
and intellectual] activities ( pravrtti)?43

The debate over whether or not man was capable of having a direct experience
of dharma, however, had more than philosophical consequences. It had serious
political overtones as well, since the claim of directly experiencing dharma
constituted a threat to the privileges of the priestly class who subsisted on the
administration of the revealed word of the Vedas. This situation parallels in some
measure the perceived threat of Christian and Sufi mystics by those who admin-
istered the Word of God in the Bible and Koran. Although in the Vedic tradition
the killing of a brahmin was considered a mortal sin, legend has it that Kumarila,
previously a Buddhist, launched a ‘holy war’ against the members of his former
faith, including his now-rejected teacher, persecuting and even killing the
‘blasphemers’ for alleging that they had achieved a direct experience of dharma.44

In addition to his debate with Kumarila on the possibility of omniscience,
Haribhadra was involved in a second polemic concerning the exact definition of
omniscience with fellow Jains, Buddhists and SaÅkhyites – each faction claim-
ing their founder to be a superman (mahapurusa) and true god (mahadeva).45

The opposing positions held by Jainism and MimaÅsa on the question of
omniscience was transmitted through the centuries by Indian doxographers, thus
emphasizing the importance of the debate. This is evident in the thirteenth century
SarvadarfanasaÅgraha of Madhava, whose description of Arhatadarfana includes,
for the sake of contrast, a resumé of the MimaÅsa criticism of an omniscient being.46

Although we are unable to determine the degree to which Haribhadra’s ideas
influenced the MimaÅsa tradition, legend has it that on his death-bed Kumarila
conceded that, after all, the Jains had contributed some valuable insights.47

Notes

1 See Neumann 1880, Hoffmann 1987 and Harnack 1916, respectively.
2 See, for example, Stenberg 1996; Marty and Appleby 1993.
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3 For an introduction, see Gilson 1938; Helm 1999; Brooke 1991; Watt 1985; Sirat 1985.
4 On Jain attitudes towards the Sanskrit language, see Dundas 1996; on sociolinguistic

attitudes in Jainism, see Deshpande 1993: 9ff.
5 In his article on the omniscience of Mahavira and the Buddha, Padmanabh S. Jaini

(1974) concludes that from the Majdukya Upanisad onwards, the term sarvajña was
exclusively employed to describe the ifvara of philosophical systems (darfana) such as
Yoga, Vaifesika and Nyaya, as well as the Purajic trinity, Brahma, Visju and Fiva. The
term was also used metaphorically as a synonym for brahmajña or atmajña, ‘the knower
of the Self’. However, it appears that no passage in the entire Brahmajical literature
refers to human omniscience in the primary sense of the word. Jaini further notes that
the term sarvajña, like the terms jina and arhat, was adopted by the Buddhists from the
Jains. According to Jaini (1977), not all souls were thought to be capable of reaching
omniscience, since some lacked the appropriate inherent disposition. Apart from stray
references in the Jain canonical scriptures (Schubring 1962: 202), the earliest systematic
differentiation between souls that were capable of liberation (bhavya) and those that were
not (abhavya) is found in Umasvati’s Tattvarthasutra (II.7). In most cases, however, these
terms refer to someone, often a student, who is either qualified or unqualified for the Jain
teaching, and do not indicate any lacking of inherent capacity. See, for example,
Haribhadra’s Yogadrstisamuccaya (vv. 225–226) and Lokatattvanirjaya (vv. 2–7).

6 On Kumarila (seventh century AD) and the MimaÅsa tradition, see Verpoorten 1987.
According to Parpola (1981: 155), who subscribed to the view of Jacobi (1911), sub-
sequent to Kumarila and Fakkara, the MimaÅsa school was divided into two mutually
exclusive philosophies, MimaÅsa and Vedanta. However, the Jain as well as Buddhist
traditions attest to an earlier division. In the sixth century DvatriÅfika of Siddhasena,
one chapter, designated in the colophon as Vedavada, is devoted to pre-Fakkara
Vedanta philosophy. And according to the Jain tradition, this same DvatriÅfika origi-
nally included a description of MimaÅsa as well. See Qvarnström (2003b). The earliest
Buddhist text which distinguishes between MimaÅsa and Vedanta as independent
systematic philosophies appears to be Bhavya’s Madhyamakahrdayakarika and
Tarkajvala, which include separate chapters on (pre-Fakkara) Vedanta (VIII) and
MimaÅsa (IX). See Qvarnström 1989; Kawasaki 1992.

7 For a summary of Kumarila’s arguments, see Verpoorten 1987: 22–37.
8 Flokavarttika I.10. This argument is echoed in the ninth and tenth century doxograph-

ical work, the SarvasiddhantasaÅgraha, where it is said that Kumarila established the
path of the Veda (vedamarga), which had been decimated by the Buddhists and other
nihilists. In diametric opposition to this view, the tenth century Jain author Siddharsi,
in his Upamitibhavaprapañcakatha, declared that MimaÅsa was in no way a philo-
sophical system and that it had even been preceded by the Materialists. See Handiqui
1949: 225–226.

9 As observed by Jayatilleke (1963: 192) and Clooney (1990: 215, n. 64), the idea of the
Veda as apauruseya most likely developed in response to the Buddhist claim of a
human source of all knowledge. However, there were also strong, internal reasons
for introducing the idea of apauruseya as well as the beginningless (anadi) and self-
sufficient validity (svatahpramajya) of the Veda. See Bronkhorst 2001.

10 Tantravarttika, p. 124 (tr.).
11 See, for example, Tevijjasutta of the Dighanikaya and Uttarajjhayaja (ch. 25).
12 See Verpoorten 1987: 23ff. As a result of the criticism leveled at MimaÅsa in the

Pramajasamuccaya, Kumarila vehemently attacked Dignaga in his Flokavarttika
(Hattori 1968: 15–16, Iyengar 1927), and as a consequence of Dharmakirti’s criticism,
Kumarila composed the Brhattika (Raja 1991: 109). The Brhattika, which according to
Frauwallner is the last work of Kumarila, composed c. AD 630, is only indirectly acces-
sible through Fantaraksita’s TattvasaÅgraha (Frauwallner 1962, Verpoorten 1987: 30).
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For a summary of Kumarila’s critique of omniscience in the Flokavarttika, see D’sa
1980: 192–195.

13 Kumarila’s criticism of an omniscient being in the Flokavarttika and Brhattika, which
is mainly directed against the Buddhists, also constitutes one of the few responses to
Jain doctrines from Brahmajical systematic theologians. The other principal response
is found in the Brahmasutrabhasya of Fakkara. According to Pathak (1893, 1930),
Kumarila attacked Samantabhadra (AptamimaÅsa) and Akalakka (Siddhivinifcaya) in
his Flokavarttika. Akalakka is then said to have been defended by his pupil
Prabhacandra (Prameyakamalamartajda), and by Vidyananda (Astasahasri). In his
argumentation, however, Pathak presents no textual evidence in support of his thesis.
On Akalakka’s theory of omniscience, see Fujinaga 2000.

14 See, for example, the AptamimaÅsa of Samantabhadra, and the Sanmatitarka of
Siddhasena Divakara, both from the fifth and sixth century AD. For Mahayana
Buddhist texts dating from this period, see the Sarvajñatasiddhi chapter of Matrceta’s
Varjarhavarjastotra (Hartmann 1987), and the Sarvajñatasiddhinirdefa chapter of
Bhavya’s Madhyamakahrdayakarika and Tarkajvala, though directed towards the Jain
notion of omniscience (Kawasaki 1992). For further references, see Buhnemann
1980: vi–viii.

15 In this context, Dharmakirti and his Pramajavarttika and Pramajavinifcaya was of
particular importance, arguing for the possibility of a yogic perception or insight into
dharma. See Steinkellner 1978: 126ff.; Bühnemann 1980: vii. For an elaborate discus-
sion on the concept of dharma in Jainism, see Qvarnström (2004) scheduled to appear
in a special issue of the Journal of Indian Philosophy, edited by Patrick Olivelle and
Phyllis Granoff.

16 Flokavarttika II: 242f.
17 Tantravarttika, p. 104 (tr.).
18 On these three concepts, see Bronkhorst 2001.
19 See the TattvasaÅgraha of Fantaraksita (vv. 2848ff., 3128ff.) along with the commen-

tary, Pañjika, by Kamalafila. For the dates of Fantaraksita, see Frauwallner 1933:
238–240; 1937: 65–74. Haribhadra refers in the auto-commentary on
Fastravartasamuccaya 296 to Fantaraksita’s TattvasaÅgraha 958 and 1083: yad uktaÅ
suksmabuddhina fantaraksitena nasato bhavakartrtvaÅ tadavasthantaraÅ na sah //.
Bhattacharyya (ref. to in Winternitz 1983: 460, n. 1) was, however, wrong in identify-
ing Haribhadra with one acarya suri, alluded to in the TattvasaÅgraha 124 and 126.
The textual passage, which could refer to any Jain author, reads: na hetur astiti vadan
sahetukaÅ nanu pratijñaÅ svayam eva sad(h)ayet / athapi hetuh prajayalaso bhavet
pratijñaya kevalayasya kiÅ bhaved iti acaryasuripadaih.

20 See the Sarvajñasiddhi and Fastravartasamuccaya of Haribhadra. Within the
Digambara Jain tradition, the Siddhivinifcaya (ch. 8) of Akalakka (eighth century)
appears to be the first text denouncing Kumarila and his denial of human omniscience.
Akalakka does not, however, criticize the MimaÅsakas as extensively and systemati-
cally as does Haribhadra in the earlier mentioned works. Some scholars hold that
Akalakka was known to Haribhadra, basing their contention upon the following quo-
tation from the latter’s Anekantajayapataka: akalakkanyayanusari cetoharaÅ vacah
(Kapadia 1947: 253). In my opinion, however, it is more likely that akalakka connotes
‘perfect logic’. Singh (1974: 144) notices, however, that Akalakka in his
Nyayavinifcaya (p. 294) quotes from Haribhadra’s Yogabindu (v. 431).

21 See Vidyananda’s Aptapariksa and Astasahasri, and Ratnakirti’s Sarvajñasiddhi.
Other Jain texts criticizing Kumarila and the MimaÅsakas are, for example,
Siddharsi’s Upamitibhavaprapañcakatha (tenth century), Prabhacandra’s
Prameyakamalamartajda (eleventh century), and Anantakirti’s Brhat- and
Laghusarvajñasiddhi (eleventh century).
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22 See, for example, Eltschinger 1977, 1978; Hartmann 1987; Griffiths 1990: 85;
Kawasaki 1992.

23 There are some exceptions (even though they do not analyze the
Fastravartasamuccaya and Sarvajñasiddhi of Haribhadra), for example, Pathak 1893,
1931; Solomon 1962; Singh 1974; Jaini 1974.

24 The Fastravartasamuccaya may safely be ascribed to Haribhadra, the author of the
Anekantajayapataka, and thus belongs to the eighth century AD (Handiqui 1947: Xl,
l–li, Qvarnström 1999). Two commentaries remain extant: the Syadvadakalpalata,
a voluminous commentary written by Yafovijaya, the scholarly seventeenth century
Fvetambara monk; and, the presumably much earlier Dikprada, ascribed to Haribhadra
himself. A close reading of the latter text, however, does not provide decisive internal
evidence establishing that the Dikprada and Fastravartasamuccaya were written by the
same author. And the external evidence is similarly inconclusive. The Dikprada, for
example, is not mentioned in the Anekantajayapataka; nor does it contain Haribhadra’s
blueprint, or viraha (Williams 1965). At this stage, it appears safest to leave open the
question of the Dikprada’s authorship in the hope that future research will uncover a
definitive answer. Regarding the relationship between Haribhadra and Kumarila, the
only representative of the MimaÅsa tradition referred to in the Fastravartasamuccaya
is Jaimini (v. 612). The Dikprada, however, mentions Kumarila in connection with a
partial quote from the Flokavarttika (II.95cd: tasmad alokavad vede sarvasadharaje
sati //) which occurs in the Fastravartasamuccaya (585ab) and then reappears in the
Dikprada. Another ‘echo’ from the Flokavarttika is found in Fastravartasamuccaya
583cd: pramajapañcakavrttes tatrabhavapramajata //. Cf. Flokavarttika IV, abhava-
pariccheda, v.1: pramajapañcakaÅ yatra vasturupe na jayate / vastusattavabod-
harthaÅ tatrabhavapramajata //. This verse is quoted in full by Haribhadra in his
Saddarfanasamuccaya, v. 76. The paucity of references to Kumarila and/or his works
in the Fastravartasamuccaya and Dikprada may be accounted for as being character-
istic of the doxographical genre or samuccaya, since the Astakaprakaraja,
Saddarfanasamuccaya and Lokatattvanirjaya of Haribhadra display the same 
feature. Even in a late doxographical work, such as the thirteenth century
SarvadarfanasaÅgraha of Madhava, the chapter describing Jainism (Arhatadarfana)
in relation to the teachings of the followers of Kumarila (tutatita), only contains a few
quotations from the Flokavarttika. Finally, Haribhadra’s reply to Kumarila’s critique
may be viewed as a more general response, since Kumarila’s criticism of a sarvajña
mainly was directed against Buddhist doctrine. From a chronological point of 
view, Haribhadra seems to have been a contemporary of Fantaraksita, whose
TattvasaÅgraha (958 and 1083) is quoted in the Dikprada ad Fastravartasamuccaya
296 (see note above). On the date of Haribhadra, see Qvarnström 1999. For manu-
scripts of the Fastravartasamuccaya and Dikprada, see Velankar 1944: 383.

25 The debate on human omniscience versus scriptural revelation in the
Fastravartasamuccaya is discussed in the section entitled ‘the discourse on liberation’
(moksavada).

26 On Haribhadra, the doxographer, and his Buddhist and Jain precursors, see
Qvarnström 1999.

27 Fastravartasamuccaya (581–583) seems to have borrowed verses from the
Sarvajñasiddhi (11–13).

28 Pramajavarttika III. 318.
29 Pramajavarttika III. 318cd–319ab.
30 Buddhist texts also compare practices found in the Veda with incestuous practices

attributed to the Persians. See Halbfass (1983: 14, n. 68).
31 According to the Vasudevahijdi (sixth century), which was known to Haribhadra, the
Arya Vedas were composed by Bharata, the first Jain ‘universal emperor’ of this world.
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After a time, brahmins, such as Sulasa and Yajñavalkya, composed the Anarya Vedas.
See Jain 1977: 12.

32 Bronkhorst 1997: 365ff.; Qvarnström 2003a.
33 See Haribhadra’s Yogadrstisamuccaya 101; Yogabindu 412; Shah 1967: 233. On

Kumarila’s refusal of supernatural perception or yogipratyaksa, see Flokavarttika IV:
26–28; Verpoorten 1987: 25f. According to Kumarila, Yoga texts belong to that cate-
gory of traditional texts or smrtis which, despite the incorporation of Vedic doctrines,
should not be followed. See Tantravarttika, p. 165 (tr.).

34 MimaÅsa Sutra I.1.4; Flokavarttika IV (pratyaksasutra).
35 Tattvarthasutra I. 9–14.
36 See Soni 2000.
37 Flokavarttika II: 111cd (quoted from D’sa 1980: 193).
38 Flokavarttika II: 112cd (D’sa 1980: 193).
39 See Shah 1967: 233.
40 See Haribhadra’s Yogadrstisamuccaya 110.
41 On the concepts of fraddha and bhakti, see Hara 1964.
42 Cf. the Yogafastra and Svopajnavrtti II.12.
43 Tantravarttika, p. 236 (tr.).
44 Walker 1968: 571.
45 See Yogabindu (3, 17–18, 31, 425–437); Yogadrstisamuccaya (102–109, 140–147).
46 Madhava’s summary of MimaÅsa in the SarvadarfanasaÅgraha is based upon the
Fabarabhasya (Verpoorten 1987: 10, n. 54). The chapter on Jainism (Arhatadarfana)
includes, in addition, several quotations from the Flokavarttika (II: 117, etc.), and sum-
marizes, according to Madhava, the teaching of the followers of Kumarila (tatha
coktam tautatitaih).

47 Cowell and Gough (1904: 84, n. 9).
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5

WHY MUST THERE BE AN
OMNISCIENT IN JAINISM?

Sin Fujinaga

1. It is a well-known fact that the Jains deny the existence of God as a creator
of this universe while the Hindus admit such existence. According to Jainism
this universe has no beginning and no end, so no being has created it. On the
other hand, the Jains are very eager to establish the existence of an omniscient
person. Such a person is denied in the Hindu tradition. The Jain saviors or
tirthaÅkaras are sometimes called bhagavan, a Lord. This word does not indicate
a creator but rather means a respected person with all-pervading knowledge.
Generally speaking, the omniscience of the tirthaÅkaras is such that they
grasp each and every thing of the universe not only in the present time, but in the
past and the future also. The view on the omniscience of tirthaÅkaras, however,
is not ubiquitous in the Jaina tradition. Kundakunda remarks, “From the practical
point of view an omniscient Lord perceives and knows all, while from the
real point of view he perceives and knows his own soul.”1 Buddhism, another
non-Hindu school of Indian philosophy, maintains that the founder Buddha is
omniscient. In the Pali canon, the Buddha is sometimes described with the
word savvaññu or sabbavid, both of which mean omniscient.2 But he is also said
to recognize only the religious truth of dharma, more precisely, the four noble
truths, caturaryasatya. This means that the omniscient Buddha does not need to
know details of matters such as the number of insects in this world. Opposed to
these two traditions, the Hindu schools do not admit any kind of omniscient
person. Especially the MimaÅsakas fiercely attack the notion of omniscience
because for them the (non-personal) Vedas are the ultimate authority on things in
this universe.

In the history of Indian philosophy, these three schools, that is, the Jains, the
Buddhists, and the MimaÅsakas attack each other and proclaim their own views
on omniscience. Historically speaking, a Jain philosopher, Samantabhadra who
must have lived in the sixth century of CE, is the first person who tried to establish
the existence of an omniscient person by using the method of inference
(anumana).3 From the MimaÅsaka side, Kumarila attacked Samantabhadra’s
position in his Flokavartika, while the famous Buddhist philosopher Dharmakirti
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also criticized the notion of an omniscient person proclaimed by the Jain
philosopher in his Pramajavarttika.4

Most of the books or papers which deal with Jain epistemology discuss
omniscience at some length following the line of K. B. Pathak (1892, 1931) who
must have been the first modern scholar to investigate the topic of omniscience
in Jainism. Pathak showed that Kumarila attacked not only the Jain notion of
omniscience but also that of the Buddhists. E. A. Solomon (1962) deals with
omniscience not only in Jain literature but also in Hindu literature and Buddhist
canons. Jaini (1974/2001) also discusses the omniscience of Mahavira and the
Buddha. Singh (1974) is the only book in English whose main topic is omniscience
in Jainism. But he does not refer to the reason why there must be an omniscient
in Jainism. The second volume of Jain (1994) contains some discussion on the
omniscient in Jainism as well as Buddhism. However, even in this book, we
cannot find any argument about the necessity of the all-knowing person. Readers
of this volume will find that Olle Qvarnström discusses how the Jain philosopher
Haribhadra attacked Kumarila’s notion of omniscience.5

In this chapter we shall see how the Jains tried to show the possibility of an
all-knowing person, and we shall discuss why the Jains are so eager to establish
the omniscience of the savior on the basis of some Prakrit and Sanskrit treatises
such as the Rajaprasejiya, and AptamimaÅsa.

2. Before discussing the attempts to prove the existence of the omniscience in
Jainism, we shall have a brief view at Jain epistemology. The Jains admit the two
kinds of valid method of knowledge (pramaja): pratyaksa and paroksa. The
former means direct cognition or perception and the latter includes indirect or infer-
ence, scripture. In Jain epistemology the term pratyaksa refers to the omniscience
also because it grasps objects directly. It is also important to realize that in early
times perception was categorized as a part of paroksa while later Jain philosophers
considered it as direct cognition. Samantabhadra uses the word pratyaksa in two
meanings: direct cognition including omniscience as well as perception.6

The Jain philosopher Samantabhadra tried to prove the existence of an
omniscient person in his main work AptamimaÅsa, which means the examination
of the reliable person. He first shows the possibility of complete annihilation of
karmic matter:

In some person there must be a total destruction of the spiritual deficiencies
and of the physical veilings (that act as the cause of these deficiencies), for
there must be a case where such destruction is most complete of all; this is
just as by an employment of appropriate means it is possible to make in a
physical substance a total destruction of the extraneous as well as organic
impurities which it had happened to accumulate.7

It must be noted in this verse that Samantabhadra does not discuss the possibility
of destruction of all the karmas but rather of those that hinder the power of
ecognition (ghatikarma).
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In the next verse, he shows the possibility of the existence of an omniscient
person by the following syllogism: “The objects that are minute, concealed or
distant must be amenable to somebody’s perception, because they are amenable
to inferential knowledge, similar to fire etc.”8

What Samantabhadra intends in this verse seems to be as follows: we can infer
the existence of fire on a remote mountain by seeing smoke from that mountain.
At the same time, this fire is directly perceived by someone else, that is a person
at that spot. This assumption can be applied to any object that we cannot see
directly; a germ on the skin, a pebble in someone’s fist and so on. A germ is not
perceived directly by us, but by inference we know that it exists somewhere: by
perceiving pus from the wound we can know that there are germs while someone
can perceive it directly through a microscope. A pebble in someone’s fist is
perceptible for that person and the other person can infer the existence of it by
perceiving the special form of the fist. It must be also admitted, for
Samantabhadra, that all things in the universe are objects of inference. Thus, they
are objects of perception, that is perceived by someone. This means that there
must be somebody who can recognize all things. This is the omniscient person.
To formulate this argument:

Whatever exists in this universe must be object of perception (pratijña).
Because (whatever exists in this universe must be object of inference.
And incomplete all) the object of inference must be perceived by
someone (hetu). Like fire on a remote mountain (drstanta).

In the strict sense, however, Samantabhadra’s argument does not establish the
existence of an omniscient person. First, we must realize that all the things in this
universe can be divided into two groups: that which can be perceived directly and
that which cannot be perceived directly. Samantabhadra suggests only that some
person may perceive that which we cannot perceive. Moreover, the person who per-
ceives the fire is not always the same person who can perceive other things directly.

It should be noticed here that this argument does not match Samantabhadra’s
final purpose. He intends to demonstrate that only the tirthaÅkara is omniscient
and not persons of other schools such as the Buddha in Buddhism. Therefore,
Samantabhadra tries to prove his view by two sets of inference again:

And such an omniscient person are you alone (because your) utterance
is neither in conflict with logic nor with the scripture.
For the proof of such an absence of the conflict, it is circumstance that
your thoughts are never contradicted with what is well established.9

In the first syllogism Samantabhadra proclaims that only the Jain tirthaÅkara is
omniscient, he who has destroyed all hindrances and recognizes all the things
in this universe. The reason for this is that he preaches in accordance with logic
and the scriptures. The second syllogism shows why there is no conflict between
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the preachings and logic or the scriptures. It is so, because what he preaches is not
denied by what is commonly admitted as authentic.

With these verses, Samantabhadra has posited that only a Jain tirthaÅkara can
be possessed of omniscient knowledge in the sense of knowing all the things in
the universe not only in the present but even in the past as well as in the future.10

As we have seen, his attempts were not successful because he only shows that all
the things are objects of inference as well as those of perception but does not
show that one and the same person can perceive all the objects. Even then it
remains true that he introduced the method of inference into the discussion on the
omniscience. Samantabhadra must be the first person to do so not only in Jainism
but also in Indian philosophy because, to our knowledge, before him no one tried
to establish the existence or non-existence of the all-knowing person.

Most Jain philosophers after Samantabhadra, both Fvetambaras and Digambaras,
adopt the argument which Samantabhadra showed in his AptamimaÅsa, for
example, Akalakka (c.720–760 CE). In establishing the existence of the kevalin he
fundamentally follows Samantabhadra. To enforce the latter’s arguments the former
shows some concrete instances such as perfect knowledge of an astronomer. But
what is new and more important is that he introduces the concept of sunifcita-
asambhavad-badhaka-pramaja (SABP) as a reason to establish the existence of
omniscience. The Sanskrit notion SABP means the well-known fact that “we have
no valid methods of knowing to deny the existence of omniscience.”11

Hemacandra (1088/9–1173), another philosophical giant of the Jain tradition,
combines the traditional idea of sarvajña with that of Samantabhadra and
Akalakka when he discusses the concept of omniscience in his PramajamimaÅsa.
According to him: “That which is independent and supreme (i.e. omniscience) is
the manifestation of the nature of atman when all the veiling karmas are
completely annihilated.”12

In this definition of omniscience Hemacandra clearly mentions the relationship
between omniscience and karma. When one destroys the veiling karmas
completely, then the soul will have its innate nature in which omniscience is
included. To prove the existence of omniscience, Hemacandra proposes two
reasons: The possibility of the final end of the progressive development of
knowledge, and the non-existence of any methods to deny it.13

Here Hemacandra follows the line directed by Samantabhadra and Akalakka.
But, he has elaborated the arguments on the existence of omniscience by checking
SABP one by one.14

Besides these three philosophers, many other Jain philosophers have attempted
to prove the existence of omniscience. Vadidevasuri (1087–1170) in the
Fvetambara tradition and Dharmabhusaja (c.1358–1418) in the Digambara
tradition are good examples of such philosophers.15 From Samantabhadra
onwards, the history of Jain epistemology is, in a sense, the history of establishing
the possibility of omniscience. Other schools in Indian philosophy were never
concerned with this topic more avidly than the Jains.
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Now, a question arises: why are the Jain philosophers so eager to establish
the existence of the omniscient person who knows each and everything in this
universe? Their enthusiasm, in my understanding, must have a close relationship
with the concept of bhavya or the possibility of emancipation.

3. Though the concept of bhavya occurs, as Prof. P. S. Jaini points out,16 even
in the Jain agamas, we shall focus on how Samantabhadra discusses this topic in
relation with the idea of omniscience. The tenth chapter of AptamimaÅsa deals
with the way to liberation or moksa. First Samantabhadra criticizes his opponent’s
position:

If you maintain that the bondage necessarily results from even slight
ignorance, then no one would not be omniscient because of infinite
number of objects to be known. On the other hand, if you say that we can
reach moksa even with slight knowledge, even then there must be the
contradicted state (i.e., bondage) which resulted from massive ignorance.17

In verse 98, Samantabhadra expresses his own position on this topic.

Ignorance causes a person to be bound when he or she is suffering
from delusion. But, ignorance does not do so if the person is free from
delusion. Moreover, one may reach moksa with slight knowledge if there
is no influence of delusion. But, it is not so in the case of a person under
its effect.18

This means that to reach moksa we need not destroy all the karmas but what we
have to do is to demolish mohaniya karmas. As Shah (1999: 87) clearly mentions,
this opinion does not go with traditional Jain understanding of the relation
between karma and moksa. In the traditional Jain theory, moksa means total
annihilation of karma. A person with a slight knowledge has not yet destroyed his/
her karma completely. Thus he / she must remain in saÅsara. The Buddhist
philosopher Dharmakirti attacks this theory proposed by Samantabhadra.19

One may ask: why do we have different experiences such as attachments in
this world? Are those experiences predestinated by a supreme God?20 To this
Samantabhadra answers:

Occurrence of attachment and others is of various types owing to the
variety of bondage by karma. And karma or bondage by karma occurs
to jiva because of jiva’s own reasons.21

Here, Samantabhadra clearly mentions the cause of our experiences and its
variety. Someone may have attachment to something while another shows indif-
ference to mundane matters or affairs. Such different attitudes originate from the
different kinds of bondage which are caused by karmas. In its turn, karmas arise
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due to a jiva itself. A certain karma occurs because of a certain modification
which occurred in a jiva previously. There is a cause–effect relation in one and the
same jiva. Fundamentally, any foreign causes which may affect one’s conditions
cannot be supposed in Samantabhadra’s theory.

Now moksa itself, according to this theory, can be regarded as a result and
naturally must have its cause. Then what is the fundamental or first cause of
moksa? Samantabhadra explains:

For you, Mahavira, there are two types of jivas: pure ones and impure
ones. These two capacities, purity and impurity, are just as cookability
and non-cookability of beans. For their manifestation, purity has its
beginning while impurity is beginningless. This nature of purity or
impurity is not in the scope of logic.22

According to this statement, Mahavira teaches us that jivas can be classified into
two categories: fuddhi or pure ones and afuddhi or impure ones. Here, the words
fuddhi and afuddhi are synonyms for bhavya and abhavya respectively. ‘The pure
ones’ are those who have the ability to reach the final liberation, and ‘the impure
ones’ are those who are destined to remain in this mundane world forever. In other
words, not all the jivas can reach moksa.23 Samantabhadra compares these capac-
ities of the soul with those of beans: some of them become soft and edible when
they are stewed but others remain hard even when we stew them for a long time.
It is interesting to point out the fact that we cannot distinguish an edible bean
from a non edible one by their appearance. At first, all the beans look the same
to us, they must be hard before they are boiled. Once they are boiled, some beans
will show their own nature and become soft while the others remain hard as
before. In the same manner, we cannot know whether a person has the capacity to
obtain moksa or not. Having undertaken austerities or tapas which heats us up, to
someone its own nature will appear and he or she will be liberated. But, the oth-
ers will stay in the chain of reincarnations and remain in this world to suffer pain.
Things which remain in the same condition are beginningless while things
which newly occur have a beginning. Therefore, Samantabhadra says “sady-anadi
tayor vyakti (Their manifestation, purity has its beginning while impurity is
beginningless).”

The most important point in Samantabhadra’s remarks mentioned above is
that the purity or impurity of a person cannot be known through inference
(atarka-gocara). No ordinary person is capable to tell that such and such person
will be liberated in the future, and the others will not. One cannot know the
possibility of liberation of a certain person even through inference. We cannot
recognize by perception what cannot be inferred.24 This implies that the hallmark
of liberation cannot be perceived. Then who can realize liberation? One possible
answer to this question is this: only the omniscient person does. This omniscient
one, however, must be that person who knows each and everything in this
universe. The Buddha who, as mentioned earlier, realizes only the religious
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matters or dharmas would not tell us about our liberation in the future. Only the
Jain omniscient who realizes all the matter in this world can do so.

4. As mentioned earlier, even in the Fvetambara agamas the topic of the
omniscience is often referred to. Among many references we find notions similar
to Samantabhadra argument. The Rayapasejiya, the second upakga in
Fvetambara agamas, mainly consists of the dialogue between a Jain monk Kesi
and a materialist king Paesi. The former belongs to a school derived from
Parfvanatha25 and the latter is converted to Jainism at the end of the dialogue.
First, the king Paesi denies the existence of a soul or jiva, but through the elevated
explanation of Kesi, the king inclines to the view that a soul exists and that it is
different from a body or matter. Even then the king asks the monk to show the
soul in real form like a fruit which we can see. To this, Kesi replies; “Oh, king
Paesi, we, persons with imperfect knowledge, cannot realize nor perceive things in
the categories at all.”26 The ten categories are (1) principle of motion, (2) principle
of stop, (3) space (4) a soul separated from the body, (5) atom, (6) voice, (7) smell,
(8) wind, (9) if a person can be a jina or not, (10) if a person is able to annihilate
all the miseries or not.27 The last two alternatives refer to the possibility of one’s
emancipation or moksa because a Jina will destroy all the karmas and the one who
annihilates all the miseries or pains can reach the state of moksa.

In these passages the monk Kesi clearly mentions that we ordinary human
beings cannot realize whether a person will get final beatitude or not. Then who
does know it? Kesi continues; “Indeed, an araha or Jina to whom the supreme
knowledge and vision have occurred and who is omniscient can clearly realize
and perceive these things.”28 This means that the omniscient Jina or tirthaÅkara
can recognize whether a person can attain the emancipation or moksa. Thus in the
Fvetambara tradition too the omniscient person or tirthaÅkara is regarded as the
only one that can tell who has the possibility of moksa or not.

The Rayapasejiya sutta in which the earlier discussion happens belongs to a
new stratum in the history of Fvetambara agamas.29 Even then it must
have reached the present form before the sixth century. With these facts it will be
concluded that at least in the sixth century Fvetambara Jains were of the opinion
that only the omniscient one can know whether a certain person can reach
moksa or not.

5. The final goal of all religious activities, at least in traditional Indian
thoughts, is to reach moksa. The Jains, however, maintain that only the way showed
by the Jain saviors can lead us to the final goal. We cannot reach the goal by
performing sacrifice as some Hindu schools proclaim. On the way to the goal
we must perform various kinds of austerities by fasting and so on. But, such
austerities do not take everyone to moksa. As we have seen earlier, according
to Jainism we cannot realize ourselves whether we have the possibility of moksa
or not. If there is nothing to assure us of the possibility, then we do feel uneasy
about pursuing our way. With the existence of a supreme being this uneasiness
can be dispelled. Such a supreme being need not tell us of the possibilities
of moksa and cannot know only religious matter, but must recognize everything in
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this universe including the possibilities of all the jivas. Thus, we can concentrate
on wending our way to the final goal.

Notes

1 Jajadi passadi savvaÅ vavaharajeja kevali bhavagavaÅ / kevalajaji jajadi passadi
jiyameja appajaÅ // (Niyamasara v. 158).

2 See, for example, Jataka p. 77.
3 The earliest mentioning of omniscience in Jain literature must be that found in Aya I, 3, 4.

Post-canonical philosophers such as Kundakunda, and Umasvati also refer to this topic.
But they did not establish that fact by means of inference. After Samantabhadra, as we
will see, many Jain philosophers discussed the existence of an omniscient person.

4 Pathak (1892) has established that Samantabhadra was prior to Kumarila. Dharmakirti’s
attack on Samantabhadra’s philosophy is discussed in Fujinaga 2000. The historical
priority of Kumarila to Dharmakirti is not clearly established. It is also extremely
probable that these three philosophers were contemporary with each other.

5 See his essay “The Jain-MimaÅsa Debate on Omniscience” in this volume.
6 See Fujinaga 1999.
7 AM 4: dosavarajayor hanir nihfesa’sty atifayanat / kvacid yatha svahetubhyo

bahirantarmalaksayah // English translation is based on Shah (1999: 3).
8 AM 5abc: suksmantaritadurarthah pratyaksah kasyacid yatha / anumeyatvato

‘gnyadir . . . // English translation is based on Shah (1999: 4).
9 AM 6: sa tvam evasi nirdoso yuktifastravirodhivak / avirudho yad istaÅ te prasiddhena na

badhyate // English translation is based on Shah (1999: 4). The Sanskrit text clearly shows
that “you” in this verse refers to a single person. According to the Jain doctrine, however,
there must be more than one omniscient person, at least 24 tirthaÅkaras. Thus, in a sense,
Samantabhadra’s argument in this verse does not go with traditional doctrine of Jainism. It
also must be noted that the two syllogisms in this verse have no example (drstanta).

10 Thus the Buddha cannot be an omniscient.
11 The topic of SABP has not been discussed thoroughly so far in spite of its importance

in the history of Jaina epistemology. It is, however, too wide and deep to argue here, so
we shall deal with this topic on another occasion.

12 PM S. XV: tat sarvathavarajvilaye cetanasya svarupavirbhavo mukhyaÅ kevalaÅ.
13 Cf. PM S. XVI, XVII: prajñatifayavifrantyadisiddhes tatsiddhih. badhakabhavac ca.
14 For the details of Hemacandra’s discussion on SABP, see PM §§ 59–63.
15 Vadideva discusses omniscience in his Pramajanayatattvaloka II-24–27 and

auto-commentary on them while §§ 21–27 of Nyayadipika show Dharmabhusaja’s
position on omniscience.

16 Jaini (1977/ 2000: 95–109).
17 AM 96: ajñanaccet dhurvo bandho jñeyanantyan na kevali / jñanastokad vimoksaf ced

ajñanad bahuto ‘nyatha // See also Shah (1999: 84).
18 AM 98: ajñanan mohino bandho najñanad vitamohatah / jñanastokac moksah syad

amohan mohino ‘nyatha // See also Shah (1999: 85).
19 For the attack of Dharmakirti on Samantabhadra’s position, see Fujinaga (2000).
20 Cf. Astasahasri on AM 99 (p. 267).
21 AM. 99abc: kamadiprabhavaf citrah karmabandhanurupatah / tac ca karma

svahetubhyo . . . // Shah (1999: 85) understands that the word sva refers to karma. Cf.
AM 4 in which the phrase svahetubhyas occurs in.

22 AM. 99d–100: te fuddhyafuddhitah // fuddhyafuddhi punah fakti te pakyapakyafaktivat/
sadyanadi tayor vyakti svabhavo ‘tarkagocarah //

23 Vrtti of Vasunandin on AM 99: ata eva na sarvesaÅ moksah.
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24 In this context inference represents the whole paroksa.
25 Kesi is called pasavvaccijjo (Rayapasejiya sutta 7, p. 5) and refers to himself as

aÅhaÅ samajajaÅ niggaÅthajaÅ . . . (do. 20, p. 18).
26 Rayapasejiya sutta 30 (p. 33). eva khalu Paesi! dasatthajaiÅ chaumatthe majusse

sabbhavejaÅ na jajai na pasai.
27 do. (p. 34). 9) ayaÅ jije bhavissai va no bhavissai, 10) ayaÅ savvadukkhajaÅ antaÅ

karissai va no va. See also Sthanakgasutra, p. 337.
28 do. eyaji ceva uppannanajadaÅsajadhare arahajije kevali savvabhavejaÅ jajai pasai.
29 For the position of the Rayapasejiya sutta in the Jain agamas, see Dixit (1971: 4).
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6

IMPLICATIONS OF THE
BUDDHIST–JAINA DISPUTE OVER

THE FALLACIOUS EXAMPLE 
IN NYAYA-BINDU AND
NYAYÂVATARA-VIVRTI*

Piotr Balcerowicz

From the times of Aristotle, to whom the idea seemed so obvious and natural that
he eventually failed to spare anywhere in his voluminous oeuvre even a single
word of explanation on it, and of Alexander, his commentator, who was the first
to point out its significance explicitly,1 the benefits of symbolic expressions in
logic,2 or formal logic to be more precise, have not been questioned seriously by
any sane student ever since. It has been unanimously determined that the pre-
dominant idea underlying the usage of symbols in logic lies in the desire, first, to
make the student ‘aware, that the validity of the processes of analysis does not
depend upon the interpretation of the symbols which are employed, but solely
upon the laws of their combination’,3 and, secondly, to render ‘every logical
proposition, whether categorical or hypothetical, capable of exact and rigorous
expression’,4 not to mention a certain amount of intellectual gratification derived
from ‘the symmetry of their analytical expression, harmony and consistency’,5

notwithstanding the simple fact that ‘in the beginning the use of letters is a
mystery, which seems to have no purpose except mystification’.6 The distinct
advantage of the first two requirements, that is the recognition of class and
general notion as a universal point of reference and univocality in the use of
names, that jointly enable us to arrive autonomously at specific universally
applicable, contents- and context-independent ‘elementary laws of thought’7 and
draw valid conclusions autonomously with reference to the contents of premises,
was recognised relatively early by Alexander:

In the discipline [of logic], letters are used in order to make us aware,
that conclusion does not depend on contents, but on [syllogistic] figures,
on relation of premisses and on [syllogistic] modes, because it is not the
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very contents that is important for syllogistic inference, but the
arrangement itself. Accordingly, letters are employed [to represent]
general notions and to show, that conclusion will always follow and from
any assumption.8

Two additional considerations that are taken for granted and speak in favour of the
method resting upon the employment of symbols in formal logic were added in
one breath at the moment of formulating the first theory to represent formal logic
with the help of symbolic means that remain at the disposal of algebra, the result
of which is symbolic logic, or mathematical logic or logistic: the need for a
necessary instrument, or methods, or ‘aids’ (or, to intimate the name of the ‘sym-
bolic culprit’ anew, �ò � �	
���) to facilitate the progress of scientific discovery,
on the one hand, and, on the other, the demand of the discipline of the intellect.9

Our list of benefits can be further extended with two more features, that is,
that of concision and manageability as well as amenability to and capability of
expressing abstract concepts absent from natural language.10 Every student of
philosophic Sanskrit knows how indefinite or imprecise – and logically unsatis-
factory – the conjunctions ca or �a (especially in negated sentences) in the natural
language can be, how their meaning in certain contexts may overlap and how
much intuitive their interpretation sometimes is. Conspicuous examples are fur-
nished, for instance, by the problem of catus-koti, wherein the first hemstitch of
one of its formulations naîva svatah prasiddhir na parasparatah para-pramajair
va11 could theoret ical ly be represented in a number of ways (p stands for svatah
prasiddhir, q for parasparatah prasiddhir, and r for para-pramajair prasiddhir):
(1) ~p�~q�r, (2) ~p�~q�r, (3) ~p�~q�~r, (4) ~p�~q�~r, (5) ~p�~(q�r) or
(6) ~p�~(q�r) etc., but it is the reader who intensionally interprets it not as an
alternative (the usual meaning of va) but as a disjunction (7) ~p�~q�~r. The
inadequacy of, say, such ambiguous words as ‘and’ or ‘or’, or its equivalents, to
express certain abstract relations, that are not present in the natural language
but are easily definable with the help of truth tables (1110, 0111 and 0110)
in the two-value logic and can be represented with symbols (p|q, p�q, p,q), is
well-known.12

Having said that, could such a symbolic and formalised language have any
drawback? Apart from the earlier-quoted remark uttered jokingly by Bertrand
Russell, two crucial disadvantages can be seen in the way any formalised
language, alongside symbols as its corollaries, operates ‘at the expense, where
necessary, of brevity and facility of communication’.13

But there is one more to be mentioned, of extralogical consequence and of
sociological import. However, before I come to speak of it, let us consider what
actually happens when, say, Dharmakirti avails himself of examples of proof
formulas or of the fallacies of proof formula? Notoriously, Indian logicians did
not use symbols in the proper sense. In which sense does he then use sentences
that stand for proof formulas? While formulating an inference for others, does he
refer to a particular situation or does he articulate general rules? The question
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indeed seems rather trivial. A good example of a reasoning of universal denotation
is the one provided by Dharmakirti: ‘Thus is the formulation of the logical reason
based on [essential] identity: whatever is existent, is without exception impermanent,
for instance the pot – this is the simple (unqualified) formulation of the logical
reason based on [essential] identity,’14 with the thesis and the logical reason
having most broadly conceivable universal reference: sarvam anityam, sattvat
(‘everything is impermanent, because it is existent’).15 But we have countless
instances when Dharmakirti, and Indian logicians in general, draws inference
with regard to a very particular situation (‘here, on this particular spot’) following
a general rule of invariable concomitance, for example: ‘The formulation of the
logical reason based on effect is [as follows]: wherever there is smoke, there is
fire, for instance in the kitchen, etc. And there is smoke here, [* hence there is fire
here],’16 where the implied thesis (or conclusion) *astîhâgnih (‘there is fire here’)
pertains to an individual case.17 But even then, in both earlier cases these
formulations instantiate only some ideal patterns, or semi-symbolic formulas,
even though no symbolic expressions occur in the formulations. That is clear
from Dharmakirti’s commentary itself, when the general rule is first stated and
than instantiated, or applied to a particular case, for example:

If x-s are observed, y – characterised by (i.e. dependent on) these (x-s)
[previously] unobserved – is observed, and [y] is not observed, even if
one of x-s is absent, [then] y is the effect of x; and [in this case] this
[effect] is smoke.18

Clearly, Dharmakirti – and Indian logicians in general – does not use symbols;
however, particular terms such as ghata, akafa, paramâju, fabda, etc., stand for
certain classes of objects, for example the class of material perceptible things
(murta � pratyaksâdy-anupalabdha), the class of imperceptible things (amurta),
the class of produced things (krtaka), etc. His formulations are ‘replaceable’,
namely they stand for general symbols, and the actual contents of a proposition
is rather secondary; being of exemplary, illustrative character, its meaning is
hardly of any relevance. However, their meaning is not entirely irrelevant: such
semi-variables, for example ghata, that occur in proof formulas denote a particular
class, for example either the class of material perceptible things (murta) or the
class of produced things (krtaka), and its particular denotation range is
determined by the context. Thus, intensional logic possesses some indistinct
aspects of extensionality.

A good exemplification of this is furnished by a comparison of two varieties of
the fallacious example found in Fakkarasvamin’s Nyaya-pravefa (NP) and in
Dharmakirti’s Nyaya-bindu (NB). The former avails himself of one and the same
sentence word for word (nityah fabdo ’murtatvat paramâjuvat) to exemplify two
different kinds of drstântâbhasa, namely of sadhana-dharmâsiddha (of the
sadharmya type) and sadhyâvyavrtta (of the vaidharmya type), the only differ-
ence being in stating the invariable concomitance (vyapti) either in the positive
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manner (yad amurtay tan nityay drstay – ‘whatever is imperceptible is
experienced to be permanent’) or negative manner (yad anityay tan murtay
drstay – ‘whatever is impermanent is experienced to be perceptible’).19 However,
Dharmakirti, in explicating two divisions of the fallacious example, namely
sadhya-vikala and sadhyâvyatirekin, that correspond to Fakkarasvamin’s
sadhana-dharmâsiddha and sadhyâvyavrtta respectively, employs partly the same
sentence, but changes the essential element in the reasoning: the statement of
the object that serves as an example. The result is that we have two different
examples that can be interchanged ([S1] karmavat and [V1] paramâjuvat).20

I have expressed earlier the conviction that the actual contents of a proposition
is rather secondary instead of saying it is of no relevance, inasmuch as the con-
tents of a proposition is indeed entirely irrelevant structurally to the way a proof
formula is formulated (its role is to exemplify certain ontological and logical rela-
tions), but, on the other hand, it does play a certain role, since it conveys some
ideas, being formulated with verbal means. I agree, all these remarks are perhaps
not particularly original and are, at least intuitively, taken for granted by every
student of Indian epistemology. Why, then, am I saying all this? To repeat my pre-
vious question: is there, thus, any advantage in using no symbols? Apparently
there is, though it is not of logical nature, and I shall try to demonstrate this on
the following pages.

As it is well-known to the student of Buddhist thought, in the third chapter of
Nyaya-bindu we come across Dharmakirti’s exposition of nine fallacies of the
example based on similarity (sadharmya-drstântâbhasa) as well as the comple-
mentary ninefold division of the fallacy of the example based on dissimilarity
(vaidharmya-drstântâbhasa). Further, within both ninefold divisions of fallacious
examples we can observe that each of them can be naturally divided into three
sub-classes of three structurally similar elements. Accordingly, the complete
enumeration runs as follows:

[S] fallacious examples based on similarity (sadharmya-drstântâbhasa):

[SA] lacking x:
[S1] the fallacious example lacking the probandum (sadhya-vikala),
[S2] the fallacious example lacking the probans (sadhana-vikala),
[S3] the fallacious example lacking both the probandum and the

probans (sadhya-sadhana-vikala),

[SB] in which the property of x is doubtful:
[S4] the fallacious example in which the property of the probandum

is doubtful (sandigdha-sadhya-dharma),
[S5] the fallacious example in which the property of the probans is

doubtful (sandigdha-sadhana-dharma),
[S6] the fallacious example in which the property of the probandum and

the probans is doubtful (sandigdha-sadhya-sadhana-dharma),
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[SC] with positive concomitance characterised by x:
[S7] the fallacious example without positive concomitance (ananvaya),
[S8] the fallacious example with unindicated positive concomitance

(apradarfitânvaya),
[S9] the fallacious example with inverted positive concomitance

(viparitânvaya);

[V] fallacious examples based on dissimilarity (vaidharmya-drstântâbhasa):

[VA] lacking negative concomitance with x:
[V1] the fallacious example lacking negative concomitance with the

probandum (sadhyâvyatirekin),
[V2] the fallacious example lacking negative concomitance with the

probans (sadhanâvyatirekin),
[V3] the fallacious example lacking negative concomitance with the

probandum and the probans (sadhya-sadhanâvyatirekin),
[VB] in which negative concomitance with x is doubtful:

[V4] the fallacious example in which negative concomitance with the
probandum is doubtful (sandigdha-sadhya-vyatireka),

[V5] the fallacious example in which negative concomitance with the
probans is doubtful (sandigdha-sadhana-vyatireka),

[V6] the fallacious example in which negative concomitance both
with the probandum and with the probans is doubtful
(sandigdha-sadhya-sadhana-vyatireka),

[VC] with negative concomitance characterised by x:
[V7] the fallacious example without negative concomitance (avy-

atireka),
[V8] the fallacious example with unindicated negative concomitance

(apradarfita-vyatireka),
[V9] the fallacious example with inverted negative concomitance

(viparita-vyatireka).21

Noteworthy is the fact that Dharmakirti’s typology, along with illustrations
for each of the entries, is followed in each and every detail – with a few
exceptions – in the classification found in Siddharsigaji’s Nyayâvatara-vivrti
(NAV) – a Jaina epistemic treatise, the significance of which exceeds perhaps
even the philosophic import of the Nyayâvatara aphorisms, despite the sub-
servient function it was predestined to perform, being a commentary thereupon.
The juxtaposition presented in the following two tables (Tables 6.1 and 6.2) will
clearly show such a dependence. I have single-underlined phrases found in NB
that are basically identical with NAV. I have the portions that
can be either reconstructed on the basis of NB or NBT or supplied from corre-
sponding sections of NAV. I use a to mark synonymous (but not
identical)  expressions in NB and NAV.

broken underline

double-underlined
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As far similarities in wording in both texts are concerned, the exceptions, that
is, passages where Siddharsigaji does not follow in his illustrations those of
Dharmakirti at all, can easily be seen in the tables: [S1] sadhya-vikala-drstân-
tâbhasa, [S2] sadhana-vikala-drstântâbhasa, [V1] sadhyâvyatireki-drstântâb-
hasa and [V2] sadhanâvyatireki-drstântâbhasa.

In some other cases Siddharsigaji’s classification follows Dharmakirti’s
typology in general, but varies in wording so insignificantly that the differences
can be altogether discarded. Thus [S7] in the ananvaya type of fallacious
example and in Siddharsigaji’s expression vivaksitah purusah is tantamount to
Dharmakirti’s ayam. That is also the case in [V7] the avyatireka type of fallacious
example (ayam � kafcid vivaksitah purusah), whereas the invariable concomi-
tance is expressed in quite a similar way, barring different position of the negative
clause (yatrâvita-ragatvay nâsti sa vakta, yah punar vita-rago, na sa vakta). In
[V4] sandigdha-sadhya-vyatireka- drstântâbhasa the second predicate anapta va
is interchanged with the subject kapilâdayah; the verb forms upadistavan
(Dharmakirti) and pratyapipadat (Siddharsigaji) are identical in meaning,
likewise the pronouns sa (Dharmakirti) and asau (Siddharsigaji); the significant
difference being the logical reason, that is the realm of supernatural teaching
in the invariable concomitance and the example respectively: avidyamana-
sarva-jñatâptata-likga-bhuta-pramajâtifaya-fasanatvat, jyotir-jñanâdikam,
vardhamanâdih (Dharmakirti) and arya-satya-catustayâpratyapipadakatvat,
fauddhôdanih (Siddharsigaji). In [V5] sandigdha-sadhana-vyatireka-drstântâb-
hasa the negation in the statement of the thesis is expressed either by the particle
na (Dharmakirti) or by the alpha-privativum a-� (Siddharsigaji), while the
compounds grahya-vacanah (Dharmakirti) and �-adeya-vakyah (Siddharsigaji)
are identical in meaning; the only difference in the expression of the invariable
concomitance is the number, namely plural ye . . . te (Dharmakirti) and singular
yah . . . sa (Siddharsigaji); Siddharsigaji does omit the phrase trayivida
brahmajena; the only significant difference being the example gautamâdayo
dharma-fastrajay prajetarah (Dharmakirti) and sugatah (Siddharsigaji). In
[V9] the viparita-vyatireka type the example is indicated either by the suffix �-vat
(Dharmakirti) or by relative indeclinable yatha (Siddharsigaji).

In two instances the similarities in Dharmakirti’s and Siddharsigaji’s formula-
tions are partial, thus in [S3] sadhya-sadhana-vikala-drstântâbhasa and in [S4]
sandigdha-sadhya-dharma-drstântâbhasa only the example is identical, namely
ghatavat and rathya-purusavat, respectively, and the compound element �-raga-� and
pronoun ayam in [S4]. In [V3] sadhya-sadhanâvyatireki-drstântâbhasa the subject
of the thesis fabdah is the same, whereas the predicate nitya (or nitya-�) partly over-
laps. In [V6] sandigdha-sadhya-sadhana-vyatireka-drstântâbhasa only the theses of
Dharmakirti and Siddharsigaji are identical, the negations being expressed either by
the alpha-privativum a-� (Dharmakirti) or by the particle na (Siddharsigaji).

The large number of similarities or identical formulations alone is so ample
that it leaves no doubt as regards the indebtedness of Siddharsigaji to
Dharmakirti in this respect. That is the first point I wished to make: Dharmakirti’s
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typology has been practically accepted by NAV en bloc. A solitary case of
parallelism in choosing illustrations of fallacious examples might be claimed to
be nothing but coincidental, but the situation when Siddharsigaji’s choice of
expressions in most cases coincides with that of Dharmakirti and the eighteenfold
division of drstântâbhasa is identical in both cases, it can by no means be a mat-
ter of coincidence. Further, my thesis is corroborated additionally by the way
Siddharsigaji makes the selection of three proof formulas that are not mentioned
by Dharmakirti in extenso but in a terse, incomplete form to be supplemented
from the context of preceding sutras, namely [S7], [S9] and [V9]. When we
reconstruct the proof formulas to complete formulations (for details see respective
notes 22, 23, 27), as intended by Dharmakirti – that is, [S7] [*ragâdiman ayay,
vaktrtvad,] yatha yo vakta sa ragâdiman, ista-purusavat, [S9] [*anityah fabdah,
krtakatvat,] yad anityay tat krtakam [*ghatavat], [V9] [*anityah fabdah, krtakatvat,]
yad akrtakay tan nityay bhavati, [*akafavat] – it turns out that they correspond
virtually in every detail to the examples given by Siddharsigaji.

There is at least one more reason to believe that Siddharsigaji follows
Dharmakirti in his typology. Commenting upon [V4] he classifies the sandigdha-
sadhya-vyatireka type as reducible, on extra-logical grounds, to be exact, to [V1]
the sadhyâvyatirekin variety. The only reason for singling it out as a separate
variety is the need to take into consideration the opinion of some people ‘lacking
the recognition’ of certain substantial facts, to whom a particular case of a
fallacious example lacking negative concomitance with the probandum ‘appears
to be [the fallacious example] in which negative concomitance with the probandum
is doubtful’.28 As a commentator, he was obviously restrained by the contents of
Siddhasena Mahamati’s Nyayâvatara.29 However NA 2530 may be similarly taken
to enforce the acceptance of the whole [VA] class (namely [V1], [V2], [V3]) as
well as only some types of the [VB] class (namely one or more out of [V4], [V5],
[V6]), but not necessarily all of them.31 As the text stands, NA 25 does not urge
one to distinguish separately the sandigdha-sadhya-vyatireka type.

Having examined the varieties of fallacious examples as illustrated by
Dharmakirti and Siddharsigaji, we can easily notice a couple of regularities.
What is conspicuous is the almost complete absence of any similarity in the [A]
sub-category of [S] and [V], namely in [SA] (i.e. [S1], [S2], [S3]) and in [VA]
(i.e. [V1], [V2], [V3]). There is a lot of correspondence in the [B] sub-category –
namely [SB] (i.e. [S4], [S5], [S6]) and [VB] (i.e. [V4], [V5], [V6]) – in the
exposition of both authors, although the comparison betrays certain differences,
whereas the [C] sub-category – namely [SC] (i.e. [S7], [S8], [S9]) and [VC]
(i.e. [V7], [V8], [V9]) – is altogether identical in NB and in NAV.

The question what factors could account for this evident incongruity in treating
Dharmakirti’s sub-categories by Siddharsigaji, if there is any, arises. Why does
Siddharsigaji quote certain Dharmakirti’s reasonings in extenso, whereas he
diverges from the Dharmakirti’s formulations in other cases?

Examining the varieties [S7], [S8], [S9], [V7], [V8] and [V9], Siddharsigaji
enters into a polemical discussion with an opponent, nay, he openly disputes the
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status of a separate fallacious example of the six types, attempting to prove them
to be misconceived and faulty solely either due to the defects of the logical reason
(hetu) or due to the incompetence of the speaker, but not because of their
deficient nature being a separate and independent category of the fallacy of the
example. The appropriate sections of NAV are introduced respectively as follows:

And now [a doubt is raised]: “Some [thinkers] have taught an additional
triad of fallacies of the example, as well, namely [S7] [the fallacious
example] without positive concomitance, [S8] [the fallacious example]
with unindicated positive concomitance and [S9] [the fallacious
example] with inverted positive concomitance.” ’32

and

Other [thinkers], inasmuch as they are [such kind of people] who speak
without deliberation, have demonstrated three additional fallacies of the
example, as well, namely: [V7] [the fallacious example] without
negative concomitance, [V8] [the fallacious example] with unindicated
negative concomitance and [V9] [the fallacious example] with inverted
negative concomitance.33

In the light of what has been said on the foregoing pages there can be no doubt
regarding the identity of the opponent, referred to by Siddharsigaji as ‘others’
(paraih). To dispute the antagonistic standpoint, in this case Dharmakirti’s
tradition, the easiest way would be simply to cite either the rival thesis and the
name of its advocate. General practice of philosophic discourse in India, however,
has it that it was enough to hear even the incipit alone to identify Dharmakirti as
the adversary. On the other hand, to interpolate or alter in any other way the
opponent’s statements was not advisable methodologically for a variety of
reasons. A modified quotation might no longer be an unambiguous indication of
its source and author. Moreover, in case of an interpolated excerpt the opponent
could easily ward off possible criticism pointing out that what is actually being
refuted is not his own thesis and the criticism is misdirected. These seem to be
Siddharsigaji’s motives to leave Dharmakirti’s six faulty illustrations ([S7], [S8],
[S9], [V7], [V8], [V9]) in an unmodified form.

Having thus pointed out the target of his criticism, this decision did not compel
Siddharsigaji to preserve all the remaining original illustrations of Dharmakirti
intact. Still, he did refrain from introducing any changes to the illustrations taken
over from NB in a few other cases, namely in the [B] sub-category of the
sadharmya-drstântâbhasa (i.e. [S4], [S5], [S6]).

These unmodified categories seem to be of considerably less interest for my
purposes, whereas most of the remaining cases when Siddharsigaji interpo-
lates or modifies Dharmakirti’s illustrations form a kind of a puzzle, bringing
up the question what purpose he had in mind while taking liberties with the
original instances of fallacious examples formulated by Dharmakirti. A closer
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look at all remaining illustrations in question, namely the [A] sub-category of
[S] and [V] (i.e. [S1], [S2], [S3], [V1], [V2], [V3]) as well as the [B] sub-category
of [V] (i.e. [V4], [V5], [V6]), reveals that Siddarsigaji’s selection of locutions
was deliberate, and his decision was motivated by his sectarian bias, in most
part against the Buddhist, the only case of his other than anti-Buddhist preju-
dice being [V3]. Altogether, one may group illustrations of fallacious example,
the original reading of which was modified by Siddharsigaji, under three
headings:

1 Anti-Buddhist illustrations provoked by Dharmakirti’s own sectarian
anti-Jinistic bias ([V4], [V6]),

2 Anti-Buddhist illustrations not provoked by Dharmakirti ([S1], [S2], [V1],
[V2], [V5]) and

3 Doctrinal illustration without anti-Buddhist bias, endorsing a particular Jaina
tenet ([S3]).

Startling as it is, there is not even a single case when Siddharsigaji modified
Dharmakirti’s original illustration irrelevantly. There are no ‘doctrinally neutral’
changes: all alterations are prompted directly by Siddharsigaji’s sectarian
partiality or doctrinal conviction.

My main concern now will be rather to examine the doctrinal, motivational or
sociological background of each of such illustrations, not so much their logical
relevance or formal structure.

1 Anti-Buddhist illustrations provoked by Dharmakirti’s own sectarian
anti-Jinistic bias. As in the case of Dharmakirti’s original illustrations, these are of
insolent nature and do not aspire to establish any doctrinal thesis.

[V4] sandigdha-sadhya-vyatireka. Dharmakirti’s illustration of fallacious
reasoning based on the fallacious example implicitly puts to doubt the
omniscience and authority of Jaina Tirthaykaras. In his illustration science
of astronomy–astrology represents the distinguishing quality of cognition
that should serve as ‘the mark of possessing the status of an omniscient or an
authoritative person, [which] is not present’ (avidyamana-sarva-jñatâptata-
likga-�). Accordingly, Kapila and many other thinkers did not teach astro-
logy, as Jaina Tirthakkaras did, hence they could not aspire to possess
omniscience or authority. The doubtful element in this fallacious reasoning
is whether teaching astrology necessarily entails omniscience and authority:
one may be an expert in astrology without being omniscient or authorita-
tive.34 Even though both the Buddhist and the Jainas would take the thesis
(‘Kapila and others are neither omniscient nor authoritative persons’) to be
true, the whole reasoning is claimed by Dharmakirti to be fallacious,
because the proof formula is faulty, insofar as the negative example – which
should adduce a contrary example, that is of someone who is both omniscient
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and authoritative (‘Rsabha, Vardhamana and other [Jinas]’) – is in his opinion
fallacious, being doubtful. In this clandestine way Dharmakirti discredits spir-
itual or/and intellectual accomplishments of Jaina Tirthakkaras. In retaliation,
Siddharsigaji employs the same procedure and questions the Buddha’s
omniscience and authority, explaining that nothing bars the possibility that a
charlatan may likewise teach the Four Noble Truths and deliberately deceive
people at the same time, without being omniscient or authoritative.35

Siddharsigaji’s formulation of the doubt indicates that the Buddha was indeed
neither omniscient nor authoritative.

[V6] sandigdha-sadhya-sadhana-vyatireka. Kapila and the Saykhya school
remain the scapegoat of the thesis also in this variety of the fallacious
example both in NB and NAV. As in the preceding case, Dharmakirti
chooses the Jainas as the whipping boy in his example. His unpronounced
assumption, at least something which is liable to doubt, is whether the
Tirthakkaras are dispassionate and free of covetousness and greed. Since
in this proof formula both probandum and probans are doubtful,
Tirthaykaras’ moral status is questioned in two ways. Not only their
dispassionateness is disputed by the ‘doubtful probandum’ (in the correct
vyatireka example this should be vita-raga), but also the logical reason
imputes that the Tirthaykaras are ‘endowed with covetousness and greed’
(parigrahâgraha-yoga). This is particularly offensive to Jainas, or to
Digambaras as Dharmottara specifies, who would refrain even from wear-
ing clothes in order to curb all desire for possessions and to manifest total
lack of ‘covetousness and greed’. Siddharsigaji is quick to repay him tit
for tat, and follows Dharmakirti’s method in every detail. He chooses two
doctrinal points regarding Bodhisattvas – a Buddhist parallel of Jaina
Tirthakkaras – that are as sensitive to the Buddhists as Tirthakkaras’ dis-
passionateness and lack of possessions for the Jainas. To discredit the
Buddhist ideal, he cites Bodhisattvas’ compassion as an instance of
doubtful probans. As if it were not enough, Siddharsigaji adds a second
logical reason (benevolence, dana), which seems doubtful to him:
‘Bodhisattvas have offered bits of their own flesh to hungry people who
deserved compassion’.36 Siddharsigaji’s charge is repeated explicitly in
the concluding part of his argument, where he expresses his doubt
through the doubtful probans (‘[it is not known] whether the
[Bodhisattvas] have offered bits of their own flesh to those deserving
sympathy or not’), which follows the repetition of the doubtful proban-
dum (‘it is not known whether those [Bodhisattvas] are endowed with
passion, etc., or whether they are dispassionate’).

Therefore the two virtues of Bodhisattvas put to doubt are therefore compassion
(karuja), the foundation of Buddhist ethics, and benevolence or charity (dana), the
first of the Perfections (paramita). Siddharsigaji is accurate to link karuja to dana,
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following Buddhist tradition:

The sons of the Buddha have always renounced even their own life
[sacrificing it] for [the sake of anyone] who wishes for what is beneficial.
And there is no higher disposition than compassion. There is no fruit
[more] welcome [than the one] desired. And precisely thanks to this
benevolence [they] have elevated the whole humankind to the triple
understanding, and furthermore, by acquiring knowledge, [they] estab-
lished benevolence in the world, which has not known [it previously].37

Clearly, not only is compassion (karuja) the prime motive for benevolence
(dana), but also the proper practice of benevolence connotes absolute lack of pas-
sion or attachment (raga): ‘ “That because of which [something] is given [is]
benevolence.” Verily [that] is [benevolence]. [However, something] can also be
given with passion etc., but this is not meant here.’38

A noble person, who is dispassionate, as well as an ordinary man, who
is passionate, can give offering in the temple. If a noble person, who is
dispassionate, gives offering to other beings – with the exception of [the
case when its results are] to be experienced in the present life – in that
case the gift is for the sake of others, because this [offering brings] them
benefit.39

The three virtues – dispassionateness (vita-ragatva) as the probandum (sadhya),
as well as compassion (karuja) and benevolence (dana, the offering of bits of
one’s own flesh being the proof of, and motivated by, one’s compassion) as the
probans (sadhana) – are therefore related doctrinally and ethically. However,
there is nothing that would compel one to enlist all of them together in an instance
of a faulty reasoning. The use of double logical reason (karuna and dana) is not
enforced by the logical structure of the argument itself. On the contrary, it is
rather surprising to find such an elaborate, compounded logical reason in the
exposition of the fallacies of the example. Why did then Siddharsigaji avail
himself of two logical reasons, both of which express doubts about two virtues
of Bodhisattvas?

A possible answer would be to match the double logical reason (sadhana)
employed by Dharmakirti (parigraha and agraha). Astounding as it may be, the
fallacious example of the sandigdha-sadhya-sadhana-vyatireka type is the only
case when Dharmakirti avails himself of a double logical reason, without any
structural or logical need, and similarly the only case when Siddharsigaji’s
classification has a double logical reason!

2 Anti-Buddhist illustrations not provoked by Dharmakirti. In this category
of sectarian-biased and doctrinally-bound illustrations, Siddharsigaji attempts to
indirectly refute a particular Buddhist thesis.
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[S1] sadhya-vikala. In view of Jaina theory of multiplexity of reality
(anekânta-vada), sound could be said to be both permanent and
impermanent, depending on the specific point of reference. However,
from this perspective practically every assertoric statement could be
problematic for the Jainas, therefore it would be difficult to take
Dharmakirti’s instance of the faulty proof formula as something
provocative. Nevertheless, in his own illustration of the faulty example,
Siddharsigaji indirectly disavows the Buddhist well-known doctrine of
erroneousness of inference.40 It is the thesis (bhrantam anumanay)
which conveys the criticism, whereas the example (perception as erro-
neous knowledge) was as unacceptable to the Buddhist as it was to the
Jainas. The background for this faulty proof formula is apparently the
discussion (NAV 5) of the idea of cognitive validity (pramajya), which
by definition entails non-erroneousness of our cognition; hence
perception and inference have to be non-erroneous, if they are both
cognitive criteria. In fact, the thesis of the defective proof formula in
question (NAV 24.2 (p. 409): bhrantam anumanay, pramajatvat,
pratyaksavat) is antithetical to NA 5cd: ‘This [inference] is non-
erroneous because it is a cognitive criterion, just like perception’ (tad
abhrantay pramajatvat samaksavat).

[S2] sadhana-vikala. Dharmakirti’s reasoning is almost identical to [S1],
with the only exception of the ‘infinitesimal atom’ ( paramâju) that
replaces ‘action’ (karman) in [S1]. Similarly, there is nothing explicitly
anti-Jinistic in Dharmakirti’s proof formula. Nevertheless,
Siddharsigaji takes this opportunity to criticise another Buddhist
theory: the doctrine of illusory character of worldly appearance as the
contents of consciousness (vijñana-vada). What we have here – except
for the use of pramaja in place of the usual pratyaya – is one of many
formulations of the so-called Dreaming Argument: ‘The sensation in
the waking state is erroneous, because it is a cognitive criterion, like the
sensation in a dream’ ( jagrat-sayvedanay bhrantay, pramajatvat,
svapna-sayvedanavat). This argument is commonly ascribed to the
Buddhist and we find references to it also in a number of non-Jinistic
sources. In its typical formulation (with ‘pratyaya’ or ‘khyati’ as the
logical reason), the Dreaming Argument is refuted, for instance, by
Kumarila,41 Uddyotakara,42 Fakkara43 and by Siddharsigaji himself
later on.44 It is important to note that, as it has been shown by Taber
(1994: esp. 28–31), the so-called Dreaming Argument has never been
expressed by the Buddhist thinkers in the form as it appears in anti-
Buddhist works. In subsequent lines45 Siddharsigaji employs a series of
expressions that describe cognitive states (namely sayvedana,
pramaja, pratyaya) in the context of Dreaming Argument. It is an open
question whether one may be justified to conclude that he saw no
qualitative difference between these three expressions in this particular
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context and therefore used them interchangeably as synonyms. In this
particular case he seems to employ the term ‘pramaja’ (in the place of
the logical reason) basically in the sense of pratyaya. In any standard
formulation of the Dreaming Argument (*mithya stambhâdi-pratyayah
pratyayatvat, yatha svapnâdi-pratyayah) the term pratyaya is used in
the sense of a cognition the contents of which corresponds to the
object represented in the cognition.46 In this manner, being factual
and reliable, its meaning comes close to Siddharsigaji’s use of
‘pramaja’. Accordingly, Siddharsigaji’s illustration is a criticism, be it
indirect, of the Buddhist idealist standpoint expressed in the Dreaming
Argument.

[V1] sadhyâvyatirekin. The case is rather analogous, doctrinally speaking, to
[S1] in the formulation of Siddharsigaji, apart from ‘svapna-jñana’ used as the
negative example.47

[V2] sadhanâvyatirekin. This illustration of fallacious example immediately
invokes the famous Yogacara-Sautrantika thesis: ‘perception is free from concep-
tual construction’.48 Inference (anumana), mentioned as the drstânta of a
conceptual mental event which is not a cognitive criterion, does not fulfil the def-
inition of the proper negative example, being a pramaja itself, namely lacks neg-
ative concomitance with the probans. This particular illustration corroborates the
Jaina claim that perception that is free from any conceptual construction could
eventually be never experienced by any cogniser. That this illustration is not
accidental can be seen from the fact Siddharsigaji refutes the Buddhist thesis
at length in NAV 4, cf., for example NAV 4.5 (p. 364): tan na kadacana
kalpanâpodhatvay pratyaksasya pramatur api pratiti-gocara-caritam anubha-
vati. – ‘So, [to express it metaphorically], freedom from conceptual construction
[in the case] of perception never experiences the phenomenon of [itself] turning
into the domain of awareness of the cogniser whatsoever.’

[V5] sandigdha-sadhana-vyatireka. The contents of this particular instantia-
tion in Dharmakirti’s formulation is of much interest in itself. In the reasoning,
the instantiation of the fallacious example are philosophers or law-makers of
the Brahmanic tradition, like Gautama, Manu,49 etc. The doubtful element in this
reasoning is whether these Brahmanic thinkers are reliable teachers:

Here the exemplification based on dissimilarity [can be formulated in
the following manner]: ‘Those whose statements can be trusted, are not
endowed with passion etc., like Gautama and others, who are promulga-
tors of Dharma-fastra.’ It is doubtful [here] whether the property of the
probans, namely ‘being endowed with passion etc.’, does not occur in
(is excluded from) Gautama and others.50

In this manner, Dharmakirti casts doubt on their dispassionateness and,
thereby, intimates that Brahmanical philosophers or law-makers may be subject
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to passions. The proof formula has the following structure:

1 ragâdiman (H) kafcit vivaksitah purusah (P): P H,
2 na trayivida brahmajena grahya-vacanah (S) ragâdiman (H): H S,

ergo: na trayivida brahmajena grahya-vacanah (S) kafcit vivaksitah
purusah (P): P S.

The correct negative example (D) should be excluded from the probans/logical
reason (sadhana-vyatireka: D H) as well as excluded from the probandum/the
property to be proved (sadhya-vyatireka: D S), namely (D H) (D S).
One more condition is that in the negative formulation of the example (D exem-
plifying P) occurs is the contraposition of P H S, viz. S H P. Thus,
D S would be the condition for D H: ‘if a particular person d of the D-range
(d � D) is trustworthy (S), then this person is dispassionate (H)’. In other words,
to distrust the dispassionateness of Gautama, Manu and other Brahmanic law-givers
undermines one’s trust in their trustworthiness, and ipso facto the veracity and
authority of the Brahmanic lore is undermined. This unspoken conclusion is
openly expressed by Dharmottara in his commentary:51 it is unreasonable to rely
on words of teachers of Brahmanical tradition, like Gautama, Manu, etc. At the
same time, Dharmakirti is claimed by Dharmottara52 to question the veracity of
statements of other Brahmanic philosophers like Kapila, etc. This criticism has
also its social dimension: such is the behaviour of most people who rely on the
teaching contained in the works on dharma by Gautama, Manu, etc.

Dharmakirti’s thesis refers to ‘a Brahmin learned in the three Vedas’ (trayivida
brahmajena), who is a follower and/or promulgator of the Brahmanic philosoph-
ical and religious tradition in everyday life and a local authority. The Brahmin’s
scepticism regarding his own Brahmanic tradition, as expressed in Gautama-
dharma-sutra, Manu-smrti etc., could undermine the tradition itself. The overall
picture of the Brahmanical society relying on tradition would be, therefore, that
neither proponents of the social-religious tradition (Gautama, Manu, etc.) nor
preceptors of philosophical schools (e.g. Kapila) are a suitable source of reliable
teaching for a true Brahmin. Dharmakirti’s approach in the argument is therefore
clearly anti-Brahmanical and could be a reflection of Buddhist-Brahmanic strife.

Last but not the least, that the opponents’ tradition, which one criticises, was at
some point not too well-known is attested by Durveka Mifra, who erroneously
identifies the Gautama in Dharmakirti’s example with Gautama Aksapada:
‘Gautama’s other name is Aksapada, and he is the thinker who is the author of the
Nyaya-sutra.’53 Dharmakirti himself was clear enough when he mentioned that
Gautama is one of promulgators/authors of Law textbooks (gautamâdayo
dharma-fastrajay prajetarah), and this could by no means be Aksapada!

On his part, Siddharsigaji leaves the basic structure of Dharmakirti’s argument
intact and replaces Dharmakirti’s original example gautamâdayo dharma-fastra
jay prajetarah with sugatah, the Buddha. Mutatis mutandis the Buddha’s
dispassionateness becomes subject to doubt, and subsequently the whole Buddhist
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teaching. What is missing from Siddharsigaji’s formulation is ‘the Brahmin
learned in the three Vedas’ (trayivida brahmajena). This could have been a con-
scious decision to leave this phrase out: the implication would be that any teacher
who is not dispassionate should not be trusted, be he a Hindu or Buddhist; and the
truly dispassionate are the Jinas. Moreover, the main opponent for the Buddhist
was Brahmanic tradition, whereas the Jainas had to protect their identity and
distinctiveness not only against Brahmanic conversions but also against Buddhist
influence. To confront this wider picture of the society from Jaina perspective,
Siddharsigaji apparently extended it by embracing the proponents of Buddhism
and including them into the comprehensive framework of unreliable teachers
whose dispassionateness was doubtful.

3 Theses prompted by certain other doctrines that stand in opposition to
Jaina tenets. 

[S3] sadhya-sadhana-vikala. In case of Dharmakirti, the reasoning is a mere
repetition of [S1] and [S2], with a new example (‘pot’ excluded from both
the probans ‘imperceptible’ and the probandum ‘impermanent’). Unlike
Dharmakirti, Siddharsigaji takes this opportunity to corroborate indirectly
a crucial dogma of the Jainas, namely the omniscience of the Jinas and the
Arhants. From Siddharsigaji’s contention that ‘[this example is fallacious]
because, [firstly], a pot is existent and, [secondly], it is comprehended
through perception, etc.’54 one could even venture to infer its antithesis,
namely asti sarva-jñah. An elaborate discussion of all implications of this
reasoning, however, would not be relevant to the subject of the present chap-
ter and would exceed its limits.

As it has been pointed out earlier, Siddharsigaji rejects Dharmakirti’s six sub-
varieties of the fallacious examples (namely [S7], [S8], [S9], [V7], [V8] and [V9])
as irrelevant and wrongly classified due to two reasons: they are either due to the
defects of the logical reason (hetu) or due to the incompetence of the speaker.55

Dharmottara, whose influence on Siddharsigaji is clear,56 was well aware that
some fallacies of the example are in fact due to the ineptness of the speaker to
communicate his thoughts properly. Commenting on the [S8] apradarfitânvaya
category, in which positive concomitance is unindicated, he says:

Hence, the example has as its objective [the demonstration of] the positive
concomitance; its object is not explicated by this [example]. And [the
example] that is explicated [here as having as] its objective [the demon-
stration of] similarity [alone] is of no use, therefore this [alleged example]
is – inasmuch as  [ i t  i s ]  due to  the defect  of  the speaker – the
defect of the example, for the speaker has to demonstrate [his thesis]
to the opponent in this [example]. Therefore, even though the circum-
stances are not defective, nevertheless, they are shown in a defective
manner. Hence, [this example] in nothing but defective (sc. fallacious).’57
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Similarly on [S9]: 

Therefore also [S9] [the category] with inverted positive concomitance
[is defective] because of  the speaker’s  mistake, not because of
circumstances. And in [case of] inference for others one has to consider
also the defect of the speaker,58

on [V8]:

In this case [of] inference for others the meaning should be understood
[directly] from the opponent’s [words]. Even if the [argument] is correct
in itself, but is formulated incorrectly by the opponent, it [becomes] such
(sc. defective): as far as it is expressed, it is not correct, [and] as far as it
is correct, it is not expressed. And [what is] expressed is the logical
reason. Hence either the logical reason or the example [can be] defective
because of the speaker’s mistake,59

and on [V9]: 

And accordingly, also [the category] with inverted negative con-
comitance is [is defective] because of  the speaker’s  mistake.60

His proof that such varieties as [S8], [S9], [V8] and [V9] are varieties of the
fallacious example was rather conversational: although there is a deficiency
solely on the part of the speaker, nevertheless, they become fallacies of the exam-
ple in case of inference for others (parârthânumana). As an ardent commentator,
however, Dharmottara accepted Dharmakirti’s typology en bloc. Perhaps, it was
his candid assertion that all these sub-types are due to various defects of the
speaker that inspired Siddharsigaji. A separate question is whether Dharmakirti
himself was aware of the fact that some of his fallacious examples could rather be
cases of the speaker’s incompetence alone?

What role was actually assigned to the example in the proof formula by both
parties? Dharmakirti admits that drstânta is not an independent member of the
proof formula:

The triple-formed logical reason has been discussed. This alone
[can produce] the cognition of an object. Hence there is no separate
member of the proof formula called example. That is why no separate
definition of this [example] is given, because its meaning is implied [by
definition of the logical reason].61

Accordingly, the role of drstânta is to additionally corroborate what the logical
reason expresses.62 Fallacious examples ‘fail to demonstrate with certainty the
general characteristic of the logical reason, viz. its presence in the homologue
only, and [its] complete absence in the heterologue, and its individual characteristic’.63
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Dharmottara explains that the example is to demonstrate the sphere of application
and validity of invariable concomitance:

The example is the province of a cognitive criterion that establishes the
invariable concomitance. In order to demonstrate it, it is said: ‘like some
other [object].’ It means that the example is some other [object] that is
the property-possessor of the probandum.64

Indeed, in some cases, for example while offering the illustrations of the fallacious
examples [S9] and [V9], Dharmakirti in the end does not mention any illustration
expressly! They have to be supplied from the preceding sutras. Instead, he merely
expresses the invariable concomitance ([S9]: yad anityay tat krtakam, and [V9]:
yad akrtakay tan nityay bhavati). Since, for all practical reasons, the invariable
concomitance is employed as intrinsic to the example, this explains both the
necessity of the example as an integral member of the proof formula and the fact
that the example is not independent of the logical reason: the logical reason relies
on the invariable concomitance, which is in turn expressed in the example.

Dharmakirti’s and Dharmottara’s view contrasts with Siddhasena Mahamati’s
and Siddharsigaji’s position, who minimised the role of the example merely to
‘the recollection of the relation (sambandha-smaraja), [i.e. the invariable con-
comitance].’65 In their opinion the example was not supposed to prove anything
nor to corroborate anything; its role was solely auxiliary, of conversational or
instructive dimension.66 Their standpoint was based on a very intuitive and
strongly context-bound assumption that there are three kinds of logical proof con-
ceivable, depending on the conversational context.67 The most elementary and
pragmatic, most context-dependant was a one-membered proof formula consist-
ing of ‘a mere demonstration of the logical reason’ (hetu-pratipadana-matray),
provided both parties knew the thesis and remembered the invariable concomi-
tance. That being the case, the pronouncement of an example was not necessary,
because the disputants knew what they were talking about. Moreover, the invari-
able concomitance became intrinsic to the logical reason: the role to demonstrate
the invariable concomitance (vyapti) was assigned to the logical reason alone, not
to the example. In this way, the example was no longer supposed to demonstrate
anything, but simply to make us aware of the context of the argument.

This easily explains why Siddharsigaji disagrees to accept two of the earlier
mentioned varieties ([S7]68 and [V7]69) as fallacious examples and, in the final
result, he classifies them as erroneous cases, or wrongly classified cases of
fallacious logical reasons. His opinions contradic that of Dharmottara, namely
that the example should either demonstrate – or be, at least, directly related to
demonstration of – the invariable concomitance.70 Four remaining sub-types
(namely [S8], [S9], [V8] and [V9]) are taken by Siddharsigaji to be caused by the
incompetence of the speaker.71 In his rebuttal of the Buddhist position, he avails
himself of a quotation from Dharmakirti in order to show inconsistencies in
Dharmakirti’s view.72
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The shift in the importance and role of the example, which justifies
Siddharsigaji’s motives, was an important change in Indian logic for two reasons.
First, we have here a case of ‘economical principle’, or the tendency to simplify
the proof formula and get rid of all unnecessary elements.73 Second, this is an
instance of a tendency to general formalisation, to decontextualise reasoning
procedures, namely to make them universally binding. Earlier the example was an
integral element of the proof formula with a specific role assigned to it, for
example to substitute the universal variable x in a general statement ‘wherever
there is smoke, there is fire, like in the kitchen etc.’ (yatra yatra dhumas tatra
tatrâgnir, yatha mahanasâdau) with an individual constant p: ‘and there is smoke
here’ (tatha câtra dhumah). Accordingly, any reasoning needed further empirical
justification, and the premises were not enough. Here the reasoning becomes
independent of its ‘external’, empirical exemplification, as long as we have two
premises entailed by the logical reason: the explicit contents of the logical reason
and the relation of vyapti underlying the logical reason. The traditional proof
formula (either three-membered or five-membered) of the general form:

(1) ‘there is smoke here’: H(p),
(2) ‘wherever there is smoke, there is fire’: ∀x (H(x) ⇒S(x),
(3) ‘like in the kitchen’: ∃y (H(y) ⇒S(y),

ergo: ‘there is fire here’: S(p)
becomes:
either

(1) ‘if there is smoke here, there is fire here’; H(p) ⇒ S(p),

ergo: ‘there is fire here’: S(p).
or

(1�) ‘if there were no fire here, there would be no smoke here’: S(p) ⇒
H(p),

ergo: ‘there is fire here’: S(p).
Siddharsigaji gives an instance of this reasoning, for example

If the relation is, however, recollected [then the inference consists of
only two members], as follows: ‘[1] There is fire here, [2] because it is
explicable due to [the occurrence of] smoke’; [alternatively,] by [apply-
ing an example] based on dissimilarity, [one reasons in a negative way:]
‘[1] There is fire here, [2] because [the occurrence of] smoke would be
otherwise inexplicable.’74

The earlier is of course an enthymematical reasoning, with one premise unex-
pressed, either

(2) ‘wherever there is smoke, there is fire’: ∀x (H(x) ⇒ S(x),

⎦⎦
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or

(2�) ‘wherever if there were no fire, there would be no smoke’: ∀x S(x)
⇒ H(x).

This decrease of necessary members of the proof formula was in fact possible,
thanks to the new way of defining the characteristic of the logical reason, namely
‘inexplicability otherwise’ (anyathânupapannatva, anyathânupapatti), which can
be either formulated in the positive way (tathôpapatti) or (anyathânupapatti).75

To recapitulate, there can be hardly any doubt that Dharmakirti immensely
contributed to Jaina typology of fallacies of the example (drstântâbhasa), at least
in case of Siddhasena Mahamati76 and his commentator, Siddharsigaji. A closer
look at the instances of fallacious examples offered by Dharmakirti and
Siddharsigaji reveals that Dharmakirti inspired his rivals not only in the realm of
strictly logical analysis (in our case: classification of fallacies), but also method-
ologically: how to attack one’s own opponents with arguments clad in harmless
illustrations of faulty proof formulas, and to express doubts with regard to
fundamental doctrines upheld by rival schools. Neither Dharmakirti nor
Siddharsigaji were negligent when it came to the selection of exemplifications of
the fallacious example. On the contrary, their most careful choice reveals consid-
erable amount of prejudice against their rivals. In case of Siddharsigaji, his
biased position was provoked to a some degree by Dharmakirti, whose method
was discrediting the antagonist he conscientiously follows.

Furthermore, minor differences in Buddhist and Jaina classification of
drstântâbhasas, especially [S7], [S8], [S9], [V7], [V8] and [V9], testifies to a
different role assigned to the example and the invariable concomitance in the
proof formula. This uncovers also an important tendency among Jaina logicians
to simplify the structure of the proof formula and to free it from the need of
empirical exemplification.

What is also important, the discussion shows that even such eminent thinkers
as Dharmakirti or Siddharsigaji were not above sectarian prejudice and provocation.
Being Human, they did not abstain from expressing such not entirely elevated
emotions in a concealed way at every available opportunity.

Having said all this, let me come to my initial question: is there any other
disadvantage, apart from occasional ‘expense of brevity and facility of
communication’ mentioned already (p. 118), in having a symbolic and formalised
language to describe the way we reason and draw inferences? Obviously, had
Indian logicians used symbols and a applied formalised language of logic,
decidedly less sources would have been left at our disposal to follow the
development of certain ideas or to track down historical dependencies and intel-
lectual influences among philosophers. And Dharmakirti and Siddharsigaji
would not have had an additional tool, of extralogical nature, to censure their
opponents.

⎦

⎦
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Notes

* An abridged version of this paper first appeared in Balcerowicz (1999), from which
Table 6.1 (p. 122) and Table 6.2 (p. 124) are reproduced with variations.

1 Œukasiewicz (1957: § 4).
2 Aristotle employed symbols only in the form of letters as variables that substituted

proper names in a broader sense. The first to employ symbolic expressions – follow-
ing the method of algebra – that represent logical constants, such as connectives,
improper symbols (e.g. parentheses, brackets) etc., was Boole (1847).

3 The opening lines of the ‘Introduction’ in Boole (1847: 3).
4 Boole (1847: 6).
5 Boole (1847: 7).
6 Russell (1917: 51).
7 Boole (1847: 6).
8 Alex 53.28: Qπ� στοιχ'gων τyν διδασκαλgαν ποι'�ται cπPρ το� Rνδ'gξασθαι Jµ�ν, �τι οS

παρn τyν lλην γgν'ται τn συµπ'ρbσµατα iλλn παρn τ� σχtµα κα� τyν τοιαjτην τaν
προτbσ'ων συµπλοκyν κα� τ�ν τρ�πον οS γnρ �τι Zδ' J lλη, συνbγ'ται συλλογιστικa�
τ�δ', iλλn �τι J συζυγgα τοιαjτη. τn οBν στοιχ'�α το� καθ�λου κα� i'� Rπ� παντ��
το� λη�θNντο� τοιο�τον Oσ'σθαι τ� συµπNρασµα δ'ικτικb Rστιν.

9 Boole (1847: 9–10).
10 Most of these advantageous characteristics enumerated in the text are concurrent with

the recapitulation of Boche;ski (1954: 50): ‘Der Gebrauch von künstlichen Symbolen
ist indessen zugleich mit dem Formalismus aufgekommen. Whitehead und Russell
rechtfertigen ihn folgendermaßen. (1) In dem Wissenschaften allgemein, besonders
aber in der Logik, braucht man Begriffe, die so abstrakt sind, daß man in der
Umgangssprache keine entsprechenden Worte dafür findet. Man ist also zu
Symbolbildungen genötigt. (2) Die Syntax der Umgangssprache ist zu wenig exakt, ihre
Regeln lassen zu viele Ausnahmen zu, als daß man auf dem Gebiet der strengen
Wissenschaft gut damit zu operieren vermöchte. Man könnte sich wohl zu helfen
suchen, indem man die Worte der Umgangssprache beibehielte und nur die Regeln
änderte, aber dann würden doch die Worte durch Assoziationen immer wieder die lock-
eren Regeln der Alltagssprache nahebringen, und es entstünde Verwirrung. Deshalb ist
es besser, eine künstliche Sprache mit eigenen, streng syntaktischen Regeln
aufzustellen. (3) Entscheidet man sich für den Gebrauch einer künstlichen Sprache,
dann kann man ganz kurze Symbole wählen, etwa einzelne Buchstaben statt ganzer
Worte; so werden die Sätze bedeutend kürzer als in der Umgangssprache und wesentlich
leichter verständlich. (4) Schließlich sind die meisten Worte der Umgangssprache sehr
vieldeutig; so hat z. B. das Wort «ist» wenigstens ein Duzend verschiedene
Bedeutungen, die in der Analyse scharf auseinander gehalten werden müssen. Es ist also
zweckmäßig, statt solcher Worte künstliche, aber eindeutige Symbole zu brauchen.’

11 ViVy 51: ‘The establishing [of a particular cognitive criterion can] by no means [be
accomplished] by [the cognitive criterion] itself or by [cognitive criteria] mutually or
by other [cognitive criteria].’

12 Boche;ski (1980: § 3 (1)).
13 Church (1956: 2–3).
14 NB 3.9: tatha svabhava-hetoh prayogah—yat sat tat sarvam anityam, yatha ghatâdir

iti fuddhasya svabhava-hetoh prayogah.
15 Cf. NBT ad loc: yat sad iti sattvam anudya tat sarvam anityam iti anityatvay

vidhiyate. sarvam-grahajay ca niyamârtham. sarvam anityam. na kiñcin nânityam.

After existence has been called to mind [as something well known] by
[words] ‘whatever is existent’, impermanence [of everything] is taught as
something yet unknown (sc. to be proved) with [words] ‘that every thing is
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impermanent’. And the use of [the word] ‘everything’ has the purpose of
circumscription (reference): ‘everything is impermanent’, [viz.] ‘there is
nothing that is not impermanent’.

Cf. PVSV 3.28: tatha hi yat krtakay tad anityam ity ukte ’anarthântara-bhave
vyaktam ayam asya svabhavas. . .

16 NB 3.22: karya-hetoh prayogah – yatra dhumas tatrâgnih. yatha mahanasâdau. asti
cêha dhuma iti.

17 Cf. NB 2.18: karyay yathâgnir atra dhumad iti; see also PVSV 3.28: tatha yatra 
dhumas tatrâgnir iti ukte karyay dhumo dahanasya.

18 PVSV 3.34: yesam upalambhe tal-laksajam anupalabdhay yad upalabhyate.
tatrâikâbhave ’pi nôpalabhyate. tat tasya karyay tac ca dhumo ’sti.

19 NP 3.3.1 (�NP (1) 5.19–6.14):
tatra sadharmyeja tavad drstântâbhasah pañca-prakarah, tad yatha: [1] sadhana-
dharmâsiddhah, [2] sadhya-dharmâsiddhah, [3] ubhaya-dharmâsiddhah, [4]
ananvayah, [5] viparitânvayaf cêti // tatra [1] sadhana-dharmâsiddho yatha: nityah
fabdo ‘murtatvat paramâjuvat. yad amurtay tan nityay drstay yatha paramâjuh.
paramâjau hi sadhyay nityatvam asti sadhana-dharmo ‘murtatvay nâsti murtatvat
paramâjunam iti //. . . , NP 3.3.2: vaidharmyejâpi drstântâbhasah pañca-prakarah,
tad yatha: [1] sadhyâvyavrttah, [2] sadhanâvyavrttah, [3] ubhayâvyavrttah, [4] avy-
atirekah, [5] viparita-vyatirekaf cêti // tatra [1] sadhyâvyavrtto yatha: nityah fabdo
’murtatvat paramâjuvat. yad anityay tan murtay drstay yatha paramâjuh.
paramâjor hi sadhana-dharmo ’murtatvay vyavrttay murtatvat paramâjunam iti.
sadhya-dharmo nityatvay na vyavrttay nityatvat paramâjunam iti //

20 NB 3.124: [S1] sadhya-vikala – nityah fabdo ’murtatvat, karmavat, and NB 3.129:
[V1] sadhyâvyatirekin – nityah fabdo ’murtatvat, paramâjuvat. For details see the
tables below and the respective note 24.

21 Another way of looking at the typology of fallacious example could be the following
table, where x is a variable (sadhya, sadhana, and the relation between them both, that
is, anvaya and vyatireka) and � is a function of x:

sadhya-� sadhana-� sadhya- �-anvaya �-vyatireka
sadhana-�

x-vikala [S1] [S2] [S3]
x-avyatirekin [V1] [V2] [V3]
sandigdha-x-dharma [S4] [S5] [S6]
sandigdha-x-vyatireka [V4] [V5] [V6]
a-x [S7] [V7]
apradarfita-x [S8] [V8]
viparita-x [S9] [V9]

22 This (ragâdiman ayay vaktrtvad) is how the thesis and the logical reason should be
reconstructed, first, in view of the explication of the positive concomitance in NB
3.126 itself ( yatha yo vakta sa ragâdiman), and secondly in view of the NBT ad loc:
yo vaktêti vaktrtvam anudya sa ragadiman iti ragâdimattvay vihitay, wherein the
gerund anudya of anurvad is used in its conventional meaning of ‘having called some-
thing to mind [as well known]’ and the past passive participle vihita, a derivative of the
verb virdha, occurs in its well attested meaning ‘introduced as something new; taught
as something yet unknown (sc. to be proved)’. Also DhPr ad loc. (vaktrtvasya heto
ragâdimattve sadhye pratiniyamah pratiniyatatvam uktam iti fesah) expresses plainly
the logical reason (hetu: vaktrtva) and the probandum (sadhya: ragâdimattva). The
significance of the corresponding section of NAV that offers the formulation of
the proof formula in extenso and tallies with our reconstructed version, should not be
underestimated.
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23 The formulation of the thesis and the logical reason (anityah fabdah, krtakatvat . . .)
alongside with the example (. . . ghatavat) are, obviously, to be supplied from the pre-
ceding aphorism NB 3.126. The statement yad anityay tat krtakam is the formulation
of the invariable concomitance (anvaya) referring to the proof formula in NB 3.126,
which is incomplete, inasmuch as it lacks its explicit statement, being the fallacy of
anavayava type. Cf. also NBT ad loc: yad anityam ity anityatvam anudya tat kÒtakam
iti krtakatvay vihitay. This proof formula bears resemblance (barring the lack of nega-
tion in the thesis of sadhana-dharmâsiddha type of fallacious example, which is to be
supplied further on in the viparitânvaya type) to the one found in NP 3.3.1 (�NP (1)
5.19–6.14): tatra sadharmyeja tavad drstântâbhasah pañca-prakarah, tad yatha: . . . [1]
sadhana-dharmâsiddho yatha: nityah fabdo ’murtatvat paramâjuvat. . . . [5] viparitân-
vayo yatha: yat krtakay tad anityay drstam iti vaktavye yad anityay tad krtakay
drstay iti braviti // (cf. n. 19). The reconstruction is independently confirmed by the
reading found in the corresponding section of NAT.

24 The thesis and the logical reason (nityah fabdo ’murtatvat) here as well as in the two
following cases are to be supplied from the parallel aphorism of NB 3.124. Besides,
the reconstruction is directly confirmed by NBT: nityatve fabdasya sadhye hetav
amurtatve paramaju-vaidharmya-drstântah sadhyâvyatireki.

25 Cf. n. 24.
26 Cf. n. 24.
27 The formulation of the thesis and the logical reason (anityah fabdah, krtakatvat . . .)

alongside with the example (. . .akafavat) are, beyond doubt, to be supplied from the pre-
ceding aphorism: NB 3.134 states incomplete reasoning lacking the explicit formulation
of the negative concomitance which NB 3.135 supplies, though in the reversed order. The
proof formula formed correctly would run as follows: anityah fabdah, krtakatvat, yad
akrtakay tan nityay bhavati, akafavat. This proof formula – with the correct formula-
tion of the negative concomitance – occurs in NP 2.2 (�NP (2) 2.2�NP (1) 1.11 13): tad
yatha: anitye fabde sadhye ghatâdir anityah sapaksah // vipakso yatra sadhyay nâsti.
yan nityay tad akrtakay drstay yathâkafam iti. The reconstruction is independently
confirmed by the reading found in the corresponding section of NAT. Similarly to [S9],
also this proof formula bears certain resemblance (barring the lack of negation in the
predicate anitya) to the one found in NP 3.3.2 (�NP (1) 6.14 7.8): vaidharmyejâpi
drstântabhasah pañca-prakarah, tad yatha: . . . [1] sadhyâvyavrtto yatha: nityah fabdo
’murtatvat paramâjuvat. . . . [5] viparita-vyatireko yatha: yad anityay tan murtay
drstam iti vaktavye yan murtay tad anityay drstam iti braviti // (cf. n. 19).

28 NAV 25.2 (p. 414), vide infra n. 35.
29 On the authorship of NA see Balcerowicz (2001b).
30 NA 25:

vaidharmyejâtra drstânta-dosa nyaya-vid-iritah /
sadhya-sadhana-yugmanam anivrttef ca sayfayat //

Defects of the example, here based on dissimilarity, have been proclaimed
by the experts in logic [to arise] from non-exclusion of the probandum, of
the probans and of their combination and from the [liability to] suspicion
[regarding their presence].

31 One would naturally read anivrtteh and sayfayat as dependent on the compound
sadhya-sadhana-yugmanam. Theoretically speaking, however, the latter could be taken
separately. NA 25 is not the only aphorism that is not conclusive. For instance NA 8:

drstêstâvyahatad vakyat paramârthâbhidhayinah /
tattva-grahitayôtpannay manay fabday prakirtitam //

The cognitive criterion – arisen as grasping reality due to a [momentous]
sentence, which is accepted as what is experienced, and which is not
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contradicted [as well as] which communicates the ultimate truth – is
declared [to be] the verbal knowledge,

is differently construed by the commentators, for example. (1) NAV 8.1 (p. 380):
dÒstena pramajâvalokitenêstah pratipadayisito ’vyahato ‘nirakÒtah samarthyad
artho yasmin vakye tat-tatha (‘in which [momentous] sentence the meaning – due
to its efficacy – is “accepted,” [i.e.,] desired to be demonstrated, as “what is
experienced,” [i.e.,] as what is seen by [means of] a cognitive criterion, [and which
is] “not contradicted,” [i.e.,] which is not revoked; that [momentous sentence] is
such.’), and (2) NAt ad loc. (n. 340, p. 222): dÒstenêtyâdi. ayay bhinnâdhikara-
jas tri-pado bahu-vrihih yadi vêsto ‘vyahato ‘rtho yatra tad istâvyahatay
vakyam, tadanu drstena pramaja-nirjitenêstâvyahatam iti tat-purusah (‘This is
either a bahu-vrihi compound consisting of three words, which has a substance
different [from its constituent elements]: “such a statement in which the meaning
is accepted [and] not contradicted”; or it [may be understood as] a tat-purusa
compound: “what is accepted [and] not contradicted by what is experienced,
[viz.,] by what is determined through a cognitive criterion”.’).

32 NAV 24.3 (p. 411): nanu ca parair anyad api drstântâbhasa-trayam uktam, tad yathâ-
nanvayo ’pradarfitânvayo viparitânvayaf cêti.

33 NAV 25.3 (pp. 415–416): parair apare ’pi drstântâbhasas trayo ’vimrfya-bhasitaya
darfitah. tad yatha–avyatireko, ’pradarfita-vyatireko, viparita-vyatirekaf cêti. te
’smabhir ayuktatvan na darfayitavyah.

34 NBT ad loc.:

atra pramaje vaidharmyôdaharajam. yah sarva-jña apto va sa jyotir-
jñanâdikay sarva-jñatâptata-likga-bhutam upadistatvan. yatha rsabho
vardhamanaf ca tavadi yasya sa rsabha-vardhamanâdi-digambarajay
fasta sarva-jñaf ca aptaf cêti. tad iha vaidharmyôdaharajad rsabhâder
asarva-jñatvasyânaptatayaf ca vyatireko vyavrttih saydigdha. yato jyotir-
jñanay côpadifed asarva-jñaf ca bhaved anapta va. ko ’tra virodhah?
naimittikam etaj jñanay vyabhicari na sarva-jñatvam anumapayet.

35 NAV 25.2 (p. 414):

atra vaidharmya-drstânto: yah punah sarva-jña apto va ’sav arya-satya-
catustayay pratyapipadat, tad yatha–fauddhôdanir iti. ayay ca
sadhyâvyatireki vârya-satya-catustayasya duhkha-samudaya-marga-nirodha-
laksajasya pramaja-badhitatvena tad-bhasakasyâsarvajñatânaptatôpapatteh.
kevalay tan-nirakaraka-pramaja-samarthya-paryalocana-vikalanay
sandigdha-sadhya-vyatirekataya pratibhatı̂ti tathôpanyastah. tatha hi: yady
apy arya-satya-catustayay fauddhôdanih pratipaditavays, tathâpi sarva-
jñatâptate tasya na siddhyatah, tabhyay sahârya-satya-catustaya-
pratipadanasyânyathânupapatty-asiddher, asarva-jñânaptenâpi
para-pratarajâbhipraya-pravrtta-nipuja-buddhi-fatha-puruseja tatha-
vidha-pratipadanasya kartuy fakyatvat. tasmac chauddhôdaneh sakafad
asarva-jñatanaptata-laksajasya sadhyasya vyavrttih

.
sandigdhêti

sandigdha-sadhya-vyatirekitvam iti.

Here the example based on dissimilarity [can be formulated in the following
manner]: ‘Whoever were either an omniscient or an authoritative person,
however, he would teach the four noble truths, for instance: Fuddhodana’s
son (sc. the Buddha).’ Or else, [one could say as well that] this is [the first
variety of fallacious example] lacking negative concomitance with the
probandum, because – inasmuch as the four noble truths characterised by the
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suffering, [its] origin, the path [leading to its cessation and its] cessation are
subverted by cognitive criteria – an advocate of these [four noble truths] is
explicable [only] as a non-omniscient and a non-authoritative person.
Simply, [the above fallacious example] has been specified as such [an exam-
ple in which negative concomitance with the probandum is doubtful]
because to [people] lacking the recognition of the efficacy of cognitive
criteria that revoke these [four noble truths] it appears as [the fallacious
example] in which negative concomitance with the probandum is doubtful.
For it is as follows: even though Fuddhodana’s son (the Buddha) taught the
four noble truths, nevertheless his omniscience and his authority are not
proved, because there is no proof that teaching the four noble truths is oth-
erwise inexplicable except together with these two, [i.e., omniscience and
authority], inasmuch as it is [equally] possible that a cunning person of an
adroit mind, who acts with an intention of cheating others, although he is
neither omniscient nor authoritative, can impart teaching of that kind.
Therefore, non-occurrence of the probandum characterised by non-omnis-
cience and by lack of authority is doubtful in [the case of] Fuddhodana’s son
(the Buddha); hence [this instance is called an example] in which negative
concomitance with the probandum is doubtful.’

It is worth mentioning that, strangely enough, the typical sequence of the four noble
truths is here disturbed: Siddharsigaji interchanges the third and fourth noble truths.

36 NAV 25.2 (p. 415):

na vita-ragah kapilâdayah, karujâspadesv apy akarujâparita-cittatayâ-
datta-nijaka-maysa-fakalatvad iti. atra vaidharmya-drstânto: ye punar vita-
ragas te karujâspadesu karuja-parita-cittataya datta-nija-maysa-fakalas,
tad yatha–bodhi-sattva iti. atra sadhya-sadhana-dharmayor bodhi-sattvebhyo
vyavrttih sandigdha; tat-pratipadaka-pramaja-vaikalyan na jñayate kiy te
ragâdimanta uta vita-ragah; tathânukampyesu kiy sva-pifita-khajdani
dattavanto nêti va. atah sandigdha-sadhya-sadhana-vyatirekitvam iti.

‘Kapila and other [thinkers of his kind] are not dispassionate, because –
inasmuch as [their] consciousness is not filled with compassion – they have
not offered any bits of their own flesh even to the abodes of compassion (sc.
to hungry beings who deserved compassion).’ Here the example based on
dissimilarity [can be formulated in the following manner]: ‘Those, however,
who are dispassionate, inasmuch as their consciousness is filled with com-
passion, offered bits of their own flesh to the abodes of compassion (sc. to
hungry beings who deserved compassion), for instance: Bodhisattvas.’ Here
the non-occurrence of the properties of both the probandum and the probans
in the case of Bodhisattvas is doubtful. Because of lack of any cognitive cri-
terion that [could] demonstrate that (sc. that passions, etc., are excluded in
the case of Bodhisattvas), it is not known whether those [Bodhisattvas] are
endowed with passion, etc., or whether they are dispassionate; similarly, [it
is not known] whether they have offered bits of their own flesh to those wor-
thy of sympathy, or not. Hence, [this is the fallacious example] in which neg-
ative concomitance with [both] the probandum and the probans is doubtful.

37 MSA 16.36 (p. 105.24–27):

tyaktay buddha-sutaih svajivitam api prapyârthinay sarvada /
karujat paramo na ca pratikrtir nêstay phalay prarthitay /
danenâiva ca tena sarva-janata bodhi-traye ropita /
danay jñana-parigraheja ca punar loke ’jñayay sthapitam //
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38 AK 4.113a and AKBh ad loc. (p. 740.10 741.2): diyate yena tad danam, bhavati sma.
ragâdibhir api diyate, na câtra tad istam.

39 AKBh ad AK 4.113ab (p. 741.14 17): . . . avita-ragah aryah prthag-jano va vita-ragaf
caitye danay dadati yadâryo vita-ragah para-sattvebhyo danay dadati sthapayitva
drsta-dharma-vedaniyay tatra danay paresay arthaya, tena tesay anugrahat . . .

40 Cf. NBT 1.5: bhrantay hy anumanay sva-pratibhase ’narthe ’rthâdhyavasayena
pravrttatvat, and PV in II p. 24.6 7:

de ma yin la der c dzin phyir |
| ckhrul kyak cbrel phyir tshad ma ñid ||

� (PVin II p. 25:) atasmiys tad-graho* bhrantir api sambandhatah prama//
[*Tib. tad-grahat?]

41 MFV (Niralambana-vada) 23 (p. 159.7–8):

stambhâdi-pratyayo mithya pratyayatvat tatha hi yah /
pratyayah sa mrsa drstah svapnâdipratyayo yatha //

‘The cognition of a column etc. is erroneous, because it is a cognitition, for it
is as follows: whatever is a cognition it is false, like the cognition in a dream.’

42 NV on NBh 4.2.34 (p. 489.8 9):

ayam jagrad-avasthôpalabdhanay visayajay citta-vyatirekijam asattve
hetuh khyatih svapnavad iti na drstantasya sadhya-samatvat.

This logical reason [to be provided] for [the thesis that] ‘things perceived in
the state of wakefulness do not exist as [something] different from con-
sciousness do not exist’ is ‘cognition’, like in a dream. – [This argument] is
not [correct], because the example is in the same [predicament as] the
probandum,

which is the case of the fallacy of the logical reason (hetvâbhasa): the cited example
is in need of proof as much as the thesis it is supposed to prove.

43 BSFBh 2.2.5.29 (p. 476.2 3):

yad uktay bahyârthâpalapina svapnâdivaj jagarita-gocara api stambhâdi-
pratyaya vinâiva bahyenârthena bhaveyuh pratyayatvâvifesad iti tad
prativaktavyam.

What has been said by [the Buddhist idealist] who denies [the existence of]
external objects: ‘Like in a dream etc., also acts of cognition of a column
etc. which have as their domain the waking state are possible solely without
external thing, because there is no difference [as regards them being] acts of
cognition.’ – this is [now] refuted.

44 The argument, in its typical wording, reoccurs later in NAV 29.8 (p. 437):

niralambanah sarve pratyayah, pratyayatvat, svapna-pratyayavad.

All acts of cognition are void of the objective substratum, because [they are] acts
of cognition, like a cognition in dream.

45 For example NAV 24.2 (p. 410):

svapna-sayvedanasya pramajata-vaikalyat tat-pratyanika-jagrat-pratyayôpa-
nipata-badhitatvad iti.

‘[This example is fallacious] because the sensation in dream is subverted – inas-
much as it lacks the status of cognitive criterion – by the occurrence of the
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cognition of a person in the waking state, which is opposite to this [sensation in
dream].’

46 Cf., for example NAV 29.1 (p. 425): iha yad yatra pratibhati, tad eva tad-gocaratayâb-
hyupagantavyam.

47 As far as certain structural nuances are concerned, worth pointing out is the fact that
Dharmakirti employs not more than two different instances of reasoning to represent
altogether four types of fallacious reasoning, namely he interchanges them as 
follows: [S1]�[V2] and [S2] � [V1]. Siddharsigaji uses various intermingled
illustrations, in which certain ‘semi-variables’ overlap as follows: the probandum is –
with one exception – the same (i.e. sadhya of [S1] � sadhya of [S2] � sadhya of
[V1] � ‘bhrantam’), the logical reason remains unchanged (i.e. hetu of [S1] � hetu of
[S2] � hetu of [V1] � hetu of [V2] � ‘pramajatvat’), paksa of [S1] � paksa of
[V1]; � drstânta of [V2] (anumanam); paksa of [V2] � drstânta of [S1] (pratyak-
sam); drstânta of [S2] � drstânta of [V1] (svapna-sayvedanam); sadhya of [V2]
( � nirvikalpaka) has no match.

48 See for example PSV 1.k3c-d: pratyaksay kalpanâpodhay nama-jaty-ady-asayyuk-
tam, and NB 4: tatra pratyaksay kalpanâpodham abhrantam. Comp. also the
definition found in NP 4.1 (� NP (1) 7.12-3), bearing striking similarity to the one of
Diknaga, which fact was initially one of the reasons responsible for the wrong
attribution of Fakkarasvamin’s manual to Diknaga: tatra pratyaksay kalpanâpodhay.
yaj jñanam arthe rupâdau nama-jaty-adi-kalpana-rahitam tad. See also NBT 1.4
(p. 47.1): bhrantam hi anumanam svapratibhase ’narthe ’rthâdhyavasayena
pravrttatvat.

49 This is an addition to Dharmottara, cf. NBT ad loc.: gautama adir yesay te tathôkta
manv-adayo dharma-fastraji smrtayas tesay kartarah . . .

50 NB 3.131: atra vaidharmyôdaharajay: ye grahya-vacana na te ragâdimantah, tad
yatha gautamâdayo dharma-fastrajay prajetara iti. gautamâdibhyo ragâdimattvasya
sadhana-dharmasya vyavrttih sandigdha.

51 NBT ad NB 3.131:

gautamâdibhyo ragâdimattvasya sadhanasya nivrttih sandigdha. yady api te
grahya-vacanas trayivida* tathâpi kiy saraga uta vita-raga iti sandehah.

Even though those [thinkers like Gautama and others] are [such people] whose
statements should be trusted by a [Brahmin] learned in the three Vedas, never-
theless there is a doubt whether [they are] passionate or dispassionate?

[*See the critical apparatus in Dalsukhbhai Malvania’s edition and the editor’s n. 7:
‘vida tathâpi A.P.H.E.N.’; the main text reads: vidas tathâpi.]

52 NBT ad NB 3.131: vivaksita iti kapilâdi dharmi.
53 DhPr. ad NB 3.131 (p. 247.20-21): gautamo ’ksapadâpara-nama nyaya-sutrasyâpi

prajeta munih. manur iti smrti-karo munih.
54 NAV 24.2 (p. 410): ghatasya sattvat pratyaksâdibhir upalabdhatvac ca.
55 [S7] and [V7] are ‘the defects of the logical reason alone’ (NAV 24.4: tadânanvayatva-

laksajo na drstântasya dosah, kiy tarhi hetor eva, and NAV 25.3: tasmad asiddha-
pratibandhasya hetor evâyay doso, na drstântasyêti). [S8], [S9], [V8] and [V9]
‘rise from the defects of the speaker’ (NAV 24.4: vaktr-dosatvat, and NAV 25.4:
vaktr-dosa-samutthau).

56 Dharmottara (c.740–800, see Steinkellner-Much (1995: 67)) preceded Siddharsigaji
by at least a 100 years (c.900), cf. Shastri (1990: 27: ninth/tenth century).
Siddharsigaji finished his work on the Upamiti-bhava-prapañca-katha, on 1st
May 906 CE. (Vikrama Sayvat 962) according to Vaidya (1928: xxi) and Chatterjee
(1978: 287).
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57 NBT 3.126 (pp. 242.6–243.2): ato ’nvayârtho drstântas tad-arthaf cânena nôpapattah.
sadharmyârthaf côpapatto nirupayoga iti vaktr-dosad ayay drstânta-dosah. vaktra hy
atra parah pratipadayitavyah. tato yadi nama na dustay vastu tathâpi vaktra dustay
darfitam iti dustam eva.

58 NBT 3.127 (p. 244.3-4): tasmad viparitânvayo ’pi vaktur aparadhat, na vastutah.
parârthânumane ca vaktur api dosaf cintyata iti.

59 NBT 3.134 (p. 250.3-5): iha parârthânumane parasmad arthah pratipattavyah. sa
fuddho ’pi svato yadi parejâfuddhah khyapyate sa tavad yatha prakafitas tatha na
yuktah. yatha yuktas tatha na prakafitah. prakafitaf ca hetuh. ato vaktur aparadhad
api parârthânumane hetur drstônto va dustah syad iti.

60 NBT 3.135 (p. 252.9-10): tatha ca viparita-vyatireko ’pi vaktur aparadhad dustam.
61 NB 3.121 (p. 234.1-2): tri-rupo hetur uktah. tavata cârtha-pratitir iti na prthag drstânto

nama sadhanâvayavah kafcit. tena nâsya laksajay prthag ucyate gatârthatvat.
62 See NB 3.122 (p. 235).
63 NB 3.122 (p. 235): na hy ebhir drstântâbhasair hetoh samanya-laksajay sapaksa

eva sattvay vipakse ca sarvatrâsattvam eva nifcayena fakyay darfayituy vifesa-
laksajay ca. tad arthâpatyâisay niraso drastavyah.

64 NBT 3.8 (p. 188.2-3): vyapti-sadhanasya pramajasya visayo drstântah. tam eva
darfayitum aha – yathânya iti. sadhya-dharmijo ’nyo drstânta ity arthah.

65 NA 18:

sadhya-sadhanayor vyaptir yatra nifciyate-taram /
sadharmyeja sa drstântah sambandha-smarajan matah //

66 See NAV 18.1 (p. 398):

ayay câvismrta-pratibandhe prativadini na prayoktavya ity aha:
sambandha-smarajad iti, lyab-lope pañcami, prag-grhita-vismrta-
sambandha-smarajam adhikrtya . . . grhite ca pratibandhe smaryamaje
kevalay hetur darfaniyah, tavatâiva bubhutsitârtha-siddher drstânto na
vacyo, vaiyarthyat. yada tu grhito ‘’pi vismrtah kathañcit sambandhas, tada
tat-smarajârthay drstântah kathyate.

Subsequently, [having in mind] that this [example] does not have to be pro-
nounced for the disputant who has not forgotten the invariable connection, [the
author] says: ‘because of the recollection of the relation,’ [wherein] the abla-
tive is used in the place of the gerund, [i.e.,] having taken account of the recol-
lection of the relation, which has been grasped previously and [have been
afterwards] forgotten; this [example] ‘is known as’, [i.e.,] intended, by logicians,
not in any other case. For when a [person] to be taught does not know the rela-
tion characterised by the property [on the part of the probans] of being insepa-
rably connected with the probandum even now, then he should be made grasp
the relation by [means of] a cognitive criterion, not merely by an example, for
just by seeing [two things] together in some cases it is not proved that one [of
them] does not occur without the other one in all cases, because [that would
have] too far-reaching consequences. And if the invariable connection, which has
been grasped [before], is being recollected, then simply the logical reason has to
be shown; since an object which one wants to cognise is proved by that much
only, an example does not have to be stated, because it is purposeless. But when
the relation – even though it has been grasped [before] – has somehow been for-
gotten, then an example is mentioned with the purpose of its recollection, [i.e.,
in order to remind the opponent of the invariable concomitance].

The same remark applies to both kinds (positive and negative) of the example, cf.
NAV 19.1 (p. 400): yatra kvacid drstânte sa vaidharmyeja bhavatîti-fabdena
sambandha-smarajad iti.
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67 NAV 20.1 (p. 401):

tat-siddhau tata eva sadhya-siddher akiñcit-kari drstantôdahrtir iti nyaya-vido
nyaya-vidvayso vidur avabudhyanta iti. iha ca prakaraje fesâvayavanam
upanaya-nigamana-fuddhi-pañcaka-laksajanay sakksipta-ruci-sattvânu-
graha-paratvad asya, yady api saksal laksajay nôktay, tathâpy ata eva
pratipaditâvayava-trayad buddhimadbhir unneyay; yato ’vayavâpeksaya
jaghanya-madhyamôtkrstas tisrah katha bhavanti. tatra hetu-pratipadana-
matray jaghanya. dvy-ady-avayava-nivedanay madhyama. sampurja-
dafavayava-kathanam utkrsta. tatrêha madhyamayah saksat kathanena
jaghanyôtkrste arthatah sucayati, tad-sadbhavasya pramaja-siddhatvad iti.

‘Experts in logic’, [i.e.,] specialists in logic, ‘have recognised’ [i.e.,] they
know, that when this [invariable connection] has been proved, an exemplifi-
cation by [adducing] an example is ineffective, inasmuch as the probandum
is [already] proved by this [invariable concomitance]. And even though the
definition of the remaining members [of a proof formula] characterised by
application, conclusion and the five clearances have not been taught directly
here in this treatise, inasmuch as this [treatise] aims at the advantage of
[human] beings who delight in concise [form], nevertheless [respective def-
inition] can be deduced by the learned from this very triad of the members
of the proof formula demonstrated [above], because there are [eventually]
three kinds of discourse as regards the [number of] members of the proof
formula, viz. lower, intermediate and superior. Out of them, the lower one is
a mere demonstration of the logical reason; the intermediate one is a procla-
mation of two or more [but not all] members of the proof formula; the supe-
rior [discourse] is the mention of complete ten members of the proof
formula. Regarding these [varieties of the discourse], by the direct mention
of the intermediate [discourse] here [in this treatise the author] indicates
both the lower and the superior [varieties of the discourse] by implication,
because their presence can be proved by cognitive criterion.

68 NAV 24.4 (p. 412):

yadi hi drstânta-balena vyaptih sadhya-sadhanayoh pratipadyeta, tatah
syad anavayo drstântâbhasah, sva-karyâkarajad, yada tu purva-pravrtta-
sambandha-grahi-pramaja-gocara-smaraja-sampadanârthay
drstântôdahrtir iti sthitay, tadânanvayatva-laksajo na drstântasya dosah, kiy
tarhi hetor eva, pratibandhasyâdyâpi pramajenâpratisthitatvat, pratiband-
hâbhave cânvayâsiddheh. na ca hetu-doso ’pi drstante vacyo, ’tiprasakgad iti.

For if the invariable concomitance between the probandum and the probans
could be demonstrated by the force of an example, then [the example] with-
out positive concomitance would be [indeed] a fallacy of the example,
because it would not produce its effect, [namely it would not demonstrate the
invariable concomitance between the probandum and the probans]. But when
it is established that an exemplification by [adducing] an example serves the
purpose of producing a recollection, whose domain is a cognitive criterion
grasping the relation that has occurred before, then the characteristic of being
without positive concomitance is not the defect of example, but of the logical
reason itself, because the invariable connection has not been determined by
cognitive criterion until now; and if there is no invariable connection, then
positive concomitance is not proved [either]. And the defect of the logical rea-
son should not be taught in [the case of] (sc. should not be blamed on) the
example, because that would have too far-reaching consequences.
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69 NAV 25.3 (p. 416):

ayuktaf câyay vaktum, avyatirekitaya hetu-dosatvat. yadi hi drstânta-
balenaîva vyatirekah pratipadyeta, tada tatha-vidha-samarthya-vikalasya
tad-abhasata yujyeta, na câitad asti, prak-pravrtta-sambandha-grahaja-
pravaja-pramaja-gocara-smaraja-sampadan arthay drstântôpadanat. na
hy ekatra yo yad-abhave na drstah, sa tad-abhave na bhavatîti pratibandha-
grahi-pramaja-vyatirekeja sidhyaty, atiprasakgat. tasmad asiddha-
pratibandhasya hetor evâyay doso, na drstântasyêti.

It is improper to say so, because if there were no negative concomitance, then
that would be the defect of the logical reason. For if negative concomitance
could be demonstrated by the force of the example alone, then [an example]
lacking the efficacy of this kind, [viz. incapable of demonstrating negative con-
comitance], would be justified as the fallacy of this [example], but that is not
the case, because the example is mentioned in order to produce a recollection
the domain of which is a cognitive criterion – disposed towards grasping the
relation [between the probandum, the probans and the logical reason] – that
occurred previously. For [the example] is not established without a cognitive
criterion that grasps the invariable connection [in the form]: ‘If [at least] in one
case, when y is absent, x is not seen, then x does not occur, when y is absent,’
because that would have too far-reaching consequences. Therefore, that is the
defect of the logical reason, alone, whose invariable connection is not proved,
not [the defect] of the example.

70 NBT 3.8 (p. 188.2): vyapti-sadhanasya pramajasya visayo drstântah.– ‘The logical
reason is the province of cognitive criterion that establishes the invariable concomi-
tance’. Cf. also NBT 3.126 (p. 242.6): ato ’nvayôrtho drstântas.

71 Re. [S8] and [S9], cf. NAV 24.4 (p. 412):

tathâpradarfitânvaya-viparitânvayav api na drstântâbhasatah svi-kuruto,
’nvayâpradarfanasya viparyastânvaya-pradarfanasya ca vaktr-dosatvat,
tad-dosa-dvarejâpi drstântâbhasa-pratipadane tad-iyatta vifiryeta, vaktr-
dosajam anantyat.

Similarly, both [the example] with unindicated positive concomitance and
[the example] with inverted positive concomitance do not secure the status
of the fallacy of the logical reason, because not indicating positive concomi-
tance as well as indicating positive concomitance as inverted are the defects
[on the part] of the speaker. If the demonstration of fallacies of the logical
reason [were carried out] by taking into account the defects of this [speaker]
as well, the limited number of those [fallacies] would be shattered, because
defects of the speaker [can be] infinite.

Similarly, re. [V8] and [V9], see NAV 25.4 (p. 417): vyatirekâpradarfanay viparita-
vyatireka-pradarfanay ca na vastuno dosah, kiy tarhi vacana-kufalata-vikalasyâb-
hidhayakasya.

72 PVSV, p. 186.19 (� Gnoli: 18.11) on PV 3.27cd found in NAV 25.4 (p. 417):

kiy ca, yesay bhavatam ado darfanay: yad uta svârthanumana-kale
svayay hetu-darfana-matrat sadhya-pratiteh parârthânumânâvasare ’pi
hetu-pratipadanam eva kartavyay “vidusay vacyo hetur eva hi kevala” 
iti-vacanat tesay “krtakatvad” itîyata hetûpanyasenaîva sisadhayisita-
sadhya-siddheh samasta-drstântâbhasa-varjanam api purvâpara-vyahata-
vacana-racana-caturyam avir-bhavayati. asatay tavad etau, drstântasya
sadhanâvayavatvenânabhyupagamât.
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Furthermore, yours is that view – namely: inasmuch as, in the time of the
inference for oneself, one knows the probandum himself merely by seeing
the logical reason, also at the point of the inference for others, only the
demonstration of the logical reason should be carried out – on account of
the following utterance: ‘[ ] since for scholars simply the logical reason
alone is to be stated’ [pronounced by you] whose description of all fallacies
of the example, as well – inasmuch as the probandum intended to be proved
can be proved by specifying the logical reason alone [in the form of] nothing
more than: ‘because it is produced’ – demonstrates [your] aptitude for for-
mulations in which antecedent and subsequent statements are contradicted
[by each other]. Let us leave therefore these two [fallacious examples
[V8] and [V9]] alone, because the example is not accepted as a part of
the probans.

73 See Balcerowicz (2001a: xx–xxi).
74 NAV 11.1: [sadharmyeja:] agnir atra dhumôpapatter; vaidharmyeja: agnir atra,

anyatha dhumânupapatteh.
75 I discuss it at length in Balcerowicz (2003).
76 In Balcerowicz (2001a: esp. xii–xxx), I discuss Dharmakirti’s influence on the NA at

length.
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Part III

ROLE MODELS FOR WOMEN 
AND FEMALE IDENTITY





7

RESTRICTIONS AND 
PROTECTION

Female Jain renouncers

Sherry E. Fohr

Once the nun1 Sati Rajimati was caught in the rain and took refuge in a cave.
She took off her soaked clothing in order to dry it, not knowing that there was
someone else in the cave with her. The monk Rathanemi was also in the cave and
had seen her naked. When she realized he was there, she became frightened and
tried to hide her body, but he had already succumbed to sensual desire and started
to proposition her. She warned him to control himself and to maintain his
practice of celibacy. Rathanemi did so and they both eventually achieved moksa
(liberation).2

There are many such Jain narratives extolling the chastity of women; they are the
sati-narratives, narratives about “virtuous women.” When I went to India to ascer-
tain why there are more nuns than monks in the Jain religion I found that the value
of female chastity was arguably the most important factor involved.3 I once talked
about this ancient story of Sati Rajimati with the Gujarati Fvetambar Sadhvi (nun)
Aksayananda Fri Ji of the Murtipujak Tapa Gacch4 while I was studying with her
and a group of nuns in Ahmedabad, Gujarat. According to her this cave incident,
involving Sati Rajimati, indicates the need for monks and nuns to be kept separate.

“Men and women should remain separate because it is people’s nature to
have lustful thoughts,” she said. “You cannot stray from the vow of
celibacy. There are times when the other vows may not be followed, but
not this vow.”

“In your religion (dharm), do monks and nuns remain separated?”
I asked, knowing that this was common practice.

“Yes, they do not live together in one place, and if they sit in one hall,
they sit separately.”

“And this is because it is difficult to remain strong in one’s practice of
celibacy?”

“Yes,” she replied.5
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Although there are differences between the Fvetambar and Digambar sects in
this regard, the rules that limit and regulate Jain renouncers’ interactions with
members of the opposite gender are so strict that most Jain monks and nuns
live largely separate lives. This is not to claim that monks and nuns never meet
with each other, but their contact is minimal, especially in the Fvetambar sect.6

Digambar monks and nuns have more contact with each other, but this contact
is limited. For example, Digambar monks have studied under the nun-scholar
Gajini Jnanamati Mata Ji. One was living at her afram for this purpose when I
was studying with nuns there. Also, Zydenbos (1999: 295, 297) has reported that
while Digambar monks and nuns previously followed the rule that they should
travel separately, they now sometimes travel and stay in the same area together.
Indeed, while I was conducting research I heard of Digambar nuns who traveled
with an acarya (male head of a Jain sect or sub-sect/group) in Madhya Pradesh.
So while a few monks and nuns may travel together or stay in the same area, it
seems that it is more common for Digambars to do so. However, when Digambar
monks and nuns do travel together there are still rules by which they should abide
and they therefore reside in separate buildings (Zydenbos 1999: 297). But simply
traveling together, Zydenbos states, “inevitably draws ridicule from malicious
non-Jaina onlookers,” which indicates the extent to which such contact is prob-
lematic in India in general. Celibacy is difficult and transgressing are considered
egregious. Sadhvi Aksayananda Fri Ji, who told me the story of Sati Rajimati,
once said to me, “If the other vows are broken, they can be fixed, but not the vow
of chastity.”

Although Jain nuns frequently opined that celibacy is much easier for
women, there is still a general acknowledgement that completely abstaining
from sex is not easy. This abstention means not having sex, not talking about
sex, and not thinking about sex. It requires both internal and external mainte-
nance. In the former case, renouncers must struggle to diminish and contain
internal urges that are sometimes very strong (see Goonasekara 1986). In the
latter case, rules help renouncers avoid compromising situations, a renouncer’s
peers help him or her when struggling against such urges, the laity keep careful
watch on renouncers, and if a renouncer willingly engages in sexual relations, he
or she will face severe punishment and possible expulsion from his or her com-
munity of renouncers. Restrictions, watchfulness, and protection serve to separate
renouncers from anyone of the opposite gender and therefore serve to guard
against sexual transgressions. For women this is especially important considering
the value of female chastity in Jainism in particular and in India in general. Jains
therefore consider their communities of renouncers suitable for girls and women
to join, and there are now four times more Jain nuns than monks.7

Hindu and Jain renunciation compared

Although the external factors related to chastity explained above do not in and of
themselves account for the preponderance of nuns over monks in Jainism, without
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these factors this majority could never have existed within the Indian cultural
context in which female chastity is both highly valued and suspect. This becomes
especially clear when comparing Hindu and Jain renunciation.

There are mainly two types of renunciations available for women in India, Hindu
and Jain.8 While female renouncers predominate in Jainism, they are a marginal and
small minority in Hinduism. Various scholars (note 8) have investigated this situa-
tion in Hinduism and their studies have focused on social proscriptions against
women renouncing, women’s duty (stridharma) to marry and have children, women’s
mandatory dependence on male family members, and women’s identification with
saÅsara (the world that renouncers want to escape) through giving birth.

However, more important for the purposes of this chapter, according to Young
(1994: 73–74) and Clémentin-Ojha (1981: 256) there is a Hindu tendency to
identify women as temptresses9 who would trap men in saÅsara through sensual
desires. The conjoining of women with sexuality in Indian culture was shown by
community resistance to the Ramakrishna movement’s inauguration of an
independent math (monastic establishment) for women in the 1960s. Wendy
Sinclair-Brull (1997: 63) reported that this resistance was based on the idea “that
women suffered from the inherent inability to be chaste, and that to allow them
independence of action was therefore against the interest of society.” Khandalwal
(2001: 171–172) also has described this Hindu resistance.

The idea that young people, especially young girls, should become
ascetics in large numbers seemed so wrong as to be sinister. In contem-
porary Hindu society, female celibacy is a social and conceptual possi-
bility in that women celibates are visible in society, but it seems that they
are tolerated, even revered, only as long as they remain exceptions. If
women, especially young presexual women, were to begin taking vows
of celibacy in large numbers, I believe that the limits of society’s
tolerance would be reached.

While it is precisely these women in Jainism (“young presexual women”) who
are renouncing in large numbers, it is difficult for women to renounce in
Hinduism because, although female chastity is highly valued in Hinduism, many
Hindus also believe that women are overly sexual. There is a fear that the renouncer
life, unconstrained by the limits of marriage, would unleash their supposedly
overwhelming sexual urges. Jains also value female chastity, but many Jains
believe men are more libidinous. Jain nuns sometimes adduced the sati-narratives
to demonstrate how this is so, such as the story of Sati Rajimati at the beginning
of this article. Many even claimed that men’s difficulty in maintaining celibacy is
the reason why there are more Jain nuns than monks. The female Hindu renouncers
with whom Khandelwal (2001) talked also opined that women can maintain
celibacy more easily, but apparently this is not enough to encourage more Hindu
women to renounce. How many Hindus perceive Hindu renunciation and its
relative lack of organization is a significant hindrance in this regard.
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There is the perception among many people in India that Hindu renouncers can
be as notorious as they are respected.10 Some Jains also assert that Jain renunci-
ation is better than Hindu renunciation because of this. The lack of systematized
and extensive rules and/or the organization needed to enforce those rules in many
orders of Hindu renouncers are reasons why they are regarded with a wary and
suspicious eye. Although there are occasional instances of sexual impropriety
among Hindu renouncers, this perception or suspicion is generally unwarranted.
Nevertheless, although very strong-minded women can become Hindu renounc-
ers, despite orthodox proscriptions, they do so at a perceived risk because they
enter a purportedly uncertain community of peers. More realistically, single
women who are not connected to a family group are more likely to be sexually
harassed or assaulted. Female Hindu renouncers are more vulnerable because
there is less institutional organization to protect them.11

There are significant exceptions to this, and notable ones are the highly
organized Fri Farada Maths for female renouncers that originated from the
male-run Ramakrishna Mission. Both these male and female maths are highly
organized, strict, and protected.12 Furthermore, at the Fri Farada Math in
Calcutta, I was told that they also deemed it important to keep male and female
renouncers separate, and that their maths are run separately from the men’s
maths. When I talked with SaÅnyasini (renouncer) Vij¶anapraja Ji at the Fri
Farada Math in Delhi about my research concerning why Jain nuns constitute
the majority of Jain renouncers, she told me that the separation of male and
female renouncers is the key. “In Buddhism there was no separation and so there
were problems,” she asserted.13 In fact, monastic rules in early Indian Buddhism
subordinated nuns to monks to such an extent that monks supervised nuns during
certain rituals and other circumstances. Buddhist monks and nuns therefore
had more contact with each other and arguably more opportunity to stray from
their vows of celibacy (see note 34).

Considering the larger Indian milieu, it is somewhat surprising that Jain women
and girls would be allowed to or encouraged to renounce as a part of their
practice of chastity. Occasionally, I also heard comments from Fvetambar laity
that some families even persuade their daughters to take initiation or raise
them to become nuns, confident that Jain renunciation is a chaste institution.
It was said that families did this because they were unable to pay dowries, but in
my experience this is probably true of only a small number of Jains.14

Although Jains generally perceive Jain renunciation as a chaste institution,
there have been cases of sexual impropriety and laxity among Jain renouncers.
For example, John Cort (2001: 43–46) has written about a Gujarati Murtipujak
reform movement in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries that was created to
eliminate Jain yatis because they did not conform to the renouncer conduct that
is now relatively standard for all Jain sects and sub-sects. The systematized nature
of most Jain renouncer organizations today allows for more control, including
control in the area of sexual conduct, thereby providing a virtuous alternative
to marriage for women. However, even more important are the relationships
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between renouncers and their peers as well as relationships between renouncers
and the scrutinizing and protective Jain laity.15 This chapter contains discussions
translated from Hindi which I had with various Fvetambar and Digambar nuns
and monks in Bihar, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, and Gujarat about restrictions and
protection related to chastity among Jain renouncers.16

Field-research

During my research I travelled throughout North India to interview Jain nuns.
Most of my interviews were done with Rajasthani and Gujarati Fvetambar nuns.
Because I interviewed South Indian and Digambar nuns less often, my assertions’
relevance for them will have to be verified by further research. I also interviewed
a few laypeople and monks. However, I could not talk with laymen or monks
often or extensively because to do so would be considered unsuitable for a
woman. I was most interested in talking with those women who were responsible
for nuns’ preponderance in Jainism, those who became nuns themselves. My
research methodology was largely that of discussions with these nuns, some of
which are reproduced here.

In his 1959 article “Comparative Religion: Whither – and Why?” the Harvard
scholar Wilfred Cantwell Smith claimed that it is essential that scholars
understand the personal nature of religion.17 Like Smith, I contend that to
understand the external manifestations of religion and culture it is vital to under-
stand what they “mean to those that are involved” (p. 143). The most important
part of my research concerned recording Jain nuns’ views about the beliefs,
ideals, and stories they were explaining to me and recording their interpretations
of the events they shared with me from their own life experiences. I was less
interested in my perceptions of Jain nuns, and more interested in Jain nuns’
perceptions and what their religion meant to them. It was in these perceptions
that the mystery of Jain nuns’ preponderance began to reveal itself to me. I let
their opinions about their own majority in the Jain renouncer population guide
my research. When a significant number of them emphasized the external
regulation of renouncers’ celibacy as responsible for their preponderance, this
became one of the focuses of my research. I asked the nuns who asserted this for
further explanations, and also talked with other nuns about these issues. However,
my emphasis on their perceptions does not negate my own. While some nuns
thought that external regulations of celibacy were largely responsible for
Jain nuns’ preponderance, I believe somewhat differently. In so far as this regula-
tion influences Jains’ view of renunciation as a safe and chaste institution for
girls and women to join, it was and is necessary for female renunciation to
occur and is therefore a necessary condition for Jain nuns’ preponderance.
However, this regulation did not in and of itself produce this preponderance (see
Fohr 2001).

This chapter is less about “facts” or “reality” or what may or may not be
“accurate” and more about the ideas and ideals held by Jain nuns concerning their
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own religion, that is, about opinions presented to me during interviews. Without
these ideas and ideals supporting female renunciation, it would not be as preva-
lent. If, similar to Hinduism, large numbers of women renouncing in Jainism were
to be considered bad, wrong, “sinister,” or, more germane to this chapter, sexually
suspicious or dangerous, there would be fewer if any Jain nuns. But on the
contrary, during my interviews many of the nuns with whom I talked emphasized
their chastity, almost always without my prompting.

Chastity as defined by Jain nuns

At this point I need to clarify what my Fvetambar and Digambar interviewees
meant by “chastity.” Nuns explained that chastity in Jainism ranges from fidelity
in marriage to complete celibacy in renunciation, with the former being a less
complete form of the latter. Marital fidelity is primarily defined in terms of wives
who should marry once and be sexually faithful to their husbands in body, speech,
and mind. Male and female renouncers’ celibacy also refers to restraint in body,
speech, and mind, but it allows for no sexuality whatsoever. Although it is
extremely important for all renouncers (male and female) to remain chaste, most
nuns claimed that chastity is much more important for laywomen than it is for lay-
men. For example, traditionally a widower may remarry while a widow should
not. Indeed, in India in general, it is much more important for women to remain
chaste than men. As nuns are both women and renouncers, it is not surprising that
they would emphasize chastity in their lives. Although almost all Jain scholars
have argued or assumed that the vow of non-violence is the most important vow
that Jain renouncers adopt and that virtually all Jain practices stem from it, Jain
nuns asserted the primacy of chastity instead.

The terms nuns used to signify chastity referred both to the chastity of wives
and the chastity renouncers. There was no term that referred exclusively to one or
the other. These terms included: satitva (“virtue” or “chastity”), fila (“morality”
or “virtuous nature or conduct”), caritra (“character,” “virtue,” or “proper con-
duct”), and brahmacarya (“chastity” or “celibacy”). Most of these terms do not
refer to chastity exclusively, but also encompass other behaviors or qualities that
are considered religious and good.18 However, nuns used these words when they
were specifically talking about chastity, and that is how I interpreted these words
in the English translations of the discussions that follow. For my nun-collabora-
tors, these words described their celibacy as the fulcrum of their ascetic identities,
practices, and qualities.19

Discussions with Fvetambar nuns about 
the rules of celibacy

Many nuns asserted that celibacy was the most important of their vows. Indeed,
it has been given much attention in Jainism and was deemed important enough
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to merit the development of strict monastic rules designed to support celibacy
and guard against sexual impropriety, especially in the Fvetambar sect.20 There
are many restrictions placed on renouncers in this regard, some are directly
related to celibacy and some are indirectly related. Those in the latter category
are mainly meant to affect the renunciation of worldly life and the body, but they
also curtail renouncers’ attractiveness. For example, monks and nuns do not
wear jewelry or apply scented oil, and they pull out their hair two to five times a
year (kef-luñcan).21 However, Jain nuns emphasized rules that more directly
regulate celibacy when they talked with me. These include rules that keep
renouncers from meeting too often with the opposite gender, meeting them alone,
or touching them.22 I include these discussions in the following paragraphs,
as well as some background information about the groups of nuns with whom
I studied.

In Ahmedabad, Gujarat I met with Fvetambar Murtipujak Tapa Gacch
Pravartini23 Lavajya Fri Ji who had 125 nuns under her care. This Gujarati
religious leader was seventy-eight years of age when I interviewed her, had
taken initiation when she was fifteen, and was educated up to the fourth standard.
When I visited her, there were ten nuns, who were mostly Gujarati, staying
with her in Ahmedabad. Their ages ranged between thirty and eighty. The three
older nuns (ages sixty-five and above) had taken initiation when they were in
their mid-teens and the rest had taken initiation in their late teens and twenties.
Only one nun had been married and then decided to renounce, and that was
after her husband had become a monk. The older nuns were relatively unedu-
cated before they renounced, while the other nuns were educated until
the eleventh standard or had college degrees. This group of renouncers was
unusual in two ways. First, none had siblings who had also become initiated.
Second, two of the younger nuns told me that they had been very irreligious in
their teens, but had been impressed by Jainism after meeting certain nuns in this
group.

When I arrived I was directed to talk with Sadhvi Aksayananda Fri Ji because
of her erudition on Jain matters. She was forty-six when I interviewed her and had
taken initiation when she was twenty-one years of age. She had four brothers and
one sister and her family were Gujarati Jains living in Andhra Pradesh. Although
she was only educated until the eleventh standard, she was famous for her
memory and for being a very learned scholar. Jain renunciation is frequently an
avenue for monks and nuns to increase their knowledge and education. She was
certainly knowledgeable, but also taciturn and offered me almost no information
for which I did not ask directly. She was also very strict in her ascetic conduct.
Her erudition and punctiliousness were such that even Pravartini Lavajya Fri Ji
regarded her as an authority and would consult her on various issues.
After SadhviAksayananda Fri Ji talked with me about the story of Sati Rajimati,
she discussed some of the rules that restrict renouncers’ contact with the opposite
gender.
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“Men [generally] don’t come here [to the upafray24]” she asserted.
“And after sunset and before sunrise, they are not allowed to come.” [. . .]

“When you go out for alms (gocari) do women give you food?”
I asked.

“Men do also, but they cannot touch us.”
“Men cannot touch you?”
“Men cannot touch us or anything that is touching us. And we don’t

touch any male, whether child or adult. If there is no female doctor
available and we need to see a male doctor, if he touches us, then we
have to do some type of penance (pafcat).”

“Like fasting?” I asked.
“Yes,” she replied.25

The above restrictions are directly aimed at maintaining renouncers’ celibacy.
However, when she referred to the proscription of touching between nuns and
males, this is not a euphemism referring to sex only. These rules literally mean no
physical contact with the opposite gender. Most monks and nuns may not even
touch something that is being touched at the same time by someone of the oppo-
site gender. If a man or boy needs to hand something to a nun, he usually hands
it to a laywoman (if he is not a monk) to give to her, drops it into her hands, or
places it on the floor in front of her. Nuns also do the same if they need to give
something to a man or a boy. The same rules apply to monks and women or girls.
Adherence to these rules was something I observed consistently throughout my
research, with the exception of the Digambars. Bisapanthi Digambar26 renounc-
ers allow members of the opposite gender touch their feet to acquire blessings and
also to hand something to them directly. However, among Fvetambars even small
children are taught to abide by these restrictions and carefully observe them. I
only witnessed one instance of a child who transgressed in this regard. This boy
of three pounced into the lap of a nun and was then corrected by his embarrassed
and consternated mother.

The middle-aged Sadhvi Nirañjana Fri Ji, from Chennai, talked with me about
some other rules that separate monks and nuns when and if they meet. She was
also in Ahmedabad with a group of seven other Fvetambar Murtipujak Kharatar
Gacch nuns under the care of Sadhvi Manohar Fri Ji. Most were Gujarati and
Rajasthani. Some were related to each other, three had taken initiation together in
Delhi, four had earned PhD’s, and one was a published author. Their ages ranged
from the thirties to sixties and most had never been married. This group’s good-
natured cheerfulness impressed me, and they were one of the groups of Jain
nuns who asked if I might join them in renouncing. Sadhvi Nirañjana Fri Ji, from
Chennai, was in her late thirties when I interviewed her. About rules concerning
monks and nuns she told me that,

We meet during lectures and we also discuss religion. When we go to the
temple and if the monks are senior to us then we go to pay our respects.27
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We also ask them questions. We do things like this with them, but we
don’t live with them in one place and we eat separately. We only go for
their blessings (darfan). And we also go if we should ask them some
question. But [not] if there is only one monk there alone . . . or if for some
reason there is no other nun to go with us, then we go with a [lay]woman,
but we do not go alone, this is a rule.28

Fvetambar laity also should not meet a renouncer of the opposite gender if that
renouncer is alone, and a laywoman should bring at least one other woman with
her when meeting with monks. In my experience, these rules are not as strict
among Digambars.

Although most Jain nuns with whom I met restricted their interactions with
men, Pravartini Lavajya Fri Ji’s group of Gujarati Fvetambar Murtipujak Tapa
Gacch nuns was more careful than any other group I visited in India. In her group,
the older nuns acted as a sort of a barrier between the younger nuns and the few
laymen who might come for blessings, advice, or religious knowledge. One
younger and educated nun, Sadhvi Bhavanandita Fri Ji, explained this to me in
English. Her family was Gujarati and living in Mumbai. She was twenty-four
when I interviewed her, and she had become a nun at the age of nineteen. What
is remarkable about this nun is that she admitted to being irreligious as an
adolescent and to “roaming about and seeing movies and such.” Only one other
nun I met described her life before initiation in these terms and she was also in
this group of nuns. Most of the time nuns described themselves as pious and reli-
gious before renouncing.29 After Sadhvi Bhavanandita Fri Ji encountered Sadhvi
Aksayananda Fri Ji in Mumbai, she decided to become a nun with Sadhvi
Aksayananda Fri Ji as her guru. This once rebellious youngster then sat beside me
as a self-possessed nun and explained how the older nuns helped support younger
nuns’ practice of celibacy.

If [men] want to come [to the upafray], they first have to ask permission
from the head nun. She is very strong, but we youngsters, our minds may
become filthy. We may collapse and become attracted to them. Downfall
can come from anyone’s side. If instead of you, an American man had
come here, then only the elder nuns would have talked to him.30

The rules and practices enumerated above by Jain nuns are very straightforward
in their function to ensure renouncers’ practice of celibacy by separating them
from the opposite gender and limiting their interactions.31

Some nuns compared Jain rules with Hindu renunciation, claiming that
these rules make Jain renunciation superior. While I was living in Jamshedpur,
Bihar, the Rajasthani Fvetambar Sthanakavasi Sadhvi Pritisudha Fri Ji was the
first nun to argue this with me. This nun’s mother had renounced and in turn
inspired many of her female relatives (including her daughters, sisters, and
nieces) to do so as well. As a result, all but two nuns were related in this group of
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twelve, headed by Sadhvi Pritisudha Fri Ji, and most were Rajasthani. These nuns’
ages were between twenty and seventy and most had never been married, having
been initiated in their early teens, while a few of the older nuns had renounced as
widows later in life. Comparing Hinduism and Jainism, Sadhvi Fri Pritisudha Ji
averred,

Because there are many restrictions concerning this [the separation of
monks and nuns], people think it is all right if their daughters become
Jain nuns. Even the highest acarya cannot enter where we stay in the
evening. A nun’s brother cannot even enter to visit his sister. If one nun
has a relationship with a man, then people will think that all nuns are
bad. Therefore there need to be restrictions.32

According to this nun, parents do not want their daughters to be in a situation
where their chastity could be compromised. She added that while communities of
Jain renouncers have good reputations in this regard, communities of Hindu
renouncers do not. This latter view is arguable, but she was not the only Jain nun
to voice it, and this opinion is more or less widely held among Jains.

Conversations about Fvetambar and 
Digambar restrictions for nuns

All the regulations mentioned thus far apply to both monks and nuns, but there
are other restrictions that apply only to nuns, especially among Fvetambar
Murtipujak Tapa Gacch and Digambar renouncers.33 Some of these rules result in
limiting nuns’ progress and status within Jain communities, as I will explain later.
However, Nalini Balbir (1994: 122–123) has examined extra rules for nuns in the
Fvetambar Chedasutras and how they are related to maintaining nuns’ chastity;
and my collaborators also told me that these rules were not created because of
concerns about nuns’ status, but because of concerns about nuns’ celibacy.

I rarely talked with Jain monks, but the Fvetambar Murtipujak Kharatar Gacch
nuns under the care of SadhviManohar Fri Ji informed me that a high acarya was
going to arrive at Koba nearby and encouraged me to interview him. He was
Fvetambar Murtipujak Tapa Gacch Acarya Fri Padmasagarsuri Ji, and when I
interviewed him we talked about these rules for nuns.

I approached him with trepidation because there happened to be no other
woman around who could go with me while I interviewed him. Instead, a layman
showed me into the upafray and I sat down on the floor in front of him although
there was no other monk with him. After another monk quickly came into the
room to join us, as Jain rules prescribe, we started our short interview. When
I asked him why there have been so many female Jain renouncers in comparison
to other religions in South Asia, he told me that this is because women are given
respect in Jainism, the only difference being that women have more restrictions
in order to protect their chastity.
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[. . .] In the Hindu religion women are not respected in the same way they
are in Jainism. Women are looked down upon. It is the same in the Vedic
and Buddhist traditions. Buddha gave women a place in the [Buddhist]
religion only after some time.34 But since the beginning, Mahavir
established the four-fold community [of male and female renouncers
and laity]. [Women] were given equal rights. There are some differences
between male and female renouncers’ restrictions, because they
are women, to protect their chastity (fil raksaj). There are some limita-
tions (maryada) for their protection. In everything else, there are no
differences.35

Although all monks are technically superior to nuns in the Fvetambar
renouncer hierarchy, most of the Fvetambar nuns I met did not consider them-
selves inferior to monks in status or spiritual abilities. Many asserted that monks
and nuns have the same rights, that Jainism is not a male-dominated religion, and
because of this Jain nuns have thrived. Furthermore, many Fvetambar nuns did
not believe that the extra restrictions placed on nuns were related to spiritual
inferiority in any way.

But what are these further restrictions that protect nuns’ chastity to which
Acarya Fri Padmasagarsuri Ji alluded? In one of my many conversations with
Fvetambar Murtipujak Tapa Gacch SadhviVairagya Purja Fri Ji from Rajasthan,
she discussed this issue of special rules for women’s protection with me in
slightly more detail. This nun was part of a group of three Tapa Gacch Murtipujak
nuns with whom I spent most of my time while I was in Delhi. The group was
headed by Sadhvi Kusum Prabha Fri Ji, who was chronically ill during my
research and so, until she was well, they all had to remain in Delhi before
resuming their itinerancy. At the time of my research her age was forty-one and
she had taken initiation at the age of sixteen, when she had completed the tenth
standard. She had never married and was the second child in her family, which
lived in the small town Sojat in Rajasthan where they sold silk sarees. She had six
sisters and two brothers, and two of her sisters had also taken initiation. Sadhvi
Vairagya Purja Fri Ji was one of them. She was twenty-eight at the time of my
research and had been eighteen years of age when she took initiation. She had
an education similar to her sister’s and also had never married. The third nun in
this group was Sadhvi SaÅyam Ratna Fri Ji who was also from Rajasthan where
her parents had a cloth store. She had been married at the age of sixteen and
widowed at eighteen. At the time of my research she was forty-two years of age
and she had taken initiation when she was thirty-one. Although she was one of the
wisest nuns I had encountered, she had little formal education. I visited these
three nuns often and our interactions were usually less formal than those with
other nuns.

During one of my conversations with Sadhvi Vairagya Purja Fri Ji, we talked
about Tapa Gacch Murtipujak nuns’ more restricted access to religious education
in the past.
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“Monks used to be the scholars because they studied with laymen
(fravak) scholars and professors. They studied with them,” she said.
“These types of facilities were not available to nuns. This is why there
were fewer nuns who were scholars. But it is not the same way now.
Today, Guru Maharaj has made these facilities available [to nuns].36

We have already obtained every type of facility. [Nuns] have become
scholars. They are reading every scripture (Agam). They are catching up
in every way concerning their studies.”

“So nuns did not have these facilities in the past?” I asked.
“The only reason was to protect our chastity (caritra),” she explained.

“We did not progress in order to protect our practice of celibacy 
(fil-dharm).”

“I don’t understand (matalab?),” I said bluntly.
“They [nuns] remained by themselves. In former times women did not

leave their houses, so similarly nuns were also not allowed to go out very
much. They were not allowed to meet too many men. This was for their
protection, for this reason.”37

Protecting nuns’ chastity is also the reason behind another restriction
followed among Tapa Gacch Murtipujak Jains. Nuns are usually active at
religious functions in all sects and sub-sects and, except in the Tapa Gacch, nuns
frequently give sermons to both men and women. As other scholars have
already noted,38 while nuns of this gacch are allowed to preach to women, they
are restricted from preaching to groups of both men and women. This proscrip-
tion was also designed to regulate nuns’ chastity by keeping them separate
from men.

There is also a significant restriction applied to nuns and not monks in the
Digambar sect. Nuns of this sect may not renounce clothing. Although this
restriction limits female renouncers’ status in the Digambar sect, Digambar
renouncers asserted that this is not its purpose. Furthermore, the Digambar hier-
archy of monks and nuns complicates the issue of status. While in Fvetambar
Jainism, all monks are technically higher in status than nuns, in Digambar
Jainism status is more complex. The lowest in the Digambar hierarchy are
brahmacarijis (female) and brahmacarins (male). Their practices are the least
difficult and some remain more or less in householder life despite taking vows of
celibacy, but to become one is also often the first step for those who want to
progress in the Digambar renouncer hierarchy. Above them are celibates of
increasing asceticism including ksullikas (female), ksullaks (male), and ailaks
(male); and then aryikas (female) and naked munis (male). Monks have a higher
status than nuns within each level of this Digambar hierarchy. So, for example,
ksullikas are lower in status than ksullaks, but ksullaks are lower in status
than aryikas. Although I identify all the celibates listed above as renouncers,
Digambars consider only a muni to be a complete renouncer capable of achiev-
ing moksa because he renounces his clothing. Virtually all ksullikas, ksullaks,
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ailaks, aryikas and some brahmacarijis and brahmacarins generally function
as, and are respected as, renouncers in that they are unmarried and celibate
and can still make significant progress towards moksa, but they are still offi-
cially only advanced laypeople. From this point of view, there are also officially
no Digambar female renouncers, although certainly most Digambars
consider at least aryikas to be nuns. While Fvetambar nuns claimed they were at
least equal to monks, Digambar nuns did not make similar claims, despite the
complexity of their hierarchy of renouncers. Instead, they explained to me that
they would have to be reborn as men to become munis before they could attain
moksa.

While in Delhi, I met briefly with Digambar Muni Kamkumarananda Ji from
Karnataka and talked with him about this rule concerning nakedness. He had
renounced householder life in 1988, after completing a degree in electrical
engineering. He was initiated by Acarya Fri Kunthu Sagar Ji Maharaj as a naked
muni in 1989, and he was thirty-three when I interviewed him in 1999. An author,
his books included Universal Message of Jainism and Ten Universal Virtues, both
written in English.

“A nun (aryika) is a woman,” he began after I told him about my
research. “Women’s status is not less then men’s status in Jainism. I will
show you how this is so. For example, we monks practice religion.
We practice self-control (saÅyam). We eat and drink water once in
twenty-four hours. Aryikas also do what we do. Aryikas also only eat
once a day, they also practice self-control, and they do not keep
many clothes. They cannot be completely unclothed, this is the Indian
tradition and culture, and it is also said that this is their moral restric-
tion (maryada). They cannot break with this moral restriction
(maryada). They are not attached [to this clothing], but they cannot give
it up. From the point of view of society, they cannot give it up. For this
reason she has [some, but] very little, property. She has a few sarees, two
sarees, but there is no difference between them and us concerning
our practice of austerities (tapascarya). [We] both practice the same
austerities.”

“So the difference between munis and aryikas is that aryikas wear
clothing. Does this come from society or because aryikas are women?”
I asked hoping for further elaboration.

“This is women’s maryada,” he replied simply.
“What does maryada mean?”
“Maryada, in other words it is her culture (sakskrti). It is their

morality (naitikta). There is morality39 in this. For this reason women
cannot remain naked. For this reason they have clothing.”

“Does this have to do with a woman’s body, or society, or women’s
traditions? Where does this clothing-issue come from?” I asked, still
hoping for a more detailed answer.
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“They wear clothing because of morality – morality (naitikta).
And secondly they cannot remain without clothing, not only among
themselves, but also among us. But men can remain without clothing.”

“This means that clothes are not necessary for men’s morality, but are
necessary for women’s morality?”

“Yes, this is a fact (bat).” He replied.40

In the Digambar Jain religion, the rule that nuns cannot go without clothing,
as the most advanced Digambar monks do, theoretically impedes women’s
achievement of moksa because Digambars believe that one must renounce cloth-
ing in order to reach that state.41 This restriction also means that women cannot
attain the highest status of full Digambar munis. However, this rule is deemed
necessary for women’s morality. It would be immoral for a woman to travel
around India naked. In other words, these rules in both the Fvetambar and
Digambar sects, which have resulted in keeping nuns from having equal oppor-
tunities, were intended to protect women’s chastity by working within accepted
cultural norms that demanded that women adhere to parda restrictions42 (espe-
cially in Rajasthan) and remain fully clothed. These rules indicate the seriousness
with which Jains view nuns’ chastity, and the extent to which Jains maintain it.
Although no Digambars cited the story of Sati Rajimati to indicate what might
happen if women renounced clothing, they could have easily done so. If a nun did
renounce clothing, she would encounter a great deal of difficulty.

Conversations with Fvetambar nuns 
about protection

When Jain nuns and monks talked about issues concerning renouncers’ chastity
they often used words such as raksaj or suraksa, both meaning protection, to
describe how these rules “protect” their chastity. Chastity is considered to be
something of great value, and therefore it should be kept safe, safe from one’s
own urges and safe from the sexual aggression of others. Deo and Shanta have
already described evidence of this latter concern in the past, and this concern still
exists today.43 Although there are misogynist strains of thought in Jain texts, in
which women are primarily portrayed as temptresses,44 I found that most of the
nuns with whom I talked believed differently. If anyone is more inclined toward
sexual activity or misconduct, according to them, it is men. As stated previously,
many nuns cited the popular Jain narratives about satis,45 such as the story
of Sati Rajimati, to support this assertion, arguing that the women of these
stories must frequently protect their honor from ill-intentioned men. Although
nuns acknowledged that all men and women have sexual urges and therefore
renouncers must be careful, there is a more pervasive concern about women’s
safety in Jainism. This includes the safety of nuns’ “virtue” against male sexual
aggression.
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Among Jain renouncers, it is children and women who are the most vulnerable
to sexual aggression (or aggression of any sort). Nuns not only explained that their
rules protect them from such aggression, but also emphasized that Jain communi-
ties provide security as well. Nuns are conscious of this need for protection. For
example, one day when I went to visit the Murtipujak nuns of Kusum Prabha Fri
Ji’s group we talked as usual for a little while. I then started to joke about how I liked
the natural beauty products available in Delhi such as the Shahnaz Hussian facial
packs. My life was such a contrast to theirs in this way and sometimes I joked about
this with them. They, according to Jain regulations, pulled out their hair regularly,
wore simple white clothing, and did not use beauty products or wear jewelry. So
Sadhvi Kusum Prabha Fri Ji asked me why I bought these beauty products.

I continued to joke, “I should be beautiful, shouldn’t I?”
With this, the tone of the conversation became serious.
“You shouldn’t be too beautiful because some man might try to

rape you.” SaÅyam Ratna Fri Ji asserted soberly.
I tried to keep the conversation light by joking that I always had my

umbrella to defend myself. I usually carried a long umbrella with me
wherever I went. It helped protect me from the sun, and occasionally
from ill-mannered men as well.

But Sadhvi SaÅyam Ratna Fri Ji continued, “There was once a girl
who went out at night. Two men from a taxi forced her into a car, injected
her with drugs, and raped her for two days. She didn’t tell anyone until
five months later and this was only because she complained about stom-
ach pains. When her parents took her to the doctor, they found out she
was pregnant. The police wouldn’t do anything unless they were bribed.
Now they have gone to court.”

She paused and then continued, “Two days ago, two men grabbed a
Sthanakavasi nun when she went out for alms (gocari). She started to
scream and was rescued. The men are now in jail.”

Again she paused, looking at me with concern, “You shouldn’t give
anyone your complete address so that you remain safe.”46

This recent incident concerning the Sthanakavasi nun had seriously hurt their
usual good humor, and all three remained taciturn and morose for the rest of my
visit that day.

Protection is also important for monks, especially Digambar munis who are
usually protected by Jain laymen because they are occasionally attacked by non-
Jains offended by their nakedness (Zydenbos 1999: 296). However, women are
more vulnerable to aggression than men and so Jain nuns should never be alone.
The most potentially dangerous time for nuns is during vihar (itinerancy). When
they stay in a town or village, Jain renouncers usually stay in an area densely
populated by Jains who protect them. But what happens when they travel across
India by foot? Most Jain nuns must travel in groups since there is safety in numbers.
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The only exception I heard about during my research was a Digambar aryika who
was traveling through Bihar with no other nuns or monks. No doubt Jain laity
traveled with her to keep her safe.

Jain laypeople are assiduous in their care of renouncers, including female
renouncers. Many lay Jains have near or distant female relatives who have joined
orders of nuns, and their responsibility toward protecting nuns is encouraged by
this. Furthermore, their care is so diligent that many laity would be offended at
the notion that nuns experience any danger at all. It is also probably not a
coincidence that the one sub-sect that is most systematically and uniformly
concerned with taking care of its renouncers, the Terapanthi sub-sect, has one of
the highest ratios of nuns to monks, five to one.47 But the laypeople of all sects
and sub-sects of Jainism are very watchful. Not only are they concerned that these
renouncers practice what they preach, they are also concerned with their safety,
sometimes paying bodyguards to travel with them.48

While in Delhi I briefly met three Fvetambar Sthanakavasi Sadhvis: Sadhvi
Vimala Fri Ji (most senior) who was fifty-nine when I met her and had taken
initiation when she was seventeen, Sadhvi Krpa Fri Ji who was thirty-four and
had taken initiation at the age of seventeen, and Sadhvi Nidhi Fri Ji who was
thirty-five and had taken initiation when she was nineteen. Sadhvi Nidhi Fri Ji
was from Bangalore and once had aspirations to become a doctor. After she
encountered a Jain nun who asked her why she wanted to be a “doctor of the body”
when she could be a “doctor of the soul,” she gradually decided to pursue the
more spiritual of the two options. She was educated, extremely articulate, could
speak English, and was an author. When I asked her about the dangers of vihar,
she explained that there was no danger because Jain laypeople walk with them
from village to village, escorting them.

If there is the least bit of danger, then people take care of so much that
they walk with us themselves. They walk with us and take care of us.
They don’t leave [us] until the people from the next village come. Then
those people escort us. This is how Jain people take care of us when we
go anywhere where there are no Jain households.49

Gujarati Murtipujak Tapa Gacch Sadhvi Nandiyafa Fri Ji had a similar answer.
She was fifty-two when I interviewed her and had taken initiation when she was
twenty-two. Like Sadhvi Aksayananda Fri Ji, she also had a reputation for being
extremely learned, but unlike Sadhvi Aksayananda Fri Ji, I only met her briefly
while I was in Ahmedabad. When I asked her if they have any problems on vihar
because they are women, she replied,

We are in a group, and whenever there is a necessity, the Jain society
provides us with a guard. There is no problem. Some people usually
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come with us and carry our extra materials and protect us. There are
usually no problems.50

While some nuns argued that ascetic restrictions make it safe for women to
renounce in Jainism, others argued that it is protection by Jain communities that
does so. Gujarati Murtipujak Tapa Gacch Sadhvi Virapiyafa Fri Ji was one nun
who asserted this. I met her briefly with Sadhvi Nandiyafa Fri Ji. She was sixteen
years of age when she decided to take initiation after being inspired by the
religious preaching of monks and nuns. When she told her family this, her parents
sent her to college, saying that if she still did not want to marry afterwards, they
would let her become a nun. She was between thirty and forty years of age when
I interviewed her.

“In Jainism, Lord Mahavir has made arrangements for women. The Jain
society takes care of us. The Jain society takes full responsibility for us.
It is the entire Jain society’s responsibility to protect us.”

“So it is necessary to protect women.” I stated inquiringly.
“In other religions there is not as much [protection.]”
“So what you mean is that it is a little dangerous to take initiation in

other religions.”
“There is no protection. There is no group. There is no education. It

seems to me that these occur more in Jainism.”51

Conclusion

Scholars have already noted that although more widows constituted Jain nuns’
populations in the past, this is not the case today. Now it is mostly unmarried girls
who decide to become nuns.52 In either case, chastity is a factor in their initia-
tions. In the past, when more child marriages took place, young widows were
encouraged to renounce because they could not remarry (unlike their male coun-
terparts) and they therefore needed to control their sexual feelings. Now that girls
are married later in life, they are deciding to become nuns in their late teens and
twenties because they must either marry or renounce at this time, otherwise their
chastity will be called into question. Renunciation is considered a respectable and
suitable institution for these Jain women because of strict rules and community
watchfulness.

Some Jain nuns claimed that communities of Jain renouncers tend to be secure,
secure in general and also secure from sexual advances and misconduct.
Fastidious rules that limit contact with the opposite gender make it difficult to
stray from the practice of celibacy. Watchfulness by fellow Jains, especially sen-
ior renouncers and laypeople, discourages any fall from grace on the part of
renouncers themselves and any potential for sexual violence against nuns.
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Some nuns even claimed that strict Jain regulations are responsible for nuns’
preponderance in Jainism. This does not seem to be the case as there are many
other factors contributing to this, factors I have discussed elsewhere53 and alluded
to earlier. However, if the rules of separation and community watchfulness did not
exist in Jainism, there could never have been a female majority among Jain
renouncers because it would not have been considered suitable or safe for girls
and women to become nuns. In other words, while strict regulations are not a suf-
ficient condition for nuns’ preponderance, they are a necessary condition. This
includes the extra restrictions for nuns, because without them female renunciation
would not have been considered respectable within extant Indian social norms.
The fact that these restrictions are not as stringent in the less organized Digambar
sect further bolsters this assertion because this is the only Jain group in which
there are more monks than nuns.54 If Jains believed that compromising situations
could occur in Jain renunciation, such as the one described in the story of Sati
Rajimati and the monk Rathanemi at the beginning of this article, there most
likely would not have been very many Jain nuns at all.
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Notes

1 I use the term “nun” to refer to all of the following: sadhvis (contemporary designa-
tion for a virtuous or chaste women, usually used in the Fvetambar sect to refer to
female renouncers), samajis (women who make an effort in renunciation, designation
for a special type of female renouncer in the Terapanthi sub-sect who, unlike full
renouncers, may use transportation such as motor vehicles, trains, and planes), aryikas
(venerable women, of the Digambara sect) (see Shanta 1985: 56–58), ksullikas (lesser
renouncer women, of the Digambara sect), and brahmacarijis (women who practice
celibacy, of the Digambara sect).

2 This story is from lecture twenty-two of the Fvetambar Uttaradhyanana Sutra and is
arguably the oldest existent Jain narrative about the importance of chastity, dating BCE

(Alsdorf 1974). It is also a very well-known story in Jain communities.
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3 This chapter only describes one way the value of female chastity is involved in Jain
nun’s larger population, that is, the way restrictions regulating the celibacy of renouncers
influence their numbers. Others concern perceptions about women as more naturally
chaste, young widows being encouraged to renounce in the past, women’s choice of
renunciation over marriage now that child marriages are less frequent, the connection
between the fidelity of wives and the celibacy of renouncers (and the power they
both produce), and the popular stories about “virtuous women” called satis. See
Fohr (2001) and Kelting in this volume.

4 The Fvetambar sect is divided into three sub-sects, the Sthanakavasi, Terapanthi, and
Murtipujak. The Murtipujak sub-sect is also divided into smaller groups or sub-groups
called gacchs. The largest of these are the Tapa Gacch and Kharatar Gacch.

5 Conversation in Ahmedabad on February 2, 1999.
6 During his research among Fvetambar Murtipujak Kharatar and Tapa Gacch

renouncers in Jaipur, Laidlaw (1995: 56) also found that “groups of monks and nuns
operate separately and independently. They hardly ever meet.”

7 This estimate is from Flügel’s statistics (Chapter 12 this volume) that are largely
derived from the Samagra Jain Caturmas Suci, edited by Babulal Jain. In 1999 there
were 154 monks and 557 nuns in the Fvetambar Terapanthi sub-sect, 533 monks and
2,690 nuns in the Fvetambar Sthanakavasi sub-sect, 1,489 monks and 5,354 nuns in the
Fvetambar Murtipujak sub-sect (most within the Tapa Gacch), and 610 monks and
350 nuns in the Digambar sect. In 1999 there was a total of 2,786 monks and 8,951
nuns. There seems to have been a very marked and recent increase in the number of
Sthanakavasi and Murtipujak nuns in particular (see Table 12.10: Flügel Chapter 12
this volume).

While most Fvetambar renouncers are women, there are twice as many monks than
nuns in the Digambar sect, according to these statistics. Nevertheless, the relatively
small ratio of Digambar monks to nuns is still unusual within Indian culture. If ailaks
(male), ksullaks (male), and ksullikas (female) are taken into account the ratio of male
to female renouncers is five to four (see Table 12.8: Flügel Chapter 12 this volume). If
brahmacarins (male) and brahmacarijis (female) are also factored in, the Digambar
ratio of monks to nuns would be even smaller or would demonstrate a majority of
Digambar nuns as well, but further research is needed to verify this. For example
Flügel (Chapter 12 this volume) points out that in 1999 Digambar Acarya Vidyasagar
had 150 brahmacarijis and only 50 brahmacarins under his care.

8 For example, Denton 1991; King 1984; Leslie 1983; Clémentin-Ojha 1981; Young
1994. See also Babb 1986: 97–154 for descriptions of different groups of Hindu
renouncers, including an exceptional group in which there are more female than male
renouncers. See Khandelwal 1997; Olivelle 1995; and Kane 1941–1974: vol. 2, part 1
for textual information about women’s position in renunciation.

9 Weinberger-Thomas (1999: 149) notes how Indian notions concerning the danger of
women’s sexuality resembled the old “Western fantasy of India” in which Indians had
an “immoderate appetite for sensual pleasure (most highly pronounced in women).”
Apparently, some Westerners also were ready to believe that Indian women were lustful.
This raises interesting questions about who believes what about women and why. The
colonial stereotype about Indian women, described by Weinberger-Thomas, is now
applied to Western women by Indians.

10 See Narayan (1989).
11 See Khandelwal (1997: 88–92). She states on page 90 about renouncers in Haridwar,

“Local wisdom has it that women [renouncers] must protect themselves not only from
violence perpetrated by strangers but also from the sexual advances of their own gurus
and peers.” See also Harlan (1992: 216–217) who discusses some related reasons
why Hindus do not think renunciation is suitable for women; and Narayan (1989) for
suspicion concerning Hindu ascetics.
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12 See Sinclair-Brull (1997).
13 Conversation in Delhi on May 11, 1998.
14 As Gutschow (2001: 57) has so elegantly put it, “To treat the monastic vocation as an

economic solution to the problem of feeding one’s children is to reduce social actors to
a Parsonian rationality which neglects affective and irrational aspects of human nature
and fortune.” This also pertains to dowry issues.

15 See Cort (1999: 47, 53–54). Some sects and sub-sects are more systemized than others.
16 I am grateful to have received a Fulbright-Hays (DDRA) fellowship to conduct

research in India from March 1998 to March 1999. I would also like to thank the
University of Virginia and its benefactors for supporting my studies, research, and writ-
ing with the following grants: Ann Francis Stead Fellowship, Mrs Charles A. Bryant
Fellowship, Commonwealth Fellowship, Foreign Language Area Studies (FLAS)
Fellowships. I am also grateful to the American Institute of Indian Studies (AIIS) for
their Language Fellowship for Hindi language training in India.

17 Smith (originally published in 1959 and published again in 1976: 142), with a quote
from Smith (1950: 51).

18 See Khandelwal (2001) about brahmacarya as not just celibacy, but also as controlling
all passions and living a life of religious restraint on many levels.

19 See Reynell (1987: 340, 1991: 54–65) for the importance of chastity in Jain
laywomen’s religious identities and practice. See also Fohr (2001).

20 Flügel (Chapter 12 this volume) points out that Digambars are less systematized in
this way.

21 This practice of pulling hair out by the roots has various functions in Jainism. First, it
detracts from renouncers’ attractiveness. Second, it is also a form of austerity
(tapasya). Third, it is done in emulation of Lord Mahavir who pulled his hair out when
he decided to renounce householder life.

22 For further recent scholarship about these rules see Vallely (2002: 105) and Flügel
(2003).

23 A pravartini functions like the acarya towards the nuns under her care, she is the head
of the nuns in her gacch.

24 Temporary place of residence in which traveling groups of Jain renouncers may stay
for long or short periods of time.

25 Conversation in Ahmedabad on February 24, 1999.
26 There are three types of Digambars: Bisapanthi, Terapanthi, and Tarajapanthi. The

first two types use statues in worship, while the last use scriptures. Among the
Bisapanthi, there are no restrictions against women touching male gurus’ feet or male
Jinas’ (founders of the Jain religion) feet in temples. Women may also perform abhiseka
worship (anointing of Jain images) in temples. There are no restrictions concerning
green vegetables. Among the Terapanthi, women are restricted from touching male
gurus’ feet and Jinas’ feet. Women cannot perform abhiseka and the intake of green
vegetables is restricted during certain times of the month. (Conversation with
Digambar Aryika Candanamati Mata Ji in Hastinapur on January 1, 1999.)

27 Note that Sadhvi Nirañjana Fri Ji says that “if ” the monks are senior, nuns pay respects
to them. This indicates that Fvetambar rules that prescribe all nuns pay respects to all
monks, no matter their seniority, are not always practiced. This may be especially true
in the Kharatar Gacch in which there is a shortage of monks.

28 Conversation in Ahmedabad on February 22, 1998.
29 This may be different for monks. As John Cort has pointed out to me, the irreligious and

profligate becoming religious is “a standard trope of religious conversion the world
around” (personal communication, September 9, 2002). It is not, however, for Jain nuns.

30 Conversation in Ahmedabad on February 27, 1999.
31 Rules separating men and women are also observed in lay life and can be seen during

Jain functions and lectures, during which men and women sit separately. James
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Laidlaw (1995: 207) describes an interesting instance of rules separating the sexes
during a lay gathering for pratikramaj (rite of karmic purification). Usually laywomen
and laymen perform this ritual separately and “even in separate buildings.” However,
Laidlaw observed one family’s observance of this ritual together. The men and women
of the family sat opposite each other in a circle and married couples sat where a man
and a woman had to sit by each other at either end. The older of these couples could
be closer together than the younger. The elderly woman who led the rite kept her face
covered entirely and the younger women partially during the pratikramaj and almost
no eye contact took place between the men and women. When something needed to be
handed to someone of the opposite gender, the rules for handing things to the opposite
gendered renouncer were observed.

32 Conversation in Jamshedpur April 24, 1998.
33 See also Shanta (1997: 531, n. 6).
34 Acarya Fri Padmasagarsuri Ji is referring here to a story told in various Buddhist texts

including the Vinayapitaka, Cullavagga (10.1–3), in which Mahapajapati (the Buddha’s
foster mother and aunt) and 500 women asked the Buddha for ordination. They asked and
were refused by him three times. However, they were determined and so shaved their
heads and wore monks’ robes. After the monk Ananda finally interceded on their behalf
and the Buddha also refused him three times, Ananda inquired as to whether women are
indeed capable of reaching enlightenment. The Buddha answered affirmatively and finally
relented to the women’s wishes to be initiated, but only upon the condition that they accept
eight rules subordinating nuns to monks. The Buddha also warned that the Buddhist reli-
gion would now last only 500 years instead of 1,000. The eight rules are as follows:

1 Any nun, no matter how long she has been in the order, must honor all monks, even
the rudest of novices.

2 Nuns should not reside in any place during the annual rainy-season retreat where
monks are not available to supervise them.

3 Monks determine the dates for biweekly assemblies.
4 At the end of the rainy season retreat when the nuns and monks invite criticism

from their own communities, nuns must also invite criticism from the monks.
5 Monks must share in determining and supervising penance for nuns.
6 Monks must share in the ordination of nuns.
7 Nuns must never reprove monks.
8 Nuns must never criticize monks officially.

(Falk 1980: 215, Law 1927: 73–78)

35 Conversation in Koba, outside Ahmedabad on February 23, 1999.
36 Her guru is known for these reforms. For example, in The Life and Work of Acharya

Sri Vijaya Vallabh Suriswarji, Jhabak states,

Pujna Acharya laid great stress on girls’ education and opened many schools
for girls. He also permitted and encouraged the sadhvis (nuns) for delivering
discourses. Even today his sishyas (sadhvis) are preaching the teachings of
Lord Mahavir in all parts of India.

(Jhabak, The Life and Work of Acharya 
Sri Vijaya Vallabh Suriswarji, 13)

37 Conversation in Delhi on December 10, 1998.
38 For example, Cort (2001: 307–308); Laidlaw (1995: 57); and Shanta (1985: 418).
39 English words and phrases that my interviewees used are surrounded by asterisks.
40 Conversation in Delhi on January 1, 1999.
41 However, it is believed that no one can reach liberation in this degenerate age. Instead

monks and nuns will have to wait in heaven for a better age to come when they will be
reincarnated, practice the Jain religion, and achieve liberation. Therefore the prescription
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that nuns remain clothed does not really limit their spiritual progress in a significant
way in this age. When they reincarnate, just as monks will, they will reincarnate as
men.

42 Parda restricts women’s behavior as a way to regulate their chastity while living with their
in-laws after marriage. These restrictions mean that women cannot leave the home often,
cannot travel alone, and must cover their heads when in the presence of men.

43 Not only do nuns protect each other, there is some evidence that

monks were expected to guard the nuns. A young monk well versed in the act
of fighting was allowed to punish an intruder by disguising as a nun. In
certain cases even brother-monks had to protect their sister-nuns with the
permission of the acarya and the pravartinis.

(N. Shanta 1997: 197, n. 175, citing Deo 1956)

At first glance this situation seems to contradict the rules separating monks and nuns.
However, the spirit behind the rules, to keep renouncers chaste, is still being preserved.

44 See Fvetambar Sutras Sutrakrtakga (1.4), Uttaradhyanana (32.13–16). See also similar
images in Digambar texts in Jaini (1991) and Ryan (1988).

45 For information about satis see Shanta (1985, 1997); Kelting (2001, Chapter 8 this
volume); and Fohr (2001).

46 Conversation in Delhi on October 5, 1999.
47 See Flügel (Chapter 12 this volume) about organization being related to populations of

renouncers.
48 Personal communication with Peter Flügel.
49 Conversation in Delhi on October 20, 1998.
50 Conversation in Ahmedabad on February 21, 1999.
51 Conversation in Ahmedabad on February 21, 1999.
52 See Cort (1991: 660); Jaini (1979: 247, n. 8); Jaini (1991); Sangave (1980); Shanta

(1985, 1997); and Cort (2001: 47).
53 See Fohr (2001).
54 However, the other factors mentioned in this article, such as the Digambar belief

that women are unable to reach liberation in a female body and their purported
spiritual inferiority, probably also discouraged more women from renouncing in the
Digambar sect.
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8

THINKING COLLECTIVELY
ABOUT JAIN SATIS

The uses of Jain sati name lists

M. Whitney Kelting

Jains venerate virtuous women (satis) who are virtuous and who, through their
virtue, protect, promote, or merely uphold Jain values and the Jain religion. Jains
narrate the lives of satis both individually and in the context of Jain Universal
Histories (such as the Fvetambar Trisastifalakapurusacaritra of Hemacandra and
the Digambar Adipuraja of Jinasena) and some of these satis are named in early
Jain texts like the Fvetambar Kalpa Sutra. Fvetambar Jains also list satis
(often sixteen of the following names: Brahmi, Sundari, Candanbala, Rajimati,
Draupadi, Kaufalya, Mrgavati, Sulasa, Sita, Subhadra, Fiva, Kunti, Filavati,
Damayanti, Puspacula, Prabhavati, and Padmavati) who stand in for the greater
totality of satis. They also have more inclusive lists which extend the title sati to an
unbounded number of women. Sati lists, through their fluidity and their inclusivity,
serve as representatives of the totality of women’s virtue and as such are efficacious
primarily by creating auspiciousness but also by reducing karma. While satis are
revered in all Jain sects, this discussion is centered on the ways that Fvetambar
Murtipujak Tapa Gacch Jains have constructed the idea of collectivities of satis.1 At
present there are five gacchs (mendicant lineages) of Fvetambar Murtipujak Jain
mendicants: Tapa, Añcal, Khartar, Paican, and Tristuti. Between 85 and 90 percent
of the Fvetambar Murtipujak mendicants belong to the Tapa Gacch, which was
formed in the thirteenth century CE, when the mendicant Jagaccandrasuri left the
mainstream Vata Gacch as a response to mendicant laxity.2 The Jains with whom I
conduct my research in Maharashtra identify themselves with Tapa Gacch mendi-
cants, and when they perform rituals where the liturgies vary from gacch to gacch,
they likewise choose those associated with the Tapa Gacch.3

To examine the Tapa Gacch Jain conception of satis, we can look at the ways
in which these Jains frame the multiplicity and/or collectivity of satis through
their presence in recitations of lists of the names of the satis. Four short texts
were chosen for discussion in this chapter because they were the most commonly
found sati lists and were used in ritual performances. They are the Brahmi
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Candanbalika (BC), the So¬ Sati no Chand (The Verses of the Sixteen Satis;
SSC), the Bharahesara ni Sajjhay (The Instruction on Lord Bharat; BS), and the
Sata Sati ni Sajjhay (The Instruction on the True and Virtuous Men and Women,
SSS). Here it is important to distinguish between ritual texts (those intended for
performance) and ritual instructions (those which guide performance) (Bruhn
1981: 21). The four texts discussed hereafter are ritual texts intended for per-
formance. I include short glosses which serve to give an interpretation to these
texts as well; these commentarial glosses should be understood as a kind of ritual
instruction informing the performer of the efficacy and meaning of the texts.

The texts discussed in this chapter are each linked to laity by practices drawn
from mendicant praxis, such as the pratikramaj (ritual repentance and expiation
of sin) and blessings bestowed by the recitation of makgalik (holy verses).
Further, these texts are neither restricted to the monks nor relegated to the laity.
The uses and interpretations of these lists of satis matter because they are embed-
ded within texts shared by all members of the four-fold congregation suggesting
that these satis names have an efficacy of their own and are significant beyond
the standard explanation of satis being merely good role models for laywomen.
One can think of the lists of satis as falling into three patterns of use or under-
standing: (1) the totality of individual narratives as a corpus of ritual texts for lay
practices; (2) the unbounded collectivity of women’s virtue which permits Jain
women’s identification with satis as a model for linking them and their practices
with satis and the virtues of satis; and (3) name lists as mantras whose recitation
is efficacious. The first pattern, which is not central to our discussion here, will
be briefly treated in the following lines and the latter two will be addressed in
greater detail in their turn. The first pattern in the use of sati collectivities mani-
fests in the annual calendar of rituals (holidays, ceremonies, and fasts) in which
sati narratives are recited; on these occasions women recite or read narratives
individually. The idea of a group or the totality of satis is distinctly missing in
these ritual texts: There is no sense of interchangeability and the sati invoked in
narrative is the one whose narrative and name is efficacious in that context.4

Though I am not focussing on this kind of telling of sati narratives here, it is
important to note that most of the time among contemporary TapaGacch lay Jains
satis are invoked as individuals through the telling of particular narratives and not
in the form of a group or of the totality of satis. However, one can think of the
collection of these individual narratives as forming (with one or two narratives of
great men such as FreyaÅs) a corpus of Jain ritual texts (katha) associated
predominantly with fasting.

The bulk of the chapter is divided into four sections. The first examines the
discourse of satis and the ways sati discourse manifests itself in the Jain tradition.
The second addresses the history, context and the text of each of the four lists dis-
cussed in this chapter. Third, the lists are analyzed for the ways in which variation
in the content of the lists indicates an unbounded totality of virtue and how this
unbounded ideal allows for Jains to see Jain laywomen and nuns in connection
with satis; in essence, this is the second pattern of use. The fourth analyzes the
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third pattern of use for sati lists as mantric, more generally articulating the ways
in which the recitation of the satis names is efficacious in karma reduction (as
part of the pratikramaj) and as makgalik (auspicious verses especially propitious
for the start of any religious practice).

Satis and the Jain tradition

There has been much scholarship dedicated to defining the term “sati” and
outlining its use in Hindu sociopolitical and religious contexts.5 There is an
important distinction drawn between the Hindu religious use of the term “sati”
which refers to a virtuous woman and the British use of the term “suttee” to refer
to the act of a widow dying on her husband’s funeral pyre an act called “going
with” (or sahagaman) in the Hindu context.6 The sati of the Hindu context is one
who fulfills utterly her role as a dedicated wife (pativrata) and whose dedication
to her husband extends to her own acts of self-sacrifice, though not necessarily
through death (Harlan 1992: 118–133, 172–181, Weinberger-Thomas 1999:
28–34). A sati in the Hindu context always articulates her virtue through her
dedication to her husband and her chastity. However, in the Hindu context
the intention to die before or with one’s husband is key to attaining the virtue
that makes one a sati. A sati who succeeds in her total self-sacrifice by dying
with her husband can reach the highest level of virtue attainable for a Hindu
woman, that is, to be a satimata who serves as a protector deity for her family and
others.

Jains likewise participate in the language of the chaste, dedicated, and self-
denying wife who protects her husband and her husband’s family. Many contem-
porary Jain women, like their Hindu counterparts, are very concerned with
protecting their status as auspiciously married women (saubhagyavati) and per-
form fasts and other rituals specifically with the intent of protecting their husband
and children.7 These rituals include the recitation and study of particular sati
narratives or of texts which have sati narratives embedded in them. Jain sati nar-
ratives often center around the protagonist’s chastity and protection of husband,
but I found elsewhere that the language of virtue in these narratives can also be
linked to the renunciation of family (Kelting 2003). The Jain use of the term
always carries with it the language of virtue often articulated through the
language of chastity or celibacy but without the idealization or potential of self-
sacrifice; rather, Jains see the highest potential for women in renunciation rather
than self-sacrifice for husband and family.

Jain sati lists share several names and narratives found (with some subtle
and some not so subtle variations) in Hindu narratives of virtuous women – an
important indicator of the shared discourse of women’s virtue between these two
traditions. However, the particular status of these narratives in the Jain corpus
suggest the ways that Jains articulate the superiority of their models for women’s
virtue. The narratives of satis who are also found in Hindu narratives are the less
commonly told stories (except that of Damayanti) and they are also often (like
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Kunti who lives on after the self-immolation of Madri who is not a sati for Jains)
articulated against the Hindu model of the sati who dies with her husband
(sahagamani). Because so many of the Jain sati narratives end with the sati
taking ordination (diksa) as a Jain nun, we can see the more than just implicit
juxtaposition of taking diksa against the sinful (here, to Jains) path of self-
immolation. This balance is particularly problematic because at some point each
of these women either has to die without renouncing, renounce her husband, or be
a widow who then renounces. These choices illustrate the difficult balance of
the competing models – the nun and the dedicated wife – of women’s virtue for
Jains.8 Though Somani (1982: 79–80) found inscriptional evidence that in
Rajasthan there were Jain women who performed the rite of sahagaman as late as
the nineteenth century, this is clearly not the norm and there does not seem to be
any evidence of this as a contemporary practice. The Jain counter rhetoric is
powerful enough that many women I interviewed insisted that I be clear that Jain
satis are truly virtuous and therefore would not commit such an act of violence
and a disruption of the living out of their karma.

In the Fvetambar Jain lay context, where any woman can potentially become a
celibate nun, chastity can be understood as fidelity to one’s husband and a gen-
eral limitation on sensual attachments while performing one’s duties of taking
care of and producing children (usually sons) for one’s husband’s lineage. I found
that laywomen would customarily speak of a sati’s virtues in speaking of her as
steadfast, dedicated to her husband and her religion, and generally morally good,
of which chastity is a part. Though Hindu women, Jain nuns, and Jain laywomen
might not agree in their priorities in telling sati narratives (stressing self-sacrifice,
celibacy and chastity and piety in turn), they all share the definition of a sati as
a virtuous woman who demonstrates steadfast moral strength in the face of
profound challenges, especially to her chastity.

The variations in the content in the corpus of sati narratives and in the lists of
their names suggest that multiple kinds of virtue can be included (the term “sati”
is understood to be multivocal and multivalent) and that there is an interchange-
ability within the lists (in a sense, the narratives behind them do not matter).
Although the lists discussed hereafter do not include these narratives (though the
SSC has abbreviated narratives), it is useful for our discussion to briefly show
how variation in the sati narratives is the norm. Here are two encapsulated sati
narratives:

Candanbala was a princess who is sold into slavery to a merchant. The
merchant’s wife becomes jealous of Candanbala’s beauty so she has
Candanbala’s hair shaved off, chains her hands and feet, and leaves her
in a hut with no food. Meanwhile Mahavir had taken a vow five months
and twenty-five days earlier that he would only break his fast if the food
were offered by a princess now a slave with her head shaved, in chains,
chanting the Navkar mantra, sorting black lentils, and crying. When he
sees Candanbala she fulfills all of the details of his vow but she is not
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crying. When he keeps walking she begins to cry and he comes back and
accepts her alms. Once she gives Mahavir his alms her chains break and
her hair instantly grows back. Candanbala then vows to become a nun at
Mahavir’s hand and the whole village converts to Jainism. Later after her
diksa (initiation), Candanbala leads the community of nuns.

Rajimati is engaged to Neminath. On his way to their wedding he hears
the sound of crying. He asks what the sound is and when he is told it is
the cries of all the animals to be slaughtered for his wedding feast, he
decides not to marry but to become a Jain monk instead. Rajimati then
goes to ask for diksa from Neminath and she becomes a nun. Later when
Neminath’s brother tries to sexually assault Rajimati, she gives him a
sermon that convinces him to become a monk.

Even in just these two capsule narratives we can see variations from the bulk of
sati narratives. Candanbala’s narrative is centered around her miraculous interac-
tion with Mahavir while Rajimati’s includes her diksa and events that follow it.
Most of the satis marry, have children and later become Jain nuns. Right away,
however, significant exceptions surface. Candanbala never marries, Rajimati is
nearly married, Damayanti though married has no children, Sulasa never
renounces and, in fact, leads the lay community, and Sita has children and never
renounces. Among the satis who take diksa (initiation) into Jain mendicancy,
there are those satis, such as Rajimati, for whom diksa is central and whose nar-
ratives include significant incidents after their diksa and those satis, like
Draupadi, for whom diksa appears almost like an afterthought or the inevitable
conclusion of the “ideal life.”9 These variations suggest most powerfully the idea
that perfect virtue can be demonstrated by a variety of women’s lives. While being
a mendicant is understood to have a higher religious status than a layperson and
marriage is assumed for all laity, in the sati narratives neither marrying, nor bear-
ing children, nor becoming a nun are the singular templates for female virtue.
Similarly, as part of the Diva¬i festival, most Fvetambar Murtipujak Jains write a
benediction on the first page of new account books (Cort 2001a; Kelting 2001;
Laidlaw 1995). Laidlaw calls this a “shopping list, as it were, of worldly virtues”
(1995: 380). This list includes married men who renounce, unmarried men who
renounce, married men who do not renounce and a king; the list suggests a total-
ity of men’s virtues in a way reminiscent of the sati lists. However, the list of vir-
tuous men varies across a good many more paradigms than just marriage and
renunciation as they lead public lives in which other forms of virtue (leadership,
wealth, donation) also obtain while the satis share virtues centering only on
house-holding and renunciation.

The texts

This article looks at four texts listing the names of satis which I am calling sati
lists. The BC is simply a list of sati names and a short comment on their efficacy.
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The SSC includes a short verse for each name listed. Two of the texts, the BS and
the SSS, are lists of satis alongside lists of great men (mahapurusa). All four texts
discussed are linked with Tapa Gacch practices and found in popular, larger
compilation texts clearly identified with the Tapa Gacch, such as Bhakti Bhavana,
Fri Jain Sajjhay Ma¬a, Fri Pañca Pratikramaja Sutra, Fri Sudharas Stavan
Sakgrah, and Fri Taporatna Mahodadhi. Two texts, the SSC and the SSS, have
named authors who are Tapa Gacch mendicants. The two unsigned texts, the BC

and the BS, are found in Tapa Gacch texts but without identifiable authors and
there is some difficulty in their dating. At best one can say that all these texts date
from at the latest the fifteenth to the early eighteenth century but the BC and the
BS may be even older. The history of these texts remains for the most part unstud-
ied because scholarship has not focused on these kinds of devotional and ritual
literature in the Jain tradition. Each of the four texts is given in the following
pages in full along with information about the history and context of each text.
This will establish a foundation for the discussion of the idea of collective virtue
and sati list efficacy that follow.

Brahmi, Candanbalika

The BC (sometimes titled: “So¬ Sati ni Stuti,” – Praises of the Sixteen Satis) is
little more than a list of names:

Brahmi, Candanbalika, Bhagavati Rajimati, Draupadi,
Kaufalya and Mrgavati and Sulasa, Sita, Subhadra, Fiva;
Kunti, Filavati, Nalah’s Damayanti, Cula, and Prabhavati,
Padmavati and Sundari. May this auspiciousness be performed everyday.10

(Jina FasananaÅ Framajiratno 1994: 121)

In Jina FasananaÅ Framajiratno, the BC is called the “earliest remembrance”
(pratahsmaraj) of the sixteen satis, suggesting its place as the root text, at least,
for the idea of the sixteen satis.11 If we can take that “pratahsmaraj” as authori-
tative, then we can establish that the BC predates the SSC which was written by
the monk Udayratna and which appears to be based on it. That said, one cannot
totally rule out yet earlier unattributed precursors to either text though none have,
to my knowledge, been encountered.

So¬ Sati no Chand

Udayratna who wrote the SSC sometime between 1692 and 174312 is credited
with writing several devotional pieces, often using the chand form. The chand
form itself is a devotional metrical verse form commonly used by Jain writers.13

Most ritual manuals include a number of chands as part of their collection of
devotional literature for use by the laity and many include Udayratna’s better
studied work: Fri Fankhefvar Parfvanath no Chand (the Verses of the Auspicious
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Fankhefvar Parfvanath). The SSC and other chands are often memorized by
mendicants (and occasionally by lay Jains) as a devotional practice. The SSC is
found in hymnbooks, such as the ubiquitous Fri Sudharas Stavan Sakgrah (The
Collection of Nectar-like Hymns) and popular lay manuals, such as Bhakti
Bhavana (Devotional Sentiments).

The SSC is a seventeen couplet devotional poem which tells in almost cryptic
condensation the narratives of the sixteen satis. The first and last couplets frame
the chand and its power as a makgalik (auspicious prayer). The middle fifteen tell,
in condensed form, the key narratives associated with each of the satis named.

Praises to Adinath, the first Jina, make our prayers fruitful.
At sunrise, create auspiciousness, and repeat the sixteen satis’ names (1).
The young girl beneficial to the whole world, Brahmi was Bharat’s sister.
The soul living in every sound and letter, she is the greatest of the sixteen

satis (2).
Bahubali’s sister, the crown jewel of the satis, Rsabha’s daughter is named

Sundari.
Her beauty was matchless in the three worlds and her good qualities, unpar-

alleled (3).
Candanbala was a chaste and pious laywoman since childhood.
Mahavir finally found her winnowing lentils, she who would fulfill his

omniscient vow (4).
Ugrasen’s daughter, faithful as the North Star, was Rajimati, the beloved of

Neminath.
Conquering the lust of youth, she showed a restraint difficult even for the

gods (5).
The five great Indian Pajdavas’ wife, Draupadi praised god.
She received one hundred and eight lengths of cloth and from this we know

the chastity in her heart (6).
King Dafarath’s matchless queen, Kaufalya, that moon flower,
Chaste, excellent mother of Ram, upheld the family’s tradition of merit (7).
In Kaufambi, there was a king named Fatanik who had a splendid reign.
The housewife of his home was Mrgavati sati. Her fame resounded in God’s

temple (8).
Sulasa was truly chaste and without flaw, charming but without the poison of

sensuality,
Seeing her crown, sin vanishes; Saying her name, one is joyful (9).
Thus too was the sweetheart of Ram, Janak’s daughter Sita sati.
All the world knows that when she undertook her test, she cooled the fire

with her chastity (10).
With a sieve tied to a weak thread, she drew water from the well.
That stain-removing sati, Subhadra, opened the doors of Campa city (11).
Fivapad’s village’s Fiva is worshiped by men and gods, her virtue unbroken.
Her name makes one pure, which is that name’s secret talent (12).
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In Hastinapur, Pajdu’s sweetheart, was Kunti.
She was the mother of the Pajdavas, the sister of the ten Dafar’s and a lotus-

like dedicated wife (13)
Filavati is the name of she who upheld her virtuous vows, offer her praises

and benefit in three ways:
Recite her name, receive darfan, and destroy sinful acts (14).
In Nisidha city, Nalah’s wish fulfiller, Damayanti, was his wife.
Troubled, she protected her chastity, illuminating the three worlds (15).
Unconquered by Kamdev, Puspacula and Prabhavati are revered by all the

world.
Famous in all the universe, granter of wishes, the sixteenth of the satis is

Padmavati (16).
Victoriously recite the couplets from the scriptures, Udayratna gives this

evidence.
Recited by men at dawn, those who listen gain joy and prosperity (17).14

(Fri Sudharas Stavan Sakgrah, No date: 87–90)

The BC and the SSC are the most commonly reproduced and named texts
focussing on the sixteen satis. In both cases, the names included are the same
(in fact, the same seventeen names are included in both which will be discussed
in the following lines) suggesting a relationship between the texts.

Bharahesara ni sajjhay

The BS is a thirteen verse sajjhay (instruction) which is recited as part of the Tapa
Gacch morning Pratikramaj (Raia Pratikramaja).15 It has no signed author and
is as of yet undated.16 Even if the Tapa Gacch Pratikramaj texts were to be dated,
the individual pieces of the Pratikramaj could not be clearly determined from the
dating of what are compilations. However, the BS must predate its commentary,
the Fri Bharatefvara Bahubali Vrttih (The Auspicious Commentary Lord Bharat
and Bahubali� BBV), which is dated to 1453 CE. The pratikramaj rite, a ritual
repentance and expiation of sins, is ranked as one of the obligatory actions
(avafyaka) of mendicants and also lay Jains.17 In each of the pratikramaj rituals
(morning, evening, fortnightly, thrice-yearly, and annual) a sajjhay is recited but
it is only in the morning Pratikramaj that the sajjhay text is fixed as a particular
sajjhay. The term “sajjhay” means “instruction” or “study.” However, the texts
called sajjhays are usually devotional prayers and most are verse-narratives in
form. Most of the other sajjhays in the commonly used Fri Jain Sajjhay Mala
are dedicated to particular “virtuous individuals” and present narratives in
verse form. In this the BS (and the SSS discussed hereafter) are somewhat
unusual in their lack of narrative or even imagery. The morning pratikramaj is
performed by all mendicants, by especially pious lay Jains, and as a part of all
Jain fasts. The BS is the most widely performed and well known text discussed in
this article.
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The BS begins with a list of virtuous men (mahapurusa), which is followed by
a list of women referred to as satis at the close of the text.

Bharat, Bahubali, Abhaykumar, and Dandajakumar;
Friyak, Arjikaputra. Atimukta, and Nagdatta (1).
Metaryamuni, Sthulabhadra, Vajrarsi, Nandiseja, Sinhgiri;
Krtapujya and Sukofalmuni, Pujdariksvami, Kefikumar, Karakajdu (2).
Halla, Vihalla, Sudarfana, Salmuni, Mahasalmuni, Falibhadra;
Bhadrabahu, Dafarjbhadra, Prasannacandra and Yafobhadrasuri (3).
Jambusvami, Vankacula, Gajasukumal, Avantisukumal;
Dhanna, Ilaciputra, Cilatiputra and Yugbahumuni (4).
Aryamahagiri, Aryaraksitsuri, Aryasuhastisuri, Udayi, Manak;
Kalikacarya, Famba, Pradhyumna, and Muldeva (5).
Prabhava, Visjukumar, Ardrakumar, and Drdhaprahari;
FreyaÅs and Kurgadu, FayyaÅbhava and Meghakumar (6).
And also other noble men with knowledge and a multitude of like virtues.
Through remembering their names one can destroy the bonds of sin (7).
Sulasa, Candanbala, Manorama, Madanrekha, Damayanti;
Narmadasundari, Sita, Nanda, Bhadra, and Subhadra (8).
Rajimati, Rsidatta, Padmavati, Anjana, Fridevi;
Jyestha, Sujestha, Mrgavati, Prabhavati, Cellnadevi (9),
Brahmi, Sundari, Rukimaji, Revati, Kunti, Fiva, and Jayanti;
Devaki, Draupadi, Dharaji, Kalavati and Puspacula (10),
Padmavati, and Gauri, Gandhari, Laksmaja and Susima;
Jambuvati, Rukimaji-Krsja’s queens (11).
Yaksa and Yaksadatta, Bhuta, and, also certainly, Bhutadatta;
Seja, Veja, Reja-the sisters of Sthulabhadra (12),
And all the other important satis who upheld their stainless virtue alongside

their victorious acts.
Still today their fame resounds like a drum throughout the three worlds (13).18

(Fri Pañca Pratikramaja Sutra, No date: 20–21)

This text should be understood within the context of the Pratikramaj texts as a
whole which include a number of lists, among them the Logassa Sutra (or
CaturviÅsati Stava) – a list of the twenty-four Jinas – the Sat Lakh Sutra (the
Sutra of the Seven Hundred Thousand) – a list of the kinds of beings whose injury
one is confessing – and the Tirtha Vandana (Obeiscances to the Pilgrimage
Places) – a list of the main pilgrimage sites for Fvetambar Murtipujak Jains.
Laidlaw (1995: 211–213) discusses various lists in the Khartar Gacch pratikra-
maj and suggests that the Sat Lakh Sutra, the list of eighteen sins (adhar pap),
the list of all the ways one might infringe of law vows (vandittu), and other lists
are an attempt at including all the possibilities which the pratikramaj should
address. The BS has the names listed and an open-ended inclusion of all the other
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similarly virtuous humans not named. We can see this sajjhay as a totality of
human virtues expressed through a list of names of virtuous people.

Sata Sati ni sajjhay

The relatively common sajjhay collection Fri Jain Sajjhay Mala includes another
sajjhay very similar to the BS. The SSS, attributed to the Tapa Gacch mendicant
Jñanvimalsuri (1645/6–1713/4 CE)19 includes a list of virtuous men and women
in a list that is clearly based on the BS or the BBV. Jñanvimalsuri wrote several
commentaries and narratives in Sanskrit and several long raso (verse narrative)
texts in Gujarati such as Afokcandrarohiji Ras, as well as a number of other
sajjhays in Gujarati dedicated to individual virtuous men and women (Kothari
and Fah 1993: 230–235).

Every morning revere their names, those pillars of Jainism, Bharat, Bahubali;
Abhaykumar and Dhadhajo, Friyak and Krtapujya (1).
Arjikaputra and Atimukta, Nagadatta, Sthulibhadra;
Vajrasvami, Nandiseja, Dhanna and Falibhadra (2).
Simhagiri, Kirti, Sukofalmuni, Karakajdu, Pujdariksvami;
Halla, Vihalla, Sudarfan, Fa¬ and Mahafa¬ (3).
Gajasukumar, Jambuprabhu, Kefi, Avantisukuma¬;
Dafarjbhadra, Yafobhadraji, Ilaci, Cilatiputra, Salmuni (4).
Yugbahu, Udai, Manakmuni, Aryaraksitsuri, Aryamahagiri;
Aryasuhastisuri, Prabhav, and also, Famba, Pradhyumna-those munis (5).
Those munis: Muldev, Kalikacarya, Visjukumar, FreyaÅs;
Ardrakumar, Drdhaprahar and also those munis, Kurgadu, Meghakumar (6).
Sayambhav, Prasannacandraji, Mahasal, Vankacula;
Take these true names, as though they were a beautiful lineage (7).
Sulasa, Candanbalika, Majorama Madajrekha;
Kunti, Narmadasundari, Brahmi, Sundari-those storehouses of virtue (8).
Damayantisati, Revati, Fiva, Jayanti, Nanda;
Devaki, Draupadi, Dhariji, Fridevi, Subhadra, Bhadra (9).
Rsidatta, Rajimati, Padmavati, Prabhavati, say them;
Anjana and Ka¬avati, Puspacula, listen with your heart (10).
Gauri, Gandhari, Laksamaja, Jambuvati, Satyabhama;
Padma, Susima, Rukamini-these are the eight wives of Krsja (11).
Jyestha, Sujyestha, Mrgavati, Cellaja, Padma, and Queen Prabha;
The seven sisters of Sthulibhadra, the source of intellectual virtue (12).
Yaksa, Yaksadatta, and also, Bhuta and Bhutadatta;
Sena, Vena, Rena, these majestic young women are named (13).
And all those mahasatis, victorious in the three worlds;
Today even, their fame still resounds like a drum (14).
Filavanti, Sursundari, Kaufalya, and Sumitra;
These purest of Jain people, they are known as those given by god (15).
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Cooling sin and worldly troubles, indeed, these names make a garland of
auspiciousness;

Jñanvimal attained these virtues, recognize their wondrous greatness (16).20

(Fri Jain Sajjhay Ma¬a (Sacitra) 1968: 18–20)

Here the sati list differs from the BS in its ordering of the names, by the inclusion
of additional names of satis and exclusion of two men’s names.21 In the section of
virtuous women it includes all the women from the BS and then adds four more:
Filavati, Sursundari, Kaufalya, and Sumitra. The first two satis, Filavati and
Sursundari, are the heroines of commonly told narratives and Filavati is also often
included in the sixteen sati lists. Kaufalya is always included in the list of sixteen
satis. Sumitra does not appear in any other sati list I have found leading me to sus-
pect that her narrative had been popular at the time that the SSS was written. The
inclusion of these names suggests that the author of the SSS felt that the list in the
BS was not complete without the addition of these four names. The SSS may draw
its additional sati names from the BBV which expands slightly on the list included
in the BBV’s root text, the BS.

Sati lists as a totality of virtue

The four sati lists display both a fluidity and an inclusivity within their
collectivities of satis. This combination of fluidity and inclusivity suggests that
sati lists serve as a representation of the totality of virtue as well as the collectiv-
ity of virtuous women. When juxtaposed with collectivities of virtuous men, sati
lists illuminate the gendered implications of virtue. The linking of satis and great
men (mahapurusa) in the BS and the SSS represents a totality of human virtue.
However, the term sati as the only the available term for virtuous women
subsumes a wide variety of women by identifying them by their chastity and piety
(virtues available to all women) while lists of great men display a wider variety
of virtues but a narrower scope of who can have these virtues (designated by
bounded categories). This single unbounded term, sati, allows a flexibility to
extend the designation to other women as they are identified as virtuous.

Fluidity within sati lists

The list of the sixteen satis is not stable. This instability may arise partly because
both root texts: the BC and the SSC, include the names of seventeen satis in spite
of the common titles for these lists referring to sixteen satis. They are: Brahmi,
Sundari, Candanbala, Rajimati, Draupadi, Kaufalya, Mrgavati, Sulasa, Sita,
Subhadra, Fiva, Kunti, Filavati, Damayanti, Puspacula, Prabhavati, and
Padmavati. Both lists are identical but for the placement of Sundari who is in the
last position in the BC while the SSC has her name in the second position (where
most Jains named her when they attempted to list the sixteen satis for me).22 In
an effort to make the lists conform to the number sixteen, contemporary list
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makers – published authors, contemporary renouncers and laywomen with whom
I spoke – had to decide which of these seventeen names to omit. Most commonly
Filavati was omitted, owing probably to the fact that the name can understood to
be a generic term (one who is chaste) that might be read as an adjective for
another sati.23 However, since Filavati has her own verse in the SSC, there is no
question that the author Udayratna, saw Filavati as a name of a sati rather than as
an adjective. During Paryusaj 2001 in Pune there was a huge parade in the old
city of men and women who had performed major fasts during the festival. The
parade was designed around a series of sixteen floats bearing the names of the
sixteen satis. The list of the sixteen satis for the parade floats varied from the root
texts’ lists given earlier by omitting Draupadi and Puspacula. The parade planners
retained Filavati and, interestingly, inserted Mayajasundari, who did not appear
in any other lists of the sixteen satis I found.24 With the exception of the parade
floats, whose order may well have reflected the exigencies of Pune traffic,25 the
order of the sixteen satis in other contexts tend to match either the BC or the SSC
closely, suggesting a direct connection between these reconstructions of the six-
teen satis and the root texts. These choices indicate a degree of familiarity with
the root text, but it is clear that the number sixteen has a kind of totemic signifi-
cance that outweighs a careful reproduction of exactly which sixteen. The fact of
variability within the lives of these satis as indicated in our earlier discussion, the
significance of the idea of sixteen, and the fluidity of the lists of sixteen suggest
that the “sixteen satis” stands in as a collectivity of virtue. In the case of the vari-
ations within the sixteen there is a strong sense of interchangeability which
becomes even more significant when one compares this idea of the collectivity of
the satis with the longer and more inclusive lists.

The BBV, also called the Kathakof (Collection of Stories), composed by
Fubhafilagaji in 1453 is a commentary on the BS and serves presently as an impor-
tant source for narratives about ideal Jains. It was included in a proposed curricu-
lum at the 1988 Conference of Tapa Gacch monks in Ahmedabad, in which the
monks in their third year of a seven-year program would study either this text or the
Pañcatantra (Cort 2001b: 335). Both collections of edifying narratives can serve as
sources for the use of narratives for giving sermons. Further, the BBV is one of only
two narrative texts that a Tapa Gacch monk is enjoined to study first in this cur-
riculum (Cort 2001b: 339). It includes the narratives of each of the great men and
virtuous women who are listed in the root text, the BS. In addition to the men and
women listed in the root text, it has ten more virtuous men26 and five more satis:
Filavati, Nandyanti, Rohiji, Ratisundari, and Frimati. It could be that the narrative
collection seemed incomplete to Fubhafilagaji without the narratives of these very
popular satis. Whatever his motives, his departure from the list in the root text may
well have set a precedent of fluidity in these lists of virtuous Jains which was
subsequently continued by the authors of the SSS and later lists and collections.
Fubhafilagaji’s is not the only commentary of the BS, though it is the most

substantial, the Fri Pañca Pratikramaj Sutro Vivecan Sahit (The Five
Pratikramajs with Commentary) is an extended commentary on the Pañca
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Pratikramaj Sutra. The longest and most detailed section is the gloss on the
BS. Here, as in the BBV, a narrative is given for each of the virtuous Jains named
in the root text. Owing to its inclusion of the same five sati names added in the BBV,
the list of satis’ narratives in the Fri Pañca Pratikramaj Sutro Vivecan Sahit is
clearly based on the BBV. In addition to the fifty-three men, there is a second
grouping of twelve narratives of men under the heading: “Beyond these, some addi-
tional stories.”27 The additional five satis are under a heading: “Because of their
popularity, five more satis.” It is not impossible that the “popularity” referred to in
the heading derives from a widespread, early adoption of the BBV commentary in
mendicant instruction or study and the subsequent broadcast – through mendicant
sermons and writings – to the greater community of precisely those stories.

Gender and categories of virtue

As alluded to earlier with the Diva¬i book inscriptions, the collectivity of satis
might be profitably compared to the collectivities of virtuous men. The BS begins
with a list of fifty-three great men (mahapurusa), followed by a list of forty-seven
satis. These fifty-three men are great men of whom some became monks. This
list, in turn, can be seen in light of another collectivity of great men, the sixty-
three illustrious men (falakapurusa) of Mahapuraja narrative collections such as
the ninth-century Digambar scholar-monk Jinasena’s Adipuraja and twelfth-
century scholar-monk Hemacandra’s Trisastifalakapurusacaritra.28 Each of the
categories of men included in the sixty-three has its unique relationship to
Jain values and to the various life paths which may or may not lead to achieving
liberation from rebirth: twenty-four Jinas (Jain teacher-saints responsible for
revitalizing the faith in this era who achieve liberation as arhats),29 twelve
cakravartins (universal rulers who attain liberation as siddhas), nine baladevas
(devout laymen who attain liberation), nine vasudevas (half-cakravartins and ideal
Jain kings who spend a lifetime in hell for killing enemies before attaining liber-
ation), and nine prativasudevas (powerful Jain leaders who abuse their powers, are
killed by the vasudevas and are reborn in hell). Each of these categories is linked
to each other by their placement in the narratives of the Jinas themselves, while
the category designations themselves serve as a link between great men of
different narratives. Here, like the satis, there are both monks and laymen but in
contrast to the satis, these categories include the Jinas and cakravartins both of
whom have a special identity at birth arising out of past karma; and those destined
for at least one lifetime in hell.

The fifty-three men in the BS are mostly monks and none are going to hell,
which is a closer counterpoint to the satis. After the list of these great men, the
BS includes a gloss commenting on men’s virtue: “And also other noble men with
knowledge and a multitude of like virtues” (BS, 7). This brief is followed by a
listing of the names of the forty-seven satis followed by an explanation of their
greatness: “And all the other important satis who upheld their stainless virtue
alongside their victorious acts” (BS, 13). The BS suggests that the virtues of great
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Jains are divided along gender lines; recall, that the list of men ends with a state-
ment of their virtue based on their knowledge and good qualities, while the
women’s list ends with a separate statement of women’s virtue focused on their
“stainless virtue” (read chastity) and great acts worthy of remembering.30

In the second most common text containing the morning Pratikramaj, the Jain
Prakafan Mandir’s Gujarati edition of Fri Devasia-Raia Pratikramaj Sutro (The
Auspicious Sutra of the Evening and Morning Pratikramajs), the gloss following
the BS claims: “In this instruction, the names of excellent men and women who
are chaste, great patrons (of Jainism) and ascetics are listed. From remembering
their names every morning, auspiciousness arises and sorrow is driven away”
(Fri Devasia-Raia Pratikramaj Sutro, No date: 76).31 The qualities of men and
women are the same: chastity, religious generosity, and asceticism. The volume
Fri Pañca pratikramaj Sarth (The True Meaning of the Five Pratikramajs; a text
which gives both the text of the five Pratikramajs and the meaning in Gujarati of
each section) also provides a short gloss on the significance of each section in
more general terms. Of the BS it writes: “In this instruction, excellent and truly
virtuous men and virtuous women who protected themselves with their virtue and
steadfastness, are remembered together with the pronunciation of their names.”
(Fri Pañca pratikramaj Sarth, 1995–1996: 172).32 These men are virtuous
because among other virtues shared with the satis of virtue and steadfastness,
they display a kind of virtue (sattva) often associated with satis.

The texts discussed earlier (especially the BS) could be seen to include the
totality of virtue as expressed by the great man and the sati. Every Jain woman
and man, nun and monk I spoke to made it clear that there were more satis
than those listed in the sixteen sati prayers. When I asked whether there were
more than the Pratikramaj list, they once again stressed that there were
even more than the longer list. The idea of the totality of satis is necessarily
greater than the known list. There are no limits on the number of satis; as there
are with the twenty-four Jinas, the twelve cakravartins, and so forth. Of course there
are virtuous men who are not in these categories of illustrious men (falakapurusa),
such as most of those great men (mahapurusa) in the BS. Men’s virtues are
multiple but not unbounded. For instance both terms – illustrious men (falaka-
purusa) and great men (mahapurusa) – represented closed groups. Great monks
in recent history are referred to as glorifiers of the faith (prabhavaka) rather than
using these other existing terms whereas the term sati encompasses mythological
women as well as modern and contemporary Jain nuns. Great laymen of known
history are called by yet another term, great layman (mahafravaka). In other
words, this sense of virtue – that is defined by an unbounded list of virtuous
women – seems specifically to do with women more than it does with men.
Clearly the list of satis is destined to never be finished. Laidlaw (1995: 213)
suggests in his discussion of the lists of forbidden foods, that the additions to the
lists and the litany of names serves precisely to indicate that the list is unbounded,
even endless and that it would be nearly impossible to avoid all these foods.
The unbounded lists of satis share the idea of the potential endlessness, but here
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by their focus on virtue suggest the multiplicity of potential rather than
impossibility.

Further virtuous women bear a single taxonomy as satis. Regardless of their
narrative, marital status, status as a renouncer, nature of death, or nature of their
relationship to Jinas, virtuous women all can be subsumed under the single
category of sati: in contrast to the multiple categories of virtuous men. There is
one significant subcategory within the totality of women – the mothers of the
Jinas – which is sometimes marked off in texts as separate and whose narratives
are often not given in texts collecting sati narratives. Perhaps they are not
included as satis because they achieve their status through a divine blessing (as
the conception of the Jinas is articulated) whereas the satis gain their status
through their own efforts.33 For our purposes, we see that the idea of women’s
virtue (rather than status) is framed as relatively uniform. In addition, satis are
never consigned to hell as are the vasudevas and prativasudevas; there is, then, no
category for women who do not clearly uphold Jain values while upholding social
values.34 Women have the “advantage,” one supposes, of never being compro-
mised by the demands of kingship. Of course, a parallel is that neither do they
have available widely varying avenues of becoming illustrious, nor does uphold-
ing mere social values quite qualify them for inclusion in lists. Women’s conso-
lation lies in the unboundedness of the lists; though it is difficult – indeed,
close to impossible – to achieve the necessary virtue, the ellipses at the lists’ end
is perhaps an invitation to make the attempt.

Inclusivity and sati lists

Fvetambar Jain women identify with satis and their narratives in generalized
ways, supporting their own religiosity which suggest ways of including yet more
women – here, contemporary Jain women – under the rubric of the term, sati.
Fohr found nuns identifying other nuns as satis and mahasatis (though she did not
attribute this practice to Tapa Gacch nuns). Nuns in the Sthanakavasi tradition are
all called “Mahasatis,” which, on one hand, diminishes the extraordinary claims
on virtue of the satis; on the other hand, it simultaneously suggests that these
great satis are among us now in the form of all nuns. Fohr (2001: 133–136,
150–156) gives several examples of the use of the term “sati” for contemporary
known nuns drawn from the Fvetambar Terapanthi and Sthanakavasi communi-
ties. While Tapa Gacch nuns did not explicitly name other nuns as satis, they did
see the sati narratives as having a direct connection to and effect on their own
lives as nuns today (Fohr 2001: 142–143). One popular collection, Jina
FasananaÅ Framajiratno (The Gemlike, Virtuous Women who Protect the
Religion of the Jinas), includes a mixture of the mothers of the Jinas, satis, and
great Jain nuns (mythological, historical, and contemporary). The narratives are
organized by the time (mytho-historically like the Mahapurajas) in which the
women lived: those women who lived in the times from Adinath to Parfvanath,
those who lived in the time of Mahavir, then early great nuns, then later great 
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nuns divided by order first, and then within the Tapa Gacch divided by mendicant
groupings (parivar). This text clearly intends to link the lives of contemporary
Tapa Gacch nuns with the lives of the great women in Jain mytho-history by
including these contemporary nuns’ lives in a list that suggests a lineage devolv-
ing from the narratives being told in a Mahapuraja format.35 In Jina FasananaÅ
Framajiratno the extension of the lists to include contemporary Jain nuns
suggests that the list of satis can be ever-expanding.

No Tapa Gacch laywomen I knew referred to other laywomen or nuns as satis;
laywomen did speak of women as virtuous but without using the term “sati.” And
yet, despite the extreme popularity of narratives of satis who never married and
whose diksas are central – Candanbala and Rajimati, – laywomen with whom
I spoke understood the sati narratives as evidence of the actual existence of heroic
wives whose virtue was extraordinary and sometimes even perfect. Laywomen
were identified with satis, but in less explicit ways. The fasts associated with the
sati narratives are generally seen as women’s fasts and the public performance of
these fasts is clearly connected to the display of the virtues of Jain laywomen
(Kelting 2001: 48–53, 2006). Interestingly, great and virtuous men whose narra-
tives center around fasting do not in turn become icons for male fasting behavior
in the ways that these satis do for Jain women. When I mentioned that great and
virtuous men were not comparable to satis as role models for lay practice in front
of an audience of lay Jains, several men named men they considered comparable
to these satis, but these were all monks and were not associated with lay praxis.
(Interestingly, not one Jain suggested FreyaÅs – the only really comparable
mahapurusa – though I suspect in India where the fast associated with FreyaÅs
(Varsi Tap) is more commonly performed his name might have been mentioned.)
When Jain laymen are ritually linked to great men of the Jain tradition, they are
usually linked to the kings Kumarpal and Fripal both of whom would be
categorized as great laymen, mahafravak.

The floats at the 2001 Paryusaj parade are but one example of a displayed
identification between contemporary laywomen and the mythological satis. Each
float in the parade was the vehicle for a Jain layperson who had completed a sub-
stantial fast during the Paryusaj season. In 2001, there were quite a few young
unmarried men and women who had chosen to perform the eight-day fast during
Paryusaj and who rode in decorated automobiles, trucks, and horse- and 
ox-pulled carts in the parade with signs proclaiming the length and kind of fast
they had completed.36 However, the sixteen sati floats all carried married
women37 who had presumably performed substantial fasts (probably the eight or
nine-day Paryusaj full fast). While the floats of all the other fasters listed the
specifics of their fasts, the “satis” here were not even identified as fasters
and there were no details to justify their position in the parade. In a sense, these
married women were assumed to be virtuous (probable fasters), but did not need
to display their credentials. The link between these satis and married laywomen
was clear in the minds of the parade organizers and was considered an obvious
connection by all the women I interviewed at the parade and afterwards. Sati lists
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are fluid and unbounded suggesting a totality of virtue unbounded by the partic-
ulars of identities.

Efficacy of sati lists

The term sati and the sati lists serve as an invocation of the power of the satis’
collective virtue. Each of these sati lists can be understood as mantric because
their recitation has purifying powers or creates auspiciousness (makgalik). The
texts themselves and their commentaries suggest that these lists have their own
efficacy. This is by no means unique to these texts (it is true of all mantras), but
it suggests that they should be examined by themselves within their textual and
performative contexts. In three texts (the BC, the SSC, and the BS) the names are
the sole focus of this efficacy rather than the narratives which may serve to jus-
tify the inclusion of each of these names in these lists. Even in the more narrative
SSC, the cryptic nature of the narratives makes the text only slightly more than a
list. Likewise, in the SSC, the text itself declares that the names themselves have
power. In several verses of the SSC, various powers are attributed to saying the
names of the satis “Saying her name, one is joyful” (SSC, 9), “Her name makes
one pure, which is that name’s secret talent” (SSC, 12), and “Recite her name,
receive darfan, and destroy sinful acts” (SSC, 14). The frame of SSC sets the
satis as a group in a context where their names function as a mantra whose
efficacy can be tapped by merely reciting the prayer:

Victoriously recite the couplets from the scriptures, Udayratna gives this
evidence.
Recited by men at dawn, those who listen have joy and prosperity (17).

(Fri Sudharas Stavan Sakgrah, No date: 90)

Ultimately even those who merely listen to these names gain “joy and prosperity.”
These satis names, like the presence of women or women’s singing at auspicious
events like weddings (Henry 1988), create the necessary auspiciousness and well-
being for the event which follows. This link between the recitation of the satis
names and the state of well-being may indicate one way these women get linked
to the lives of laywomen whose concerns often center around the well-being of
their family. These satis names, according to the SSS: “make a garland of auspi-
ciousness” (SSS, 16) and thus encircle the event with the auspiciousness of their
collective virtue. These sati lists serve in mantric ways to reduce karma (reduc-
ing pap) and to create auspiciousness.

Sati lists and the reduction of karma

In the SSC, there are several times when particular satis and their names are said
to be able to decrease one’s sin (pap), purify, or in other ways decrease one’s
karma. Having darfan of the sati leads to a decrease in sin: “Seeing her crown,
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sin vanishes” (SSC, 9) and “Recite her name, receive darfan, and destroy sinful
acts” (SSC, 14). In other verses, the language is more oblique but the implication
is that these satis will also remove sin: “That stain-removing sati, Subhadra”
(SSC, 11) and “Her name makes one pure, which is that name’s secret
talent (SSC, 12). The suggestions that these satis names may decrease sin is
claimed in other sati lists as well.

After the list of the satis’ names, the SSS ends with the following couplet:
“Cooling sin and worldly troubles, indeed, these names make a garland of auspi-
ciousness; Jñanvimal attained these virtues, recognize their wondrous greatness”
(SSS, 16). The sati’s names have several powers here. Their names will cool – a
Jain trope for diminishing passion and its ensuing karma – sin and worldly
troubles. There are two basic ways that Jains can decrease their karma: one, by
blocking the influx (saÅvara) of karma through inaction and diminishing the
passion which binds karma; and two, by removing karma that has already bound
(nirjara) through asceticism and the performance of the pratikramaj. Jains often
use the metaphor of “cooling” to indicate a decrease in the passions that lead to
the binding of karma. Thus these names which cool “sin and worldly troubles”
lead to decrease in karma by stopping the influx of karma while the presence of
these same names in the BS as part of the pratikramaj suggests that they are also
effective in the removal or destruction of one’s bound karma. Once again in the
SSS, we see the ways in which these lists serve with the karmic effect of decreas-
ing “sin” echoing the ritual use of the BS as part of the morning pratikramaj.

The fixed position of the BS in the morning Pratikramaj text contrasts with
the other pratikramaj performances where the sajjhay are chosen according to
the date of the performance. For example, there are particular sajjhays enjoined
for during the ritual observances of Paryusaj, Diva¬i, at the SaÅvatsari, and other
significant dates on the Jain calendar. In the evening pratikramaj ritual, the
sajjhay can vary from day to day at the appropriate (for the date) choice of those
performing the ritual. These various sajjhays are often recited from sajjhay
collections (such as the Fri Jain Sajjhay Mala) because particular sajjhays are
not included in the other printed Pratikramaj texts. This allows a certain possi-
bility of variation in choice among multiple contextually acceptable sajjhays
for that day. However, the BS is the fixed sajjhay for the morning pratikramaj; it
is printed in the morning Pratikramaj text and cannot have another sajjhay sub-
stituted. This indicates that it is necessary for the efficacy of the pratikramaj
itself.

In the many editions of the Pratikramaj texts which include the morning
pratikramaj, there are often glosses explaining the significance of each section to
the Jain who is performing the pratikramaj rite. The most commonly owned
Pratikramaj collection among Jains I researched was the Jain Prakafan Mandir’s
Gujarati edition of the Fri Pañca Pratikramaja Sutra (The Auspicious Sutra of
the Five Pratikramajs). After the BS, this edition includes the gloss: “In this
instruction are great men (mahapurusa) possessing many good qualities, and
from merely taking their names the bonds of sin are broken and one is given true
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joy” (Fri Pañca Pratikramaja Sutra No date: 20).38 The benefits here – freeing
the reciter from sin and giving true joy – are in addition to the overall benefits of
the expiation of sin that one gets by performing the pratikramaj ritual.

Sati lists as makgalik

The makgalik is a blessing, not a petition (Shanta 1997: 256). It has the effect of
creating auspiciousness. According to Jaini (2000: 237), Jain makgala serve to
remove impurities and to bring happiness. One can see the makgalik texts as holy
verses whose recitation both create auspiciousness in this world and celebrate that
which is holy – in the Jain context, those things which lead to liberation
(Cort 2001a: 194). Makgalik texts are particularly important for demarcating rit-
ual time and serve to frame ritual actions. They are recited at the start and end of
ritual performances – for example, daily worship, congregational liturgies, and
mendicant’s sermons. On the first day of the Jain New Year at Diva¬i, the Jains in
the congregation where I conduct my primary research went to hear the recitation
of what they call the “Makgalik.” Every year that includes the Navkar Mantra, the
Bhaktamar Stotra, and also the Gautam Svami no Ras. These were considered
particularly good texts to hear at the start of the new year. Cort (2001a: 172)
describes Fvetambar Murtipujak Jains in Gujarat going to hear the Navasmaraj39

(The Nine Remembrances, of which the Navkar Mantra is the first and the
Bhaktamar Stotra the seventh) on the first day of the new year; one year, Cort
notes, the Gautam Svami no Ras was also recited. These show a clear similarity
in the ways that makgalik texts are categorized in this ritual context to demarcate
and make auspicious the start of the new year.

In Bhakti Bhavana, a popular lay manual, both the BC and the SSC are inserted
under the heading: “makgalik kavya” (auspicious poems appropriate for the start
of things) with other texts, such as the Navkar Mantra and several longer
prayers (chand). The SSC is located in the ritual manual, Fri Sajjan Sanmitra Yane
Ekadaf Mahanidhi with other key makgalik texts in a section called
“makgala pravefaka” (auspicious beginnings). In the Fri Sudharas Stavan
Sakgrah, the SSC is located in a short section with four other makgalik texts
including the Gautam Svami ni Chand. Its proximity to the Gautam Svami ni
Chand and other texts categorized as makgalik texts highlights the connection of
all these texts to those texts more commonly thought of as makgalik, such as the
Navasmaraj.

This categorization of these texts as makgalik may arise in part out of the claims
they themselves make that they create auspiciousness. In the BC, it admonishes
one to recite the sati’s names: “May this auspiciousness be performed everyday”
(Jina FasananaÅ Framajiratno 1994: 121). The SSS, likewise, declares itself
makgalik and also suggests that it be recited in the morning: “Every morning
revere their names, those pillars of Jainism” (SSS, 1) and “indeed, these names
make a garland of auspiciousness” (SSS, 16). The text of the SSC itself suggests
its use as a makgalik: “At sunrise, create auspiciousness, and repeat the sixteen
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satis’ names” (SSC, 1). All three texts include these statements within their own
text indicating their potential use, and both the SSS and SSC suggest that
they should be recited in the morning which contributes to their identities as
makgalik.

That the BC serves as a makgalik is furthered by lay manuals in which monks
instruct the laity in proper praxis, such as Samayik written by the Tapa Gacch
monk Harifbhadracarya who writes that the sixteen satis’ names should be recited
by all Jains every morning (Samayik No date: 22). Fvetambar Murtipujak Jain
nuns recite the names of the sixteen satis as part of their early morning devotions
(Fohr 2001: 19, Shanta 1997: 256). Shanta (1997: 257) also wrote that many lay
Jains recite the BC everyday. The use of the BC as a way to start the day and to
thereby make the entire day auspicious links this text to other makgalik texts.
Likewise, the SSC is used as a makgalik. Stevenson (1987: 67), describing
Fvetambar Jain practice in the early twentieth century, writes that “Sulasa is con-
sidered the highest type of the purely domestic woman, the faithful wife or sati,
and the Gujarati Jaina women sing the following verse about her in the hymn of
praise to the sixteen faithful wives which they chant every morning when they get
up.” Stevenson proceeds to translate the Sulasa verse from the SSC. Though the
SSC does not appear to be a widely recited text at present,40 according to the Tapa
Gacch nun, Divyaprabhafriji, the SSC can be recited as a makgalik to start a ser-
mon (as long as the Navkar Mantra is recited first)41 and would be particularly
appropriate if the subject of the sermon were a sati narrative. Likewise, the SSC
was, not surprisingly, included as a frontispiece of Dhami’s So¬ Mahasatio; here
the text both serves as a makgalik to start the book and also as a frame for under-
standing the significance of the book itself. The SSC and the BC were clearly
connected with the morning while the SSC also creates the necessary auspi-
ciousness for lengthier reflections on the satis. All three texts, the BC, the SSC,
and the SSS, claim their status as makgalik and their performances as morning
recitations reifies these claims.

Even the BS clearly has its own powers separate from the karma reduction of
the Pratikramaj. One gloss of the BS claims that: “from merely taking their
names the bonds of sin are broken and one is given true joy” (Fri Pañca
Pratikramaja Sutra No date: 20) while another claims: “From remembering their
names every morning, auspiciousness arises and sorrow is driven away”
(Fri Devasia-Raia Pratikramaj Sutro, No date: 76). Not only is this text capable
of driving away sorrow (perhaps the other side of the coin of giving true joy) but
it also creates auspiciousness. Like the list of the sixteen satis that the mendicants
recite each morning, this text serves as a makgalik – a creator of auspiciousness.
In its ritual context, the placement of the list of sati names (along with those
of the virtuous men) found in the BS in the morning Pratikramaj text suggests
that this text’s efficacy may be – at least in part – to serve as a makgalik blessing
to the first ritual of the day and to the day as a whole. This serves as another
context of the use of the sati’s names – here the larger sense – to frame the entire
day as auspicious.
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Concluding thoughts

Sati lists are effective as makgalik and in karma reduction. They are efficacious
because the lists serve as a mantric representation of all virtue (especially
women’s virtue). Drawing on Jain articulations of virtue through the discourse of
satis, these texts articulate a totality of virtue. The ideas of the collectivity of satis
and the ways in which that collectivity is understood to be unbounded – in a sense
infinite – contrasts with the bounded categories of virtuous men especially the
strongly numeric lists of the sixty three illustrious men of the Jain Mahapuraja
literature. The lists then posit the possibility that all kinds of women can attain
perfection worthy of veneration. That the sati lists are efficacious suggests that
women’s virtues – here metonymically represented by the satis names – have
profound religious power. The rhetorical uses and efficaciousness of personifica-
tions of women’s virtue makes real the Fvetambar women’s claims to religious
potential in the Jain religious discourse.
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Notes

1 Fohr (2001: 80) writes that the idea of the sixteen satis is found only among the
Fvetambar Murtipujak and Sthanakavasi Jains. The Digambar and Fvetambar
Terapanthi Jains did not give a number to the totality of satis.

2 The information I give here on the Tapa Gacch and its history and practices is drawn
from the work of Cort (2001a: 42–53) and Dundas (2002: 142–147).

3 The Tapa Gacch samudays – the subdivisions of a gacch – share their rituals and texts
(vidhi). Thus there is but one pratikramaj vidhi for the Tapa Gacch as a whole. In addi-
tion, Tapa Gacch monks can move from one samuday to another. There is also more
structural emphasis put on the parivar – the group of mendicants under a single monk
(John Cort, personal correspondence). A look at the texts of the other Fvetambar
Murtipujak Gacchs and other Jain sects would be instructive especially in questions of
how the efficacy of women’s names varies from Jain community to community. The
larger project of which this chapter is a piece will include such comparative work.

4 These recitations may either be part of the rituals associated with a particular holiday –
such as Rajimati’s narrative in the Neminath narrative recitation during the pratikramaj
on the day of Neminath’s liberation (the dark fifth of the Gujarati month Fravaj) – or
they may be part of the acts associated with a particular fast – as are the narratives of
Candanbala during the Candanbala fast (Fri Aradhana Tatha Tapavidhi 1984;
Fri Taporatna Mahodadhi 1989).

5 For more information on the scholarly discussions about satis in the Hindu context, see
for instance Harlan 1992; Hawley 1994; Mani 1998; Rajan 1993; Weinberger-Thomas
1999.
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6 I use the term “Hindu” here to refer to Hindus who are in the linguistic ethnic
communities who venerate satis. These communities are predominantly in western
India (Gujarat and Rajasthan) and among those who have migrated from these regions
to other areas of India and the world. These linguistic ethnic groups are the same
linguistic ethnic groups which are dominant among Fvetambar Jains making this
comparison particularly fruitful.

7 I have found this model of the auspicious wife who transfers her merit to male relatives
to be widespread in the Jain community. Other scholars have found that the ideals of
the auspicious wife performing rituals for her family’s wellbeing is common (Cort
2001a: 140–141, 191–192; Reynell 1991: 62–64; and, to a lesser extent, Laidlaw 1995:
355–357).

8 Fohr (2001: 113–116) illustrates the ways that Jain nuns frame the lives of the satis
primarily in terms of celibacy (brahmacarya) rather than the more domestic but related
virtue of chastity (fil) while suggestively showing these virtues on a continuum marked
by greater similarity than difference.

9 Draupadi’s narrative is virtually identical to the Mahabharata in its basic story but in
the end Draupadi becomes a Jain nun. When discussing the BS, Shah (in a text I have
chosen to read as a primary source) clearly identifies several satis as laywomen despite
their subsequent diksas suggesting that their diksas are not part of (or at least not
central to) their common narratives. Shah writes: “Laymen: Karkandu, Sudarsan
Sheth, Vankacul, Salibhadra, Dhanyakumar, Abhaykuman, Ilaciputra, Nandisena . . .
Laywomen: Sulasa, Revati Manorma, Damyanti, Sita, Nanda, Bhadra, Risidatta,
Padmavati, Anjana, Sridevi, Jyestha, Prabhavati, Celana, Rukhmini, Kunti, Devaki,
Dropadi, Dharani, Kalavati” (Shah 1998, Vol. I: 62).

10 brahmi candanbalika bhagavati rajimati draupadi; kaufalya ca mrgavati ca sulasa
sita subhadra fiva / kunti filavati nalasya dayita cula prabhavatyapi; padmavatyapi
ca sundari kurvantu no masgalam // Jina FasananaÅ Framajiratno (1994: 121).
My translation.

11 Digambar Jains also venerate satis through a recited list including Brahmi, Sundari,
Rajimati, Kunti, Draupadi, Sita, Subhadra, Candana, and others (Shanta 1997: 257
refers us to Jñanamati 1976: 68–74).

12 These dates (VS 1749–1799) refer to a Jain monk Udayratna who wrote several similar
genre devotional pieces including chands. For more about Udayratna, see, Jayantvijay
1998; Krause 1999: 299–307; and Patel 1993: 317–324. I am deeply indebted to John
Cort for supplying me with these resources and specifics which led me to this
provisional date.

13 Chands have a simple poetic meter determined by an even count of syllables without
attention to the weight or length of the syllables (Tulpule 1979: 450).

14 adinath adi jinavar vandi, sapha¬ manorath kijiye e; prabhate uthi makgalik kame so¬
satinaÅ nam lijie e. 1. balakumari jagahitakari brahmi bharatni bahenadi e. ghat ghat
vyapak aksar rupe, so¬ satimaÅhe je vadi e. 2. bahubal bhagini satiy firomaji, sundari
name rsabhasuta e, svarupi tribhuvanmaÅhe jeh anupam gujajutta e. 3. candanbala
balapajathi fiyalavanti fuddh fravika e; adadna bakule vir pratilabhya, keval lahi
vrat bhavika e. 4. ugrasen dhua dhariji nandini, rajimati nemavallabha e; jobanavefe
kamne jityo, saÅyam lai devdullabha e. 5. pañca bharatari pajdav nari, drupa-
datanaya vakhajiye e; ekso athe cir puraja, fiyal mahima tas jajiye e. 6. dafarath
nrpani raji nirupam, kaufalya phulacandrika e; fiyal saluji ram janeta, pujyataji
paranalika e. 7. kaufaÅbik thame fatanik name rajya kare rang rajiyo e; tas ghar
grhiji mrgavati sati, sur bhavane jaf gajiyo e. 8. sulasa saci fiyale na kaci, raci nahi
visayarase e; mukhaduÅ jotaÅ pap palaye, nam letaÅ man ullase e. 9. am raghuvaÅfi
tehani kamini, janakasuta sita sati e; jag sahu jaje dhij karanta anal fital thayo
fiyalthi e. 10. kace tantaje calaji bandhi kuvathaki jal kadhiyuÅ e. kalank utarava sati
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subhadrae, campa bar ughadiyuÅ e. 11. surnar vandit fiyal akhajdit, fiva
fivpadgamini e. jehane name nirma¬ thaie, balihari tas namani e. 12. hastinapure
pajdurayani kunta name kamini e; pajdav mata dafe dafarjani, bhen pativrata
padmini e. 13. filavati name filavrat-dhariji, trividhe tehane vandiye e, nam
japanta patak jaye, darifaj durit nikandie e. 14. nisidha nagari nalah narindani,
damayanti tas gehinie; sankat padataÅ fiyalaj rakhyuÅ, tribhuvan kirti jehanie. 15.
anang ajita jagajanapujita puspacula ne prabhavati e; vifvavikhyata, kamitdata,
so¬ami sati padmavati e. 16. vire bhakhi fastre sakhi, “udayaratna” bhakhe muda e;
vahajaÅ vataÅ je nar bhajafe, te lahefe sukh paÅpada e. 17. (Fri Sudharas Stavan
Sakgrah, No date: 87–90) My translation.

15 The name of the Raia Pratikramaj indicates that this is the morning repentance and
expiation of sins and errors committed during the night.

16 To my knowledge, there have been no systematic studies of Tapa Gacch Pratikramaj
and few about pratikramaj. Flügel (1994: 510–535) writes of the structure and per-
formance of the Terapanthi pratikramaj and Laidlaw (1995) of the performance of the
Khartar Gacch pratikramaj. In terms of early dating, Caillat writes that the independ-
ent pratikramaj was not a part of the earliest texts on Jain mendicant atonement
(Caillat 1975: 139). More research on the development of the pratikramaj text and the
history of the ritual would be extremely useful.

17 Pratikramaj is performed by Fvetambar Murtipujak Jains minimally on the SaÅvatsari
day (bright fourth (Tapa Gacch) or fifth (other gacchs) of the month Bhadrapad on the
Gujarati calendar). Pious Jains are enjoined to perform pratikramaj on the three days
which divide the year into three seasons (the bright fourteenth days of the months of
Kartik, Fagun, and Asadh on the Gujarati calendar), as well as fortnightly on the four-
teenth day of each waxing and waning moon. There are also morning and evening
pratikramaj rites, which are performed daily by all mendicants as well as by some of
the most devout laywomen; and these are also performed as part of the fasts that most
lay Jains occasionally undertake.

18 bharahesara bahubali abhaykumaro a, dandajakumaro sirio ajiautto. aimutto nag-
datto a. // 1 // meajja thulibhadro vayararisi nandiseja sinhgiri kayavanno a sukosala
pujdario kefi karakajdu. // 2 // halla vihalla sudaÅsaja sala mahasala falibhadro a
bhadro dasanna bhadyo pasannacando a jasabhadro. // 3 // jambupahu vankaculo
gayasukumalo avantisukumalo dhanno ilaciputto cilaiputto a bahumuni. // 4 // ajjagiri
ajjarakkhia ajjasuhatthi udayago majago kalayasuri sambo pajjunno muldevo a.
// 5 // pabhavo vinhukumaro adkumaro a dadhappahari a sijjaÅsa kurgadu a sijjaÅb-
hava mehakumaro. // 6 // emai mahasatta diÅtu suhaÅ gujagajehiÅ saÅjutta jesiÅ
namaggahaje pavappabandha vilayaÅ jaÅti. // 7 // sulasa candanbala manorama
mayajreha damayanti namayasundari siya nanda bhadra subhadra ya. // 8 // Raiamai
risidatta paumavai anjaja siridevi jitth sujittha migavai pabhavai cillajadevi. // 9 //
bambhi sundari ruppiji revai kunti siva jayanti a devai dovai dharaji kalavai
pupphacula ya. // 10 // paumavai ya gori gandhari lakkhamaja susima jaÅbuvai
saccabhama ruppiji kajhattha mahisio // 11 // jakkha ya jakkhadinna bhua taha ceva
Bhuadinna ya seja veja reja bhayajio thulibhadrassa. // 12 // iccai mahasaio jayanti
akalaÅk-sil-kaliao ajja vi vajjai jasiÅ jas padaho tihuaje sayale // 13 // (Fri Pañca
Pratikramaja Sutra No date: 20–21). My translation.

19 This date, VS 1702–1770, is drawn from Kothari and Fah (1993: 230–234).
20 suprabhat nitya vandiye, bharat bahuba¬i thambha re, abhaykumar ne dhadhajo, sirio

ne kayavanno re. // 1 // arjikaputra ne aimatto, nagadatta sthulibhadra re; vayaras-
vami nandisejji, dhanno ne falibhadra re. // 2 // simhagiri kirti sukofalo, karakajdu
pujdariko re; halla vihalla sudarfan, fa¬ ane mahafa¬ re. // 3 // gayasukumar jambu
prabhu, kefi vantisukuma¬o re; dafarajabhadra jasabhadraji, ilati cilati putra salo re.
// 4 // bahu udai manak muni, aryaraksit aryagirifo re; arya suhasti prabhav va¬i, samb
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pradhyumna munifo re. // 5 // muldev kalik suri, visjukumar freyaÅso re; ardrak drdha
prahar va¬i, kurgadu meh munifo re. // 6 // sayambhav prasannacandraji, mahasal
kankaculo re; eha sata nam lijiye, jim hoy sundar kulo re. // 7 // sulasa candanbalika,
majorama mayajreha re; kunti, narmada sundari, brahmi sundari gujageha re.
// 8 // damayanti sati revati, fiva jayanti nanda re; devaki draupadi dhariji, fridevi
subhadra bhadra re. // 9 // rsidatta rajimati, padmavati prabhavati kahiye re; anjana
ne ka¬avati, pusphacula man lahiye re. // 10 // gauri gandhari lakhamaja, jambuvati
satyabhama re; padma susima rukamini, e asta harini rama re. // 11 // jyestha sujyestha
mrgavati, cellaja padmaprabha raji re; baheni sat sthulibhadrani, buddhi mahaguj
khaji re. // 12 // jaksa jaksa dinna va¬i, bhuya ne bhuyadinna re; sena vena rena kahi,
e fakadalani kanna re. // 13 // ityadik je maha sati, tribhuvanamaÅhi viraje re; aj lage
paj jehano, jas padah jag gaje re. // 14 // filavanti sur sundari, kaufalya ne sumitra
re; devdattadik jajiye, savi jinjanani pavitra re. // 15 // durit upadrav upafame, hove
masga¬ama¬a re; jñanvimal guj sampada, pamije suvifala re. // 16 // (Fri Jain Sajjhay
Ma¬a (Sacitra) 1968: 18–20). My translation.

21 This list of men excludes Bhadrabahu and Metaryamuni.
22 Because Brahmi and Sundari are narratively linked as the sisters of the heroic brothers

Bharat and Bahubali, it makes sense that most would link them in their lists.
23 Shanta (1997: 257) gives a translation of the BC in which she too decides to omit
Filavati and does not give it as an adjective either. It is not clear from her text whether
the omission arose out of the interpretation of the nuns with whom she spoke or was a
decision made during her translation. When Divyaprabhafriji listed the sixteen satis for
me and a group of Jain laywomen, it was clear she was working from the “Brahmi
Candanbalika.” Her only variation from that list was the placement of the term
Bhagavati (which is never used as a name for a Jain sati in any text) in the position nor-
mally held by the name Rajimati; in that text Rajimati’s name is proceeded by the word
Bhagavati which again might explain the variation.

24 Mayajasundari is the heroine of the popular Fri Fripal Raja no Raso. She is often given
the title of sati but she does not appear in any published or recited lists I have found.

25 The floats in the 2001 Paryusaj Parade in Pune: Candanbala, Rajimati, Brahmi,
Kaufalya, Mayajasundari, Mrgavati, Sulasa, Fiyalavati, Sita, Subhadra, Prabhavati,
Fiva, Damayanti, Padmavati, Kunta [sic], and Sundari.

26 These ten virtuous men are Skandakumar, Skandasuri, Harikefaba¬, Dhanadev,
Dhanamitra, Uttamcaritrakumar, Ksemankarmuni, Ksullak, Krpaja, and Asadhabhuti.

27 These twelve virtuous men are Skandakumar, Skandacarya, Harikefiba¬ muni,
Dhanadev, Dhanamitra, Uttamcaritrakumar, Ksemankarmuni, Be Ksullakmuni,
Ksullakmuni and Sulocana, Krpaja, and Asadhabhuti.

28 Bharat and Bahubali are the only names included in both the BS list of fifty-three and
the sixty-three illustrious men of the Jain Mahapurajas.

29 Jains conceptualize time as a cycle of descending (avasarpiji) and ascending (utsarpiji)
periods each divided into six sections. Each cycle of time includes the complete dying
out of the Jain tradition and is believed to include the lives and teachings of twenty-four
Jinas who then reintroduce and revitalize the religion (Dundas 2002: 20).

30 These two groups have a kind of separate but equal status in this text. Of course, the
satis are considered equal to great Jain men but not to the list of the sixty-three
illustrious men discussed earlier when discussing the Jain Mahapurajas.

31 bharahesar – a sajjhaymaÅ brahmacari, danefvari, ane tapasvi uttam puruso ane
striona namo gajavya che. savare yad karavathi masgalik thay che ane dukh jatuÅ
rahe che (Fri Devasia-Raia Pratikramaj Sutro, No date: 76). My translation.

32 a sajjhaymaÅ filavatane dradhatathi pa¬nar uttam sattvafali puruso ane sationuÅ
namoccarapurvak maraj thay che (Fri Pañca pratikramaj Sarth 1995–1996: 172).
My translation.
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33 The mothers of the Jinas are central to the tellings of the Jina narratives
(Jinacaritra) and yet these women do not get included in the category of satis;
similarly the Jina’s fathers are also not included in either the lists of the sixty-
three illustrious men nor the fifty-three great men. It isn’t clear yet why they are
not included. There is clear evidence that these women are seen as virtuous
and achieve spiritual liberation (moksa) and that a sati can be married and have
children. This bears considerable further exploration which I intend to pursue in the
future.

34 Thus the queens of great kings must be framed either as satis or are glossed as just 
so-and-so’s wife. There is no category for the great queen who misuses her power or
who is linked to violence or other sins through her performance of her duties as queen.
One of the few that a woman can be excluded from the sati lists is to be one who
performed the ritual act of self-immolation on the funeral pyre of one’s dead husband –
the paradigmatic act of the Hindu sati. This specific exclusion raises the question of
whether the Jain sati lists are designed explicitly to exclude Hindu satis. In addition,
Jain philosophical texts argue that women are not capable of going to the lowest hell
but they are certainly capable of going to all the other hells in the Jain cosmology
(Dundas 2002: 57).

35 Here the stories of the great men are included only insofar as they are necessary to
make sense of the women’s narratives – a strategy common in the sati narrative
collections.

36 While we have seen that the model of the forty-seven satis is available to these women
and to the parade organizers, it is the sixteen satis which dominates – perhaps the idea
of organizing forty-seven floats seemed overly daunting. The young men in the parade
are not themselves linked to any of the fifty-three virtuous men listed in the
Pratikramaj text despite the role many of these virtuous men have in modeling
laymen’s practice and the fact that many of those men listed are known for their fast-
ing. It may be that these young men were unmarried and therefore do not make a nice
fit with the predominant image available of the married layman patron of Jainism.
When Jain laymen are ritually linked to great men of the Jain tradition, they are usually
linked to the kings Kumarpal and Fripal.

37 All these women were proudly displaying their makgal suttas – a gold chain with a
pendant and black beads – which in Maharashtra (and increasingly Gujarat and
Rajasthan) is a characteristic marker of a woman’s status as a married woman whose
husband is alive and is therefore particularly auspicious. This necklace is understood
to mark the auspicious wife among all the Jain women (and in fact everyone I met Jain
or not, male and female) in Maharashtra and increasingly among people I met in
Gujarat and Rajasthan.

38 a sajjhaymaÅ je mahapuruso anek sadgujsaÅpanna hata ane jena nam matra levathi
ja papbandhan tuti jay che te amne sukh apo (Fri Pañca Pratikramaja Sutra No
date: 20). My translation.

39 The Navasmaraj (also called the Mahamakgalik Navasmaraj) are Navkar Mantra,
Uvasaggaharam Stavanam, Fantikaram Stavanam, Tijyapahutta Stotram, Namiuj
Stotram, Fri Ajitafanti Stavanam, Bhaktamar Stotram, Fri Kalyajamandir Stotram,
and Fri Brhacchanti Stotram (Moti Fanti).

40 Perhaps recitation of this text has decreased in popularity in recent times or perhaps it
is associated with particular communities in Gujarat. Like the BC, I did not in my
research find any laywomen who knew this text by heart though most knew it was pub-
lished in the Fri Sudharas Stavan Sakgrah. It may be that hymn singing has superceded
the individual daily recitation of these particular texts.

41 In my experience, the Navkar Mantra was recited at the start of all makgalik
recitations, sermons, and, in fact, all other rituals.
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RELIGIOUS PRACTICE AND THE
CREATION OF PERSONHOOD

AMONG FVETAMBAR
MÁRTIPÁJAK JAIN WOMEN 

IN JAIPUR

Josephine Reynell

Using the fast of aksay nidhi as a case study, this chapter suggests that Jain
religious beliefs and practices contribute to the creation of female personhood
and strengthens and supports a woman’s sense of self, helping her to deal with
specific pressures arising from gender and kinship roles within her husband’s
family.

In his perceptive study of personhood in Tamilnadu, Mattison Mines (1994:
206) asserts that, ‘if others have too much control over who a person is, so that
person’s sense of agency is tightly controlled the person suffers psychologically,’
noting earlier that whilst there is a tendency in Indian society for group interests
to be put before individual interests, ‘Indians too must meet their psychological
need for separation’ (ibid.: 17).

This observation raises important questions about women whose recognition
as persons, amongst both Jain and the encompassing Hindu communities, is
intimately bound up with their performance of seva or service to others. Does
female personhood among the Jains incorporate a sense of the individual self?
And if so, to what extent can women retain a sense of self and agency as separate
from others given the constraints on their speech, movement and activities both
before but more particularly after marriage?

I would like to make a preliminary exploration of this issue by focusing on
religious practice, and re-analysing my previous material (Reynell 1985, 1987a)
on Jain women and fasting.1 This earlier work focused on the way in which female
religious practice was an integral part of the social, economic and prestige
structure of the Fvetambar Murtipujak2 Jain trading community in the old city
of Jaipur. Re-reading my field notes of 20 years, from a more experienced
perspective enriched by considerable changes in my own life cycle, encouraged
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me to explore how religious practice might contribute to the complex creation of
female personhood over time. James Laidlaw’s observation that Jain doctrine
focuses upon the individual human soul (1995: 16–17) is particularly relevant
to my argument. To what extent might Jain women’s religious belief and
practice offer lay women opportunities to imagine, reflect upon and experience a
sense of the inner self and individuality? At the same time to what extent does
the public enactment of kinship roles within various religious arenas contribute to
a woman’s reputation as a person worthy of respect, in turn strengthening a
woman’s conception of herself? This chapter therefore looks at the reciprocal
interaction between two aspects of personhood – the inwardly experienced self
and the outwardly visible person.

As a cautionary note I should point out that whilst the re-analysis of data is
always a fruitful exercise, I did not specifically investigate personhood when
doing my fieldwork and so do not have on record emic categories concerning
personhood and self amongst the Fvetambar Murtipujak Jains in Jaipur. In fact
such categories may well vary between different sects and individuals. Thus the
chapter is an outsider’s analytical perspective and represents an initial attempt to
raise some preliminary questions which require further investigation both through
textual analysis and ethnographic fieldwork.

My material is drawn from the Fvetambar Murtipujak Khartar Gacch Jains
living within the Jauhri Bazar area of the old city of Jaipur, Rajasthan. So when
I refer to ‘the Jains’ it is specifically to this community.3 Whilst I hope that my
conclusions have general applicability, the rich body of research undertaken on
Jains in India in the past 20 years clearly indicates that they are by no means a
homogeneous community. There is considerable regional variation both in
religious practice as well as in caste membership and more generally in the social
and economic structure of the Jain population.

Approaches to personhood within 
anthropological theory

Anthropological perspectives use the etic category of human personhood to
investigate how individual biological humans are conceptualised as, and become,
social beings. To this end much anthropological work has focused upon formal
and informal roles and institutionalised offices as a way of investigating the
various capacities in which the embodied human being is expected to act within
a social group, and is given recognition within these groups as a socially defined
person, with associated rights, responsibilities and powers vis à vis other persons.4

An important theme in the literature both cross-culturally5 and in the Indian
context6 is how reciprocal interaction itself within relationships is crucial to the
constitution of persons. Such relationships are created through ascribed or
achieved membership in both formal and informal groups which range from kin
and neighbourhood networks, to groups defined by gender, caste, class,
employment, religion, locality, region and nationality.



The self as an aspect of personhood

The emphasis on personhood as externally perceived and awarded by others in
the networks to which a human being is a member, is only part of the story.
Steven Lukes (1985: 287) wisely cautions against studies of personhood which
focus too exclusively on external roles and statuses, thereby neglecting the
complex way in which individual selves and social roles are entwined. Crucial
to the gradual attainment and constitution of personhood is the actors’ self
recognition and reflection upon both themselves and the ways in which they as
human beings are able to exercise choice in enacting and constituting them-
selves as persons. In other words, the category of personhood encompasses
notions of the self and individuality, and it is worth emphasising that while
one ends up defining the self, the individual and the person separately for analyt-
ical purposes, it is essential to recognise that these categories are mutually 
interdependent.

In his perceptive examination of selfhood, Anthony Cohen (1994: 2) defines
the self as the universal capacity of the human being ‘to reflect on his or her
own behaviour – that is to be self-conscious’.7 Expanding on this, I suggest that
the self can be conceptualised as the aspect of mind that recognises and reflects
back upon its embodied existence. Self is clearly to do with introspection and a
sense of ‘I’ as a separate being. It is rooted in the psychic processes of cognition
and perception and incorporates those intangible aspects of being human, includ-
ing thoughts, emotions, desires, opinions and beliefs, together with a moral
conscience which can also include a notion of the soul. Central to the constitution
of the self is an awareness and understanding of the place that the ‘I’ has vis à vis
other embodied selves. So that whilst a sense of self is shaped both by social
classification and interaction with others it is equally importantly shaped by 
self-reflection upon such interactions, and can be revealed in self narratives
through which human beings reflect upon choices and strategies of self represen-
tation and action which serve to distinguish themselves from others and through
which they make sense of their actions in respect to others (Mines 1994:
149–186).

The individual and the self

Cohen (1994: 168) argues that the self is inextricably linked to the individual,
suggesting that it is the self’s perception of society which initiates behaviour
distinguishing one human being from another and which therefore defines
persons as individuals. He is careful however to qualify his analysis by
making the important and often neglected distinction between individual, indi-
viduality and individualism. He contrasts individualism or ‘a dogmatic posture
which privileges the individual over society’ to individuality, that is ‘the percep-
tion of an individual’s distinctiveness’ which he suggests is a property of
selfhood.
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Concepts of the self and the individual in 
Indian anthropology

These distinctions are important because the question as to whether cross-cultural
notions of the person incorporate a notion of the individual, and therefore by
implication a clear and bounded sense of self, has been a source of debate both in
anthropology in general and most particularly in Indian anthropology.8 Louis
Dumont’s well-known argument that Indian concepts of the person do not include
a notion of the individual, stems from his assertion that Indian values give para-
mount importance to the interests of the collective group (which can range from
the household, extended family to castes or religious communities) rather than to
the interests of the respective collectivity’s constituent members. In his view ‘the
perception of ourselves as individuals is not innate but learned’ and in societies
such as India where humans are valued as part of a collective then the individual
as a category is not recognised (Dumont 1980: 8–9). Subsequent theorists have
expanded on this idea, most notably McKim Marriott and Ronald Inden (1977),
who have emphasised the apparent fluidity of personal boundaries in India
whereby people are believed to affect the bodily substance and inner physical and
spiritual essence of others through interpersonal transactions such as touching
and sharing food. They question whether Indians have a clear notion of the person
as an individual bounded entity as compared to north Americans and Europeans,

single persons are not ultimately individual units; instead persons are
“dividuals,” or unique composites of diverse subtle and gross substances
derived ultimately from one source; they are also divisible into separate
particles that may be shared or exchanged with others.

(Ibid.: 232)

McKim Marriott (1989: 17–19) later suggests that whilst the Western social
science model posits persons as self-reflexive, self-sufficient and in possession of
a clear individual identity, the Indian model presents a picture of persons as non-
reflexive, divisible ‘dividuals’ with no individual identity.

What Marriott and Inden (1977) arguably do is to present a model of the person
at the molecular level and indeed suggest their view is an ‘indigenous scientific
view of flowing substance and striving persons’ (ibid.: 233). Certainly they have
highlighted an important component of Indian concepts of personhood within
the context of inter- and intra-caste relationships, in which, as Louis Dumont
has pointed out, the emphasis is placed on how the identity and status of the group
is dependent on the carefully regulated interactions of human beings within
and between groups. Yet, ethnographic data suggests that this is not the whole pic-
ture and that in actual relationships and day to day interactions, people’s sense of
self and individuality is recognised and plays an important part in people’s over-
all conceptions of themselves as persons. Mattison Mines (1994: 212) suggests,
on the basis of his own fieldwork in southern India, that Indian concepts of
the person incorporate both ‘dividual’ and individual identity. Cecilia Busby’s



(1997: 274) work, also in south India, questions the notion of ‘dividuality’,
suggesting that whilst people’s boundaries may be permeable, Indians perceive
themselves as existing as persons in their own right and have a sense of internal
wholeness. Similarly, Sarah Lamb’s (2000: 39–40) ethnography on gender and
ageing in a Bengali village challenges what she sees as an ethnocentric bias in
Marriott’s perspective, suggesting that whilst personhood is created through
shared relationships with others, this does not preclude ‘a clear sense of a differ-
entiable self’.

My own fieldwork among Jain women revealed certainly a belief that the
qualities of one human being could be affected by close interpersonal transactions
with others. But at the same time women were very aware of themselves and those
around them as possessing physical and psychological attributes which distin-
guished them as individual selves with specific interests, preferences and
opinions – a perspective supported by Jain doctrines as we shall see shortly.

Jain doctrine and lay belief: notions of the soul,
religious activity and the constitution of the self

Religious identity is not always a key factor in a human being’s conceptualisation
of him or herself and others as persons. But as James Laidlaw (1995: 151,
391–392) observes, Jain religious practice serves to create the individual’s reli-
gious self and I would say that amongst the majority of Jain families living within
the Jauhri Bazar area of Jaipur, religious belief and practice was significant in the
constitution of both community identity, selfhood and personhood.

Jain doctrine emphasises how central the soul is to all sentient beings and
especially to Jain concepts of the human being. What is particularly significant is
the belief that when the soul is born within a human body it becomes a part of the
self. Walther Schubring’s interpretation of Jain doctrine indicates how the canon-
ical texts distinguish between the jiva and the aya. Schubring translates jiva as the
soul which bears life, emphasising its property as the carrier of sentience or the
life force (1962: 152). Similarly Paul Dundas (1992: 80) suggests that whilst jiva
is often translated as soul, a more accurate translation would be ‘life monad’.
Indeed he points out that jiva as a concept is not found in the early texts, such
as the Acarakga Sutra, which only mention the aya (ibid.: 38). Aya is the
Prakrit equivalent of atman in Sanskrit and has a complex set of meanings. In
the Upanisads, atman can signify both that element which continues through
different rebirths, namely the soul, and those attributes particular to each individ-
ual, namely the ego or self. Paul Dundas suggests that aya in the earliest Jain texts
takes on this Upanisadic meaning (Dundas: personal communication). Schubring
points out that often the dividing line between jiva and aya is not always clear but
suggests that aya refers to ‘I’ particularly when used in the context of an individ-
ual human beings’ cognition, passion and activity. What this implies is that when
the soul is embodied due to karmic influence it forms a key component of the self.
As Schubring (1962: 153) points out, doctrinally it is the aya (atman) which is the
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carrier of passions, cognitions and intentions initiating actions. These passions
and actions in turn shape specific personalities, thereby constituting the self
within each human being and making each human being a unique individual in
the Jain view (providing a clear counter-example to the views of Dumont and
Marriott discussed earlier). In this context Schubring places particular emphasis
on the causative role that karma plays in creating heterogeneity within human
beings. Within Jain doctrine, after the first century BCE karma takes on a rather
concrete form and is conceived of as particles of matter adhering to the soul,
drawn there by passions (kasaya) which range from anger, pride and greed, to
love and enjoyment of comfort (ibid.: 292–293, also Dundas 1994: 83–84).
Schubring draws attention to the way in which Jain doctrine actually specifies
how individuality is created through a particular kind of karma, namely nama
karma. In addition, by influencing the family into which one is born, karma is
also perceived to be responsible for the more outwardly visible aspects of
personhood such as family status and caste identity (ibid.: 176 and 181).

Two key points emerge from this. First, the embodied soul is perceived to lie at
the heart of the self and second, karma attached to the soul is believed to be
responsible for the particular constitution and individuality of the self, which in
turn shapes the individuality of each person.

Although the doctrines clearly define the person in terms of the self, individu-
ality and social standing, the overriding emphasis of course is on the cessation of
the person through the attainment of moksa or spiritual liberation, achieved when
karmic influx is stopped and the consequences of existing karmic matter played
out. At this point the soul is separated from the self or ‘I’, which is believed to dis-
solve together with other aspects of personhood such as social ties and statuses.

Conversely, from a lay person’s perspective, the constitution of human beings
as persons is an essential aspect of each human’s ability to negotiate daily life.
Both the women and men with whom I worked were familiar with the doctrine
that moksa is not possible in the present age and they placed greater emphasis on
trying to live life in such a way that good karma is accumulated, ensuring that
future rebirths were in an environment conducive to religious practice and grad-
ual worldly disengagement.9 Nevertheless the purification of the soul was con-
ceived to be a necessary focus of religious activity. Whilst the totality of Jain
doctrine is complex, my discussions with, and observations of, practising Jains,
and particularly women, indicated that certain doctrines and ritual practices
pertaining to the nature of the soul and human life were well understood and pro-
foundly influenced how people behaved and how they perceived themselves and
others as persons. In particular, the belief that it is the three jewels (tri ratna) of
right faith (samyak darfana), right knowledge (samyak jñana) and right conduct
(samyak caritra) which enable the soul to begin its journey towards liberation, is
central to the way in which ordinary people make sense of their place within the
universe. This complex philosophy is succinctly embodied in symbolic offerings
of rice created during the daily temple worshipping rituals,10 indicating how these
ideas are very much a part of people’s worldview. Women repeatedly emphasised



that their embodied soul, for which they used the word atman, was the catalyst for
intentions and thoughts which then influenced actions. In other words, religious
beliefs have a very real influence on Jain women’s conception of selfhood and
personhood. This conception sees the soul as shaping the self and constituting
the source of agency behind behaviour, which in turn defines women as social
persons within the family and the wider community.

A young, unmarried Jain woman illustrated this perceived link between
religious practice, the self and the socially interactive person with a comment on
tricky relationships within her extended family. She explained that she and her
parents found it very difficult to get along with her father’s brother’s wife whom
she described as quarrelsome and abrasive. In explanation she suggested that her
aunt’s difficult character was exacerbated by a lack of interest in religion and
religious activity. As James Laidlaw (1995) points out in the conclusion to his rich
ethnography on Fvetambar Jains in Jaipur,

Ideas and practices which must have been formed in the context of
speculation about the individual soul in a cosmic, natural, and spiritual
context, and which continue to be treated as such in explicit philosophi-
cal reflection and religious teaching, plainly figure prominently when
one looks at what it is for a Jain to be a member of a social collectivity.
Thus imagery and practice which looks at first sight – and also is – 
resolutely world renouncing, plays a central part in living a life in a
socially complex, status divided, and in many ways intensely competitive
world.

(Ibid.: 393)

Finally one should not underestimate the specifically Fvetambar Jain belief that
female birth is no bar to the attainment of spiritual liberation or moksa. This was
clearly of profound importance to women’s concept of their inner selfhood and
encompassing personhood. The way in which women consistently reminded me
of this during my fieldwork indicated the central role played by such a belief, not
only in building a sense of spiritual authority and thereby their self-confidence,
but in offsetting more negative images of women in some of the religious texts.

Gender personhood and the self

Now how might gender as a principle of social organisation interact with religious
beliefs in the construction of the self? The importance of developing and shaping
the self is expressed within both the Jain and the encompassing Hindu context, by
the notion of saÅskaras. Jain women explained that saÅskaras are the character-
istics and dispositions with which a person is born and which are shaped by
actions in his or her previous births.11 These dispositions are believed to affect
that individual’s behaviour and particular way of interacting in the world. In his
analysis of childhood and society in India, Sudhir Kakar (1981: 48–49) suggests
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that the power of these innate saÅskaras can be sufficient to resist attempts by the
individual to change. However, the Jain women with whom I talked expressed a
different view. They frequently asserted that within a child, whether girl or boy,
these saÅskaras are not fixed in form but can be moulded and encouraged to
develop in a certain way by those people intimately involved in the child’s
upbringing. They clearly explained that positive dispositions can be supported
and negative dispositions with which the child might be born can be encouraged
to recede given the right moral guidance, in accordance with Jain principles.

And this is where Jain concepts of gender are important. Although child psy-
chologists and anthropologists would agree that socialisation and personality
development is a product of an individual’s interaction with all members of a
household, the Jain men and women with whom I talked had very clear and
gendered models as to the respective responsibilities of family members. Fathers
were accorded a more disciplinarian role. They were seen as responsible for over-
seeing the child’s interaction with the world outside the home. This might involve
a range of interactions from choice of schools, permission to go shopping or to
the cinema and with whom, to teaching their sons’ good money management as
part of their apprenticeship to the family business, and finally for overseeing
marriage negotiations.

In contrast mothers were unanimously accorded responsibility for influencing
the development of the self, whereby through example and precept, the child
absorbs Jain values and thereby develops a moral conscience, and a sense of inter-
nal responsibility and awareness of how to act in the world in accordance with
Jain principles. This view immediately highlights the importance of religious val-
ues in shaping the self. Equally importantly it emphasises the heavy obligations
placed upon women to put the interests of their family members at the centre of
their lives, to fulfil their duty of seva or service to others. All Jain women I spoke
to were unanimous that seva was an essential aspect of Jain adult womanhood,
revealing a source of tension at the heart of women’s lives, namely how a woman
fulfils the multifarious demands placed upon her without being overwhelmed and
losing her own sense of her selfhood and individuality. A closer understanding of
the range of obligations is gained by an examination of a Jain woman’s place
within the kinship system and how her ascribed kinship roles define expectations
concerning her behaviour at particular points in her life.

Personhood and kinship

Constitutive of female personhood are the complex range of externally manifest
social relationships and roles which individual women are both born into and take
on as they progress through the life cycle. Aline Wong’s (1992: 163) observations
that for Singaporese women ‘the family lifecycle is the central axis of their life
organisation’ holds true of women (and indeed men) in many societies, and is
certainly true of women from the conservative, middle-class community of Jains
with whom I did my fieldwork during 1982–1984.



The development of selfhood within the female person:
the context of caste and patrilineal kinship

A Jain woman’s kinship roles as a daughter, and then as daughter-in-law and wife
define her as a person and have a crucial impact on her sense of self. Jain kinship
and marriage in Rajasthan, and Jaipur in particular, shares most of the features
found amongst other high caste Hindu communities in northern India. Inheritance
of property and kingroup identity is patrilineal and residence after marriage is
patrivirilocal. Within parameters set by caste endogamy, marriage amongst the
Osval and Frimal Khartar Gacch Jaipur Jains operates within the idiom of
hypergamy.12

The demands of the patrilineal kinship system weigh particularly heavily on
women and there are two important implications. First, in all patrilineal systems
paternity is an issue, but it is particularly acute in societies made up of hierarchi-
cally ranked endogamous groups.13 Amongst both the Jains in Jaipur, and other
high caste north Indian groups, caste membership is conceptualised in physical
terms as passing from father to children through shared blood. The key issue
therefore is the control of female sexuality and it is here that externally observ-
able religious practice plays an extremely important role in publicly demonstrat-
ing sexual morality and contributing to a woman’s reputation as a person worthy
of respect. This then has implications for the arrangement of marriages and
family social and economic status.14

Prior to puberty a girl’s social and moral reputation are incorporated within that
of her mother. Her approaching adulthood with the onset of puberty marks the
gradual separation from her natal family, and particularly her mother, a separation
finalised by marriage and which defines her as an adult person in her own right.
Thus the post pubertal gradual assumption of visible religious activities serve as
symbolic markers of this separation and represent the development of a girl’s
individual morality and social reputation. In Jaipur, girls are expected to visit the
temple regularly, attend preachings in caturmas and undertake short fasts once a
month. Similarly, Whitney Kelting (2000: 173) points out that joining a stavan
singing group marks the approaching adulthood of adolescent girls and is a pub-
lic expression of piety, marking them out as good potential brides. This pattern of
observable piety must continue after marriage, and goes hand in hand with strict
parda restrictions.

Indeed such public expressions of morality can refashion and safeguard the
reputation of young women whose actions have challenged accepted norms.
This was demonstrated by the case of Sushila who came from a well-respected
jeweller’s family. Their fortunes had declined somewhat and their beautiful haveli,
located down a narrow alley, was showing signs of dilapidation. Sushila, a viva-
cious 20-year-old, shared her mother’s graceful deportment but did not share her
mother’s interest in religion. When I first met her she laughingly told me that she
was considered a ‘very fast girl’ due to her love of frequenting the bazar and
cinema halls (chaperoned by her brothers of course). Some two years later I was
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struck by the fact that she was visiting the temple daily and had begun to observe
food restrictions. These changes had followed her attendance at a religious camp
for young people. Her mother had apparently given instructions to her father not
to bring her home until she had completed the camp, lamenting that ‘she knows
so little about religion’. A year later she was married.

The second implication of the patrilineal kinship system concerns a woman’s
sense of self, particularly in terms of her emotional development. It is to do with
the emotional isolation and the deep division of loyalty a woman experiences
after marriage between her natal family (with whom she has enduring roles as a
daughter, sister and sister-in-law to her brothers’ wives, as well as aunt to her
brothers’ children), and her affinal family, to whom she moves after marriage,
with whom she has to build ties of affection and within which her roles as wife,
mother, mother-in-law and grandmother are paramount.

Emotional and social vulnerability after marriage

I had numerous discussions with both Jain mothers and fathers about rearing
daughters and from their point of view one of the main consequences of patrilin-
eal kinship, caste linked status and patrivirilocal residence after marriage was
female vulnerability.15 They were not merely referring to her potential vulnera-
bility to male advances prior to and after marriage which might threaten family
status, but were concerned with the emotional vulnerability of daughters caused
by transferral to a household where they have no close relationships with any
member, where they are required to deferentially adjust to the husband’s extended
family and are the object of intense scrutiny and potential criticism. For instance
Jain women frequently pointed out to me that misfortunes in the family were
often blamed on new daughters-in-law – a classic illustration of Mary Douglas’s
(1966: 102) argument that notions of mystical danger adhere to people who are
perceived to occupy an ambiguous position within the dominant structure of
power. Leela Dube (2001: 229) suggests that socialising a girl for an unknown
and unfamiliar setting leads to tentativeness, inhibiting the development of self-
confidence and initiative.

I observed that within the safety and emotional security of their natal home,
girls in their late teens, who in Jaipur had usually been educated up to degree level,
were in fact confident and outspoken. This self-assured demeanour changed after
marriage, which is clearly a traumatic transition for a young woman, whereby the
relatively relaxed communication between her mother, brothers and father and a
certain autonomy as to how she spends her time within the home are replaced by
restricted and hierarchical relationships within her new affinal family.

The lesser autonomy of a young daughter-in-law was forcefully brought home
to me after returning with a young unmarried friend from a jolly but rather hot
and tiring puja. No sooner had we collapsed exhausted onto the soft cushions
within the cool sitting room of the haveli when, to my discomfort, my friend
sharply ordered her newly married sister-in-law, who was several years her senior,



and as exhausted as we were, to go and make tea – a request which was silently
and immediately complied with. Indeed Dumont’s suggestions that the individual
is subsumed by the requirements of the collectivity would seem to be most
applicable to women as young daughters-in-law.

The situation is very different for boys and young men as they do not have to
leave home on marriage but instead remain within the supportive environment of
their parents home. Their efforts to become financially viable, within a competi-
tive business environment, are supported by their father and possibly their broth-
ers and father’s brothers. Any stress that accompanies this transition from teenage
boy to adult man is alleviated by the fact that a young man remains within an
emotionally familiar environment. This is not to say that relationships within the
joint family are always harmonious. They are not. But I would argue that poten-
tial conflict between brothers, surfaces later on in the male life cycle, often when
the influence of the father wanes with age and retirement.16

Religious activity and the maturation of 
the self in the context of marriage

There is clearly a very real question as to what extent a woman’s sense of self
remains intact after marriage, particularly in the early years when her workload is
most onerous and when the pressure to prove her loyalty and respectability are
greatest, resulting in significant restrictions on her movement and means of com-
munication both within and outside the home? In this context does religious prac-
tice have any significance? Are the religious activities which mothers encourage
their daughters to embark upon at the onset of puberty merely a means whereby
an adolescent girl begins to creates her separate identity as an adult Jain woman
of good reputation? Or are they also a means whereby a young newly married
woman, placed in a socially and emotionally vulnerable situation, can strengthen
her sense of selfhood, and define herself as a person worthy of respect, which in
turn helps her to internally negotiate the pressures, demands and conflicting
loyalties which go hand in hand with her roles as wife, daughter-in-law, mother
and daughter.

The religious stories with which the women were all conversant certainly
suggest that religious activity has a role to play in that it contributes to the grad-
ual maturation of the self in situations of adversity and in so doing offers the
means for potential transformation from a self beleaguered by external pressures
to a self confident of its own psychic integrity. The story literature is rich and in
contradistinction to much of the other religious literature,17 usually portrays
women, in an extremely positive light. Such stories often involve unmarried or
young married women, significantly women at a stage in their lives where their
sense of self and their status as persons is most undermined. These stories implic-
itly suggest that such categories of women can seek a solution to their predica-
ment through deep religious beliefs and practices (based upon the Jain principles
of right view, right knowledge and right action), which nourish and build clear
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bounded selves imbued with a sense of moral rectitude and strength which then
enables them to successfully face up to and conquer emotional and social adver-
sity. What is of crucial importance is that their success is not merely limited to
worldly existence. The strength of their selfhood, which is portrayed as a combi-
nation of both emotional maturity and firm spiritual knowledge grounded in Jain
principles, enables them to steadfastly follow a religious path, which leads
ultimately to spiritual enlightenment. The stories therefore embody a vision of
overcoming worldly difficulties at a number of levels. This vision I argue con-
tributes to a gradual development of self confidence and moral authority within
those women for whom religious practice is a regular aspect of their lives.

Religious practice and the demarcation of space and 
time apart from the household

For a young Jain wife the experience of physically and emotionally transcending
tensions arising from the myriad ties of daily household and kin obligations,
begins in a small way through the daily visits to the temple, which after marriage
are expected to become a regular part of a woman’s daily routine, if they are not
so already. For a newly married woman such visits have particular significance in
that they constitute one of the few occasions when she can leave the confines of
her affinal home and legitimately turn her attention inwards to herself. The cool
space enclosed within temple walls is strikingly different to the hot, noisy bustle
of everyday life outside. The white marble walls and dignified statues of the
tirthakkars, the air heavy with incense and punctuated with sounds of murmured
ritual incantations combine to clearly demarcate a sacred and otherworldly space.
The focus of temple worship are the tirthakkars, clear symbols of the spiritual
path to liberation or moksa marga and the spiritual journey of each individual
soul. Thus the temple visits whilst publicly representing a woman as a good Jain
wife, at the same time physically and symbolically separate her from her hus-
band’s household and attendant responsibilities where her own needs and interests
are low on the list of priorities. Virtually all women told me that these daily
temple visits gave them a feeling of peace as well as respite from activity and
tensions within their households. Women are able to extend this experience later
on in married life by practicing the 48 minute meditation practice of samayik,
after rising in the morning. The importance of samayik within Jain practice as a
means whereby lay practitioners can detach their consciousness from the outside
world is highlighted by Padmanabh Jaini (1979: 226) who suggests that, ‘This
sublime experience will sustain him even when he returns to his family and to the
bustle of everyday life, drawing him again and again to the inner refuge he has
discovered’. After 10 years of marriage, the majority of women I knew practised
samayik and they echoed Jaini’s observations, emphasising how important to
them that small period of silence was as a source of peace and reflection. In
front of the household shrine, sitting on their ‘mat’, fingering their malas
(rosaries), they created through this ritual an external and internal space for



themselves. Many women told me how samayik enabled them to ‘take their mind
off worldly matters’ or ‘released any mental tension’ – a form of detachment
which, they felt, gave them greater emotional strength to re-enter and effectively
manage the intricate web of emotions and obligations within the household of
which they were a part.18

Religious practice and the fashioning of 
personal and family identity

These contemplative ritual practices are an important counterbalance to a
woman’s other religious duties, which emphasise much more emphatically her
responsibilities to her affinal kin group. For a young wife these responsibilities
are enacted through food preparation. After marriage the new wife assumes
responsibility for cooking food for her affinal family under the watchful tutelage
of her mother-in-law. This is perceived as a religious act entailing careful adher-
ence to Jain principles to ensure no violence is committed to microscopic
beings.19 Cooking recreates on a daily basis the identity of a woman as a Jain wife
whose inner self has a religious integrity which encourages behaviour enabling
her to be viewed as a person worthy of respect. At the same time her food prepa-
ration reinforces the identity of household members as Jains – so crucial for the
Fvetambar Jains of the Jauhri Bazar who are essentially a community of jewellery
and cloth merchants where Jain religious identity demarcates the boundaries of
an economic resources group within which informal credit networks, based on
trust, operate.20 As Marcus Banks (1992) notes, ‘Food has an overriding impor-
tance to the Jains, being a constant diacritical marker of their otherness and the
Jains have an elaborate schema of how, when, where and what to eat’ (ibid.: 97).
Once children are born, integrating a young woman more fully into her affinal
family, food preparation is a potent symbol of her role as mother as it constitutes
a central part of the process of socialising children, developing their sense of self
by nurturing a moral conscience and an internal understanding as to where they
as human beings fit into the social world within and beyond the household. James
Laidlaw (1995) notes, the role played by food practices in the constitution of
selfhood. ‘Dietary practice . . . is actually the way young Jains learn about ahiysa,
the way they come to think about their distinctiveness as Jains, and the most
routine medium through which that distinctiveness is made part of the self’
(ibid.: 166).

The life cycle and increasing authority: respected 
behaviour, age and kinship

Clearly, younger wives play an important role in fashioning Jain identity and the
symbolic purity of themselves and their close kin through meticulous and time
consuming cooking processes. At this stage of a laywoman’s life caring for the
family on both a physical, spiritual and symbolic level is accomplished through
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physical activity whose religious aspect gives a sense of personal fulfilment.
Careful attention to these duties proves her loyalty to her affinal family, which in
turn enables relationships of trust and intimacy to build up between herself
and them. The resultant self-confidence is further bolstered by changes in the
dynamics of power within the patrilineal family as her children grow older and
new sisters-in-law are incorporated into the extended family. Household work can
be shared or delegated to other women. Age and a more solid incorporation into
her husband’s family leads to an increasing relaxation of parda restrictions
enabling a woman to go outside the house more often to visit kin or go to the tem-
ple. Clearly, therefore, a woman’s authority, power and therefore agency as a social
person is contingent upon her sense of self, her behaviour, and the constitution and
dynamics of the network of social relationships within her husband’s household.

As physical tasks of looking after the family become lighter, so a woman
assumes greater responsibility for caring for her family on a cosmic level. At the
same time this gives her the opportunity to build upon and consolidate her sense
of self through more concentrated and individual religious practice, and in Jaipur
this is where extended fasting plays an increasingly important role.

In Jaipur, women drew my attention to fasting as an important practice. They
were proud to talk about the fasts they had done which they viewed as an impor-
tant part of their religious year. Whilst recognising that the importance of female
group fasting seems to vary between regions, and possibly by sect,21 and even
within Jaipur one cannot assume that fasting is important for all women – as
James Laidlaw (1995: 152) points out, religious practices between families and
individual practitioners are very varied, I nevertheless suggest that for many of
the Jaipur women who have been married for at least 10 years,22 fasting is one of
the ways through which female personhood, and particularly a sense of self, can
be further developed. I would now like to explore how this might be the case.

Fasting, seva and selves

Taps or austerities embody one of Jainism’s central concepts, namely non-
attachment, in two key ways. First, they are intended to detach the performer from
some aspect of daily human life and second they are literally believed to produce
internal, spiritual heat which literally burns away the particles of karma binding
the soul to earthly existence. Fasting is one kind of austerity and it is worth
emphasising that fasting within the Jain context does not necessarily involve total
denial of food implied by the English gloss of the word tap. Rather Jain fasts
encourage the practitioner to think about and work to decrease attachment to the
material world by challenging patterns of meals and types of food, thereby focus-
ing on the varied ways in which a human being is attached to earthly existence
through food. In Jaipur the ayambil fasts, which omit the use of oils, spices and
salts together with fruit and vegetables, enact detachment to taste. Ekasana,
enjoining the practitioner to eat only once a day, separates the practitioner from
the usual three meals a day plus snacks which help to structure daily life. It is only



the upavas fasts which prohibit food altogether, and although there are fasts
which involve performing upavas for a succession of days, there are equally fasts
such as varsitap,23 whereby one day of upavas is alternated with one day of
normal eating for the duration of year.

A woman’s fasts are ritualised activities carried out within both the home and
the sacred spaces outside the home whereby on one level a woman creates and
demonstrates her personhood through enacting her roles of wife and mother.
First, she represents family morality and creates a good reputation essential in
marriage negotiations for daughters. Second, religious activities are believed to
attract good karma24 and pujya which bring worldly good fortune to the doer and
those who share their lives, as well as positively affecting the inner soul of the
doer. Within a patrilineal, patriarchal system a woman’s good fortune is intimately
connected with that of her husband and children and in this way a wife’s and
mother’s religious activities are believed to benefit her family.25

To this extent Jain women are little different from their high caste Hindu coun-
terparts who are subject to the encompassing ideology of stridharma and the
pativrata or virtuous wife. This portrays married women, and most particularly
mothers, as symbols of auspiciousness and purity through whose religious work
the health and happiness of the family is assured.26 Mary McGee (1996: 155)
highlights the centrality of the concept of saubhagya as ‘the virtue of well-being
derived from having a living husband’. Although inherent in women, it neverthe-
less needs to be nurtured through the conscientious performance of household
tasks, service to family members but most particularly to the husband and the
performance of religious duties, particularly fasts.

Married women, as vessels of saubhagya, are constantly dispensing and
replenishing their saubhagya through benedictions and observance of
vrats, bringing good fortune and well being to all with whom they come
in contact . . . Simply put, a married woman who uses her saubhagya in
such creative ways is a transformer of destiny . . . In the Hindu context, she
is a virtuous wife, and such deeds are her dharma, no more and no less.

(Ibid.: 165)

Whilst this holds true for Jain women, the doctrinal emphasis on the liberation
of the soul, symbolised by the ubiquitous tirthakkar images in the temples,
encourages Jain women to view fasts in a different way. Thus at another level
I suggest the fasts contribute most decidedly to a woman’s internal sense of indi-
vidual selfhood. Jain women made it very clear to me that whilst they celebrated
their relationships with their families, and particularly their husband and children,
and interpreted their duties as wives and mothers as valid aspects of religious
activity, they did not perceive fasts as solely oriented to their family’s well-being.
The moksa marga ideology with its concept of the soul’s journey to liberation was
a crucial aspect not merely of women’s understanding of the social world in which
they were embedded but most significantly of their conception of their place
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within the wider universe. Their discussions about why they fasted and how they
benefited always included the sense of inner peace it enabled them to access, the
way in which they believed their actions contributed to the purification of their
soul and its journey to liberation, however many rebirths that might take. In other
words their fasting rituals enabled them legitimately to put themselves in the fore-
ground – not only as selves that were identified with kinship roles but also as
selves who had as part of their identity independent souls whose existence and
development were not limited by the timeframe of one lifecycle.

Thus the religious Jain laywoman may be less psychically constrained by the
demanding expectations linked to her roles than one might expect. Compared to
nuns of course, a laywoman’s religious practice cannot offer the same degree of
transcendence from the obligations inherent in kinship and gender roles. Anne
Vallely’s (2002) research amongst Terapanthi female ascetics offers fascinating
comparisons and she observes that for such women

The idiom of renunciation is unequivocally and unabashedly soul-
centred, and nuns can avail of it every bit as easily as monks. Female
asceticism represents a continuation of female virtues of chastity and
restraint but significantly, it also represents a renunciation of stridharma
(gender duty).

(Ibid.: 240)

For laywomen, religious practice makes space for a sense of self and individu-
ality within the framework of stridharma rather than beyond it, equipping women
with the fortitude to intellectually and emotionally cope with the difficulties
thrown up by the structures of power embedded in the relations of gender and kin-
ship encompassing women’s worldly life (saÅsara).

The fast of aksay nidhi and the 
personhood of women

I would like to explore some of these points by looking in detail at aksay nidhi
tap, which I witnessed in 1982, 1983 and 1984 in Jaipur.27 This is a rather unusual
fast in that unlike many fasts, it does not seem at first sight to be linked to specif-
ically female interests. The associated story does not incorporate female heroines
and the focus appears to be on worldly wealth and Jain identity. A careful analy-
sis, however, reveals a rich web of meanings, intimately connected to the multi-
layered personhood of women. The fast not only symbolises women’s role in
creating Jain identity, but encapsulates women’s multiple kinship roles. At the
same time it offers women the space and creative means to nurture their sense of
self and gain respite from the restrictions imposed through gender and kinship.

Whilst I was in Jaipur, the aksay nidhi tap coincided with paryusaj and was
performed eight days prior to and the eight days during paryusaj. It began in
1982 and was repeated for four consecutive years in accordance with instructions



laid out in the booklet especially published to accompany the fast, which also
claimed that the fast dated back to the time of Mahavira and was a fast that he
encouraged followers to perform.28

Community identity

At its most inclusive the fast is very much concerned with the various levels of
Jain segmentary community identity, making its performance by women particu-
larly significant in that they play a crucial role in creating and recreating Jain
identity in time and space through their roles as wives, mothers and mothers-in-
law. Names of the women who planned to do it were read out in the preachings.
The publication of a booklet, the Aksay Nidhi Tap Vidhi, to accompany the fast
was paid for by a prominent Jaipur Fvetambar Murtipujak jeweller whilst the wife
of another prominent jeweller bid Rs. 3001 for the honour of leading the proces-
sion – an action which highlighted the role of the jewellery traders in Jaipur in
maintaining and continuing Jain religious institutions. The fast was performed
only by Khartar Gacch women on the encouragement of the monk, Muni Sagar
ji, resident in the Khartar Gacch upafray for caturmas in 1982.29 The procession
at the end of the fast included all five Murtipujak temples in the old city run both
by Khartar Gacch as well as Tapa Gacch.30 As such it made both a public state-
ment about the piety of Khartar Gacch as compared to other gacch communities
whilst at the same time transcending gacch identity and representing the whole
Murtipujak community in Jaipur through the inclusion of these temples.

The story associated with the fast takes the theme of community identity one
step further by focusing on the identity of Jains as a religious group within the
wider context of caste hierarchy within Rajasthan. It concerns a king, named
Purusottam, who loses his wealth and kingly position due to unspecified calami-
ties. Whilst working as a servant in another king’s palace, he meets a Jain ascetic
and is subsequently converted to Jainism. The Jain ascetic advises him to do the
fast of aksay nidhi to regain his wealth. This brings immediate results as on com-
pleting the fast he is promoted to minister in charge of the king’s trade – a clear
metaphorical reference to the association of Jains with the trading castes.31

Subsequently, he embarks on a trading expedition to another kingdom but his ship
is caught in a storm and all except him are drowned. Carried to the shore by a
crocodile, he finds that the kingdom is facing a dilemma because their ruler had
died heirless. To select a new king, the populace decide to let loose an elephant
with a young woman riding on its back, the custom being that the man to whom
the elephant points his trunk should be made king. As a consequence of
performing aksay nidhi, the elephant points its trunk at Purusottam and in this
way he regains his wealth and kingship – but with one major difference – as a
Jain king.

The story I was given32 is reminiscent of the conversion stories discussed at
length by Lawrence Babb (1996), whereby kings convert to Jainism under the
influence of Jain ascetics. He points out how such stories are to do with the Jain
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claims to a particular kind of caste identity, contesting their attributed status as
traders or vaifyas, and claiming a status equal or superior to the ruling Rajput
community.33 Such stories claim a non-violent royal identity achieved through
conversion by ascetics – contrasting Jain kings with the meat eating and alcohol
drinking identity of Rajput rulers – a diet which, according to Jain principles,
makes them spiritually inferior (Babb 1996: 161–169). The story may also reflect
a competitive demarcation of Jain religious identity vis à vis Hindu religious
identity in that Purusottam is one of the names given to the god Visju
(Gupta 2000: 394).

Unlike many of the stories attached to fasts women do, it did not include women
as central characters. Yet the inclusion of a woman riding on the back of the ele-
phant, a pan-Indian symbol of both fertility and royal authority (Kinsley 1997:
225), implicitly indicates that the woman directs the elephant’s choice. This sug-
gests that the fast combined with female spiritual wisdom, restores Purusottam’s
fortune, an oblique reference to women’s perceived role as guardians of Jain iden-
tity, morality and good fortune. The story and procession makes visible women’s
central role as persons responsible for maintaining community identity. The result-
ant inner authority and confidence seemed very evident to all who watched their
smiling and unveiled faces as they went on a procession through town after the
fast. Indeed the fast makes publicly manifest female social power enacted through
roles as wives, mothers, grandmothers and aunts, which is otherwise hidden
behind the walls of the home, and the invisibility imposed by parda restrictions.

In addition the timing of the fast helped to reinforce the emphasis on a
community identity beyond that of individual gacch allegiance. I was told that the
fast could be performed at other times of the year but the resident monk in 1982
decided to make the fast lead up to and coincide with paryusaj celebrations. This
is significant as 8 days of paryusaj are the only time in the year when all the
Fvetambar Jains in the old city, women, men, young and old make an effort to
take on board religious observances in terms of food restrictions, fasting, confes-
sion and temple going. The public nature of many of the celebrations, such as the
processions, the loud well attended pujas, and the many well dressed Jains on the
streets at night visiting the five temples to worship, clearly makes this festival
a statement of community identity vis à vis the wider society.

Fasting and detachment from the household through the 
restructuring of time and space: the case of Mrs Bhajdari

The fast significantly restructured the practitioners’ day as the following case of
Mrs Bhajdari shows, encouraging women to turn their attention inwards and
away from their home and family. Mrs Bhajdari was a 38-year-old woman, from
the Osval caste, whose husband ran a jewellery business. She was typical of many
of the women I worked with in that religious belief and practice structured much
of her life. She explained to me how she tried to live her life according to the five
great vows of Jainism (pañc mahavrat). To illustrate this she related how once she



had performed five upavas fasts as penance for killing a ladybird whilst cleaning
vegetables. On the advice of a nun she had vowed to follow the fourteen princi-
ples (chaudah niyam) daily and had also taken a vow to give up rasgullas, a
particularly delicious sweetmeat, for life. She ate no roots at all and no green veg-
etables or fruit on the eighth and fourteenth auspicious days (tithi) of each lunar
fortnight or during paryusaj. She ate before sunset and drank nothing after sun-
set. She saw her religious practice as a way of life which began in early childhood
when she did her first upavas at the age of 7. She explained her commitment to
religion as due to good karma accumulated in a previous birth, implicitly linking
soul, self and personhood. She was a confident and outspoken woman and made
her own decisions as to how she should put her beliefs in to practice, stating that
‘a husband should never interfere in a wife’s practice’. Her religious beliefs and
practices had clearly contributed to her strong sense of self and individuality, in
addition to which she was mistress of her own home as her mother-in-law was
dead. Significantly she had frequent contact with her natal family, including her
parents and her brothers (also jewellers), who lived close by. In fact she was
performing aksay nidhi tap with two of her brother’s wives.

She had two sons, one aged 20 years and one aged 11 years, and a daughter of
17 years. She, her husband and children lived as a nuclear family on the second
floor of a three storey haveli, but her husband’s brother (also a jeweller) lived
one floor below and her husband’s brother’s wife helped cook and look after
Mrs Bhajdari’s husband and children whilst she performed aksay nidhi tap. This
help was absolutely essential as the fast took Mrs Bhajdari out of the house for
most of the day. Prior to embarking on the fast she had received permission from
her husband to do it and had taken a vow of celibacy to last for the duration of
the fast.

On each day of the fast she took bath after rising and then performed samayik
and pratikramaj before visiting the temple prior to attending the preachings.
After the preachings, which included encouragement to those performing the
aksay nidhi tap, she would make her way to the shrine in the upafray, along with
over one hundred other women doing the fast. In pride of place on the shrine was
displayed a silver Naupad Siddha Cakra Yantra, symbolising both essential qual-
ities required to begin the path to spiritual enlightenment as well as the five key
categories of renunciant, namely, ascetics, religious teachers, leaders of ascetic
orders, liberated souls and tirthakkars (pañc paramesthin). In front of this shrine
a large metal pot was placed (called a kumbha or kalafa in the fasting booklet)
and as many smaller pots with coconuts balanced on the top as there were fasting
women. Mrs Bhajdari, along with the other women had her own small table on
which she daily made twenty-one rice svastikas34 and placed offerings of fruit and
sweets. She collected her pot from the shrine, removed the coconut which she had
covered with an orange cloth, in order to place within the pot additional offerings
of money, rice and almonds. She also placed money, rice and almonds within the
large metal pot on the central shrine table. By the end of the sixteen days all the
pots were full. After making her offerings she joined the other women in hymn
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singing which lasted until lunch time at which point she accompanied all the
women across the road to the dharma fala where everyone partook of a substan-
tial and convivial ekasana meal, specially cooked for them by temple servants.
Mrs Bhajdari then returned home for a short rest before returning to the dharma
fala for the scheduled afternoon pujas, which were well attended by the wider
community, particularly the women and children. She followed this by evening
pratikramaj and a final visit to the temple for darfan before returning home.

Persons of women: kinship as represented 
through the fast

The symbolism included within the fasting rituals represents both the individual
souls and selves of women as well as the kinship roles which constitute their
externally perceived personhood. The different layers of meaning encapsulated in
the name aksay nidhi indicate how this might be so and well illustrate John Cort’s
thesis that the values of the moksa marga ideology, focusing on the soul, and the
values of well-being, focusing on life in the world, are intricately interconnected.
As one woman carefully explained to me, ‘aksay’ means ‘that which can never be
destroyed’ and ‘nidhi’ refers to wealth, fund or treasure. The book given to all the
women performing the fast said that practitioners of aksay nidhi tap acquire
knowledge and a noble character, thereby implying that the indestructible wealth
is that of spiritual qualities gained, as the story implies, through adherence
to Jainism. Mrs Bhajdari supported this view telling me that she believed it
contributed to the purification of her soul.

However, other women took the story more literally. For example, Vebhobai, a
woman in her mid-thirties from the Khartar Gacch Frimal caste, who performed
the fast, explained to me, ‘People do this tap so they get wealth in the next birth
enabling them to do charitable religious work’.35 Certainly at one level the sym-
bolism of the fast seems to support the values of worldly well-being and appears
to highlight the married woman’s perceived role as the cosmic guardian of family
health, wealth and happiness. The pot is a particularly interesting focal symbol.
Referred to in the fasting booklet as kumbha, or sometimes as kalafa, it is
significantly one of the eight auspicious symbols (astamakgal) in both Jainism
and Hinduism and as such is common in both Jain and Hindu ritual. On the after-
noon of the first day of the fast in 1982, a naupad puja, celebrating the soul’s path
to liberation, was held in the upafray. Included in the shrine were the coconut
topped steel pots, which people explained represented the women who were per-
forming the aksay nidhi fast. Indeed, the symbolic linkage of women and pots is
suggested by the fact that the water pot is a symbol for the female tirthakkar
Mallinath. The women who performed the fast clearly identified the pots with
woman hood by telling me that the sight of a woman with a pot on her head is a
very auspicious sight.36 They did not elaborate on this but it is relevant to note that
in Hinduism the kumbha specifically stands for the power of the mother goddess
who is the source of fertility and the creative energy of the universe. In addition,



it is commonly used to symbolise the household goddesses (Dallapiccola 2002:
120), believed to protect the family and ensure good fortune.37

People explained that the pot and coconut together were symbols of pious
religious work as they were fubh ciz (good things) and makgalik ciz (auspicious
things). John Cort points out that both these terms can refer to the values of
worldly well-being and that within a ritual context the coconut specifically is a
symbol of fertility and success all over India.38 The coconut is an important sym-
bol in both Hindu and Jain rituals and the cloth covered coconut in the pot, car-
ried on a woman’s head features in a variety of Jain religious contexts. For
example I saw these used during a pilgrimage as well as in a statue installation
ceremony. In the context of aksay nidhi tap the covering of bright red, orange and
yellow cloths, fringed with silver seemed to reinforce the meaning of fertility as
such cloths were reminiscent of the saris worn by women for marriage or other
festive occasions – the colour of which represent fertility and auspiciousness.
This theme is reinforced by the pots filled to the top with offerings by the end of
the fast. The booklet emphasises that by the last day the pots should be full,
suggesting a link with the full pot or purja kalafa in Hinduism as the symbol
of good fortune, plenty, fertility and the life force (Saletore 1982: 645, 796 and
Dallapiccola 2002: 159).

So there is a strong case for suggesting that at one level the pots signify a
woman’s procreative and nurturing role within the patrilineal family as wife and
mother together with the responsibility she is believed to bear for her family’s
physical and spiritual well-being through the merit she accumulates as a conse-
quence of her religious work. The fast therefore defines female personhood in
terms of their kinship roles and obligations to the wider community:

The focus on selfhood through aksay nidhi

The following narrative, provided by one woman in her late forties, Mrs Nahata,
indicates however that this is far from the whole story and points beautifully to
the way in which some women read the pot and coconut as representative of their
individual soul and that soul’s journey towards enlightenment:

In the beginning the husk and the coconut are joined together. As time
passes the inner part gets separated from the husk. We should be like the
coconut fruit – while living in the material world we should not be stuck
and attached to material things but must remain separate.

Other women carefully told me that the pot represented the soul and that the inner
white fruit of the coconut represented the ideal pure state of the soul when freed
from karma. These interpretations support John Cort’s (2001: 194) analysis of the
pot or kalafa as representing increase and fertility not only at the level of worldly
life but also at the level of the soul. He explains that increase in the context of
the soul signifies spiritual development whereby detachment is cultivated and
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freedom from rebirth ultimately achieved. The white rice placed daily into the
pots by the women holds similar meanings. Women and men told me that white
rice, devoid of its husk, is unable to re-grow, and in this way white rice symbol-
ises the soul devoid of karma and therefore freed from rebirth in this world.

The other items – almonds and money placed inside the pot daily – reinforced
such meanings. Almonds as luxury food and money were explained as symbolic
of worldly pleasures being renounced. In this way the pot represents the embod-
ied pure and fully spiritual soul to which all religious and renunciatory activity is
believed to lead in the end.39 Similarly, I was informed that the offerings of sweets
and fruits symbolise the stage of vitaraga, when the soul is free of desires for
pleasing things. The timing of the fast during paryusaj – the most important Jain
festival of the year when values of renunciation and spiritual liberation are
brought to the fore – certainly emphasised the orientation of all religious activity
towards the individual soul.

Mrs Jarchur, the woman who led the procession at the end of the fast, rein-
forced this view. According to her, ‘Religious work brings peace to the soul. This
fast does not help husbands. To do aksay nidhi tap for your husband is futile. The
fast is for the good of your own soul’.

This interpretation was supported by Asha, one of the small number of
unmarried young women who performed the fast. Now one could read their
performance in terms of action oriented towards good karma and attracting a
good husband and healthy children. But the example of Asha suggests this is too
simplistic. Asha was a 20-year-old girl who had completed her university degree.
She was quite a shy, soft-spoken woman who, since leaving university, increas-
ingly made religious activity a central part of her life. Her beliefs linked both her
potential kinship roles as an adult woman as well as her conception of herself as
embodying an independent soul. Thus she supported her mother’s belief that
‘through religious activity a woman makes a heaven of her home’. At the same
time she emphasised the importance of sincerity behind any religious activity and
discussed the way in which she felt religious activity shaped her individual char-
acter so that she would have the ability to face any adversity with equanimity. In
this way she felt her soul was purified. Significantly, she had participated in a
group performance of the three-day Candajbala upavas, which re-enacts a fast
performed by a woman who became one of the first nuns under the tirthakkar
Mahavira.40 Her performance of aksay nidhi tap was therefore part of an ongoing
process in her shaping of a sincerely felt religious identity which she perceived as
the core of her sense of self. Certainly she radiated a calm and quiet self assurance.

Concluding remarks: the pot as a symbol of 
the self within the person

In pulling all these ideas and interpretations together, I think it is important to
emphasise that the fast and its symbolism does not merely represent all these
values in the abstract. Each pot is tended by a particular woman, and as I have



argued earlier can be seen as representative of that woman. The various
interpretations of the symbolism point to the pots as potent representations of
women as persons. On one level each pot represents the aspect of a woman’s per-
sonhood created through interaction with kin and her interpretation of her
ascribed roles as mother, wife and nurturer. Through the fast a woman displays
the fulfilment of her social responsibilities both within the community and within
her household where her spiritual power enables her to mediate between the spir-
itual and the material realms, safeguarding the health and good fortune of family
members. Her moral authority is publicly demonstrated, and through this demon-
stration she is publicly judged as a good Jain woman who through her fulfilment
of seva is judged as worthy of respect. In the process not only is her status as a
person elevated but so is that of her affinal family in which she is daughter-in-law,
wife, mother and mother-in-law, as well as her natal family which she represents
as daughter and sister. So at this level one could argue that women encapsulate
Dumont’s notion of Indian personhood whereby the individual is subsumed
within and works for the interest of the group.

Yet at the same time the structure and symbolism of the fast challenges
Dumont’s view of personhood as well as Marriott’s view of the Indian ‘dividual’.
The fast detaches the female practitioner from the collectivity of family and com-
munity. The husband’s permission for his wife to do the fast, legitimately absolves
her from conjugal demands and worldly tasks of cooking, cleaning and childcare.
The shrine within the upafray, where she spends the morning praying and singing
hymns constitutes a sacred space, which further separates her both actually and
symbolically from the household. The communal ekasana meal cooked by tem-
ple servants and eaten by all the fasting women in the upafray serves further to
underline this symbolic separation. In particular the vow of celibacy, undertaken
before all fasts, is a particularly potent form of actual and ritualised separation of
a woman from her husband. La Fontaine’s (1992: 103) observations that gendered
activities can temporarily cut across principles which link men and women as
husbands and wives are pertinent here. This detachment is most graphically
symbolised by the individual pot and coconut which stand in contra-distinction to
the large communal pot to which all contribute offerings and which arguably
symbolises the community. Each small pot represents in solid form a woman’s
individual selfhood, self-discipline and independent spiritual existence over
which she alone gains increasing autonomy both with age and increased religious
activity.

In many ways the fasts are similar to rites of passage. The vow of celibacy and
husband’s permission constitutes the stage of separation, the fast itself comprises
the transitional stage and the procession, formal parja or fast breaking and
celebratory feast symbolically re-emphasises her links with kin, therefore 
re-incorporating the woman back into daily mundane life. But as with all rituals,
the re-incorporated woman is transformed in a subtle way. As Laidlaw and
Humphrey (1994: 227–230) point out, participating in rituals is a creative act
which not only makes a public statement about the person involved but also works
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on the emotions. This, as Lawrence Babb (1996: 15) perceptively notes, gives rise
to feelings which continue beyond the ritual thereby contributing to the
worshipper’s personal and social identity.

It is the nature of this identity that is so significant. Religious activity and
belief enables participating women to nurture and build upon their sense of
individual selfhood in that the ritualised techniques of separation together with
the symbolic meanings held by the ritual objects, direct women’s attention to what
lies at the very heart of Jainsim, namely the journey of the embodied soul or
atman towards eventual liberation. In the words of the Aksay Niddhi Tap Vidhi
(1982: 1), all forms of tapasya or ascetic practice, including fasting, lead to the
purity of the soul (atma fuddha) and self reflection within the soul (atma cintan).
Belief in the karmic distinctiveness of each soul, which in turn is believed to fash-
ion each human being’s consciousness of self and agency, contributes to a
woman’s reflexive awareness of individual selfhood separate from her existence
as a being linked to others through ties of affection and obligation defined by the
framework of kinship and religious community. Contemplative techniques incor-
porated into the fasting rituals give women the opportunity to reflect on inner
selves which incorporate their individual souls engaged in a unique journey to
spiritual liberation – a journey not circumscribed by one lifetime. Whilst the
widely voiced belief that a woman’s morally directed behaviour and religious
activity can affect the worldly fortune of close family members supports
Marriott’s theories of Indians and ‘dividual’ persons, the belief that the soul of
each human being can only be affected by that human being’s own actions,
defines women as separate selves with their own individuality. Whatever other
aspects of her life are influenced or curtailed by kin, she and she alone can
influence the progression of her soul – which constitutes the very heart of her
sense of self.

The Jain material is thus a clear illustration of Lukes and Cohen’s suggestion
that notions of the self are inextricable components of the total person. It further
highlights how religious beliefs are crucial to understanding the ways in which
people conceive of the self within the person cross-culturally. The self conscious-
ness which Cohen emphasises as central to human conceptualisations of the self
is particularly developed in Jain belief. This in turn fosters the development of
clearly defined concepts of selfhood within both Jain men and women but which
has particularly important implications for women given their position within the
power structures inherent in the systems of caste and kinship.

In general therefore, the complex of fasting rituals, continue and amplify a
process gently initiated in childhood and increasingly consolidated after mar-
riage. Fasting, and particularly the longer more complex fasts, carve out a potent
symbolic and sacred space for women, similar to that mentioned earlier as created
through samayik and temple visiting, a space within which they can reflect and
nurture their inner self. As a new wife in a testing and unfamiliar environment the
daily contemplative rituals enable a woman to create within her life small areas
of sacred space and time. Within this sacred time, carved carefully out of a day



filled with household activity, she is enabled to contemplate the rich religious
imagery encapsulating complex Jain philosophical ideas.

This in turn allows her to locate herself as a conscious being within the
universe – a vision which both enriches her perception of the world and enables
her to see beyond and to negotiate her way through the social obligations which
frame her life. Undeniably therefore within this particular Jain community,
religious belief and practice combine uniquely with kinship roles, age and house-
hold developmental cycles, contributing on the one hand to the social construc-
tion of female personhood over time, and on the other hand to the construction of
the self within the person through nurturing a sense of spiritual fulfilment and
self-realisation, enabling a woman to imaginatively orient herself to cosmic as
well as social time and space.

Notes

1 This re-analysis was partly inspired by Whitney Kelting’s (2001) sensitive ethnography
on female religious practice in Maharashtra. Anne Vallely’s (2002) ethnography on
Terapanthi Jain nuns provides an important comparison to the material on laywomen.

2 Note on transliteration: I have transliterated most Hindi words which are used in a wide
variety of contexts to include the silent inherent ‘a’. I have not included the inherent
‘a’ for words used specifically in a Jain context, such as Fvetambar, so as to indicate
the specific pronunciation of such words by Jaipur Jains.

3 Subsequent to my own fieldwork, considerable research has been undertaken on the
Fvetambar Jains residing in the Jauhri Bazar, Jaipur. See in particular Laidlaw 1995
and Babb 1996.

4 See for example Mauss 1985, Fortes 1971, Carrithers 1985, La Fontaine 1985 and
Strathern 1988.

5 See in particular Strathern 1988.
6 Mines 1994, Lamb 2000.
7 I am in agreement with Cohen’s (1994: 5) criticism of social theorists who question

whether a concept of self exists cross-culturally.
8 See Lamb 2000: 27–41, for a useful review of these arguments.
9 A lighthearted example of this view was revealed by many Jain womens’ attempts to

understand how I had got the resources plus permission from my family to travel alone
so far from home. They generously concluded that the accumulation of beneficial
karma had given me the opportunity to learn about the Jain religion, in their view the
essential starting point to eventual spiritual liberation.

10 Women shape the offering of dried rice into the four armed svastika, which they
explained as symbolic of the four kinds of birth a soul may take, placing above this
three dots representing the three jewels, above which a half moon shape is fashioned
representing the abode of the siddhas or liberated souls.

11 The word saÇskaras is also used to denote life cycle rituals which mark changes in
social status and which therefore contribute to constituting the externally perceived
person.

12 This is not to assume that among other Jain communities hypergamous marriage is
always the norm.

13 Amongst the relatively wealthy Jauhri Bazar Jains, notions of status and hierarchy
played a key role in the organization of arranged marriages. In the absence of sufficient
wealth, family reputation represented by female honour was particularly crucial in
securing a good match.
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14 Reynell 1985: chapters 2 and 4.
15 See Sherry Fohr’s article in this volume which deals with the intersection of parental

concerns about female sexual vulnerability and nunhood.
16 Men of course face different pressures. They are expected to work hard once they have

left school, in joining their father in the family business or initiating a career of their
own. Parents looking for potential grooms will pay particular attention to this, taking
care not to marry their daughter to a young man whom they consider lazy and there-
fore who might not be able to provide economic stability for their daughter and future
grandchildren. Moreover, a young man’s status within the male community will depend
on the business connections he makes and his reputation as hard-working and trust-
worthy. The moral reputation of his family, particularly that of his mother will reflect
well on his own reputation, which is further bolstered by a modicum of visible religious
activity. Men are not expected, in their young years or prior to retirement, to spend a
large amount of time on religious activity – as it is considered that it would detract
them from their economic responsibilities. However, daily temple visiting for darfan
is a minimum requirement to retain a reputation as a man of sound character both in
business and as a potential groom in marriage negotiations.

17 As I have argued in a previous paper (Reynell 1987: 33–57), Fvetambar Jain ideology has
not been immune to the ambiguous attitudes inherent within the encompassing North
Indian patrilineal kinship and caste system, whereby control over identity, status and
resources is vested in the control of female sexuality. Hence the positive valuations given
to women in the religious literature are to some degree offset by contradictory statements
associating women with sensual pleasure, lust and deceit (see for example the
Sutrakrtakga Sutra, 271–275 or Hemacandra’s Trisastifalakapurusacaritra, Vol I: 35, Vol
VI: 26). But this is precisely where the story literature is so important. Most of the women
I worked with were not familiar with the canonical texts, with the exception of the Kalpa
Sutra, which is read out loud during paryusaj. They were far more familiar with the story
literature portraying positive images of womanhood. Whitney Kelting (2001: 23–32) also
found this to be the case amongst the Fvetambar Jain women with whom she worked in
Maharashtra, where she highlighted an area of female religious expertise that has received
little attention, namely the crucial role of hymn singing and the collection of hymns for
performance plays in conveying positive images of women.

18 In a similar vein Sarah Lamb (2000: 141) notes that Bengali villagers view techniques
of detachment as a means not to renounce the world but to help deal with the intense
emotional attachments which are a part of worldly life.

19 Marie-Claude Mahias’ (1985) meticulous ethnography on a community of Digambar
Jains in Delhi clearly illustrates the central role food plays as a religious symbol among
the Jains.

20 This is not to say that such a resource group is continually activated or that members are
always co-operative. As Peter Flügel (1995–1996: 163) points out, economic
relationships within the religious community may often be antagonistic and competitive.

21 Whitney Kelting (2001: 44) suggests it is less important among the Fvetambar
Murtipujak Tapa Gacch Jains in the Maharashtrian town of Pune.

22 Jain women explained that it is not considered appropriate for newly married women
to undertake fasts entailing denial of food for long periods and on a regular basis as it
would interfere with the heavy housework expected of her within the joint family.
Similarly, whilst it was not mentioned explicitly, extended fasting might affect a newly
married woman’s fertility and ability to breastfeed. In this sense fasting goes against
the interests of the joint family and there can be a tension between a woman’s desire to
engage in religious activity and the interests of her family.

23 This fast celebrates the origins of Jainism and is performed in memory of the
first tirthakkar, Rsabha. See reference in Hemacandra’s Trisastifalakapurusacaritra,
Vol. I: 177.



24 This chapter does not intend to deal with theories of karma in detail. One of the key
points is that karma affects both the future thought patterns of the mind, future actions
enacted through the body inhabited by the soul and the future worldly fortunes of that
soul, including its next rebirth. Karma is believed to have both spiritual and worldly
repercussions. Fruits of good karma lead to the purification of the soul and increased
worldly good fortune whilst bad karma hinders spiritual growth and encourages mis-
fortune. Theories of karma are therefore intimately implicated in what John Cort
(2001) has identified as the two interwoven sets of beliefs influencing Jain practice,
namely the ideology of moksa marga and the path of well-being.

25 See Reynell (1985: 126–140), for a more detailed discussion of this.
26 Fuller (1991: 21–22).
27 This is a good example of how specific religious practice can be to one region. Whilst

aksay nidhi was important in Jaipur as a group fast, Whitney Kelting (2001: 44) notes
that in Pune, Maharashtra, it had nowhere near the same significance.

28 Aksay Nidhi Tap Vidhi, pp. 24–28.
29 Although the accompanying booklet states that men can perform aksay nidhi tap, and

the associated story centres on male performance, no men joined in the particular fast
that I witnessed.

30 These temples were located within the half square mile of the Jauhri Bazar area
between Haldiyon ka rasta and Kundigaron ke Bhairu ka rasta. One was managed by
the Khartar Gacch Osval caste and another by the Khartar Gacch Frimal caste. The
Tapa Gacch Osvals ran three more, one of which I was told was privately owned by a
family living in Agra.

31 Whilst Jains are popularly associated with trade, and indeed the Fvetambar Murtipujak
Tapa and Khartar Gacch Jains, with whom I worked, belonging to the Osval and Frimal
castes, were largely jewellery and cloth merchants, this is not invariably the case. Much
of the Digambar community in Jaipur is associated with government administration. To
give another example, Marcus Banks (1992: 46–49, 59, 70–74) points out that in
Gujarat a proportion of the Jain population are agriculturalists.

32 I am relying on oral versions of the story told to me by women who participated in the
fast, together with that given in the accompanying booklet.

33 See also discussion in Maya Unnithan-Kumar’s (1997: chapter 2) book on how vari-
ous caste communities in Rajasthan construct their identity in relation to Rajput
dominance.

34 None of the women were able to tell me the significance of the number 21.
35 This statement reflects John Cort’s (2001: 201) conclusion that the path of well-being

is a valid religious goal for Murtipujak Jains in that without the wealth produced by the
Jain laity, Jain institutions and ascetic community would not survive.

36 Indeed, at the 5th Jain workshop held at SOAS on 13th June 2003, I was informed by
one Jain participant that men are never allowed to hold the kalafa in religious cere-
monies – again clearly identifying pots as a female symbol.

37 Babb notes that the pot can represent the ‘physical locus of the deity’ (1975: 280). 
I am told that in Durga puja the pot is a focal symbol standing for the self replen-
ishing creative energy of nature (S. Dasgupta, research student, SOAS: personal
communication).

38 Cort 2001: 190. See, also, Babb 1996: 32.
39 The story associated with the fast and focusing on Purusottam may also suggest this

meaning. Thomas Mooren (1997: 18–25) suggests that in Sanskrit purusa can mean
the universal soul and is linked to the concept of atman or self and Brahman or
universal consciousness.

40 A version of the Candajbala story can be found in Hemacandra’s
Trisastifalakapurusacaritra, Vol. VI: 112–119.
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RETHINKING RELIGIOUS
AUTHORITY

A perspective on the followers of 
Frimad Rajacandra

Emma Salter

Introduction

Frimad Rajacandra (1867–1901 CE) was a Jain saint from Gujarat.1 He preached
that the true path to moksa (spiritual liberation) begins with experiential knowl-
edge of one’s own soul, which he described as self-realisation (samyak darfana).2

In this respect his message is emphatically soteriological. He taught that the
most effective way to experience self-realisation is guru bhakti (devotion to
an authoritative religious preceptor). Frimad Rajacandra was also a staunch 
anti-sectarian.

Today Frimad Rajacandra has a dynamic following that extends beyond India
into the Jain diaspora communities of East Africa, Europe and North America.
The vast majority of his devotees are Jains, although some are Vaisjavas, who
originate from Gujarat. A broad range of economic backgrounds is represented in
Frimad Rajacandra’s following, although baniya (business) is the predominant
class. The exact number of followers is impossible to determine, but an educated
guess would be in the region of 20,000. There is no mendicant presence within
Frimad Rajacandra’s following and almost all its gurus, including Frimad
Rajacandra himself, have been laypeople. It is to these lay preceptors, instead of
to mendicants, that Frimad Rajacandra’s followers turn for authoritative spiritual
guidance. It is for these reasons that Frimad Rajacandra’s following can be
described as a lay movement within Jainism.

This chapter discusses the influence of Frimad Rajacandra’s lay status and
his teaching about self-realisation and guru bhakti on the development of his
following as a lay movement. It also offers some background information about
Frimad Rajacandra and the organisation of his following.3 Where possible, the
method throughout this essay is phenomenological. This means that I have tried
to represent the beliefs and practices of Frimad Rajacandra’s followers from the
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perspective of the practitioners themselves. To help orientate the reader the
chapter begins with a brief outline of the movement’s organisational structure.

The structure of the Frimad Rajacandra 
movement in outline

The organisational structure of the Frimad Rajacandra movement is complex.4

Contrary to Terapanthi Jainism, for instance, which has a single acarya at its head,
the Frimad Rajacandra movement has a multifarious organisational structure.5 It
has no central, authoritative spiritual council or administrative body to which all
of Frimad Rajacandra’s followers are accountable. Some followers practice their
religion independently, but many are organised into a collection of self-contained
communities that are autonomous in terms of their management (usually by a
board of trustees), finance and to whom they turn for religious authority. Some
communities of followers venerate only Frimad Rajacandra, whereas in other
communities a living guru who teaches in Frimad Rajacandra’s name is venerated
alongside Frimad Rajacandra. All Jains who are Frimad Rajacandra’s followers,
regardless of whether or not they are disciples of a living guru, also venerate the
Jinas to whom they offer appropriate ritual attention. Relations between the dif-
ferent communities of followers are co-operative and representatives from each
come together at important events, for example the inauguration of a new temple
dedicated to Frimad Rajacandra. Even though each community of Frimad
Rajacandra’s followers is separate, they unite to form a discrete movement within
modern Jainism because they share the same religious ideology, which is
expressed through devotion to Frimad Rajacandra and the acceptance of his
teachings. This has led to a similarity of religious practice amongst the separate
communities, which includes the use of Frimad Rajacandra’s writings in devotional
practices, the veneration of his image and the prominence of guru bhakti.

There have been many gurus associated with the Frimad Rajacandra movement
throughout the course of its history. This is one factor that has given rise to its
multifaceted organisational structure. Some gurus continue spiritual lineages that
serve existing communities of followers; others form new, independent commu-
nities. In 2002 three communities of Frimad Rajacandra’s followers looked to the
religious authority of a living guru or gurus. Each of these communities contin-
ues to be based at an afram dedicated to Frimad Rajacandra, all in Gujarat where
most aframs dedicated to Frimad Rajacandra are located.

● The Frimad Rajacandra Afram, Dharampur in South Gujarat. Established in
2001 by Param Pujya Fri Rakefbhai Jhaveri (born 1966). In 2002 the site was
still under construction, but could accommodate up to a 100 of Fri Rakefbhai’s
disciples on a temporary basis, visits usually lasting up to two weeks. It is
anticipated that in the future many disciples will chose to live permanently at
the afram. The majority of Fri Rakefbhai’s disciples live in Mumbai where his
fortnightly lectures attract an audience in the region of 3,000. His disciples
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also live in other parts of India (Gujarat, Bangalore Chennai and Calcutta) as
well as in Europe (Antwerp and Britain), Nairobi and North America.

● The Frimad Rajacandra Adhyatmik Sadhana Kendra, Koba (near Ahmedabad
and Gandhinagar). Established in 1975 by Param Pujya Fri Atmanandji (born
1931). Fri Atmanandji has approximately 1,000 disciples, of whom approxi-
mately 60 live permanently at the afram, as does Fri Atmanandji. With the
addition of visitors and temporary residents the population at the afram is
usually between 80 and 100. This increases to well over 1000 during special
festivals and events such as Divali and Paryusaj and the afram’s annual fibir
(religious camp). The majority of Fri Atmanandji’s disciples live in Gujarat,
but like to Fri Rakefbhai, his following also extends to other parts of India
and to Britain, East Africa and North America.

● The Raj Sanbhag Satsakg Majdal at Sayla near Rajkot and Ahmedabad.
Established in 1976 by Param Pujya Fri Ladakcandbhai Manekcand Vora
(1903–1977). Since Fri Ladakcandbhai’s death this community has had two
concurrent gurus, Param Pujya Fri Nalinbhai Kothari (born 1943) and
Adarniya Frimati Sadgujadben Fah (born 1928). Frimati Sadgujadben, who
is now elderly, spends most of her time in Mumbai, whilst her counterpart is
the more regular spiritual presence at Sayla. These gurus have approximately
2,000 disciples, approximately forty of whom live permanently at Sayla. As
with Koba, visitors and temporary residents swell the population, which fur-
ther increases during festivals and special events. Again, although most of
these two guru’s disciples live in Gujarat they also have a substantial follow-
ing elsewhere in India, and in Britain, East Africa and North America.

Many thriving aframs dedicated to Frimad Rajacandra do not look to a living guru
for religious authority. The largest afram of this type, and one of the most indus-
trious in the movement, is the Frimad Rajacandra Afram at Agas. It was estab-
lished in 1920 by FriMaharaj Lalluji Svami (1854–1936), who was one of Frimad
Rajacandra’s closest disciples. Approximately 300 of Frimad Rajacandra’s fol-
lowers live permanently at this afram. Accommodation is available for a further
600 followers to stay temporarily, while during festival times the number increases
to 2500.

Each community of Frimad Rajacandra’s followers that I approached during
my field research reported a steady rise in membership. This is reflected in the
expansion of some sites. When it is complete, the afram at Dharampur will cover
220 acres. The aframs now situated at Koba and Sayla relocated to their current
sites, Koba in 1982 and Sayla in 1985, because they had outgrown their existing
locations. A prayer hall that can accommodate 5,000 worshippers has recently
been constructed at Agas afram. This afram is also being expanded and its
facilities are being improved to meet the needs of its growing population.

As well as aframs, there are independent mandirs (temples) dedicated to
Frimad Rajacandra’s veneration, mainly in Gujarat and Mumbai. For example, in
February 2002 a third mandir in Rajkot dedicated to Frimad Rajacandra was
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inaugurated (see figure 10.2). The majority of Frimad Rajacandra’s devotees also
have domestic shrines in their homes.

How Frimad Rajacandra’s lay status has influenced 
the development of his following

Frimad Rajacandra

Laksminandan Mehta (Frimad Rajacandra) was born in November 1867 at
Vavania, a port town in Saurashtra (also Kathiavad) on the north coastal peninsu-
lar of Gujarat.6 His parents, who were of the Dafa Frimali caste, changed his
name to Raichand (Raychand\Rajacandra) when he was four years old. He was
attributed the honorific title ‘Frimad’ posthumously by his disciples.

Biographies about Frimad Rajacandra describe him as intellectually precocious,
and emotionally and spiritually mature beyond his years. In his teens he earned a
degree of celebrity by giving public performances of extraordinary feats of
memory and concentration, such as attending simultaneously to a 100 different
activities. His profound interest in religion began early in his childhood. As a
young boy he was initiated as a devotee into the Krsja bhakti tradition favoured
by his father and paternal grandfather, but by the time he turned sixteen he had
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Figure 10.1 Bhakti in the svadhyaya hall at Koba Afram in 2000. Note portraits of
Frimad Rajacandra (centre), Kundakundacarya (left) and Fri Lalluji Svami
(right). Photograph by the author.



become fully committed to his mother’s religion, Jainism. Frimad Rajacandra’s
mother was a Sthanakvasi Jain, but as a statement of the anti-sectarian beliefs that
Frimad Rajacandra held throughout his adult life he never associated himself with
a specific Jain denomination. This has caused some confusion amongst scholars.
For example, Glasenapp and Titze7 associate him with Sthanakvasi Jainism,
Banks and Laidlaw8 refer to him simply as a Jain layman from Gujarat and
Dundas9 associates him with Digambar Jainism.
Frimad Rajacandra married when he was twenty and fathered four children,

one of whom died in infancy. He claimed that he became a husband and father to
satisfy his parents’ wishes and that he would have preferred to have remained
unmarried. About the same time as his marriage Frimad Rajacandra went into
business with his uncle-in-law trading precious stones. His biographies describe
him as an honest, skilful businessman and the business prospered. Throughout
this period he spent whatever time he could in religious retreat. When he was
thirty he retired from business altogether, at the same time relinquishing his
obligations as a householder. Having left professional and domestic life he
headed for remote places, such as Idar in Gujarat, where he could concentrate on
his spiritual development without distraction.

By this time Frimad Rajacandra was well-known within Saurashtran communities
and amongst his business associates as a religious teacher who attracted crowds
of interested listeners to his discourses. He had also gathered a number of close
disciples, including a core of Sthanakvasi munis (male mendicants) who were
based at Khambhat in Gujarat, of whom Lalluji Svami was the most senior.
Despite Frimad Rajacandra’s lay status his disciples were in no doubt of his
religious authority, which they believed was proven by the austere and ascetic
lifestyle he was now living, by his extensive scriptural knowledge and, most
importantly, by what they accepted as the purity of his soul. Nevertheless, his
muni disciples were keen for him to initiate as a mendicant and so ‘legitimise’
their relationship with him. Frimad Rajacandra too was eager to take diksa (men-
dicant initiation) for which he now believed he was spiritually prepared, but his
mother was reluctant to give her son the permission he required to take diksa
because of her concern for his frail health. Throughout his adult life Frimad
Rajacandra suffered a chronic digestive complaint. His mother finally gave
her permission for his initiation on the condition that he must first recover
from his current bout of illness. Frimad Rajacandra never did recover. He was
under the medical supervision of doctors when he died at Rajkot, in April 1901,
aged thirty four.
Frimad Rajacandra’s current devotees have access to his image and teachings

through photographs of him and through an anthology of his writings (in Gujarati).
The anthology, which was collated towards the end of Frimad Rajacandra’s life by
one of his close disciples, Ambalalbhai Lalcand (1869–1904), contains his philo-
sophical and poetic writings, transcriptions of some of his discourses, as well as
approximately 800 letters written to his disciples and followers. It is titled Frimad
Rajacandra and is published by the Frimad Rajacandra Afram at Agas. Many of
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Frimad Rajacandra’s followers own a copy of Frimad Rajacandra, which they
revere as scripture. Some of Frimad Rajacandra’s writings have also been pub-
lished independently, including his most celebrated text, the Atma Siddhi (AS),
which he composed in 1896.10 Shortly before his death Frimad Rajacandra posed
for two studio photographs each of which depict him in a meditative posture (one
standing and one sitting). They reveal how tragically emaciated he had become.
His skeletal frame and early death have prompted some scholars and devotees to
mistakenly assume that he purposefully cultivated his emaciated physique
through fasting, ultimately leading to sallekhana (ritual death by fasting).11

Copies of these photographs are displayed wherever Frimad Rajacandra is vener-
ated (see figure 10.1). Images of him fashioned in marble or metal and modelled
on these photographs are also displayed at many, but not all, sites dedicated to his
veneration.
Frimad Rajacandra’s lay status, coupled with the criticisms he levied against what

he considered to be poor levels of spirituality amongst mendicants, has led to
another misconception amongst scholars and opponents of Frimad Rajacandra, that
he rejected mendicancy outright.12 Frimad Rajacandra was dismayed at institutional
Jainism for falling short of its own values, but he did not censure mendicancy in
principle. For example, he did not encourage his muni disciples to reject their men-
dicant status (an element of diplomacy may also have been in play here) and his
teachings do not deviate from Jain doctrine that states only mendicants can attain
moksa. His followers believe that Frimad Rajacandra will take mendicant initiation
before his final liberation, although not in this world. As far as his current incarna-
tion is concerned, some followers believe him to be enjoying his penultimate incar-
nation as a divine-being in the celestial realms of devlok before reaching his final
incarnation as a mendicant in Mahavideha, a geographical location in the middle
realm of the cosmos from where liberation may be achieved. Others believe he is
already experiencing his final incarnation as a mendicant in Mahavideha.

Religious authority and the spiritual hierarchy in Jainism

Despite his personal aspiration towards mendicancy, the fact that Frimad
Rajacandra actually remained a layman throughout his life has had a significant
influence on his following’s development as a lay movement. In most forms of
Jainism, mendicants have religious authority over the laity, who regard them not
only as religious experts, but also as sacred and worthy of veneration.13 Babb
describes the veneration of ascetics as central to Jain ritual culture.14 As a layman
Frimad Rajacandra lacked the authority, according to Jain tradition, to initiate his
own disciples and establish a new mendicant lineage. Frimad Rajacandra’s fol-
lowers are unofficially barred from aspiring to mendicancy because initiation
would place them, technically at least, higher than Frimad Rajacandra the spiri-
tual hierarchy of Jainism. Likewise, it is contrary to this spiritual hierarchy for a
layman to be the object of a mendicant’s veneration. When I asked Fri Rakefbhai
why he had not taken diksa, despite having attained self-realisation, he made the
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following comments;

The problem is they [initiated mendicants] will not let me worship
Frimad Rajacandra because he was not a sadhu [muni]. A sadhu cannot
worship a householder. They are not prepared to believe that Frimad was
a highly elevated soul. They consider him as a good disciple of Mahavir,
but sadhus believe themselves to be higher than him, so if you just wear
their dress you are higher than Frimad Rajacandra and I am not prepared
to believe that. So that [diksa] is not possible for us. A sadhu cannot bow
to a householder and to them he is only a householder because they only
see the external.15

This guru felt mendicant initiation was closed to him because it would conflict
with his veneration of Frimad Rajacandra. This was unacceptable to him because,
just like the other devotees of Frimad Rajacandra, he too worships Frimad
Rajacandra as his divine guru. Fri Rakefbhai offered further reasons for not ini-
tiating as a mendicant. Not least were the responsibility he felt towards his disci-
ples and the sectarian boundaries that he felt mendicancy may impose upon him.

The restrictions on mendicancy that Frimad Rajacandra’s lay status places over
his followers are linked to the spiritual hierarchy in Jainism that gives mendicants
religious authority over the laity. For those Jains who do not accept Frimad
Rajacandra, his lay status is one criterion that denies him religious authority. Yet
according to Frimad Rajacandra himself and to his disciples (past and present),
his religious authority was in no way diminished by his lay status. This is because
he stipulated that religious authority is not an automatic consequence of initiation
into mendicancy, but is only verified by self-realisation, a high level of which he
claimed to have achieved.

How Frimad Rajacandra’s interpretation of self-realisation 
has influenced the development of his following

Frimad Rajacandra defines self-realisation as an internal or spiritual state;
specifically as the experience of one’s own soul as a phenomenon independent
from one’s physical body or empirical senses.16 The self-realised aspirant (of lib-
eration) has removed and suppressed sufficient karma to experience the soul in
its pure state, if even for only a moment. Karma are the minute particles of matter
that pervade the entire cosmos, which adhere to the soul obscuring it from its true
nature. Karma is attracted to the soul by kasaya (passion), which is the stimulus
behind any mental, physical or verbal activity. Kasaya is motivated by raga
(attachment by attraction to a person, thing or event) and dvesa (attachment by
aversion to a person, thing or event). Karma that has adhered to the soul eventu-
ally ‘ripens’ and falls away, having produced its effect. This may be mental, phys-
ical or verbal action, usually reflective of the activity by which it was attracted
originally. The soul responds to the events produced by karma with raga or dvesa,
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which in turn stimulates kasaya to attract more karma to the soul, and so the cycle
continues. Liberation occurs when the soul is freed from all karma, enabling it to
exist in its pure state. Such a state of ontological perfection is achieved by acquir-
ing the passionless state of vitaraga (without raga) through non-attachment to
raga, dvesa and, consequently, kasaya. Arhats are souls that have attained
vitaraga and are free from all deluding karmas. Upon the death of the physical
body the arhat attains moksa and becomes a siddha (a liberated soul). Jinas are
arhats who are also preceptors.
Frimad Rajacandra’s followers’ religious practice focuses, in part, on reducing

the soul’s output of kasaya by psychological non-attachment to raga and dvesa.
This is attempted through cultivating a sense of detachment from life’s events by
understanding them to be no more than the cause and effect of karma. One fol-
lower explained this in terms of an actor trying to convince an audience of the
reality of the character portrayed. No matter how convincing the performance, the
actor never forgets her own identity. The actor represents the soul that should
always remain aware of its own nature despite having to work through the scenes
that karma lays before it. Psychological non-attachment is a means of renouncing
whilst continuing to live in the world as a householder. It does not, however,
relinquish personal responsibility. Jain teachings about ahiÅsa (non-violence)
mean that an aspirant’s responsibility for her or his own salvation includes an eth-
ical responsibility towards others. Non self-realised aspirants aspire to their first
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Figure 10.2 A metal image of Frimad Rajacandra is processed during the inauguration of
a new temple, Rajkot 2002. Photograph by the author.



experience of self-realisation, whilst self-realised aspirants aspire to increase the
frequency, duration and intensity of their soul experiences by discharging more
karma from their soul. By the same token, if an aspirant’s religious efforts
decline, self-realisation will diminish as more karma is allowed to accrue.

The daily programme at Koba is typical of the specific types of religious
practice performed by Frimad Rajacandra’s followers. It begins at 5.30 a.m. with
congregational bhakti dedicated to Frimad Rajacandra, followed at 8.45 a.m. with
puja dedicated in rotation to each of the Jinas. At 10 a.m. Fri Atmanandji, or if he
is unavailable a senior disciple, gives svadhyaya (religious lecture) for about one
hour. Group readings of Jain scripture begin at 4 p.m. followed by meditation at
4.45 p.m. After dinner, at 6 p.m., Fri Atmanandji and his disciples take an evening
walk, which allows disciples the opportunity for more informal discussion with
their guru. Arati (ritual veneration of the Jinas) takes place in the afram’s temple
at 7.15 p.m. followed by a meditation session. Congregational bhakti dedicated to
Frimad Rajacandra begins at 8.15 p.m. and last for at least one hour, but often
much longer. The emphasis given to different types of religious practice vary
between different communities of followers. For example followers at Sayla
emphasise meditation, whereas at Agas more emphasis is given to congregational
bhakti.

For Frimad Rajacandra’s followers self-realisation is a religious experience that
results in experiential knowledge. This is part of the reason why, within the
ideological framework of the Frimad Rajacandra movement, self-realisation is
the essential criterion for religious authority. Followers believe experiential
knowledge to be immune to misinterpretation and hence superior to intellec-
tual knowledge imbibed by book learning or attendance at lectures. Experiential
knowledge is absolute, and therefore universal truth. To express the concept of
universal truth followers recite the axiom that one non self-realised person may
have a 1,000 different opinions, while a 1,000 self-realised people will all hold
the same opinion because that view, arising from self-realisation, is absolute
truth. So, an aspirant’s theoretical understanding of Jain doctrine gleaned by intel-
lectual study is transformed and confirmed by the unequivocal experiential
knowledge of self-realisation.17 The religious authority of a self-realised person is
further secured by the high level of spiritual purity she or he must have attained
to have experienced self-realisation. This in turn endorses the efficacy of her or
his religious practice. The establishment of self-realisation as the main criterion
for religious authority has shaped the development of Frimad Rajacandra’s
following as a lay movement in two main ways. It allows lay gurus religious
authority without the need for mendicant initiation and it has evoked a profound
anti-sectarian ethic amongst Frimad Rajacandra’s followers.

Self-realisation and guru lineage

Religious authority is traditionally verified in Jainism, particularly Fvetambar
Jainism, by a secure lineage passed between the guru, who is a mendicant, and
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the disciple upon initiation into mendicancy.18 Guru lineage in the Frimad
Rajacandra movement originates with Frimad Rajacandra’s claim to have been
Mahavir’s disciple during a previous incarnation.19 Frimad Rajacandra’s lineal
connection with Mahavir establishes a guru–disciple lineage of the highest qual-
ity because it links him with the pure source of a Jina’s teachings whilst by-passing
the diluting effects of a lineal chain. It is a further indication to his followers of
the ‘pure’, pre-sectarian form of Jainism they believe he preached. A tradition of
guru lineage is found in some, but not all, communities of Frimad Rajacandra’s
followers. The community at Sayla afram traces its spiritual heritage back to
Frimad Rajacandra via one of his immediate disciples, Sobhagbhai of Sayla
(1823–1897), through a guru lineage that is still active. The guru lineage at
Agas originated with Frimad Rajacandra and passed via Fri Lalluji Svami to
Fri Brahmacariji Govardhandas (1889–1954), who was Lalluji Svami’s foremost
disciple, but then ceased when Fri Brahmacariji was unable to locate anyone of
sufficient spiritual calibre to continue the lineage.

Guru lineage overcomes the disciple’s obvious problem of identifying a self-
realised guru. Yet despite the tradition of guru lineage in some communities, the
essential qualification of an authoritative guru within the Frimad Rajacandra move-
ment always remains self-realisation. This means that an authoritative lineal connec-
tion alone is not sufficient to qualify as a guru within the movement, moreover as
such a connection is not necessary to qualify as a guru. For example, devotees do not
prioritise Frimad Rajacandra’s connection with Mahavir over his self-realised state;
in fact it was barely raised during the course of my various interviews with his fol-
lowers. Frimad Rajacandra’s connection with Mahavir, and his memory of this past-
life, is a further endorsement of his religious authority that is already secured by his
self-realised state. The guru based at the afram at Koba, Fri Atmanandji, claims no
lineal connection to Frimad Rajacandra. The acceptance of his religious authority by
his disciples is located in their belief that he is self-realised.

The belief that self-realisation is the only legitimate source of religious authority
has dispensed with guru lineage as the only means of authenticating religious
authority. The association of religious authority with self-realisation above guru
lineage has enabled independent gurus who have no lineal connection with Frimad
Rajacandra or any other authoritative source to emerge spontaneously; their reli-
gious authority being verified by their self-realised status of which their disciples
are convinced. It is this belief in the absolute authority of self-realisation that has
enabled spiritually qualified lay gurus to emerge.

Self-realisation and sectarianism

Sectarian difference is an anathema to the absolute truth that self-realisation is
thought to represent. Frimad Rajacandra’s refusal to endorse sectarianism by
association with any particular denomination of Jainism or mendicant lineage
gave rise to his religious independence. This means that the organisational struc-
ture of the Frimad Rajacandra movement has not been constrained by conformity
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to an existing model. Under no circumstances do followers regard themselves as
another Jain sect.20 A practical expression of anti-sectarian values within the
movement is seen in followers’ freedom to worship in Digambar or Fvetambar
temples, in the belief that the act of worship is more important than the
appearance of the image. In support of Frimad Rajacandra’s teachings against
sectarianism Fri Lalluji Svami arranged for the construction of a Digambar and a
Fvetambar temple at the afram at Agas, both of which continue to be used by
devotees today. Anti-sectarianism is another obstacle to followers’ initiation into
mendicancy, as this would inevitably imply sectarian affiliation.

The anti-sectarian value Frimad Rajacandra’s followers hold so strongly
translates into a general attitude of scepticism towards mendicants. This is
because mendicants are sometimes perceived as representatives of sectarian
Jainism and because sectarianism places mendicants’ religious authority under
scrutiny. If all mendicants self-realised (according to Frimad Rajacandra’s
interpretation of it) then there would be no sectarian division because all would
be like-minded. Sectarianism therefore casts doubt over the mandatory claim to
religious authority that most denominations of Jainism attribute to all mendicants.
This means that Frimad Rajacandra’s followers cannot depend on the outward
appearance of mendicancy as an indisputable guarantee of religious authority.
Frimad Rajacandra’s concern that ‘self-realisation’ had become a term coinciden-
tal with diksa, rather than a genuine spiritual attribute of individual mendicants,
is expressed clearly by the distinction he makes between ‘false’ non self-realised
gurus and ‘true’ self-realised gurus.21

It should be stressed however, that Frimad Rajacandra’s followers do not
impose their anti-sectarian values against individual mendicants, who are shown
appropriate respect when encountered. One senior disciple associated with Sayla
afram said that just as it cannot be assumed that all mendicants are self-realised,
it may also be assumed that some mendicants have attained self-realisation.22

During my field-study I became aware of a certain amount of interaction between
Frimad Rajacandra’s followers and mendicants. For example, during my visits to
Koba and Sayla small groups of sadhvis were spending a few days at these
aframs. I was also told that a Digambar mendicant had consecrated the ground at
the site of the Dharampur afram. Photographs showed that four or five mendi-
cants (I could not be certain of the exact number) were present at this afram’s
opening ceremony. A number of mendicants have written commentaries on
Frimad Rajacandra’s literature, including Sadhvi Tarvlatabai Mahasatiji, whose
book, I Am Soul, is translated into English from Gujarati.23

Despite these pockets of interaction between mendicants and Frimad
Rajacandra’s following, the association of religious authority with self-realisation,
combined with an inherent scepticism of anything sectarian, has firmly estab-
lished Frimad Rajacandra’s following as a lay movement in which religious
authority is held by spiritually qualified – that is, self-realised – laypeople. This
shift in religious authority is made evident by the fact that, with two exceptions,
all of the gurus throughout the history of the movement have been laypeople,
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including Frimad Rajacandra himself. The two mendicant gurus in the history of
the movement are Fri Lalluji Svami and Fri Sahaj Anandji (who died 1970). The
latter established an afram dedicated to Frimad Rajacandra at Hampi, South
India, in 1960. Both initiated as Sthanakvasi mendicants, Lalluji Svami in
Gujarat, Sahaj Anandji in Rajasthan, before learning about Frimad Rajacandra.
Neither muni actually relinquished his mendicant status when he became Frimad
Rajacandra’s devotee, but both estranged themselves from their respective orders
and were effectively ex-communicated from them by their fellow mendicants.
Neither muni initiated any of his own disciples to establish a mendicant lineage
within the Frimad Rajacandra tradition. This is particularly significant in the case
of Lalluji Svami because he was the only one of Frimad Rajacandra’s immediate
disciples to have survived Frimad Rajacandra long enough to gather his own
substantial and enduring following of disciples.

Followers’ scepticism of mendicant authority is not reflected in their attitude
towards mendicancy as an institution. Like most Jains, Frimad Rajacandra’s
followers hold the mendicant ideal as sacrosanct, but to their minds Frimad
Rajacandra’s interpretation of self-realisation has raised – or, more accurately,
reinstated – the standard of spirituality expected from mendicants. For example,
when I asked Fri Atmanandji why he had not taken diksa even though he had
attained self-realisation, he responded that he felt his level of spiritual purifica-
tion was not yet high enough to warrant mendicant initiation and that his
physical constitution was not hardy enough to survive the severity of ascetic life.
This open and honest response from a guru who took lay vows from a Digambar
muni in 1984, and whose life is dedicated to austerity and religious practice, illus-
trates the high regard with which he, and consequently his disciples, hold mendi-
cancy.24 Frimad Rajacandra’s followers regard self-realisation as an essential
prerequisite for initiation into mendicancy because only self-realised people are
thought to have the spiritual purity and strength necessary to fulfil the rigours of
a mendicant lifestyle, and to qualify for the religious authority with which it is
associated. They refuse to devalue mendicancy by attempting to follow the
mendicant path before they are spiritually prepared for it and this belief alone
prohibits the majority of Frimad Rajacandra’s followers from taking mendicant
initiation.

The shift in religious authority from mendicants to spiritually qualified
laypeople that is observed in the Frimad Rajacandra movement is an expression
of reform motivated by concern about mendicants’ ability to uphold the mendicant
ideal. A usual response in Jainism to accusations of mendicants straying from the
‘true’ path is the establishment of a new mendicant lineage that ‘properly’ reflects
(according to the reformer) Mahavir’s teachings. For example, the Fvetambar
Khartar Gacch was established by the renowned ascetic, Jinefvarsuri (eleventh
century), in protest against the growing trend of Caityavasi (temple-dwelling)
mendicants.25 Cort describes how, otherwise straight lines of lineal descent, branch
when the authority of the pattadharas (‘holders (dhara) of the seat ( patta) of
authority’) is successfully challenged by another ascetic.26 Instead of instigating
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a ‘pure’ mendicant lineage, the method of reform adopted by Frimad Rajacandra’s
following has been to protect the mendicant ideal by elevating it to a level of
spiritual purity that most souls may only aspire to in the current era. Hence ‘true’
mendicants become so difficult to locate that the next best alternative is to
venerate a lay guru whose spiritual purity is assured.

The Frimad Rajacandra movement seems to be challenging the identity of a
‘genuine’ mendicant. For example, some followers were perturbed by my
questioning about Frimad Rajacandra’s lay status. They described him as a true
muni because, ‘he is a muni on the inside’ (a reference to his spiritual purity),
irrespective of his lay status. In his study of Jainism in Jaipur, Babb shows that,
‘ascetics emerge as the only beings truly worthy of worship’ in part because their
renounced lifestyles, ‘exemplify the path to liberation’.27 As ascetics they share
the same qualities as the Jinas, only not to the same extent. In the Frimad
Rajacandra movement gurus are venerated because they are believed to be self-
realised. They have the same quality of knowledge as the Jinas, only not to the
same extent. So, whereas in the Jainism of Babb’s study the object of veneration
is asceticism, in the Frimad Rajacandra movement spiritual knowledge is the
object of veneration. Asceticism has not been dispensed with entirely, but asceti-
cism alone, without the experiential spiritual knowledge of self-realisation, is not
worthy of worship.

Self-realisation and liberation

Scholars and Jains who are not followers of Frimad Rajacandra sometimes think
that Frimad Rajacandra’s teachings about self-realisation are actually a reference
to liberation.28 The confusion is most likely due to Frimad Rajacandra’s particu-
lar interpretation of self-realisation as a state of soul purity, knowledge and reli-
gious authority, but may also be exacerbated by the fact that the community of
Frimad Rajacandra’s followers based at Agas afram believe he attained the thir-
teenth gujasthana (fourteen stages of soul purity leading to moksa), which is
equivalent to an embodied state of omniscience. This community believe Frimad
Rajacandra is currently incarnated as a mendicant in Mahavideha, his final incar-
nation prior to attaining moksa. To indicate that he is still embodied and yet to
attain moksa, his image is daubed with sandalwood paste on the two big toes and
the forehead only during puja because it does not warrant all thirteen marks on
nine parts of the body that is customarily applied on Jina images.29 The claim that
Frimad Rajacandra attained omniscience is controversial because it runs counter
to traditional Jain doctrine which states that Mahavir’s disciple, Jambu, was the
last omniscient person in this cosmic region. Frimad Rajacandra never professed
openly that he was omniscient, although he did claim to have attained a high level
of self-realisation. Conviction in his omniscience is based, in part, on a brief diary
entry discovered after his death in which – followers at Agas interpret – Frimad
Rajacandra equates himself spiritually with Mahavir.30 This private note was not
included in the first published edition of Frimad Rajacandra because devotees
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recognised it as controversial. It was Fri Lalluji Svami who insisted on its inclu-
sion in later editions of the anthology. Not all of Frimad Rajacandra’s followers
believe him to have been omniscient. Most followers with whom I spoke believe
he attained somewhere around the sixth or seventh gujasthana, which they agree
is remarkably high for the current era.31

Attitudes towards the possibility of achieving self-realisation in current times
also differ within Frimad Rajacandra’s following. Some followers believe that
self-realisation is no longer possible in this part of the cosmos and that Frimad
Rajacandra was the last person to have attained it. Followers holding this belief
venerate only Frimad Rajacandra and do not turn to any other guru who teaches
in his name. For this reason they are unlikely to be associated with an afram based
community. Followers who are also disciples of a living guru believe their own
guru to be self-realised, so obviously accept self-realisation to be possible in the
current era. Of the three communities mentioned who look to a living guru for
religious authority, followers based at Sayla afram claim to have twelve self-
realised people amongst its membership, in addition to their gurus.32 For this
group of followers then, self-realisation is very much a realisable goal. When I
asked Fri Rakefbhai and Fri Atmanandji if they anticipate that any of their own
disciples will attain self-realisation within their lifetimes, they both responded in
hopeful terms, but cautioned that nothing was certain. The community based at
Agas afram has a different outlook again. Followers here believe that the likeli-
hood of attaining self-realisation has become extremely remote, if not impossible,
since the death of Fri Brahmacariji. It is not surprising then, that this community
regard claims of self-realisation made by some of Frimad Rajacandra’s other
followers with a degree of scepticism.

Self-realisation and soteriology

Within the Frimad Rajacandra movement self-realisation is crucial to an
aspirant’s spiritual progression.33 It is the vital first step onto the moksa marga
(the path of liberation) and indicates that moksa is guaranteed, perhaps within fif-
teen life spans.34 The first experience of self-realisation means that the aspirant
has achieved a high level of soul purity, but is still a long way from the ultimate
purity of liberation. Nevertheless, through self-realisation liberation becomes a
relatively imminent goal – no longer so remote as to be virtually impossible, but
now achievable within a discernible number of life-spans following self-realisation.
Followers who consider self-realisation unlikely in their current lifetimes antici-
pate that veneration of Frimad Rajacandra will soon result in their reincarnation
in a cosmic region more favourable to its attainment. So, even for these followers
the relative imminence of self-realisation leading to liberation is not precluded.
Frimad Rajacandra’s interpretation of self-realisation, and his emphasis on it in
his teachings, has therefore dispensed with the need for mendicant supervision,
whilst at the same time it has prioritised soteriology sharply within the minds of
his followers. For this reason self-realisation is at the heart of their religious
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beliefs and its attainment is the primary motivating factor in their religious
practices.35

Many followers spoke of their conviction in the soteriological efficacy of their
religious beliefs and practices inspired by Frimad Rajacandra’s teachings. Some
followers spoke of ‘physically sensing’ the increase in their soul purity, which
they described in terms of decreasing worldly attachment and increase in bhav
(sentiment) during their devotional practices. Followers also expressed an intel-
lectual satisfaction in the soteriological justification for their religious efforts.
The comments of one devotee were typical. This gentleman, in his early sixties,
resides in North America, but for the past few years he and his wife have been
staying at Koba afram for about six months annually. He explained that he was
brought up in India in a traditional Fvetambar Jain family that was meticulous in
its observance of Jain rituals and customs. Much to his family’s dismay, as an
adult he turned to follow Frimad Rajacandra. He felt that his study of Frimad
Rajacandra’s teachings awakened him fully, for the first time, to the soteriologi-
cal purpose of Jain religious practice. This not only encouraged him in his vener-
ation of Frimad Rajacandra and of his living guru, but also revitalised his general
commitment to religious practice. For example, he now performed puja to the
Jinas daily instead of occasionally as he had before following Frimad Rajacandra,
and he now adhered fastidiously to Jain dietary restrictions such as avoiding root
vegetables and not eating after sunset or until forty-eight minutes after sunrise. In
his comments this devotee made a distinction between religious practice based on
an intellectual understanding of its meaning and effect, and ‘empty’ religious
practice that may help to perpetuate a community’s religious identity, but that
does not assist the practitioner towards liberation.36

Guru bhakti

Different types of guru

In the Atma Siddhi Frimad Rajacandra explains that the most certain means of
achieving self-realisation in the current age is guru bhakti.37 This emphasis on
guru bhakti in Frimad Rajacandra’s teachings has encouraged and sustained the
emergence of gurus throughout the history of the movement. In its broadest sense
‘bhakti’ means ‘devotion’. As almost any act of a pious disciple can be inter-
preted as an expression of devotion, the meanings and applications of bhakti are
far-reaching. Frimad Rajacandra stresses that only a ‘true’ (self-realised) guru has
the spiritual purity, knowledge and experience necessary to guide his or her disciples
successfully towards their own goal of self-realisation. Misguided devotion to a
‘false’ guru can only result in spiritual devastation.38

Frimad Rajacandra is venerated by all his devotees as a true guru of the highest
order, so the necessity of further gurus within the movement is brought into ques-
tion. Devotees who choose to venerate a living guru alongside Frimad Rajacandra
(e.g. the communities based at Dharampur, Koba and Sayla) justify their decision
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by reference to his teaching that a pratyaksa (directly perceptible) guru is of
greater benefit to an aspirant’s spiritual progression than a paroksa (not directly
perceptible) guru.39 These devotees regard Frimad Rajacandra and the Jinas as
paroksa gurus. Whilst this does not lessen their devotion to them, they also
believe in the benefits of venerating a living guru. Devotees who do not accept
the authority of current gurus, and who choose to venerate only Frimad
Rajacandra (e.g. the community based at Agas), heed Frimad Rajacandra’s
warning against the veneration of false gurus and emphasise the difficulty a non
self-realised aspirant has in discerning a ‘true’ from a ‘false’ guru. In practice a
devotee’s decision about whether or not to submit to a living guru may be
influenced by a number of factors, including familial or other connections with a
particular afram or guru, or by an informed decision based on a personal study
of Frimad Rajacandra’s teachings.

Advantages of a lay guru

When the major objective of religious practice is soteriological, as it is for Frimad
Rajacandra’s followers, and the principal event of religious practice is devotion to
a ‘true’ guru, it is essential for a disciple to be utterly convinced of her or his
guru’s self-realised status and hence religious authority. To benefit fully from a
guru’s religious guidance a disciple must submit utterly to her or his guru, this can
only occur when a disciple is convinced that the guru is self-realised. Followers’
belief in Frimad Rajacandra’s self-realised status, and therefore the authority of
his teachings, is an obvious condition of their commitment to him as an authen-
tic guru and saviour. Frimad Rajacandra’s followers who are disciples of a living
guru also have to be assured of this guru’s self-realised status. Some disciples
with whom I spoke described their commitment to their guru as instantaneous.
Others observed their guru’s demeanour, religious knowledge and religious
instructions over a sustained period of contact until they were satisfied that
the guru was truly self-realised. This could take anything from a few weeks to
several years.

The opportunity to assess a guru’s spiritual credentials gives preference to the
lay guru in an age when, as Frimad Rajacandra’s followers believe, religious
authority cannot be assured by mendicancy alone. This is because the peripatetic
lifestyle of mendicants means their contact with individual lay disciples is spo-
radic, even though mendicant contact with the laity in general is constant because
mendicants depend on lay Jains for all of their material needs.40 During the four
months of the rainy season (July/August to November/December) mendicants are
required to remain in one place because to travel would risk causing hiÅsa
(violence) to insects and water-bodies prevalent during the season. Babb
describes this period as an opportunity to reinforce lay and mendicant bonds.
Indeed, it is during this season that many Jain festivals occur, including Paryusaj,
the most important festival in the Jain year, which requires participation by men-
dicant and lay Jains. However, Babb also observes that popular mendicants may
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be ‘booked’ by different lay communities years in advance, so there is no
guarantee that a particular mendicant will return to the same town the following
year.41 So, although mendicants have continual interaction with lay communities
in general, their peripatetic lifestyles are a barrier to the type of sustained, per-
sonal contact a disciple may have with a lay guru. Outside of the Frimad
Rajacandra movement, mendicants’ peripatetic lifestyles do not deter lay Jains
venerating a particularly beloved mendicant.42 Laidlaw gives the example of a
senior Sthanakvasi acarya Hastimal-jiMaharaj Sahab (died 1991), who attracted
a vast lay following.43

Within the Frimad Rajacandra movement, a disciple’s submission to their
chosen guru is a matter of personal conviction. At Dharampur and Koba it is not
marked by a formal ceremony, at Sayla disciples undergo a brief exchange with
their guru (the precise details of which should not be revealed to the uninitiated).
Once a disciple has submitted to a guru, the guru becomes the disciple’s constant
and personal religious preceptor who is always available and willing to resolve
any spiritual difficulties. The guru provides religious instructions tailored to each
individual disciple’s specific spiritual requirements and monitors each disciple’s
spiritual progress. This is achieved primarily by the disciple maintaining contact
with her or his guru through personal meetings, letters, e-mail and telephone con-
versations. Some communities also have more structured monitoring procedures
in place. For example, disciples of Fri Rakefbhai keep diaries of their personal
spiritual progress, based on their feelings of worldly attachment and non-attachment,
which their guru may ask to see at any time. Every fortnight these disciples attend
groups, arranged by geographic location and age and facilitated by senior disciples,
to study scripture prescribed by their guru, on which they are tested regularly and
their progress reported back to their guru.44

Cort and Laidlaw both point out that, although there are many instances in
Jainism of mendicants performing roles similar to that of a personal preceptor, the
implication of personal attachment inferred by guru–disciple relationships means
that they cannot be overtly recognised.45 Lay Jains are supposed to venerate all
mendicants equally as embodiments of the religious ideal. Cort writes that the
layperson’s performance of guru-vandan to a mendicant (any mendicant) ‘is not
a personalized ritual in which the specific personality of either worshiper or wor-
shiped has any significance’.46 Vows undertaken by mendicants to renounce own-
ership and attachment restrict a guru–disciple relationship not only in terms of the
physical distance imposed between the mendicant and the disciple, but also in
terms of the psychological distance that the disciple and the mendicant guru are
supposed to maintain. Frimad Rajacandra’s teaching about guru bhakti encour-
ages his followers’ attachment to a guru, indeed a disciple should be devoted to
only one guru (Sayla is an exception to this). Part of the soteriological rational for
this is that a disciple’s devotional attachment to her or his guru focuses the disci-
ple’s mind on the guru’s spiritual purity, which the disciple attempts to emulate,
and distracts the disciple from reacting to worldly situations with raga and dvesa.
Psychological renunciation of one’s guru occurs only when a disciple has attained
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a high level of spiritual purity.47 A mendicant’s liberty to communicate with
disciples regularly or to manage large groups of disciples are also theoretically
restricted by their vows of renunciation. By placing religious authority with lay
gurus Frimad Rajacandra’s followers experience purposeful guidance towards
liberation that is monitored by a guru whose religious authority is believed to be
indisputable, with whom disciples can have a sustained, interactive relationship
and who is a permanent source of religious instruction and inspiration.

The benefits of a guru unencumbered by mendicant vows are especially
significant to Jains living outside India. Mendicants are only allowed to travel by
foot, which prohibits them from visiting diaspora Jain communities. Banks
describes how Jains in Leicester, UK during the 1980s began to re-negotiate
patterns of social order and religious authority in the absence of mendicant super-
vision. He comments how some of the Jains he met lamented that the lack of
mendicant presence meant that ‘proper’ Jainism could not be practised outside
India.48 As a Jain movement whose authoritative gurus are not governed by the
same travel restrictions as mendicants, the Frimad Rajacandra movement is par-
ticularly successful amongst diaspora Jain communities. This essay has already
shown that there are groups of Frimad Rajacandra’s followers in East Africa,
Europe and North America, and the movement may well be even more widespread.

The three gurus referred to in this chapter make regular visits to their commu-
nities of disciples who live abroad. Foreign visits help to maintain the buoyancy
of guru–disciple relationships and so fulfil an important spiritual need for Frimad
Rajacandra’s growing following outside of India. Visits also raise the profile of
Frimad Rajacandra’s teachings, and of Jainism in general, amongst the broader
diaspora Jain community. Another effect has been to re-establish the links second
and third generation diaspora Jains have with their Gujarati origins. The fact that
lay gurus are not peripatetic like mendicants makes it convenient for disciples to
travel to India to spend time with their guru. Very many disciples who live out-
side of India visit their guru’s afram annually, often spending anything up to six
months of the year there. For the rest of the time, the lay guru is more easily con-
tacted by letter, phone or email than the wandering mendicant. It was not Frimad
Rajacandra’s intention to promulgate Jainism outside of India. In fact, as a young
man he refused an invitation to visit London on the grounds that it may hinder his
spiritual progression. Nevertheless, the particular qualities the Frimad Rajacandra
movement has to offer as a lay movement means that it has transferred well to
diaspora communities and represents a form of Jainism that has adapted to
address the changing needs of Jains in the modern world.

Some concluding observations

The refusal of the Frimad Rajacandra movement to accept mendicant authority is
not representative of contemporary Jainism. In fact it is this that sets it apart from
most other forms of Jainism and is one of the principal criticisms levied against it
by Frimad Rajacandra’s opponents. Nevertheless, Frimad Rajacandra’s following
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is just one of a number of modern Jain movements to have either rejected
mendicancy or to have moderated mendicant regulations, particularly with respect
to travel restrictions. For example, the Terapanthi leader Acarya Mahaprajña (born
1920) introduced an interim mendicant level to the Terapanthi branch of Jainism,
during which ‘semi-mendicants’ (samaj, male mendicants and samaji, female
mendicants) are permitted to travel abroad to spread the message of Jainism.49

Kanji Svami (1898–1980), who is the spiritual figurehead of the Kanji Svami
Panth, and Sri Citrabhanu (born 1922), who has an extensive following in North
America, were both initiated mendicants who came to reject their mendicant sta-
tus, yet each continued to gather a substantial and enduring following of disci-
ples.50 The Akram Vijñan movement, inspired by a householder and businessman
from Gujarat, Ambalal Muljibhai Patel (1908–1988), dispenses with the need for
asceticism and mendicancy by claiming to offer followers direct access to enlight-
enment through the grace of the Jina Simandhar. Those Jains who subscribe to the
Akram Vijñan movement believe that Simandhar’s grace was channelled through
the mediumship of Ambalal Muljibhai Patel and, following his death, through the
mediumship of two nominated disciples, Kanu Patel and Nirubahen Amin.51

This chapter has shown that Frimad Rajacandra’s following developed as a lay
movement in response to Frimad Rajacandra’s own lay status, his interpretation
of self-realisation and his teachings about guru bhakti as a means of attaining it.
Frimad Rajacandra’s interpretation of self-realisation as a religious experience
and the essential criterion for religious authority endorses the religious authority
of lay gurus, while mendicant religious authority is put into dispute by the shadow
of sectarianism. Religious authority validated by self-realisation, rather than
through an authoritative lineal connection, has allowed for a random pattern of
gurus to emerge. The soteriological implications of self-realisation has refocused
the soteriological objective of Jainism as a lay concern, rather than the exclusive
concern of mendicants, and is a principal motivator for lay religious practice in
the Frimad Rajacandra movement.

The continued increase in Frimad Rajacandra’s following, a century after his
death, suggests that his teachings address particular needs amongst those Jains who
choose to accept them. A point emphasised by the fact that, because Frimad
Rajacandra was not associated with an existing Jain sect, his followers, particularly
the first generation, must have taken a deliberate turn towards him. From an ethical
viewpoint the attraction seems to be the stand that Frimad Rajacandra’s teachings
take against sectarianism and what is perceived to be an inadequate level of mendi-
cant spiritual purity. From a practical viewpoint followers seem to be satisfied spir-
itually by the soteriological emphasis in Frimad Rajacandra’s teachings and, for
some, the intimate and interactive relationship that can be struck with a lay guru.

Notes

1 All the dates given in this chapter are CE. Information about the values, beliefs and
practices of Frimad Rajacandra’s followers presented in this essay is drawn from the
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findings of field research in Gujarat, Mumbai and London conducted as part of my
doctoral research during 1998–2002.

2 Frimad Rajacandra’s followers always used the term ‘self-realisation’ when discussing
their religious beliefs with me, and with each other, in English.

3 Some of the themes discussed in this chapter are presented in Salter 2001.
4 For a discussion about the organisational structure of the Frimad Rajacandra movement

see Salter 2001.
5 For an excellent account of Terapanthi Jainism see Vallely 2003.
6 Details of Frimad Rajacandra’s life are taken from a number of short, devotional

biographies (Desai 2000, Govardhandas 1991, Mehta 1999, and Mehta and Sheth
1971).

7 Glasenapp 1999: 86, Titze 1998: 165.
8 Banks 1992: 208, Laidlaw 1995: 235.
9 Dundas 2002: 266.

10 The Atma Siddhi [AS] has been translated into various Indian languages and into
English. The most useful English translation to date, cited throughout this chapter, is
by D. C. Mehta (1978), which is available online at www.atmasiddhi.com.

11 Banks 1997: 216–239, Banks 1999: 311–323, Laidlaw 1995: 233.
12 Banks 1992: 208, Dundas 2002: 264, Laidlaw 1995: 235.
13 See Cort 2001, chapter four, for a comprehensive account of mendicants’ daily routine

and their interaction with the laity.
14 Babb 1996, especially chapters one and three.
15 Mumbai, January 2000.
16 Frimad Rajacandra’s teachings about self-realisation echo the teachings of the highly

influential Digambar acarya and mystic Kundakunda. Some recent scholarship dates
Kundakundacarya after 750 CE (Dundas 2002: 107). For further discussion on
Kundakundacarya see Dundas 2000: 107–110 and Johnson 1995.

17 Frimad Rajacandra did not negate scriptural study or intellectual learning. For most
followers this is an integral aspect of their religious practice because intellectual under-
standing is an essential precursor to the attainment of self-realisation.

18 For example see Cort 1995: 480–481.
19 Govardhandas 1991: 15, 150, 157. Frimad Rajacandra is not the only figure in Jainism

to claim a lineal connection with a Tirthakkar during a previous life. Kanji Svami’s fol-
lowers believe that, in a prior incarnation as a prince, Kanji Svami (1898–1980) was
present at the samavasaraj (holy assembly) of the Jina Simandhar, one of twenty
Tirthakkars who is currently preaching in Mahavideha. Dundas 2002: 265–271.

20 I use the term ‘movement’ to describe Frimad Rajacandra’s following collectively.
Some followers who I encountered found this term offensive because they felt it had
sectarian connotations, although most followers accepted my intended use of the term
as a passive literary device.

21 ‘Knowledge of self, equanimity (i.e. equanimous feeling at pairs, such as friend or
foe, pain or pleasure), worldly living due to the operation of past karmas, unique
speech (i.e. speech full of theories never heard before and marked with truth and
inner conviction), knowledge of true scriptures – these are the qualities worthy of a
true guru’AS 10.

22 Sayla, December 2001.
23 I am the Soul. Fri Gujarati Fvetambar Sthanakvasi Jain Association. 2000, Chennai.
24 Koba, January 2002.
25 Babb 1996: 114–115.
26 Cort 1995: 481.
27 Babb 1996: 62 and 174.
28 For example, Laidlaw 1995: 235.
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29 There is no consensus on the appropriate treatment of Frimad Rajacandra’s image
within the Frimad Rajacandra movement. Not all sites advocate dravya puja ( pujawith
substances) towards it.

30 Frimad Rajacandra, eighth edition, 1998: 499, item 680.
31 Jains believe this part of the cosmos is currently in the Kali Yuga, an era of corruption

during which spiritual progression is difficult to achieve.
32 January 2002.
33 ‘Without knowing the real nature of self, I suffered infinite misery. I bow to the adored

holy true Guru, who disclosed that self to me’ AS 1.
34 Similar claims were made to Babb during his research on Fvetambar Jainism. He

was told, ‘if you possess right belief for as little time as a grain of rice can be
balanced on the tip of a horn of a cow, you will obtain liberation sooner or later’
(Babb 1996: 36).

35 Ethnographic research indicates that a preoccupation with liberation is not common-
place amongst Jain laity. See, for example, Babb 1996: 24.

36 Koba, January 2002.
37 ‘He who serves the feet of the true Guru giving up his own wrong beliefs, achieves the

highest ideal and attains the real nature of self.’ AS 9.
38 ‘If the untrue Guru takes any disadvantage of such reverence, he sinks into the

ocean of embodied existence by being bound with the intense deluding Karmas.’
AS 21.

39 ‘The obligation of the present true Guru [ pratyaksa sadguru] is greater than that of the
non-present Jina. Unless one becomes aware of this, self-contemplation does not start.’
AS 11.

40 Babb describes mendicants as public figures who are, ‘in the centre of a more or less
constant hubbub’ (Babb 1996: 52).

41 Ibid. 1996: 57.
42 Cort 2001: 114–117.
43 Laidlaw 1995: 63–64.
44 At the time of my visit during October 2001 the prescribed reading was Fri Rakefbhai’s

commentary on Frimad Rajacandra’s the Atma Siddhi, for which he was awarded a
doctorate by Mumbai University.

45 Laidlaw 1995: 63–64, Cort 2001: 117.
46 Ibid. 2001: 112.
47 Gurus experience no feelings of attachment towards their disciples, but maintain a state

of equanimity which is a condition of their self-realised status.
48 Banks 1992: 202.
49 Vallely 2003: 72 and 101.
50 See Dundas 2002: 265–271 for a discussion about Fri Kanji Svami. See www.

jainmeditation.org for information about Fri Citrabhanu.
51 See Flügel 2003. He explains that a schism occurred in the movement soon after

Ambalal Muljibhai Patel’s death because followers tended to accept the authority of
either Kanu Patel or Nirubahen Amin to the exclusion of the other.
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A FIFTEENTH-CENTURY
DIGAMBAR JAIN MYSTIC AND

HIS FOLLOWERS*

Taraj Taraj Svami and the 
Taraj Svami Panth

John E. Cort

For many years, scholarship on the Jains paid too little attention to the historical,
social and geographical contexts within which “Jainism” has always been embedded.
At best one might find a general discussion of the philosophical differences
between the broad groupings of Fvetambar and Digambar. These two “sects,”
however, have never been unified social groups, and one looked in vain for
substantial discussion of the actual sectarian divisions that defined Jain society.1

In recent years there has been a sea change in this situation, as detailed studies
have been published on sectarian groups among the Fvetambars such as the
Kharatara Gaccha, Tapa Gaccha, Añcala (Acala) Gaccha, Kadua Gaccha, Lokka
Gaccha, Sthanakavasis, and Terapanthis. But to date there has been little attention
to the sectarian divisions among the Digambars. There are two areas in which
such studies are needed. One involves a clearer understanding of the cultural and
ritual differences between the northern Digambar communities of Rajasthan,
Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, and northern Maharashtra on the one hand, and
the southern Digambar communities of Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, and southern
Maharashtra on the other.2 The other area involves a clearer understanding of the
history, and differences of ideology, ritual, and social organization among
the three older sectarian divisions in northern and central India, the Bis Panth,
Tera Panth, and Taraj Svami Panth, as well as the twentieth and twenty-first
century followers of Kanji Svami and Frimad Rajcandra.3 In this chapter I essay
a beginning at addressing a part of the second lacuna, with an outline of some of
the features of the Taraj Svami Panth (also called the Taraj Panth and Taraj
Samaj) of Bundelkhand in central India.

The Taraj Svami Panth and its founder Taraj Svami are among the least-studied
aspects of Jainism. Padmanabh S. Jaini (1979: 310, n. 59) had to relegate them to
a brief footnote in The Jaina Path of Purification, and Paul Dundas had to leave
them out altogether in the first edition of his otherwise inclusive The Jains.
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The situation in Indian-language surveys of the Jains is hardly better. Little is found
aside from brief references to Taraj Svami’s living in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries, the eschewing of image-worship by his followers, and the inclusion
among his immediate followers of both Muslims and people from low castes.

In December of 1999 I undertook fieldwork among the Taraj Svami Panth in
Madhya Pradesh as part of a larger on-going research project on Jain attitudes,
practices, and discourses concerning images. This fieldwork has been comple-
mented by subsequent textual research on some of the fourteen texts attributed to
Taraj Svami and also twentieth century literature by members of the Panth.4 In
this essay I present an introductory survey of (1) what is known of Taraj Svami
himself, as well as five different frames for understanding him found in the
community; (2) the fourteen texts attributed to him; (3) the community of his
followers; (4) the ritual culture of the contemporary Taraj Svami Panth; and
(5) the most famous person born in the Panth, Rajneesh.

Sources for the life of Taraj Svami

For information on Taraj Svami we are indebted to the Digambar Tera Panth
scholar Pajdit Phulcandra Siddhanta Fastri (1985b), whose 1933 study has not
been surpassed as a judicious and scholarly biography. Phulcandra (ibid.: 96)
argued that his full name, as used in the texts attributed to him, was Jin Taraj
Taraj, meaning “Jina Deliverer Deliverance.” Phulcandra speculated that this
name, indicative of an understanding of the man as both liberated himself and
capable of aiding others in their liberation, was given by later redactors of the
texts. The Thikanesara texts (see below) refer to him simply as Svamiji,
“Reverend Master.” He has always been more commonly referred to as Taraj
Svami. We have no record of his birth name.

Only one of the compositions attributed to Taraj Svami contains any information
about his life. The Chadmastha Vaji records that his death was on a Saturday, the
seventh day of the dark half of the month of Jetha (May–June) in the year Vikram
1572, which corresponds to May 5, 1515 CE.5 Other information comes from two
texts. One is a set of overlapping manuscripts known as Thikanesara (“The essence
of what is authentic”) found in various Taraj Panth collections in central India.
Phulcandra had access to three of these, copied in the late-nineteenth and early-
twentieth centuries. The other is a short text known as the Nirvaja Hujdi (“The
promissory note of liberation”). Neither of these has yet been published, although I
was informed that there are plans to do so. From these texts Phulcandra calculated
that Taraj Svami was born on Thursday, the seventh day of the bright half of the
month of Agahan (November–December) in the year Vikram 1505, which corre-
sponds to December 2, 1448.6 We learn that his mother’s name was Virasiri or Vira
Fri, and his father’s Garha Saha.7 He was born into the Parvar caste, in the Vasalla
gotra (clan) and Gaha mur (lineage). Further, we learn that he was born in a village
called Puspavati. Most authors, as well as the community itself, have taken this
to be the contemporary village Bilhari near Katni in Jabalpur district.
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The only other textual information comes from another passage in the
Chadmastha Vaji, which Phulcandra (1985b: 401) rightly termed abstruse (gurh),
and for the meaning of which Nathuram Premi (1912–1913: 294) wrote that we
depend on what the Taraj Panth infers it to mean. The standard interpretation of
the passage is that Taraj Svami began his studies at age eleven, and continued for
ten years. He then spent nine years in various spiritual exercises before taking the
lay vows (vrata) and becoming a celibate (brahmacari) at age thirty. At age sixty
he became a monk (muni), and then he died six-and-a-half years later.8

Phulcandra (1985b: 399–401) then extrapolated from this thin foundation,
using scholarly sources on the history of the medieval central Indian Digambar
community and the oral tradition of the Taraj Panth to reconstruct a biography
for Taraj Svami. Phulcandra speculated that when Taraj Svami was five years
old, his father took him to Taraj’s mother’s brother’s village of Garaula (also
spelled Garhaula). There he was given to Bhattarak Devendrakirti, who occupied
the Canderi seat, and was caste guru of the Parvar caste.9 Devendrakirti was
favorably impressed by certain bodily signs of the boy. Taraj Svami began his
studies under Devendrakirti. His fellow student was Frutakirti, author of a
HarivaÅfa Puraja in 1495 CE.10 Taraj Svami left his studies at the age of twenty-
one, and went to Semarkheri, near Siroñj in Vidisha (Vidifa) district, where his
mother’s brother lived. He spent nine years in the area, often meditating in the
caves in the nearby hills. At the age of thirty, having overcome the three spiritual
obstacles of spiritual ignorance (mithyatva), illusion (maya), and seeking worldly
gain through spiritual practices (nidana),11 he took the vows (vrata) of a celibate
(brahmacari) and thereby became a formal renouncer.

The Digambar practice of becoming a renouncer through the formal taking of the
vow of celibacy has been little remarked in scholarship on the Jains. While such a
person is still technically a layperson, since Digambars hold that only the naked
muni is a true monk, the brahmacari, like the more advanced ksullaka and ailaka,
is functionally removed from the lay estate, and follows the practice of observing
the rainy-season retreat (caturmasa). Full-fledged munis were rare if not nonexist-
ent for many centuries, especially in the Digambar communities of central India,
and so these non-monastic renouncers played an important role in maintaining the
ideals of renunciation. Phulcandra (1992: 216–234) has listed forty-nine
brahmacaris from the Parvar caste in central India in the twentieth century. The
importance of the brahmacari institution is clearly seen in an article by Johrapurkar
(1964b), in which he discussed the sixteenth-century Sakghastaka of Brahma
Jñanasagara. In contrast to the usual depiction of the Jain community (sakgha) as
being fourfold (monks, nuns, laymen, laywomen), Jñanasagara describes the Jain
community as being sixfold: fravaka (laymen), fravika (laywomen), pajdita (lay
male intellectuals and ritualists, also known as pajde), vrati (male celibates), aryika
(female celibates), and bhattaraka (male pontiffs). The absence of naked monks
(muni) from this list is striking; they have been replaced by lay celibates.12

Taraj Svami remained a brahmacari for thirty years, and continued his
spiritual and ascetic practices. At the age of sixty he went to the next stage by
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becoming a full-fledged muni. Unlike the Fvetambar tradition, in which it is
essential to be initiated into monkhood by another monk, the custom in the
medieval Digambar tradition was for a spiritually-inclined man toward the end of
his life on his own to renounce all clothing and undertake monastic practice.
Taraj Svami remained a monk for the final six-and-a-half years of his life.

Phulcandra was not the only author to sketch a biography of Taraj Svami. The
first extensive notice of Taraj Svami and the Taraj Panth was in a multi-part arti-
cle published by the Digambar scholar Nathuram Premi in 1912 and 1913 in Jain
Hitaisi, an important Hindi journal published from Bombay.13 Premi based his
study on what he learned from his acquaintances in the Taraj Panth, and his study
of the very few texts and publications available to him. Premi (1912–1913: 295–297)
gave one version of Taraj Svami’s life based upon oral tradition (kiÅvadanti)
of other Digambar Jains in Bundelkhand, and another based upon the story
contained in an unnamed “old book” given to him by a member of the Taraj
Panth (ibid.: 200–206). The first version presented much of Taraj Svami’s life,
especially his opposition to image-worship, his practice of magic (jadugari), and
his Muslim followers, in an unfavorable light. This version, given in the first
installment of Premi’s article, upset some of its Taraj Panth readers so much that
at the end of the second installment Premi said that he had been criticized and
even threatened by some members of the Taraj Panth, and he asked them not to
criticize his essay until it was published in its entirety (ibid.: 557–558). The
second version also appears to be based largely on oral tradition. It presents Taraj
Svami within Jain cosmology as a Jina-to-be who overcame attempts to assassi-
nate him due to his opposition to image-worship. This second version places his
birth at Pohapavati (Puspavati), a village near Delhi, where his father was in the
court of an unnamed Muslim king (badfah). Premi pointed out that the historical
lack of Parvars in the Delhi area and the absence of a name for the king make this
version unlikely, but otherwise did not attempt a more scholarly reconstruction of
Taraj Svami’s life.

A third biographical study was essayed by the Digambar scholar Brahmacari
Sitalprasad (also spelled Fitalprasad) in the introduction to his 1932 rendition of
Taraj Svami’s Fravakacara into modern Hindi. Sitalprasad’s brief biography was
based on Premi’s article and oral traditions he gathered among members of the
Taraj Panth in Sagar. According to Sitalprasad (1992: 12–14), Taraj Svami’s
birth village of Puspavati is also known as Pefavar, a village near Delhi. His
father was a wealthy merchant who was in the service of the Lodhi kings. For
some unknown reason his father moved to Garaula, a village in Sagar (Sagar) dis-
trict. There a Digambar muni saw the boy, and said that from his bodily signs it
was clear that he should study the scriptures. His father shifted the family yet
again, this time to Semarkheri, where he went into business, and the boy began
his studies. From a young age he was motivated by worldly aversion (vairagya),
and so never married. He remained at home for many years, observing the lay
vows and spending time meditating in nearby forests. He eventually left home,
and either remained a brahmacari or became a muni. He settled in the village of
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Malhargarh (in present-day Guna [Guna] district), whence he travelled and
preached, and converted 553,319 people to Jainism. His chief disciples came
from a wide range of caste and religious backgrounds.14

Biographical frames

Any biography is a historical narrative, and as such is framed as much by the
contemporary concerns of the author as it is by the concerns of the subject’s time.
This is clearly the case with the biographies of Taraj Svami. In particular, we can
discern five frames within which the biography of Taraj Svami has been contex-
tualized: as Digambar mystic, as Digambar ritual reformer, as trans-sectarian
iconoclastic sant poet, as miracle-worker, and as Jina-to-be.

Taraj Svami as Digambar mystic

In his study of the Fravakacara, Brahmacari Sitalprasad (1992: 11–12) wrote that
Taraj Svami’s texts show a familiarity with the earlier writings of Umasvati and
especially Kundakunda. Sitalprasad proceeded here, and in the discussions of
other texts of Taraj Svami he translated into Hindi, to read Taraj Svami through
the interpretive lens of Kundakunda’s dialectic of nifcaya naya and vyavahara
naya, or absolute and relative perspectives on reality, and the broader Digambar
mystical tradition. In brief, this tradition emphasizes inward spiritual experience
over outer ritual form, while never outright rejecting the latter. Kundakunda
argued that from the absolute perspective (nifcaya naya), only soul ( jiva) exists,
and the spiritual goal therefore is direct knowledge ( jñana) of the soul through
meditation.15

It is this tradition that provided Sitalprasad a framework for understanding the
oftentimes abstruse writings of Taraj Svami. For example, Sitalprasad wrote of
the Jñana Samuccaya Sara, “In [this text] there is much useful discussion of the
primacy of the nifcaya naya or spiritual knowledge (adhyatma jñan)” (p. 7). In
his introduction to the Tribhakgi Sara he wrote, “In [this text] are given the means
of the nifcaya path to liberation (moksamarg), which is very beneficial. . . .
Everything that Fri Taraj Svami says is in accordance with the ancient Jain
teachings. . . . Svami was a renouncer, and the spiritual intellectual of the Jain
teachings of his time” (p. 9). Of the Mamala Pahuda he wrote, “The author of the
Mamala Pahuda, Fri Jin Taraj Taraj Svami, had a deep knowledge of the Jain
teachings, and was a great soul who loved the essence of spirituality (adhyatma-ras
ke premi)” (p. 9).

Sitalprasad’s framing of Taraj Svami within the Digambar adhyatma or mystical
tradition is not at all surprising, since all of Sitalprasad’s other writings evince a
deep and abiding interest in this subject. Sitalprasad was born in an Agraval
family in Lucknow in 1879. After his education in Sanskrit, English, and Jain
doctrine, he worked as a jeweller in Calcutta and then as a government bureaucrat
in Lucknow. He received a great spiritual shock when his wife, mother and
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younger brother all died within an eight day span in a virulent outbreak of the
plague in 1909. He devoted the remainder of his life to Jain social work and to the
study of the Digambar mystical tradition. He suffered another shock when his
young fellow student LalaAnantlal also died, and so he went to Solapur and there
took the brahmacarya vow from Ailak Pannalal in 1910. Over the next several
decades he produced Hindi paraphrases (tika) on the Niyamasara,
Pañcastikayasara, Pravacanasara, and Samayasara of Kundakunda, the
Samayasara Kalafa of Amrtacandra, the Yogasara of Yogindu, and the
Svayambhu Stotra of Samantabhadra. He also wrote a study of Pajdit Todarmal’s
Moksamarga Prakafaka, and independent works with titles such as Adhyatmik
Nivedan, Adhyatma Jñan, Adhyatmik Sopan, and Nifcay Dharm ka Manan. He
died in Lucknow in 1942.16

When Sitalprasad came to work on the texts of Taraj Svami in the late 1920s,
after two decades of study and writing on the Digambar mystical tradition, it was
only natural that he located Taraj Svami within that tradition. Mathuraprasad
Samaiya of the Taraj Panth requested Sitalprasad to come to Sagar for his
rainy-season retreat in 1932 to work on the texts. Mathuraprasad had first taken
manuscripts of some of Taraj Svami’s texts to Gajefprasad Varji (1874–1961).
Varji was one of the great Digambar intellectuals of the first half of the twentieth
century, and the man largely responsible for the current Digambar pajdit tradition
of central India.17 He was unable to make sense of the manuscripts. At this time
there were also voices in the Tera Panth community of Bundelkhand that argued
that since the texts were unintelligible, and the Taraj Panth did not worship Jina
images, the Panth in fact was not Jain at all. Mathuraprasad then turned to
Sitalprasad, interested him in the manuscripts, and promised full support for his
studies of them. That first year he worked from several manuscripts of the
Fravakacara to compile an edition and Hindi commentary. He devoted every
rainy-season retreat for the next six years to continuing this work, and in the end
prepared editions and Hindi versions of nine of Taraj Svami’s fourteen texts.18 It
is in the context of Tera Panth skepticism of the authenticity of the Taraj Svami
tradition that we must understand Sitalprasad’s repeated assertions that Taraj
Svami’s writings are in full accord with the orthodox Jain doctrine (siddhant).
Sitalprasad’s editions and translations were published by the office of the
Digambar magazine Jain Mitra (of which Sitalprasad was editor from 1909 to
1929) in Surat, with the publication costs met by a Taraj Panth patron from
Agasaud. Sitalprasad did not see some of the oldest extant manuscripts, nor did
he use more than two or three manuscripts for any one text, so the editions he pre-
pared are by no means fully critical editions; but they remain the most scholarly
editions to date. It was on the basis of these versions that subsequent Taraj Panth
authors such as Kavi Amrtlal Cañcal, Brahmacari Jaysagar, and Pajdit Campalal
produced their works. The other five texts remained unedited until 1990–1991,
when Brahmacari Jaysagar spent two rainy-season retreats in Sagar to prepare
editions of them, although these are by no means as careful or scholarly as those
prepared by Sitalprasad.19
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In addition to recruiting Sitalprasad, the Taraj Svami community also enlisted
the Tera Panth scholar Pajdit Phulcandra Siddhanta Fastri to write an introduc-
tion to the second of Taraj Svami’s texts edited by Sitalprasad, the Jñana
Samuccaya Sara, published in 1933. Phulcandra (1901–1991) was from a village
near Lalitpur, a district of current Uttar Pradesh within the Bundelkhand cultural
area. He was a protege of Gajefprasad Varji, and for four years in the early thir-
ties taught in a Digambar religious school in Bina. He was also a social activist
in both the Digambar community and the Indian National Congress. He later
edited a number of important Digambar philosophical texts. Like Sitalprasad,
Phulcandra was also attracted to the Digambar mystical tradition, and later to the
teachings of the neo-Digambar Kanji Svami, who was one of the main propaga-
tors of the teachings of Kundakunda in the twentieth century. At the request of
leaders of the Taraj Svami community, he also edited a collection of Taraj
Svami’s writings entitled Taraj Taraj Jinvaji Sakgrah.20 Phulcandra’s positive
evaluation of Taraj Svami as being firmly within the mainstream Digambar tra-
dition was also of great importance in the acceptance of the Taraj Svami Panth
by other Digambars, as was Phulcandra’s social work to reduce tensions between
the Samaiya caste, whose members were in the Taraj Svami Panth, and his own
Parvar caste, whose members were in the Tera Panth.21

Sitalprasad’s location of Taraj Svami within the Digambar mystical tradition
was quickly picked up by Taraj Panth intellectuals, and continues to be a
dominant interpretation among many members of the Panth today. For example,
in the course of a debate with members of the Tera Panth on image worship, the
Taraj Panth intellectual Campalal Jain explicitly equated Kundakunda and Taraj
Svami, saying, “The Taraj Panth is confirmed by every single word of
Kundakunda” (C. Jain 1941: 14–15).

The Surat editions of Taraj Svami’s works came to the attention of Kanji Svami
(1889–1980), the neo-Digambar ex-monk who tirelessly propogated a radically
nifcaya interpretation of Kundakunda’s teachings. On three separate occasions in the
mid-1960s he delivered eight-day series of lectures on Taraj Svami’s works, first in
Sagar in 1964, and later at his center in Songadh in Gujarat. These were published in
three volumes, each entitled Ast Pravacan (“Eight Lectures”).22 In 1964 he delivered
a sermon on Taraj Svami’s Fravakacara at Songadh on the occasion of the dedica-
tion of a building there that was donated by an important member of the Taraj Panth
from Sagar (Kanji Svami 1965). He then came to the annual fair at the main Taraj
Panth pilgrimage center of Nisaiji early in 1965. Kanji Svami’s confirmation of
Taraj Svami’s place in the Digambar mystical tradition has been repeated by many
subsequent Taraj Panth authors. It has also been repeated by the intellectual leader
of the Jaipur branch of the Kanji Svami Panth, Hukamcand Bharill (1985). He was
invited to come to Sagar in the early 1980s to deliver a week of lectures, and he chose
as his theme to interpret four verses from Taraj Svami’s Jñana Samuccaya Sara as
expressions of Kundakunda’s focus on the soul from the nifcaya perspective.

The framing of Taraj Svami within the Digambar mystical tradition also fits
with the influence of Tera Panth scholars on the interpretation of Taraj Svami.
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The Tera Panth in its disputes with the Bis Panth has claimed to represent the
original Digambar (and therefore Jain) teachings as found in the writings of
Kundakunda and then later brought into Hindi by Banarsidas and Todarmal. It is
important to remember that Sitalprasad was a Tera Panth intellectual. Phulcandra
was also a staunch Tera Panth scholar, who in one essay argued at length that the
Tera Panth, far from being a creation of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century
north India, was the original Digambar tradition (Phulcandra 1985d).
Contemporary Jains in Bundelkhand who are not of the Taraj Panth are exclu-
sively of the Tera Panth, and so there has been extensive influence of the latter on
the former. Furthermore, in recent years Tera Panth intellectuals have in various
ways included the Taraj Panth within their vision of the Digambar tradition. For
example, an adhyatma-oriented Tera Panth monthly magazine entitled Adhyatma
Parv Patrika, published from Jhaksi, in a portion of Uttar Pradesh within the
Bundelkhand cultural area, published a special issue devoted to Taraj Svami as
an adhyatma-yogi in June–July 1999, with articles with titles such as “Taraj
Svami, the expert on Adhyatma” (N. K. Jain 1999).

Taraj Svami as Digambar ritual reformer

A second framework for understanding Taraj Svami is as a ritual reformer
(sudharak). This comes in large part from the Tera Panth intellectual ethos. The
Tera Panth developed in conscious opposition to the ecclesiastical and ritual
authority of the domesticated pontiffs known as bhattaraks. Even though
Phulcandra posited that Taraj Svami studied under a bhattarak for ten years, most
contemporary members of the Taraj Panth aver that Taraj Svami was staunchly
opposed to the bhattaraks. For example, Kapurcand Samaiya, one of the leading
contemporary Taraj Panth intellectuals, has written of Taraj Svami’s time,

The bhattarak institution had spread in Digambar Jain society. This area
was under the authority of the Canderi seat. The bhattaraks had assumed
king-like powers, and so they had great authority over society. Due to
their position and power, their conduct became lax. They began to con-
secrate and worship images of gods and goddesses such as Padmavati
and Ksetrapal along with the images of the Tirthakkaras. They began
to do incantations with jantra-tantra-mantra. Due to them much
false belief came into Jain philosophy. The chief foundation of Jain
philosophy in true knowledge and conduct was replaced by an emphasis
on external rituals, and conduct was aimed at worldly prestige. But it
was a time of religious revolution, and Jin Taraj Taraj lived in this
revolutionary time.

(K. Samaiya 1977: 1–2)

A little further on, Samaiya wrote, “The Jain society of that time emphasized
external ritualism, ostentation and obedience to convention instead of Jain
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principles. The people had fallen into the clutches of the common bhattaraks”
(ibid.: 3). Taraj Svami is said to have rejected this emphasis on rituals and
the authority of the bhattaraks, and instead to have emphasized the study of the
mystical texts of Kundakunda and Yogindu. He wrote his own texts based on the
teachings of these mystical authors, and engaged in meditation and other spiritual
exercises for the purposes of strengthening his right faith and purifying his soul.
In addition, he toured central India preaching to Jains and non-Jains alike,
awakening them to the spiritual truths of the Jain tradition.

Taraj Svami as iconoclastic sant

This portrayal of Taraj Svami as a reformer blends into a third frame for
understanding him, that of Taraj Svami as a Jain representative of the iconoclastic
sant tradition. This is based upon a broader interpretation, found in the writings
of many twentieth-century Indian authors, of the medieval sant poets as engaged
in criticism of both the social hierarchies and elaborate rituals of established
religions. Thus the Taraj Panth poet Amrtlal wrote,

The sixteenth century was a century of revolution, not just in India, but
the whole world. The party of sants, consisting of men such as Dadu,
Kabir, Nanak, Raidas, Malukdas, Phaltudas, Loka Fah, and Martin
Luther,23 came onto the stage of the confusion of the world of the time.
They cut away at the disorders that had gradually grown up in religion.
Sant Taraj was one of these sants.

(Amrtlal 1957: n.p.)

Later in the same pamphlet, Amrtlal added Svami Dayanand Sarasvati, the
founder of the Arya Samaj, to this list. Another author writing in a similar vein
added the Sufi saints (Gulabcandra 1940 [1974: 8]). In particular, these reform-
ing sants are all understood to have emphasized spiritual practices that aimed at
inner mystical realization, and to have criticized elaborate outer rituals, especially
those involving the worship of images.

This portrait of Taraj Svami as opposed to the worship of images of even the
Jinas has become the most widely known in scholarship on the Jains. To cite just
four examples, all of them from standard treatments of the Jains, Helmuth von
Glasenapp (1925: 357) wrote of the iconoclasm of the Panth (“sie sind bilder-
feindlich”), Vilas A. Sangave (1980: 53) mentioned its “hatred of idol-worship,”
Kailafcandra Fastri (1985: 316) wrote that the Panth opposes image-worship
(“yah panth murtipuja ka virodhi hai”), and Hiralal Jain (1962: 46) wrote that
Taraj Svami composed texts that forbad image-worship (“taraj svami dvara
murti puja nisedhak granth ki sthapna hui”).

Sangave went so far as to suggest that Taraj Svamimight have been influenced
in his iconoclasm directly either by the teachings of Lokka Fah or Islam. His
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argument concerning Lokka Fah appears to have come from Nathuram Premi,
who wrote,

When we see that the Taran Svami Panth was founded some fifty or
sixty years after the Dhujdhiya Panth, and in both there was the
condemnation of image-worship, then it is not baseless to infer that
Taran Svami was influenced by Lokka Fah in the founding of his own
Panth. The sad state of the lax conduct of the Digambar bhattaraks was
just like that of the Fvetambar yatis [domesticated monks], and he must
have considered how to free the laity from their clutches. He must
have seen the example of the new contemporaneous tradition of
Lokka Fah, and from the success of its teachings have decided to start
on a similar path.

(Premi 1912–1913: 555)

I find the argument that Taraj Svami was influenced by Lokka Fah highly unlikely.
The two figures were more or less contemporaneous (Lokka’s dates are not all that
much earlier than Taraj Svami’s; see Dundas 2002: 246–251, Flügel 2000: 46–50),
and it is difficult to see how the highly controversial teachings against the cult of
images could have spread so quickly from the small Fvetambar circle around Lokka
in Ahmedabad to an equally small circle on the margins of Digambar society in
Bundelkhand. Further, Premi has mistakenly conflated the teachings of Lokka Fah
and his immediate successors with the later Dhujdhiya or Sthanakvasi tradition,
which emerged from the Lokka Gacch only in the mid-seventeenth century, well
after Taraj Svami (Dundas 2002: 251–254, Flügel 2000: 58–79).

The argument for Muslim influence is also weak. While it is true that there
were Muslims among Taraj Svami’s immediate followers, the suggestion of
direct Muslim influences on Taraj Svami – a claim similar to that made by many
authors about Lokka as well – remains highly speculative at best. Premi
(1912–1913: 33–34) advanced a slightly different argument. He said that rather
than directly incorporating Muslim practices and theologies, Taraj Svami (as
well as the other sant reformers of Hinduism) changed earlier traditions to
emphasize spiritual teachings instead of ritual and social practices, as a means of
combatting Muslim influence. In other words, we see the influence of Islam
posited to account for changes both in imitation of and opposition to Muslim
practices. But neither argument is based on anything more concrete than a com-
mon de-emphasis on image-worship and privileging of interior spiritual practice.

I find a much more likely explanation of Taraj Svami’s indifference to image-
worship – and it was indifference more than opposition, aniconism more than
iconoclasm – to be his reading of Kundakunda and other authors in the Digambar
mystical tradition. There is scant reference to image-worship in these earlier texts,
and none at all in most of them. It is easy for an independent-minded reader of
these texts to come away with the conclusion that they do not lend any support
to the cult of images. Taraj Svami would not be alone in such a reading, as the
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initial exposure to Kundakunda’s Samayasara had precisely this effect upon
Banarsidas in Agra a little over a century later. Such aniconic responses to the
reading of Kundakunda and the Digambar mystical tradition have continued to
surface periodically in the Digambar tradition, especially within the Tera Panth
which eschews the worship of unliberated Jain deities such as Ksetrapal and
Padmavati, and critiques the use of flowers and liquids in the worship of
the Jinas.24 I think this is a much more plausible explanation for Taraj Svami’s
indifference to image-worship.25

These biographical narratives, of Taraj Svami as traditional Digambar mystic,
as anti-bhattarak reformer, and as a Jain representative of the broader sant tradi-
tion, all appear to have developed in the twentieth century. On the one hand they
are intended to establish the orthodoxy of Taraj Svami, and therefore the Jain-
ness of the Taraj Panth. In this the narratives have been successful, as Taraj
Panth Jains today are represented at the highest level of local Bundelkhand Tera
Panth organizations and regional north Indian Digambar organizations. I have
never heard any contemporary Jain argue that Taraj Svami and the Taraj Panth
are not Jain. On the other hand, these narratives give evidence of modernizing
tendencies within the larger Jain tradition, as Jain history is tied to larger, global
narratives of religious reform, inner spirituality, and rationality.

Taraj Svami as miracle worker

These narratives have displaced an earlier understanding of Taraj Svami as a
charismatic wonder-working holy man, who was worshiped by his followers. The
best known of these stories concerns the efforts of his opponents to drown him in
the Betwa (Betva) River at Malhargarh.

I was told a brief version of this story when I visited Malhargarh, and was taken
by my hosts to see the three stone platforms in the river that are the tangible
reminders of the story. In the words of K. Samaiya (1977: 4), “Egoistic people
were opposed to Taraj Svami. It is said . . . that one time he was thrown in the Betwa
River in an attempt to kill him, but that his lifespan was not yet complete, and so
he was saved in a miraculous (camatkarik) manner. As a result of this incident he
developed a sense of alienation from the world (virakti), and began to engage in
spiritual practices in the forests on the banks of the Betwa.”

A fuller version is found in a 1948 article by Jñancandra Jain:

His teachings were not looked upon favorably by his narrow-minded
contemporaries. They tried to dissuade him in various ways, and also put
pressure on him to stop his preaching. When he refused to cease, they
tried to kill him. There was dense forest on the banks of the Betwa River
around Malhargarh. Taraj Svami was living in this forest, because it was
a good place to perform meditation (samayik and dhyan). There was a
boatman there named Cidanand Caudhri. It is said that he sat Taraj
Svami in his boat, took him to the deepest part of the river, and threw
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him in. He did this three times, but each time at that very spot Taraj
Svami was able to sit on a stone platform. When he saw this miracle,
Cidananda realized that Taraj Svami must be a holy man (mahatma).
He came to regret what he had done, and became a disciple of Taraj
Svami. These stone platforms are still in the Betwa River, and members
of the Taraj Panth believe them to be holy ( pavitra). Every year
thousands of pilgrims come for darfan of the platforms, and they bow
to Taraj Svami.

(J. Jain 1948: 34)

A third telling (R. Samaiya 1989: 8–9) says that the person who requested the
boatman to kill Taraj Svami was none other than his own mother’s brother, who
was angered at Taraj Svami’s rejection of image-worship.26 The story of the
attempted drowning is tied to an earlier attempt by his maternal uncle to poison
him that also failed (Jaysagar 1990: 55, R. Samaiya 1977: 8).27

Two sources that dwell on Taraj Svami as miracle-working holyman refer to
the powers he had derived from his practice of mantras (Jaysagar 1990: 56,
R. Samaiya 1989: 8). From this practice he had obtained extraordinary powers
(siddhi), such as the ability to travel from Malhargarh to Semarkheri in a matter
of minutes. He used these powers to rescue a Digambar monk in Garaula from
unspecified harassment (sakkat). He went to fairs and used his magic (camatkar)
to convert people to his teachings. In particular, he used his magical powers to
suspend his texts in the air, and then would bring them back down to earth at fairs.

This latter story is an old one, for it is at the center of the only brief nineteenth-
century account of Taraj Svami in English.28 Writing in the Transactions of the
Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland in 1827, Major James
Delamaine says of Taraj Svami (or Tarani Pajdit, as he calls him), “He was
acquainted with the art of Indrajála ( juggling), by which he sent up papers to the
sky. He then collected the multitude, and a book appeared to descend to him from
heaven in their presence. He then read and explained it to them, teaching that they
should worship no images at all” (Delamaine 1827: 415).29

This association of Taraj Svami with jugglers (nat) emerges elsewhere in the
literature. Nathuram Premi, for example, wrote that one of Taraj Svami’s chief
disciples was a juggler (nat), and that Taraj Svami successfully competed with
jugglers and magicians ( jadugar) for the patronage of a local king (Premi
1912–1913: 295). In discussing Taraj Svami’s death, Premi wrote that one of the
three death rites performed for him was the “keeping of a plate” (thali rakhna) in
accordance with the tradition of the jugglers (nat) (ibid.: 296–297).

Another miracle story concerns Taraj Svami as a young child, when his father
was in the employment of the king. His father had brought some paper records
home with him. They were destroyed in a fire, and he was understandably worried
about the king’s response. The young Taraj Svami saw his father’s anxiety, and
magically restored the papers (K. Jain 1941: 3–4, Premi 1912–1913: 200,
R. Samaiya 1989: 7).
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Yet another miracle accounts for the shrine at Semarkheri, where he is said to
have spent many years engaged in spiritual practices. At that time he was living
in a cave. The area was also infested with thieves ( pijdara, thag). Taraj Svami
happened to meet a caravan of gypsies (bañjara), who were leading camels
loaded with sugar to sell in a nearby city. He asked them what they were carry-
ing, but they took him for a thief dressed in sadhu’s clothes, and so they said that
the bags contained only salt. Later, when they came to a river and were crossing
it, one of the bags broke, and they saw that it did indeed contain salt. They opened
the other bags, and found that all the sugar had turned to less valuable salt. The
gypsies returned to Taraj Svami and asked his forgiveness for lying to him. In
return, he turned the salt back into sugar, which they took to the city and sold.
When they returned they built a temple at Semarkheri, where a pillar erected by
them is still standing (R. Samaiya 1989: 9).

Among Taraj Svami’s disciples are said to have been a number of Muslims,
and a miracle story about his death involves them (Jaysagar 1990: 55–56).
Lukman Fah and 500 fellow Muslims were with Taraj Svami at the time of his
death. They wanted to perform the death rites in the Muslim manner and bury the
corpse, but the Jain followers of Taraj Svami did not give permission, as they
wanted to perform the Jain death rites and cremate the corpse. As a result, the
rites were performed according to both the Muslim and Jain traditions, although
it not clear to me exactly how this could be done.30

Brahmacari Jaysagar said that he heard this story from two Muslim watchmen
at Nisaiji, Pir KhaÅ and his father, indicating that there might well have been a
local Muslim tradition of veneration of Taraj Svami’s memorial as that of a
Muslim holy man. Jaysagar reported that Lukman Fah also died at Nisaiji, where
there is a memorial shrine to him, near the memorial of another Muslim disciple,
Ruiya Rama. Jaysagar added that there used to be many more memorials to dis-
ciples of Taraj Svami in the area around Nisaiji, but they have been destroyed by
Jains who believe that such memorials are counter to correct Jain faith. This con-
scious distancing of the cult of Taraj Svami from Muslim influences is nothing
new. Jaysagar (1990: 59) wrote that the worship at the memorial of Ruiya Rama
was an integral part of the annual fair at Nisaiji, but that it was discontinued
sometime after 1816.

In addition to gypsies and Muslims, Taraj Svami has also been worshiped by
local Hindus in a wonder-working context. Outside the old gate to the shrine at
Nisaiji stands a large platform with two small memorial stones. When I visited
Nisaiji they were both smeared with red paste, indicating their active worship as
local protector deities. There was also evidence that they had been worshipped
with incense, lamps, and coconuts. I was told that these are the memorials of two
Bundela Rajput brothers. They were local lords (thakur) who were disciples of
Taraj Svami and had protected him during the time of his oppression. My
informants denied that they were worshiped by members of the Taraj Panth, saying
that only local Hindus worshiped them. But the thakurs used to be more integrally
connected with the worship of Taraj Svami. Jaysagar (1990: 57) reported that
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fifty years earlier he had heard the belief expressed that the two brothers had
become vyantar devs,31 who would occasionally come and perform arati and sing
bhajans at a small shrine near the banks of the Betwa where Taraj Svami is said
to have sat in meditation.

This understanding of Taraj Svami as a miracle-working holyman, whose
charisma extended both to his own memorial shrine after his death, and to the
memorial shrines of many of his immediate disciples, is in little evidence today.
The story of his miraculous rescue from drowning is still well known, as it is
physically maintained by the presence of the three platforms in the river. But the
physical presence of the shrine of the two Bundela Rajputs has not prevented their
cult becoming somewhat separate from that of Taraj Svami, and Jaysagar said
that the memorial shrines of many other disciples have been destroyed. Writing in
1990, Jaysagar indicated his partial disapproval of the understanding of Taraj
Svami as a miracle-worker by relegating it to oral tradition (kiÅvadanti). But the
clearest evidence of the contemporary rejection of this understanding of Taraj
Svami is found in my copy of Radhelal Samaiya’s book, my other principal source
for these stories. I was given this book, from among a large collection of books
in the temple in Sagar, by a man who felt that it would be valuable in my research.
But he didn’t look in this particular copy before he gave it to me. The portion of
the book in which the author relates the miracle stories, and which is entitled
“Sant Taraj Taraj and His Miracles [camatkar],” has been heavily crossed out by
pen, and someone has written across the top of each page, “This is not a proven
account” ( yah pramajit vivaraj nahi [sic] hai).

Taraj Svami as future Jina

There is a fifth understanding of Taraj Svami that I have encountered only in
written works. Nathuram Premi gave an extensive summary of a biography of
Taraj Svami found in an old book given to him by a member of the Taraj Panth,
which he said represented the contemporary beliefs (manta) of the Panth.
According to this biography, the soul that became Taraj Svami was a tribal (Bhil)
king in a previous life. He came under the spiritual influence of a Jain monk, and
took a vow not to eat meat. The fruition of this vow was that he was reborn dur-
ing the time of Mahavira as King Frejika. According to all the Digambar tradi-
tions, Frejika’s soul is currently residing in a hell, but is destined eventually to be
born as Padmanabha, the first Jina of the coming era, because of his earlier con-
nection with Mahavira. The Taraj Panth version of the story, however, greatly
shortens Frejika’s stay in hell to only 1,750 years, whereas standard Digambar
cosmology avers that the minimum lifespan of a hell-being is 10,000 years (Premi
1912–1913: 535). The soul was reborn as Acarya Bhadrabahu, one of the leaders
of the Jain monastic community in the early years after Mahavira, and lived for
99 years. The soul was again reborn as the great philosopher and mystic
Kundakunda, as whom he lived for another 84 years before being reborn as Taraj
Svami. The soul currently resides in the heaven known as Sarvarthasiddhi; after
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living there as a god for 84 million years, it will be born as Padmanabha
(ibid.: 198–199).32

This framework for understanding Taraj Svami clearly gives him an almost
Jina-like status, while at the same time avoiding the heresy of declaring him actu-
ally to be a Jina by locating his attainment of enlightenment in an orthodox future.
The inclusion of Kundakunda into this narrative is also noteworthy. Kundakunda
is almost universally considered to be the intellectual lodestar of the Digambar
tradition, and the Mula Sakgha, the monastic lineage that considers itself to be the
“original” and “true” lineage, also calls itself the “lineage of Kundakunda”
(Kundakunda Anvaya). Claiming that Taraj Svami is indeed none other than
Kundakunda reborn is to claim total orthodoxy for him.33

Premi described another way in which Taraj Svami is considered to be even
greater than the Jinas:

The members of the Taran Panth also believe that there have been other
reformers just like Taran Svami, and that there will be more in the
future. In between religion becomes extinct, because Taran or Tarakal is
absent. After there have been 149 sets of twenty-four Jinas comes the
time of separation (virahiya kal ), also known as the time of shortcomings
(hujda kal ). Then a Tarakal or Taran is born, and all the forgetful beings
find the way.

(Ibid.: 299)

I have not encountered this cosmic understanding of Taraj Svami as a sort of
“super-Jina” anywhere other than this one Taraj Panth source paraphrased by
Premi. Nor did my informants present an understanding of Taraj Svami as a
miracle worker. I should add that all of my informants among the Taraj Panth
were recommended to me as knowledgeable intellectuals, and so there is an
inevitable intellectualist bias in their portrayal of Taraj Svami and his teachings.
But it is also clearly evident that the interpretive frames for understanding Taraj
Svami have changed over the past century.

Taraj Svami’s writings

Taraj Svami is credited with authoring fourteen texts. Some scholars have
expressed doubts about his authorship of two of them, the Chadmastha Vaji and
the Nama Mala, the former because it includes a reference to his death, and the
latter because it includes the names of many of his disciples. In discussions of his
writings one frequently sees a division of them into five systems (mata, mati).
Phulcandra (1985b: 387) wrote that this categorization is found in a manuscript
of the Thikanesara now in the collection of the Taraj Panth temple in Khurai,
which was copied in the late nineteenth-century by one Tikaram of Kunda,
although it is evidently not found in another manuscript of this text copied by the
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same man and now in the collection at Nisaiji. The five categories of texts are
as follows:

Vicara mata (Reflections)
Malarohaja (“Garland offering”)
Pajdita Puja (“Wise worship”)
Kamala Battisi (“Lotus thirty-two [verses]”)

Acara mata (Conduct)
Fravakacara (“Lay conduct”)

Sara mata (Essential teachings)
Jñana Samuccaya Sara (“Collected essence of knowledge”)
Tribhakgi Sara (“Essence in triads”)
Upadefa Fuddha Sara (“Pure essence of the teachings”)

Mamala mata (Spiritual purity)
Mamala Pahuda (“Handbook on purity”)
Caubisa Thaja (“Twenty-four topics”)

Kevala mata (Enlightenment)
Chadmastha Vaji (“Sayings of the unliberated”)
Nama Mala (“Garland of names”)
Khatika Vifesa (“Special uprooter”)
Siddha Subhava (“Nature of the perfected soul”)
Sunna Subhava (“Nature of emptiness”)

The three texts in the vicara mata are thirty-two verse compositions that have
been translated into Hindi more than any other of Taraj Svami’s texts, and are the
best-known to members of the Taraj Panth. K. Samaiya (1977: 18) said that right
faith (samyag-darfana) is emphasized in the Malarohaja, right knowledge
(samyag-jñana) in the Pajdita Puja, and right conduct (samyak-caritra) in the
Kamala Battisi. According to tradition, Taraj Svami composed the Malarohaja
for the wedding of one of his followers, either a Rajput or the daughter of one
Padmakamal (Phulcandra 1985b: 386). It is read at weddings in the Taraj Panth.
Premi (1912–1913: 301–302) says that during the autumnal observance of
Dafalaksaj, people gather in the temple to recite the Pajdita Puja and
Mamalapahuda during the day and the Malarohaja and Kamala Battisi during
the evening. Some members of the Panth recite one or more of these texts daily.

The other texts are less well-known, although they are the subject of study by
contemporary Taraj Panth intellectuals. The Fravakacara in 462 verses lays out
the basics of Jain lay conduct. It was most likely collated from earlier Digambar
fravakacara texts, as it does not differ from them to any significant degree.34

The Jñana Samuccaya Sara consists of 908 verses, and the Upadefa Fuddha Sara
of 588 verses. Between them they cover much of the basics of Digambar philosophy
and metaphysics. The Jñana Samuccaya Sara discusses correct knowledge, faith,
conduct, and scripture; the stages of lay spirituality ( pratima) and the lay vows
(ajuvrata); the virtues (guja) and vows (vrata) of a true monk; the seven verities of
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Jain philosophy; the six substances (dravya); and the four types of meditation
(dhyana). The Upadefa Fuddha Sara covers various aspects of the correct path to lib-
eration and faults that lead one astray from that path. The Tribhakgi Sara is a text of
seventy-one verses that discusses various topics in groups of three, detailing which
triads to follow and which to renounce. All three of these texts, along with the
Fravakacara, are very close to the mainstream Digambar philosophical tradition.

The Mamala Pahuda is a large collection of songs, consisting of over 3,200
verses. The Caubisa Thaja in roughly twenty pages of mixed verse and prose
provides twenty-four spiritual topics on which the person desiring liberation
should meditate.

The Chadmastha Vaji and Nama Mala are short prose texts, each about nine
pages long in their printed versions, that provide cryptic information about Taraj
Svami and his disciples, as well as a range of other subjects. Premi (1912–1913:
302) said that the Chadmastha Vaji is recited for five days after Divali. The
Khatika Vifesa is a short text of mixed prose and verse that discusses the process
of wearing away karma in the context of the upward and downward cycles of
time. The Siddha Subhava and Sunna Subhava are very short prose works, the
first describing purification of the soul, and the latter the different ways in which
one should be empty of false senses of self.35

Taraj Svami’s teachings

These texts, like much mystical literature the world over, are difficult to
understand, and so are open to much interpretation. In general, Taraj Svami
affirms that by means of insight (darfana), purity (fuddhata), knowledge
( jñana), and the cultivation of the correct inner spiritual orientation (bhava), one will
realize that one’s soul (atma) in fact is the liberated supreme soul ( paramatma),
and thus overcome the bonds of karma. His writings are full of terms quite com-
monly found in other Jain writings, such as knowledge ( jñana), verity (tattva),
pure (fuddha), faith (darfana), intention or sentiment (bhava), innate character
(svabhava), and wrong faith (mithyatva), but in the absence of good grammar the
relationships among concepts are often unclear.

The most widely-known facet of the Taraj Panth is its eschewing of the
worship of images of the Jinas. But, as I will discuss further, there is no explicit
mention of this in any of the texts attributed to Taraj Svami.

The fact that Gajefprasad Varja, one of the foundational figures of the modern
north Indian Digambar intellectual tradition, is said to have been unable to make
sense of Taraj Svami’s writings is significant. Taraj Svami did not write in any
one language, but mixed Sanskrit, Prakrit, Apabhramsa and Bundelkhandi Hindi
together, often in the same verse or sentence. It is quite clear that he was not
trained in grammar (and for this reason I doubt the story that he studied for ten
years under a bhattarak). He evidently had read texts by Kundakunda, Yogindu,
Umasvati, Samantabhadra, and other orthodox Digambar authors, for in many
places his texts read like paraphrases of these authors, except they are paraphrases
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by someone who did not understand the grammatical details of the languages he
had read. Those who are more favorably inclined toward his writings term his use
of language “unique” (svatantra). This estimation is perhaps best expressed by
Phulcandra (1985b: 401), who wrote, “The language is unique. He never com-
posed according to the limitations of any single language and grammar. He
expressed himself in whichever language a spiritual experience arose in his
heart.” Premi (1912–1913: 7) described Taraj Svami’s prose as undeclined
(asambaddh), unclear (aspast), and unusual (alaukik). Those less favorably
inclined toward his writings use harsher language to characterize them, such as
the Fvetambar monk Buddhisagarsuri (1917: 341), who said that Taraj Svami’s
texts “are in a strange (adbhut) language.” The most negative evaluation comes
from Lal Bahadur Fastri, a professional Digambar disputant with the Ambala-based
Fastrarth Sakgh who engaged several Taraj Panth authors in a written debate on
the appropriateness of image-worship in the early 1940s. Lal Bahadur (1941: ka)
said simply, “He was not especially learned, as is clear from reading his fourteen
texts.” Published versions of the texts show wide variation in spellings, and as
Phulcandra (1978: 72) notes, it is obvious that many changes have been intro-
duced into the manuscripts by both the copists and their patrons, and so there is
a need for a thorough study of the extant manuscripts. This work has not been
undertaken to date.36 Nor has the Taraj Panth produced any notable intellectuals
in the intervening five centuries since Taraj Svami, so there are no known
commentaries on any of the texts to aid one in interpreting the difficult language.37

The Taraj Svami Panth

As a result of this lack of a Taraj Panth literary tradition, the history between the
death of Taraj Svami and the early twentieth century is largely a blank. The Nama
Mala contains some 2,000 names, but the significance of these is not fully clear.
In his edition and Hindi version of this text Jaysagar constructed an elaborate
spiritual genealogy, but does not indicate on what basis he did so. Certainly
both oral tradition and the cultic memory enshrined in the tombs at Nisaiji have
intersected with the Nama Mala.

According to the community’s own tradition, Taraj Svami had disciples from a
wide range of social backgrounds. Some of them were Jains, including some
female renouncers (aryika, arjika), among whom Kamalafri Arjika was the most
prominent.38 Many sources have said that his other chief disciple was a Muslim
named Ruiya Jin or Ruiya Ramaj, who is mentioned at the beginning of the Nama
Mala.39 A. H. Nizami (1980: 309) wrote that Ruiya Jin was a cotton-carder by
trade. Premi (1912–1913: 205) mentioned another cotton-carder named Behana.
He also mentions a juggler (nat), whose tomb is at Nisaiji (ibid.: 6). Sitalprasad
(1992: 13) listed five chief disciples. Laksmaj Pajde by his title was possibly a
disciple of a regional bhattarak. Cidanand Caudhri was the boatman mentioned
earlier. The third was Paramanand Vilasi. The last two clearly have Muslim names:
Sulpa Sah Teli (an oil-presser by trade) and Lukman Sah Musalman. There is a
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local tradition in Caukrai or Cand, a village in Chhindwara (Chindvara) district, of
veneration of one Himau Pajde (also spelled Himakyu and HumayuÅ), who was
an influential disciple of Taraj Svami. His followers built a memorial to him on
the banks of the Kulbahara (Kulbahara) River. But the worship of Himau has been
criticized by many other members of the Panth.40 Earlier I mentioned the two local
Bundela Rajputs at Nisaiji who protected him from his iconophilic opponents.
Earlier I had also discussed the story of the gypsies who built a shrine to Taraj
Svami at Semarkheri in response to one of his miracles. What is clear from this
scanty evidence is that he was a charismatic spiritual teacher, who attracted disci-
ples from a wide range of contemporary society, and perhaps had more followers
from non-Jain backgrounds than from Jain backgrounds. This could also help
account for the stories of opposition to him on the part of the local Jains.

None of these followers wrote anything that we know of (although it is possible
that the Chadmastha Vaji and Nama Mala were composed by one or more of
them), nor have there been any texts composed from within the Taraj Panth in the
intervening centuries. We do know that his manuscripts were copied in various
places, evincing some degree of on-going intellectual activity. There is also the
material evidence embedded in the many temples (caityalay) throughout
Bundelkhand, as well as at the principal pilgrimage places of the Panth, but with
the exception of Nisaiji, which I will discuss further, there has been no research
on them. Nor has there been an adequate survey of manuscripts in the temple col-
lections. It might be possible to reconstruct a partial history of the Panth in the
centuries between the death of Taraj Svami and the emergence of modern records
in the first half of the twentieth century, but to date no one has attempted this.

What we do know is that members of the Taraj Panth today are found in six
merchant castes in Bundelkhand.41 According to informants, three of these –
Samaiya, Dosakhe and Gulalare – were converts from image-worshiping Jain
communities, and the other three – Asethi, Ayodhyavasi and Carnagar – were con-
verts from Vaisjav Hindu communities. All of these castes are distinctly
Bundelkhandi in language and custom, indicating that the Taraj Panth has long
(if not always) been restricted to Bundelkhand.

The Samaiya and Dosakhe both appear to have formerly been part of the Parvar
caste, one of the largest merchant castes of Bundelkhand.42 Many members of the
Gulalare have migrated to northwestern Maharashtra.43

The Asethi caste is still predominantly Vaisjav, with a small number in the
Taraj Panth.44 The Ayodhyavasi, as its name indicates, is a caste that claims its
origin to have been the area around Ayodhya in eastern Uttar Pradesh.45 It is also
predominantly Vaisjav, with a small percentage in the Taraj Panth. According to
Jaysagar (1990: 37), members of the Taraj Panth from this caste view the Taraj
Svami temple in the village of Nateran in Vidisha (Vidifa) district to be a special
pilgrimage shrine. The Carnagar caste also consists mostly of Vaisjavs, with a
smaller number of members of the Taraj Panth.46

These castes practiced religious rituals together, but exchanged neither
daughters nor cooked food until a decision was taken at the annual fair at Nisaiji
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in 1927 to begin such exchanges (S. Jain 1984: 32). Nowadays there is also fairly
extensive intermarriage with Tera Panth Digambars in similar castes.

I was told estimates of the total population of the Taraj Svami Panth that
ranged between 20,000 and 100,000. One author (R. Samaiya 1989: 39–62) has
presented a district-by-district chart of where there are Taraj Panth households
and temples. He lists 131 temples and a little under 20,000 people, located mostly
in the areas of Madhya Pradesh, southern Uttar Pradesh and northwest
Maharashtra that comprise the area of Bundelkhand. The center of the Taraj
Panth area comprises the districts of Vidisha (Vidifa), Damoh, Sagar (Sagar),
Jabalpur, Raisen (Raysen), and Hoshangabad (Hofakgabad) in Madhya Pradesh.

There is little information about the organization of religious professionals within
the Panth before modern times. Informants told me that formerly resident ritual func-
tionaries known as bhaiji (“respected brother”) or pajde (equivalent to pajdit, and
referring to any learned person) were connected with each temple. They delivered
sermons and ritualized readings of Taraj Svami’s texts. I surmise that some of them
also functioned as manuscript copists and maintained the Taraj Panth intellectual
culture. Leadership of the Panth was under wealthy and respected lay merchants,
who were also responsible for funding the annual pilgrimages to Nisaiji (see later).
Radhelal Samaiya (1989: 17–26) gives brief biographical details of seven twentieth-
century brahmacaris (m) and four brahmacarijis (f ) in the Panth. It is unclear to me
whether this is a relatively recent tradition of semi-renouncers, or if within the Panth,
in common with the broader Digambar ritual culture of central India, there have
always been a few men and women who took the vows of lay celibates, and we sim-
ply have no records of them. Samaiya also includes one muni and one ksullak who
were born in the Taraj Svami Panth; informants told me that they are now simply
part of the common Digambar mendicant community, which has intentionally
eschewed any formal affiliation with the lay division into different panths. They are
not Taraj Panth monks. Finally, Samaiya lists forty pajdits from the past century.
But this title is often applied to anyone with a literary or intellectual bent, and does
not indicate either any formal educational qualifications or any formal ritual role.

Pilgrimage shrines

There are four pilgrimage shrines for the Taraj Panth, although only three of
them are the sites of annual fairs, and only one of them has any great antiquity.47

The most important is on the banks of the Betwa River near the village of
Malhargarh in Guna district. It is known simply as Nisaiji, “Honored memorial.”
It was here that Taraj Svami spent his final years with his disciples, and where
his last rites were performed. There are also memorials (samadhi) of many of his
disciples. I will return to it later.

Semarkheri, near Siroñj in Vidisha District, is where Taraj Svami is said to have
engaged in various spiritual practices and formally to have renounced the world. It
is also where the Bañjaras erected a shrine to him. The annual fair (mela) is held
there on Vasant Bright Fifth, a day widely celebrated throughout north India as
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Spring Fifth. In addition to a temple and various buildings for pilgrims at the shrine
itself, nearby are also some caves in which Taraj Svami is said to have meditated.
This is the oldest pilgrimage shrine in the Panth after Nisaiji, and there are records
of the patrons of the annual fairs going back to 1881 (R. Samaiya 1989: 12).

Sukha, near Pathariya village in Damoh District, is where he preached. The
annual fair here is known as Taraj Jayanti; the use of this name, which has come
to be used by the Indian government for the birth days of the “founders” of all
religious communities, indicates that the fair is of fairly recent origin. That the
fair is a recent development is also indicated by Sitalprasad (1992: 17), for, writ-
ing in 1932, he described annual fairs only at Semarkheri and Nisaiji. A decade
later, Kaluram Jain (1941: 18–19) also described just Semarkheri and Nisaiji as
pilgrimage shrines in the Panth. He added that he had heard of a dilapidated
memorial in Damoh District; obviously this was the site of at most a local Taraj
Panth fair in his time. The fair at Sukha is on Agahan Bright Seventh, in
November–December. This site was relatively neglected by the community for
many years, but extensive constructions began in 1938, after a leading layman
from Sagar bought the land from a local Muslim.

The fourth pilgrimage site is in the village of Bilhari, near Katni in Jabalpur
district. According to the tradition of the Taraj Svami Panth, this is the village
formerly known as Puspavati where Taraj Svami was born. This has only recently
become a pilgrimage goal for the community, after the site was purchased from
its non-Jain owners. The construction there has all been undertaken in the past
few decades, largely under the direction of important laymen from Sagar and
Jabalpur. There is as of yet no annual fair at Bilhari.

Before turning to Nisaiji, I should mention two other sites that are important to
some members of the Panth but are not dedicated to Taraj Svami himself. The
village of Cand in Chhindwara district is the site of the memorial (samadhi) of
Himau Pajde, one of Taraj Svami’s chief disciples. It was also neglected for
many years, but recently local members of the Panth have begun to develop the
site, and there is an annual fair on Jeth Dark Sixth, known as Samadhi Sixth, the
anniversary of Himau Pajde’s death. There was just a simple platform here, but a
larger temple has recently been built. At Garaula (or Garhaula), near Tindua in
Damoh district, where Taraj Svami is said to have lived for a few years as a child
in his mother’s brother’s home, there is also a large platform.

By far the most important pilgrimage shrine is Nisaiji.48 The annual fair here
is held for three days from Phag Bright Fifth in February–March, and is known
as Phag Phulna (“Phag flowering”). Jaysagar (1990: 59) records that until the
early nineteenth century there was an annual fair at Nisaiji in honor of one of
Taraj Svami’s disciples, the Muslim Ruiya Ramaj or Ruiya Jin, but that the fair
was discontinued. This has also been where many members of the Taraj Panth
come to have the first tonsure (mujdan) of their children performed.

The main building is a three-storied structure of stone windows and arched
canopies, in a style K. D. Bajpai (1975: 354) has termed “late medieval Rajput.”
(Figure 11.1) In conception it is a grandiose funerary monument, in which
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the normally smaller style of a memorial canopy has been expanded into a tall
tower. The shrine itself is very simple. There is a small canopied marble altar,
on which is a pile of printed books. Behind this altar, inside a small walled
enclosure, is an older stone altar, which is said to be the original one.
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Phulcandra (1985c) has traced the history of the site in an important essay.49 At
first there was just a simple chattri, a canopied memorial platform at the site of
Taraj Svami’s samadhi, where he was cremated. This served as an altar. About
350 years ago a devotee, whose descendants subsequently lived in Sirpur in
Khandesh (modern Dhule District, Maharashtra), arranged for a more ornate
chattri with four pillars. In 1817 the annual fair was sponsored by a merchant
from Nagpur named Taracand Mallusav. Among those who accompanied him to
Nisaiji was a woman named Kesaridau. As part of her devotions she circumam-
bulated the main shrine, and then prostrated herself on the ground. She died when
her forehead touched the ground. In commemoration of this holy death her fam-
ily built the current twelve-doored pavilion that obscures the older altar. The cur-
rent six-pillared altar presumably dates from that renovation. Also around this
time Mallusav built the current tall superstructure, as well the eastern gate to the
complex. This superstructure has become emblematic of Nisaiji, and is the model
for some Taraj Panth temples elsewhere. The last third of the nineteenth century
saw extensive construction of additional buildings at Nisaiji by pilgrims from
throughout central India. On February 22, 1903 Maharao Madhorao Sikghiya, the
king of Gwalior, in which princely state Nisaiji was located, visited the shrine,
accompanied by an important Taraj Panth layman from Khurai. In commemora-
tion of the visit the king donated the land surrounding the shrine to the Taraj
Panth. Subsequent construction of buildings on the site has been done with stones
quarried from this land.

The archives at the shrine also list the names of those who sponsored
the annual fairs, starting with Mallusav from Nagpur in 1817. Other patrons have
come from Banda, Sagar, Hofakgabad, Agasaud, and Timarni, all towns in the
Bundelkhand heartland of the Taraj Samaj. After 1933 the organization of
the annual fair has become a community undertaking.

For such an important Taraj Svami pilgrimage site, there is very little to see,
since the Panth resists the installation of any images, the veneration of any of Taraj
Svami’s disciples, and even the painting of imaginative reconstructions of Taraj
Svami’s life. The tall gateway is relatively recent, built after people started arriv-
ing at Nisaiji mostly by car and bus, via the round-about road from Bina and the
nearby town of Agasaud. There is an older, simpler gateway facing the Betwa
River about a mile away, dating from when pilgrims travelled from Bina and
Agasaud by the direct route on bullock carts and crossed the river by ferry. By the
Betwa are a set of recently built stone steps leading down the bank to the river. A
small building built in 1945 covers a canopied stone seat on which Taraj Svami
sat in meditation. In the middle of the Betwa are the three small stone platforms
that arose spontaneously in response to the attempts to drown him.50

Temples

The temples of the Panth are all called by the elevated Sanskritic term caityalay.
From the outside they are not readily distinguishable from Tera Panth Digambar
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temples of Bundelkhand. This should not surprise us, for temples in India are
often identifiable more by regional style than sectarian orientation.

The layout of a caityalay is fairly simple. The importance of sermons is
indicated by the large open spaces within the temple. The emphasis on a
more intellectual, less sensory style of religiosity is also indicated by the lack of
much visual ornamentation in the temple. What ornamentation there is tends
to be found on the altars, which are often of gilt marble, in a style reminiscent
of a royal cenotaph (Figure 11.2). The symbolism in the ornamentation on
the altars, however, is indicative of a generalized auspiciousness, and in no way
betokens any specifically Taraj Svami message. Thus one finds representations
of figures such as guards, flywhisk-bearers, svastikas, full pots, elephants,
and divine musicians. Many temples have three altars, symbolizing the three-
fold focus in Digambar ritual on god, teacher, and religion (dev, guru, and
dharm).

The most striking aspect of a Taraj Panth caityalay is the obvious absence of
any images. One story (R. Samaiya 1989: 8) recounts that Taraj Svami’s father
regularly performed image-worship in the temple, and asked the 11 year-old boy
to perform it in his stead when he left town on a business trip. The boy took food
to the temple to offer it to the image, and asked the image to eat it. Later, when
he returned to the temple and saw that the food was uneaten, he assumed that
the image wanted to bathe before eating, and so took the image to a nearby river
and immersed it. The boy implored the image to re-emerge from the water, but it
did not. He therefore decided that the image was not god, but just inert stone,
and so left it in the river. From then on he engaged in meditation rather than
image-worship.

This story is also told by Premi (1912–1913: 201–202); but in that version it
led directly to his father, another merchant in the village, and a ksullak plotting to
kill the boy for his insult of the image.51 Elsewhere Premi (ibid.: 295) tells a third
version derived from the oral tradition of Bundelkhand opponents of the Taraj
Panth. When the father had the son perform worship in his stead, the boy ate the
food that had been offered to the image. In Jain ritual ideology such food is
nirmalya, “not to be eaten,” and to do so is a karmically wrong action. The father
expelled his son from his home. The boy replied that he saw no fault in eating
such food, and as a result started his own religious path.

The story of Taraj Svami’s opponents attempting to drown him in the
Betwa River is in some accounts also tied to his reputed iconoclasm. According
to this telling, it was specifically his teaching that the worship of images
was unnecessary, and even a sign of ignorance, that led to their attempts to
kill him.

A reading of the texts credited to Taraj Svami, however, does not find any clear
denunciation of image-worship. The closest to this comes in his Fravakacara,
“Manual of Lay Conduct,” verses 307–311. In the context of discussing the six
standard lay rituals (karma),52 Taraj Svami says that only a person who has
wrong faith worships a god in the temple. Such a person wanders in the suffering
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of infinite rebirth, and calls as “god” that which is not god:

The layman (fravaka) who does not maintain the lay vows (vratas)
should practice the six rituals (karmas). The six rituals are twofold; they
are seen as pure (fuddha) and impure (afuddha).
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The faithful soul knows and always practices the pure six rituals. The
unfaithful soul practices the impure six rituals. Of this there is no doubt.

That which is impure (afuddha) is called impure (afuci). The impure
leads to that which is impermanent. The pure [leads one] on the path to
liberation, [whereas] the impure leads to a bad rebirth.

He is called impure (afuddha) who knows the god in the temple. He
wanders in infinite places, and calls what is not god as “god.”

There is wrong faith (mithya), illusion (maya), and foolishness
(mudha drsti) in the person who worships as god that which is not god.
Such a person is wholly involved in worldly affairs and worships with
wrong faith.53

This is certainly not a sweeping critique of image worship. While this passage is
understood to criticize image worship, it can equally well refer to other forms of
spiritually ignorant religious practice. The Fravakacara passage is no more
explicitly iconoclastic than any of a number of passages in texts of the Digambar
mystical tradition that emphasize the centrality of meditation and other mental
practices over external rituals. For example, the Digambar poet Yogindu writes in
his Yogasara (a text that has never, to the best of my knowledge, been interpreted
as advocating iconoclasm), “O fool! God is not in the temple, nor in stone nor in
plaster nor in pictures!”54 Furthermore, there is a description in one of the
Thikanesar manuscripts of the fifty-two temples containing eternal bejewelled
Jina images on the continent of Nandifvara Dvipa, where the gods come to wor-
ship the images during three annual eight-day festivals, a description that would
appear to discount any ideological rejection of image worship.55

Rituals

The orthodox order of service ( paddhati) in a Taraj Panth temple was organized
in the mid-twentieth century by Jaysagar; informants told me that he compiled it
from his study of earlier, otherwise unspecified texts. The basic temple rite itself
is very simple. The person enters the temple, and first bows to the altar (vedi) as
a form of homage to the scripture. On the altar rest copies of Taraj Svami’s texts,
as well as other standard Digambar philosophical and mystical texts. Some peo-
ple circumambulate the altar three times, and/or prostrate to it.

Standing in front of the altar, the person then recites three of Taraj Svami’s
verses, known as Tatva Path, “Recitation of the Principles,” or Tatva Makgal, “The
Auspicious Principles.” They are recited as a blessing (makgalacaraj), and consist
of veneration of the true god, teacher, and religion (dev, guru, and dharm). The
verses are taken from his Mamala Pahuda, verses 1, 28, and 63. These are the first
verses of three hymns in this collection, known as Deva Dipta (“Light of God”),
Guru Dipta (“Light of the Teacher”), and Dharma Dipta (“Light of Dharma”).56

It is the verity consisting of joy and bliss,
its innate nature is consciousness.
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The supreme verity has attained the unchanging state
so I bow to that which has perfection as its innate nature.

The guru teaches about the hidden form (soul),
along with the hidden knowledge.
The monk is capable of saving (others) and saving (himself),
he wards off the world of rebirth.

The dharma enunciated by the Jina
is the meaning of the three meanings conjoined.57

Mind it, for it destroys the fears of faithful souls.
This is the pure knowledge of liberation.

This is followed by the signing of one or more hymns (bhajan, stuti).
If there is a sermon (dharmopdef), then the assembled worshipers sit to listen

to it. In many cases the sermon might be delivered by a local intellectual who is
connected with the temple, known as bhaiji or pajde. On some occasions the
temple managing committee will pay a pajdit from elsewhere to come and
deliver a series of sermons. Such a visiting pajdit need not be a follower of Taraj
Svami himself, and the subject matter of the sermon is often drawn from the
broader Digambar tradition. When I visited Sagar, a visiting Tera Panth pajdit
was delivering a series of sermons based on Taraj Svami’s Pajdita Puja and a
standard textbook on Digambar philosophy edited by Kailafcandra Fastri entitled
Jain Siddhant Pravefika (“Introduction to Jain Doctrine”).

At the conclusion of the sermon, everyone stands and recites a hymn known as
Abalabali (“The Power of the Weak”).58 Some ritual manuals also recommend
that the worshiper here recite the three afirvads, “blessings,” which I give later.
The Abalabali is also recited as a makgalacaraj. Jaysagar wrote that the verses
were recited everywhere in the Taraj Panth at the end of sermons (fastra sabha),
but that they were recited incorrectly because their meaning was obscure, and so
he edited and translated the text (Jaysen 1939a: 19–20). The first five verses are
attributed to Taraj Svami, but, to the best of my knowledge, are not found in any
of the fourteen texts. The next six verses are drawn from the Darfana Pahuda,
Caritra Pahuda, Bodha Pahuda, and Moksa Pahuda, texts attributed by the tra-
dition to Kundakunda.59 The twelfth verse is, according to Jaysagar, verse 31 of
the Mamala Pahuda, but does not appear in Sitalprasad’s edition. The final verse
is from the Rayajasara, another text attributed to Kundakunda.60 The thirteen
verses describe the nature of liberation.61

Hail to you Jina. Through your firm lotus-like speech you give power to
the weak.

My mind is consciousness delighting in the happiness of pure pleasure.

Hail savior (of others) and saver (of oneself ). Praise to your saving doctrine,
knowledge and meditation.

The teacher whose conduct and actions are pure becomes the omniscient god.
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Hail (to the one who has) pleasure, bliss, mental bliss, innate bliss, and supreme
bliss.

Praise and homage to the Tirthakkara who himself is pure as evidenced by his
meditation.

Hail to the delighting lord, delighting in happiness, in whose lotus(-heart) is pure
meditation.

Hail god who shines on your own, lord delighting in shining liberation.
Hail to you, Jina-god, savior, lord, who (experiences) infinite bliss from

meditation.
Happiness, delight, pleasure arise. Hail to the god who gives liberation.

I will do homage to the excellent Jinas ¸sabha and Vardhamana (Mahavira)
and concisely to the others in succession, and then I will speak the path of faith.

After venerating the supreme lords who are omniscient, all-seeing,
undeluded, and have conquered all passions,

the faithful souls in the three worlds venerate the Arhats.

The stage on the path of the Jinas, who are unbound and have conquered
passions,

is that of those whose conduct is pure due to its faith and knowledge, and are
unshaken by their own or others’ teachings.

In the context of human births he has five-senses, and in the context of the
spiritual ladder he is on the fourteenth rung.

When he is conjoined with all these virtues, and is absorbed in the virtues,
called an Arhat.

Homage homage to that god who has abandoned external matter
by whom karma has been worn away, and who has realized his own soul that

consists of knowledge.

The form of the Jina consists of knowledge, is pure due to equanimity, and has
thoroughly conquered passions.

He gives pure initiation and instruction because he has eliminated all karma.

The path to liberation, to salvation from rebirth,
consists of shedding the karma of rebirth, knowledge and discrimination of the

essence of the triple world, and a yearning for the purity of one’s innate nature.

The layman proclaims the virtues, vows, asceticism, equanimity, the stages,
gifting,

filtering water, (avoiding) pointless actions,
faith, knowledge, conduct, and the fifty-three rites.

The ritual then concludes with the performance of arati, or offering of a flame in
honor of the scriptures. Those who wave the platters holding the candles62 don a
white cap. In some temples this is performed only by men, and in other temples
by both men and women. There are two parts to the arati, one that praises god,
teacher, and scripture (dev, guru, and fastra), and the other known as the Taraj
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Svami Arati that praises Taraj Svami himself. This latter hymn is in more or less
standard modern Hindi, and so must be a fairly recent composition; the reference
to Sukha also points to it being recent.63

The lamp of Taraj Svami,
that does victory victory of the Jina’s speech. (refrain)

Hold the garland of right faith around the throat,
and knowledge of the difference (between soul and body) in the heart.
Fortunate is he who is on the path to liberation,
who is going to that glorious auspiciousness.

At Nisai, Sukha and Semarkheri
blow the sweet horn of god.
Listen today o Lord to my petition
that I bow to the Lordly Guru.

These karmas surround me
so remove my faults.
Lord, now don’t load me like a porter,
listen to the petition of your creature.

The lamp of the fourteen scriptures,
that does victory victory victory of the liberated ones.
Prince, shout “victory” of the saints,
I bow to the one on the banks of the Betwa.

I do your lamp, o Lord,
that my soul become successful.
The lamp of the five supreme lords,
that does victory victory victory of the Jina’s speech.

Experience the essence of your own soul,
the essence of victory in a human birth, o prince.
Here I hold fast to the auspicious path,
I bow to the feet of the Lordly Guru.

The basic elements of these rituals – ritual purity, makgalacaraj, hymns,
sermons, arati, circumambulation, sandalwood forehead marks – are common to
most of the indigenous ritual cultures of South Asia. What distinguishes them from
other Jain temple rituals is that the objects of worship are scriptures, and in par-
ticular the texts authored by Taraj Svami, rather than Jina images. While some of
the hymns are shared with the broader Digambar society, most of the hymns sung
are specific to the Taraj Svami community, and would be unknown to other Jains.

There is one other ritual that is unique to the Taraj Svami Panth, and that is the
marriage rite. According to most sources, this rite was devised by Taraj Svami
himself for the marriage of a devotee’s daughter. Jaysagar (1990: 45) said that this
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tradition, “of performing the ideal marriage rite,” began in the household of a
particular leading family of the community in Sagar, and so it may be that the
tradition was revived in the 1940s on the basis of a textual reconstruction of the rite,
perhaps by Jaysagar himself.64 I was given a detailed description of the rite by a
recently married couple, and there are several written descriptions of it.65 All of these
show some variation, so it is evident that the rite differs according to regional and
family custom. My description here is based on what I was told by the informants.

The rite is held in a hall, not in the main shrine room of a temple. One or more
lamps are established on a table, on which copies of Taraj Svami texts are also
ceremoniously displayed. The couple, dressed as a prince and princess,66 take
darfan of the texts, and then sit facing each other. Everyone present reads the
Tatva Patha. Then a pajdit recites the entirety of the thirty-two-verse
Malarohaja, the text Taraj Svami is said to have composed for his devotee’s
daughter’s wedding. After each verse those present shout “jay namostu” and
throw yellow rice on the couple as a blessing, while a gong or drum is beaten.
After the recitation, the couple marks each others’ hands with turmeric paste. The
pajdit then reads the first of three blessings (afirvada). The bride stands and
applies a turmeric mark on the forehead of the seated groom. The pajdit reads the
second blessing. The groom stands and applies a turmeric mark on the forehead
of the seated bride. After the pajdit reads the third blessing the groom puts a
flower garland around the bride’s neck to signify the completion of the rite, which
takes about thirty minutes in total.67

The three blessings are also verses by Taraj Svami. While they are not found
in any of the fourteen texts, they overlap extensively many of the verses in the
Mamala Pahuda.68

OÅ once it has arisen, enjoy that shining one made of faith.
Enjoy that beneficial sun, it is the efficacious word.
It arises both endlessly enjoyable and pure, it is firm.
God’s speech has arisen, so hail hail to it, hail to the arising of liberation.

The two are separate. In an instant the unequalled rays lift it up. Hail to the good
teaching.

For just a mere moment, for one hour, and then two hours,
three hours and then four hours the rays shine, the essence of the Jina for a year.
The dirt of time is dispatched for a year, for a life. Hail to the Jina shining in 

liberation.

Don’t desire either of the two; make the mind firm in kayotsarga.
See the Enlightened One’s truth in the world, and see the harm done to

five-sensed beings.
The Jina’s righteous path shines and saves. Let the lord save and give excellent

liberation.
God’s speech from the beginning of the era arises and saves. Let it save the

blessed congregation. Hail.
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Rajneesh

Let me end this overview of Taraj Svami and the contemporary path with a brief
discussion of someone who is probably the most famous person ever born in
the Taraj Panth, the Indian and later international holy man known in his
early career as Rajneesh (Rajnif), and later as Osho (1931–1990). Most studies of
him ignore his early years, or at best make a passing mention of his having been
born a Jain. With the exception of one book on his talks, he intentionally refrained
from discussing his early years (Devageet, in Rajneesh 1985b: n.p.). The “official
biography” written by Vasant Joshi (1982: 9) made just a single reference that
his family was Digambar Jain, and only in an endnote do we find a paragraph
discussing that his family in fact belonged to the Taraj Panth. There the author
wrote,

Taran Swami opposed the idol worship widely prevalent among
Digambar Jains and preached the worship of the formless. He criti-
cized the emphasis the Digambar Jains placed on materialism and
exhorted them to turn toward the spirituality taught by Mahavir. Taran
Swami was put to a lot of trouble and harrassment by the society for
his views.

(Ibid.: 189–190, n. 1)

Rajneesh was raised and schooled in the small town of Gadarwara (Gadarvara)
in Narsimhapur district in Bundelkhand.69 He went to Jabalpur for college, study-
ing for two years at Hitkarini College before having to transfer to D. N. Jain
College, from which he received his B.A. in philosophy. He then went to Sagar,
where he received an M.A. in philosophy in 1957 from Saugar University (now
Dr Harisingh Gaur University). His first teaching position was at the Sanskrit
College in Raipur, and from 1960 until he resigned in 1966 he was professor of
philosophy at Jabalpur University.

His intellectual interests took him far afield from Jainism at a young age, but
in his early years as a professional holy man he still retained a tenuous connec-
tion to the tradition.70 He led his first meditation camp June 4–8, 1964, at the
remote Fvetambar Jain pilgrimage shrine of Muchala Mahavir near Ghanerao
(Ghajerav) in southern Rajasthan.71 But how far he had already moved from tra-
ditional Jainism is seen in that at this camp he taught Buddhist Vipassana medi-
tation, Hindu Nadabrahma meditation, and Muslim Sufi Dervish whirling, and in
the published version of his discourses at this camp he is as likely to cite Chuang
Tzu and Meister Eckhart as Mahavira (Rajneesh 1966). In September 1969 at a
camp in Kashmir he delivered a series of sermons on Jainism, which were then
edited into a volume by Dayanand Bhargava, the distinguished scholar of Jainism,
with the title Mahavira: Mere Drsti MeÅ (“My Vision of Mahavira”). The book
was published by the respected Indological publishing house of Motilal
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Banarsidass. Here again we see how far Rajneesh had come from traditional
Jainism, as Bhargava in his editor’s introduction wrote,

[Among the] three central points in Rajneesh’s teachings . . . is that his
teachings are not moral (naitik), but are trans-moral (atinaitik). This is
the essential teaching of the Jain scriptures, in which bad ( pap) and
good ( pujya) are understood to be merely chains of iron and gold.

(Rajnif 1971: 9)

While it is standard Jain teaching that both pujya and papa, good karma and
bad karma, must be overcome to attain liberation, it is not the case that the dis-
tinction between the two is to be ignored by all Jains. Jainism is not antinomian.
A key difference between the laity and mendicants lies precisely in the fact that
the latter strive to overcome all forms of karmic bondage, while lay ethics are
built upon the careful discrimination between the two kinds of karma.

To the best of my knowledge, the last time Rajneesh operated within a
traditional Jain orbit was in 1973, when from August 25 through September 11
he delivered a series of lectures in Bombay on the occasion of Paryusaj. These
were published in 1976 as Volume 3 of Mahavira Vaji (the earlier two volumes
were also based on Paryusaj lectures in Bombay). By then he was using
Jainism as a prop for his own eclectic teachings, much of which went against
fundamental Jain spiritual and ethical principles. Sometime thereafter he broke
more completely with his Jain roots, so that by 1985 he wrote of a childhood
encounter with a Digambar monk whom he termed an “imbecile” and “just a
dirty puddle, not an ocean of bliss or peace” (1985b: 94, 102). Later in this
same collection he characterized Jainism as “very stupid” and Jains as “idiots”
(ibid.: 610, 611).

He began one collection of his lectures on Mahavira by stating explicitly, “I am
not a follower (anuyayi) of Mahavira, I am a supporter ( premi) of him, just as
I am of Christ, Krishna, Buddha, and Lao Tzu; and in my opinion, a follower
never develops the understanding that an imitator does” (Rajnif 1974: 1). The
editor of this same volume stated boldly concerning Rajneesh’s unique interpretation
of Mahavira,

This is the first time in world history that he has presented the full
weight of the meaning of Mahavira’s message that was Mahavira’s own
intention. By his yogic power and the merit earned by asceticism and
spiritual practice in birth after birth Bhagvan Fri Rajnif has been able to
visit Mahavira himself, to reveal his meaning, and having become just
like Mahavira to publicize the preachings of Mahavira.

(Svami Anand Vitrag [Dr Ramcandra Prasad] at Rajnif 1974: i)

This claim was confirmed by one Jain who heard Rajneesh preach on Mahavira
in late 1960s. He told me that he had asked Rajneesh the basis for the novel ideas he
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was attributing to Mahavira, ideas not found in any Jain text. Rajneesh told him that
he met Mahavira in his meditations, and heard these teachings directly from him.

In the mid-1950s, when he was studying for his M.A. at Saugar University,
Rajneesh had fairly extensive contacts with the Taraj Panth in Sagar. Two small
Hindi pamphlets by Rajneesh on Taraj Svami were published, one by a Taraj Panth
woman of Sagar (Rajnif n.d.), the other by the Taraj Panth itself (Rajnif 1956). In
them we can see very clearly the beginnings of Rajneesh’s own eclectic spiritual
teachings. The teachings in these essays are very much those of Rajneesh, and very
little those of Taraj Svami (although one can probably say that about all interpreta-
tions of the oftentimes obscure and cryptic writings of this medieval mystic).

Joshi (1982: 190, n. 1) wrote of Rajneesh’s Taraj Panth background, “It is said
that Bhagwan [Rajneesh] read his works as a child and may have been inspired
by his teachings.” A cursory reading of the mystical emphasis of Taraj Svami on
the realization of the innate purity of one’s own soul in comparison to Rajneesh’s
iconoclastic and eclectic spirituality might at first seem to lend credence to such
a suggestion, but I think that it is an interpretation that does not hold up under
closer scrutiny. Certainly Rajneesh makes no mention of Taraj Svami in any of
his discourses on Jainism that I have seen, even in his 1985 volume of reminis-
cences of his childhood. His only extended discussions of Taraj Svami are in the
two small pamphlets published in Sagar early in his spiritual career.

Rajneesh wrote of Taraj Svami that he taught an inner spirituality. Taraj Svami
taught “the rule of god is within you” and “the real worship of god is the worship
of the soul” (ibid.: 8). He wrote that Taraj Svami was opposed to external rituals,
and instead taught that true religion is the realization of the soul within. Rajneesh
wrote that there were three phrases that were central to Taraj Svami’s teachings:
atma-jñan (knowledge of the soul), atma-jñan, and atma-jñan (ibid.: 10).

Rajneesh placed Taraj Svami squarely within the Sant tradition of medieval
Indian religion, equating him explicitly with the Sants and the Bauls of Bengal
(ibid.: 4), and specific medieval figures including Kabir, Raidas, Senanai,
Ramdas, Pipaji, Ramadas, Dhanna, Nanak, Dadu, and Amardas (ibid.: 2). In a
catholicism typical of Rajneesh, he added to this catalogue of saints the Sufis of
Iran (ibid.: 4) and Fekh Farid (ibid.: 2). He further described Taraj Svami as a
“revolutionary,” who strove to wake up the contemporary sleeping society to the
spiritual truth (ibid.: 2). In this interpretation Rajneesh was following in the foot-
steps of other interpreters, as we saw above. But in Rajneesh’s case this was part
of a larger agenda of advocating a “perennial philosophy” approach to religion,72

for he also compared Taraj Svami to Jesus Christ (ibid.: 8, quoting Jesus, “The
kingdom of God is within you”), Saint Augustine (ibid.: 8, quoting him as saying,
“Wander throughout the world, but if you want to find the truth, then you have to
return to yourself ”), and Socrates (1956: 11, quoting him as saying as he drank
the hemlock, “I will live on in all of you”). He stated this explicitly when he wrote

[Taraj Svami] was asked time and again, “What is religion (dharm)?
Where is it? What is the essence of religion? What is God, and what is
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the path to attain him?” In his answer he repeated those words that the
saints have always repeated in age after age and place after place. One is
amazed to see that the message of the saints is the same. It is obvious that
the realization of religion is independent of time or place. It is clear
that if there is religion, it is one and eternal. Its expression may differ
according to language, but whoever meditates on this will see at once
that the meaning is the same. Sant Taraj Taraj explained the essence of
religion that is expressed in the doctrines at the root of all religions.
He said, “Religion is the attainment of your innate self.”

(Ibid.: 6)

Just before this passage, Rajneesh (ibid.: 6) explained that as part of this focus
on inner spiritual realization, Taraj Svami rejected all traditional forms of
religion, and even said that religion (dharm) and tradition (sampraday) do not
provide any valid guidance. The message of Taraj Svami was intended to liber-
ate religion from tradition. When one sees the later teachings of Rajneesh, one
can see why he wanted to interpret Taraj Svami in this way. But it is not in my
opinion a defensible interpretation of Taraj Svami. A reading of his texts, espe-
cially the Jñana Samuccaya Sara, Tribhakgi Sara, Upadefa Fuddha Sara, and
Fravakacara – the texts that together constitute Taraj Svami’s “essential teach-
ings” (sara mata) and his “teachings on conduct” (acara mata) – shows that
Taraj Svami remained very much within the mainstream of Digambar doctrine.
He downplayed certain ritual forms, especially the cult of temples and images,
but in this he is not significantly different from many other orthodox Digambar
authors. To claim that he tried to free the Digambar community from its tradition
cannot be supported by these texts.

It is not clear that Rajneesh actually read much of Taraj Svami’s texts. The only
ones to which he referred in his two early pamphlets are Pajdita Puja and
Kamala Battisi. But he did not engage in any detailed exposition of these texts,
and his references were all rather unspecific ones to “Taraj Svami’s teachings.”
He seems to have started with the person of Taraj Svami and his reputation as a
mystic who eschewed exterior image-directed rituals in favor of inner spiritual
realization, and then, as Rajneesh was later to do with texts and figures from
nearly all the world’s religious traditions, interpreted Taraj Svami as supporting
his own unique and syncretic new religion.

This is confirmed by his brief reference to Taraj Svami’s Sunna Svabhava and
Siddha Svabhava in discourses at his ashram in Kacch in the early 1970s. Of the
former he said, “It is just a few pages, but of tremendous significance. Each sen-
tence contains scriptures, but very difficult to understand” (Rajneesh 1985a: 206).
He went on to explain that he understood the text due to his upbringing in a Taraj
Panth family, as a result of which he understood Taraj Svami “not intellectually
but existentially” (ibid.: 207). The Sunna Svabhava, he said, had just a single mes-
sage: “Awake!” (ibid.: 209). The message of the Siddha Svabhava, he averred, is
equally simple: “Be empty!” (ibid.). These two texts, Rajneesh concluded, contain
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the whole message of Taraj Svami: “One shows you who you are – pure
emptiness; the second, how you can reach it: by becoming aware” (ibid.).

We can see in his two very early pamphlets, as well as his later comments in
public talks, the distinctive traits that would later help make Rajneesh one of the
most famous religious figures of the late twentieth century. But we do not find in
them much if anything that is helpful in understanding either Taraj Svami or the
community that has followed him for five centuries.

The study of Jains in history and society

At the outset of this essay I said that one of the most important aspects of the
recent renaissance in Jain studies has been the close attention paid to historical,
social and geographical differences among Jain communities. This is part of a
broader shift in emphasis from the study of “Jainism” as a decontextualized and
timeless doctrine, to the study of the Jains – people who have lived concrete lives
in dialogue with their inherited cumulative traditions, dialogues informed deeply
by the specifics of place, time and people.73

A focus on “Jainism” tends to emphasize the doctrinal continuities across time
and place, and views differences – usually characterized as “schisms” – as prob-
lematic eruptions into the otherwise pacific flow of Jain history. A focus on
“Jains” reveals that the Jains have expressed themselves religiously (as well as in
other fields) in countless ways. It reveals “Jainism” to be a historically rich and
variegated family of traditions that have been engaged in internal and external
dialogues for over two millennia.

This essay on Taraj Svami and the Taraj Svami Panth serves as an
introduction – and it is only that, an introduction – to a distinctive voice and a dis-
tinctive social expression within the broader Jain tradition. We see in Taraj Svami
himself a unique mystic and charismatic teacher, who synthesized the Digambar
traditions available to him in fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Bundelkhand, and
presented them in a way that earned him an extensive following. His followers
included both Jains and non-Jains, and shows us how porous boundaries of
religious identity were in medieval India. His followers included members of
merchant castes, the traditional followers of Jainism in medieval times, but also
members of other castes, alerting us to the need to see those instances when the
teachings and practice of Jainism have drawn into the Jain fold people from the
full array of social backgrounds. In the life and community of Taraj Svami we
see much that is familiar from other studies of the Jains; but we also find
Muslims, boatmen, and jugglers. Many of his teachings enunciate themes found
in all Jain writings; but these are then socially and ritually expressed in distinc-
tive ways. The Jain presence almost everywhere has been physically marked by
numerous temples; only in the Taraj Svami Panth do we find Jain temples devoid
of images, and instead having scriptures as the focus of worship on the altars.

This essay has raised as many questions about the life of Taraj Svami, and
the history and practices of his Panth, as it has answered. We are in need of more
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thorough studies of the texts attributed to Taraj Svami. Documentation of both
the extant manuscript collections and the architectural history of the Taraj Panth
caityalays would tell us much that we do not know about the history and practices
of the Panth (and in this we are hampered by the broader absence of historical and
anthropological studies of the Jains of central India). This essay, therefore, serves
as both an introduction to Taraj Svami and his followers, and an invitation to
much needed further scholarship. It is also presented as a model of the sort of
studies of Jains that are needed to advance our understanding of the Jains – and
therefore of “Jainism” – as people located in specific times and places.
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Notes

* I usually give the Hindi transliteration of Indic terms, unless the word is directly from
the Sanskrit, as this more accurately conveys the vernacular Hindi nature of Taraj
Svami and the Taraj Panth. I give full transliterations of towns and villages in
Bundelkhand, but give standard English spellings for districts, states, and rivers. All
translations from Sanskrit, Prakrit, Hindi, Gujarati, and Taraj Svami’s idiosyncratic
language are mine, unless otherwise noted.

1 This same point was made forcefully in a 1978 paper by the late Kendall W. Folkert,
“The Gaccha and Jain History” (Folkert 1993: 153–166).

2 A beginning is found in Cort (2001b). Also needed is a clearer understanding of the
cultural, social, and ritual differences among the Digambars within each of these
regions.

3 On the Bis Panth and the Tera Panth see Cort (2002). On Kanji Svami see Dundas
(2002: 265–271) and R. K. Jain (1999: 100–117). On Rajcandra see Dundas (2002:
262–265), and Salter (2001) and (2003).

4 I have also discussed Taraj Svami and the Panth in Cort (2001a) and (2001c).
5 saÅvata pandraha sau bahattara varsa jetha vadi chathaki ratri sata¥ fanivara dina

jina taraja taraja farira chuto. Chadmastha Vaji 10.18. I have used the reading by
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Phulcandra (1985b: 397) in preference to that of Jaysagar, Chadmastha Vaji, p. 36.
Some authors are of the opinion that this reference to his death means that the
Chadmastha Vaji is not by Taraj Svami; see Ayurvedacarya (1978: 5), S. Jain (1984:
101–102). K. Samaiya (1977: 25–26) reports that this was also the opinion of
Sitalprasad and Kanji Svami.

6 The correspondence between the two dates for his death works out if the calendar in use
in Bundelkhand at that time used the purjimanta system, in which the months start and
end with the full moon. The dates for his birth do not quite correspond, as Agahan bright
seventh was Tuesday, December 3, 1448, whereas Phulcandra says his birth occurred on
Thursday. For these equivalences I have used Michio Yano’s on-line panchanga site,
which uses the Suryasiddhanta calendrical system: http://www.kyoto-su.ac.jp/~yanom.
I thank Gary Tubb for referring me to this site.

7 Premi (1912–1913: 293) gives his father’s name as Gudha Sahu.
8 Chadmastha Vaji 1.15–28 (p. 2): unaisa sai taitisa varsa dina rayana sai tina

utpanna sahajadi mukti bhesa utpanna. mithya vili varsa gyaraha. samaya mithya vili
varsa dafa. prakrti mithya vili varsa nau. maya vili varsa sata. mithya vili varsa sata.
nidana vila varsa sata. ajña utpanna varsa do. vedaka utpanna varsa do. uvafama
utpanna varsa tina. ksayika utpanna varsa do. evaÅ utpanna varsa nau. 
utpanna bhesa uvasagga sahanam. saÅvata pandrahasau bahattara gatatilakaÅ.

Phulcandra (1985b: 398) gives a variant reading of the last two sayings, joined into
one: utpanna mesa uvasagga sahana varsa chaha masa pañca dasa pandraha sau
bahattara gata tilaka.

9 See Phulcandra (1992: 83–92) on the Canderi bhattarak seat and its connection with
the Parvar caste.

10 Some sources say that Frutakirti was his teacher; see S. Jain (1984: 29).
11 The importance of this third obstacle that he overcame becomes clear when one

considers the many oral tales mentioned further, from both inside and outside the Taraj
Panth, of Taraj Svami gaining most of his converts through a variety of magical acts.

12 There are also female lay celibates (brahmacariji); I do not know how old this
institution is.

13 Premi spelled his name “Taran,” as did Sitalprasad in his early editions of texts; all
other sources have spelled it “Taraj.”

14 There have also been more imaginative reconstructions of Taraj Svami’s life. Jaysagar
(1990: 6–7) wrote that since about 300 majdalas or circles of followers are mentioned
in Taraj Svami’s Nama Mala, of which 121 were large majdalas, Taraj Svami must
have been a majdalacarya. This title was used for bhattarakas, and so it is highly
unlikely that it was used for Taraj Svami. Jaysagar also wrote that he had 1,100,000
direct followers, and that a further 4,200,000 had accepted his teachings.

The contemporary Taraj Panth renouncer Brahmacari Jñananand has been working
on a biography of Taraj Svami entitled Taraj Jivan Jyoti (“Light on the Life of
Taraj”). There was a public dispute concerning Jñananand’s narrative, which his crit-
ics said came largely from his own imagination, and so was not in accord with tradi-
tion (or, in the words of one critic, it was “99% wrong”). Due to this public pressure,
the publication of the book was stopped as of 1999. Jñananand has also been criticized
for using the title “Svami” for himself in his publications, since this is seen as denot-
ing the status of a monk, whereas he is still technically a householder according to
orthodox Digambar understanding.

Brahmacari Basant, who is a collaborator of Jñananand, wrote that Taraj Svami was
a majdalacarya who controlled 151 majdalas. In addition, under Taraj Svami there
were 7 sadhus (Hemanandi, Candragupta, Samantabhadra, Citragupta, Samadhigupta,
Jayakirti, and Bhuvananda), 35 aryikas, 231 brahmacarijis, 60 brahmacaris, and
hundreds of thousands of laity, for a total of 4,345,331 followers (Basant 1999b: 5–6).
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Another mid-twentieth century biography, published in 1941 by Kaluram Jain of
Semarkheri, is based on Premi’s article, contemporary oral tradition, and an anony-
mous hand-written manuscript. (It is unclear if this is the same manuscript which
Premi used.) Kaluram is refreshing for his frank recognition of the lack of adequate
prior research, and he concludes his brief biography with an extended discussion of
those aspects of Taraj Svami’s life and the subsequent development of the Panth that
were (and sixty years later still are) in need of further research.

15 Dundas (2002: 107–110), Johnson (2000: 30–45). Scholars have estimated the dates of
Kundakunda to have been as early as the second century CE and as late as the eight
century (Dundas 2002: 107).

16 Information on Sitalprasad comes from his own brief biographical statement written in
1915, as well as Agraval (1972), R. Samaiya (1989: 16–17), and S. Jain (1984: 39–40).

17 On Varji, see R. Jain (1999: 50–82), as well as his own very engaging 1949 autobiography.
18 I heard the story of Sitalprasad’s work on Taraj Svami’s texts from several informants

in Sagar; more specific details are found in J. Jain (1948: 35), K. Samaiya (1977: 5),
Gulabcand (1978), R. Samaiya (1989: 16–17), R. Samaiya (1993), and D. Jain (1992).

19 Jaysagar (1901–1992) was one of the most important Taraj Panth authors and activists
of the twentieth century. He was born as Kisanlal, son of Jhanaklal, in 1901 in Seoni
(Sivni). He studied in Sagar, where leaders of the Taraj Samaj honored him with the
title (tilak) of pajdit at the age of fifteen. He married at age twenty-one. He became
active in the community from 1931 as Pajdit Jaykumar, starting magazines and prop-
agating the observance of Taraj Jayanti. In 1938, at the annual fair at Nisaiji, he initi-
ated himself as a ksullak with the name of Jaysen. Three or four years later he became
Brahmacari Jaysagar. In 1940 and 1941 he was at the center of a dispute concerning
the appropriateness of image-worship, in which he debated both with local members
of the Tera Panth in Gañj Basauda, and in print with Pajdit Lal Bahadur Fastri of the
Ambala-based Fastrarth Sajgh; he claimed he was totally victorious in this dispute. He
wrote many books and pamphlets, and was responsible for organizing the present form
of the regular Taraj Panth temple ritual. He died in Sagar in 1992. Information on him
comes from R. Samaiya (1989: 19), Jaysagar (1990: 42–46), Jaysagar (1991: 5–9), and
Jaysagar (2000: 13).

20 My only reference for this volume is B. Jain (1985: 92).
21 Information on Phulcandra is from N. Jain (1985).
22 I have seen only volume 3 of the series, published in 1989.
23 Amrtlal is not unique in invoking Martin Luther as a predecessor for social reform –

although he obviously knew few details about Luther, since he described him as living
in England. Various Sthanakvasi authors have also invoked Luther as an iconoclastic
reformer against a corrupt and ritualistic religious hierarchy, much as Mahatma Gandhi
credited Luther with Germany’s freedom (Wolpert 2001: 68).

24 For example, the scholar Vidyadhar Johrapurkar (1964a) wrote a short essay in which
he critiqued image worship as contravening the teachings of Mahavira on ahiÅsa. A
local Jaipur organization called the Jain Culture Protection Committee (Jain SaÅskrti
SaÅraksak Samiti) in the 1980s published several pamphlets (one of them by the Taraj
Svami poet Amrtlal “Cañcal”) that strongly criticized most of the cult of images, with
titles such as “The Distortions that Pervade Jain Image Worship” (Sethi 1981) and
“Distortions in the Six Essential Duties and the Making of Images” (Polyaka 1982).
These are by no means unique within contemporary Tera Panth discourse on images.

25 There is another possible explanation for the de-emphasis of image-worhip in the
Panth, although the evidence here is also slender. We know from the sparse sources on
Taraj Svami’s life that he attracted many followers from lower non-Jain castes.
Nathuram Premi has hypothesized that the Taraj Panth castes were considered as
vaifya or merchant castes when they became followers of Taraj Svami and therefore
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Jain, on the cultural logic that all Jains in north and central India are automatically vaifya.
But, he notes, the Taraj Panth castes were in many ways ranked socially lower than the
Parvars, the dominant Digambar caste of Bundelkhand. Up until the mid-twentieth cen-
tury many lower Digambar castes, termed dassa (“ten”) in distinction to the higher bisa
(“twenty”) castes, were denied full access to Digambar temples (Mukhtar 1963,
Nyaytirth 1935, Sangave 1980: 325). The lack of images in Taraj Panth temples may
simply be a result of a lower caste status. I should hasten to add, however, that I have not
heard this argument advanced by any Jains, either of the Taraj Panth or other sects.

26 A version related by Premi (1912–1913: 201–203), on the basis of a Taraj Panth book,
says that the culprits were Taraj Svami’s own father and a local semi-renouncer
(ksullak). Kaluram Jain (1941: 8–9) combines versions, and attributes blame for the
attempted drowning and later attempted poisoning to a cabal of Taraj Svami’s father,
his maternal uncle, and a semi-renouncer ( yati).

27 Singh (1998: 879) reports that one caste among Taraj Svami’s followers practiced
cross-cousin marriage until 1930. Since Taraj Svami had taken a vow of celibacy, it is
possible that the story of the antagonism on the part of his mother’s brother – the man
whose daughter he could be expected to marry under a cross-cousin marriage system –
reflects a social tension over the marriage system.

28 It is also related by Premi 1912–1913: 96.
29 Delamaine then goes on to say that Taraj Svami evidently derived his critique of

images from Islam.
30 This story bears obvious comparison with that of the death of Kabir; see Vaudeville

(1993: 39–65). Premi (1912–1913: 296–297) also tells this story.
31 Vyantar devs are unliberated Jain deities who are usually connected with specific

locations of which they are guardians.
32 A variant of this narrative is also found at Basant (1999c: 153). According to the

account given by Premi (1912–1913: 205), Taraj Svami’s chief disciples, including the
Muslim Ruiya Ramaj, will be reborn as Padmanabha’s chief disciples (gajadhara).

33 See Dundas (2002: 269–270) for a discussion of the traditional hagiography of
Kundakunda, according to which he gained his knowledge by attending the preaching
assembly of the contemporary Jina Simandhara, who resides on the continent of
Mahavideha. Dundas also discusses the use of Kundakunda by the controversial
twentieth-century neo-Digambar Kanji Svami. We thus see that Kundakunda becomes
a complex symbol employed in various ways in Digambar contexts to assert a near-
omniscient orthodoxy.

34 On Digambar fravakacara teachings, see Hiralal (1976–1979) and Williams (1963).
35 Fuller discussions of these texts are found at K. Samaiya (1977: 17–27), Sitalprasad

(1992: 15–16), and S. Jain (1984: 53–103). Phulcandra (1985b: 387–396) also gives a
detailed discussion of the three thirty-two-verse texts.

36 Other discussions of the language of Taraj Svami’s texts are Sitalprasad (1992: 11), and
S. Jain (1984: 210–237). The latter author gives a lengthy discussion of Sanskrit, Prakrit,
Apabhramsa, and vernacular (defi) words, cases and verb forms found in his writings.

37 Premi, writing in the early twentieth century, was even harsher in his estimation of the
Taraj Panth intellectual tradition. He said,

There is very little learning (vidya) among the followers of the Taran Panth.
You won’t find even a single Taran Panthi who knows logic, grammar, or
dharma-fastra! There is not a single pajdit among them. There are some
who can say what the essence of their teachings (mat) is and what is written
in their texts. The same condition of religious learning is found in their sec-
ular learning. It is lacking. You won’t find a single B.A. or M.A. in this Panth.
Thus one can see that learning has been banished from the Taraj Panth.

(Premi 1912–1913: 303)
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This is obviously one of the points in his essay to which members of the Panth
strenuously objected, and from my experience is no longer an accurate assessment.

38 S. Jain (1984: 32–33); Jaysagar introduction to Nama Mala, p. 4.
39 “Taran Taran was born. He had five male disciples. Praiseworthy Ruiya Jin; three

female disciples.” utpannapada taranatarana. tasya utpanna suva pañca. anmoya
ruiyajina suvani tina. Nama Mala, pp. 6–7. In his Hindi expansion on these three
sayings, Jaysagar lists Ruiya Jin – whose name is found in the third saying – as one of
the five disciples referred to in the second saying.

40 R. Samaiya (1989: 13); Jaysagar (1991: 14).
41 Most scholarship on the intersection between Jainism and caste has looked at the

various baniya and vajiya castes of Rajasthan and Gujarat that claim their origins in
present-day Rajasthan. There has been almost no research on the merchant castes of
central India.

42 On the Samaiya see Russell and Hira Lal 1916:I: 142–143, 158; and Singh 1998:
3116–3117. One informant, who is himself a learned student of Kundakunda, had a novel
etymology for the name of this caste: people in it were fond of reading Kundakunda’s
texts, especially his Samayasara, and so were known for their constant talking of samaya
(“doctrine”), as a result of which others applied the name “Samaiya” to them.

On the Dosakhe, see Singh (1998: 878–879). The name indicates that traditionally
marriage alliances were avoided with only two branches (sakha), those of the father
and mother’s brother. Other groups within the Parvar caste avoided either four
(Causakhe) or eight (Athsakhe) branches. This would seem to indicate a hierarchical
ranking in terms of purity of marriage practice, with the Dosakhe being at the bottom
of the hierarchy. Singh (1998: 879) also says that until 1930 the caste practiced cross-
cousin marriage, a form common in southern India but considered impure in the north.

The Parvars are Tera Panth Digambars. On this caste, see Russell and Hira Lal
(1916:I: 157–601); Singh 1998: 2792–2794; Phulcandra et al. (1992) and Porval
(1991: 234–238).

43 On the Gulalare see Singh (1998: 1041–1043). This caste is also known as the
Golapurab, Golapurva, Golahre, and Gollalare; see Singh (1998: 1030–1031,
1041–1043). The majority of the caste is Tera Panth Digambar.

44 On the Asethi (also spelled Asahathi, Asati, Asathi) see Russell and Hira Lal (1916:I:
142) and Singh (1998: 131–132). Singh (1998: 131) writes that this caste was origi-
nally from a village near Ayodhya, and later shifted to the area around Tikamgarh, from
which it subsequently migrated throughout Bundelkhand. Some members of this caste
have been followers of Taraj Svami since at least the early seventeenth century.
Sitalprasad in his introduction to his edition of the Mamala Pahuda (p. 9) said that one
of the manuscripts he used was copied in 1624 in an Asahati temple.

45 On the Ayodhyavasi (also spelled Ajudhiabasi, Audhia) caste, see Russell and Hira Lal
(1916:I: 140–142).

46 On the Carnagars, see Russell and Hira Lal (1916:I: 142–143) and Singh (1998:
646–647). According to Singh (1998: 646), members of the caste derive its name from
caritra (“conduct”) plus nagar (“ahead”). It also seems to have been in a hierarchically
inferior position in relation to the Parvar caste, as Russell and Hira Lal (1916:I: 143,
158) say that the Parvars accepted daughters from the Carjagars, but the reverse did
not hold true. Russell and Hira Lal write that the Carjagars also were originally
Parvars. Phulcandra (1985a: 355, 1992: 72) is also of this opinion, based on the fact
that the gotras (clans) of the two castes are identical. Jaysagar (1991: 34), on the other
hand, writes that this caste was converted from the Vaisjav Gahoi caste. On the latter,
see Russell and Hira Lal (1916:I: 145–146).

47 Information on these sites comes from Jaysagar (1990: 19–22) and (1991: 13–14), and
R. Samaiya (1989: 10–13).
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48 The word nisai is found only in Jain contexts. According to A. N. Upadhye (1982: 393)
it comes from the Prakrit jisihiya or jisidhiya, from which a false Sanskritization of
nisidhika or nisiddhika was derived. It originally referred to a place outside a city
where a monk practiced austerities. The term then was extended to refer to other plat-
forms in such a place, and finally to a memorial shrine at the site of the death of a monk
where carved stone footprints ( paduka) were consecrated. It is related to the word
nasiyaÅ, which also refers to a memorial shrine for a monk. See also Hiralal Fastri
(1967) and Polyaka (1990).

49 See also Jaysagar (1990: 20–22).
50 K. Jain (1941: 9) wrote that the tallest of the three platforms held an old memorial

structure (smarak cabutra), which is often renovated. I did not get close enough to any
of the platforms to see if there is still such a structure.

51 K. Jain (1941: 8–9) follows Premi, but adds that the other merchant was Taraj Svami’s
mother’s brother.

52 See Williams (1963: 185) on the six karmas.
53 avrataÅ fravakaÅ yena satakarmaÅ pratipalae

satakarmaÅ duvidhafcaiva fuddha afuddha pafyate.
fuddha satkarma janite bhavyajiva rato sada
afuddhaÅ satakarmaÅ rata abhavya jiva na saÅfayah.
afuddhaÅ afucim proktaÅ afuddhaÅ afafvataÅ krtaÅ
fuddhaÅ muktimargasya afuddhaÅ durgati bhajanaÅ.
afuddhaÅ proktafcaiva devali devaÅpi janate
ksetra ananta hijdante adevaÅ deva ucyate.
mithya maya mudhadrst i ca adevaÅ deva manate
prapañcaÅ yena krtaÅ sarddhaÅ manyate mithyadrstitaÅ.

Fravakacara 307–311
54 Yogindu, Yogasara 44, as translated by Hardy (1995: 534). Dates for Yogindu range

from the sixth to the ninth centuries CE (Johnson 2000: 38 n. 28).
55 S. Jain (1984: 186), citing Jaysagar (1980); I have not seen this latter source.
56 The original text, as given in Jaysen (1939a: 15–17) and Sitalprasad’s edition of the

Mamala Pahuda, reads as follows. Other printings of the three verses are K. Samaiya
(1998: 8), Aradhna (1995: 10), and Basant (1999a: 11); I have not indicated variant
readings from these.
Jaysen:

tatvaÅ ca nanda ananda maü ceyananda sahava
parama tatva pada vindamaya namiyo siddha sahava.

guru uvaesiu gupta rui gupata nyana sahakara
taraja taraja samartha muni bhava saÅsara nivara.

dharma ju oto jinavarahiÅ artha ti artha saÅjoya
bhaya vinasa bhavya ju mujahu mamala nyana paraloya.

Sitalprasad:

tattvaÅ nanda ananda maü ceyananda sahaü
parama tattva pada vinda paü namiyo siddha sahaü.

guru uvaesiu gupata rui gupata jñana sahakara
tarana tarana samartha muni bhava saÅsara nivara.

dhamma ju utto jina varaha arthati athaha joya
bhaya vinasa bhava ju munahu mamala jñana paraloya.
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57 Sitalprasad translates this line as “The dharma which the Jina enunciates after seeing
the aims in their actual form through the absolute perspective” ( jinendra bhagvanne
nifcay se yatharth rup meÅ padarthoÅ ko dekhkar jo dharm kaha hai), while
Jaysen translates it as “The three conjoined ends – right faith, knowledge and conduct –
enunciated by the Jina after he has seen them” ( jo jinendra dev ke dvara prayojan bhut
samyakdarfan, jñan, caritra, in tin arth saÇyukt kaha gaya hai).

58 Premi (1912–1913: 302) refers to this as Avalavani. In its present form it appears to
have been drawn from Taraj Svami’s writings by Jaysagar.

59 Walther Schubring (1957) has adjudged these texts to have been composed by a later
author.

60 According to Baksidhar Fastri (1977), this is also by a later author.
61 Text from Jaysen (1939a: 1–11), with alternate readings from Campalal

(1951: 56) indicated in parentheses. Campalal gives only the first five verses, so
it is quite possible that the recitation of the final eight verses was an
innovation by Jaysagar. Other printings are K. Samaiya (1998: 16–17) and Aradhna
(1995: 64–65).

jaya abalabali uvana kamala vayana jina dhuva (C: dhruva) tere
anmoya fuddhaÅ rañja ramaja ceta re maja mere.

jaya tara taraja samaya taraja nyana dhyana vivande
ayaraja caraja fuddhaÅ sarvanya deva guru paye.
(C: jaya taraja taraja samaya jñana dhyana’bhi vande
ayaraja jñanacaraja fuddhaÅ sarvanya deva guru paye.)

jaya nanda ananda ceyananda sahaja paramanande
paramaja (C: pramaja) dhyana svayaÅ vimala tirthakkara nama vande.

jaya kalana kamala uvana ramaja rañja ramaja raye
jaya deva dipati svayaÅ dipati mukati ramaji raye.
(C: jaya deva dipti svayaÅ dipti mukti ramaja paye.)

jaya (C: guru) tohi dhyavata sukha ananta svami taraja jinadeva
utpanna rañja ramaja nanda jaya mukati (C: mukti) dayaka deva.
kauja jamukkaraÅ jijavaravasahassa vaddhamajassa
daÅsajamaggaÅ vocchami jahakamaÅ samaseja.
(Darfana Pahuda 1)

savvajhu savvadaÅsi jimmoha viyaraya parametthi
vandittu tijagavajda arahanta bhavvajivehiÅ.
(Caritra Pahuda 1)

sapara jakgamadeha daÅsajajajeja suddhacarajajaÅ
jiggantha viyaraya jijamagge erisa padima.
(Bodha Pahuda 10)

majuyabhave pañcindiya jivatthajesu hoi caüdasse
ede gujagajajutto gujamarudho havaha araho.
(Bodha Pahuda 36)

jajamayaÅ appajaÅ uvaladdhaÅ jeja jhadiyakammeja
caiuja ya paradavvaÅ jamo jamo tassa devassa.
(Moksa Pahuda 1)

jijavimbaÅ jajamayaÅ sañjamasuddhaÅ suviyarayaÅ ca
jaÅ dei dikkhasikkha kammakkhayakarajesuddha.
(Bodha Pahuda 16)
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saÅsagga kamma khipajaÅ saraÅ tiloya nyana vinyanaÅ
ruciyaÅ mamalasahavaÅ saÅsare taraja muttigamajaÅ ca.
(Mamala Pahuda 31)

guja vaya tava sama padima dajaÅ jalagalajaÅ ajatthamiyaÅ
daÅsaja jaja carittaÅ kiriya tevajja savaya bhajiyaÅ.
(Rayajasara 149)

62 In every performance of arati I observed candles were used, rather than the wicks in
clarified butter one usually finds in Jain and Hindu temples.

63 I give only the Taraj Svami Arati here. Text in Samaiya (1998: 19–20), and Aradhna
(1996: 66).

arati taraj svami ki ki jay jay jinvaji ki (refrain).

gale meÅ samakit ki mala hrday meÅ bhed-jñan pala
dhanya vah moks-panth vala ki mahimamay fivgami ki.

nisai sukha semarkheri bajaveÅ dev madhur bheri
suno prabhu vinay aj meri ki fri gurudev namami ki.

mujhe in karmoÅ ne ghera asata dur karo mera
lagana ab na prabhu bera vinay sun apne praji ki.

arati caudah granthoÅ ki ki jay jay jay nirgranthoÅ ki
kukvar jay bolo santoÅ ki betva tir namami ki.

arati karhuÅ nath tumhari atma saphal hoy hamari
arati pañc paramesthi ki ki jay jay jay jinvaji ki.

sar nij atam anubhav ka sar jay kukvar so narbhav ka
yahi partit dharuÅ fubh rit caraj guru dev namami ki.

64 On the other hand, Premi’s (1912–1913: 302) description of the wedding rite, which he
said he had not actually seen, but was on the basis of what members of the Taraj Panth
told him, is very similar to what I was told. This would indicate that the rite predates
Jaysagar. Premi said that in place of the seven circumambulations of a fire as per-
formed by Parvars in Bundelkhand, the groom places a garland around the bride’s
throat while the Malarohaja is recited.

65 R. Samaiya (1989: 33); Jaysagar (1991: 15–16); Aradhna (1995: 166–167); 
K. Samaiya (1998: 130–131).

66 My informant said that as part of the royal costume, there are cardamom pods on each
spike of the crowns. Two of the written sources describe the couple exchanging car-
damoms at a later part of the rite. The significance of cardamoms eludes me.

67 Several sources, both interviewees and pamphlets, say that the couple exchange garlands.
68 The text is as given in Aradhna (1995: 62) and K. Samaiya (1998: 105–106). See also

Jaysen (1939b) and Campalal (1951: 104–106). While the translation of any of Taraj
Svami’s writings is frought with difficulty, my translation of these three verses is even
more tentative.

oÅ uvana uva su ramajaÅ diptam ca drsti mayam
hiyayaraÅ taÅ arka vinda ramajaÅ fabdaÅ ca prayojitam
sahayaraÅ sahi nanta ramaja mamalaÅ uvavanna sahaÅ dhruvam
suyaÅ deva uvavanna jaya jayaÅ ca jayanaÅ uvavannaÅ mukte jayam.

jugayaÅ khajda sudhara rayaja anuvaÅ nimisaÅ su samayaÅ jayam
ghatayaÅ tujja muhurta pahara paharaÅ dutiya paharaÅ triya paharam
catru paharaÅ dipta rayaji varsa svabhavaÅ jinam
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varsa khipati su ayu kala kalano jina dipte mukte jayam.

ve do chajda virakta citta didhiyo kayotsargamino
kevalino nrta loya loya pekha pikhajaÅ dalayaÅ ca pañcendrijo
dharmo marga prakafino jina taraja taro muktaivaraÅ svamino
suyaÅ deva juga adi taraja taro uvavannaÅ fri sakgha jayam.

The written sources all follow these three verses with the following standard Jain
blessing, although none of my sources indicate that it is recited in the wedding rite:

sarvamakgalamakgalyaÅ sarvakalyajakarakam
pradhanaÅ sarvadharmajaÅ jainaÅ jayatu fasanam.

It is the holiness of all holies, the cause of all welfare,
the foremost of all religions: may Jainism be victorious.

69 All biographical information is from Joshi (1982). See also Urban (1996) for a more
recent scholarly study of Rajneesh and his movement.

70 That his early publications were in Hindi, as were the lectures on which they were
based, indicates that this was also before Rajneesh had become firmly entrenched in
the English-language guru circuit.

71 These lectures were published in Rajneesh (1966). On this Fvetambar shrine, which
since about 1960 has been under the control of the Ajandji Kalyajji trust of
Ahmedabad, see Tirth Darfan (1980: 209) and Desai (1986: 199–200).

72 This is also the title of a 1981 collection of his discourses on the Greek philosopher
Pythagoras.

73 My use of the term “cumulative tradition” is obviously a nod to Wilfred Cantwell
Smith (1964), and his argument for deconstructing “religion” as an overly reified
concept in the study of religion.
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12

DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS IN 
JAINA MONASTICISM

Peter Flügel

The study of Jainism as a living religion is still hampered by a lack of
reliable sociological and demographic information both on the Jain laity and
Jain mendicants.1 Most empirical studies to date have been thematically oriented
or were of an exploratory nature. They were based on the methods advanced
by the classical anthropological village studies or on small surveys of a non-
representative nature.2 In both cases, the units of investigation were defined in
terms of observer categories3 which were often created ad hoc in the field due to
the advantages of snowball sampling under conditions of limited resources. In a
paper read at the American Oriental Society Meeting in 1978, at a time when
comprehensive field studies had yet to be conducted, the late Kendall Folkert
(1993: 156) suggested avoiding the inevitable abstractions of ‘general accounts
of the Jains’ by concentrating on ‘the smaller divisions within the tradition’
which ‘have actually been the basic units of the tradition’. What Folkert had in
mind was to study the individual ‘schools, sects or orders’ (gaccha) of the
Jain mendicant tradition,4 rather than ‘Jain religious culture’ in general.5

Certainly, not all Jains coalesce around monastic groups, but the majority does so
in one way or another.

The investigation of categories which are recognised by the Jains themselves
promises indeed to yield testable results of greater accuracy and relevance for
the Jain community itself. However, the research programme envisaged by
Folkert has yet to be implemented.6 Despite the pioneering studies of Vilas
Sangave (1959/1980) on the social divisions of the Jain lay community and of
Muni Uttam Kamal Jain (1975) on the pre-modern history of the religious
divisions of the Jain mendicants, most students of Jainism, and indeed most
Jains, have still no way of knowing how many independent mendicant orders exist
today and how they are organised.7 The aim of this chapter is to fill this gap
and to provide a brief overview of the present schools, orders and sects8

within both the Fvetambara- and the Digambara-denomination9 and to bring
together the available demographic data on the current Jain monastic traditions.
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A comprehensive description of the Jain lay movements is beyond the scope of
this chapter.

Jain laity

Although no studies of the demographic trends in Jain monasticism are currently
available, general surveys of the Jain lay community have been produced on the
basis of the available census data by Sangave (1959/1980), Sharma (1976) and
M. K. Jain (1986). The inclusion of the category ‘Jain’10 into the questionnaire for
the Census of India 188111 is widely regarded as one of the defining moments for
the modern construction of Jainism as an independent ‘religion’.12 It was intro-
duced by the colonial government after Jacobi (1879) proved the historical inde-
pendence of Jainism from Buddhism, and a number of high court judgements in
favour of westernised Jains such Pajdit Padmaraja (1886), J. L. Jaini (1916) and
C. R. Jain (1926) who were interested in securing a privileged legal status for
their community. However, notwithstanding the desire of the educated Jain
elite to establish a clear-cut boundary between ‘Jainism’ and ‘Hinduism’, in the
census itself many Jains continued to return themselves as ‘Hindu’.

A number of explanations have been put forward for this. Amongst them
‘enumerators’ error’ figures most prominently, since local volunteers frequently
filled in the census forms themselves on the basis of their own local knowledge.13

Another interpretation suggests that many respondents were either unable or
unwilling to make a distinction between the categories. They may have followed
the example of their ancestors who often, in the fear of persecution, maintained
an outward conformity with Hinduism (cf. Williams 1983: xix). In other words,
they were not so much confronted with the question of ‘who they were’ (Cohn
1992: 248), but rather how they preferred to be perceived.14

Reform orientated Jain intellectuals were highly conscious of the problem of
communal self-objectification already by the 1870s, and in response to the low
turnout of Jains in 1881 actively embraced the census as a medium of communal
self-representation. At the turn of the twentieth century, the leaders of the newly
founded Jain Conferences even designed petitions which actively encouraged
community members to return themselves as ‘Jain’ and not as ‘Hindu’. They also
volunteered to carry out the census in their own communities in an attempt to boost
the numbers and hence the importance of the Jain community in the eyes of the
colonial government.15 Demographic growth was generally depicted as a sign of
communal progress and used as an argument in contexts of ‘democratic’ politics of
representation.16 This sentiment is still echoed today in the work of Vilas Sangave
(1980) and other Jain intellectuals who lament the fact that, even after a century of
communal revival, many Jains keep on regarding themselves and are regarded as
Hindus,17 which ‘necessarily vitiates the census figures and obscures the increase
or decrease of the Jaina population from census to census’ (ibid.: 3).18
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The debate on whether Jains are culturally ‘Hindus’ or a ‘minority community’
wages unabated within the community. Thus far, Jain communalists have failed
to establish the Jains ‘as a separate social group’ (ibid.: 411) against the opposi-
tion of many Fvetambara acaryas. The majority of the Jain laity retains an
ambiguous social identity midway between the Jain mendicant communities
and the wider ‘Hindu’ society. It is therefore not surprising that still no reliable
demographic data is available for the Jain laity. Certainly, the Jain community is
very small. The official figure generated by the Census of India 1991 was
3,352,706, that is, 0.4 per cent of the Indian population (Vijayanunni 1991: x–xi).
The Census of 2001 produced the figure of 4,225,053, also 0.4 per cent of the
Indian population (www. censusindia.net). In addition, about 150,000 Jains live
outside India, but no mendicants. No data is available on the number of lay fol-
lowers of particular Jain schools and sects, although some of these may be esti-
mated on the basis of caste directories, in cases where caste and sect membership
widely overlap.

Jain mendicants

The rhetoric of numbers, adopted by the Jain lay Conferences, also had a
significant influence on the monastic orders, which were put under pressure to
compete with each other not only in terms of behavioural purity and education,
but also in terms of sheer numbers – in the name of democracy and modernisa-
tion.19 The rhetoric of numbers is not necessarily new, but no documents contain-
ing information on the actual number of Jain monks and nuns are known before
the early-modern period.

There are two exceptions. The Jinacaritra in the so-called Paryusaja Kalpa
Sutra, which was traditionally attributed to Bhadrabahu I who is said to have lived
c.170 or 162 years after Mahavira although the Jinacaritra is certainly much
younger, tells us that Mahavira’s four-fold community comprised of

fourteen thousand Framajas with Indrabhuti at their head; thirty-six
thousand nuns with Candana at their head; one hundred and fifty-nine
thousand lay votaries with Sakkhasataka at their head; three hundred and
eighteen thousand female lay votaries with Sulasa and Revati at their
head.

(Jinacaritra 136f., in Jacobi 1884: 267f.)

The Sthaviravali, or List of the Elders, which is generally attributed to Devarddhi
Gaji, the fifth century CE redactor of the Fvetambara canon, mentions not 14,000,
but merely 4,411 monks and gives no total figures for nuns and laity (Sthaviravali 1,
in Jacobi 1884: 286f.). Both of these accounts, colltected in the same compilation, are
somewhat mythical, but they clearly depict relatively small communities.20 The first
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text pictures a very high proportion of mendicants (1–9.54 laity) and an overwhelm-
ing numerical dominance of female ascetics and lay supporters. The prevalence of
nuns is all the more remarkable, because, until very recently, neither Buddhist nor
Hindu monastic orders had significant, if any, numbers of female ascetics. Even
today, Theravada Buddhist orders in Sri Lanka, Thailand, Burma and Laos do not
have fully initiated bhikkunis.21 The second account contains a list of the succession
after Mahavira, which is corroborated by epigraphical evidence.22 It mentions only
the names of 7 nuns amongst a total of 19 disciples of Nandanabhadra, the seventh
elder (thera) after Mahavira.23 The corresponding inscription of the first or second
century CE, mentions 9 nuns, which Bühler (1890: 321) accepted as ‘clear proof that
in the first century of our own era the order of female ascetics was well established’.

At the beginning of the twentieth century most lay communities began to
publish sporadic demographic information on the numbers of their monks and
nuns in community newsletters. However, these newsletters had only a limited
circulation. Readily available information on individual monastic communities
remained largely inaccessible until the last two decades of the twentieth century,
which saw a significant improvement. The person responsible for this is the
Sthanakavasi layman Babulal ‘Ujjavala’ Jain of Mumbai. Once an active member
of the Akhil Bharatiya Jain Mahamajdal, the principal ecumenical forum of the
Jain communalists24 founded in 1899 under the name Jain Young Men’s
Association but renamed in 1929, he began to compile and publish charts of the
caturmasa residences of all the mendicants of the reformist Sthanakavasi
Framaja Sakgha from 1979 onwards. The rational was to generate a sense of
unity and coordination amongst the followers of the Framaja Sakgha, which,
although nominally governed by only one acarya, is internally subdivided into
many local mendicant traditions. The documentation proved to be useful in
keeping track of the movements of the almost 1,000 mendicants, which from the
time of the foundation of the Framaja Sakgha in 1952 began to extend their
viharas from their traditional strongholds in western and northern India to the
entire territory of the new independent state of India.

In 1984, B. U. Jain produced an extended version of the caturmas list, now
covering not only the Framaja Sajgha, but all Sthanakavasi ascetic and lay
communities. In this he was supported by the Framaja Sakgha muni Kanhaiyalal,
the Murtipujaka paknyas Haras Sagar, and the Akhil Bharatiya Samagra Jain
Caturmas Suci Prakafan Parisad Bambai. Finally, in 1986, the first annual
Samagra Jain Caturmasi Suci was published with the intention of providing
information on the caturmas residencies of all Jain mendicants.25 This project was
officially endorsed by the great assembly of the Framaja Sakgha ascetics in
Pune in 1987 (AISJC 1987: 19f., B. U. Jain 1987: 71). From this time onwards, the
available demographic data of all Jain mendicant communities were published
annually, first by the Caturmas Suci Prakafan Parisad 1986–1992, then by the Jain
EktaMahamajdal, and last by B. U. Jain himself (SJCS 1987: 67f.).

The following overview of the current divisions of the Jain mendicants, their
numbers and main demographic shifts between 1987 and 2002 is to a significant
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extent based on the data compiled in B. U. Jain’s Caturmas Suci publications of
1987, 1990, 1996, 1999 and 2002. For want of reliable information, I was not
always able to shed light on earlier demographic developments. To my knowl-
edge, only the Fvetambara Tera Panth has published complete demographic and
biodata going back to the time of its foundation in 1760 (Navratnamal 1981ff.).
I was able to locate some useful material on the numbers of Sthanakavasi mendi-
cants in the early twentieth century, but little on the Murtipujaka and Digambara
ascetics. In these instances I had to rely on sporadic information scattered in the
secondary literature.

I have rearranged B. U. Jain’s data on the Fvetambara mendicant orders into a
number of tables summarising figures from 1987, 1990, and 1996, with additional
information from 1999 and 2002 provided either in the text or in supplementary
tables or footnotes. Initially, the figures published by B. U. Jain were not reliable
for non-Sthanakavasi orders, but this has changed with regard to the Fvetambara
orders. An important lacuna in B. U. Jain’s publications is the lack of reliable infor-
mation on the Digambara ascetics, on which no sound data existed until recently.
I have nevertheless cited some of B. U. Jain’s fragmentary and inconsistent figures
on the Digambaras between 1986 and 2000, because they contribute significantly
to our generally meagre knowledge on the Digambara mendicants, whose organi-
sational history is reviewed in greater detail in this chapter. From the year 2000
onwards, reliable information on the Digambara mendicants and caturmasa places
is published annually by A. Jain (2000a, 2000b, 2001) of Indore in form of a
brochure which together with D. Fastri’s (1985) Digambara Jain Sadhu Paricay is
the main source on the demography of the Digambara ascetics.

The figures in the available Jain publications rely on credible self-reporting by
the different Jain orders. The quality of this data, especially from the Murtipujaka
traditions, varies from year to year. In order to compensate for this, B. U. Jain
included personal estimates in his summary tables to account for those ascetics
for whom no detailed information was supplied to him (B. U. Jain 1996: 37, 27f.,
n. 1–2, 1999: 382, n. 1–7). By contrast, I only counted those ascetics which were
listed individually and not B. U. Jain’s considerably higher estimates, which may
nevertheless represent a more accurate picture. Another difference concerns the
classification of mendicant orders into broader categories. From 1990, B. U. Jain
re-classified certain reformist movements, such as Amar Muni’s Virayatan, Muni
Sufil Kumar’s Arhat Sakgha and the Nava Tera Panth, under the new category
‘independently roaming progressive thinkers who use vehicles’ ( pragatifil
vicarak vahan vihari svatantra vicaraj karne vale). But I continued listing them
together with their traditions of origin. A major deficit of the publications
of B. U. Jain and A. Jain is the lack of statistical data on the social background of
the ascetics, especially on caste, class and region, their initiation age and level of
formal education. They also offer no overview of the history and
organisation of the mendicant groups. As far as possible, I have supplemented this
information from other sources.
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In the following tables, the acaryas are also included in the total numbers of
sadhus. A hyphen indicates that no information is available or means zero. The
data is neither complete nor entirely consistent. But, in general, it is reliable and
provides the most accurate available information to date.

Murtipujaka

The Murtipujaka mendicants are currently divided into six independent
traditions, which emerged between the eleventh and the sixteenth century CE from
the caityavasin, or temple-dwelling, Fvetambara tradition:26 (1) the Kharatara
Gaccha (1023), (2) the A(ñ)cala Gaccha or Vidhi Paksa (1156), (3) the Agamika- or
Tristuti Gaccha (1193) and (4) the Tapa Gaccha (1228), from which (5) the Vimala
Gaccha (1495), and (6) the Parfvacandra Gaccha (1515) separated.27 The two
main reasons for these so-called gaccha-reforms were (a) the laxity of the
caityavasins, and (b) minor doctrinal differences. Similar reforms within the
gacchas in the seventeenth century led to the division between yatis and sayvegi
sadhus. The term sayvegi, upright, was introduced by Upadhyaya Yafo Vijay
(1624–1688) for his own reformist mendicant group, whose tradition was revived
in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, at a time when most of the previ-
ously dominant white-clad yatis were replaced by yellow-clad sayvegi sadhus.
Today, almost all Murtipujaka mendicant groups are sayvegi orders. With the
exception of the Vallabhasuri Samudaya of the Tapa Gaccha, all reverted to
wearing white dresses. The orders are independently organised and form the
institutional core of distinct sects and schools. At present, no detailed sociologi-
cal or demographic information is available for most of these monastic traditions,
especially for the period before the twentieth century. Two notable exceptions are
the studies of the recent history and organisation of the Tapa Gaccha by Cort
(1989: 93–112) and of the A(ñ)cala Gaccha by Balbir (2003), both of which are
supplemented by the studies of the pattavalis of both traditions by Fivprasad
(2000, 2001). Of the Kharatara Gaccha only the pattavali of its monastic order
and contemporary religious practices of the laity have been studied (Laidlaw
1995, Babb 1996).

The Kharatara Gaccha and the A(ñ)cala Gaccha are the only Murtipujaka
traditions which still have a dual system of succession ( parampara) of yatis and
sayvegi sadhus;28 although there is only one yati left in the A(ñ)cala Gaccha (see
Figures 12.1 and 12.2).29 The sadhus and sadhvis of the A(ñ)cala Gaccha are nowa-
days centrally organised under the supervision of only one acarya (gacchadhipati)
and still30 constitute one of the largest mendicant orders of the Murtipujaka
tradition.31 By far the largest of the six Murtipujaka gacchas is the Tapa
Gaccha. According to Darfanavijaya (1933: 67, fn.), it had only 428 members at
the end of the fifteenth century. By 2002 this figure had risen to 6,696.32 Today,
the Tapa Gaccha is divided into two branches (fakha), the Vijaya Fakha and the
Sagara Fakha. The fakhas are further subdivided into a number of lineages which
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are currently divided in twenty separate groups, or samudayas, which are named
after prominent acaryas of their root lineage, with the sadhvis defined through
the male members of the traditions (Cort 1991: 661f.). The origins of the Sagara
Fakha are opaque. Kañcansagarsuri et al. (1977: 311–76) attribute its beginnings
to Hira Vijaya Suri (1527–1569), though Fah (1987: 14, 65, 168) points to the
year 1630 in which Acarya Raj Suri (formerly Muni Mukti Sagar) seceded
from the main line of the Tapa Gaccha with the help of the first nagarfeth
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Figure 12.1 Yati Moti Sagar of the A(ñ)cala Gaccha in Mumbai. Photograph by the author,
December 2004.



of Ahmedabad, Fantidas Jhaveri (1585/1590–1659);33 who in 1660 also spon-
sored the Anandji Kalyajji Trust.34 According to Dundas (1996: 101, n. 108),
this tradition was disrupted in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.35 It was
revived in the mid-nineteenth century by Maya Sagar with the help of Hemabhai,
another nagarfeth of Ahmedabad, and of Feth Hathisikha Kefaribhai (died
1845).36 After Maya Sagar, the tradition split into two samudayas, the two most
famous acaryas of which were Buddhi Sagar Suri (1874–1925) and the
‘Agamoddharaka’ Sagar Anand Suri (1875–1950) respectively. The Vijaya Fakha
emerged apparently in 1657, a date which roughly corresponds to Fah’s (1987)
version of the origin of the Sagar Fakha, following a succession dispute after the
death of Vijay Deva Suri (1577–1656).37 In 1999, it was internally subdivided into
twenty samudayas.

Cort (1989) observed momentous changes within the Vijaya Fakha over the
last one and a half centuries, as narrated in the histories of the Tapa Gaccha
orders by Ratna Prabha Vijay (1948) and others. First of all, the yatis, that is,
sedentary ascetics who fulfil ritual and administrative tasks and who do not
pledge themselves fully to the observance of the mahavratas, became almost
extinct in the twentieth century38 and were replaced by the reformed sayvegi
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sadhus, of which apparently only two dozen or so existed in the early 
nineteenth century:39

In the mid-19th century, several activist sadhus reinvigorated the
institution of the saÅvegi sadhu. Over two-thirds of the over 1,000 sad-
hus in the Tapa Gacch today trace their lineage back to Pañnyas Maji
Vijay Gaji (1796–1879), known as Dada (Grandfather). One of his dis-
ciples was the former Sthanakvasi sadhu Muni Buddhi Vijay
(1807–1882), known by his Sthanakvasi name of Buterayji. He was very
active in the Panjab among both mendicants and laity, convincing
Sthanakvasis of the correctness of the Murtipujak teachings. Among his
disciples was the charismatic Atmaramji (1837–1896), who in 1876 in
Ahmedabad took a second diksa (initiation) as the Murtipujak saÅvegi
sadhu Anand Vijay, along with eighteen other Sthanakvasi sadhus,
under the leadership of Átmaramji and other similar minded sadhus, and
later under the umbrella of the Fvetambar Murtipujak Conference, a
wide-ranging campaign was waged to reform both mendicant and lay
practices. As the result of this reform the institution of the yati has
virtually disappeared from the Murtipujak society.

(Cort 1989: 99f.)

Cort showed that after the disintegration of the gaddi-centred yati-orders, new
decentred patterns emerged, based on demographics, geography and charisma
rather than on organisational power and property. It is worthwhile quoting him
again at length:

As the Tapa Gacch has grown, it has subdivided in new ways which
shed light on earlier processes of subdivision and gacch formation. The
former subdivisions, which were based primarily on affiliation with
the gadis (seats, thrones) of specific fripujyas, have disappeared, with
the exception of the Vijay-Sagar fakha distinction, and been replaced
by about 15 samudays (literally ‘co-arising’, i.e. descendants of the
same sadhu; here synonymous with sampraday). In general, three
interrelated principles accounted for the development of the various
samudays: geography, demographics, and charisma. As the number of
sadhus increased, it became increasingly difficult for one acarya to
oversee the large number of sadhus under him. Smaller groups of sadhus
were placed under the direction of other senior sadhus, and the
sharp increase in the number of the acaryas within the Tapa Gacch in
the past several years is directly related to this need for additional
supervisory personnel. As the sadhus increasingly interacted solely with
the lesser acarya rather than the seniormost acarya, a new samuday
might evolve.

(Cort 1989: 103f.)
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According to Jacobi (in Glasenapp 1925: 342, 352–354), the Tapa Gaccha was
in 1913–1914 still ruled by ‘a number’ of fripujyas and, as a whole, comprised
1,200 sadhus and sadhvis.40 Guérinot (1926: 56) reported the existence of ‘30 sub-
divisions’ of the Tapa Gaccha at the beginning of the twentieth century, without
mentioning any figures, while B. U. Jain (1986) and Cort (1989: 100–105) found
only two fakhas and altogether 15–17 autonomous groups (samudaya). Table 12.1
shows that by 1999 this figure had grown to twenty due to further splits in the
dominant Vijaya Fakha tradition of Prem Suri, the latest being the separation of
Kamal Ratna Suri from the Ramacandrasuri Samudaya in 1998. Prem Suri was
one of the chief disciples of Buddhi Vijay, the reformer of the sayvegi sadhus,
together with Atma Ram, Dharma Vijay (1868–1922) and Niti Suri (whose line-
age further split into the Bhaktisuri- and the Siddhisuri Samudaya) (Ratna Prabha
Viyay 5, 2 1948: 218). At present, four samudayas trace themselves back to Prem
Suri: the Ramacandrasuri Samudaya, the Kamalaratnasuri Samudaya, the
Bhuvanabhanusuri Samudaya and the Amrtasuri Samudaya. Four samudayas
descend directly from Atma Ram (Vijay Anand), the most famous disciple of
Buddhi Vijay: the Vallabhasuri Samudaya, the Mohanalala Samudaya, the
Dharmasuri Samudaya and the Fanticandrasuri Samudaya. The Ramacandrasuri
Samudaya is the only group which advocates the be tithi interpretation of the reli-
gious calendar,41 and has therefore been excluded from many Tapa Gaccha
upafrayas. Table 12.1 does not include detailed figures for 1986 (cf. Cort 1989:
491f.), 1999 and 2002, which are appended in the endnotes. But it reflects the
group structure of 1999 and shows that at the time the Murtipujaka tradition was
divided into some twenty-seven independent monastic groups.

In 1999, the Murtipujaka gacchas comprised altogether 6,843 mendicants,
1,489 sadhus and 5,354 sadhvis. Amongst them, the Tapa Gaccha was the largest
tradition, with 6,027 mendicants, 1,349 sadhus and 4,678 sadhvis.42 The table
shows a massive increase in numbers particularly of female ascetics within little
more than a decade.43 It also illustrates the fact, emphasised by Cort (1989: 494,
1991: 661), that occasionally significant population shifts occur within and
between samudayas, which – in the absence of centralised gaddi-structures –
seem to divide and unite like segmentary lineages, under the influence of
circumstantial factors. Similar changes cannot be observed at the level of the
gaccha categories.44 Commensality between ascetics of different gacchas is, for
instance, prohibited.45 Schubring (2000: § 139, p. 252) already noted that gacchas
are not necessarily actual groups. Murtipujaka gacchas are in the first place doc-
trinal schools and at the same time social categories which may or may not be
congruent with organised monastic groups, such as the samudayas. However,
doctrinal disputes are also significant for processes of group-formation at the
samudaya level. A good example is the ek tithi/be tithi dispute between Ram
Candra Suri and Bhuvan Bhanu Suri, which split the Premsuri Samudaya into two
main sections in 1986 (Cort 1999: 50f.).

Another important factor influencing processes of fission and fusion are the
ways in which gacchas and samudayas are organised. Shanta (1985: 329–331) and
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Cort (1991) explain population shifts and processes of group segmentation
amongst the Tapa Gaccha samudayas mainly with reference to charismatic lead-
ership. Cort emphasises, for instance, the effect of the unusually high numbers of
acaryas on the processes of segmentation and the size of Tapa Gaccha samu-
dayas. He explains this effect both with ‘internal organisational pressures for the
growth of the number of TapaGacch acaryas – a growth which has been criticised
by many sadhus and laity’ and with ‘the desire of influential laity to have the
sadhu of whom they are a personal devotee be an acarya’ (ibid.: 668, n. 16). But
he also notes that a distinction between ‘charismatic’ sayvegi sadhus and
‘domesticated’ yatis is not exactly applicable, since even the sayvegi sadhus have
a succession of leaders and thus are not ‘purely charismatic figures in the
Weberian sense’ (ibid.: 669, n. 22). Weber (1978) himself categorised Jain
monastic orders not as charismatic movements but primarily as ‘hierocratic
organisations’.76

Although some samudayas share the same customary law (maryada),77 Tapa
Gaccha samudayas are generally organised independently, and compete with one
another, even within their fakhas. As a rule, members of one samudaya do not
share food with those of another (personal invitations notwithstanding).78 Each
samudaya is governed by a gacchadhipati or pramukha acarya, head teacher,
who is generally determined according to monastic age (diksa paryaya) or by
consenus, except in the Ramacandrasuri Samudaya, where the gacchadhipati
ideally selects his own successor.79 The gacchadhipati presides over a varying
number of monastic functionaries, including subordinate acaryas with or without
administrative duties, who received their title solely because of their academic
achievements.80

I suspect that the maximum size of Jain monastic groups is primarily a function
of their rules and regulations, which mediate between the categories of descent
and the imperatives of group integration (Flügel 2003b: 191ff.).81 Circumstantial
factors such as the socio-economic resources of a particular religio-geographic
field (ksetra) or charismatic leadership are important in specific cases, particu-
larly on the level of gatherings. But generally, the degree of organisation deter-
mines its chances of reproduction over time, the maximum group size and thus
the potential geographic influence of a particular monastic order. To put it simply,
the better the organisation of a group, the greater its potential size and the greater
its size, the greater its potential influence. The three principal dimensions of
Fvetambara monastic orders are descent, succession and seniority. They can be
combined in various ways to produce different types of organisation.

In theory, it should be possible to develop a formula for calculating the ability
of different types of organisation to compensate for demographic pressure.
Practically, there is an upper limit for the size of groups without formal organisa-
tion based solely on the principle of recurrent personal interaction. As a first
approximation, the breaking point leading to group fission within the orders of
the Vijaya Fakha can be estimated through simple averages. In 1996, the average
group size of the smallest organised units of the Tapa Gaccha samudayas, the
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itinerant groups or sakghadas, gatherings, was 5.24 at caturmasa. This figure is
not unusual for Fvetambara orders. It reflects both religious rules on minimal
group sizes as well as socio-economic factors, such as the number and wealth of
lay-supporters. Evidently, a large group of alms-collecting ascetics can only stay
together at one particular place if provisions are available and if their procurement
is carefully organised (with the help of the laity).

Within the Murtipujaka tradition, as a rule, the sakghadas have a fluctuating
membership. They comprise the members of one or more categories of ascetics who
belong to the lineage of one particular acarya. These are called parivaras, or fam-
ilies, and are composed of both sadhus and sadhvis. The parivaras are co-ordinated
by one pramukha acarya, who is the leader of a gaccha or a samudaya. The major-
ity of the acaryas have no administrative duties, although this varies from group to
group, but they possess the qualification for the transformation of their parivaras
into independent groups. In 1996, the actual average size of a Tapa Gaccha samu-
daya was 278.4 ascetics, distributed, on average, among 53.13 itinerant groups.
However, the number of Tapa Gaccha ascetics divided among the total number of
acaryas is 41.24, which represented theoretically the lowest average limit of poten-
tial group fission between Tapa Gaccha acaryas in 1996. The difference between
average actual group sizes and potentially lowest average group size demonstrates
the importance of other organisational factors determining group size. But in order
to understand, for instance, how the 447 ascetics under the sole leadership of
Acarya Kalapurj Suri of the Kanakasuri Samudaya operate as an integral monastic
order, further historical and ethnographic research is required. Segmentary lineages
can temporarily form very large groups. Nevertheless, it seems that samudayas of
such a size are not merely segmentary lineages, but internally highly organised, and
divided into subgroups whose membership is not based on descent alone.82 That the
Tapa Gaccha samudayas form distinct monastic orders, whose members share spe-
cific rules and regulations (maryada), is evident for instance in the explicit prohi-
bition of sharing meals with members of other samudayas.83 In fact, most Jain
mendicant groups operate on the basis of an internal administrative hierarchy and
a rudimentary division of labour. However, further statistical investigation of the
correlation of group size and group structure becomes only meaningful if
more information on organisational structures and other important variables is
available. Complete data and careful theoretical modelling might, in future, lead to
reliable predictions of expected group sizes under specified conditions.

Sthanakavasi

The Sthanakavasimendicants are presently divided into twenty six monastic orders.
These can be classified according to regional affiliation, doctrinal schools and the
lineages descending from one of the five founders of the contemporary traditions,
the so-called pañcmuni.84 Three of these founders separated themselves from the
now virtually extinct LokkaGaccha yati traditions to set up reformed ascetic orders
within the aniconic, or non-image worshipping, Jain tradition which originated
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between 1473 and 1476 after the ‘protestant’ reforms of the Jain layman Lokka
(c.1415–1489) in Gujarat:85 (1) Jiv Raj (seceded 1551, 1609 or 1629), who appar-
ently canonised the thirty two Fvetambara scriptures that are acceptable to the
Sthanakavasis, established the permanent use of a mouthmask (muhapatti), and
other principal features shared by all modern-day Sthanakavasi traditions;
(2) Dharma Sikha (seceded 1628, 1635 or 1644) and (3) Lava (seceded 1637, 1648,
1653–1655 or 1657). Dharma Sikha was the founder of the Ath Koti (eighth grade)
traditions,86 and Lava the founder of the Dhujdiya traditions, which are also known
under the name ¸si Sampradaya. (4) The founder of the Bais Tola traditions,
Dharma Dasa (seceded 1659, 1560, 1564 or 1665), was originally a member of the
lay order of the Ekala Patriya Panth and maybe a follower of Jiv Raj shortly before
Jiv Raj’s death; and (5) Hara (seceded 1668 or 1728), the ancestor of the Sadhu
Margi traditions, divorced himself either from the Lahauri Lokka Gaccha or from
the ¸si Sampradaya.

Doctrinally, Dharma Sikha’s Ath Koti tradition differs significantly from the other
four schools, which disagree only on minor points of interpretation. It is today rep-
resented by the Dariyapuri tradition in Gujarat and by the two Ath Koti traditions in
Kacch, one of which – the Nana Paks – is very orthodox. The other Sthanakavasi tra-
ditions are divided along regional lines between the Gujarati and the non-Gujarati
(North Indian) traditions. The non-Gujarati traditions are further subdivided into
those who joined the reformist Framaja Sakgha, which was founded in 1952 in a
merely partially successful attempt to unite all Sthanakavasi groups, and those who
remained outside or left the Framaja Sakgha. Both the centralised Framaja Sakgha
and the independent traditions include ascetics from four of the five main
Sthanakavasi traditions which were split into thirty three different organised groups
at the beginning of the twentieth century (excluding only the Ath Koti traditions).

I have written elsewhere on the history and organisation of the aniconic Lokka,
Sthanakavasi- and Tera Panth Fvetambara traditions.87 Therefore, I confine myself
here to the description of their principal demographic features. Like the Jain
Fvetambara conference of the Murtipujaka laity, the second All India Sthanakavasi
Jain Conference in Ajmer in 1909 resolved to increase the educational standard
and the total number of Sthanakavasi acaryas in order to raise the competitiveness
of the Sthanakavasis vis-à-vis other Jain traditions (AISJC 1988 II: 8–32). In 1933
in Ajmer, the first assembly of representatives of all the Sthanakavasi monastic
orders decided to unify all traditions under the leadership of one acarya. Finally,
the Framaja Sakgha was created by 22 out of the 30 traditions present at the
assembly in 1952 in Sadari in Rajasthan. Table 12.2 shows the regional distribu-
tion and the number of ascetics of the Framaja Sakgha, which is now the largest
organised group amongst the Sthanakavasi mendicants, from 1987–1996.

Although they are nominally under the command of one single acarya (at pres-
ent: Dr Fiv Muni), the remaining founding traditions continue to operate within
the Framaja Sakgha more or less independently. The official statistics therefore
do not tell the whole story. Some mendicant orders never joined the Framaja
Sakgha: for instance, the Jñana Gaccha. And because of perpetual discord
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between the founding traditions, many disappointed ascetics, such as Upacarya
Gajefilal (1890–1963) of the Sadhu Margi or Upadhyaya Amar Muni (1901–1992)
of the Manoharadasa Dharmadasa tradition, subsequently left the Framaja Sakgha
and re-established their own independent groups. Moreover, in May 2003 the
Framaja Sakgha split into two groups, one of which is nominally presided over by
the orthodox Pravartaka Umef Muni, who has however not officially accepted the
acarya title in order to avoid further conflict. Table 12.3 shows the independent
Sthanakavasi groups outside Gujarat (for details see Flügel 2003b).

The majority of the Sthanakavasi traditions in Gujarat, listed in Table 12.4,
descend from Dharma Dasa and separated themselves in the years after 1788
from the Limbdi Dharmadasa Sampradaya (Chah Koti Mota Paksa). The only
surviving ¸si Sampradaya in Gujarat, the Khambhat Sampradaya, and the Ath
Koti traditions restrict their activities to Gujarat and Mumbai. None of these
Gujarati groups joined the Framaja Sakgha, which is a Hindi-speaking order or
association. They are usually not lead by a selected head, like the independent
traditions outside Gujarat, but by the monk with the highest monastic age, or
diksa paryaya, who may or may not be called acarya.

The overall number of Sthanakavasi mendicants is much higher than generally
assumed.88 At the time of the first All India Sthanakavasi Framaja Sammelan in
Ajmer, the total number of mendicants of the then 30 Sthanakavasi traditions was
1,595, 463 sadhus and 1,132 sadhvis (Majilal 1934: 263). This figure had more
than doubled by 1999 to altogether 3,223 mendicants, 533 sadhus and 2,690
sadhvis, and by the year 2002 had increased further to altogether 3,331 mendi-
cants, 559 sadhus and 2,772 sadhvis.89 In the sixty-six years between 1933 and
1999 the total number of Sthanakavasi ascetics grew by 102.07%. However, the
number of sadhus increased merely by 15.19%, while the number of sadhvis
expanded by a staggering 137.63%, increasing their share by 12.48% from
70.97% to 83.46%. Table 12.5 shows that the total number of Sthanakavasi
mendicants grew from 1987–1999 by 20.40%. All this growth was generated by
an accelerated increase in the number of Sthanakavasi sadhvis during the last 12
years. At the same time, the absolute number of sadhus slightly declined.

The overall growth rate in 1987–1999 was almost twice as high in the Framaja
Sakgha and the independent orders than in Gujarat (Framaja Sakgha 24.12%,
Independent 25.26%, Gujarati 13.5%). This can partly be explained by the fact
that in 1987 the percentage of sadhvis was already particularly high in Gujarat
(1999: Gujarat 89.39%, Framaja Sakgha 79.29%, Independent 81.08%). While
the overall share of the sadhvis increased by 3.63%, their growth was higher
outside Gujarat (Framaja Sakgha 4.32%, Independent 5.17%, Gujarati 2.4%). It
is difficult to say why Gujarati traditions have a larger percentage of sadhvis in
the absence of detailed historical studies. It is not inconceivable that initiations
were artificially increased in Gujarat; since already in 1933, at the Ajmer
sammelan, an inconclusive debate was held amongst leading monks of the
Sthanakavasis about a proposal to deliberately increase the number of disciples
(Devendramuni 2000: 20).

DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS IN JAINA MONASTICISM
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B. U. Jain does not supply any information on the biodata and on the social
background of the mendicants. According to Bordiya (in Shanta 1985: 336f.),
30% of the Sthanakavasi sadhvis were widows in 1975, 16% married and 53%
unmarried. The average age of initiation was 10–20 years. Most of the
Sthanakavasi ascetics stem from the Osval and Frimali castes in Gujarat,
Rajasthan, Madhya Pradef, Maharastra and Pañjab, but also from southern India
(Shanta 1985: 333). In contrast to many other Sthanakavasi traditions, the Framaja
Sakgha comprises a large number of mendicants recruited from non-Jain castes
such as Rajputs, Brahmajas, or Jats particularly in the Pañjab, while the lay fol-
lowing is almost entirely composed of members of the Osval castes, who are
almost all Jain by religion. However, by convention, only an Osval can become
acarya.90 Like most orders, the Framaja Sakgha has banned the initiation of
children below the age of 8 (bala diksa) and of old people (vrddha) (AISJC 1987:
52).91 However, the Jñana Gaccha92 and the Dariyapuri Sampraday set a
minumum age of 15 years.93

The two largest schools amongst the five principal Sthanakavasi traditions are
at the moment the Bais Tola (Dharmadasa) and the Lavjirsi tradition. Majilal
(1934: 211, 233) mentions that before its internal division in 1788, the
Mulacandra Dharmadasa tradition in Gujarat comprised about 300 mendicants. In
1933 it had not much more than 334 mendicants. If the figure for 1788 is correct,
then little growth occurred in the 150 years between 1788 and 1933.94

Groups of more than 100 mendicants are rarely reported before the twentieth
century. This may be due to the fact that no reliable figures are available before
the nineteenth century, which had generally lower numbers of Jain ascetics than
the twentieth century. In 1933, the six largest organised mendicant orders
(sakghara or sakghaÎa) were the Amarasikha Lavjirsi Sampradaya in the Panjab
(133 mendicants: 73 sadhus and 60 sadhvis), the Amolakarsi Lavjirsi
Sampradaya in Malva (105 mendicants: 24 sadhus and 81 sadhvis), the orthodox
Ramaratna Dharmadasa Jñana Gaccha in Rajasthan (118 mendicants: 13 sadhus
and 105 sadhvis), the Jayamala Gaccha of the Bais Tola tradition in Rajasthan
(103 mendicants: 13 sadhus and 99 sadhvis), the Limbdi Mota Paksa of the Bais
Tola tradition in Gujarat (94 mendicants: 28 sadhus and 66 sadhvis), and
the Gojdal Mota Paksa of the Bais Tola tradition in Gujarat (86 mendicants: 20
sadhus and 66 sadhvis) (Majilal 1934: 211–262).

A closer look at the gender composition of the mendicant groups in 1933 shows
that, with the remarkable exception of the Amarasikha tradition and certain sub-
groups within the Framaja Sakgha, all traditions with more than ten mendicants
tended to have many more sadhvis than sadhus (generally at the rate of 3:1).
It also becomes clear that small groups, such as the Manoharadasa tradition
(7 sadhus)95 or the Botad and Sayala traditions (6 sadhus each), were and often
are homogeneous male groups.96

The principal factor for the emergence of exclusively male groups is schisms.
Generally, divisions are only instigated by sadhus who initially form small single
sex groups which, after a while, may or may not accrete an entourage of sadhvis.
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The severance of the Tera Panth from the Ragunatha Sampradaya in 1760 is one
example. In some cases breakaway groups are formed by both sadhus and
sadhvis. But even then, sadhus are generally the majority.

Larger groups of up to 100 mendicants seem to have emerged more frequently
at the end of the nineteenth century with the general revival of Jainism. In
response, some groups, such as the influential Amarasikha Lavjirsi tradition,
re-introduced rudimentary hierocratic structures to prevent the breakup of their
communities. Organisation is necessary for the integration of nuns and for the
reproduction of a monastic order over time. The need for organisation arises in
times of expansion, when the mendicant orders grow and attempt to exert their
influence on society as a whole. Organisation is also a major factor determining
group size, as indicated earlier. It is symptomatic for an increase in power, not
necessarily purity, because it counteracts the segmentary pressures that are sys-
tematically generated by the observation of the canonical rules for mendicant-lay
interaction. These rules prescribe the itinerary of the ascetics and unmediated face-
to-face interaction between guru and disciple, thus impeding the permanent aggre-
gation of large assemblies of ascetics in small towns and villages. Even sizable and
well-organised groups are split into smaller itinerant groups of 2–15 and, rarely, up
to 70 mendicants, called sakghada or parivara among the Sthanakavasis, to make
the observation of the canonical rules of non-violent conduct easier.

Another approach to the processes of group segmentation amongst Jain
mendicants follows from network theory. I have outlined this approach in an earlier,
yet to be published, paper (Flügel 1991) and restrict myself here to general remarks.
As mentioned earlier, the size of sustainable groups depends partly on the number
of followers in a given region. Studies in network size have shown that informal
personal networks rarely exceed thirty individuals in a modern urban environment:
‘In general it appears that there is probably a limit to the number of people with
whom an individual might be in direct and regular contact, but as yet there does not
seem to be enough empirical evidence available to provide an estimate of what it
might be’ (Mitchell 1969: 19f.).97

By observing the canonical codes of conduct for their itinerary, or vihara, and
the collection of alms, or gocari, Jain mendicants are both forced and able to sus-
tain much larger networks of personal, if formal, contacts. In practice, this often
requires the keeping of lists of addresses and various other organisational tech-
niques which cannot be detailed here.98 In other words, while the monastic code
of conduct limits the size of mendicant groups, it simultaneously contributes to
the widening of the circle of lay contacts. However, even if one accepts that the
formalisation of mendicant-lay interactions through the Jain monastic code results
in a larger personal network, there seems to be an upper limit of sustainable con-
tacts (a figure which awaits to be calculated). Beyond this limit, both the mendi-
cant order and the mendicant-lay network can only be enlarged with the help of
hierocratic organisation. The permutations of this general postulate still await
thorough sociological analysis.99 However, given that schisms privilege male
ascetics, it seems that the sustenance of large numbers of female mendicants is
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predicated on the existence of large and formally organised monastic groups with
the capacity of weaving partial individual or parivara networks into aggregate
group networks. Historically, the emergence of organised monastic orders
amongst the Fvetambaras seems to be related to the problem of integrating the
principally bilateral structure of descent of nuns and the unilateral structure of
descent of monks within a single tradition.100

Fvetambara Tera Panth

Systematic research in the history of the Tera Panth began in 1946 under the
supervision of Acarya Tulsi, who commissioned Muni Navratnamal (1921–2004)
to collect the biographies of all Tera Panth mendicants and asked his lay followers to
submit all family records and personal notes on the movements of the mendicants,
since little reliable data can be found in the writings of the early Tera Panth monks.
It is due to Muni Navratnamal’s meticulous study of these sources, spanning more
than five decades, that the Tera Panth offers now almost complete published
demographic data on the monastic order and on the individual life-histories of its
ascetics from its inception in 1760. During the last four decades an annual census
was conducted and published under the title Terapanth Digdarfan. The demographic
statistics extracted from these materials differentiate between region of origin (def),
caste (jati), age (vay), marital status before initiation: unmarried (avivahit), married
(patni/pati ko chorkar), or widowed (patni/pati-viyog ke bad), age at the time of
initiation (navalig/balig), initiation with or without spouse (sapatni/pati sahit),
initiation of one spouse after the other (prag diksit patni/pati), death (svargavas),
departure (gaj bahar), and the name of the initiating acarya. Most of the available
data was compiled by Muni Navratnamal (1981 ff.) and published in 26 volumes
under the title Fasana Samudra. Slightly different figures are quoted by Muni
Budhmal (1995) and in other Tera Panth publications. The statistics of different Tera
Panth publications do not always match, but are reliable enough to support general
conclusions.

The Tera Panth is governed autocratically by a single acarya who is invested
with the constitutional power to select his successor, to initiate all mendicants, to
annually rotate the personnel of the itinerant groups, and to determine the num-
ber and size of the groups. This administrative technique is unique amongst Jain
orders, although the acarya of the Sthanakavasi Jñana Gaccha – always the monk
with the highest monastic age – also rotates the personnel of the itinerant groups,
while most other Sthanakavasi orders similarly operate with only one acarya. It
was devised deliberately to counteract segmentary pressures resulting from the
fact that traditionally the members of a sakghada stayed together for life and
automatically developed a distinct group identity and clientele. The centralised
system of administration was introduced by Acarya Bhiksu (1726–1803) and
refined by Acarya Jitmal (1803–1881). It allowed the Tera Panth to grow
both numerically and geographically well beyond the size of an average
samudaya in the twentieth century. In 1955 the Tera Panth comprised of
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altogether 660 mendicants (180 sadhus and 480 sadhvis), in 1975 of 657
mendicants (151 sadhus and 506 sadhvis) and in 1981 of 695 mendicants
(164 sadhus and 531 sadhvis).101

The 1981 figures would have been higher had they not been compiled shortly
after the secession of the groups of the Muni Nag Raj and the Nava Tera Panth,
lead by Muni Candan Mal and Muni Rup Candra. The main reason for the
constitution of breakaway groups was the controversial introduction of a new
intermediary category of novices, called samaja freji, by Acarry Tulsi in 1981.
The dispute leading to the division focused on the decision to allow these novices
to travel abroad and to use modern means of transportation and even money. In this
respect, Tera Panth samajas resemble the bhattarakas of the Digambara and the
yatis of the Fvetambara, which form similar categories midway between the laity
and fully initiated mendicants.102 While orthodox ascetics rejected the innovation,
reformist ascetics were disappointed that the reforms did not go far enough.

Initially, the samaja freji proved to be extremely popular, at least among
young females, who were interested in religious education and travel. But the
expansion has periodically slowed down. In 1992 the order comprised of 4 samajas
and 51 samajis, in 1996 of 4 samajas and 81 samajis, and in 1999 of 4 samajas
and 80 samajis.103 However, in the meantime the recruitment has been
accelerated. Altogether 89 samajis existed by 2001, and more than 100 in 2003.
The periodical reduction in numbers is a result of the progression of many samajis
into the order of the sadhvis.

In 1992 the main branch of the Tera Panth had altogether 827 ascetics and
novices and apparently more than 300,000 lay followers. At that time, it was one
of the largest corporate Jain mendicant groups. If ascetics and novices are taken
together, the Tera Panth had also the highest rate of growth of all Fvetambara Jain
orders between 1987–1999. However, if only the numbers of fully initiated asce-
tics are taken into account, the growth rate seems to be stagnating. Table 12.6
shows that the main group had 688 members in 1999, 145 sadhus and 543 sadhvis,
that is, much more than in 1955, particularly if the 23 ascetics of the splinter
groups of Muni Dr Nag Raj and the Nava Tera Panth are taken into account. But
the figures confirm the stagnation of the number of fully initiated ascetics
between 1987 and 1999. This general trend is underlined by the low recruitment
of male novices (samaja), whose growth has stagnated.

The main expansion of the Tera Panth occurred under Acarya Kalu Ram
(1877–1936) and Acarya Tulsi (1914–1997) in the first half of the twentieth
century, that is, during the Indian struggle for independence and the first decade
after independence. Table 12.7 shows that under Kalu Ram’s reign both the
absolute number of initiations of mendicants and the ratio of female mendicants
increased dramatically. Simultaneously, caste exclusivity also increased. Tera
Panth mendicants were increasingly recruited only from the Osval jatis. By
contrast, many of the ascetics that were initiated by the first four Tera Panth acaryas
between 1760 and 1881 were Agravalas (sometimes Saravagis) and Porvalas, and
Mahefvaris, though Bhiksu himself was also a Bisa Osval.104 The recruitment
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patterns also reflect regional changes. Initially, most of the Tera Panth mendicants
came from Marvar and Mevar. However, after a series of caturmasa sojourns by
Acarya Jitmal in Ladnuø and Bidasar between 1872 and 1877, the focus of activ-
ities shifted towards the Thali region. From Acarya Kalu Ram onwards the great
majority of Tera Panth ascetics were recruited from the area of the old principal-
ity of Bikaner.105 Table 12.7 shows the pattern of growth of the Tera Panth, whose
acaryas initiated altogether 2597 mendicants between 1760 and 1997.106

The table shows that one of the factors contributing to the low number of
sadhus are secessions or excommunications, which occur much more frequently
amongst sadhus than amongst sadhvis (cf. Navratnamal 1981 II: 311, 322, III:
273, 291, X: 309, 325). This confirms Balbir’s (1983: 42) observation that the
disposition to rebel against the autocratic regime of the Tera Panth acaryas is
greater amongst male ascetics. The figures show that the number of exclusions
was much higher under the regimes of the reformist disciplinarians Jitmal,
Kaluram and Tulsi.

Goonasekere’s (1986: 87ff.) analysis of the recruitment patterns between
1760–1944 shows that, with the exception of the first years after the foundation of
the Tera Panth during which the sadhus were in the majority, at all times signifi-
cantly more sadhvis were initiated than sadhus (on average 65.97% sadhvis and
34.03% sadhus), and that the percentage of female ascetics continually increased.
His investigations of the marital status at the time of initiation give further insights
into the historical changes taking place within the monastic community. He shows
that until 1944 the two dominant categories were ‘unmarried men’ and ‘widows’:
49.83% of all sadhus were unmarried between 1760–1944, 37.28% widowed,
12.89% married, and altogether 67.77% of the sadhvis – 44.77% of all Tera Panth
mendicants – were widows (ibid.: 100f.). Goonasekere explains the different ratio
of widows and widowers by the fact that, in contrast to women, men were always
permitted to remarry (due to Acarya Tulsi’s reforms widow remarriage is today
officially accepted by the Tera Panthis though it is still despised by the Osvals).
From this he infers the prevailing motives for renunciation: widowhood for
women, and impossibility or fear of marriage for men. But he also mentions other
socially induced reasons for renunciation, such as infertility, bankruptcy, unhappy
marriage, and death of a family member (ibid.: 114f.) – in my experience a very,
if not the most, significant external factor, particularly for women, apart from the
influence of the monks and nuns, and the alternative to marriage that is offered to
women by a well-organised monastic order.107

Cort’s (1991: 660) re-analysis of Goonasekere’s data reveals important changes
in the marital status of the Tera Panth ascetics. Under Acarya Bhiksu
(1760–1803) less than 10% of all mendicants were unmarried. However, between
1909 and 1944 all mendicants under Acarya Kalu Ram and Acarya Tulsi were
unmarried (women: 72.7%, men: 56 %). Similar increases in the share of unmar-
ried women amongst the sadhvis had already been observed by Shanta (1985: 320,
336f., following Bordiya 1975) for the Sthanakavasis and the Kharatara Gaccha,
and by Cort (1989b) amongst the Tapa Gaccha samudayas. Cort (1991: 660)
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rightly concludes that ‘P. S. Jaini’s (1979: 247, n. 8) statement that most Jain
sadhvis are widows needs to be qualified’.

The average age at the time of the initiation has also increased. It is today 18–19
years, compared to 15–16 years some sixty years ago. The significant increase of the
age of initiation can be explained by Acarya Tulsi’s reversal of Acarya Kalu Ram’s
preference for child initiations (bala diksa). Kalu Ram favoured child initiations in
order to reduce the prevalence of widows in the order and to boost the overall num-
ber of mendicants.108 Tulsi, by contrast, was primarily interested in increasing the
standard of education. The rising age of initiation is mainly a consequence of his
decision to initiate only educated female candidates, given the overall trend towards
the initiation of young unmarried women, who seem to prefer the relative independ-
ence of monastic life to marriage. One of the reasons for the creation of the samaja
category was to give young women the opportunity to study and thus to qualify
themselves for full mendicancy, which nowadays can only be entered by young
females after some years as a novice. Usually, girls are not initiated before the age of
20. But there is no such arrangement for boys, who are generally less inclined to join
mendicancy. They are trained after initiation.

Initiations of children from the age of 8 and initiations of 45–60 year olds are
exceptions today, although they still take place.109

Digambara

With the exception of very small traditions, such as the Taraja Svami Panth, the
Gumana Panth and the Tota Panth,110 the overwhelming majority of the
Digambaras follow either the Terah Panth, the ‘path of thirteen’, or the Bisa
Panth, the ‘path of twenty’ or both traditions in a non-discriminate manner. In
contrast to the aniconic Fvetambara Terah Panth, the image-worshipping
Digambara Terah Panth – both are also called Tera Panth – was originally not a
tradition led by mendicants but a lay movement. It emerged in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries in North India in protest against the lax and ostentatious
conduct of contemporary orange-clad ‘Bisa Panthi’ ascetics, the so-called
bhattarakas, whose ‘modern’111 monastic lineages evolved from those of the
naked munis and increasingly replaced them from the thirteenth century onwards.

The precise significance of the distinction between Terah Panthis and Bisa Panthis
is not known anymore. Nor do we know much about the history and organisation of
the contemporary Digambara ascetics.112 Most writers associate the beginning of the
Terah Panth movement either with Pajdit Todarmal (1719–1766), an influential
Digambara layman of Jaypur, or with Banarsidas (1586–1643), a merchant and co-
founder (adiguru) of the Adhyatma circle in Agra which drew on the mystical phi-
losophy of Acarya Kunda Kunda to inspire its own version of a non-ascetic lay
religiosity that is oriented towards self-realisation through the direct meditative expe-
rience of the soul. Yet, the fundamental ideas of both the Adhyatma circle and the
Terah Panth movement clearly antedated both Banarsidas and Todarmal.113 Lath
(1981: xxxvi–vii), for instance, points to the influence of the revenue minister of
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King Akbar, Raja Todarmal (died 1589) in Varajasi and to his younger associate
Basu Sah, who introduced Banarsidas to Digambara mysticism. Cort (2002: 63f.)
emphasised the fact that ‘we cannot conclude that an interest in Digambar mysticism
equates automatically with the Terah Panth emphasis on reforming the Digambar rit-
ual culture’ (p. 66). It appears rather that in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
the trans-sectarian Adhyatma circle in Agra and the more ritualistically oriented and
more radically anti-bhattarak Digambara Terah Panth movement around Jaypur con-
stituted distinct though related lay movements, which became indistinguishable only
with the waning of the influence of the Adhyatma movement in the eighteenth cen-
tury and the institutional consolidation of the Terah Panth through the construction
of numerous temples in North India.

According to M. U. K. Jain (1975: 137f.), the radical anti-bhattaraka movement
was started either in 1528114 or in the early seventeenth century by Amar Cand, a
resident of Sakganer near modern Jaypur. The movement first called itself Vidhi
Marga, though its opponents mocked it ‘Terah Panth’, the path of (only) thirteen.
The second account is corroborated by Lath (1981: xxxix), who points to Amar
Sikgh as the founder of the ‘Terah Panth’ movement in 1626. The most detailed
investigation of the origin of the Terah Panth/Bisa Panth distinction was
undertaken by Nathuram Premi (1912, 1957), one of the main sources for M. U.
K. Jain and Lath, who identified the oldest confirmed record of the word Terah
Panth and of the year 1626 as its date of origin in Pajdit Bakhat Ram’s eighteenth
century work Buddhivilas v. 631.115 He concluded, therefore, that the origin of the
Terah Panth must be located in the early seventeenth century. In Premi’s
(1912/n.d.: 22f.) assessment, the passage refers to the ritualistic Terah Panth and
not to the Adhyatma movement, as Cort (2002: 67) argues.116 Premi (1957) later
recorded three versions of the origin of the Terah Panth in the literature of its
opponents.117 All of these point to the pivotal role of the family of Amra Bhauysa
Godika of Sakganer: One version can be found in Bakhat Ram’s work Mithyatva
Khajdan Natak of 1764, which describes how Amra Bhauysa Godika was
expelled from the congregation of the brahmacari Amar Cand [sic!] because of
his ostentatious display of wealth. In turn, he founded his own group which ini-
tially had only thirteen (terah) members and was therefore mocked as the ‘Terah
Panth’. The group built a temple apparently with the help of a minister of the king
of Amer. A second version is given in a poem called Kavitt Terapanthkau by Cand
Kavi. The poem describes how Jodhraj Godika, the son of Amra Bhauysa
Godika, in 1618 – a date which Premi regards as fifty years too early118 – repeat-
edly interrupted the sermon of the visiting bhattaraka Narendrakirti of the
Balatkara Gaja Dilli-Jaypur Fakha of Amer. He was then expelled and founded
his own group on the basis of thirteen unreported principles. The third and oldest
version goes back to Jodhraj Godika himself who, in his 1667/1669 Hindi trans-
lation of Kunda Kunda’s Pravacanasara, exploited the homonym of terah and tera
by interpreting terah panth, ‘path of thirteen’, as tera panth, ‘your path’, that is,
as another term for the ‘Jina’s path’ or the ‘right path’.119 Hence, the Fvetambara
Tera Panthi ascetics must have borrowed their own identical explanation of the
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three possible meanings of their name from existing Digambara Tera Panth
sources;120 though M. U. K. Jain (1975: 138) reports that N. Premi elsewhere
expressed the view that the name tera panth only became current amongst the
Digambaras after the founding of the Fvetambara ‘Tera Panth’ in 1760 – a view
which may merely reflect the fact that Bakhat Ram’s works Mithyatva Khajdan
Natak and Buddhivilas were composed in the year 1764 and 1770.

None of the sources cited by Premi give a clear answer to the question of the
significance of the numbers thirteen and twenty in terah panth and bisa panth, which
may indeed just reflect a superficial claim of superiority by the self-declared ‘Bisa
Panthis’ ‘since the number 20 exceeds 13 by 7’ (Nathmal 1968: 7). The influential
twentieth century Tera Panth pajdit Phulcand Fastri (1985b: 538), a born Parvar,
could therefore take the liberty to identify the Tera Panth with the ‘orthodox Mula
Sakgha of Kunda Kunda’ and the Bisa Panth with the ‘heterodox Kastha Sakgha’;121

and also to associate the ‘pure line’ (fuddhamnaya) of the Parvar caste with the tra-
dition of Kunda Kunda (ibid.: 536).122 Fastri could, of course, only identify the entire
bhattaraka tradition with the Kastha Sakgha by disregarding the known history of
the muni and bhattaraka traditions. However, many Tera Panthis nowadays claim
descent from the ‘orthodox’ Mula Sakgha and interpret the words tera panth as a
designation of the ‘right path’ shown by the Jinas and Kunda Kunda.123 The words
bisa panth, ‘path of twenty’, is in turn polemically depicted as a corruption of visam
panth, ‘irregular-’ or ‘poisonous path’ (Fastri 1985b: 538),124 or as a corruption of
vifva panth, ‘universal path’ (Glasenapp 1925: 357 for both versions).

Digambara Tera Panth

The Digambara Tera Panthis are today guided by pajdits, or lay intellectuals, who
are associated with predominantly local religious trusts and temples. There is no
unifying organisational framework. About 500–600 Tera Panth pajdits exist in
North India today with strongholds in Jaypur, Agra and Varajasi. Most of them
teach Jainism only part-time. Although they do respect ‘true’ Jain mendicants,125

the Tera Panthis represent largely a temple-centred form of lay asceticism, whose
main doctrinal inspirations derive more from the mystical writings of Acarya
Padmanandin, known as Kunda Kunda (Pkt. Kojda Kunda), than from Bhutabali
and Puspadanta for instance. Their following has recently split between those who
accept Kanji Svami’s (1889–1980) deterministic interpretation of Kunda Kunda’s
teachings and those who do not.126

Two-thirds of today’s Digambaras127 are said to be Tera Panthis,128 who are the
predominant Digambara tradition in Rajasthan, Madhya Pradef and Uttar Pradef,
while the Bisa Panthis dominate in Maharastra, Karjataka and Kerala, as well as
in Tamil Nadu and Gujarat where only few Digambaras are left129 apart from the
followers of Kanji Svami. The reasons for the differential distribution of Tera
Panthis and Bisa Panthis have not yet been studied, but there seems to be a clear
correlation between caste membership and sectarian affiliation in North India,
where, today, most Agravals and Parvars are Tera Panthis and most Khajdelvals
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Bisa Panthis.130 However, the majority of the Digambara laity does not consciously
differentiate between Tera Panthis and Bisa Panthis qua sectarian membership or
following, and merely practises local Jain rituals and caste customs.131 The absence
of deep-seated sectarian awareness amongst the Digambara laity in North India132 –
apart from the divide between the followers and the opponents of Kanji Svami133 –
can be attributed to a number of factors: the extinction of the last North Indian
bhattaraka seats in the early twentieth century, the revival of the doctrinally
amorphous muni traditions, and the lack of organisation not only of the Tera Panth,134

but of the Digambaras in general whose dearth of inspirational religious leaders in
the nineteenth century resulted in the dominance of caste ( jati) identities amongst
the local Digambara communities (samaj) in both North- and South India.135

Another factor may have been the long-standing cultural influence of Tera Panth
practices on the Bisa Panthis in North India, whose rituals are less elaborate than
those of the Bisa Panthis in the South.136

Bisa Panth

In contrast to the Tera Panthis, who practise a dry puja and reject the bhattarakas,
the Bisa Panthis practise puja with flowers and fruits and support the bhattarakas,
who continued the ascetic tradition after the decline of the munis in the late
medieval period. The reconstruction of the organisational history of the
Digambara ascetics is a difficult and not yet fully accomplished task.137 Carrithers
(1990: 154) suspects that the current use of specific designations for monastic
lineages or groups is largely fictitious since from the medieval period onwards no
independently organised muni sakghas existed besides the bhattarakas. One of
the problems is the unclear contextual meaning of the lineage and group cate-
gories used by the Digambaras. Muni U. K. Jain (1975: 132) writes that ‘Units
like Amnaya, Anvaya, Bali, Samudaya, Saygha and Vayfa appear to be peculiar
to the Digambara section’; though he does not fail to mention the common use of
the terms gaja, gaccha, kula and fakha in both the Digambara and the
Fvetambara traditions.138 The difficulty in connecting the influence of the classi-
cal Digambara teachings of Umasvami, Gujadhara, Puspadanta and Bhutabali,
on the one hand, and the mystical tradition of Kunda Kunda, on the other, with
specific lines of succession is, at least in part, connected to the problem of clearly
identifying enduring organisational units within the relatively unorganised
Digambara ascetic lineages. It has only sporadically been observed that the
doctrine of Kunda Kunda, who in old inscriptions is generally associated with the
Nandi Sakgha, was more prominent in the Mathura Gaccha and in certain
factions of the Sena Gaja.139

The nineteenth century pattavalis of the Sarasvati Gaccha (Balatkara Gaja
Uttara Fakha), which were translated by Hoernle (1891, 1892), trace the origin of
the lineages of the contemporary Digambara bhattarakas to a disciple of Acarya
Bhadrabahu II, Guptigupta, who is also known under the names of Ardhabalin and
Vifakhacarya.140 Ardhabalin is presented as the last pontiff who was able to keep the
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monks (muni) of the originally undivided Mula Sakgha, or root community, together.
When he was succeeded, apparently in the year 21 BCE, each of his four chief
disciples – Maghanandin, Vrsabha called Jinasena, Sikha and Deva – took over one
of the four sub-groups which subsequently developed into independent traditions:
the Nandi, the Vrsabha- (Sena-), the Sikha- and the Deva Sakgha.141 The oldest
sources for this narrative are two inscriptions in Fravajabe¬ago¬a dated 1398 and
1432.142 The later inscription dates the group formation within the Mula Sakgha to
the latter half of the eight century.143 Schubring (2000: § 30, p. 63) pointed out the
discrepancy between this account and references to a Mula Sakgha of a different
internal composition of the twelfth to thirteenth centuries, and Dundas (2002: 122)
concludes ‘that the Mula Sakgha gradually became little more than a prestigious but
artificial designation, redolent of a long unattainable orthodoxy’.144

For the early medieval periods four ‘heterodox’ Digambara traditions are
attested to by Deva Sena’s tenth century polemical work DaÅsanasara
(Darfanasara):145 the Dravida-, Kastha-, Mathura- and the Yapaniya- or Gopya
Sakgha. The four traditions are described as ‘heterodox’, because they differed on
specific points of doctrine and practice from the ‘orthodox’ Mula Sakgha,146

which is not mentioned in the text because it was represented by Deva Sena him-
self (Schubring 2000: § 30, p. 63).147 The reported dates of origin of these tradi-
tions vary in the surviving manuscripts of the Darfanasara. Hence, the Dravida
Sakgha may have been founded either in 479 CE,148 469 CE,149 or in 583 CE150 by
Pujya Pada’s disciple Vajra Nandin in Madura (Madurai) in South India. The
reported reason was a disagreement within the Mula Sakgha over the eating of
particular plants, bathing in cold water, practising agriculture and trade.151 The
origins of the Kastha Sakgha152 seem to go back to the seventh or eighth century CE.
By the tenth century it was divided into four divisions:153 the Mathura Gaccha,154

Lada Bagada/Lata Vargata Gaccha,155 Bagada Gaccha156 and Nandi Tata
Gaccha.157 The Yapaniya Sakgha – the only one of the four ‘heterodox’ traditions
which is depicted as a non-Digambara tradition in the academic literature158 –
originated apparently in 648 CE,159 in 159 CE,160 or in 148 CE.161

In North India the most influential traditions162 were the Sena Gaja163 and the
Balatkara Gaja (Sarasvati Gaccha)164 with its ten sub-divisions which were inter-
nally further sub-divided: Karañja Fakha,165 Latura Fakha,166 Uttara Fakha,167

Idara Fakha,168 Bhanapura Fakha,169 Surat Fakha,170 Jerahata Fakha,171 Dilli-Jaypur
Fakha,172 Nagaura Fakha,173 and Atera Fakha.174 Both the Sena Gaja and the
Balatkara Gaja presented themselves as branches of the ‘orthodox’ Mula Sakgha
in a direct line from Kunda Kunda (Padmanandin). However, the link appears to
be a later construction.175 The currently available sources point to Acarya Fri
Candra (r. 1013–1030) as the founder of the Balatkara Gaja.176

After the demise of the Yapaniya- and the Dravida Sakgha in the late medieval
period, merely a few branches of the Kastha Sakgha – especially the Mathura
Gaccha – and of the Sena Gaja, the Balatkara Gaja and the Defiya Gaja of the
Mula Sakgha remained, and only some sections of the Sena Gaja and the
Balatkara Gaja survived until today. In the late medieval period the members of
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most sub-branches of these traditions transformed themselves from naked munis
to orange-clad bhattarakas with a relaxed code of conduct. These domesticated
bhattarakas had only very few disciples, amongst them occasionally nuns (arya),177

which may be the reason why the term yati is rarely used in the Digambara tradi-
tion. There is no reliable demographic information available on the bhattaraka tra-
ditions, but one can safely assume that the absolute number of both Digambara
munis and yatis was very small during this period. In the first of his planned two
volumes on the early bhattaraka traditions, Joharapurkara (1958: 23) identified the
names of only 400 bhattarakas and 165 disciples who were associated with 31 jatis
and 200 place names in North India between the thirteenth and nineteenth centuries.

Bhattaraka traditions

The honorific title bhattaraka, ‘great lord’ or ‘learned man’, was given to prominent
acaryas and munis in the early medieval period (Premi 1912/n.d.: 3ff.). From the
late medieval period onwards, the term came to designate the celibate heads of
monasteries (matha)178 who observe a relaxed set of ascetic vows, which entitles
them to wear clothes, to administer monastic property in the name of the sakgha
(private property is not permitted), to live permanently in one or more monastery,
to use vehicles, to act as heads of the Jain communities and later of Jain castes, etc.
To distinguish the two types of bhattarakas, the term pattacarya is also used for the
latter.179 Domesticated bhattarakas are not fully initiated mendicants, but occupy
an intermediary status between the naked munis and the common laity.180

Technically, they are defined as ksullakas and classified together with the ordi-
nary ksullakas and ailakas as ‘superior laymen’ (utkrsta fravaka) who accept to
observe the eleventh fravaka pratima, to different degrees, in contrast to the
‘basic’ ( jaghanya) and the ‘intermediate’ (madhyam) laity, who must only observe
the pratimas 1–6 and 1–9 respectively.181 In practice, jaghanya fravakas observe at
best the first or darfana pratima, that is the stage of ‘right views’ combined with
vegetarianism. The barah vratas or ‘twelve vows’ of the second or vrata pratima are
rarely formally accepted (in toto) by lay Jains, who are reluctant to impose lifelong
(ajivana) vows upon themselves, except sometimes in old age.182 Similarly, the
intermediate status is regarded as almost synonymous with the seventh or brah-
macarya pratima, the vow of sexual continence which is outwardly marked by
wearing a white dress. The eleventh or uddista tyaga pratima, which should be prac-
ticed by bhattarakas, demands world-renunciation and the observance of a monas-
tic lifestyle, including the begging of food. The uddista tyaga pratima is today
sub-divided in the stages of the ksullaka and the ailaka.183 The ksullaka (f. ksullika)
or ‘junior’ (monk) gives up all but two (or three) pieces of cloth of orange colour,
while the ailaka keeps only a loincloth (kaupina).184 Both the ksullakas and ailakas
are consecrated by a personal guru. At their diksa they are both given the three pos-
sessions of a Digambara ascetic: peacock feather broom (piñchi), scripture (fastra)
and water pot (kamajdalu).185 In contrast to the ksullakas, who may reside with
householders, the ailakas always stay with the munis, and should eat their food, like
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the munis, with ‘one hand’, that is the two hands folded into one, but in a seated
position. They also have to practice kefa luñcana, or the ritual plucking of hair and
beard, and silence at night, and are not permitted to use vehicles.186 For this reason
ailakas are considered to be superior to bhattarakas although this is disputed some
bhattarakas who as the descendants of the original muni tradition claim predomi-
nance even over the modern munis and perform a modified muni diksa.

The procedures of selection and the inauguration or pattabhiseka ceremony of a
bhattaraka are different from an ordinary ksullaka diksa which usually precedes it.
Nowadays, a bhattaraka is often not chosen by his predecessor, but by a pañcayat
or by prominent members of the community, who judge the available candidates
according to their attitude, conduct and knowledge. If no suitable successor, a laghu-
nandana or ‘small son’ such as a brahmacari or yati under training187 with a good
horoscope, is available, the acaryas of the muni sakghas are approached to recom-
mend one of their ksullakas or ailakas who could be persuaded to fill the position.188

If a candidate is accepted by consensus, the pattabhiseka is organised, in which a
Digambara muni plays the role of the diksa-data or giver of initiation. The candidate
first renounces his old clothes and his personal name189 in public and is then given
a single orange dress and the traditional title of the occupier of the seat. After taking
his vows (at least a lifelong brahmacarya vrata), he is blessed with mantras and
by sprinkled water on his head and then presented with the principal insignia of a
bhattaraka – a piñchi with a handle made out of silver or gold, an insignia ring, and
a metal kamajdalu. A bhattaraka also commands ceremonial elephants, litters
(meja), and other symbols of worldly status. Generally, he does not keep money on
his own nowadays, but leaves the financial assets of the matha in the hands of the
lay trustees, who will cover all his expenses.190

The tradition of domesticated bhattarakas evolved at the beginning of the
thirteenth century under Muslim rule from the existing traditions of the naked
munis who they replaced almost entirely until the revival of the muni tradition in the
twentieth century. There are three accounts of its origin, all of which emphasise the
pioneering role of the Balatkara Gaja: The first account attributes the introduction
of the custom of wearing clothes – symbolic of possessions in general – to Acarya
Vasant Kirti (1174–1207) of the Uttara Fakha of the Balatkara Gaja, who died only
one year after his accession to the seat in Ajmer. According to Fruta Sagar Suri, he
took the decision to cover himself with a sheet of cotton (tatti-sadara) when going
for alms in the village of Majdapadurga (Majdalagarh) in Rajasthan in reaction to
the Muslim rulers’ criticism of the custom of walking naked in public.191 Other
accounts locate the beginning of the practice in the time of Phiroz Fah (1350–1387),
the sultan of Delhi, who desired to meet the guru of the Digambaras.192 A pattavali
names the seventh acarya of the Uttara Fakha of the Balatkara Gaja, the miracle
working Padma Nandin (born 1318, r. 1328–1393),193 as the first bhattaraka who
put on a loin cloth. It is said that the title of a bhattaraka was conferred on him by a
Gujarati fravaka who wanted him to consecrate a statue and in this way to transmit
to it his miraculous powers (Hoernle 1891: 354). According to an oral tradition, the
reason for putting on clothes was Padma Nandin’s acceptance of the request by
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King Muhammad Ghôrî to present himself in a decent manner to his wife who
desired to meet him (ibid.: 361).194

Under the impact of the Tera Panth reform movement in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, most of the bhattaraka seats in North India collapsed. The
two last remaining seats in Rajasthan, Mahavirji and Pratapgarh, were discontinued
in the first and second half of the twentieth century respectively, due to the
increasing influence of the ‘modern’ lay reform movements which criticised the
bhattarakas with arguments similar to those of the ‘protestant’195 Digambara
reform movements of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.196 Only the southern
bhattaraka traditions of the ‘Mula Sakgha’ in Maharastra (Sena Gaja: Kolhapura,
Nandaji), Karjataka (Balatkara Gaja: Humacha; Defiya Gaja: Kambadahalli/
Nagamakgala, Kanakagiri/Maleyur, Karkala, Mudabidri, Fravajabe¬ago¬a; Sena
Gaja: Narasikharajapura) and Tamil Nadu (Sena Gaja: Melasittamura
(Arahatasugiri); Defiya Gaja: Tiruvannamalai) survived. The institutional pillars of
the present-day Bisa Panth traditions, the twelve197 surviving bhattaraka seats in
Humacha,198 Kambadahalli, Kanakagiri, Karkala,199 Kolhapura,200 Melasittamura,201

Mudabidri,202 Nandaji,203 Narasikharajapura,204 Fravajabe¬ago¬a,205 Sonda/Svadi
and Tiruvannamalai are all located in the south, and closely connected with indi-
vidual local castes.206 The cultivation of exclusive links with the members of spe-
cific Jain castes in South India was facilitated by the fact that many of them were
founded by bhattarakas,207 who protected and dominated them for centuries as their
religious rulers, or rajagurus, who exercised penitential powers. The bhattarakas
still initiate and excommunicate their followers and in some cases select their own
successor, who is then installed by the members of the respective caste and cannot
be removed during his lifetime.208 In the past, the bhattarakas accumulated large
assets in land and artwork and maintained an exclusive monopoly over the surviv-
ing manuscripts of the principal sacred scriptures of the Digambaras, the
Kasayapahuda of Gujadharacarya and the Satkhajdagama of Puspadanta and
Bhutabali, until copies were produced and smuggled out of the matha of Mudabidri
in the early twentieth century.

The exclusivist orientation of the bhattarakas towards the castes which they
dominated and to the property of their sakgha proved to be a major obstacle to the
ambitions of Jain communalists to unify the Jain community on a national
platform during the years of the freedom struggle in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. Sakgha reforms were imposed on the bhattarakas by the laity, who also
increasingly took control of the monastic property from the latter half of the
nineteenth century onwards. Much of the landed property was recovered by the
state governments through Land Reform Acts.209 As a consequence, the legal
powers which the bhattarakas once held over their followers have now completely
disappeared. With the re-establishment of separately organised sakghas of
itinerant naked munis in the 1920s,210 who were predominantly recruited from the
relatively impoverished agricultural Digambara castes of the Bogaras, Caturthas,
Pañcamas and Saitavalas in northern Karjataka and southern Maharastra, even
the southern bhattarakas lost much of their worldly and religious influence. They
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have no disciples amongst the newly established lineages of munis and aryikas,
who are independent and considered to be of a higher religious status.211 However,
they are still consulted as arbiters for conflict resolution, and supervise the conduct
of the upadhyayas who conduct the temple rituals in southern India. It is due to the
continuing influence of the bhattarakas on the social life of South Indian Jains that
their castes tend to be homogenously ‘Jain’ and that the feeling of ‘Jain’ social
identity, is more prevalent than in mixed Jain-Hindu castes.

The lack of credible mendicant leaders with a national reputation may explain why
the desire for social and religious reform was at the time particularly strongly
expressed by the Digambara laity in North India. Another factor was the aspiration
of some community leaders to bridge the caste divisions, and the economic divide
between the poor Digambara agriculturists in the South and the wealthy Digambara
(and Fvetambara) merchants in the North. The revival of the munis came therefore
just in time. The munis were promoted by the laity as symbols of Digambara unity
on a national platform.212 Particularly the leading members of the Akhil
Bharatvarsiya Digambara Jain Mahasabha and the Khajdelvala Mahasabha213 asso-
ciated themselves closely with the new muni sakgha.214 The reformist Akhil
Bharatvarsiya Digambara Jain Parisad also supported the revival of the munis and
the unity of all Digambaras, but advocated for social reforms in addition to the reli-
gious reforms which were promoted by the munis.215 The association was founded
on the 22 January 1923 in Delhi by Champat Ray Jain (1867–1942), Brahmacari
Sital Prasad Jain (1879–1942) and other reformers from North India who had left the
conservative Bharatvarsiya Digambara Jain Mahasabha, which was established in
1892 in Mathura under Raja Laksmajdas and supported by traditional bhattarakas
and pajdits, who resisted both the publication of the scriptures,216 and socio-
religious reform movements amongst the Digambaras, such as the Dasa Pujadhikara
Andolan, the Dasa’s Right to Worship Movement.217 Reportedly, some members of
the Mahasabha even opposed the independence of the munis from the bhattarakas.218

History of the modern muni sakgha

The Digambara muni tradition never entirely disappeared, though for the nineteenth
century the names of only a handful of munis are reported whose precise relation-
ship, if any, with the bhattarakas is still not entirely clear.219 A Muni Nara Sikha is
reported to have visited the town of Dhaka with his disciple Muni Vinay Sagar in
1870, and another muni is reported to have visited Jaypur.220 In South India, several
munis lived away from larger settlements on hillsides and in caves, though reliable
information on them is difficult to obtain. Amongst them was ‘Tapasvi’Muni Candra
Kirti, who was probably born in Guramajdaya, but no detailed information on him
is available. At the time, the only muni in North India was Candra Sagar, who was
born into the Padmasi family of the Humad caste in Phalatan (Satara). He took the
ksullaka vow in 1912 in Jinappasvami (Folapur) and a few months later the
mahavratas in Jhalarapatan and started to wander as a naked muni as far as
Agra.221 Muni Anant Kirti was born in 1883 in Nellikar (Karakal) and died
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untimely on 16 February 1918 in Gvaliyar where, in his memory, an eternal light
(akhajda jyoti) is still maintained by his followers.222 In South India, three addi-
tional munis existed: Candra Sagar ‘Majihali’, Sana Kumar, and Siddha Sagar
‘Terval’ (1828–1903),223 who reportedly self-initiated himself in front of a statue at
Sammet Fikhar. In 1921, one Muni Anand Sagar lived in Udaypur. It has been
reported that he often visited the nearby shrine of ¸sabhdeva Kefariya.224

Although the Digambara mendicants are not organised, most, but not all pres-
ent-day munis trace their lines of descent to ‘Caritra Cakravarti’ Fanti Sagar
‘Daksij’ (1872–1955) – not to be confused with his namesake from North India:
Muni Fanti Sagar ‘Chaji’ (1888–1944) – who is ‘regarded as having revived the
institution of munis single-handedly from nearly complete eclipse’ (Carrithers
1989: 232). Fanti Sagar was born on the 26 July 1872 (1929 Asadh Krsja 6) in
the village Ainapur-Bhoj in the Belgayv District of Karjataka. His original name
was Gauda Patil, and he belonged to a family of farmers of the Caturtha caste.
When he was nine years old, he was married to a five year old bride, who died
only seven months after the wedding. In 1890, he took the brahmacarya vow ‘in
the presence of a muni’225 on 25 June 1915 (1972 Jyesth Fukla 13), the ksullaka
vow from the Digambara ‘muni’ Devendra Kirt;226 in Uttaragram, and in 1916 the
ailaka vow from Muni Akalik Svami (? � Adi Sagar ‘Akkalikar’), who lived on
the Bahubali hill near Kumbhoj. He was finally initiated as a muni from another
‘nirgrantha muni’ on 4 March 1920 in Yarnal (Yeranal) in Karjataka227 and recog-
nised as an acarya after the initiation of his first disciple, Muni Vir Sagar, on 9
October 1924 (1981 Afvin Fukla 11) in Sakgli. He initiated altogether 18 munis,
ksullakas, aryikas and ksullikas, most of whom accompanied him on his barefoot
journeys throughout India.

At the time, roaming naked in the streets of large cities was prohibited (berok-tok)
by the Colonial Government (K. P. Jain 1938: 161f.). In British India and in
the Indian princely states (riyasat) wandering naked was an arrestable offence. The
munis were therefore more numerous in southern India. In 1926, the Commissioner
of Kathiyavad gave permission for Muni Munidra Sagar to move lawfully, if he was
surrounded by a circle of his devotees, though this restriction was opposed by the
Akhil Bharatiya Jaina Samaj, and a committee was formed to repell it with the
argument that according to both British and a Indian law, neither the government nor
any other ruler or sampradaya should interfere in the religious affairs of a particular
tradition.228 When Acarya Fanti Sagar entered Bombay in 1927, the case was still
pending. He therefore had to transgress the rule of wandering naked (nagna muni
vihara) and to cover his body during his visit to the city (Kasalival 1992: 35). On the
request of the local Seth Ghasiram Punamcand Jauhari, he then lead a communal
pilgrimage to the sacred sites of the Digambaras throughout India, to re-establish for
the Digambara munis the right to roam naked and uninhibited by provincial bound-
aries, and to revive the ‘true’ Digambara religion.229 On his tour, he was welcomed
by the provincial kings of Maharastra. In the year 1927–1928, he led the pilgrimage
from Bhopal to the maha sammelan of Digambara munis at Mount Fikhar in
Bihar,230 and on to Jabalpur, Lakhnau, Kanpur, Jhaysi, Agra, Dhaulapur, Mathura,
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Phirozabad, Eta, Hatharas, Aligarh, Hastinapur, Muzapharnagar, etc. to Delhi, where
he spent caturmasa. He was famously stopped by the police in Delhi for breaking
the law by walking naked, but was pardoned because he refused to move from the
spot where he was stopped, asking: ‘how can I walk back?’After caturmasa, he went
on to Alavar for a sammelan of all existing sadhu gajas, that is, the groups of asce-
tics which performed mainly jñana-dhyana and tapas rather than the rituals
promoted by the bhattarakas, though rituals were not rejected per se. The following
six Digambara mendicant groups (sakgha) were present (K. P. Jain 1932: 161f.):

1 Acarya Fanti Sagar ‘Daksij’, with the munis Candra Sagar, Frut Sagar, Vir
Sagar, Nami Sagar and Jñan Sagar (6 munis altogether).

2 Muni [Acarya] Fanti Sagar ‘Chaji’, with Muni Malli Sagar, Brahmacari
Phatah Sagar, and Brahmacari Laksmi Cand (2 munis altogether). Fanti Sagar
‘Chaji’ was born as Kevaldas Jain into a family of the Dasa Humad caste in
the village Chaji, some 15 km from ¸sabhdev Kefariya in the state of
Udaypur. He took the brahmacarya vrata on 1 January 1919 at Sammet
Fikhara, and a few months later, with permission of the lay community of
Garhi in Rajasthan, initiated himself as ksullaka under the name Fanti Sagar in
front of the image of ‘Bhagavan Jinendradeva’ (due to the absence of munis in
North India). On 5 September 1922 (anant caturdafi) in the Adinath temple of
Sagavara he started ‘to wear the dress of a Digambara muni’ (Digambara vesa
dharaja). In 1926, he was installed as an acarya by the Digambara community
of Giridiha. He converted Thakur Krurasikha of Bhukhiya (Baysavara) to
Jainism, but had fewer disciples than his counterpart in the south.231

3 Muni Surya Sagar (9 November 1883 to 14 September 1952), with Ajit Sagar,
Dharma Sagar and Brahmacari Bhagavan Das (3 munis altogether). Surya
Sagar’s birthname was Hajarimal and he belonged to the Porvad caste of
Jhalarapatan. In 1916 his wife died. He was initiated by Fanti Sagar ‘Chaji’
first as a ksullaka on the 19 October 1924 in Indore and a few weeks later as
a muni on the 22 December 1924. In 1928 he was given the acarya title from
the samaj. He initiated at least four male ascetics: Acarya Vijay Sagar, Muni
Anand Sagar, Muni Padma Sagar, and Ksullaka Cidanand.232

4 ‘Muni’[Acarya] Adi Sagar, (13 September 1866 to 21 October 1944) with
Muni Malli Sagar and Ksullaka Suri Sikha. ‘Mahatapasvi’ Adi Sagar
‘Akkalikar’was born in the village Akkali in southern Maharastra. He
belonged to the Caturtha caste and was named Fiv Gaura by his parents. In
1909 he took the ksullaka vow, and in 1913 initiated himself in front of the
Jinendra image at Kunthalgiri. He died in 1944 in the village Ád (Kasalival
1992: 35, Sufila Bai, in BrahmacarijiMainabai Jain 1996: iv–x). In the year
1926, his group stayed at Udgayv (3 munis altogether).

5 Muni Munidra Sagar, with the munis Devendra Sagar and Vijay Sagar. Munidra
Sagar was born in Lalitpur into the Parvar caste. He was very young in 1927 and
spent his previous caturmasa in Maydvi (Surat) (3 munis altogether).

6 Muni Pay Sagar, who restricted his movements to South India (1 muni).
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In addition, Muni Jñan Sagar of Khairabad and Muni Anand Sagar (and possibly
others for which no record is available at the moment) belonged to the Digambara
sadhu gaja. These 21 mendicants were the only naked munis who performed
vihara at the time.

It seems, though this is a question for further research, that of these six groups
only the lineages of Fanti Sagar ‘Daksij’, Fanti Sagar ‘Chaji’, and of Muni Adi
Sagar ‘Akkalikar’ survived. In accordance with the general tendency amongst
modern Jains to present a homogenous image of the Jaina community to the out-
side world, it is often said that doctrinal disagreements are not significant within
the tradition of the modern munis, only minor differences in lineage and succes-
sion. There is, indeed, no clear doctrinal division between the acarya sakghas
with regard to the Tera Panth/Bisa Panth distinction concerning the latter’s use of
green vegetables, fruit, worship with lamps (dipa puja) or incense (dhupa), etc.
Effectively, each ascetic follows his own interpretation. However, Acarya Fanti
Sagar ‘Chaji’ was known for his rejection of the pañca abhiseka ritual because it
is conducted with milk. Instead he advocated for the use of ‘pure’ water in
abhiseka rituals. He spent one caturmasa together with Fanti Sagar ‘Daksij’ in
Byavar, where differences of opinion emerged, since Fanti Sagar ‘Daksij’ insisted
on the Bisa Panthi view. Fanti Sagar ‘Chaji’s main line of succession is repre-
sented by the acaryas Surya Sagar (1883–1952), Vijay Sagar, Vimal Sagar
(Bhijda) (1891–1973), Sumati Sagar (1917–1994), and Upadhyaya Jñan Sagar
(b. 1957).233 However, a number of splits occurred due to succession disputes, and
several guru-fisya paramparas exist today.234

Doctrinal disagreements were also instrumental for the schisms between the
successors of Fanti Sagar ‘Daksij’, who after his death on the 20 August 1955
(2012 Bhadrapad Fukla 2) in Kunthalgiri split into five independent lineages. Four
lines were started by Fanti Sagar’s disciples Acarya Nami Sagar (1888–1956),
Acarya Pay Sagar (1890–1956), Acarya Sudharma Sagar (1885–1938) and
Acarya Kunthu Sagar (1894–1945). However, the dominant line of his successors
(pattadhara or pattadhifa) is represented by the acaryas Vir Sagar (born 7 June
1876, ksullaka 13 March 1924, muni 9 October 1924, acarya 9 September 1955,
died 23 September 1957), Fiv Sagar (born 1901, diksa 7 July 1949, acarya 3
November 1957, died 18 March 1969), Dharma Sagar (born 11 January 1914,
diksa 13 December 1951, acarya 24 June 1969, died 22 April 1987),235 Ajit Sagar
(died 1988),236 and the present acarya Vardhaman Sagar (diksa 24 February 1969),
who was chosen by Ajit Sagar, though the older and much more popular monk
Abhinandan Sagar (diksa 29 October 1968) was favoured by the majority of the
lay followers.237 After Ajit Sagar’s death, Abhinandan Sagar and his teacher
Freyays Sagar therefore separated themselves from Vardhaman Sagar and
founded their own group which is now headed by Acarya Abhinandan Sagar.

A third influential line was started by Acarya Vir Sagar’s disciple Muni Jñan
Sagar (c.1891–1 June 1973), a Khajdelvala (Chabra) Jain from Sikar,
previously known as the Tera Panth Pajdit Bhuramal Fastri and from 1955 as
Ksullaka Jñãnbhusaj (diksa data: Acarya Vir Sagar). He was intiated as a muni
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in 1959 in Jaypur by Acarya Fiv Sagar but seceded on doctrinal grounds from
Fiv Sagar and his dedicated successor Dharma Sagar, in 1961 and – though not
being recognised as an acarya – initiated Vidya Sagar (diksa 30 June 1968) in the
same SaÅvat year in Ajmer. In turn, he was installed as an acarya by his disciple
with the consent of his lay followers on the 7 February 1969 in Nasirabad and
immediately afterwards initiated Muni Vivek Sagar (diksa 7 February 1969 or
8 March 1969). Vidya Sagar was born on the 10 October 1946 into a middle-class
Astage family of the Caturtha caste in the village Cikkodi-Sadlaga in Belgayv.238

He took the brahmacarya vow from Acarya Def Bhusaj in 1967, and muni diksa
from Acarya Jñan Sagar, who appointed him as the new acarya on the
22 November 1972 in Nasirabad, and immediately afterwards resigned and asked
Vidya Sagar to bestow upon him the sallekhana vow (M. Jain 2001: 23–26, 494,
K. R. Jain 2003: 23–52). After Jñan Sagar’s death in 1973, Vivek Sagar parted
company from Vidya Sagar, apparently because the charismatic Vidya Sagar was
junior to him in physical age, although slightly older in monastic age. But the
main reason may have been doctrinal differences. In the group of Vidya Sagar,
aryikas cannot initiate ailakas, on behalf of the acarya, on the grounds that the
ailakas wear only one piece of cloth and therefore deserve a higher status than
the aryikas, who cover their entire body.239 This reversal of the traditional
hierarchy – muni, aryika, ailaka, ksullaka, ksullika – was a main point of con-
tention between Jñan Sagar and Acarya Fiv Sagar.240 Other disputes concerned
the consumption of ‘green’ vegetables such as tomatoes, and Jñan Sagar’s refusal
to condemn the use of the sacred thread, which is common among the Digambara
laity in South India but not practiced north of Karjataka, which prevented him to
become installed as an acarya by Fiv Sagar. Vidya Sagar additionally resolved
that aryikas should not wear the piñchi, the principal status symbol of a
Digambara ascetic, during their menses, and that only ‘born Jainas’ should be
able to become munis. The highest status for renouncers from non-Jain families
amongst his followers is thus the position of an ailaka in his group.241

A fourth line was started by Adi Sagar ‘Akkalikar’, who was a contemporary
of Fanti Sagar ‘Daksij’, and is often presented as his disciple, despite the fact that
he was not initiated by him.242 He was succeeded by Mahavir Kirti (born 1 June
1910, diksa 1937, died 6 Febuary 1972) and Vimal Sagar (born 30 October 1915,
diksa 19 July 1950, acarya 24 December 1961), who apparently gained the
acarya title not through succession but by acclamation of the lay community,
especially by the pajdits Lala Ram Fastri and Majik Candra Fastri.243 Both
Mahavir Kirti and Vimal Sagar244 were succeeded by a great number of acaryas
who created numerous small groups.245 Vimal Sagar’s successors were Acarya
Sanmati Sagar (born 26 January 1939, diksa 9 November 1962, acarya 5 March
1972), and the current acaryas Bharat Sagar (born 7 April 1949, diksa 23
November 1972)246 (who was Vimal Sagar’s upadhyaya),247 Puspadanta Sagar
(born 1 January 1952, diksa 31 January 1980) (who shifted from Vidya Sagar to
Vimal Sagar and teaches an idiosyncratic mixture of Tera Panth and Bisa Panth
views), Nirmal Sagar (born 10 December 1946, diksa 12 July 1967), Sanmati Sagar
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‘Tapasvi Samrat’, Vasu Pujya Sagar, Virag Sagar, as well as Muni Niranjan Sagar,
Gajini Vijay Mati, the ksullakas Dhaval Sagar, Ratna Kirti, and the ksullika
Siddhanta Mati (A. Jain 2001: 1–34). Amongst Mahavir Kirti’s successors were
the present acarya Sambhav Sagar and the present ‘gajadharacarya’ Kunthu
Sagar, who initiated many disciples under new names ending in the suffix -nandi.
Some of his disciples parted from him in order to establish themselves as acaryas,
acaryakalpas, upadhyayas and munis in their own right – to name only the pres-
ent acaryas Deva Nandi, Gujadhara Nandi, Guja Nandi, Gupti Nandi, Kanak
Nandi, Karma Vijay Nandi (? � self-initiated), Karuja Sagar, and Kumud Nandi,
Kufagra Nandi, Padma Nandi, Fanti Sagar ‘Korasar Vale’, the acaryakalpas
Karuja Nandi and Fruta Nandi, the ailacarya Nifcay Sagar, and the upadhyayas
Kama Kumar Nandi Fruta Sagar. Acarya Def Bhusaj (1908–1987), the politi-
cally most influential Digambara muni after Fanti Sagar, was a disciple of Acarya
Jay Kirti, who may have been associated with Mahavir Kirti, though the link is
not clear.248 He is succeeded by the presently influential acarya Vidyanand
‘Rastrasant’ (born 22 April 1925), who also comes from Belgayv but has few dis-
ciples and resides predominantly in New Delhi, by Acarya Bahubali Sagar, who
separed himself from Vidyanand and by Acarya Subahu Sagar, Acarya Subal
Sagar, Muni Guj Bhusaj, Ksullaka Vrsabh Sena, and KsullikaAnant Mati (ibid.).

In 1981, 151 mendicants and representatives of the national Digambara lay
associations gathered in Fravajabe¬ago¬a in order to witness the mahamastakab-
hiseka ceremony and to overcome the differences between the growing number of
Digambara ascetics and lineages by establishing a common institutional frame-
work for the mendicants – the Digambara Jain Muni Parisad. Several rules were
drafted with the intention of preventing the practice of wandering alone (ekala
vihara) and a decline in the standards of conduct (fithilacara). But these resolutions
were not implemented and had no effect (Kasalival 1992: 24).

Though there are no clear-cut divisions among the munis with regard to political-
ideological and doctrinal orientations, conservative Bisa Panthi munis tend to sup-
port the Mahasabha, while modern monks such as Acarya Vidyanand and Acarya
Vidya Sagar associate themselves with the Mahasamiti whose wealthy leadership
has a wider support base in North India and tends to support Tera Panth views. The
main catalyst for the recent trend towards a conscious doctrinal self-demarcation of
Bisa Panthi and Tera Panthi mendicant groups was the debate on Kanji Svami’s
idiosyncratic ‘Tera Panth’ interpretation of Kunda Kunda’s philosophy from the
early 1960s onwards, which split the Digambaras into two clearly distinguished
factions.249 Beyond the specific context of this dispute, the picture is less clear.
There is no exclusive link between Kunda Kunda and the Tera Panth tradition. In
the late twentieth century, the Tera Panth pajdit Phulcand Fastri (1985b: 244, 1992:
146) came to the conclusion that the Tera Panth is identical with the fuddhamnaya,
the ‘pure tradition’ of the Mula Sakgha Kundakundamnaya Balatkara Gaja
Sarasvati Gaccha,250 which propagates the moksa marga and not – like the Bisa
Panthi bhattarakas (‘� Kastha Sakgha’) – the ways of living a religious life in the
world (saÅsara). The same claim had already been made at the beginning of the
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century by the Bisa Panthi acarya Fanti Sagar ‘Daksij’251 who, somewhat imagi-
natively, attributed himself to the line of the ‘Mula Sakgha’ Kundakundamnaya
Nandi Sakgha Balatkara Gaja Sarasvati Gaccha (Jnan Mati 1980: 249) – which
may have inspired Phulcand Fastri’s view. Although few details about his life are
known, Acarya Kunda Kunda (c.1–8 CCE)252 is currently regarded by all contempo-
rary Digambara munis as their ancestor.253 According to Anupam Jain,254 all munis
derive their descent from the lineage of Kunda Kunda and Acarya Fanti Sagar.255

However, although the majority belongs to the lineage of Fanti Sagar ‘Daksij’ and
propagates southern, that is Bisa Panthi, practices, a minority descends from Fanti
Sagar ‘Chaji’, who rejected the Bisa Panthi pañca abhiseka and devi puja rituals,
and from Adi Sagar ‘Akkalikar’.

After the recent death of the influential Acarya Vimal Sagar (born 1915), the most
prominent acaryas of today are Vidyanand (born 1925), who took the twelve year
long sallekhana vow in 1999, and the charismatic Vidya Sagar. Vidya Sagar is
renowned and respected for his strict observance of the rules of the Digambara
Agamas, and for his emphasis on Jain philosophy rather than on rituals and imposed
vows; especially for his single-handed revival of the study of the Satkhajdagama.
He explicitly favours the Tera Panth view on rituals and speaks out both against
the bhattarakas (first on 8 November 1998),256 and against the followers of the
Kanji Panth. Like his guru, Jnan Sagar, who did not express any objections to the
bhattarakas, he also favours the mystical teachings of Kunda Kunda. In contrast to
his late rival, the ritualistically oriented Acarya Vimal Sagar, who was from a
Khajdelval business class background and supported the Mahasabha, Vidya Sagar
comes from a South Indian merchant family of modest income and favours the ‘lib-
eral’ Digambara Mahasamiti and the Digambara Parisad which promote both ritual
and social reforms.257 He explicity propagates the recognition of the Jains as a
‘minority’ community, which is now supported by most Digambaras, particularly in
the South, where they form homogenous Jain castes. The North Indian Fvetambaras
and Digambaras, especially those from Gujarat and Rajasthan, are traditionally self-
employed merchants and wealthier than the sourthern Digambara agriculturalists
and petty traders whose preferred route of social advancement tends to be govern-
ment service. They form predominately mixed Jain–Hindu castes and tend to oppose
the minority status for Jains.258 Vidya Sagar is also a strong supporter of the cow pro-
tection movement and inspired the formation of a lay organisation called Ahiysa
Army which is based in Delhi and works for a total ban on the slaughter of cows in
India.259 It is possible that the North Indian cultural environment has influenced
Vidya Sagar’s change of attitude towards the bhattarakas and the Bisa Panthi tradi-
tion in general. He was born in Karjataka, but recruited most of his disciples in the
North, particularly in Madhya Pradef, where he spends most of his time.

With the notable exception of the strictly anti-monastic Kanji Panth, the revived
muni traditions are today respected both by the Tera Panth pajdits260 and by the Bisa
Panth bhattarakas, though the contact of the munis with either of them is irregular.261

In fact, the majority of the present-day mendicants attach themselves neither to the
Bisa Panth- nor the Tera Panth Digambara tradition, but act independently and are
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free to articulate their individual doctrinal interpretations. The widely held view that
Digambara ascetics always preferred to impress people ‘more by their behaviour
than by their church organisation’ and ‘seemed to favour solitary life’ (Deo 1956:
360f.) indirectly supports the claims of the modern munis that they are the revivers
of the authentic form of Jain monasticism that was introduced by Mahavira himself.
However, although the Digambaras did not, like the Fvetambaras, create elaborate
monastic codes of conduct, their acaryas and later their bhattarakas presided over
mathas, or monasteries, which were highly organised manifestations of monastic
landlordism.262 It was monastic property rather than a code of conduct which sta-
bilised the tradition. The long-standing organisational and numerical weakness of the
Digambara mendicants from the beginning of Muslim rule may thus be related to the
relative success of the bhattarakas as well as the educated laity, whose influence
within the Digambara community is reflected in the extensive post-canonical
Digambara Fravakacara literature, which is partly written by lay intellectuals:
‘Digambars seem to have felt more keenly than the Fvetambars the need to con-
cretize and systematize the lay doctrine’ (Williams 1983: xviii). The strength of the
Digambara laity over the last 500 years also explains the leading role of Digambara
intellectuals within the twentieth century Jain reform movement. Yet, the increasing
influence of the scholars amongst the modern munis seems to displace the
communal role of the lay intellectual for the time being.

Organisation of the muni sakgha

Since the demise of the Dravida Sakgha and other regional traditions, and with
the ascendancy of the bhattarakas who profess to continue some of these tradi-
tions even today, Digambara mendicants are not split into distinct schools and
sects anymore. Amongst modern munis the popular suffix -nandi or -sagar does
not indicate sectarian affiliation, only lineage affiliation. Not much is known
about the doctrinal and organisational differences between the lineages. Maybe by
using these suffixes some modern munis attempt to recapture the symbolic
identities (and properties) of old bhattaraka lineages which are now extinct. But
our empirical knowledge of Digambara history and sociology is presently not suf-
ficient to answer this question.263 The lack of a reliable demographic survey of the
contemporary Digambara ascetics was lamented by Carrithers (1989), who
encountered great difficulties in his attempt to piece together a reasonably accu-
rate ethnographic picture of the Digambara mendicants: ‘The munis as I met them are
significantly different from their predecessors, especially those in the nineteenth
century. Munis are few. They have no central organisation and it is difficult to
gather even the most elementary census data concerning them. Jaini (1979: 247, n. 8)
estimated that there were only sixty-five munis when he was writing, and another
sixty novices. An unattributable Hindi newspaper cutting shown to me by the
muni VidyanandajiMaharaj in 1984 estimated the number of munis at 100. These
numbers have to be understood in relation to the number of Digambar laity.
The 1981 Census of India returned about three and a quarter million Jains of
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whom Jaini estimates a third to be Digambar. On that estimate there is one muni
for every 11 or 12 thousand Digambars’ (ibid.: 221).264

According to the information on individual ascetics made available by B. U. Jain,
the Digambara mendicants were 1987–1996 split into some 175 independent
groups, including ascetics who wander alone. But B. U. Jain’s figures on the
Digambara ascetics are, in his own judgement, unreliable and inconsistent, due to
insufficient self-reporting by the Digambara monks.265 Often, for instance, only
the leader of an itinerant group is mentioned and not the total number of group
members, which was simply estimated by B. U. Jain (1999: 382, n. 1–7) in his
summary figures. However, his lists give some idea of the structure of the
Digambara mendicant groups in the decade before the turn of the millennium and
a rough estimate of the overall number of ascetics.266

A more precise annual caturmasa list, the Digambara Jain Sadhu-Sadhviyoy
ke Varsayoga ki Suci, was compiled for the first time for the year 2000 by A. Jain
of the Tirthakkara ¸sabhadeva Jaina Vidvanta Mahasakgha in order to provide
information for the laity ‘who want to contact different sakghas’ (Letter
25 September 2002). The categories he used to compile complete alphabetical267

lists of groups (sakgha),268 names (sadhu/sadhvi, etc.), initiating monks (diksa
guru), and addresses of the monsoon retreats (caturmas sthal evaÅ sampark
sutra) of the Digambara mendicants in the years 2000 and 2001, confirm that the
Digambaras effectively treat both nuns (aryika) and novices who observe the
eleventh fravaka pratima269 – the ailakas,270 ksullakas, and ksullikas – as mem-
bers of the ascetic community. The change of status is indicated by the changes
of the name at the ksullaka/ksullika diksa and the muni diksa. Brahmacaris and
brahmacarijis are not listed in the almanacs of A. Jain and B. U. Jain, because
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Table 12.8 Digambara ascetics in 2000 and 2001

Position Total Number of Male Female All 
number groups members members members

2000 2001 2000 2001 2000 2001 2000 2001 2000 2001

Acarya 51 51 51 51 237 213 122 128 359 341
Acaryakalpa 4 4 3 4 3 4 1 0 4 4
Ailacarya 3 4 2 2 4 3 0 0 4 3
Balacarya 1 1 1 1 5 3 8 6 13 9
Upadhyaya 16 20 13 18 22 25 1 0 23 25
Muni 269 305 81 133 147 208 33 23 180 231
Gajini Aryika 10 8 5 5 2 2 31 31 33 33
Aryika 312 325 41 67 0 0 162 194 162 194
Ailaka 26 29 10 13 13 15 0 0 13 15
Ksullaka 80 94 19 35 20 35 0 0 20 35
Ksullika 46 63 6 12 0 0 7 12 7 12

Total 818 902 232 341 453 508 365 394 818 902

Source: A. Jain 2000: 1–27, 2001: 1–34.



they are considered to be lay ascetics, although they sometimes accompany the
wandering ascetics like novices. According to B. U. Jain (2002: 312), there are
more than 100 brahmacaris and 300 brahmacarijis today amongst the disciples
of Vidya Sagar alone, and some, though very few, are still under the command of
the bhattarakas.

Table 12.8 summarises the data published by A. Jain in 2000–2001. The ranking
of the monastic positions (pada) adopted by A. Jain indicates that the status of
aryikas is generally considered to be higher than the status of ailakas and ksullakas.
The status categories acaryakalpa, ailacarya271 and balacarya272 designate the
most disciplined and learned munis and the chosen successor of an acarya, whom
he will consult in all important matters regarding the sakgha. With or without the
official permission of an acarya, members of all categories can form their own
groups (sakgha), which may comprise members from all lower status categories.273

There is only one acarya in every sakgha. A Digambara acarya acts independ-
ently. He either wanders alone or forms his own ascetic group (sakgha), which usu-
ally includes munis, aryikas, ksullakas, ksullikas and sometimes one or two ailakas.
In 2001, of altogether 51 acaryas,274 14 acaryas wandered alone and 37 lead small
groups of 2–25 ascetics. Of the 37 group leaders, 5 wandered with only one other
muni, 2 with one aryika, 18 led small groups of up to 9 male and/or female ascetics,
and only 12 formed groups with 10 or more members (A. Jain 2001: 1–11).

For practical reasons, larger groups are usually sub-divided into smaller units of
itinerant ascetics. Even if they belong to the sakgha of one and the same acarya,
most munis roam alone or in small bands of 2–5 male mendicants who spend their
caturmasa together in one place. Aryikas, however, should never wander alone and
travel always in company of laity. Sometimes they can be found in pairs, or they
form larger groups of 4–20 nuns who wander together independently of the monks.
However, in most sakghas the members of the central group surrounding the
acarya are of mixed gender, and the male and female sub-groups travel and assem-
ble together in public. They also stay at the same location for caturmasa, but reside
in different buildings.275 In the year 2001, for instance, only 13 of the 37 groups
that were led by acaryas were composed entirely of men – notably the groups of
the popular acaryas Kunthu Sagar and Vidya Sagar (A. Jain 2001: 1–11).

The large and centrally organised group of Acarya Vidya Sagar is exceptional
amongst the contemporary Digambara sakghas because of its size and influ-
ence.276 In the year 2001, 20.8% of all Digambara mendicants were under the
control of Vidya Sagar. Uniquely, the structure and demographic composition of
Vidya Sagar’s group in the years 2000–2002 can be precisely reconstructed from
the accounts of A. Jain (2000b, 2001) and of B. U. Jain (2002: 309–12), who
received comprehensive information for this particular Digambara sakgha in the
year 2002. Despite its exceptional status, the Vidyasagara Sakgha can serve as a
paradigmatic example for the organisation of contemporary Digambara mendi-
cant groups in general. From the year 1999 onwards, B. U. Jain’s demographic
figures for this sakgha are said to be reliable (B. U. Jain 1996: 323, 1999: 372, n. 2).
They show that in 1999 Vidya Sagar had 190 disciples and more than 50
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brahmacaris and 150 brahmacarijis (commonly called didis: elder sisters) under
his personal command, although the figures do not exactly correspond to the
self-reported number of 195 members in 1999 (62 munis, 10 ailakas, 114 aryikas,
9 ksullakas) (Tokgya 1999: 8). For 2001, the figure of 188 members (63 munis,
10 ailakas, 113 aryikas and 2 ksullakas) is reported by A. Jain (2001: 9–34).
Because of the rapidly increasing membership of this group, the mendicants were
distributed into 26 different sub-groups in 1996, 34 in 1999, and 44 in 2001, as
reflected in the number of caturmasa residencies.

In the year 2002, the group had 183 members which were divided into
42 groups: 64 munis, 109 aryikas, 8 ailakas and 2 ksullakas (there are presently
no ksullikas in Vidya Sagar’s sakgha).277 The munis were divided in seventeen
units.278 The majority (37) stayed together with Acarya Vidya Sagar, 9 munis
formed groups of three, 10 munis groups of two and 7 wandered alone. The
3 ksullakas and 6 of the 8 ailakas – which are considered to be superior to the
aryikas in Vidya Sagar’s order – wandered alone.279 The aryikas were divided into
16 groups of 2–17 members, who roamed independently from the male mendi-
cants. Male and female mendicants never wander together or spend caturmasa at
the same location in order to maintain the reputation of this sakgha for strict
standards of conduct (B. U. Jain 2002: 312).280

Due to the large number of sub-units, the sakgha commanded a vast geographical
sphere of influence, covering Madhya Pradef (20 sub-divisions), Maharastra (5),
Rajasthan (4), Hariyaja (2), Uttar Pradef (1) and Karjataka (1). At the same time,
almost half of all munis and half of all aryikas spent caturmasa together in one sin-
gle location in Madhya Pradef and Maharastra respectively.281 These states are the
two main recruitment areas for the Vidya Sagar Sakgha. With few exceptions, all dis-
ciples of Acarya Vidya Sagar come from Maharastra, Madhya Pradef and Uttar
Pradef, although he himself was born in Karjataka. Similar patterns of a nationwide
mission starting from a regional base can be observed amongst the Fvetambara Tera
Panthis and amongst other contemporary Jain orders.

As a rule, all Digambara ascetics associated with the muni sakgha are initiated by
an acarya or with his permission.282 Indeed, all members of the Vidyasagara Sakgha
today have been initiated by Vidya Sagar himself. Aryikas are also by rule always
initiated by an acarya and should never constitute entirely autonomous orders,
although they do not always move around with the munis.283 Within a sakgha led by
an acarya the munis and aryikas remain under the control of the acarya who
initiated them. However, though a gajini has a lower status than a muni, under
certain circumstances an acarya will appoint a qualified nun as the leader of all the
aryikas in his sakgha, while the munis remain always under the direct control of the
acarya. As amongst most Fvetambara orders, in the absence of an acarya, the head
of the aryika gaja, the gajini, will act like an acarya for the aryikas.

Sometimes, gajinis or aryikas are given permission by the acarya to initiate
their own female disciples.284 The lists of A. Jain for the year 2001 show that
4 gajinis had initiated altogether 16 aryikas and 4 ksullikas, and 4 aryikas initi-
ated altogether 8 aryikas. There are evidently also male ascetics who performed
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initiations independently. In 2001, 1 upadhyaya and 2 munis initiated altogether
6 aryikas. One ailaka, 7 ksullakas, and one ksullika were also initiated by various
acaryakalpas, ailacaryas and munis – with or without the permission of an
acarya.285 Occasionally, even self-initiations of munis are reported.286

The monastic names of the aryikas always have the double suffix -mati mata at
the end. The gajinis are called gajini aryika fri ____ [name] mati mata ji. The
gajini pramukha Aryika Jñan Mati and her namesake Aryika Jñan Mati (Gujarat),
have each one ksullaka amongst their disciples. However, the ksullakas were not
initiated by the aryikas themselves but by Acarya Vimal Sagar and by Acarya Ajit
Sagar respectively.287 According to Shanta (1985: 514f.) and Balbir (1990: 182f.),
the prominent Aryika Jñan Mati (born 19 October 1933) was initiated by the late
Acarya Def Bhusaj. However, D. Fastri (1985: 150) points out that only her
ksullika diksa was performed by Def Bhusaj in 1953, but her aryika diksa by
Acarya Vir Sagar in 1956. After his death, Jñan Mati was associated with the late
Acarya Sumati Sagar. She now commands her own separate group, which is largely
composed of family members but includes also celibate male lay followers (brah-
macari) who were personally initiated by her in 1987 – the first event of its kind.
Due to health reasons, she stays more or less permanently in her abode in
Hastinapur, where her followers have built a giant cosmographic model of the con-
tinent Jambudvipa in concrete.288 She is closely associated with the Mahasabha and
with the opponents of the cosmological interpretations of the Kanji Panth.289

Even the largest Digambara sakghas have a flat administrative structure, which
confirms that formal organisation does not play a prominent role in Digambara
monasticism. The guru-fisya link alone constitutes the institututional core of the
Digambara mendicant traditions. This is reflected in publications such as
D. Fastri’s (1985) Digambara Jain Sadhu Paricay, which lists only the immediate
disciples of a muni, but does not depict any lineages. Of the 37 groups led by
acaryas, only 5 comprise another office-holder apart from the acarya himself.
The majority of these 5 groups are not even particularly large, which suggests that
the titles (2x upadhyaya, 2x ailacarya, 1 x gajini) designate honorary rather than
administrative roles. The dedicated successors of an acarya, the acaryakalpas,
ailacaryas or yuvacaryas,290 balacaryas and upadhyayas, are usually permitted to
form their own groups and to initiate their own disciples, while continuing to
respect the moral authority of their diksa guru. Because of his limited powers, an
acarya cannot prevent his disciples leaving, if they are supported by members of
the lay communities.291 Although, in principle, only an acarya can convey the
titles of acaryakalpa, ailacarya, balacarya, or upadhyaya or gajini on highly
respected monks or nuns,292 there are several recognised methods for becoming
an acarya: either by the choice of the acting acarya, or – if the acarya dies with-
out having determined a successor – by the choice of the muni sakgha293 and/or
the samaj, or by the acclamation of a self-selected successor (e.g. the oldest
disciple). In practice, the laity always interfere in the decision making process.
Often, individual monks sever themselves from their acaryas and simply declare
themselves to be acaryas in their own right. However, most acaryas, even those
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who command their own disciples, remain nominally part of the lineage of their
teacher, although ‘there is no formal recognition of a line of pupillary succession’
(Carrithers 1990: 153). In the absence of clear organisational and disciplinary
rules (maryada) – there are no established criteria for initiation and excommuni-
cation (which is never practised) – the group structure and the personnel of the
peripatetic groups of a Digambara muni sakgha is in perpetual flux. Changes
occur not only through temporary visits in other groups for purposes of study,
but also through the inflow and outflow of new mendicants from one sakgha
to another, and through the deliberate division of a large group into smaller groups
for convenience by the acaryas. It is therefore doubtful whether descent constructs
are of practical importance beyond the purpose of legitimisation qua tradition.
However, the doctrinal differences between the group of Vidya Sagar, who pro-
motes idiosyncratic Tera Panth teachings, and the majority of the other Digambara
acaryas, sometimes causes the rejection of the munis of one lineage by another.

Demographic trends

According to the data collected by A. Jain, the total number of Digambara ascetics
increased between 2000 to 2001 by 10.3% or 84 mendicants, within a single year.
The category with the greatest increase is the one of the munis, who are responsi-
ble for the higher growth rate of male rather than female ascetics. In the year 2000,
the 450 male ascetics represented 55% of all Digambara ascetics, the 368 female
ascetics 45%, and in the year 2001 the 508 male ascetics represented 56.42% and
the 394 female ascetics 43.7%. In 2001, the totally 902 ascetics were distributed
over 341 groups. The average group size was only 2.65 (aryika: 2.9). However, the
average size of the groups (sakgha) of the acaryas was 6.9, which reflects their
importance for the organisation of the Digambara ascetics. The fissiparous ten-
dencies of the Digambara ascetics are illustrated by the fact that the groups led by
acaryas lost 18 members altogether within one year, whereas the groups led my
munis and aryikas gained 51 and 32 members respectively.

The data published by B. U. Jain (1999: 382) show that the Digambara as
a whole have by far the highest growth rate of all Jain mendicant traditions, even if
we take into account that the nominal statistical growth largely reflects underre-
porting in earlier years.294 Within 12 years, the reported numbers have almost
tripled from a total of 363 in 1987 to a total of 960 in 1999. The overall trend has
been confirmed by the reliable information of A. Jain for the years 2000–2001.
This growth is all the more astonishing considering the fact that one of the first
modern munis, Adi Sagar, who died in 1943, initiated himself as late as 1913. The
accelerated increase in numbers started even later, after Fanti Sagar’s death in
1955, when the Digambara laity began to actively encourage the initiation of munis
(Kasalival 1992: 35). Two explanations for the revival of the muni sakgha are
generally offered by the Digambaras: The abolition of the limitations imposed by
both the colonial government and local kings on the free movement of the naked
ascetics after Indian Independence, and the lack of any examination of the
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qualifications of the candidates because of the absence of organisational rules.
Critics noted that the artificial increase of numbers due to the unchecked intake
resulted in diminishing standards of conduct amongst the munis, many of whom
joined the mendicant life ‘mainly to gain influence and to enrich themselves’ and
to leave again as they please.295 This argument is rejected by others, who point out
that, if this would be true, then even more initiations would take place. Instead, the
inspirational role of family members who became munis is highlighted, and the
effects of the renaissance of Jain religious education in the last 100 years.
Economic factors are generally discredited with reference to the fact that the main
recruiting grounds for munis in northern Karjataka and southern Maharastra, and
elsewhere, have experienced considerable economic growth over the last decades.

The most interesting result of this preliminary demographic analysis of the
Digambara mendicants is that the Digambaras are the only contemporary Jain tra-
dition which has more monks than nuns (monks 1986: 86.89%, 1990: 63.38%,
1995: 54.13%, 1998: 54.25% and 1999: 63.54%).296 Part of the explanation for
this must be sought in the Digambara doctrine of the spiritual inferiority of
women, which is naturally unappealing for unmarried girls who may perceive
monastic life as an alternative to marriage (Jaini 1991: 26). Yet, for all practical
purposes, Digambara aryikas have more personal freedom than Murtipujaka
sadhvis, and their numbers are currently increasing. Another factor may be the
lack of institutional structures, which offer protection to nuns.297

Jaina mendicants 1987–1999

The total number of Jain mendicants for the period between 1987 and 1999, and
the relative size of the four principal mendicant traditions are summarised in
Table 12.9 and Table 12.10. According to the figures published by B. U. Jain,
11,737 Jain sadhus, ailakas, ksullakas, sadhvis and aryikas have been counted in
1999. This total is based on confirmed figures only, excluding the personal
estimates by B. U. Jain. The real number of mendicants was certainly higher,
maybe between 100–300, disregarding yatis, bhattarakas, brahmacaris and
brahmacarijis.

The figures illustrate the continuing numerical dominance of the Murtipujaka
ascetics and particularly of the Tapa Gaccha mendicants, who retained more than
50% of the overall share. A look at the summary figures for 1999 and a compar-
ison with those of 1987 shows that the ratios of the main sectarian schools remain
relatively stable, considering the significant underreporting of the number of
Digambara ascetics before 1996. In 1987, 59.37% of all mendicants were
Murtipujakas and 52.28% belonged to the Tapa Gaccha, and in 1999, 58.30%
were Murtipujakas and 51.51% belonged to the Tapa Gaccha. The percentages
of the Sthanakavasis and the Tera Panthis – whose rapidly increasing number of
samajis was not taken into account in the statistics – fell slightly; in the case of
the Sthanakavasis, from 29.03% in 1987 to 27.46% in 1999, and in the case of the
Tera Panthis, from 7.66% in 1987 to 6.06% in 1999. By contrast, the share of the
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Digambaras rose sharply from 3.94% in 1987 to 8.18% in 1999 for the reasons
given earlier.

A comparison of the data from 1987 and 1999 shows that the total number of
Jain mendicants has increased from 9,222 in 1987 to 11,737 in 1999.298 The
overall growth rate for the twelve year period 1987–1999 was an astonishing
26.75%: Murtipujaka 24.99%, Sthanakavasi 20.40%, Tera Panth 0.57%
(1987–1996: 6.65%) and Digambara 164.46%. The growth rate would have been
even higher if the sharply rising number of novices and lay ascetics had been
taken into account.299

The accelerated increase in the number of Jain ascetics in recent years contrasts
with the slow growth of the Jain population as a whole, which rose between 1981
and 1991 by 4.98%, from 3.193 million to 3.352 million. Apart from the
Zoroastrians, the Jains had by far the lowest relative growth rate of all Indian reli-
gions (4.42% between 1981 and 1991, 26% between 1991 and 2001), which
reduces their share of the total population from 0.48% in 1981 to 0.40% both in
1991 and 2001 (cf. M. K. Jain 1986: 33f., Vijayanunni 1991: x–xi, www.
censusindia.net). The divergent growth rates of the mendicants and the lay popu-
lation indicate an increasing popularity of monastic life for the period under
investigation.300 This is a puzzling fact, especially if one assumes that secularisa-
tion and religious decline are two sides of the same coin. Cort (1989: 100, n. 16)
remarked that the continuing rise of the numbers of Jain mendicants is a ‘quite
striking phenomenon . . . given the economic and social status and the degree of
Westernisation of Jain society’. If the data is correct, our pre-conceptions need to
be revised. Apparently, westernisation and modernisation have not contributed to
a decline, but to an increase in the popularity of renunciation amongst Jains.

Reasons for renunciation

How can we explain this? There is no easy answer. One explanation would be to
argue that renunciation became more popular as a consequence of the monastic
reforms at the beginning of the twentieth century, which improved the standards
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Table 12.10 Total number of Jaina sadhus and sadhvis 1999a

Sampradaya Acarya Caturmasa- Sadhu/Muni Sadhvi/Aryika Total %
places

Murtipujaka 164 1485 1489 5354 6843 58.30
Sthanakavasi 9 768 533 2690 3223 27.46
Tera Panth 1 128 154 557 711 6.06
Digambara 40 190 610 350 960 8.18

Total 214 2571 2786 8951 11737 100

Note
a These figures do not include the three recent splinter groups of the Tera Panth, nor the Sthanakavasi

traditions of Virayatan and the Arhat Sakgha.



and therefore the appeal of monastic life. A social psychological perspective, on
the other hand, would focus on the function of the institution of renunciation as a 
socio-cultural defense-mechanism which compensates for the disruptive effects
of modernisation and socio-economic change.301 We can, for instance, observe a
strong rise in the number of male mendicants during the struggle for national
independence and in the first years after Indian independence, when Gandhi’s
influence reached its zenith. During these years, male mendicants in particular
were attracted both by the political utility of the cultural symbolism of renunciation
for the purpose of social integration and by the social activism of reform-orientated
Jain acaryas. But this interpretation does not account for the unprecedented pop-
ularity of renunciation in the last two decades.

Another argument points to the recent economic success of the Jain commu-
nity, which enables it to lose some male workforce and to sustain larger
mendicant communities. This point is sometimes raised within the Fvetambara
Jain community. The absolute number of Jain mendicants is very small, compared
to Buddhism which has at least 300,000 fully initiated bhikkhus worldwide302 or
Christianity which still has more than 1,000,000 monks and nuns.303 However, the
proportion of mendicants relative to the Jain population as a whole is higher than
amongst Buddhists or Christians, and probably always was. In 1990 the ratio was
1 mendicant for every 336 laity (9,974 mendicants: 3,352,706 laity). This
extraordinary high ratio of mendicants may indeed be explained in terms of the
wealth of the Jain population, which can easily afford to feed such a big
mendicant community.

Another explanation is given by Goonasekere (1986: 118f.), who interprets Jain
renunciation as an institutionalised protest movement against specific social con-
straints within the status-conscious baniya castes in Western India. Yet, this variant
of the deprivation theory which explains the higher proportion of mendicants from
families with a relatively lower income from a rural or small town background304

with reference to economic difficulties and the resulting psychological tensions305

does not account for the motivation of the monks in his own sample, who cited
charismatic attraction to a monk or nun as the main factor. As we have seen, the
recent accelerated increase of Digambara munis is sometimes explained by mem-
bers of the Digambara community itself by the lack of disciplinary procedures
within the Digambara mendicant orders and by the opportunity for young men
from the relatively poor Digambara agricultural castes in South India to increase
their status and power by joining one of the sakghas. However, if these were the
only reasons, then even more young men would renounce.306

The main reason for the rapidly growing popularity of monastic life must be
sought amongst the population of male Digambara and female Fvetambara
renouncers. One of the most interesting findings is the continuing predominance
of the male ascetics amongst the Digambara, which reflects the different status of
nuns in this tradition. Amongst the Fvetambaras, only the Tapa Gaccha
Bhuvanabhanusuri Samudaya has – for the said reasons – also more sadhus than
sadhvis. Fvetambara Jainism is unique, because of the institutionalised option of
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full ordination for women, which is neither offered by Hinduism nor Theravada
Buddhism.307 Why is the percentage of female Jain mendicants presently rising? A
comparison of the percentages of the sadhvis between 1987 and 1999 shows a sig-
nificant (�3%) increase in the number of female ascetics amongst the Murtipujakas
and Sthanakavasis, while the ratios of the Tera Panthis and the Digambaras remained
stable for the reasons cited earlier (Table 12.11). Sthanakavasis have the highest
percentage of female mendicants, most certainly because they allow the greatest
degree of freedom for sadhvis, who are permitted to read all scriptures, to preach,
and to roam separately. However, the overall ratios between sadhus and sadhvis
remained not only relatively stable between 75% and 77%, they also roughly
corresponded to the percentage of 72% sadhvis quoted in the Kalpa Sutra.

Social reasons, such as widowhood, unmarritability, high dowry claims
amongst higher castes,308 and other experiences of institutionalised social
constraints have been cited already by Bühler and others,309 in order to account
for the consistent popularity of renunciation amongst Jain women. But this does
not explain either the absence of female renunciation in similar social groups or
recent developments. Reynell (1985: 269) pointed to the rising age of marriage in
the Jain communities. Following on from Goonasekera (1986), Cort (1991) diag-
nosed ‘drastic changes in the demographics of Fvetambar mendicancy’ (ibid.:
659), from ‘a situation not unlike the traditional Brahmajical prescription for the
vanaprastha and saknyasa aframas, the stages of gradual withdrawal and renun-
ciation after the householder (grhastha) stage of life’, to a pattern in which ‘the
vast majority of contemporary ascetics are unmarried and take diksa before the
age of thirty’ (ibid.: 660). He sees the improvements in the social world of women
as the reason for the declining number of widow mendicants during the twentieth
century. He argues that because nowadays most widows are likely to have had
children – due to the rise in the age of marriage and rising health standards – they
are less inclined to renounce than child widows in the nineteenth century:
‘Having to raise the children means that becoming a sadhvi is less of a realistic
option for a widow. Changing social attitudes towards widows also make it less
likely that a Jain widow feels that she has little choice but to become a sadhvi’
(Cort 1989: 111f.). Therefore, ‘becoming a sadhvi is now seen as an alternative
vocation to that of a housewife’ (ibid.).310

This theory certainly explains the declining number of widows within the men-
dicant orders, but not the increasing number of unmarried women. Why should
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Table 12.11 Percentage of sadhvis 1987–1999

Year Murtipujaka Sthanakavasi Tera Panth Digambara Total

1987 74.88 79.83 79.07 37.46 75.17
1990 77.72 80.57 78.16 36.61 77.07
1996 77.25 82.80 77.45 39.52 76.91
1999 78.24 83.55 78.92 36.46 76.30



more and more young Jain women become disillusioned with family life under
conditions of increasing prosperity and personal freedom? An important factor,
which has not been considered thus far, is the significant change in the standard of
education of Jain women. One hundred years ago, most Jain women were illiter-
ate. Yet, the last Census of India in 2001 recorded a female literacy rate of 90.6 per
cent amongst the Jains – the second highest after the Parsis – while in India as a
whole it was only 47 per cent. Contemporary Fvetambara women are often born
into privileged social groups and increasingly able to enjoy higher education, to
choose their husbands within given limits but rarely to give up housework for an
independent professional career, unimpaired by customary constraints. Formal
education and the experience of an extended period of pre-marital independence
often raise expectations which make it difficult for young educated women to
re-adjust to the lifestyle of a traditional Jain housewife.

The experience of small freedoms generally increases the desire for more. Yet,
monastic life does not offer more individual freedom, but an even more disci-
plined and restrained way of life. Socio-economic reasons for renunciation are
recognised as a matter of fact but not condoned by the Jain scriptures (Thaja
712a, 335a, Schubring 2000, § 137) and can only offer a partial explanation to a
difficult question. A more complete answer must take into account multiple fac-
tors, in particular the motivating role of the Fvetambara doctrine of salvation and
the opportunity of an alternative lifestyle offered by the existing sadhvi traditions
themselves, as well as the elevated individual status of a nun in the Jain commu-
nity. I think the most likely candidate for further exploration is the romantic
image of freely roaming female ascetics, who enjoy enhanced conditions of liv-
ing in reformed and materially well supported mendicant orders which offer
opportunities for education and self-development that are still unavailable in
traditional family life, which currently catches the imagination of young Jain
women,311 in the same way as men were attracted by the political symbolism of
renunciation during the independence struggle.312

Concluding remarks

The most interesting result of this study, however preliminary it may be, is the
emerging, nearly complete, pattern of the group structure of the current Jain men-
dicant traditions. The Digambara muni tradition is currently divided into some
341 itinerant groups and individuals, who belong to three lineages and maybe a
dozen sub-lineages which have a flat administrative structure. However, more
than half of all Digambara mendicants were initiated and are supervised by only
a handful of acaryas.313 Although the Digambara tradition has currently no
monastic orders, nor clearly identifiable schools and sects, it shows significant
organisational and doctrinal faultlines which deserve further investigation. In
total, the Fvetambara tradition is composed of some 57 independently organised
groups: 27 Murtipujaka, 26 Sthanakavasi and 4 Tera Panth. These independently
organised ‘orders’, together with their lay followers can be designated as
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sociological ‘sects’, in contrast to doctrinal ‘schools’, although some overlap and
fluid transitions between the three categories occur. There are, of course, fewer
doctrinal schools than orders and sects. The principal schools of the Murtipujakas
are the six gacchas. The situation amongst the Sthanakavasis is more diffuse,
since not all of the 5 founding fathers had major doctrinal differences. However,
there are at least two broad schools within the Sthanakavasi movement. On the
one hand, those who follow the teachings of Dharma Sikha, who may have had a
significant, though never acknowledged, influence on the Tera Panth acarya
Bhiksu and his idiosyncratic teachings, and, on the other hand, those who follow
the teachings of Lava and Dharma Dasa, who had only minor disagreements. The
few globalising mendicant groups on the fringe of the Sthanakavasi movement,
which allow their ascetics to use modern means of transport and travel abroad,
represent a new development, and share many attributes with Jain lay movements
with the yati traditions, and with  the disdained mendicants ‘who wander alone’
(Pkt. egalla vihari), who can always be found on the fringes of the organised Jain
ascetic traditions.314 The use of modern means of transport might in future
significantly modify the relationship between group size and size of lay follow-
ing. However, the use of modern means of communication which, in contrast to
the modern means of transport, are now endorsed by most, but not all, mendicant
groups, has presently no significant influence on the pattern of recruitment of
devotees, which continues to be predicated on regular personal contact between
guru and devotee.
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Notes

1 Throughout the text, the colloquial ‘Jain’ rather than ‘Jaina’ is used, and with the
exception of the Sanskritic names of sects and schools and technical Jain terms,
proper names are not sanskritised.

2 See the volume Village India edited by McKim Marriott in 1955. Survey techniques
were first used in Jaina Studies by Sangave 1959/1980, whose literature review on the
social divisions of the Jains is still the standard reference source. The first book length
field studies were the monographs by Mahias 1985 and Shanta 1985. Regional, sub-
altern, media, etc. studies have yet to be applied on a larger scale in the emerging field
of Jaina Studies.

3 ‘Jains’, ‘lay Jains in a particular location’, ‘Murtipujaka/ Digambara Jain laity’, ‘Jain
mendicants’, ‘Jain merchants’, ‘Jain women’, ‘Jain nuns’, etc.

4 Following Schubring 2000: §139, 252, Folkert 1993: 153, 163 translates the ambivalent
terms gaccha and its Digambara equivalent sakgha variably as ‘school’, ‘sect’ and
‘order’. He defines schools as ‘doctrinally’ demarcated units, sects as ‘modern’, and
monastic orders as primarily concerned with issues of ‘praxis’. Balbir 2003: 48
focuses only on ‘orders’ or ‘lineages’ – the terms are used as synonyms – and
dismisses the doctrinal dimension as insignificant with regard to gacchas. However,
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many orders are doctrinally demarcated, as Balbir’s study of doctrinal controversies
concerning proper praxis shows; and even in the pre-modern period sects existed with
and without core monastic orders. For alternative definitions of the terms school,
order and sect see Flügel 2000: 77f. and note 8.

5 For a similar research strategy see Banks 1986: 458 and Flügel 1994: 4, 1995–96:
119, n. 4.

6 See also Cort in this volume, p. 261.
7 Sangave’s 1959/1980 attempt at conducting a representative survey did not meet

sufficient response from the Jain community.
8 It is neither possible nor methodologically desirable to find for every Jain (Indian)

term an equivalent analytical term and vice versa. I would propose to define Jain
schools, orders and sects in the following way (cf. Flügel 2000: 42, n. 9). Doctrinal
‘schools’ may inform both individuals or (un-) organised religious ‘movements’ of
various types; organised monastic ‘orders’ contrast with unorganised ascetic groups
and ascetics who ‘wander alone’ (ekala vihari); ‘sects’ are exclusive groups which
either (a) encompass both ascetics and laity, that is the classical four-fold community
(caturvidha sakgha) and variations created by added intermediary categories such as
the pañcavidha sakgha etc. or by the deliberate exclusion or factual absence of one
or more of the four categories, or (b) represent self-conscious lay movements.
Corresponding to the distinction between orders and sects is the distinction between
the casual ‘supporter’ of the ascetics, the initiated (through the vow of allegiance) or
simply dedicated lay ‘follower’, and the born and/or paying ‘member’ of a sect-spe-
cific Jain caste- or community organisation. See Flügel 1994: 404; and Dundas’ 2003:
129 for the differentiation between ‘affiliation’ and ‘conversion’. For the distinction
between Indian monastic ‘orders’ and ‘sects’ which encompass both ascetics and laity
see Vallée-Poussin 1918: 716. The peculiar dual organisation of the majority of the
contemporary Jain (and other Indian) ‘sects’, with monastic orders as a core sup-
ported by amorphous lay communities under the spiritual command of the monks,
was also highlighted by Max Weber 1920/1978: 207. See Dumont’s 1980: 284
distinction between the doctrinal exclusivity of an Indian ‘sect’ and its social
inclusivity. Generally, social categories, organised groups and gatherings need to be
distinguished..

9 It seems advisable to distinguish the level of more or less exclusive ‘schools’, organised
‘sects’ and ‘movements’ from the level of the two principal religious ‘denominations’
in Jainism which Leumann 1934: 1 called ‘Confessionen’.

10 The use of the word ‘Jaina’ as a self-designation for both the monastic community
and the lay community is a relatively recent one (Böhtlingk and Roth 1861: 132,
Flügel 2005: 3f.). In the ancient texts, the words niggaÅtha and niggaÅthi referred
only to Jain monks and nuns, but not to their followers, or upasakas (Jacobi 1879: 5),
who were classified as part of the four-fold sakgha only from the late-canonical
period onwards by both the Fvetambaras (Viyahapannatti 792b, Thaja 281b) and by
the early Digambaras (Mulacara, Chappahuda, etc.) (Schubring 2000, § 30, § 137).

11 Between 1871 and 1891, the Census of India gradually substituted the initial
classification of the Indian population in terms of religion with a dual religion/caste
classification: 1871: ‘Hindu’, ‘Muslim’, ‘Other’, 1881: ‘religion (caste)’, 1891: ‘religion
(sect)’, ‘caste (sub-caste)’ (Baines 1893: 186f.). ‘The . . . change was made in order
to get rid of the notion that caste, or social distinction, was not required for
Musalmans, Sikhs, Jains, and so on, or was held to be subordinate in any way to sect
or religion’ (ibid.: 187).

12 Brekke 2002: 129–132, cf. Dundas 2002: 4–6, Flügel 1994: 11–15.
13 ‘Many Jains have . . . undoubtedly given their religion as Hindoo, and in some cases,

though these are not many, I am inclined to think the enumerators have returned as
Hindoos persons who really stated their religion to be Jain. As the followers of the
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Jain creed are generally held and themselves generally claim, to be Hindoos, this is
not surprising: nor is this error of importance, for the domestic and social economy
of the Jains differ little from the orthodox Hindoo’ (Plowden 1883: 23, cf. Kitts, in
Plowden 1883: 19f., Baines, in Plowden 1883, III: cvii). See Cohn 1992: 248,
Sangave 1980: 3, Dundas 2002: 4–6, Carrithers 2000: 833f.

14 The main reason for the ambiguous self-identification of many Jains is the equivocal
nature of the concept ‘Hindu’ itself.

15 For example, Keshroy 1924, Majilal 1934: 270f., Natarajan 1971 I: 39. The preface
of Singh’s 1894: 1 report on the census of 1891 in Marwar states that in addition to
the questionnaire of the census supervisors and inspectors ‘a good many facts were
investigated through personal enquieries from trustworthy representatives of various
communities’.

16 There is no evidence for the inflated estimates that are frequently quoted in popular
Jain publications. Kalidas Nag wrote in his speech to a Jain audience, ‘Jainism – A
World Religion’, in the Jaina Gazette 57, 2–3 (1951): ‘You should prepare a census of
your own, regardless of the government census, to arrive at a correct conclusion’ (ibid.:
35). Earlier attempts to produce community censuses, such as the Jain Fvetambara
Directory (Gujarat) written in Gujarati (Jain Fvetambara Conference 1909, 1915,
1916), were lacking an integral ‘Jain’ communal or communitarian perspective. The
first Jain Fvetambara Directory was produced between 1906 and 1907 in accordance
with resolution No. 8 of the Jain Fvetambara Conference in 1904 which called for the
collection of information on the followers of the different Murtipujaka and
‘Lokkagaccha’Fvetambara gacchas and samudayas in all districts ( jilla), sub-districts
(taluka) and villages (gama) in India. The book was intended in particular as a travel
guide, for instance for pilgrimages (yatra). With the help of local volunteers a ques-
tionnaire was distributed by the main coordinators Fobhacand Mohanlal Fah and
Dahyacand Tribhovan Gandhi, who listed the following categories: the number of fam-
ily houses (kula ghara), women (stri), men (purusa), caste ( jñati), sect (gaccha), lit-
eracy; and the local temples ( jina-mandira), images ( jina-pratima), monasteries
(upafraya), libraries ( jñana-bhajdara), schools (pathfala), old books ( purvacarya
prajita grantha), Jain societies (sabha) and associations (majdala). The interesting
resulting statistics suffer from imprecise lists of jñatis and gacchas and problems of
inaccurate self-reporting and counting, as the compilers of the first report emphasise
(Jain Fvetambara Conference 1909: ii–iii). It was probably in response to the
Fvetambara efforts that the eleventh meeting of the Digambara Jain Mahasabha
inspired Majikcand Hiracand Jauhari of Bombay to produce between 1907 and 1914
the Shri Bharatvarshiya Digambara Jain Directory (Jhaveri 1914) ‘for the good of all
Digambara Jain brothers’. The ensuing publication contains lists of towns, leading
community members, caste, professions, etc. Cf. Sangave 1980: 119–121, 124–130.
I am grateful to Yashvant Malaiya, who has pointed this source out to me. Nowadays,
excellent self-produced national statistics are available for certain castes, such as the
Khajdelvalas, which have a high proportion of Jain members.

17 A Digambara Jain layman told me that the results of the Census of India of 1981 and
1991 in North Indian states were manipulated by ‘Hindutva’ inspired enumerators
who wrote ‘Hindu (Jain)’ into the forms, even if the answer given was ‘Jain’. During
the Census of 2001, Jain community leaders started awareness rising campaigns to
prevent a recurrence of these practices.

18 The introduction of a question on religious affiliation into the UK-census of 2001
stirred similar sentiments amongst leading members of the Jain community in Britain.
For a Hindutva inspired variation of demographic angst regarding the outgrowth of
the Hindus by the Muslims in India see A. P. Joshi et al. 2003.

19 B. U. Jain 1999, for instance, lists the Murtipujaka samudayas according to their size.
See Appadurai 1993: 117 on the role of numbers for the colonial ‘illusion of
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bureaucratic control’. The role of numbers (regarding fasts etc.) is even greater in
traditional Jainism.

20 Jacobi 1884: 267, n. 1, Schubring 2000 § 22: 44. Sharma 1999: 78f. noted that Acarya
Hemacandra’s 12th C. Trisastifalakapurusacaritra associates varying numbers of
monks, nuns and laity with different Jinas.

21 Cf. Jaini 1991: 25.
22 Plates 13–15 in A. Cunningham’s Archaeological Survey Report 20.3, in Bühler

1887: 169.
23 Sthaviravali 5, in Jacobi 1884: 289.
24 Sangave now seems to prefer the less charged term ‘communitarianism’ (personal

communication, 2 January 2005).
25 Cort 1989: 491–94 summarised B. U. Jain’s demographic data of the Murtipujaka

sadhus and sadhvis in 1986 in an appendix, but noted their incompleteness, which
was partly rectified by B. U. Jain’s subsequent publications.

26 These are the conventional dates. Except in the case of the ‘panths’, I have represented
the names of monastic orders in their sanskritised form, but proper names in their
spoken form.

27 The primary source of information on the origins of these groups is the
Pravacanapariksa of the sixteenth century Tapa Gaccha upadhyaya Dharma Sagara.
For an overview of their history, doctrines and practices see M. U. K. Jain 1975.

28 The pattavalis of the Kharatara Gaccha and of the A(ñ)cala Gaccha were published
in many Sanskrit and vernacular editions. They were studied by Klatt 1894 and by
Fivprasad 2001. See also Parfva 1968: 9–21.

29 The Gacchadhipati of the A(ñ)cala Gaccha is presently Fripuja Moti Sagar Suri
(born 1944). See Photographs. The Fvetambara Lokkagaccha still has one yati but no
sadhus. A notable feature of the yati traditions is that they do not have any female
members.

30 The surprisingly high figure of more than 3,517 ascetics and a higher proportion of
monks than nuns is reported in the A(ñ)cala Gaccha Pattavali for the A(ñ)cala Gaccha
in the year 1180. It is said that Acarya Aryaraksita Suri (1080–1180) initiated ‘2100
sâdhus and 1130 sâdhvîs, the âcârya-padam to 12 sâdhus, the upâdhyâya-padam to 20,
the pajdita-padam to 70, the mahattarâ-padam to 103 sâdhvîs (Samayafrî and others),
the pravartinî-padam to 82 sâdhvîs, the total number of sâdhus and sâdhvîs being
3517’ (Klatt 1894: 175). If the figures are true, then a huge number of Jain mendi-
cants must have existed during the heydays of Jainism in the medieval period.

31 The equally centralised Ramacandrasuri Samudaya of the Tapa Gaccha is the largest
order. Balbir 2003: 48f. provides much information on the doctrinal foundation of the
A(ñ)cala Gaccha, but not on initiation procedures.

32 According to Acarya Jay Sundar Suri of the Bhuvanabhanu Samudaya, the last
sakghacarya of the Vijaya Fakha was Acarya Vijay Prabha, who commanded.
c.200–300 ascetics. After him the number of saøvegi sadhus decreased to 20–25
under Buteray in the early nineteenth century (plus 10–15 in the Sagara Fakha, and
40–50 in the Vimala Gaccha), while the Tapa Gaccha yati orders had more than 1,500
members. Personal communication, Mumbai 23 October, 2005.

33 Cf. Kañcansagarsuri et al. 1977: 355–61.
34 Desai 1983 I: 106ff., M. Fah 1987. The precise origins of the trust are not known, but
Fantidas Jhaveri was instrumental in institutionalising this influential organisation.

35 Probably only the saÅvegi sadhu tradition was interrupted.
36 Kañcansagarsuri et al. 1977.
37 See Paul Dundas’ forthcoming book.
38 Only the Kharatara Gaccha and the A(ñ)cala Gaccha still have some yatis.
39 ‘In his biography of Nemisuri, one of the great reformist acaryas of the early

twentieth century, Filcandravijay 1973: 6 has estimated the number of saÅvegi sadhus
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in the period 1845–1865 to be no more than 25 to 30. While it is not clear if he means
only within the Tapa Gacch, or in all the Murtipujak gacchas, the number is still very
small. He further comments on the low level of scholarly knowledge among these
sadhus. Thus, the position of the Fvetambar saÅvegi sadhu in the early nineteenth
century was not all that different from the position of the full-fledged muni, or nirvaj
svami, among the South Indian Digambaras (see Carrithers . . . )’ (Cort 1989: 99,
n. 14). Unfortunately, the only information we have on the numbers of yatis in the
nineteenth century are a number of ksetradefapattakas and sporadic evidence in the
reports of British colonial officials. A caturmasa list of 1867 issued by the successor
of Acarya Vijay Devendra Suri, Acarya Vijay Dharajendra Suri, for instance, lists
212 monks (figures for nuns are not given) organised into 74 groups of 2 and
14 groups of 4 (Sandesara 1974: 229–233). For the year 1891, Singh 1894: 82 cites
the number of 834 ‘jatis’ in Marwar (Jodhpura) alone, but gives no figures for the
saÅvegis, who ‘owe their origin to one Anand Bimal Suri’ (ibid.: 95). The Jain men-
dicants in Marvar were classified as ‘devotees’ of the ‘priests’ ( yatis, brahmajs, etc.)
and all counted under the label ‘Samegi, Dhundia etc.’ (ibid.: 85). Their total figure
of 2,314 comprises 725 male and 1,589 female mendicants.

40 The Jain Fvetambara Directory published in 1916 by the reformist Jain Association
of India lists some 228 monks, divided into 79 groups, and 203 nuns, divided into
40 groups, apparently belonging to reformed segments of the Tapa Gaccha, including
the groups of the acaryas Vijay Kamal Suri, Vijay Nemi Suri and Buddhi Sagar
Suri which were mainly active in Kacch and Marvar (Jain Fvetambara Conference
1916: 18–22).

41 See Cort 1999.
42 In 2002, the total number had increased to 7,541 mendicants, 1,585 munis and 5,947

sadhvis. The Tapa Gaccha had 6,696 mendicants, 1,445 sadhus and 5,242 sadhvis
(cf. ibid.: 70, 305).

43 Jaini 1991: 26 explains the attractiveness of the Tapa Gaccha for women with the
‘spiritual equality’ offered to Fvetambara sadhvis. However, Murtipujaka sadhvis are
still not allowed to read certain agama-texts nor to deliver public sermons, a fact
which Shanta 1985: 315, 321f., n. 5, 456 explains by pointing at the high number of
acaryas, which limits speaking opportunities.

44 ‘The samuday is not as formal a grouping as the gacch. Mendicants in one samuday
will, for a variety of reasons, sometimes travel with mendicants of another samuday.
But mendicants do not travel with mendicants of another gacch, as that would involve
changing some of the details of their daily practices’ (Cort 1991: 663). In his later
publications, Cort 1999: 44, 2001: 46 supplies enough material for the conjecture that
many samudayas have a distinct doctrinal and organisational identity with separate
pañcakgas, rituals and lay support.

45 Shanta 1985: 329.
46 The use of the sign ‘-’ in the columns indicates cases of separation (cf. Tristuti

Gaccha).
47 The names of all acaryas of the Vijaya Fakha are preceded by the title ‘Vijaya’. Some

gacchadhipatis are not acaryas (suri).
48 After his death, Prem Suri’s line split into two samudayas, led by Ram Candra Suri

and Bhuvan Bhanu Suri respectively. Following Ram Candra Suri’s (1896–1991)
death, this samudaya was named after him by his successor Mahoday Suri (died
2002), who was in turn succeeded by Acarya Hem Bhusaj Suri (B. U. Jain 1996:
165–177). Ram Candra Suri was one of the most influential and orthodox acaryas of
the Vijaya Fakha. He nearly became the leader (fasanasamrata or adhipati) of the
entire Tapa Gaccha. Cort 1989: 103, n. 18 quotes demographic data which show that
the Dan-Prem Samudaya has grown from 36 sadhus in 1944 to 219 sadhus in 1975
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(Cort had no information on the numbers of sadhvis). By 1999, this tradition had split
into four sections, including Fanti Candra Suri’s group, and Vibuddha Prabha Suri’s
group. However, after 1996 the Amrtasuri Samudaya, lead by Jinendra Suri, was re-
integrated into the Ramacandrasuri Samudaya, which had in all 905 members in 1999,
290 sadhus and 615 sadhvis, and 1,138 members in 2002, 310 munis and 828 sadhvis
(B. U. Jain 1999: 197, 2002: 169). Important particularities, in addition to the be tithi
doctrine, are the performance of guru puja in the manner of the astaprakari puja to the
body of the acarya Ram Candra Suri and his statues, and the permission for lay
followers to mount Fatruñjaya Hill even during caturmasa (personal communication).

49 This group separated in 1998 from the Ramacandrasuri Samudaya. It operates mainly
in Rajasthan. In 1999 it had 45 mendicants, 23 sadhus and 22 sadhvis (B. U. Jain
1999: 325f.).

50 This samudaya also derives from Prem Suri, but was renamed after Bhuvan Bhanu
Suri (1911–1993) who broke with Ram Candra Suri in 1986 after a dispute on
calendrical issues (ek tithi-be tithi). See Cort 1999, B. U. Jain 1996: 179–87.
Originally, the group was active in Halar, but its main sphere of activity is now
Gujarat and Maharastra. In 1999 it had 560 members, 285 sadhus and 275 sadhvis
(B. U. Jain 1999: 230), in 2002 712 members, 361 sadhus and 351 sadhvis (B. U. Jain
2002: 186). It is one of the few contemporary Jain orders which has more monks than
nuns, because Acarya Prem Suri objected to the initiation of sadhvis, since their pres-
ence would inevitably cause the development of relationships between monks and
nuns. One of Prem Suri’s disciples, Acarya Jafodev Suri, successfully criticised this
rule, by pointing to the unnecessary problems it creates when entire families want to
renounce. Prem Suri allowed him to start an order of nuns within his tradition, on the
condition that he and his successors would be responsible for the supervision of the
nuns, of which the main line of gacchadhipatis should remain aloof. After the death
of Jafodev Suri, his successor Rajendra Suri is now responsible for the sadhvi section.

51 This group separated itself in 1995 under Prem Suri from the tradition of Ram Candra
Suri (whose guru was Prem Suri). In 1999, it was nominally reincorporated into the
Ramacandrasuri Sampradaya, but still maintains a separate existence. It is mainly
active in Halar, near Jamnagar. In 2002 it had 26 mendicants, 4 sadhus and 22 sadhvis
(B. U. Jain 2002: 170, cf. 273).

52 Niti Suri was a pupil of Buddhi Vijay and the teacher of Bhakti Suri and Siddhi Suri
(Ratna Prabha Vijay 5, 2 1948–1950: 217f.). In 1999, this group had 465 mendicants,
50 sadhus and 415 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 1999: 254), in 2002, 426 mendicants, 40
sadhus and 386 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 2002: 211).

53 In 1999, this group had 245 mendicants, 49 sadhus and 196 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 1999:
295), the figures for 2002 – 128 mendicants, 46 sadhus and 82 sadhvis – are incom-
plete (B. U. Jain 2002: 250).

54 Figures for the period between 1987 and 1996 are incomplete. In 1999, this group had
384 mendicants, 27 sadhus and 357 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 1999: 271), in 2002, 311 men-
dicants, 31 sadhus and 280 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 2002: 227). Today, Acarya Vijay
Arihant Suri is the head of the order. Apparently, 150 sadhvis joined the
Ramacandrasuri Sampradaya (ibid.: 231).

55 Siddhi Suri (1895–1959) was succeeded by Megh Fri. One of his pupils was Bhuvan
Vijay, the father and diksa guru of the influential scholar Muni Jambu Vijay. In 1999,
it had 250 mendicants, 30 sadhus and 220 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 1999: 289), in 2002,
260 mendicants, 29 sadhus and 231 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 2002: 240). The present
gacchadhipati Ram Suri has been selected, because he is the acarya with the highest
monastic age (ibid.: 246).

56 Dev Suri’s (1911–2002) predecessor was Meru Prabha Suri. The present head of the
order is Acarya Sufil Suri. In 1999 this group had 543 mendicants, 138 sadhus and
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405 sadhvis (ibid.: 242), and in 2002, 567 mendicants, 146 sadhus and 421 sadhvis
(B. U. Jain 1999: 230). It is mainly active in Gujarat and Rajasthan, and has produced
many scholarly monks.

57 Vijay Vallabh Suri (1870–1954) was one of the most influential reformers of the Tapa
Gaccha in the twentieth century and an important promotor of modern education and
social reform. He was initiated in 1886 by Vijay Anand Suri (Atma Ram). The
ascetics of this tradition wear yellow garments, originally to distinguish themselves
from the yatis who were clad in white. They permit nuns to give public lectures,
and use microphones and in big cities flush toilets (in other samudayas the excretions
of the mendicants are collected and then flushed away by the laity). They share food
with the mendicants of the Kefarasuri and Dharmasuri Samudayas, who descend
from the same lineage. In 1999, this group had 274 mendicants, 54 sadhus and 220
sadhvis (B. U. Jain 1999: 277), and in 2002, 295 mendicants, 60 sadhus and 235
sadhvis (B. U. Jain 2002: 232). After the death of Vijay Indradinn Suri (1923–2002),
who originated from a tribal group in Gujarat,Acarya Vijay Ratnakar Suri became the
head of the order.

58 In 1999, it had 259 mendicants, 57 sadhus and 202 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 1999: 284), in
2002, 250 mendicants, 55 sadhus and 195 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 2002: 235). Jin Bhadra
Suri died in 1999. His predecessor was Kirti Candra Suri, his successor as
gacchadhipati is Afok Ratna Suri (B. U. Jain 1999: 288f.).

59 Mohan Lal was a pupil of Khanti Viyay, who was a disciple of Buddhi Vijay. He was
particularly active in Bombay. In 1999, this group had 44 mendicants, 22 sadhus and
22 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 1999: 323), in 2002, 57 mendicants, 26 sadhus and 31 sadhvis
(B. U. Jain 2002: 272).

60 Vijay Dharma Suri (1868–1922) was an influential moderniser. He was initiated in
1887 by Vrddhi Candra Vijay (died 1893), a pupil of Buddhi Vijay, and was succeeded
by Vijay Indra Suri (born 1881). In 1999, this group had 236 mendicants, 33 sadhus
and 203 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 1999: 302), in 2002, 229 mendicants, 33 sadhus and 196
sadhvis (B. U. Jain 2002: 251).

61 Hem Prabha Suri’s predecessor was Svayam Prabha Suri. The figures for 1987–1996
are based partly on estimates. In 1999, this group had 188 mendicants, 14 sadhus and
174 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 1999: 309), in 2002, 217 mendicants, 22 sadhus and 195 sad-
hvis (B. U. Jain 2002: 258).

62 Kanak Suri was the teacher of Catur Vijay, the teacher of Pujya Vijay (1895–1971),
who inspired the creation of the L. D. Institute in Ahmedabad in 1957. In 1999, this
group had 451 mendicants, 29 sadhus and 422 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 1999: 262), in
2002, 533 mendicants, 35 sadhus and 498 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 2002: 217). After the
death of Kalapurj Suri in 2002, Acarya Vijay Kala Prabha Suri became head of
the order (gacchadhipati), which is also called Kaccha-Bagara Samudaya, because of
the regional base of Kanaka Suri (ibid.: 226).

63 Ratnakar’s predecessor was Laksmi Suri. This samudaya is predominantly active
in Mevar. In 1999, this group had 148 mendicants, 20 sadhus and 128 sadhvis
(B. U. Jain 1999: 313), in 2002, 153 mendicants, 22 sadhus and 131 sadhvis (B. U.
Jain 2002: 261).

64 Fanti Candra Suri was a pupil of Vijay Anand Suri (Atma Ram). In 1999, this group
had approximately 75 mendicants, 25 sadhus and 50 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 1999:
322), and in 2002, 165 mendicants, 19 sadhus and 146 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 2002: 270).
In 2002, Bhuvan Fekhar Suri died and was succeeded by Acarya Rajendra Suri
(ibid.: 271).

65 Both the present acarya Som Sundar Suri and Jin Candra Suri were initiated by
Bhuvan Fekhar Suri. In 1999, this group reported the figure of 80 mendicants, 8 sad-
hus and 72 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 1999: 320), in 2002, 151 mendicants, 19 sadhus and
132 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 2002: 268), but the figures are incomplete.
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66 This group was started by Anand Sagar Suri, a bitter opponent of Ram Candra Suri,
the leading monk of the Vijaya Fakha in the twentieth century (cf. Cort 1999: 43):
‘Ramcandra Suri (1895–1991) has argued that the scriptures should not be published
at all, a view which found many partisans, while the other party followed the view that
of Sagarananda Suri (1875–1950), celebrated as the “uplifter of the scriptural
tradition” (agamoddharaka), who advocated the publication of the scriptures but
along with the old niryukti and vrtti commentaries’ (Dundas 1996: 90, cf. Banks
1992: 110). The group experienced frequent changes of leadership in the 1980s. In
1986, the leader was Devendra Sagar, 1987 Cidanand Sagar, 1990 Darfan Sagar, who
was succeeded by Suryoday Sagar, and Afok Sagar in 2004–2005. The former sadhu
Citra Bhanu (Candra Prabha Sagar), who continues to inspire diaspora Jains in the US
and the UK, was a member of this lineage from 1942 to 1970. In 1999, this group had
740 members, 150 sadhus and 590 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 1999: 215), in 2002, 956 mem-
bers, 136 sadhus and 820 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 2002: 171). Its main agenda is currently
the defence of the scientific accuracy of the canonical Jaina cosmography.

67 Buddhi Sagar Suri (1874–1925), a disciple of Ravi Sagar and one of only four saÅvegi
sadhu acaryas in 1913 (Cort 1997: 125), popularised the worship of the protector god
Ghajtakarja amongst Gujarati Jains, particularly in Mahudi near Vijapur (Cort 1989:
406–407, 428–433, 2001: 91, 164–168). He was succeeded by Monogam Sagar (?),
Rudhi Sagar, and Subodh Sagar Suri, who inspired the construction of the tirthas
Vijapur and Mahesaja, where the tirthakkara Simandhara Svami is venerated. Acarya
Padma Sagar Suri (born 1934), who inspired the construction of the Jain centre at
Koba near Ahmedabad, also belongs to this order. In 1999, this samudaya had 135
mendicants, 45 sadhus and 90 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 1999: 316); for 2002 the figures are
incomplete: 115 mendicants, 45 sadhus and 70 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 2002: 264).

68 Cidanand Suri’s predecessor was Ravi Vimal Suri. He is now succeeded by
Pradyumna Vimal Suri. Figures are based on estimates. In 1999, it had about 51 men-
dicants, 6 sadhus and 45 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 1999: 360), in 2002 approximately 49
mendicants, 4 sadhus and 45 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 2002: 304).

69 This sampradaya, which is also called Vidhi Paksa, is mainly active in Kacch, Halar
and Mumbai (Jain 1996: 274). In 1999, it had 250 members, 29 sadhus and 221
sadhvis (B. U. Jain 1999: 327), in 2002 249 members, 29 sadhus and 220 sadhvis
(B. U. Jain 2002: 274). For its history see Fivprasad 2001, Balbir 2003.

70 Jin Mahoday Sagar Suri’s predecessor was Jin Uday Sagar (died 1996). The current
gacchadhipati is Upadhyaya Kailaf Sagar. This sampradaya is mainly active in
Rajasthan, Maharastra, Gujarat, M.P., Dilli and Mumbai. In 1999, it had 229 mendi-
cants, 20 sadhus and 209 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 1999: 340), in 2002 258 mendicants, 28
sadhus and 230 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 2002: 286).

71 Figures are incomplete. In 1999, this group had 118 mendicants, 28 sadhus and 90
sadhvis (B. U. Jain 1999: 340), in 2002, 127 mendicants, 27 sadhus and 100 sadhvis
(B. U. Jain 2002: 293). The acarya position is the only administrative post of this
group (B. U. Jain 1999: 252, n.4). In the year 2000, a group of three sadhus led by
Muni Jay Anand split off and founded a fourth Tristuti tradition (B. U. Jain 2002:
293). The most famous monk of the Tristuti Gaccha was Rajendra Suri (1827–1906),
who is renown as the composer of the Abhidhanarajendra Kofa.

72 In 1999, this group comprised approximately 70 mendicants, 19 sadhus and 51
sadhvis (B. U. Jain 1999: 353); in 2002, 73 mendicants, 22 sadhus and 51 sadhvis
(B. U. Jain 2002: 297).

73 Prafam Candra’s predecessor was Labdhi Suri (1884–1961). In 1999 and 2002, this
group consisted of 2 sadhus only (B. U. Jain 1999: 361, 2002: 299).

74 Because of a dispute on proper ascetic conduct, this order split from the Tapa Gaccha
in 1515 under Sadhu Ratna Suri (Ratna Prabha Vijay 5, 2 1948–1950: 134). Although
this group is sometimes considered to be part of the Tapa Gaccha, its sadhus do not use
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‘vijaya’ or ‘sagara’ as a suffix or prefix. The group does not have administrative posts
and is the only order that is led by two monks: Muni Bhuvan Candra is currently respon-
sible for the region of Kacch and Saurastra, and Muni Vijay Candra for the region of
Mumbai. Bhuvan Candra’s predecessor was Muni Ram Candra. In 1999, this group had
74 mendicants, 9 sadhus and 64 sadhvis, though numbers are incomplete (B. U. Jain
1999: 356), in 2002, 68 mendicants, 9 sadhus and 59 sadhvis (B. U. Jain 2002: 301).

75 Figures are incomplete. B. U. Jain 1999: 362 estimates a total of 28 sadhus for the
year 1999, and 16 for the year 2002 (B. U. Jain 2002: 305).

76 Cort’s observations are inversely mirrored by R. K. Jain’s 1999: 32 distinction
between the charismatic ‘individualistic, prophet-derived and sect-like character of
the Digambara religious field as contrasted with the group-bound, “priest”-derived
and church-like ambience of the Shvetambara religious field’; a distinction which
deliberately ignores the institutions of the bhattaraka traditions.

77 Cort 2001: 46 observed that subtle liturgical differences do not exist ‘between samu-
days’. However, according to Muni Mukti Vallab Vijay of the Bhuvanabhanu
Samudaya, four different lists of maryadas exist within the Tapa Gaccha. A leading
monk of the Ramacandrasuri Samudaya mentioned the figure of 64 differences in the
rules and regulations of the samudayas. A number of monks and nuns of other
samudayas confirmed these statements (personal communications, December
2004–January 2005). But more research is necessary to map out the details.

78 Only if their samudayas derive from the same lineage food is sometimes shared; for
instance between the members of the Vallabhasuri, the Kefarasuri and the Dharmasuri
Samudayas.

79 Personal communication of monks and nuns of the Vallabhasuri Samudaya and of the
Ramacandrasuri Samudaya in January 2005. In his will, Ram Candra Suri determined
Mahodaya Suri as his successor. But according to A. Luithle (personal communica-
tion, July 2005) the present gacchadhipati Hem Bhusaj Suri was elected in an assem-
bly of acaryas in 2003 after one year of dispute.

80 Cf. Jacobi 1915: 270, Cort 1991: 669, n. 19.
81 As evidence, the cases of the centralised orders of the A(ñ)cala Gaccha, the

Ramacandrasuri Samudaya, and the Fvetambara Tera Panth may be cited, all of which
have a large number of members.

82 The contrast between the principles of pupillary descent and group organisation in
Jain monastic traditions has been analysed in Flügel 2003b: 182–193.

83 Personal communication, Acarya Jay Sundar Suri, Mumbai 23 October 2003.
84 The term sthanakavasi in its present meaning became only current in the context of

the early twentieth century unification movement of the traditions of the pañcmuni.
85 The dates given in the available sources are not matching up. See Flügel 2000: 46–48,

in press.
86 See Flügel 2000: 61–68 on the grades of the samayika vow.
87 Flügel 1995–1996, 2000, 2003a, 2003b, in press.
88 Jaini 1979: 246f., n. 8 quotes the figure of 847 mendicants for the year 1977.

Goonasekere 1986: 27 speaks of about c.900 for the year 1983. Cort 1989: 491, 96
calculates altogether 553 ascetics – probably for the year 1986. Shanta 1985: 332,
341, 489 cites Tera Panth sources for the much higher figure of 1,757 ascetics for the
year 1981, which broadly corresponds to Sangave’s 1980: 323f. plausible figure of
1,900 Sthanakavasi mendicants in the year 1946.

89 B. U. Jain 2002: 65f.
90 This is seen as a potential cause of conflict. Personal communication, Ratan Jain,

Delhi 16 October 2004.
91 This is in accordance with the scriptures. See Thaja 164b, Vav 10.15–17 and the

Nisiha Bhasa. On the issue of child initiation see also Balbir 2001.
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92 See Flügel forthcoming.
93 The resolution was taken on the 5–6 December 1932. See Jauhari 1946: 197.
94 Another source informs us that, at the time of Lokka’s death, the Lokka Gaccha had

400 disciples and 800,000 lay followers (Prakafcandra 1998: 32).
95 Manohar Das was a disciple of Dharma Das. The two Amarmuni traditions continue

his line today.
96 The following figures were given by Majilal (1934) for selected smaller traditions in

1933: Khambhat Sampradaya (15 mendicants: 6 sadhus and 9 sadhvis), Cauthamala
(Raghunatha Dharmadasa) Sampradaya (18 mendicants: 3 sadhus and 15 sadhvis),
RatnavaÅfa (Dharmadasa Sampradaya) (47 mendicants: 9 sadhus and 38 sadhvis), Nana
Prthviraja (Mevara Dharmadasa Sampradaya) (43 mendicants: 8 sadhus and 35 sadhvis),
Kaccha Ath Koti Mota Paksa (53 mendicants: 22 sadhus and 31 sadhvis), Kaccha Ath
Koti Nana Paksa (39 mendicants: 14 sadhus and 25 sadhvis), Limbadi Gopala
Sampradaya (26 mendicants: 7 sadhus and 19 sadhvis), Gojdala Nana Paksa (no sadhus
and ‘some’ sadhvis), Barvada Sampradaya (24 mendicants: 4 sadhus and 20 sadhvis).

97 The latest findings have been summarised by Degenne and Forsé (1999: 21):
‘Acquaintances form the largest, a virtual network that includes everyone the respondent
has ever met. The average for this outermost circle is about 5,000 people. The circle of
immediate contacts is far smaller. The average respondent has only 100–200 people he
can contact to link himself up to a target stranger. She has regular talks with fewer than
twenty people per week, subject to variation with age, sex, education and other sociode-
mographic criteria. Again, real confidants average only three’.

98 It is regarded as a sign of the laxity though if Jain mendicants deliberately maintain
contacts, because this contradicts their vow to renounce the world.

99 For a comparable study in the context of Christian monasticism see Sampson 1969.
I have collected data for an analysis of a Jain monastic network in the year 2001. See
Flügel forthcoming.

100 This argument is outlined in Flügel 2003b: 183.
101 Nair 1970: 6–7 quotes Muni Dhana Raja’s data for 1955 and 1969. Balbir 1983: 40f

gives figures for 1975 and 1981. Shanta 1985: 332, 341, 489 cites a Tera Panth census
by Nahata for 1982. The total number of ascetics in 1983 can be found in Goonasekere
1986: 27, who reproduced historical data from ‘a Jain Fvetambara Mahasabha
Publication’ (ibid.: 88f.). His tables do not contain information on the composition of
the monastic community after 1944, which can be extracted from the volumes edited by
Navratnamal 1981ff. and the tables of Balbir 1983: 41, B. U. Jain 1987: 77, 1990: 62–63
and in the annual almanacs of the Tera Panth (e.g. Navratnamal 1991: 28).

102 See Flügel 2003a.
103 Cf. B. U. Jain 1999: 193. New intermediary categories of female novices, or samajera,

are also characteristic for the reformist ‘protestant Buddhism’. See Bloss 1987: 13,
Kawanami 1990: 20.

104 The change affected the sadhvis first. Under Acarya Ray Cand (1821–1851) and
Acarya Jitmal (1851–1881) only 58.44% and 57.1% of all newly initiated sadhus
were Osvals, but already 73.8% and 89.3% of all new sadhvis. Under Kalu Ram,
89.7% of newly initiated sadhus and 95.3% of sadhvis were Osvals (Navratnamal
1981 II: 311, 322, III: 273, 291, X: 309, 325). This pattern still prevails. In 1985,
96.98% of the Tera Panth sadhus and 94.46% of the sadhvis were Osvals
(Navratnamal XII 1985: 522f.).

105 A percentage of 58.6 of Acarya Jitmal’s ascetics came from Marvar and Mevar and
only 24.9% from the Thali region. By contrast, only 29.7% of Acarya Kalu Ram’s
ascetics were recruited in Marvar and Mevar, but 60.97% in Thali. This pattern was
perpetuated under Acarya Tulsi. In 1985, 23.5% of his mendicants came from
Marvar and Mevar and 63.3% from Thali (sadhus: 58.62%, sadhvis: 65.35%)
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(cf. Navratnamal 1981 II: 311, 322, III: 273, 291, VI: 486, 495, VIII: 348, 356, X:
309, 325, 1985 XII: 522).

106 The average number of initiated ascetics is one of the determinants of the status of an
acarya. On average, Bhiksu initiated 1.13 sadhus and 1.3 sadhvis per year, Kalu Ram
5.63 sadhus and 9.44 sadhvis, and Tulsi 4.84 sadhus and 11.13 sadhvis between 1936
and 1981.

107 For a statistical analysis of the demographic structure of the Tera Panth order and the
motives of renunciation in the year 2001 see Flügel forthcoming.

108 While his predecessors initiated on average c.20% of minors, Kalu Ram initiated
45.8% under age sadhus and 41.5% under age sadhvis (Navratnamal 1981: 309,
325). The Tera Panth has not yet followed the example of the Sthanakavasi
Framaja Sakgha, which has officially raised the minimum age for initiation for both
girls and boys from eight to fourteen.

109 Cf. Balbir 1983: 42, 2001.
110 On the Taraja Svami Panth see Cort (in this volume). The Tota Panth and the Gumana

Panth, an eighteenth century splinter group of the Tera Panth, have not yet been
studied systematically. For an overview see Sangave 1980: 51–54.

111 M. U. K. Jain 1975: 94f.
112 The following historical reconstruction is therefore necessary.
113 P. Fastri 1985b: 537.
114 No source is given.
115 ‘Inhi gach meø nikasau, nutan terahpanth | solah sai terasie, so sab jab janant

||631||’ (Bakhatram, in Premi 1912/n.d.: 22).
116 Cort 2002: 67 lists a reference to Megha Vijaya, who located the origin of the

Adhyatma movement in 1623, in an appendix.
117 No original sources of the tradition itself on its origins have been found so far. I

follow John Cort’s 2002: 52f., 67–69 summary here.
118 Narendra Kirti of Amer was bhattaraka between 1634 and 1665 (Premi, cited by Cort

2002: 52).
119 P. Fastri 1985b: 536, cf. p. 538 found the expression ‘tera – bhagavan ap ka panth’

not only in Joghram (Joghraj) Godika’s work, but also in Jñan Cand’s work
Fravakacara and in the Jaypur Pajdit Pannalal’s Tera Panth Khajdan, where also
thirteen practices are listed which the tradition rejected – opposing the use of fruits in
puja, the worship of Padmavati and other gods and goddesses, etc. (ibid.: 539). For
more references see P. Fastri 1992: 146–149.

120 Like the Fvetambara Tera Panthis, the Digambara Tera Panth pajdits exploit the
ambiguity of the word tera panth. The two words tera and terah are homonyms: tera
means ‘your’ and terah means ‘thirteen’. However, it seems the Fvetambara Tera
Panthis prefer to interpret ‘your’ (tera) more in the sense of ‘the people’ rather than
‘God’. Cf. Budhmal 1995: 69–76, Flügel 1994–1995: 123, n. 12, cf. p. 122, n. 9. It is
likely that this wordplay is a religio-poetic topos that can be found in other traditions
as well.

121 He refers to a newly found inscription from 950 CE which identifies the Balatkara
Gaja with the SarasvatiGaccha and the Mula Sakgha: ‘vi. saÅvat 1007 masottamamase
phalgunamase fuklapakse tithau caturthaÅ budhavare frimulasakgha
sarasvatigaccha balatkaragaja thakurasi das pratisthaÅ’ (in P. Fastri 1985b: 535),
and – because the word fuddamnaya is used in different contexts both for the Tera
Panth and the Balatkara Gaja – concludes elsewhere that they are one: ‘terapanth
fuddhamnaya tatha mulasakgha kundakundamnaya balatkaragaja sarasvatigaccha
ye donoø ek haiø’ (P. Fastri 1992: 146).

122 On the presumed special relationship with the Parvar caste see particularly P. Fastri
1992: 114–149.
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123 ‘kahe jodh aho jin! terapanth tera hai’ (Joghram Godika, in P. Fastri 1985b: 538). See
also Pajdit Pannalal cited ibid., and P. Fastri 1985b: 536: ‘tera – bhagavan ap ka panth’.

124 ‘bisapanth arthat visampanth – terhapanth jinmat meø manya nahiø’ (Jaina
Nibandha Ratnavali, in P. Fastri 1985b: 538). The word was apparently coined
by Jinendra in his Jñananand Fravakacara which is cited by P. Fastri with approval
(ibid.: 244).

125 Like the Tera Panthis, the Taraja Panthis also venerate ‘true’ ascetics. See Taraja
Taraja Svami 1933, P. Fastri 1985c, and J. E. Cort (in this volume).

126 For the two debates between 20 August 1963 and 1 October 1963 in Jaypur on Kanji
Svami’s theory of krama-baddha-paryaya, or sequence-bound-modification, see
P. Fastri 1967, 1985a, Jaini 1977, Bharill 1980, P. H. Fastri 1985. On the divisive
disputes amongst the Digambaras after Kanji Svami’s death, see R. K. Jain 1999:
101–117.

127 Jhaveri’s 1914: 1418–1424 community census counted altogether 450, 584
Digambaras in 1914. For detailed numerical data on Jain castes from this census and
the Fvetambara Directory of 1909 as well as the Colonial Indian Census see Sangave
1980: 119–121, 124–130.

128 Sangave 1980: 52. This estimate may be too high. According to P. S. Jaini (personal
communication), the distinction was totally unknown in South India and is even now
rejected by most.

129 Glasenapp 1925: 357, Sangave 1980: 52.
130 Cf. Cort 2002: 62. Earlier, the now extinct ‘heterodox’ Kastha Sakgha was associated

with the Agravals in Rajasthan (K. C. Jain 1963: 72), and the Mula Sakgha, which
was dominant in Western India between the fourteenth and the nineteenth century,
primarily with the Khajdelvalas (and Parvars) (ibid.: 73, 103). Both in South India
and in North India, close relationships developed between Digambara gacchas and
certain jatis or gotras. An important factor for the success of the Tera Panth amongst
specific Digambara caste communities seems to have been the long term absence of
the institution of the bhattaraka as a caste guru. Sangave 1980: 318 notes that in the
1950s ‘the Hummada Mevada, Narasikgapura, Khajdelvala, Saitavala, Chaturtha,
Pañchama, Bogara, Upadhyaya, Vaifya and Kshatriya castes have their separate
Bhattarakas while the Kathanera, Budhela, Agravala, Golapurva, Jaisavala, Nevi and
Hummada (from Maharashtra) castes have no Bhattaraka system at all. Besides in
some castes like Paravara, Bannore, Dhakada and Bagheravala the Bhattaraka system
was prevalent formerly but now it is extinct’.

131 Glasenapp 1925: 357 reported that the contrast was so big that the followers of one
‘sect’ do not visit the temples of the other. However, through an unrepresentative
survey amongst the Jain laity Sangave 1980: 299 found that ‘among the persons who
do not know about their divisions the Digambaras form a larger proportion than
the Fvetambaras. Besides, it has been stated that there are no such divisions among
the Digambaras at present’.

132 ‘The Bispanth-Terapanth division is not found in Karnataka, Tamil Nadu or southern
Maharashtra’ (Cort 2002: 70, n. 3).

133 R. K. Jain 1999: 89f., 101–117.
134 Cort 2002: 65 contrasts the lack of organisation of the Adhyatma movement with the

‘organisational foundation’ of the Tera Panth which is still influential. However,
the organisational capacity of the local temple- and library trusts of the Tera Panthis
is insignificant compared to the old institutions of the bhattaraka traditions and in
particular the (trans-) regionally organised Fvetambara sects.

135 Cf. Jhaveri 1914, Sangave 1980: 119ff.
136 Cort 2002: 62.
137 See Deo 1956: 360ff. for a beginning.
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138 We have seen that the Sthanakavasis also use the terms samudaya, sakgha and vaÅfa.
According to Hoernle 1891: 342 amnaya – ‘succession’ – is a synonym of kula, as is
the term santana. Anvaya – ‘line’ – can also be used as a synonym. Sangave 1980:
299 presents a less convincing picture of the organisational levels of the Digambara
bhattaraka traditions (sakgha, gaja, gaccha, fakha) than Joharapuraka 1958, whose
book is still the most detailed study to date.

139 Joharapurkara 1958: 19 noted that the writings of Kunda Kunda were ‘certainly some
cause of unease’ between some of the late medieval bhattarakas of the Sena Gaja.
Allegedly, the 52 patta Bhattaraka Vir Sena (died 1938) had a great belief in Kunda
Kunda’s Samayasara (ibid.: 35, n. 20). Many pattavalis of the bhattaraka traditions
present Kunda Kunda conventionally as their ancestor, for instance the Balatkara
Gaja (ibid.: 44, 71, n. 24).

140 Translated by Hoernle 1891: 350f., cf. Hoernle 1892: 59.
141 The third leader of the Nandi Sakgha was apparently Kunda Kunda (Padma Nandin),

who is cited as the ancestor of today’s Sarasvati Gaccha of the Nandi line (anvaya)
which identifies itself with the Balatkara Gaja of the Mula Sakgha and calls itself
Kundakundanvaya (Hoernle 1891: 342, 350f.). The early dates for Kunda Kunda have
been questioned by Dhaky 1991: 190, and the artificial link to Kunda Kunda by
Dundas 2002: 122.

142 Epigraphia Carnatica 2, 77, 82, in Schubring 2000: § 30, p. 63.
143 Schubring 2000: § 30, p. 63 cites in this respect also Indra Nandin’s sixteenth century

work Nitisara and the nineteenth century pattavalis translated by Hoernle 1891, 1892.
144 See M. U. K. Jain 1975: 126–128 for the complex (putative) internal divisions of the

Mula Sakgha, whose history in South India has not been analysed.
145 Apart from the available inscriptions, prafastis and nineteenth century pattavalis, the

two main sources on the history of the Digambara traditions are Deva Sena’s
Darfanasara of 933 CE and the Fvetambara monk Guja Ratna’s fifteenth century com-
mentary to Haribhadra’s Saddarfanasamuccaya. See the summaries by Glasenapp
1925: 355f., Schubring 2000: § 30, pp. 61–63, Varji 1997 I: 317 and Joharapurkara
1958. A source cited by Delamaine 1827: 414 is the Buddhavilasa.

146 Raja Fekhara writes in his Saddarfanasamuccaya 21–25 (c.1350): ‘In the
Kasthasakgha, the broom is ordained to be made of the yak’s tail. In the Mulasakgha,
the brush is made of peacock feathers. The broom has never been an issue in the
Mathura Sakgha. The Gopyas sweep with peacock feathers; their greeting is “dharma
labha”. The rest greet with “dharma vrddhi”. The Gopyas declare release for women.
The three Sakghas other than the Gopya declare that women cannot attain it. Neither
the other three nor the Gopyas hold that an omniscient takes food; There is no release
for one wearing a monk’s garb, though he keep the vow well’ (tr. by Folkert 1993:
363). Schubring 1964: 224 mentions that both the Yapaniya and the Kastha Sakgha
taught that women can reach salvation.

147 The view that the North Indian Kastha Sakgha is ‘heterodox’ and the Mula Sakgha
‘orthodox’ is nowadays – after the disappearance of the Kastha Sakgha – expressed
by Bisa Panthis and Tera Panthis alike, which both claim descent from the Mula
Sakgha. See P. Fastri 1985b.

148 Premi 1912/n.d.: 4, M. U. K. Jain 1975: 130.
149 Schubring 2000: § 30, p. 62.
150 Glasenapp 1925: 355.
151 Cf. Folkert 1993: 161, and Dundas 2002: 122.
152 The tradition was first mentioned in Deva Sena’s Darfanasara. There are two versions

of its origins. According to the prevalent version it was founded in the year 753 CE

(? Vikram SaÅvat: 696 CE) in the village Nanded (Nandiyad) in the region of modern
Bombay by Acarya Kumar Sena I of the Pañcastupa Sakgha (Kumarasena II lived
around 955). Kumar Sena was a reformer who insisted on the observation of the ‘sixth
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ajuvrata’, that is, no consumption of food and drink after dark, and on the perform-
ance of atonements in accordance with the Digambara Agamas. A later and less
popular (and convincing) version relates that Acarya Loha I from the Nandi Sakgha
Balatkara Gaja founded this tradition some 515 years after Mahavira. He converted
125,000 members of the Agravala caste in Agroha near Hisar, and used wooden
(kastha) images for the puja ritual (this story contradicts other legends narrating the
origins of this caste). The use of wooden images was strongly opposed by the older
Digambara traditions, because it begins to rot after being bathed with milk and water
during the traditional pañca kalyajaka pujas. The tradition was also known under the
name Gopuccha Sakgha, because the munis used whisks made of the hair of cow tails
rather than peacock feathers (Glasenapp 1925: 356, Varji 1998 I: 320f.). According
to Joharapurkara (1958: 211), the name Kastha Sakgha derives from the name of a
village near Dilli. From the fourteenth century internal divisions are reported, and at
the end of the seventeenth century four distinct branches, such as the older Mathura
Gaccha, were established, with important seats in Ara (Bihar), Hisar (Hariyaja),
Surat (Gujarat), Gvaliyar (Madhya Pradef) and Karañja (Maharastra) (ibid.: 6f.,
210–212). The acaryas and bhattarakas of this tradition produced important literary
works (cf. ibid.: 238–247). The Kastha Sakgha seems to have continued at least till
the early nineteenth century and maybe into the twentieth century (cf. Glasenapp
1925: 356, Dundas 2002: 124 citing Col. Tod).

153 This is again mentioned in Surendra Kirti’s work Danavira Majikcandra of 1690.
See M. U. K. Jain’s (1975: 112–126) extensive description of the sub-divisions of this
tradition.

154 According to both the Darfanasara (Glasenapp 1925: 356), and the Subhasita
RatnasaÅdoha of Acarya Amitagati II (993–1026 CE), the founder of the Mathura
Gaccha was Muni Ram Sena, who became acarya in 896 CE; but he is not mentioned
in the pattavali of the tradition (Varji 1998: 321f.). He originally belonged to the
Kastha Sakgha and rejected both the use of peacock feather and cow hair whisks
(picchi or piñchi). His tradition was therefore called Nispacchaka Sakgha. He
demanded from his disciples the explicit rejection of other gurus, and argued that
salvation can only be reached through meditation on the true self (atma dhyana)
following the teaching of Kunda Kunda rather that Bhutabali and Puspadanta’s
Satkhajdagama (Darfanapahuda and Darfanasara, ibid., Schubring 2000: § 30, p. 62).
Until its demise sometime in the nineteenth or twentieth century, the main seats of
this gaccha were in Hisar (Rajasthan), Gvaliyar, and Senagiri (Madhya Pradef)
(Joharapurkara 1958: 6f., 238–247). Its followers belonged mainly to the North
Indian Agravala caste (ibid.: 13).

155 Bagada is a region near Chittor (M. U. K. Jain 1975: 118). Certain branches of the
tradition may have predated the formation of the Kastha Sakgha (cf. ibid.: 118–120).
It was also called Punnata Gaccha, with reference to its place of origin in Karjataka,
or Ladabagada Gaccha, with reference to its centre in Gujarat. It is mentioned in
inscriptions between the seventh century and fifteenth century and maintained
important seats in Masarh (East India) and Karañja (Maharastra) (Joharapurkara
1958: 6f., 257–262). Its followers belonged mainly to the Bagherval caste (ibid.: 13).

156 This tradition is mentioned only in two sources of the tenth and fifteenth century
(Joharapurkara 1958: 6f., 263). It apparently re-joined the Lada-Bagada Gaccha
(M. U. K. Jain 1975: 120).

157 This tradition (also: Vidya Gaja and Ramasena-Anvaya) was founded in the fifteenth
century in the village Nanditat – the modern Nanded/Mumbai. It came to an end in
the early ninteenth century. One of its main seats was Sojitra in Gujarat
(Joharapurkara 1958: 6f, 293–299). Its followers belonged mainly to the Humada
caste (ibid.: 13). The founder of this tradition appears to have been Ratna Kirti
(M. U. K. Jain 1975: 125).
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158 See in particular A. N. Upadhye 1933, 1970, 1974. For the subdivisions of the
Yapaniya tradition see M. U. K. Jain 1975: 136.

159 Premi 1912, n.d.: 4, Glasenapp 1925: 356.
160 Upadhye 1933: 225.
161 Schubring 2000: § 30, p. 62, n. 2.
162 The details of the lineage histories in South India have yet to be investigated.
163 The tradition is first mentioned in the prafasti of the Uttarapuraja of Guja Bhadra’s

disciple Loka Sena (898 CE) and in inscriptions of the ninth century and of the
sixteenth century. It started with Candra Sena, Arya Nandin and the famous scholastic
Vira Sena (816 CE), the author of the Dhavala Tika of the Satkhajdagama, and is
famous for the many important Digambara philosophers such as Samanta Bhadra and
Siddha Sena Divakara in its ranks. It had/has seats in Karañja (Akola, Berara) and
Kolhapura (still existing) in Maharastra. The tradition was occasionally called
Surasthagaja and may have been popular in Saurastra during a certain period. The last
bhattaraka of this tradition was apparently Vira Sena, a great believer in Kunda
Kunda’s Samayasara, who died sometime between 1850 and 1938 (Joharapurkar
1958: 6f., 26–38, cf. Upadhye 1948, M. U. K. Jain 1975: 84–88).

164 The tradition is first mentioned in inscriptions of the tenth century, most of them in
Karjataka. Its branches had seats in Ajmer, Bhanpur, Cittaur, Jaypur, Jehrahat,
Nagaur (Rajasthan), Ater, Gvaliyar, Senagiri (Malva), Idar, Surat (Gujarat),
Bhanapur, Jherahat, Malakhed and its sub-branches Karañja and Latur (Maharastra).
See Joharapurkara 1958: 6f., 44–47, and the lineage diagram p. 209. The seats had
special links to particular local castes, such as the Humad caste in Surat, the Lamecu
caste in Ater, the Parvar caste in Jerahat and the Khajdelvala caste in Dilli and Jaypur
(ibid.: 12). From the tenth (Fastri 1985b: 535) or the fourteenth century (Joharapurkara
1958: 44) the tradition was known under the names Sarasvati Gaccha, Vagefvari
Gaccha, Bharati Gaccha, Farada Gaccha. The original name seems to have been
Balagara Gaja (ibid.: 44. cf. M. U. K. Jain 1975: 88ff.) and Nandi Sakgha (Hoernle
1891: 350, 1892: 73). In Kananda Balagara (ba¬egara) means bangle-maker (a caste
name) which was transformed into Skt. balatkara or ‘force’ according to A. N.
Upadhye. I am grateful to P. S. Jaini for this information.

165 Joharapurkara 1958: 71–78. The tradition was established in the late fourteenth/early
fifteenth century. The nineteenth and last patta of this branch was Devendra Kirti,
who died in 1916 (ibid.: 76f., n. 29). The Latura Fakha split off this line in 1675 (ibid.:
77). Two samadhis have been built for bhattarakas of this tradition (M. U. K. Jain
1975: 90, n. 80).

166 Joharapurkara 1958: 86–90. See the picture of Bhattaraka Vifal Kirti (died 1891) and
of his successor who was also called Vifal Kirti and enthroned in 1914 (ibid.: 89f.).
The seat in Latura is revered by the Saitavala Jains (M. U. K. Jain 1975: 94, n. 92).
According to Tuschen (1995: 23), it became defunct only recently.

167 This tradition started the bhattaraka tradition by introducing the custom of wearing
clothes in public. The main seats of this now defunct line, which was first closely
connected with the Baghervala caste and later with the ‘HuÅbad’ and Brahmaj castes
were Surat etc. in Gujarat, Ajmer, Dilli and Jaypur. After the death of Padma Nandin
in 1493, the Uttara Fakha branched out into the Idar, Surat and Dilli-Jaypur Fakhas
(Joharapurkara 1958: 93–96, cf. M. U. K. Jain 1975: 94–96).

168 This tradition was started by Sakal Kirti. It possesses a famous library in Idar. See
Joharapurkara 1958: 153–158, cf. M. U. K. Jain 1975: 102–105.

169 In 1477 the Bhanapura Fakha split off the Idara Fakha. The last bhattaraka was
apparently Devacandra (1730–1748). See Joharapurkara 1958: 166–168. According
to M. U. K. Jain 1975: 105 a splinter group of the tradition still prevailed in South
India in 1975 (?).
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170 This branch, founded in 1436 by Devendra Kirti, was closely associated with the
Humada caste. In 1495 Tribhuvan Kirti split off and founded the Jerahata Fakha. See
Joharapurkar 1958: 194–201, 207, cf. M. U. K. Jain 1975: 107–111.

171 This branch, which became defunct early in the seventeenth century, was closely asso-
ciated with the Parvar caste (Joharapurkar 1958: 202–209, cf. Varji 1998 I: 320f.)

172 After 1514 the tradition split into three branches, two of which are the Nagaura- and the
Atera Fakha. The last bhattaraka of the Dilli-Jaypur line was apparently Candra Kirti
who either died or was installed in 1918 (Joharapurkara 1958: 109–113). Cort (2002: 62)
writes that the last bhattaraka, a Candra Kirti, died in 1969 and was deliberately not
replaced. The Dilli-Jaypur Fakha was closely related to the Khajdelvala caste and
established special links to the Kachavaha kings of Amer, where the bhattaraka seat was
shifted in the sixteenth century (ibid.: 51, cf. Clémentin-Ojha, forthcoming).

173 In 1524, Ratna Kirti was appointed as the first head. The last bhattaraka was apparently
Devendra Kirti in the mid-twentieth century (Joharapurkara 1958: 121–125). Many
bhattarakas belonged to the Chabada and Sethi sub-castes (M. U. K. Jain 1975: 98–101).

174 This branch splitt off the Uttara Fakha in 1493 and was closely associated with the
Lamecu caste (Joharapurkara 1958: 132–135, cf. M. U. K. Jain 1975: 101f.).

175 The inscriptions artificially incorporate the names of all famous Digambara acaryas
of the past in one lineage.

176 Joharapurkara 1958: 44.
177 Shanta 1985: 137f.
178 Until the nineteenth century, the term bhattaraka was used both by Bisa Panthi

Digambaras and Murtipujaka Fvetambara yatis. Today, it is only used by Bisa
Panthi Digambaras.

179 Personal communication of Bhattarak Laksmi Sena, Kolhapura 4 January 2005.
180 Sangave 1980: 317–322.
181 The Fvetambaras list the abhrama-varjana pratima already on the sixth position,

before the sacitta-tyaga pratima, and call the eleventh stage framaja-bhuta pratima
(Williams 1963: 173).

182 Williams 1963: 172 notes that the pratimas were originally conceived as a progres-
sive sequence rather than as alternative options. Jaini 1979: 185 suggests that origi-
nally each pratima may have been practiced only of a limited period of time.

183 Williams 1963: 179 found the first mentioning of this distinction in the eleventh
century text Fravakadharmadohaka by an unknown Digambara author.

184 Hiralal Jain’s view that the word ailaka derives from Skt. acelaka, ‘unclothed’ or
‘partially clothed’, was rejected by Williams 1963: 179, n. 5 who pointed out that the
ailaka is characterised explicitly as cela-khajda-dhara in the twelfth century
Vasunandi-Fravakacara edited by H. Jain.

185 If the sources of Williams 1963/1983: 180 are still of influence, then full access to the
‘mysteries’ of the scriptures is not granted to lay ascetics. The initiation rituals of the
(Vimala Sakgha) Digambara munis are detailed in Syadvadmati 2000: 442–452. Their
key ritual elements apart from the acceptance of the respective vows (vrataropaja)
are: the shaving and pulling out of some of the hair (kefa-luñcana), change of
dress/nakedness (nagnya-pradana), change of name (nama-karaja), ritual giving of
the peacock feather broom (piccha-pradana), of the scriptures (fastra-pradana), and
of the water pot (kamajdalu-pradana) (ibid.: 442). The munis receive a large broom
(picchi), and all other (lay) ascetics only a small broom (picchika). For a commented
compilation of other textual sources for the Digambara muni diksa see Kanakanandi
1994: 214–226. On the basis of incomplete information, Carrithers 1990: 153
suspects that there is little evidence for the existence of a sakgha in the Digambara
diksa rituals: ‘there is not even an explicit vow to live in obedience to a guru’ and ‘no
formal recognition of a line of pupillary succession’, nor the passing on of a mantra
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(ibid.: 155). He argues that the orientation towards the ‘aesthetic standard of
self-restraint’ is the main element in the transmission of tradition (ibid.: 157). Although
his general observation is shared by all modern scholars, mantras of a general nature,
oriented toward the veneration of the guru, are prescribed in the diksa vidhi texts. For
instance: ‘jamo arahaÅtajaÅ . . . atha gurvavaliÅ pathitva, amukasya amukanama
tvaÅ fisya iti kathayitva saÅyamadyupakarajani dadyat’ (Syadvadmati 2000: 447).
One of the mantras used for the inauguration of an acarya is: ‘oÅ hriÅ friÅ arhaÅ
sah acaryaya namah. acaryamantra’ (p. 482).

186 Varji 1997 I: 468f., II: 188f. Personal communication of AryikaMuktimati of the Vimal
Sagar Sakgha, 22.10.2004, and of the bhattarakas Jina Sena and Laksmi Sena, 2–4
January 2005. The rules and regulations cannot be discussed here in detail.

187 Bhattarakas do not have many fisyas and often ask dedicated followers to send their
young sons to take boarding and lodging in their mathas to receive religious training
in addition to their secular school education.

188 This happened in the case of Jina Sena of the Nandaji matha.
189 Since the generic name is apparently associated with the bhattaraka lineage there are

at least three Laksmi Senas, of the mathas in Kolhapura, Jinakañci and Sikhanagadde
(Penagojda in Andrah Pradef), amongst the contemporary bhattarakas.

190 According to Premi 1912, n.d.: 27, the bhattaraka diksa is – in principle – similar to
a muni diksa. The bhattaraka can therefore not be categorised as a layman. The ritual,
he writes, is prescribed in an ancient book in the Bhajdar of Idar. There it is stated
that a layman can only be installed as a bhattaraka when the search for a worthy muni
has failed. The initiation requires the nakedness of the candidate and the ritual
plucking of the hair (kefa luñcana). After receiving the suri mantra, the candidate is
attributed with the qualities of an acarya, and continues to practise nakedness when
he eats his meals and during certain ceremonies: ‘is se saph malum hota hai ki, bhattarak
vastav mey grhastha nahiy hai, muni tatha acarya haiy’ (ibid.: 28). Joharapurkar,
interviewed by Shanta 1985: 186, n. 99, emphasised that even today’s bhattarakas
continue to accept five ‘mahavratas’ (effectively ajuvratas), not only four as often
mentioned in the literature, for instance in Flügel 2003a: 8. According to Carrithers
1990: 151, ‘the method of succession was derived not from any Jain prescriptions but
from the usages of local polity’. This impression is echoed by the views of the
bhattarakas Jina Sena and Laksmi Sena (personal communication 2–4 January 
2004).

191 Fruta Sagara Suri’s sixteenth century commentary of the Satprabhrta, the
SatprabhrtadisaÅgraha 1.24. See Glasenapp 1925: 72, Joharapurkar 1958: 89
(original passage reproduced), 91, M. U. K. Jain 1975: 94f., Cort 2002: 41.

192 Cort 2002: 41 quotes Bakhatram Sah’s Buddhi Vilas of 1770 as the source of the
information that ‘Bhattarak Prabhacandra of Delhi’ [(r. 1253–1327) the predecessor
of Padma Nandin (M. U. K. Jain 1975: 95f.)] ‘took to wearing a loincloth during the
reign of Feroz Fah Tughluq (1351–1380) at the request of the king’. Cort (ibid.) also
cites a discussion of an inscription suggesting the date of 1333. Premi 1912/n.d.: 1f.
refers to oral accounts of the events in Delhi. See also Sangave 1980: 269–271,
317–322 and Tuschen 1995: 20f.

193 Dates according to M. U. K. Jain 1975: 95f.
194 According to Bhattaraka Laksmi Sena of Kolhapura, the name of the first bhattaraka

of the Sena Gaja was Vidya Sagar and the first mathas were established in Dilli,
Kolhapura, Jinakañci (Tamil Nadu) and Penagojda (Andrah Pradef) – the mathas of
his associates. Personal communication, Kolhapura 4 January 2005. V. Fastri 1932:
5–7 gives the line of succession of Vidya Sagar, whose samadhi is in Akivat/Zila
Cikodi. It comprises some munis, but ends with Bhattaraka Vidya Man (r. 1904 ff.),
whose conduct is unfavourably contrasted with Muni Fanti Sagar’s.

195 Lath 1981: lvi.
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196 See Sangave 2001: 136. In 1875–1876, Bühler 1878: 28 visited a bhattaraka in Delhi,
who was accompanied by ‘ascetics (who are called pajdits)’. Bühler described the
bhattarakas he had met during his travels as ‘very ignorant’. This statement was still
echoed by Sangave 1980: 321f. 100 years later. See Cort (in this volume p. 299 n.9)
on the Canderi seat of Bhattaraka Devendrakirti.

197 Personal communication by the Jain Bhavan in Bangalore 31 December 2005 and by
Bhattaraka Jina Sena, Nandaji 2 February 2005, who seems to be the only bhattaraka
who currently has a disciple, Brahmacari Vrsabha Sena. According to Tuschen 1997:
23, the seats of Bhattaraka Vifalakirti in Latur in Maharastra (traditionally associated
with the Saitavala caste) and Bhattaraka Yafakirti in Pratapgarh in Rajasthan (tradi-
tionally associated with the Narasikhapura caste), which are mentioned by Sangave
2001: 135, are now defunct. This would leave only nine bhattarakas. For the names
of more than thirty-six old bhattaraka seats see Joharapurkara 1958: 6f., M. U. K. Jain
1975: 131, Sangave 2001: 134. In addition to the seats that can be linked to specific
traditions, Joharapurkara 1958: 6f. mentions a number of other, now equally defunct,
seats in Eastern India (Ara), Gujarat (Navasari, Bhadauri, Khambhat, Jambusar,
Ghogha), Malva (Devgarh, Dhara Nagari, Lalitpur, Mahua, Dukgarpur, Indaur,
Sagavada, Ater) and Maharastra (branches in Riddhipur, Balapur, Ramatek, Nanded,
Devagiri, Paithan, Firad, Vajt, Vairat, Vaphad, Malayakhed, Karyarañjakpur, etc.).
There is currently no information on the old seats in the Pañjab, only on various seats
in Dilli. Apart from Merath and Hastinapur, there are no bhattaraka seats reported
from Uttar Pradef. Sangave 2001: 134 mentions the additional seats of Jehrahat,
Kefariyaji, Mahavirji (Rajasthan), Sonagiri (Malva), Bhanpur, Sojitra, Kalol
(Gujarat), Nagpur, Nandaji (Maharastra), Narasikharajapura (Karjataka), Svadi in
Sonda (Karjataka) and Melasittamura, that is Jinakañci (Tamil Nadu).

198 The seat was established in the eighth century and belongs to the Mula Sakgha
Kundakundanvaya Nandi Sakgha Sarasvati Gaccha Balatkara Gaja (Tuschen 1997:
28). It is associated with the Bogara caste (Sangave 1980: 318, 2001: 137) and gov-
erned by Bhattaraka Devendrakirti.

199 Associated with the Ksatriya caste (ibid.), and governed by Bhattaraka Lalitkirti.
200 Associated with the Pañcama caste (ibid.), and governed by Bhattaraka Laksmi Sena I

(I add Roman numbers to distinguish bhattarakas with the same title). The seat has two
other mathas under its administration, in Hosur-Belgayv and Raybag, and is associated
with the Sena Gaja mathas in Dilli, Jinakañci and Penagojda (Sikhanagaddi in
Narasikharajapura). For Laksmi Sena’s works see for instance Sangave 2003.

201 Also called Jinakanci. Associated with the Ksatriya and Vaifya castes and governed
by Bhattaraka Laksmi Sena III of the Sena Gaja (Sangave 2001: 137).

202 Traditionally associated with the Upadhyaya caste (ibid.). According to P. S. Jaini
(personal communication), the last two, including the current Bhattaraka Carukirti II,
who is a non-Shetty (Fresthi) Jain, were not of that caste. There is a Trust comprising
members of all three local castes (Shetty, non-Shetty, Upadhyaya) who selected the
current bhattaraka (on suggestion of Bhattaraka Carukirti of Fravajabe¬ago¬a).

203 The seat is associated with the Caturtha caste (ibid.), ‘the only caste among the Jainas
which follows agriculture as the main occupation’ (Sangave 1980: 96), and is governed
by Bhattaraka Jina Sena. The seat has three other mathas under its administration, in
Kolhapura, Tesdal and Belgayv – and in the past also in Dilli.

204 Associated with the Bogara (and Ksatriya and Vaifya) caste and governed by
Bhattaraka Laksmi Sena II of the Sena Gaja (Sangave 2001: 137).

205 The current seat was established in the tenth century and derives its descent from the
Mula Sakgha Defiya Gaja Pustaka Gaccha. It is associated with the Vaifya caste
(ibid.) and occupied by Bhattaraka Carukirti I.

206 A summary table of the relationship between specific castes and their principal
bhattaraka seats can be found in Sangave 1980: 318. There were only nine bhattaraka
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seats left until the head of the Defiya Gaja, Bhattaraka Carukirti of Fravajabe¬ago¬a,
created three more bhattaraka seats: in Karjataka Kambadahalli/Nagamakgala
(Bhattaraka Bhanukirti), and Kanakagiri Matha in Maleyur (Bhattaraka Bhuvanakirti),
and in Tamil Nadu Tiruvannamalai (Bhattaraka Dhavalakirti). Apart from the Humacha
Matha, and the SvadiMatha in Sonda which is governed by Bhattaraka Bhattakalakka,
all bhattaraka seats are presently under the authority of Laksmi Sena of Kolhapura for
the Sena Gaja, and of Carukirti of Fravajabe¬ago¬a for the Defiya Gaja.

207 Many castes of the Jains were founded by acaryas and/or bhattarakas. The most impor-
tant Fvetambara castes are the Osvals and the Frimalis. Of the Digambara Kastha
Sakgha, the Nanditat Gacch leader Ram Sena founded the Narasikhapura caste, his
pupil Nemi Sena the Bhattapura caste, and the Ratnakar caste was apparently founded
by Devendra Kirti I. Of some Digambara castes the exogamous subgroups (gotra)
or/and their dasa and bisa sub-categories are associated with different branches of the
main bhattaraka traditions. The Baghervala caste was partly founded by the Mula
Sakgha acarya Ram Sena (25 gotras) and partly by the Kastha Sakgha acarya Loha
(27 gotras). The Nagaur branch of the Balatkara Gaja commanded the following of
several gotras of the Khajdelvala caste etc. (Joharapurkara 1958: 13).

208 The bhattarakas of the Humada, Narasikhapura and Khajdelvala castes until recently
selected their own successor (? Kalol, Narasikhapura), while the bhattaraka of the
Saitavala, Caturtha, Pañcama, Upadhyaya, Bogara, Vaifya and Ksatriya castes were
chosen by the representatives (pañca) of these castes (Sangave 1980: 319f.). The only
exception is the influential seat of Fravajabe¬ago¬a, whose bhattaraka is since 1931
chosen by a committee of lay followers which is selected by the Government of
Karjataka (ibid., Tuschen 1997: 33). Sangave 1980: 319–321 found that only the
bhattarakas of the Humada caste could be removed by their followers in the past.
Although they preside over a particular caste, the bhattarakas do not need to be
member of the caste and ideally represent all Jains. Laksmi Sena of Kolhapura, for
instance, was born in Tamil Nadu into the Saitavala caste, but presides over the
Pañcama caste.

209 In 1945, the Land Sealing Act of Karjataka led to the aquisition of most landholdings
of the bhattarakas by the government in exchange for monetary compensation, whose
ownership is in many cases still disputed in the courts between the Digambara laity
and the bhattarakas.

210 According to Shanta 1985: 134f., the munis apparently entirely disappeared in the
seventeenth century.

211 Shanta 1985: 134f. A modest revival of the institution of the bhattaraka was triggered
recently because of the desire to spread Jainism across the borders of India and
because of a renewed interest in community education. In response to modern
demands, the bhattarakas made themselves accessible to members of other castes
than their own and created – without much success – a common institutional platform
in 1969 and arranged the first bhattaraka sammelan (Sangave 2001: 143), which was
followed by several others.

212 Carrithers 1989: 150. In 1926–7, Ravji Sakharam Dofi, in G. P. Jauhari, in V. Fastri
1932: 7f., and G. P. Jauhari of the Akhil Bharatvarsiya Digambara Jain Mahasabha
(ibid.: 56f.,) emphasised the need to re-introduce the munis to North India to
propagate true religion (‘jain dharma ki yathartha tatha utkrsta prabhavana’), and
unity amongst all Digambara societies in India (ibid.: 84–86).

213 Most Khajdelvalas live in North India, where no bhattaraka seats exist anymore.
214 Some of the first disciples of Fanti Sagar, such as Vir Sagar and Candra Sagar, were

Khajdelvals. See D. Fastri 1985.
215 S. C. Jain 1940: 3f. In the twentieth century, after an earlier failure of transregional

sect-caste associations, a number of Digambara Jain caste associations were estab-
lished with the intention of reforming the Digambara community and creating
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transregional solidarities amongst geographically dispersed North Indian castes with
a dominant Digambara Jain membership. The Jain Khajdelvala Mahasabha, for
instance, which was founded in 1920, is today organised into 15 prantas, or regions.
Other examples are the Bagherval Jain Mahasabha and the Jain Padmavati Porval
Mahasabha. Similar organisations which strive to establish independent sect-castes
are relatively rare among Fvetambara Jains, whose transregional organisations are
usually founded exclusively on religious criteria (Kasalival 1992: 14f.). Cf. R. K. Jain
1999: 67.

216 The anti-printing movement called itself Fastra-Mudraja Virodhi Andolana: ‘Murder
threads were made against those involved in printing, and printing shops were blown
up’ (Sangave 1981/2001: 62).

217 At the time, Jain castes were generally divided in at least two ranked sections: the
lower dasa and the higher bisa sub-castes. The following social reforms were
advocated by the Parisad: 1. child widow remarriage (bala-vidhva vivaha); 2. marriage
across caste boundaries; 3. allowing members of dasa families to participate in the
puja patha, etc., within a society where mixed dasa-bisa marriages were practised;
4. abolition of death feasts (maraja bhojana); 5. abolition of excessive feasts and gift-
giving at pratistha ceremonies (new pratistha patha: as a rule only old images should
be consecrated); 6. raising the status of women through the foundation of womens’
institutions (S. C. Jain 1940: 3f.).

218 Kasalival 1992: 11f. In 1902, the influential Bharatvarsiya Digambara Jain Tirtha
Ksetra Kameti (BDJTKK) was founded by Majikcand Hiracand Jauhari (1851–1913)
in Bombay as a sub-committee of the Mahasabha. It became independent on
24 November 1930 and still has its office in the Hirabag Dharmafala compound in
Mumbai, owned by the Jauhari family trust. For administrative reasons, it divided
India into six zones. Another national association, the Digambara Jain Mahasamiti,
was set up in 1974 by Sahu Fanti Prasad in New Delhi for the promotion of
Digambara unity during the year celebrating Mahavira’s 2500th death day. In contrast
to the Mahasabha, which is composed of individuals, it is organised in the form of a
‘Jain saÅsad’, or parliament, that is, on the basis of regional representatives
(Kasalival 1992: 12f.). However, after the death of its founder, the organisation failed
to deliver and is now defunct. In 1983, the Kundakunda-Kahna Tirtha Raksa Trust
was founded in order to promote the worship of Kanji Svami (who declared himself
to be a Digambara Tera Panthi) in his putative reincarnation as the tirthakkara Surya
Kirti. This was in 1985 vigorously opposed both by the Mahasabha, whose patron
saints were Muni Dharma Sagar and Aryika Jñan Mata in Hastinapur, and by the
Mahasamiti, whose patron saint was Muni Vidyanand in 1985. However, the main
representatives of the Mahasamiti, the Sahu Jain family (Times of India) and
Premcand Jain (Jayna Watch Co.) in Delhi, had once supported Kanji Svami
and failed to join the united front against the Kanji Panth supporters at Sokgadh
(R. K. Jain 1999: 114–117). The Meerut Court decided on the 6 December 2000 that
Kanji Panthis are not Digambara Jains (case no. 9/91, quoted by N. K. Jain, jain
friends@yahoogroups.com, 21 June 2001). Both the Mahasabha and the Mahasamiti
are dominated by Khajdelvals. A rival organisation to the Tirtha Ksetra Kamati,
the Jaina SaÅraksaj Mañca, was recently set up in Jaypur, in order to protect old
temples from partial demolition and reconstruction under instructions of modern
munis.

219 V. Fastri 1932: 5 lists a number of ‘nigrantha bhattarakas’ for the beginning of the
nineteenth century. See Carrithers 1990: 148f. and Cort 2002: 71, n. 8 for further ref-
erences on the so-called nirvaj svamis, who did not travel much and seemed to have
dressed themselves in public.

220 K. P. Jain 1932: 158, n. 2: ‘Mainapuri Digambara Jain Bada Mandir ka ek Gutka’.
221 Ibid., citing Digambara Jain 9, 1: 18–23, ed. Mulcand Kifandas Kapadiya, Surat.
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222 Eternal lights in the form of oil-lamps can be found at a variety of samadhi mandiras
for Digambara munis; for instance at the Vimal Sagar Samadhi Mandira in Madhuban.

223 ibid.: 159, citing Digambara Jain, Special Issue, 1916.
224 Carrithers 1990: 155.
225 K. P. Jain 1932: 159, citing Digambara Jain 14, 5–6: 7; cf. Mahias forthcoming, p. 3.
226 Ibid. His name was Vardhaman Sagar according to D. Fastri 1985: 54.
227 K. P. Jain 1932: 159. His name was Devappa Svami according to D. Fastri 1985: 55.

Carrithers 1990: 155 identifies Devendra Kirti as a bhattaraka.
228 K. P. Jain 1932: 159. Akkole 1987: 43 writes that the ksullaka diksa took place in

1916 and the muni diksa in 1976 Phalguj Fukla 14 (Faka 1841). All initiations were
given by Devendra Kirti (Ibid.: 51–53, D. Fastri 1985: 56).

229 Cf. C. R. Jain 1931, Ghoshal 1932.
230 The original announcement of G. P. Jauhari was published in 1926 in the journal Jaina

Bodhaka. It was reprinted by V. Fastri 1932: 46–48, whose book gives a detailed
account of this momentous pilgrimage.

231 One should assume that the visit to Mount Fikhar would have helped the pending
court cases between Digambara, Fvetambaras, and the Government concerning the
control of the site.

232 K. P. Jain 1932: 161, Kasalival 1992: 35, Kasalival 1998, Kasalival 2001: 36ff., Fruta
SaÅvarddhana SaÅsthan 2002: 3.

233 Ibid.
234 Ibid.: 3–5, Kasalival 2001: 26–29. Surya Sagar’s main disciples were Vijay Sagar,
Anand Sagar, Padma Sagar and Ksullaka Cidanand. Vimal Sagar’s main disciples
were Nirmal Sagar, Sumati Sagar, Kunthu Sagar and Ksullaka Dharma Sagar.

235 For one view of the resulting structure, see Kasalival 1998: n.p.
236 D. Fastri 1985, Rajkul Jain 2003: 213–221. Dates were converted with the computer

program of M. Yano and M. Fushimi: http://ccnic15.kyoto-su.ac.jp/yanom/pancanga
237 See Varji 1998 I: 334, Kasalival 1992: 30, 34. Personal communication Niraj Jain, 12

June 2003, D. K. Jain 25 October 2003.
238 P. Fastri 1992: 212, cf. Varji 1998: 211–216. His childhood name Vidyadhar was

derived from the famous ‘miracle working’ samadhi of Bhattaraka Vidyadhar in
Karjataka (M. Jain 2001: 3). Both his father (Muni Malli Sagar 1975) and his mother
(Aryika Samay Mati 1975) took diksa from Acarya Dharma Sagar, and his three
brothers (Muni Samay Sagar 7 March 1980, Muni Yoga Sagar, Muni Niyam Sagar 15
April 1980) took diksa from him (ibid.: 29–31). In 2003, his birthhouse has been con-
verted into a temple.

239 Aryikas never receive foods in their hands nor in a standing posture, and apparently
do not perform kefa luñcana.

240 The ailakas, ksullakas and ksullikas are also called tyagis. See R. K. Jain 1999: 80.
Similar debates on the status of women are known from early on (Jaini 1991).
According to some early medieval Digambara scriptures, at least some medieval
Digambara or Yapaniya traditions also formed a four-fold sakgha, with nuns being
recognised as mendicants rather than as laypeople (Schubring 2000: § 30, p. 61).

241 Personal communications by different Digambara fravakas.
242 This is emphasised in a proclamation by Acarya Vimal Sagar 23 October 1993,

reprinted in Brahmacariji Mainabai Jain 1996: xv, which requests the laity to medi-
ate the ‘foolish’ disputes between the two lineages with reference to the common
Agamas: ‘samaj ka kartavya hai ki kisi ka vivad na karke donoy acarya parampara
ko agam sammat manakar vatsalya se dharma prabhavana karey.’ The writings of
Adi Sagar were published by B. M. Jain 1996.

243 D. Fastri 1985: 344, 450–452.
244 His death memorial is in Madhuban at Sammet Fikhara.
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245 The desire to became an acarya and the abolishment of the once prevalent practice
that an acarya can be enthroned only after the death of his predecessor have
contributed to the creation of many splits and independently roaming acaryas
(personal communication by Niraj Jain, 12 June 2003).

246 According to Kasalival 2001: 35 he was a disciple of Mahavir Kirti.
247 Kasalival 1992: 36–38.
248 D. Fastri 1985: 411–413. According to Acarya Puspadanta, he was a disciple of Fanti

Sagar ‘Daksij’ (personal communication, Mumbai 24 October 2003). He was born in
Kothalpur in Belgayv in Karjataka and died on the 22 May 1987.

249 Vir Sagar ‘Folapur’ is said to have been close to Kanji Svami’s views, though his
interpretation of the texts was slightly different.

250 This line is also claimed by the bhattaraka of Humacha today.
251 Copade 1936.
252 On the dating of Kunda Kunda, see the divergent views of Upadhye 1935: 21 and

Dhaky 1991: 193.
253 According to Dhaky (1991), this is because of ‘the profound reverence and a very

false notion as regards the antiquity of Kundakundacarya’ (ibid.: 203, n. 30).
254 Personal correspondance, 25 September 2002.
255 This is also documented by M. U. K. Jain 1975: 126–128, Shanta 1985: 489, and

Carrithers 1989: 232.
256 Personal communication of Niraj Jain, 16.6.2003.
257 Including, occasionally, demolishing old temples in order to replace them with new ones.
258 The Agravala Digambaras, who are dominant in the Pañjab and in U.P., belong also

to mixed Hindu-Jain caste.
259 Critics ask: ‘Why only cows?’
260 ‘vitarag sadhu ka koi panth nahiy hota’ (P. Fastri 1985b: 540).
261 Tuschen 1995: 50.
262 Saletore 1940: 124.
263 For information on the contemporary Digambara ascetics I wish to thank in particular

Dr A. Jain, Dr N. L. Jain, Niraj Jain and Manish Modi.
264 Jaini 1979: 246f., n. 8 reported the number of 175 ascetics in 1979 (65 munis,

60 ksullakas and ailakas and 50 aryikas and ksullikas) and 150–200 in 1991 (Jaini
1991: 24–26). Goonasekere 1986: 27 calculated the figure of 170 munis and altogether
400 mendicants (p. 116). Shanta 1985: 489 mentioned 62 aryikas and 23 ksullikas.
Zydenbos 1999: 291 heard that there were only 120 munis in 1999 and emphasises
their ‘decline in numbers’. For 1990, Kasalival 1992: 35 quotes the figure of
32 acaryas, 11 upadhyayas, 130 munis, 154 aryikas, 22 ailakas, 80 ksullakas and
45 ksullikas. In 1992, Upadhyaya Kanak Nandi cited to me the figure of about
418 Digambara ascetics: 14–15 acaryas, 2–3 upadhyayas, 125 munis, 20–25 ailakas,
40–50 ksullakas and about 200 aryikas and ksullikas.

265 In 2002, only Acarya Vidya Sagar provided complete data to B. U. Jain 2002: 324.
266 For 1996, B. U. Jain 1996: 326 gives the following sums, which differ from the detailed

information on individual ascetic groups in his own text: 36 acaryas, 143 caturmasa
places, 352 munis, 305 aryikas and a total of 657 mendicants. For want of additional
information, I was unable to check the extent of the inaccuracy of the figures. I met
Muni Anand Sagar, who is now an upadhyaya, in 1981. He was then alone and appar-
ently still is. In 1992, I observed that the group of Kunthu Sagar had in all 34 ascetics,
18 munis, 3 ksullakas, 2 ailakas and 11 aryikas, a figure which seems to corroborate
B. U. Jain’s numbers for 1987. The subsequent decrease in numbers can be explained
by Acarya Kanak Nandi’s separation from Kunthu Sagar in the early 1990s. My third
example shows that the true number of ascetics must be much higher. Acarya Rayaj
Sagar who is not included in the table, is listed by B. U. Jain as a single individual
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without mentioning the number of ascetics accompanying him. In 1999, his group had
8 members: 1 acarya, 1 upadhyaya, 4 munis, 1 ailaka and 1 ksullaka.

267 Roman alphabet.
268 The word sakgha is used for groups of two and more ascetics.
269 On the definition of these categories as ‘novices’ see Carrithers 1990: 153, Flügel

2001: 76f.
270 There is no equivalent female category because ailakas (elaka) can wear only one loin

cloth, which is not considered to be proper for women.
271 The ailacarya corresponds to the upadhyaya amongst the Fvetambaras. The

Digambara word elacarya is an ancient designation for ‘a pontiff of the highest
learning and for a qualified teacher of Jain doctrines, a position more or less
equivalent of vacaka, vacanacarya, or ksamaframaja or mahattara in the ancient
Northern Nirgrantha of which the Fvetambara Church is the off-shoot. Once a pontiff
received the ecclesiastical title of elacarya his original monastic appelation
apparently went into the background’ (Dhaky 1991: 191).

272 The chosen successor, who is called yuvacarya among the Fvetambaras.
273 The titles have been given to only nine monks by the acaryas Sanmati Sagar

(acaryakalpa and balacarya), Kunthu Sagar (acaryakalpa 2x, and ailacarya), Ajit
Sagar (acaryakalpa), and Sumati Sagar (ailacarya) (A. Jain 2001: 11).

274 For their names, see B. U. Jain’s and A. Jain’s publications.
275 This is evident in the mixed composition of the acaryas’ groups documented by A. Jain

2001: 1–11. See also Zydenbos 1999: 296f.; who cites questionable estimates that no
more than 10–15 Digambara sakghas, headed by an acarya, exist.

276 The other bigger sakghas are those of Acarya Dharma Sagar’s successors Abhinandan
Sagar and Vardhaman Sagar, Def Bhusan’s successors Bahubali Sagar and Subal
Sagar, and Vimal Sagar’s successor Virag Sagar. Cf. A. Jain 2001: 1–11.

277 The accuracy of the data is confirmed by the identical names in A. Jain’s lists.
Through the comparison with the names listed by B. U. Jain (2002) the independently
roaming groups of munis and aryikas under the command of Vidya Sagar can be
clearly identified. In 2001 the sakgha had 188 members: 63 munis, 10 ailakas, 113
aryikas and 2 ksullakas. The changes between 2001 and 2002 are minimal: in 2002
the group had 3 more divisions of altogether 2 more independently roaming munis,
but 2 members less in the acarya’s group, 4 aryikas less, and 2 ksullakas less (A. Jain
2001). The munis were divided into 17 divisions: the acarya’s group, with 39 mem-
bers (38 munis including the acarya and 1 ailaka), and 16 other groups of altogether
25 munis. In addition, 1 unit of 2 ailakas roaming together, and 7 ailakas and 2
ksullakas wandering alone. The 113 aryikas were divided in 17 divisions, which
altogether represented 23.6% of all 72 divisions of Digambara nuns.

278 The word ‘group’ is not really applicable.
279 R. K. Jain 1999: 80 describes these ‘tyagis’, or renouncers, as regionally oriented ‘priests’

which can be compared to the bhattarakas, a hypothesis which still needs to be tested.
280 According to B. U. Jain 1999: 372f., Vidya Sagar’s order is the only mendicant group

where the aryikas do not spend caturmasa at the same location as the munis.
281 Six groups of altogether forty seven aryikas spent caturmasa Karañja in Maharastra

(B. U. Jain 2002: 310).
282 According to M. Jain 2001: 494, cf. 539f., Vidya Sagar had initiated 195 disciples

between 1972 and 2001: 62 munis, 114 aryikas, 10 ailakas, and 9 ksullakas.
283 Shanta 1985: 136.
284 Zydenbos 1999: 295. Svarja Mati (1), Vifuddha Mati (1), and Ananta Mati (1) are

listed by D. Fastri 1985: 555, 567.
285 It happens that individuals, though initiated by other munis, are counted under

the name of their new ‘diksa guru’ after changing to a new sakgha. Personal
communication by Niraj Jain, June 2003.
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286 D. Fastri 1985: 569.
287 A. Jain 2001: 23.
288 Cf. B. U. Jain 1999: 187, n. 107, cf. 320, 513f.
289 R. K. Jain 1999: 90.
290 Kasalival 1992: 38.
291 This is one of the biggest difference between Digambara acaryas and bhattarakas as

well as Fvetambara acaryas.
292 See also Zydenbos 1999: 297.
293 This is the oldest method amongst the modern muni sakghas according to Acarya

Puspadanta (personal communication Mumbai 24 October 2003).
294 B. U. Jain 1996: 326, n. 4 notes an increase of about 100–125 mendicants between

1995 and 1996 and cites details of many new initiations.
295 An estimated figure of 10% was cited to me, which may be exaggerated.
296 The data are too unreliable to attach much significance to specific changes, such as

the diminishing percentage of male mendicants.
297 See Fohr’s article in this volume.
298 B U. Jain 2002: 70 gives the summary figure of 12,469 Jain mendicants for the year

2002: Murtipujaka 7,553, Sthanakavasi 3,331, Tera Panth 691, Digambara 894. In
2005, the figure had risen to 13,307: Murtipujaka 8,061, Sthanakavasi 3,546,
Terapanthi 692, Digambara 1008 (B. U. Jain 2005: 25).

299 These percentages do not reflect a similar share of the Jain laity, for which no reliable
data are available. Many Digambaras are affiliated to reformist lay traditions without
separate ascetic orders. The regional, caste and class background of the ascetics also
varies. Most of the ascetics of the Framaja Sakgha and the independent Sthanakavasi
traditions stem from the Osval and Frimali castes in Rajasthan, Madhya Pradef,
Maharastra and the Pañjab, but also from southern India (Shanta 1985: 333). The
Gujarati Sthanakavasi traditions and the Tapa Gaccha groups recruit their ascetics
almost exclusively in Gujarat and amongst the Gujarati population in Mumbai, the
Kharatara Gaccha and the Fvetambara Tera Panth in Rajasthan, and the Digambara
groups mainly in Karjataka and Madhya Pradef, to name only the most important
mendicant traditions. The average size of the itinerant groups in 1999 was 4–5 in all
four traditions (Murtipujaka 4.6, Sthanakavasi 4.2, Tera Panth 5.69, Digambara 5.05).

300 The comparison is only meaningful because of the ‘improvement in reporting of
religion’ in the censuses after 1971 (M. K. Jain 1986: 35). The doubling of the
absolute number of Jains recorded in the censuses of 1951–1971 (which is not
matched by the mendicant population) is generally interpreted as an effect of under-
reporting during the colonial period. If this is true, then it must be concluded that –
relative to the total population of India – the number of Jains is continually declining.

301 A variant of this approach is M. Spiro’s theory of renunciation as a psychological
defense-mechanism, which has been applied to the Jain case by Goonasekere 1986: 179f.

302 This figure more than doubles, if nuns and novices are included. See Bechert
1973: 580f.

303 The 2000 edition of the Vatican’s Annuario Pontificio, gives for 1998 the figure of
57,813 monks and 814,779 nuns (ratio 1: 14). The monastic population as a whole
represented 0.086% of all Roman Catholics. Overall numbers are declining,
especially the population of nuns, which was 990,768 in 1978: http://www.sspxasia.
com/Countires/World/NewsArchive.htm

304 For data confirming this for the Terapanthis see Flügel forthcoming.
305 ‘Socioeconomically troubled families, especially those of the middle classes, often

seek relief from their frustrations and insecurities by becoming religious’
(Goonasekere 1986: 123).

306 Vallely 2002: 197 tried to solve the problem through re-definition: ‘Within the order,
desire to belong to the group, or attraction to a charismatic leader, is not treated as a
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“social” motivation, stemming from worldliness. Instead, it too is seen as evidence of
a spiritual purity’.

307 Cf. Bloss 1987: 18, Kawanami 1990: 26.
308 ‘field investigations have revealed that this is more an accusation and a speculation

than reality’ (Goonasekere 1986: 179f.).
309 E.g. Bordiya 1975: 265–80. Reasons which are rarely cited in the literature are (a)

recruitment drives to satisfy the formal requirement of Murtipujaka monks to have
disciples in order to be able to advance in the monastic hierarchy, (b) family pressure
informed by material considerations.

310 ‘In the decades since Independence, with the rise in the age of marriage and the
increase in health standards, this [widows becoming sadhvis, P.F.] has changed. Most
Jain women are now married when they are in their early or mid 20s, and so even if
they become widows they most likely have had children. Having to raise the children
means that becoming a sadhvi is less of a realistic option for a widow. Changing
social attitudes toward widows also makes it less likely that a Jain widow feels that
she has little choice but to become a sadhvi . . . Today the vast majority of sadhvis have
never been married; becoming a sadhvi is now seen as an alternative vocation to that
of a housewife’ (Cort 1989: 111f.).

311 Most but not all sadhvis come from Jain families, while an increasing number of
sadhus are recruited from non-Jain tribal communities who seek material improve-
ments through the association with the Jains. An unresolved difficulty for this inter-
pretation is that, for reasons of tradition, educational opportunities are limited for
Murtipujaka sadhvis.

312 In a personal conversation, the Tapa Gaccha acarya Jay Sundar Suri stated that men
believe in ‘heroism’, while women are ‘more impressionable, more spiritual’ (Mumbai
23 October 2003). An investigation of the self-reported motives of Tera Panth mendicants
showed, however, that ‘religious’ reasons were more prevalent amongst sadhus rather
than sadhvis (Flügel, forthcoming). Jay Sundar Suri’s disciples Prem Sundar Vijay and
Harsad Vijay explained the increasing number of (male) mendicants with the increasing
wealth of the Jain community, which now can afford to lose valuable workforce and to
feed a growing community of materially dependent mendicants. Apparently, nowadays
families of renouncers are more supportive than in the past (Mumbai 1 November 2003).

313 By 1982, nine acaryas alone had initiated some 300 ascetics (munis, ailakas,
ksullakas, aryikas, ksullikas): Fanti Sagar (20), Vir Sagar (23), Fiv Sagar (28),
Dharma Sagar (61), Vidya Sagar (18), Def Bhusaj (33), Mahavir Kirti (24), Sanmati
Sagar (26), Vimal Sagar (65) (D. Fastri 1985).

314 At the moment, the increased mobility of the laity compensates only for the migration
from rural to urban locations and abroad.
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13

ARCHITECTURAL, SCULPTURAL
AND RELIGIOUS CHANGE

A new interpretation of the 
Jaina temples at Khajuraho

Julia A. B. Hegewald

Introduction: the continuity of religious sites

It is a common feature of sacred architecture throughout the world that at times
of political conflict, of changes in population or of religious belief in an area, sites
sanctified by one religious sect have frequently been appropriated by the follow-
ers of other faiths. Well-known examples of this are the Dome of the Rock in
Jerusalem1 and the Hagia Sophia in Istanbul. In some cases changes in the
denomination of religious buildings have happened peacefully, by the adoption of
deserted and decaying religious buildings and their conversion to the require-
ments of a new faith. Sometimes, however, the destruction and forceful re-
appropriation of active places of worship have also been used as potent symbols
of victory and proof of superiority by different peoples asserting their power.
Ancient sacred sites are, however, not only potent places in political but also in
religious geography. The latter derives its significance from the fact that holy sites
are generally regarded to be qualitatively different from ordinary space. They are
places where a break between the different hierarchical levels and spheres of the
religious cosmos enables contact and communication with the divine.2

In South Asia, there are ample examples of the forcible expropriation of reli-
gious sites during the period of Muslim invasion and domination. Well-known
examples are the Quwwat al-Islam Mosque (1197 CE) in Delhi (Dilli) and the
Arhai-din-ka-jhonpraMosque (1199 CE) in Ajmer (Ajmir). In Delhi, a large num-
ber of Hindu and Jaina temples and at Ajmer, a Jaina theological college (erected
in 1153 CE), were destroyed and completely dismantled. The old building mate-
rial was reused to build new edifices of the Islamic faith on the sacred sites.
Although the mosques were constructed from the ruins of Hindu and Jaina edi-
fices, and therefore display decorative elements associated with those religions,
in layout and design the mosques do not resemble the former religious edifices.
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Robert Hillenbrand argues that such a ‘naked assertion of power’ is typical of the
early period of the Islamic conquest and is followed by a more subtle and persua-
sive approach.3 There are, however, also examples from later periods in the history
of Islam in India where religious sites were forcibly islamicized: for instance, the
Bina-Niv-ki-Masjid at Anantpeth in Ujjain (Ujjayni), constructed out of the
remains of a Jaina temple in about 1400 CE, and the Bija Majdal Mosque at
Vidisha (Vidifa), originally a Hindu temple from the eleventh or twelfth century,
destroyed and converted by Aurangzeb (Alamgir) in the seventeenth century.

The Muslims were, however, not the first to annex and convert ancient local
places of worship, and there is a long tradition of the continuity of religious sites
in South Asia. Sacred locations which were used for Vedic sacrifices were appro-
priated and converted by later forms of Brahmanism, Buddhist sites were recon-
figured for Hindu worship and there was much mutual appropriation between
Hindu and Jaina religious buildings. In these cases, the temples were usually not
completely dismantled. The main religious images were replaced and the edifices
were altered to a certain extent to adapt them to the distinct ritual of the new
religion. Examples where Jaina temples were adopted and converted into Faivite
temples are the Fvetambara Jaina temple at Bijolia (Bijauliya) in Rajasthan,
now called the Undefvara Temple, and the Digambara Jaina temple in the village
of Hallur near Bagalkot (Bagalkoth) in northern Karnataka. In both cases,
prominent Jaina figures still adorn the temple exterior although their shrines
(garbha-grha) now house fiva likgas.

Because of the powerful position of Hinduism in India today, it is much rarer
to find examples where Hindu temples have been adapted to Jaina worship.
I would like to propose in this chapter that two examples illustrating this point,
which show how Hindu temples were appropriated and altered by the Jaina
community, are the Parfvanatha and Adinatha Temples at Khajuraho (Khajuraho)
in Madhya Pradesh. The discussion of these two temples, with particular attention
to the larger and more elaborate Parfvanatha Temple, will form the focus of this
chapter.

The Jaina temples at Khajuraho

The temples at Khajuraho were constructed between the late ninth and the early
twelfth centuries. The city was one of the capitals of the Chandellas who ruled the
area of Jekabhukti, known today as Bundelkhand. Whilst the Hindu temples of
the so-called Western Group have been well researched and documented in detail,
the temple structures to the east of the village, today comprising mainly Jaina edi-
fices, have received much less scholarly attention. The Eastern Group consists of
four large Digambara Jaina temples: the ruined Ghajtai Temple, the Parfvanatha
Temple (Figure 13.1), the Adinatha Temple (Figure 13.2) and the Fantinatha
Temple. It also includes several smaller Jaina shrines, many of them constructed
either on the foundations of earlier structures, or out of the reused building mate-
rial of previous temples.4 A large number of Jaina images, the earliest bearing
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inscriptions from the beginning of the eleventh century, were uncovered in the
area and are now housed in the small Government Museum next to the complex
of Jaina temples. It is noteworthy that although several art historians have drawn
attention to the prominent Hindu imagery on the walls of the Parfvanatha and the
Adinatha Jaina Temples, few have even begun to question the belief that these edi-
fices were originally built as Jaina shrines. It appears that so far no research has
analysed the structure of the buildings in sufficient detail to suggest that they
were initially designed for Hindu worship.

The present chapter will examine the architectural design and certain aspects
of the sculptural format5 of the Parfvanatha and the smaller Adinatha Temples,
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Figure 13.1 The small shrine attached to the rear of the Parfvanatha Temple.



and argue that the two religious edifices were originally constructed as Hindu
temples. The original shrines seem to have been deserted during the Islamic
destructions of Khajuraho between the eleventh and the thirteenth centuries,6 and
then taken over by the local Jaina community during the thirteenth century. As
will be shown here, the buildings continued to change over the centuries and as
some parts were closed, new elements were added to distinguish them from their
Hindu neighbours and to suit the ritual requirements of the Jaina faith. Both tem-
ples seem to have changed their name and main sacred image, once again within
the Jaina religious framework. The fact that the conversion process from Hindu to
Jaina worship has largely remained unnoticed shows how well and with how
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much sensitivity the reconstructions and conversions of the temples were carried
out. The results are convincing specimens of Jaina architecture.

The Jaina temples and shrines of the Eastern Group are located in a walled
enclosure, typical of Jaina temple complexes not only in this region, but all over
India.7 Only the remains of the dilapidated Ghajtai Temple are located outside
this walled temple area, about a quarter of a mile (c.500 metres) to the north-west.
Today, the Fantinatha Temple is the largest edifice within the temple compound
and represents the principal place for Jaina worship at Khajuraho. It is a multi-
shrined construction, consisting of several smaller temples (devakulika), dating
from the early eleventh and later centuries, which were linked and arranged
around a central courtyard. Although the main sanctuary houses a large standing
image of Fantinatha, dated to VS 1085, or 1028 CE,8 the temple as a whole is
largely a modern architectural arrangement. Amongst the older temples on the
site, the Parfvanatha Temple is the largest and most elaborate. It is the best pre-
served of the religious edifices in this group, and one of the finest at Khajuraho.
In the entrance pavilion, placed on the left doorjamb, is a Sanskrit inscription
dating the temple to VS 1011, corresponding to 954 CE. It has been unanimously
accepted that this inscription, which is written in the Nagari script, is a copy of an
earlier record re-engraved during the thirteenth century. The re-writing of ancient
inscriptions is relatively common at Khajuraho.9 Although the inscription is a
copy, the structure is so close in style and sculptural treatment to the Laksmaja
Temple, constructed between 930–950 CE, that a dating of the Parfvanatha Temple
to 950–970 CE has generally been accepted.10 This dating makes the temple one
of the earliest edifices on the site.

The Parfvanatha Temple was constructed of fine-grained buff sandstone and is
raised on a large but relatively low platform ( jagati),11 providing the temple with
an open ambulatory for the performance of the rite of circumambulation
( pradaksija). The temple measures about eighteen metres in length and nine
metres in width (about 60 by 30 feet). It was planned along an east – west axis
with the entrance facing east. It consists of a small, beautifully decorated porch
(mukha-majdapa) with a profusely ornamented doorframe,12 a closed hall
(gudha-majdapa) with a four pillared nave (fala) in its centre, leading to a
vestibule (antarala). The latter leads to the sanctum enshrining a modern black
marble sculpture of Parfvanatha from Rajasthan. The image is placed on a sand-
stone pedestal which bears the bull lañchana of Rsabhanatha or Adinatha, and
indicates that even during the time of the Jaina occupation of this temple, its
dedication has changed.13 Alternatively, the pedestal could have come from a
damaged Jaina temple nearby, but since the statue of Parfvanatha is dated and
appears to have been installed as late as 1860 CE, there must have been an earlier
image in its place.14 The garbha-grha is surrounded by an internal ambulation
path, a pradaksija-patha (sandhara-prasada) with small latticed windows on the
north and south sides admitting a limited amount of light and air. At the west end
of the temple, a small additional shrine, with access from the outside, has been
constructed and attached to the rear of the Parfvanatha Temple (Figure 13.1). This
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subsidiary structure houses a figure of Adinatha and might possibly represent the
image originally housed in the main sanctum of the temple.15 Beautifully carved
statues adorn both the inside and outside of this large religious building.
Numerous rows of mouldings, and three diminishing bands of sculptures run
around the temple exterior as well as the outside of the inner sanctum inside the
pradaksija-patha. The well-preserved large temple tower (fikhara) above the
sanctum goes over into the roof of the closed majdapa. In front are two smaller
roof structures which are clearly later reconstructions.

Although scholars such as Alexander Cunningham, Krishna Deva and George
Michell drew attention to the prominent Hindu imagery adorning the walls of the
Parfvanatha Temple,16 and Eliky Zannas pointed to the striking absence of figures
of Jaina Tirthakkaras (Zannas 1960: 151), specialists in Indian art history have not
attempted to explain these unusual features. One reason for this neglect could have
been the presence of the inscription identifying the temple as a place of Jaina
worship.17 In this respect it is, however, important to bear in mind that the text was
re-engraved about three centuries after the event which it is recording, and that
there is no proof that the epigraphic record was originally associated with the
present temple. A further justification for the lack of inquiries into this matter
might have been the well-documented fact that the craftsmen who worked for the
followers of one faith at a sacred site were frequently also employed to build
temples for other religious groups. Such cross-fertilization is especially common
in a Jaina context, where many Hindu motifs and divinities were integrated and 
re-interpreted to fit the Jaina creed. Later, Islamic decorative features also entered
the Jaina vocabulary of architecture. It is worthy to note that James Fergusson was
troubled by the layout of the Jaina temples at Khajuraho which appeared so
untypical to him (Fergusson 1967: 49). Only rarely, however, have art historians
suggested explanations for the presence of such an unusually large number of
Hindu images on the walls of these Jaina structures. Klaus Bruhn, in his detailed
analysis of the sculptures adorning the Parfvanatha Temple, argued that the images
are not Hindu as such but strongly Brahmanized in style. He questioned, however,
why not at least a few strong markers of correct Jaina iconography, such as Jaina
yaksas or yaksijis, were placed in prominent positions on the temple wall. Based
on his iconographic study of the temple, Bruhn thought it unlikely that the temple
might have changed over from Hindu to Jaina ownership, but he is one of the few
to mention this possibility at all and to aim at finding an explanation for the
unusual phenomenon (Bruhn 1956: 31–34). Shobita Punja proposed that long after
its construction as a Hindu shrine, the Parfvanatha Temple might have been
presented as a gift to the local Jaina community (Punja 1992: 146), but there are
no inscriptions recording this event. It is worth mentioning that Fergusson, as early
as 1876, believed that the neighbouring but smaller Adinatha Temple was built as
a Vaisjava temple and only later appropriated by the Jainas.

There are a number of strong indications in the actual fabric of the Parfvanatha
and the Adinatha Temples which show that they were originally constructed as
Hindu temples and later adopted by the Jaina community. A careful examination
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of the external walls of the Parfvanatha Temple reveals that it used to have two
lateral transepts with fenestrations (vatayana). Such decorated balconies are
typical of the Hindu temples at Khajuraho, creating the ubiquitous Latin cross
with two principal arms on the temple ground plans. In the Parfvanatha Temple
these large projecting windows were later enclosed.18 On the outside, the open-
ings were carefully filled with sculptures taken from dilapidated temples in the
surrounding area.19 Today, only two small projections on both the north and the
south sides of the temple indicate their former existence and create pronounced
bhadra projections in the centre of the sanctum and the majdapa walls. The pres-
ence of plastered brick sections in these protuberances, which are made to look
like sandstone, further support the fact that changes were undertaken to the orig-
inal fabric of the building.20 The central portion of the temple wall ( jakgha) is
enlivened by further shallow protrusions (ratha) and recesses (salilantara).
Nevertheless, the effect of a play of light and shade is here much less pronounced
than in the developed Hindu temples at Khajuraho, which are furnished with large
protruding open balconies creating clear interruptions and voids in the temple
facades. At the Parfvanatha Temple small fenestrations are present below the
fikhara, but these are too small to create pronounced breaks in the long and
continuous sculptural bands. Consequently, the whole appearance of the structure
is somewhat more solid. On the inside, the enclosed balconies are even more
obvious, because only on the north side has the infill been covered with sculptural
decorations.21

Several reasons might explain why the Jaina community decided to fill in the
balconied openings when restoring and converting the temple. First, by enclosing
the large windows, wall space was gained inside the building to accommodate
further religious images for the Jaina ritual of venerating a large number of
statues. Today only one large and two middle sized freestanding Tirthakkara
sculptures are housed in the temple hall, in addition to the two Jinas located in the
shrines. Deva’s detailed description of the temple interior from the early 1970s,
however, still mentions ten statues of the venerated fordmakers, placed on elabo-
rate pedestals along the walls of the closed hall (Deva 1975a: 259).22 Another
motive for enclosing the large open windows might have been to prevent people
from looking into the sacred space of the temple interior. Cunningham, on his
second visit to Khajuraho in 1864–1865, was not allowed to enter the religious
edifice and could only glance into the inside from the small porch. It is a com-
mon feature of Jaina temple architecture in general to create secluded internal
spaces which are frequently protected by rings of high walls. A third reason for
the infill of the typical Khajuraho balconies, which is not derived from ritual
requirements, might have been the wish to differentiate themselves visually from
the Hindu shrines in the Western Group.

Further structural changes were undertaken on the doorframes of the original
temple. The entrance to the gudha-majdapa is framed by a double doorway of
posts and beams (fakha). Its lintel is adorned with representations of the nine
planetary deities, the navagrahas, with a central image of the ten armed yakfi
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Cakrefvari seated on Garuda, the whole flanked by two figures of four armed
seated Sarasvatis. It is worthy to note that there are wide cement grooves between
the two sets of doorframes and also where the outer frame was connected to the
temple wall. From this, it appears that the lintels and beams were not originally
carved for this edifice, as they are too small to fill the available space. In tenth-
century India, buildings were constructed of interlocking stones and even during
the thirteenth century when the temple appears to have been converted to Jaina
worship for the first time, cement was not used for masonry construction.23

Consequently, the alterations carried out on the doorframes must have been con-
ducted at a later stage, possibly in the mid-nineteenth century, when the main
image of the temple was changed to Parfvanatha and the Jaina character of the
edifice was consciously emphasised. It is worth noting that although most of
the Hindu temples at Khajuraho were damaged and extensively reconstructed,
none of them have such cement grooves. The explanation here seems to be that in
those cases the original temple constituents found within the collapsed buildings,
were re-inserted into their initial location and thus fitted exactly. The beams and
lintels of the Parfvanatha Temple must be reused parts from destroyed Jaina
temples on the site,24 such as the dilapidated Ghajtai Temple nearby.25 The re-
employment of old temple material for the repair of damaged edifices and the
construction of new Jaina shrines was still continuing when Cunningham stayed
at the site in February 1865 (A. S. I. II: 435). The entrance to the garbha-grha is
surrounded by a further double doorframe. As in the example discussed earlier, it
was cemented in at a later stage and does not appear to be the original frame belong-
ing to the temple (Figure 13.3). As such, the presence of Jinas on the door lintels of
the temple cannot, as many scholars have argued,26 be taken as lasting proof of the
original dedication of the shrine. The doorway leading to the garbha-grha has two
superimposed lintels. Whilst the lower example again exhibits depictions of the
navagrahas, a seated Jina, and two flanking images of standing Tirthakkaras,
the upper architrave is adorned with alternate images of five seated and six stand-
ing Jaina figures. The availability of additional doorframes at the site is supported
by the fact that additional parts of such frames have been positioned on the
north wall inside the closed majdapa. They frame a seated and two standing
Tirthakkara figures and cover the blind wall where the former open balcony has
been filled in. According to R. Nath a similar frame was also loosely positioned
against the inside wall on the south side of the gudha-majdapa (Nath 1980: 41).27

The fact that the high threshold leading to the inner sanctum of the Parfvanatha
Temple depicts a small likga in its centre points to the original dedication of the
temple as Faivite.28 This is further supported by Shobita Punja’s interpretation of the
imagery on the outside walls of the temple as a depiction of the story of Fiva’s
wedding on Maha-Fivaratri as narrated in the Fiva Puraja (Punja 1992: 145–146).

The small additional shrine constructed at the rear of the Parfvanatha Temple,
facing west, represents another alteration to the original temple building. It was
constructed after Cunningham’s visit in 1884, probably during the later part of the
nineteenth or early in the twentieth century.29 Whilst some of the local Hindu
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temples have further shrines and majdapas, these are all freestanding edifices,
located either in front or in the four corners surrounding the main temple
( pañcayatana). Nowhere else at Khajuraho have subsidiary shrines either been
connected to a main temple building or placed at its rear. Whilst J. C. Harle
argued that this kind of additional shrine ‘. . . is not repeated elsewhere, and it
cannot be said that it is a function of the temple’s being Jain’,30 additional inter-
connected shrines and small temples located behind a central religious edifice
are very common in a Jaina context. The small shrine attached to the rear of the
Parfvanatha Temple provides space for an additional image and is adapted to the
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Jaina ritual of venerating multiple Jinas.31 From an aesthetic point of view, the
external shrine also helps to balance the large temple structure. It creates a second
axial projection and seems to counterbalance or mirror the front porch projecting
from the opposite shorter side.

Changes were, however, not only done to the architectural structure of the temple
but also to the sculptural configuration. The main sacred image in the sanctum of
the original Hindu temple was probably destroyed during the Muslim assaults on
Khajuraho. When Cunningham returned to the site in 1852, the main sanctum of the
temple, which he calls the Jinanatha Temple, was empty and deserted although he
reported that the shrine had been repaired by a Jaina banker five years earlier
(A. S. I. II: 432). In 1865 he was no longer permitted to enter the building which at
that time had been restored, internally painted and become an active place of Jaina
worship. The first Jaina image to be enshrined in the sanctum seems to have been a
statue of Adinatha. This was replaced by a figure of Parfvanatha, bearing a date of
1860 CE, which seems to indicate the date of the latest change. A statue of Adinatha
was placed in the additional shrine attached to the rear of the temple.

Sculptural changes were also undertaken on the temple exterior. It is striking
that there are fewer erotic scenes and depictions of mithuna couples on the
Parfvanatha Temple than on most other temples at Khajuraho. Because most of
the surviving erotic sculptures are found high up on the temple wall, where they
can hardly be seen, one might question if others were not consciously removed
and carefully replaced by different kinds of representations during the temple
conversion.32 This is not to say that mithuna couples or erotic scenes are not to be
found on Jaina temples. The Parfvanatha Temple at Ranakpur (Rajakpur) in
Rajasthan, for example, has small erotic scenes carved onto its external walls. At
Khajuraho, however, the removal of large erotic scenes might have served to
differentiate the Jaina temples from the Hindu structures nearby.

Whilst a small number of Jina images adorn the outer walls of the Parfvanatha
Temple, there are none at all on the Adinatha Temple. It is striking that the few
sculptures of Jaina Tirthakkaras are either placed close to the porch of the
Parfvanatha Temple on the eastern side, which was entirely rebuilt during the recon-
struction process, or they are located on the walls of the western shrine, which is a
later addition. Most other figures adorning the jajgha of the temple, are either
clearly identifiable Hindu gods, such as the dikpalas, Fiva and Krsja, or they are
lesser known goddesses, which could either be derived from the Hindu or the Jaina
pantheon. There are also representations of various composite mythical animals, the
vyalas or fardulas.33 Through the positioning of clear Jaina imagery at the entrances
to the two shrines of the Parfvanatha Temple, the Jaina character of the edifice was
reinforced, and the otherwise Hindu-looking shrine could not be mistaken for a
Brahmanical place of worship.

The most interesting changes to the sculptural repertoire were undertaken on
the inside of this complex religious edifice. The outer walls of the sanctum, inside
the pradaksija-patha, are adorned with standing sculptures of playful female
figures such as apsaras, nymphs and dryads (vrksika). These images show a very
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high standard of workmanship and are amongst the most beautiful at Khajuraho.
The exquisitely carved female statues of devakganas are interspersed with repre-
sentations of sitting Jaina Tirthakkaras. These Jinas are clearly replacements of
earlier Hindu sculptures which were carefully chiselled out of their niches and
replaced with religious icons from the Jaina faith. These changes were carried out
with such sensitivity that they are not at all obvious at first glance. Clear evidence
for these alterations is, however, to be found in the positioning of the parasols on
top of the Jinas. The umbrellas are not placed exactly above the heads of the
straight sitting and centrally located Jaina images. Whenever they are found in
association with figures of the Tirthakkaras, the parasols are positioned further to
the side within the niches, indicating that they either belonged to images in a bent
position, such as abhakga or tribhakga,34 commonly associated with Hindu
imagery of this period,35 or that they originally framed representations of divine
Hindu couples, such as Fiva and Parvati (Figure 13.4). It is interesting to observe,
that such replacements of Hindu with Jaina images are much more common on
the inside than on the outside of the temple. On the exterior, Hindu sculptures
seem even to have been inserted into the wall spaces to enclose the balconied
openings. Those statues, however, are largely images of goddesses, female figures
or of divine couples where the religious denomination is generally more difficult
to determine. Perhaps not enough scattered Jaina figures were available from
destroyed temples at the site to be used for such major structural changes. We
assume that the majority of temples at Khajuraho were Hindu and that only a
much smaller number was constructed by the Jaina community. The increase in
the number of figures on the temple, the reuse of sculptures from other buildings,
as well as the combination of Hindu and Jaina imagery, might also explain why it
is so difficult to define a clear iconographic pattern for the location of individual
figures on the structure (Bruhn 1956: 32). The emphasis on the temple interior
shows that the inner ambulation around the garbha-grha was given more impor-
tance than that on the outside of the temple, and that the ritual life of the shrine
was concentrated on the interior. It is typical of Jaina architecture throughout
India to have a comparatively plain exterior, often with high protective walls, but
a very ornate interior sheltered from outside gaze and intrusion.

The Adinatha Temple, slightly to the north of the Parfvanatha Temple, is a
much smaller structure. When Cunningham documented the temple in the mid
nineteenth century, it consisted only of the prasada, raised on a jagati and
crowned by a tall fikhara (A. S. I. II: 432). The porch, made of plastered brick,
was added later, either at the end of the nineteenth or early in the twentieth cen-
tury. A noteworthy feature which further supports the argument that the two major
Jaina temples at Khajuraho were initially constructed as Hindu religious edifices,
is the presence of an image of Garuda, carved onto the pedestal in the garbha-
grha (Fergusson 1967: 51). During Cunningham’s first visit to the temple, in 1852
CE, the seat carried an image of Parfvanatha (A. S. I. II: 432), whilst these days a
sculpture of Adinatha is found in its place. Consequently, this temple also changed
its dedication once again within the period of Jaina ritual use. The outside of the
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Adinatha Temple is also adorned with Hindu images. This, together with the pres-
ence of Visju’s vahana Garuda, led Fergusson to argue that the temple was built
as a Vaisjava shrine and later appropriated by the Jainas of Khajuraho (Fergusson
1967: 51).

Conclusion: from Hindu to Jaina worship

The earlier discussion has shown that the Parfvanatha and the Adinatha Jaina
Temples at Khajuraho are highly complex structures with a long history of
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architectural, sculptural and religious change. Without new discoveries of local
textual sources or inscriptions, precisely recording and dating events in the
history of these temples, it will be difficult to ascertain at what stage which alter-
ations were carried out. A detailed examination of the edifices, however, indicates
very strongly that they were not designed as Jaina temples from the outset, as has
generally been believed. The two shrines are profusely adorned with Hindu imagery
and Jaina figures are only to be found on those parts of the buildings which were
added at a later stage, or to the temple interior, where it is obvious from their
positioning that the Jaina sculptures were inserted into already available niches.

The presence of a large number of dated Jaina figures from as early as the
beginning of the eleventh century, which were excavated at Khajuraho, shows that
there were Jaina temples at the site during the Chandella period. The Ghajtai
Temple, which survives only in a very reduced form, seems to be one of them.
A large concentration of Tirthakkara images with dated inscriptions from the
reign of Madanavarma, who ruled the area from the early to the mid-twelfth
century, points to a pronounced Jaina presence during that period.36 From
the available architectural material, it does, however, seem questionable that the
Parfvanatha and the Adinatha Temples were initially conceived as Jaina struc-
tures. The inscription on the left doorjamb of the Parfvanatha Temple, dating it to
954 CE, is a re-engraving carved in the thirteenth century, and there is no proof
that the epigraphic record was originally associated with this edifice. Either the
entire doorjamb or the text for the inscription might well have come from another
destroyed local Jaina shrine. During the restoration process, the Jaina community
clearly aimed at making the temples more Jaina by adding Tirthakkara images
and doorframes removed from ruined Jaina structures in the area. There is no
reason why in the course of the complete reconstruction of the porch, they should
not, in order to add substance to their claim to the temple, also have engraved the
copy of a local Jaina inscription on the doorjamb.

Based on the epigraphic and architectural evidence available to us at present,
and on the reports by Cunningham and Fergusson who paid several visits to the
site during the course of the nineteenth century, a possible historical sequence for
the evolution of the Parfvanatha Temple may have been that it was constructed as
a Hindu temple under King Dhakga in the mid or late tenth century. The edifice
was probably destroyed and desecrated during the Muslim attacks on Khajuraho
in 1022 and 1182 CE. Because the Jaina inscription was re-engraved during the
thirteenth century it seems that the shrine must have been appropriated and rebuilt
by local Jainas during this period. The caturviÅfati-patta of Adinatha might also
have been placed inside the sanctum at this stage. The temple must then have been
damaged again during the Islamic invasion of 1202/3 CE, because the shrine room
was empty when Cunningham surveyed the structure in 1852. He found the dated
inscription in place in the porch but no shrine had yet been added to the rear of
the main temple. On the basis of the inscription of the Parfvanatha image,
nowadays housed inside the main shrine, this statue was inaugurated in 1860,
around the time of Cunningham’s second survey of the site. The sequence of
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events as described earlier is supported by Fergusson’s view that the temple was
reoccupied by the Jainas in 1860 but that it had been restored and altered at a
much earlier date (Fergusson 1967: 50). In 1865, when Cunningham returned to
Khajuraho, the Parfvanatha Temple was completely restored and had become an
active place of Jaina worship.

Although certain details in the history of the Jaina temples at Khajuraho might
never come to light, the present paper proposes a new interpretation for the
Adinatha and Parfvanatha Temples, which for several decades have troubled art
historians working at the site. Another perspective on the new theory proposed
earlier is given by the fact that at the end of my research stay in Khajuraho, I came
to hear about a fierce and longstanding argument between the local Hindus and
Jainas. Their dispute is over the rightful ownership of these two sacred Jaina
edifices which the local Faivite community claims are Hindu in origin.
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Notes

1 The Dome of the Rock (Quabbat al-Sakhara) was constructed on the site of a pagan
temple which was first reclaimed as a place of worship by the Jews and then converted
by the Muslims into a mosque.

2 Mircea Eliade has written about this phenomenon at great length, see for example his
The Sacred and the Profane: The Nature of Religion, originally published in 1957 and
reprinted in 1987.

3 Hillenbrand 1988: 105–115. See especially p. 112.
4 Hindu temples belonging to the Eastern Group are the Brahma Temple (early tenth

century), the Vamana Temple (eleventh century), and the Javari Temple (late
eleventh century). These Hindu edifices are located outside the compound wall of the
Jaina temple complex, close to the Ghajtai Temple.

5 A detailed iconographical study of the sculptures adorning the Parfvanatha Temple has
been conducted by Klaus Bruhn (1956).

6 The first attack on the temples at Khajuraho was carried out under Mahmud of Ghazni
in 1022 CE. In the twelfth century, the last official Chandella Raja, Paramardi Deva,
also known as Parmal (c.1165–1202), was defeated by Prithiraj (III) Chauhan in 1182 CE,
and in 1202–1203 CE, Qutubu-d din Aibak invaded the area again and took Kalinjar
(Kalanjara). See Alexander Cunningham’s reports in Archaeological Survey of India
(A. S. I.) II: 412 and XXI: 59, Smith 1981: 203 and Mehta 1979 I: 70.

7 Although most art historians have described the Jaina temples at Khajuraho as
lacking a surrounding wall, such an enclosing structure is present today, and is
already marked on the plan drawn by Cunningham for his report of the years 1864–1865
(A. S. I. II: plate XCV).
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8 On his first visit to the site, in January 1852, Cunningham recorded an inscription
dating the image to VS 1085, 1028 CE, which was later covered with plaster and
whitewash (A. S. I. II: 434 and XXI: 61).

9 A further example of the re-engraving of an ancient record at Khajuraho is King Dhakga’s
stone inscription from 1059 CE which was renewed by Jayavarmadeva in 1173 CE. In
this case, both dates are engraved on the same stone (Kielhorn 1892: 137–147).

10 See for example Deva 1997: 59, or his long discussion of the issue in 1998: 61, 68–70.
The Parfvanatha Temple seems to have been constructed during the early part of the
reign of King Yafovarma’s son, King Dhakga (c.950–1002).

11 The platform is just over one metre (about 4 feet) high and its original mouldings are
now lost. The sandstone for the construction of the temple is believed to have come
from the quarries of Panna (Panna) on the Ken River.

12 The porch has a highly decorated ceiling (vitana) with an unusually elaborate pendant
consisting of an intertwined pair of figures, probably vidyadharas, carved in the round.
The construction of the mukha-majdapa is of one catuski (mukha-catuski).

13 The plinth also retains its original image frame ( parikara) and halo ( prabhavali).
From this it can be derived that the pedestal supported a caturviÅfati-patta with
Adinatha as the main image (Deva 1975a: 259; Deva 1975b: 287; Deva 1998: 71).

14 For the dated inscription see Deva 1975a: 259. Eliky Zannas read the date on the
inscription as 1865 (Zannas 1960: 147).

15 Deva suggested that the shrine at the rear might once have been larger and more elab-
orate (Deva 1975a: 259; Deva 1975b: 287). According to Nath (1980: 42), the addi-
tional shrine on the west side houses another image of Parfvanatha and not of
Adinatha. It is worthy of note that an image of Garuda is carved on the front of the
pedestal supporting the image in the rear shrine.

16 See for example Cunningham (A. S. I. II: 432) and Michell (1990: 170). Although the
sculptures adorning the outer walls of the temple are predominantly Vaisjava, includ-
ing some rare images of Parafurama, Balarama with Revati and others (Deva 1997: 59;
Deva 1998: 69), Shobita Punja argues that the external decorations depict the con-
gregation of the gods at Fiva’s wedding (Punja 1992: 146) and that consequently the
temple must have been Faivite.

17 Kielhorn translated the first lines of the inscription as ‘He who bears the auspicious
name Pahilla, . . . is pleased by good people [and] held in honour by king Dhakga, he
bows down here to the lord of the Jinas’ (1892: 136).

18 Because of the absence of projecting window openings, the Parfvanatha Temple also
has no stone seats (asanapattika) or backrests (kaksasana), typically found within the
ornate balconies of the Hindu temples of the Western Group.

19 Out of the originally eighty or so temples at Khajuraho, only about twenty five survive
today, and sculptures and debris from the ruined temples are still being unearthed.

20 It is noteworthy that the bhadras adorning the majdapa walls are not centrally aligned.
On the north side, the projection is much closer to the porch. This is also the area where
the repair works in brick and plaster are most obvious. Also the additional shrine at the
rear of the temple has pronounced bhadra protrusions.

21 This is not a feature of the Hindu architecture at the site.
22 It is slightly confusing that later on in his article he states that almost half of the

pedestals are empty. It is not quite clear if there were still ten images and another ten
empty pedestals in the hall, or if a total of ten pedestals carried five sculptures when
he visited the site (Deva 1975a: 260). The figures described by Deva were mostly Jinas,
a four-armed standing Yaksi with a lion, and a representation of the parents of the Jina,
probably the one now housed in the complex of the Fantinatha Temple.

23 During this period, cement seems only to have been used to cover and seal roof spaces.
24 Fergusson drew attention to the reuse of old building materials in the restoration of

temples and for the construction of other edifices (Fergusson 1967: 49).
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25 The Ghajtai Temple is named after the chain-and-bell motifs (ghajta) adorning its pillars.
Only the ardha-majdapa and the gudha-majdapa of this structure survive, which is
believed to have been similar in design but larger than the Parfvanatha Temple (some
believe it was almost twice as large; see e.g. Deva 1975b: 280). On the basis of its plan
and design as well as the presence of pilgrims’ records carved onto its walls, the Ghajtai
Temple appears to be very close in date to the Parfvanatha Temple. It probably dates from
the late tenth century CE (Deva 1975a: 261; Deva 1998: 72). Cunningham argued initially
that the temple was a sixth to seventh century CE Buddhist structure and suggested that it
might have been converted to Jaina use during the eleventh century (A. S. I. II: 431). After
extensive excavations at the site, the discovery of a large number of Digambara Jaina fig-
ures inside and around the temple, and the re-examination of the door lintels, Cunningham
revised his interpretation and concluded that the temple must have been Jaina from the
outset (A. S. I. X: 16). Nowadays, this identification has been accepted unanimously.

26 See for instance Michell 1990: 170.
27 A further example of a Jaina door lintel excavated at the site is exhibited in the Jaina

museum at Khajuraho. This lintel, too, shows representations of the Navagrahas and
Cakrefvari, as well as images of Ambika and Padmavati.

28 Other scholars have interpreted the relief carvings on the threshold as a depiction of
the churning of the cosmic ocean (A. S. I. II: 433).

29 Whilst Zannas considers the western projection to be a later addition, Deva believed
that it was part of the initial layout. A closer examination of the stonework, the grooves
and the sculptural representations, however, shows that the projecting shrine on the rear
must have been added at a later stage. Cunningham, in his minute descriptions of
the temple on his visits to Khajuraho in 1852, 1865 and 1884, never mentioned the
existence of the western shrine, which further supports the fact that it must have been
constructed after his last reported visit to the site.

30 Harle 1986: 234 and footnote no. 51 (p. 513).
31 For a discussion of the veneration of large numbers of images, and issues of multipli-

cation in Jaina architecture, see my ‘Multi-shrined Complexes: The Ordering of Space
in Jaina Temple Architecture’ (2001).

32 A small number of mithuna sculptures also survive in the friezes of the gudha-
majdapa and the plinth of the entrance portico.

33 For an iconographic analysis of the sculptures adorning the Parfvanatha Temple and a
map exactly marking the location of the few Jina images on the temple structure, see
the detailed study by Klaus Bruhn (1956).

34 There is some controversy about the origin and validity of the term ‘tribhakga’. I am
using it here in the art historical sense summarised by Gösta Liebert (1986: 301).

35 Images in abhakga or tribhakga are also associated with representations of Jaina
patrons and donors, and with Hindu divinities which were integrated into the Jaina
religion during the middle ages, but not with the sculptures of Tirthakkaras.

36 Punja (1992: 222) suggests that a Jaina community must have settled in the area of
Khajuraho after the invasions of the Islamic rulers of Delhi.
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14

JAINA LAW AS AN UNOFFICIAL
LEGAL SYSTEM

Werner Menski

Against a background of comparative jurisprudential analysis, this chapter
demonstrates that despite its formal amalgamation into Hindu law in India during
1955–1956, Jaina law continues to manifest itself in various unofficial and semi-
official forms. Thus, it is not productive to dispute whether Jaina law existed or
exists. The need is rather to research what culture-specific manifestations Jaina
law has been taking, and what role it continues to play in maintaining a separate
Jaina identity.

The chapter suggests that two major factors have affected the visibility of Jaina
law. While the official legal recognition of local customs under Hindu law could
potentially act as a protective umbrella for Jaina law, strict evidence requirements
have restricted the scope for official legal recognition and inclusion of Jaina
religio-cultural elements. Further, strengthening this process of keeping Jaina law
within the unofficial realm appears to be a deliberate traditional strategy, by
Jainas as individuals and as a community, to keep a cautious distance from the
processes of official law and the law courts. Much of Jaina law is therefore found
in unreported cases from lower courts, and in unrecorded private agreements
within the context of ‘family arrangements’.

The problem of understanding law

On a global level, legal debates now acknowledge more widely that the dominant
approach of Western legal positivism or ‘model jurisprudence’ (Chiba 1986), which
simplistically assumes that all law comes from the state and appears in more or less
codified form, remains deeply problematic, academically incoherent and socially
unrealistic. A conceptual analysis of traditional and modern non-Western legal sys-
tems inevitably shows that this eurocentric methodology and perspective of certain
legal models fails to record many culture-specific forms of law (Menski 2000). Since,
somehow, comparative jurisprudence still stops at the Bosporus (Örücü 1999: 31), it
is no surprise that Jaina law has been treated as an exotic specialist subject with little
practical relevance. As a result, there is hardly any writing on Jaina law.

Within this wider context, the question whether there is something worth
studying which we might call Jaina law turns out to be quite complex. Common
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sense would suggest that if Jainas and Jainism exist, there must also be something
like Jaina law. However, such a theoretical acceptance of the existence of Jaina law
relies on common sense and on a broad, non-technical definition of ‘law’ as a
culture-specific human phenomenon, rather than the technical, positivist view of
‘law’ as a body of rules made by some ruler or a state. An interdisciplinary analy-
sis of this problem requires explicit recognition of the fact that lawyers as practis-
ing professionals and as academics operate without a universally agreed definition
of ‘law’ (Menski 2000). Still, many lawyers and social scientists follow only the
dominant Western legal methodology of positivism and try to define away non-
state law by labelling it ‘custom’, ‘convention’ or ‘culture’. Such forms of law
then become more or less unofficial. It is important to be aware that Indian
jurisprudence has been deeply influenced by such dominant theories of positivism.

Thus it would appear that modern India has abolished Jaina law and that, at any
rate since the introduction of the Hindu Marriage Act of 1955 and other Hindu
law legislation of 1956, Jaina law no longer exists as a separate personal law.1 For
‘black letter lawyers’, that would be the end of the story – Jaina law has now
ceased to exist, and there is nothing to study. However, from a variety of
perspectives Jaina law continues to exist, albeit now at an unofficial level.2

In view of the multiple challenge of conflicting perspectives, relating to law
and – no less relevant – concerning the identity of Jainas themselves as a religious
community, it becomes difficult to ascertain to what extent Jaina law exists. Even
if we find that many people (including numerous Jainas themselves) perceive
Jainas as Hindus, or as part of Hinduism in some form, the problems of identify-
ing distinct Jaina social and legal identities remain. There will be specific
situations in which Jaina families and individuals will want to follow particular
rules as an expression of their very own Jaina identity and way of life. In the
present article, rather than focusing on the distinction between Jainas and Hindus,
I shall argue, from a socio-legal perspective, that wherever there are Jainas, there
will also be some manifestation of Jaina law, if not official, then unofficial.

The diasporic and transnational dimension

Before turning to the law, it may be useful to consider Jainas briefly as forming a
transnational community with its own complex identity.3 If, in India itself, Jainas
have been rendered more or less officially invisible, nothing stops the globally
dispersed Jainas in diaspora, if they wish to do so, from reconstructing and
re-asserting their separate identity and ethnicity, including elements of their own
personal law.4 Jainas have been making notable public statements about their
presence in diaspora and about the contributions that Jainism can make to the
well-being of mankind and all creations. In Britain, one may think of the impres-
sive Jain Centre (or Jaina Mandir) in Leicester and its aims, community facilities
like the Oshwal Centre in rural Hertfordshire, or the Jaina Studies Programmes at
De Montfort University and now at SOAS. There are many more manifestations
of the private and public face of Jaina life all over the world.
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Jainas tend to be gentle, soft people, not aggressive lobbyists and violent
demonstrators for their cause. Such relatively quiet and unobtrusive modes of
asserting Jaina identity may not be sufficiently loud to remind lawyers, and oth-
ers who claim to make or influence law, that there is indeed something like Jaina
law. Perhaps, therefore, a task of the future is to assert Jaina legal identity more
effectively than has been done so far, not through violence, but in a targeted,
strategically planned fashion which overcomes the current purposeful silence.
Even in Britain, it is not too late: The legal reconstruction process of multi-ethnic
Britain is only just beginning to move into a more public arena, as evidenced by
a recent Runnymede Report (Parekh 2000). Relevant academic writing is begin-
ning to cover general legal issues (Jones and Welhengama 2000), and one finds
more specifically anthropological assessments which are relevant also to Jainas
(generally Ballard 1994: 1–34, specifically Banks 1994), and evidence of specific
strategies of Jainas in planning law (Gale and Naylor 2002). However, as we shall
see, there are several factors impeding Jaina activism in giving a higher profile to
aspects and manifestations of Jaina law.

The legal evidence

As soon as one opens one of the leading law books from India which many
practitioners use, doubts about the existence of Jaina law resurface. The 17th edi-
tion of Mulla’s Hindu Law (Desai 1998: 825–826), states under the heading ‘Law
applicable to Jains’:

It is too late in the day to contend that Jains are not included in the term
‘Hindus’. The Jains are governed by all the incidents related to the Hindu
Joint Family, as was held by the Supreme Court. The ordinary Hindu law
is to be applied to Jains, in the absence of proof of special customs and
usage varying that law. Those customs and usage must be proved by
evidence, as other special customs and usage varying the general law
should be proved, and in the absence of proof the ordinary law must
prevail.

So the technically correct view appears to be at first sight that today, there is
officially no Jaina law in India, since it was subsumed under Hindu law for the
purposes of unification and codification of India’s modern Hindu law. Perhaps
there was Jaina law in the past, but it no longer exists. Yet a careful re-reading of
the above quote shows that the abolition of Jaina law is not total and complete,
since special Jaina customs and usages, if they can be proved, may still be legally
recognised.

Since Mulla’s Hindu Law and some other legal texts state so bluntly that Jainas
have been governed by Hindu law at least since the 1950s, two further questions
arise. First, when, how and why did this take-over by Hindu law happen? In other
words, in what form did Jaina law exist before 1955–1956 and why was it
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abolished by the stroke of a pen? Second, given the official position that Jaina law
has been taken over by Hindu law, what is the scope for arguing today that Jaina
law still exists? Desai (1998: 826) provides some further hints about possible
answers to the second question, indicating the scope for pleading specific
customs:

There is, however, nothing to limit the scope of the enquiry to the
particular locality in which the persons setting up the custom reside.
Judicial decisions recognising the existence of a disputed custom among
the Jains of one place are relevant as evidence of the existence of the
same custom amongst the Jains of another place, unless it is shown that
the customs are different; and oral evidence of the same kind are [sic]
equally admissible. Where, however, a custom is negatived by a judicial
decision in one place, like Madras, the fact that among Jains in the other
states such a custom has been upheld by courts does not warrant a gen-
eral presumption of the prevalence of the custom in the Madras State.

This clearly indicates, again, that Jaina law may exist today, but only as a matter
of local customary law, or as a second-tier type of law which cannot claim imme-
diate legal recognition and remains subject to specific rules and constructions of
evidence. So we need to ask a few more questions about Jaina customary law and
proof of Jaina customs. Based on the earlier two quotes and on socio-legal analy-
sis, my basic hypothesis therefore remains that Jaina law must be in existence,
primarily because Jaina people exist. However, it appears that Jaina law has today
become officially invisible in India, as have the Jainas themselves, to some extent.
So there is maybe a need to remind the world – and even Jainas themselves – that
Jainas and Jaina law exist?

The historical backdrop of Jainism

While this is not the main subject of this chapter, it is relevant as a contextualis-
ing element. I studied Jainism at Kiel University in Germany under the guidance
of Professor Jagdish Chandra Jain, whose Festschrift contains several illuminat-
ing articles as well as an earlier exploration of Jaina law (Menski 1994). Here, a
few brief points, relying to some extent on Jain (1926), are made as background
to the subsequent legal discussion. It is a well-recognised fact that disputes
between Jainas and Hindus go back to the earliest texts and the most basic
concepts.

It is undisputed that Jainism is an ancient religion, arising and flourishing well
before the start of Christianity. Quite how old its traditions are and how they relate
to Hinduism continues to be debated. Jainism rejected the Vedic pantheon of gods
and emphasised the importance of the Tirthakkaras, the last of whom was
Mahavira. The Tirthakkaras were originally not seen as lawgivers in an Austinian
or Napoleonic sense, more as outstanding role models in society, excellent
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personalities that achieved due spiritual reward. Later, it seems, positivist
interpretations of legal aspects became more prominent.

Jainism as a philosophy and religion rejected the supremacy of the Vedas and,
so we seem to assume, all that comes with it in terms of understanding the cosmic
Order (rta) and the classical Hindu key concept of dharma. However, Jainism
then developed its own concept of dharma, which is perhaps only marginally
different from the understandings of this concept by the ‘Hindus’. It has been dif-
ficult to draw boundaries since the ideals of Jainism do not really diverge greatly
from those of Hinduism, unless one puts up a particular sectarian picture of
Hinduism that is not representative of the whole. It appears that this is often done
to illustrate the conceptual contrasts between Hinduism and Jainism, but this
remains questionable academic methodology.

Hence, if we ask specifically what the ideas and ideals of Jainism are, as com-
pared to those of Hinduism, much depends on what kind of Hinduism one looks
at to compare and contrast with Jainism. The internal plurality of Hinduism
clearly allows for an immense variety of perspectives and does not dogmatically
determine anything that strictly binds all Hindus (see now Flood 2003). This rad-
ical pluralism is not recognised by many writers, and is often overlooked by
lawyers. Refuting the argument that Jainas are merely Hindu dissenters, a leading
writer on Jaina law (Jain 1926: 16–17) thus typically overplays and exaggerates
the contrast by stereotyping Hindus and Hinduism in a particular way:

The Jainas regard the world as eternal; the Hindus hold it to have been
made by a creator. In Jainism worship is not offered to an eternal and eter-
nally pure God, but to those Great Ones who have realised their high ideal
and attained to Godhood themselves; in Hinduism worship is performed
of one Lord who is the creator and the ruler of the world. The significance
of worship in Hinduism is also not the same as in Jainism. In Jainism it
is a kind of idealatory that is practised; there is no offering of food and
the like; nor is a prayer made to the Deity for boons. In Hinduism the
attainment of the object is by the will of certain divine beings who are to
be propitiated. In respect of their scriptures, too, there are great differ-
ences between Hinduism and Jainism. Not one of the Books of the
Hindus is accepted by the Jainas nor do the Hindus accept a single sâstra
(Scripture) of the latter. The contents, too, of the Scriptures of the two
religions differ. Not one part of the four Vedas and the 18 Puranas recog-
nised in Hinduism is included in the Jaina scriptures. Nor is any part of
the Sacred Books of the Jainas included clearly or expressly in the Hindu
Books. The matters in respect of which there seems to be an agreement
between the Jainas and the Hindus are merely social; their significance
wherever they have a religious bearing is divergent.

Many aspects of Jaina philosophy, especially ahiÅsa, have also become an
element of Hinduism and are, at any rate, not unknown to other people, especially
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communities residing together with Jainas. Conversely, it seems that Jainas have
also retained or taken certain elements from various local Hindu forms of belief
and practice. In this way, it becomes extremely difficult to say what is Hindu and
what is Jaina.

Consequently, there are many similarities between Hindus and Jainas. For
Hindus and Jainas, action (karma) and reaction seem to be at the core of the
respective rule systems as a dynamising element. Hence it is difficult to identify
elements exclusively specific to Jainas, given that dharma is also a key element
of Jaina concepts. So where, if at all, does one draw lines between Jaina dharma
and Hindu dharma? Should one assume that Jainas are merely a Hindu sect, or
does one recognise them as a separate ‘faith community’, as we seem to be doing
in multicultural Britain today? In terms of law, too, there are many unanswered
questions, as shown in the following lines.

If accumulation of merit (which itself is questioned and even rejected as a
dominant concern) for Jainas is, according to some authors (Jain 1991: 38),
acquired through a combination of right conduct and right knowledge, and not
merely by austerities and penances, it becomes at once doubly difficult to be a
good Jaina. But is being a good Jaina the same as following Jaina law?

These few basic points and related questions indicate that we can forever argue
about fine differences between Hinduism and Jainism; at the end of the day, many
principles in both traditions actually appear to be shared elements. Far from wish-
ing to throttle the debate about whether Jainas and Jaina law exist as a separate
entity, I would therefore simply reiterate and assert here that Jainas and their ideas
have influenced Hinduism itself so much that drawing any dividing line becomes
almost impossible. And yet, in ‘ethnic’ terms, many Jainas continue to distinguish
themselves from the Hindus around them, and are also perceived by many others
as a separate group.5

Legal definitions

In law, too, the dividing lines between Hindu and Jaina elements are not well
defined. Understandings of what Jaina law actually is show significant parallels
with what Hindus are saying about their own traditional law. If, for Hindu law,
Professor Kane claimed during colonial rule in his monumental History of
Dharmafastra that the Hindus have long had law that can match Western ideas and
ideals, the same has been done for Jaina law. The most prominent book on the sub-
ject of Jaina law remains the study by Champat Rai Jain (1926). It argues vigor-
ously for the separate recognition of Jaina law at a time when court decisions were
further restricting the scope for the application of traditional Jaina law, well before
the important 1955–1956 reforms which submerged Jaina law into Hindu law.

It is interesting to see how Champat Rai Jain argued his case for the retention
of Jaina law, showing parallels with how Hindus perceive their traditional law,
namely as the result of some ancient lawgiving process. Such images are quite
obviously modelled on the dominant Western ideas of legal positivism, so that
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‘proper’ law is perceived as codified, an authoritative source, invariably related
back to a male lawgiver. For Hindus and Jainas, the critical question is whether
this could have been one personalised god, or rather a more diffuse power. It
seems to me that the ambitious image of ancient lawgivers is deeply flawed by the
inability to determine historical dates and definite personalities. Still, this has not
prevented prominent Hindu law experts from fantasising about the revealed
nature of Hindu law. Thus, we read in one such leading textbook (Diwan and
Diwan 1993: 27–28):

Hindu law is considered to be divine law, a revealed law. The theory is
that some of the Hindu sages had attained great spiritual heights, so
much so that they could be in direct communion with God. At some
such time the sacred law was revealed to them by God Himself. This
revelation is contained in Sruti or Vedas.

Such distortions of Hindu legal history, modelled on Judaeo-Christian elements,
freely mixing images of the interaction of great men and God with South Asian
concepts of texts as sources of law, create a confusing mess of concepts and
impede analysis of legal reality. Even Diwan and Diwan concede, almost imme-
diately (at p. 28), that the fruti is only considered to be the fundamental source of
Hindu law in theory, while in practice ‘its importance as a source of positive law
is doubtful’ (ibid.). At any rate, reliance on divine revelation as a defence against
being reformed worked neither for Hindu law nor Jaina law.

Examining how C. R. Jain saw this matter in 1926, we find an instructive
illustration of how legal writers tend to distort South Asian laws for an unsus-
pecting wider readership that is not familiar with internal debates about the nature
of law among lawyers. Jain (1926: 3) opens his case immediately with the grand
assertion that Jaina law is a separate entity and must be recognised as such. It is
pure religious politics when he writes that ‘[t]he Jaina Law is an independent
department of the science of Jurisprudence. Its original author, the first legislator,
was Bharata Chakravarti, who was the eldest son of the first Tirthankara,
Sri Rishabha Dêvaji’.

As a specialist on South Asian jurisprudence, I cannot help admiring such
amazingly bold assertions. Jain claims here, logically correct in view of the Jaina
refusal to recognise the authority of the Vedas, that Jaina law has a human author,
an ancient legislator even, who laid down a legislated law in Napoleonic style, in
other words a law code that positivists would recognise as law proper. What Jain
thereby really claims, as P. V. Kane asserted a little later for Hindu law, is that
Jainas are not inferior to other people and have developed something that Western
observers should recognise as law. In other words, Jainas are not just an earth-
bound chthonic group living in close conjunction with nature (on chthonic laws,
see Glenn 2000), but have a sophisticated, formally structured and separate law.

Quite significantly, the claim for Jaina law is not that it comes from a religious
source or authority, as appears to be the case for Hindu law through the image of
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revelation from some divine source, and even God Himself.6 None of that works
for Jaina law, which cannot fall back on monotheistic models and therefore looks
decidedly secular (as ‘proper’ positivist law should do), in that the lawgiver was,
according to Jain (1926: 3) as cited earlier, the son of a Tirthakkara, neither a
prominent holy man nor a god or God. Jain (ibid.) carries on this assertive image
of Jaina law in the next paragraph:

The whole of the Jaina Law was composed at one time, and is, therefore,
wanting in those marks which characterise the Judge-made Law, though
it is not improbable that owing to the necessities of the community and
the human intercourse slight changes, not affecting its basic principles,
have been made in it from time to time.

These assertions carry on the theme and image of a complete, ancient codified
law, which is therefore in danger of becoming somewhat outdated and inflexible
because it is so old. Jain compares this to the familiar English concept of case-
law, which has been able to build some modifications into its framework of rules
through judicial intervention and simply asserts that because of the needs of the
community, some changes must have been made ‘not affecting its basic princi-
ples’. The next paragraph (ibid.) carries on this theme and provides some more
detail about his vision of the original nature of Jaina law: ‘The Jaina Law was
originally a part of what is known as the Upasakadhyayana Anga which is now
lost. Its existing sources mainly are the books which are mentioned below.’ This
is another huge assertion, in principle familiar from Hindu law as well, namely
that the original Jaina law could be identified as part of a larger body of text, all
of which has been lost. Hence, without following any of the Hindu terminology,
the assertion here is to the effect that the ancient Jaina law was founded on a tex-
tual basis that has not survived, but which much earlier generations of scholars
still knew of. One may suspect that the author is trying to avoid the Hindu terms
for ‘revealed truth’ (fruti) and ‘remembered truth’ (smrti). He is certainly using
those concepts without telling us so. One may deduce this from the way in which
he discusses the ‘existing sources’, namely a number of ‘law books’.

This shows that Jaina law probably faced the same problems as Hindu law in
proving the links between the ancient ‘heard’ or ‘revealed’ material and what was
later ‘remembered’. In his brief description of what he perceives as the six major
‘law books’ of the Jainas, Jain (1926: 3–5) provides ample evidence that all of this
material actually comes from a more recent era. It therefore constitutes at best what
we should imagine as reconstructed ‘bricks’ of a much earlier tradition, originating
more likely than not in a floating oral reservoir of rules which eventually coagu-
lated into the named texts that we know today.7 The following six ‘Jaina law books’
are listed by Jain (1926: 3–5) with some comments which are abbreviated here:

1 Bhadrabahu Samhita: Related to Bhadrabahu (about 2300 years ago) but
actually a much later work, composed between AD 1601 and 1609. Based on
the ancient Code, composed by an unknown author.
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2 Arhan Niti: A Fvetambara work which is not very old. Its author declares that
he remembered what he had heard and wrote it down. This is therefore
clearly a smrti work, whose title indicates the purpose of guidance.

3 Vardhamana Niti: Composed about AD 1011 by Sri Amitagati Acarya. This
has verses identical to Bhadrabahu Samhita, which Jain (1926: 4) takes as
evidence that both texts must be based on an earlier book. But what if they
are both simply based on a mass of floating oral text, which is equally likely?

4 Indranandi Jina Samhita: Composed by Vasunandi Indranandi, apparently
also based on the Upasakadhyayana Akga, so that Jain (1926: 5) argues that
this text consists of ‘stray fragments’ of the older text.

5 Traivarjikacara: Composed in AD 1611 by Bhattaraka Somasena.
6 Adi Puraja: Composed by Sri Jinasena Acarya in ninth century AD, a major

Digambara text.

There are of course many more Jaina texts, and Jain (1926: 6) admits that the ones
he mentions are therefore only stray parts of the ancient law, not a complete code
of Jaina law. In effect, he simply asserts (ibid.) that this is a problem that has to
be tolerated, and that what exists is good enough to reconstruct Jaina law

These are chiefly the Law Books which are traceable now, but none of
them contains the entire Law. Still I think that whatever portion has sur-
vived of it is quite sufficient for our jural purposes, though difficulties
may have to be faced in the interpretation of it in the beginning.

Clearly, the debate over the legal status of those books remains undeveloped. It
seems to be taken for granted that textual fragments can be used as evidence in a
court of law, in other words, that textual rules and regulations may be treated as
general legal rules, a mistake that was common under British rule. Grave
reservations about such techniques of reconstructing law and the underlying
assumptions are certainly in order. We know from the history of Hindu law, and
particularly of Anglo-Hindu law, where the same problems arose, that one could
therefore basically prove anything from any of the old texts, provided one
could find the right textual statement to substantiate one’s point. And if in doubt,
a vague reference to ‘the fastra’ might suffice. It could hardly be assumed that
the above-listed six texts would, if taken together, constitute a coherent and
consistent rule system, a code that could be used in legal practice.

Jaina law under British rule

Jain’s study tells us virtually nothing about what happened to the application of
such supposedly legal texts between the seventeenth century and the end of
British rule. From the parallel history of Hindu law, it is known that the early
British administrators tried in vain to make sense of what they assumed to be the
Hindu law texts, which were in reality merely guidebooks on dharma and would
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not claim to lay down rules for uniform application in the way the British
expected (Menski 2003). Given such fundamental problems of communication
over basics, even those texts which the British had specifically commissioned
only increased everyone’s confusion, to the despair of many well-meaning admin-
istrators (Menski 2000: 179–181) and with far-reaching implications for the
reconstruction of Hindu law (Menski 2003, chapter 4). Jain (1926: 6) highlights
such problems of communication in the British Indian period, demonstrating that
access to those texts, on account of ritual concerns, was sought to be restricted by
the Jainas:

When the British came, the Jains concealed their fastras [sic] and
objected to their production in courts. To a certain extent their action was
justified, because in the courts the Scriptures of no religion are
respected. The presiding officer at times and the court officials generally
employ the saliva of their mouth for turning over the leaves of the books,
which must cause pain to a devout heart. But the remedy for this is not
the withholding of books altogether.

These observations are highly significant. It is not surprising that the British
should have reacted to such uncooperative behaviour by concluding that the
Jainas had no proper law books. Surely, if they were important for litigation, they
would have been relied on and would have been brought into court? Thus, by giv-
ing more importance to ritual purity and protective isolation than public demon-
stration of their separate legal status, the Jainas soon lost the battle for recognition
of a separate Jaina law. Jain (1926: 7) is quite clear on this:

The result of the non-production of their Scriptures by the Jains has been
that the courts have now held that they (the Jains) have no Law Books of
their own . . . And this is notwithstanding the fact that as early as 1837
A.D. the names of certain Jaina Law books were mentioned in court . . .
and even earlier than this in 1833 A.D. there was an allusion to Jaina
works on Law.

This process of formal legal rejection by the British should probably be seen in
the wider context of British dissatisfaction with the way in which all of Anglo-
Indian law was developing at that time. Having employed pajdits and maulvis to
help them make sense of Hindu law and Muslim law, the British would have
required the services of some learned Jainas to unravel the contents of some of
the Jaina works. But the Digambara Jaina Mahasabha repeatedly passed resolu-
tions against printing any of the Jaina works (Jain 1926: 8) and pollution-
conscious mendicants would not as readily engage with the polluting environment
of the British courts as Hindu pajdits. Hence there are several meaningful
reasons for the lack of proper communication between the British authorities and
the Jainas. Occasionally, though, Jaina pajdits must have been consulted and
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Jain (1926: 8) refers to one such case in 1869, even after the system of consulting
such experts had been officially abandoned. So the British did try to assist, but
the Jainas themselves were not cooperative enough in this venture.

A more complex problem, which the Hindu also pajdits faced, concerns the
interpretation of any texts deemed to be legal sources. The presumably correct
strategy of tracing Hindu or Jaina law from the old texts inevitably had to run into
enormous difficulties, since these texts did not speak with one voice and, more
crucially, were not concerned with law, but with dharma. While such mismatches
frustrated the British enormously when it came to Hindu law (Derrett 1968,
chapters 8 and 9) and eventually led to the sacking of the pajdits and reliance on
judicial precedent as a major source of Anglo-Hindu law, we do not appear to
know much about the communication problems between the British and the
Jainas. Jain (1926: 7–8) exonerates the Anglo-Indian courts for the resulting
marginalisation of Jaina legal texts:

But the courts are not to be blamed for this; on the contrary they tried on
each occasion to ascertain the Jaina Law or at least the Jaina customs, so
that the disputes of the Jainas may be decided according to their own
rules. Sir E. Montague Smith in the course of the judgment of their
Lordships of the Privy Council in the case of Sheo Singh Rai v.
Musammat Dakho (I.L.R., 1 Allahabad page 688) observed; – ‘It would
certainly have been remarkable if the courts had denied to the large and
wealthy communities existing among the Jains, the privilege of being
governed by their own peculiar laws and customs, when these laws and
customs were, by sufficient evidence capable of being ascertained and
defined; and were not open to objection on grounds of public policy or
otherwise.’

It seems therefore that the reluctance among the Jainas to use their own texts as
legal documents in public legal proceedings controlled by outsiders, manifesting
itself both in private distancing and in obfuscation by the Jaina Mahasabha, con-
tributed much to the rapid waning of British interest in questions of Jaina law and
the resulting formal de-recognition of Jaina law as well as its separate status as a
personal law.

By the early 1920s, when some Hindu writing appeared that treated Jainas as
Hindu dissenters in the context of law reforms, and thus sought to include them
in the uniformising project of a Hindu Code, the Jainas became alarmed and
started to protest, establishing a Jaina Law Committee (1921). This was com-
posed of English-qualified lawyers as well as some pajdits and other learned
men, but it achieved nothing. It appears that the Committee took the anekantavada
philosophy too far and became a mere talking shop. Jain (1926: 10) is vaguely
apologetic about why this Committee failed to accomplish its objectives. On the
other hand, Jain (1926: 10–12) complained vigorously about the fact that in many
cases Jain litigants had Hindu law rules applied to them. He set out his own
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programme, indicating that his compilation ‘is prepared in the hope that the Jaina
Law may once again raise its head independently, and the Jainas be enabled to
observe the rules of their Dharma properly in obedience to their own Laws’ (Jain
1926: 12). He also refused to question that it would necessarily be harmful for
Jainas to have Hindu law applied to them, but provides an interesting example
about gender relations in a footnote (ibid.):

A single instance should suffice to illustrate the nature of the harm that
will accrue to the Jaina community if not allowed to be governed by their
own laws. The son in a Jaina household is placed in a subordinate
position, and postponed before the wife, who takes the paternal property
as absolute owner. She is at liberty to give it away to any one she likes
and cannot be stopped by any one except as regards the maintenance of
small children. The effect of this healthy rule is that the son has got to
be well behaved, obedient and a model of virtue to win the favour of the
mother. To invest the son with absolute ownership is to silence the
mother’s controlling voice effectively. The insignificant percentage of
criminals among the Jainas – the lowest as compared with other com-
munities – is a glowing tribute to the wisdom of the Jaina Legislator.
If the Jainas are subjected to a system of Law in which the mother’s
controlling voice is silenced or deadened, the same excellence of moral
goodness may not be expected of them.

I am not so sure about giving credit to the imagined ‘Jaina legislator’, but this
particular rule about maternal control certainly makes a lot of social sense. There
are, however, indications that this particular legal rule is not shared by all Jainas,
so it may well be a matter of custom in certain Jaina communities rather than a
binding rule of Jaina law as a whole. Anthropologists, in particular, might find it
relevant to investigate to what extent matrilineal and patrilineal principles are
intertwined here, because Jaina law applied also in many parts of South India and
its customs will not have remained immune to local norms that might suggest a
more equitable gender balance than is often found in North India.

Jaina customary law thus became a kind of unofficial legal system that devel-
oped many situation-specific methods of deciding contested matters outside the
courts. The major problem in legal practice became therefore that whatever cus-
toms Jaina families and communities from all over India may have developed as
sensible social norms within their local socio-legal contexts, these might not be
recognised as law once a matter went to court. Serious problems arose in gauging
the place of Jaina custom and Jain (1926: 13–14) discusses this in some detail,
emphasising particularly the practical problems of evidence:

And, it will not do to say that the Jaina Law can be enforced in the shape
of special customs, so that matters may be allowed to continue as they
have done hitherto. For every lawyer knows how difficult it is to prove
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a custom. Hundreds of witnesses have to be examined and instances to
be established which are beyond the means of ordinary litigants and
outside the scope of small cases. The chance of miscarriage of Justice is
also very great, as is known to have happened more than once. The com-
munity, too, lives in a condition of insecurity, since nobody knows what
will be the decision of the Court of Justice on a question of custom to be
proved by oral evidence. This sense of insecurity is liable to become
aggravated by wrong adjudication, since that means a pronouncement of
law contrary to the actual prevailing practice. In ordinary cases miscar-
riage of justice, although reprehensible, may not matter much, as only
the parties are affected by it. But in regard to general customs, the whole
community is affected by such judgments.

These statements replicate evidence about the difficult role of custom which
troubled Hindu lawyers, who could not help noticing that the official formal
Anglo-Indian law diverged more and more from informal, unofficial local prac-
tices. Thus, while custom was in theory an important source of law, which could
even override the text of the written law (Menski 1997: 42), in practical reality
proof of custom was most difficult to achieve. The result, more so for Jainas than
for other communities, perhaps, if we think of their moral value system and the
major principle of ahiÅsa, might have been that less and less Jaina cases would
actually come to the courts. This kind of avoidance reaction is not surprising,
since it fits the historical evidence of Jainas hiding their legal sources from the
British on account of fears about pollution as well as a desire to practise non-
violent means of dispute settlement – among which one can certainly not count
the Anglo-Indian judicial system. In addition, there must have been many local
mechanisms for settling small disputes through pañcayats and other informal
bodies, so the actual Jaina law would become more and more invisible. In other
words, for a variety of reasons, under colonial rule Jaina law turned more clearly
into an unofficial legal system, a system of rules that exists in social reality but
is not brought to the notice of the state and is not formally recognised by it.
Despite the formal recognition of Jaina customary laws in principle, informal
processes of dispute management strengthened the trend towards making and
keeping Jaina law officially invisible.

Jaina law under the umbrella of modern Hindu law

From there, it was only a small step to the early 1950s, when modernist reforms
of Hindu law were being debated and the Jaina question inevitably came up again.
In the end, the decision was made to agglomerate Buddhists, Jainas and Sikhs
with Hindus for the purpose of codification and unification of modern Hindu law,
irrespective of what these religious minorities thought about it (Derrett 1968: 44).
Maybe the relative invisibility of Jaina and Buddhist law was one of the main
reasons why modern Indian law makers decided with such apparent ease to
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amalgamate Hindu law with the personal laws of the Jainas, Buddhists and Sikhs
to form the codified modern Hindu personal law of India. That process was com-
pleted in four major enactments in 1955–1956, instead of one comprehensive
Code, which had been planned but was sabotaged by Hindu opposition to the per-
ceived de-Hinduisation of the official law. The four statutes passed at that time all
have a statement to similar effect, bringing Jainas formally under Hindu law.
Thus, section 2 of the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 provides:

2. Application of the Act.–
(1) This Act applies –

(a) to any person who is a Hindu by religion in any of its forms or
developments, including a Virashaiva, a Lingayat or a follower
of the Brahmo, Prarthana or Arya Samaj,

(b) to any person who is a Buddhist, Jaina or Sikh by religion, and
(c) to any other person domiciled in the territories to which this Act

extends who is not a Muslim, Christian, Parsi or Jew by reli-
gion, unless it is proved that any such person would not have
been governed by the Hindu law or by any custom or usage as
part of that law in respect of any of the matters dealt with herein
if this Act had not been passed.

Explanation: –
The following persons are Hindus, Buddhists, Jainas or Sikhs by
religion, as the case may be:

(a) any child, legitimate or illegitimate, both of whose parents are
Hindus, Buddhists, Jainas or Sikhs by religion;

(b) any child, legitimate or illegitimate, one of whose parents is a
Hindu, Buddhist, Jaina or Sikh by religion and who is brought
up as a member of the tribe, community, group or family to
which such parent belongs or belonged; and

(c) any person who is a convert or re-convert to the Hindu,
Buddhist, Jaina or Sikh religion.

This, however, was by no means the end of Jaina law. It only signifies its formal
demise as a separate personal law and thus relegates it still more clearly to an infor-
mal and unofficial status, hidden below the assumed formal uniformity of the new
state-made Hindu law. Under this vast and wide umbrella of the modern codified
Hindu law, however, there is in theory as well as practice plenty of scope for assert-
ing individual claims that a particular matter should be governed by Jaina law.8

However, as in the colonial period, the methods for achieving legal recognition of
Jaina customs are dictated by the formal modern law, which regulates the
processes of ascertaining and applying Jaina law through pleading Jaina custom.9

It is known that custom was extremely difficult to prove under Anglo-Indian
law, which granted it a large role in theory, but restricted it in practice well beyond
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what Hindus and Jainas themselves saw as appropriate. One must wonder to what
extent the situation may have changed under the modern enactments. No detailed
research appears to have been done on this issue.10 My tentative view, which is
primarily based on an analysis of the scope for the recognition of Hindu custom-
ary marriage laws, is that post-colonial Hindu law, conscious of the fact that it
governs such a widely divergent population, has actually facilitated the use of
customs, but they will have to be pleaded and proved in the courts when disputes
arise. To what extent such disputes will arise before any formal forum, in the first
place, remains therefore a critical issue on which far too little is known with
specific reference to Jainas.

Compared to the colonial period, however, the strictness of the test of custom
has since been significantly relaxed. In the realm of the lower courts and their
unreported cases, particularly in Gujarat and Karnataka, it should therefore be
possible to locate much local evidence of the judicial recognition of Jaina cus-
tomary law. Certainly in theory, if not in practice, the new Hindu law offers a
chance for Jaina litigants to assert themselves and their personal law, particularly
at the lower court level. It appears, however, that as in the nineteenth century,
today’s Jainas may be rather hesitant when it comes to using this legal facility in
open court. In practice, many Jainas will either stay out of the state courts alto-
gether, or they may be happy to see Hindu law applied to them officially to avoid
undue complications. A viable balance may have to be found between spending
extra legal fees on pleading specific Jaina customs in courts for the sake of assert-
ing a religious identity and pursuing such claims in private informal negotiations
and settlements.

Nobody appears to have studied these issues in any depth, nor have I conducted
any systematic research on case law for the purpose of this particular chapter. It
remains a challenging task to ascertain the extent of evidence that Jainas in India
today are able to use customary laws to assert any claims to being governed by
their own personal law. As indicated, the formal mechanisms for this exist within
the Hindu statutory law itself, since the modern Hindu law is not as uniform as is
widely believed, and as may appear at first sight. For example, section 3(a) of the
Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 provides:

3. Definitions.–
In this Act unless the context otherwise requires,–

(a) the expressions ‘custom’ and ‘usage’ signify any rule which,
having been continuously and uniformly observed for a long time,
has obtained the force of law among Hindus in any local area,
tribe, community, group or family:

Provided that the rule is certain and not unreasonable or
opposed to public policy; and provided further that in the case of
a rule applicable only to a family it has not been discontinued by
the family;
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This innocuous section is extremely powerful, and far too few Indian and foreign
observers seem to realise this. The old Anglo-Indian test of custom, as a rule or
norm that was ‘ancient’ and applied ‘from time immemorial’ has clearly not been
adopted by the modern Hindu law. Custom now has to be shown to be observed
merely ‘for a long time’, hence opening up vast opportunities for enterprising
plaintiffs and their lawyers to plead Jaina customs without going back for cen-
turies. It appears that this happens a lot in practice, especially at lower court level,
but we do not hear about such cases, which remain unreported. There are strong
indications, however, even at Supreme Court level, that the superior Indian courts
remain perfectly capable of handling such complex questions of customary law.11

The scope for unofficial Jaina law

Hence, it may be possible to argue that Jaina law has not totally lost its potential
in terms of legal and social reconstruction. As in the nineteenth century, the
community itself will actively need to use the existing mechanisms of the formal
legal system to assert the separate status of Jaina law, now as Jaina custom under
the wide umbrella of Hindu law. This scenario confirms that Jaina law may have
officially disappeared, but has the potential to flourish as a largely unofficial law,
in the sense of a system of rules that is not officially recognised by the state
(Chiba 1986). This is the case in India as well as in Britain, where the scope for
asserting the special qualities of Jaina law and life also exists, but is probably not
utilised to the same extent by the community.

I have first-hand knowledge of a British case involving Jainas, in which some
such arguments could have been used as a matter of ‘cultural practice’, as we
would call it in Britain today. In A. v. J. [1989] 1 FLR 110, the basic facts were
that a young Jaina couple had fallen out over a misunderstanding of proper behav-
iour for spouses who are legally married in England through a registered mar-
riage, but have not yet undergone the religious rituals of marriage. We know that
normally such couples are expected to defer cohabitation despite being legally
married. In the present case, it appears that the young woman expected her hus-
band to display at least some affection towards her and to behave more akin to a
married man, while the clearly inexperienced husband thought it proper to keep
a decent distance until after the ‘real’ marriage. For example, he sent his wife a
Valentine’s card, but she felt this lacked romance and feeling, given that he was
her husband.

An application for nullity of the marriage was made by the wife, and this was
granted after much argument, but there is not a word in the reported judgment to
indicate that the spouses were Jainas. Of course, why should an English case
report be interested in such cultural facts? But by keeping such a low cultural pro-
file, Jainas do not help the cause of Jaina law, if indeed they see any such cause.
So, I fear, we are still in the same scenario that C. R. Jain observed in the early
twentieth century – unless Jainas assert their distinct cultural and religious
identity, they will not even be noticed as a separate category of people.
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This seems to be different in India, where a good number of reported cases
concerning Jainas make rather a lot of this fact, and where interesting controver-
sies have been reported. Derrett (1968: 460) refers to a case in the Bombay High
Court during the late 1950s, Chhotalal Lallubhai v. Charity Commissioner,
Bombay (1957) 59 BomLR 349, in which the claims of a Jaina charitable trust
established for the welfare of animals were refused in what Derrett (ibid.) called
an ‘extremely negative attitude’:

We do not think that the other bequests can be regarded as religious. A
bequest to Panjrapole, i.e. a home meant for maimed, aged and deformed
animals, can by no stretch of imagination be regarded as a religious
bequest. Similarly, a bequest for practising kindness to all forms of life
cannot, in our judgement, be regarded as a religious bequest; and a
bequest for providing food to pilgrims visiting temples or providing
clothes to Jain male and female Sadhus and Sadhvis cannot also be
regarded as a bequest for religious purposes.

Obviously, something went wrong here in the judge’s understanding of religion
itself, rather than of Jainism and its tenets, but this was such an obvious mistake
that the Supreme Court, albeit only in 1965, rectified this matter (see Shah
Chhotalal Lallubhai v. The Charity Commissioner, Bombay (1965) 67 BomLR
432 (SC).

The indications from Jain’s study of 1926, as well as some specialist law books
on Hindu law which contain stray references to Jainas, are that there are quite a
few cases in which Jainas as litigants have felt that injustice was done to them
through overlooking or disregarding even basic principles of Jaina law. This, too,
will have contributed to attempts to keep disputes out of formal courts as much
as possible. Only detailed research could tell us to what extent this is still an issue
today and what the consequences have been. Manifestly, however, Jaina law
continues to exist today, now under the formal cloak of Hindu law, and at an
informal and almost invisible level. It is a classic case of an unofficial law within
a formal legal environment, benefiting from the fact that no state legal system
can totally control the socio-cultural field of all citizens. Unofficial Jaina law is
therefore protected not only by reticence on the part of Jainas about their own
laws, but also by the inherent limits of formal legal regulation.

The particular theoretical perspective taken here demonstrates, of course, that
a purely legalistic, positivist approach would have yielded very different results,
which would in all likelihood neither please the Jainas (because it would deny the
existence of Jaina law altogether), nor accord with the social reality of unofficial
laws as a universal phenomenon. The socio-legal methodology applied here
inevitably yields the conclusion that Jaina law in India (and elsewhere) is today
largely an unofficial legal system and will remain in that position. What effects
this will have on assertions of Jaina identity and Jaina ‘ethnicity’ remains to be
investigated in more detail.
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Notes

1 There can be no doubt that Jaina law existed as a personal law before that and was
applied by courts as such. Historical research on old cases would unearth a lot of
material. For some details see Desai (1998: 825–830).

2 Notably, another method of considering ‘Jain law’ is based on the assumption that the
texts and the men who know and use them, embody the law. This is a conceptual
approach akin to the one in Hindu law that equates the Manusmriti to a kind of
Napoleonic Code. In the present chapter this aspect is neither critiqued nor elaborated,
but this is a topic for future discussion.

3 On the fashionable concept of transnational communities, which is now itself begin-
ning to be challenged by terms like ‘translocal’, see the special issue of the Journal of
Ethnic and Migration Studies (Vol. 27 Number 4, October 2001), edited by Steven
Vertovec, one of the foremost writers on this theme.

4 In this regard, the general observations found in Ballard (1994: 1–34) about the recon-
struction of Asian ways of life in the UK ‘on their own terms’ clearly also apply to Jainas.

5 I take the concept of ‘ethnicity’ here as a key element of identity formation and assertion
of differences between groups of people who may otherwise, in certain respects, be rather
similar. The main legal definitions of ethnicity were developed in English law through a
case involving ‘racial’ discrimination against a Sikh schoolboy that went up to the House
of Lords. For details of the historical and cultural criteria see Mandla v. Dowell Lee
[1983] 1 All England Reports 1062. To my knowledge, no attempt has been made so far
to argue that Jainas could also be defined as a ‘racial group’ under the Race Relations
Act, 1976. The legal debates over Jaina identity and ‘ethnicity’ in India have probably
taken quite a different route and seem to me, at least at this stage, undeveloped.

6 This method or process is most clearly argued in the case of Muslims, where the direct
link of Allah and the Holy Prophet forms the core for all Muslim belief.

7 Peter Flügel rightly suggests that much more could be said about this particular
selection, a view shared by Christoph Emmrich at the South Asia Institute in
Heidelberg. I must leave this topic to better qualified people, at least for the moment.

8 For example, the Jaina customs of marriage would appear to be comprehensively pre-
served by section 7 of the Hindu Marriage Act of 1955, which has the effect that a Jaina
couple may marry in accordance with the customary rites and rituals of the respective
family or community. The modern Indian state has made no attempt whatsoever to
impose a uniform secular system on every couple that wishes to marry. While formal
registration of the marriage remains optional, a customary religious wedding in the
midst of family and friends, thus prima facie a socio-cultural process, creates legal
validity per se. For details see Menski (2001: 9–46).

9 It appears therefore that Derrett’s observation (1968: 178) to the effect that
Jainas became some kind of Hindu caste, is still an appropriate way of looking at this
issue.

10 Derrett (1970: 123–124) only considers the much-contested question whether adoption
among the Jainas is religious or secular.

11 A most instructive recent example is found in M. Govindaraju v. K. Munisami
Gounder, AIR 1997 SC 10, where the Supreme Court of India recognised the
legal effects of customary divorces in low caste communities in order to protect an
individual’s property rights.
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AHIØSA AND COMPASSION 
IN JAINISM

Kristi L. Wiley

Ahiysa is one of the core ethical values in Jainism, as expressed in the oft-quoted
phrase “ahiysa paramo dharmah (nonviolence is the supreme form of religious
conduct).” Padmanabh S. Jaini has observed that within Jainism there is a
“preoccupation with ahiysa,” for no other religious tradition “has carried it
[ahiysa] to the extreme of the Jainas. For them it is not simply the first among
virtues but the virtue.”1 Although in most religious traditions non-harming relates
to other living beings, Jaini has noted that “for Jainas, however, it [hiysa] refers
primarily to injuring oneself – to behavior which inhibits the soul’s ability to
attain moksa.”2 The reasoning here is that a tendency to intentionally harm other
living beings that is motivated by strong passions (kasaya) causes the binding of
harmful varieties (papa prakrti) of karmic matter to one’s own soul. These
karmas cause rebirth in undesirable states of existence as hell-beings (naraki) and
animals (tiryañca) that are characterized by a preponderance of suffering and that
are not conducive to spiritual progress, thereby prolonging the soul’s journey in
saÅsara.3

Ahiysa and nonpossession (aparigraha), along with the doctrine of manifold
aspects (anekantavada), are frequently viewed as cornerstones of a Jain world-
view.4 The concept of compassion is mentioned less frequently in most survey
texts on Jainism. For example, in The Jains by Paul Dundas there is no entry for
the word compassion in the index, and in The Jaina Path of Purification by
P. S. Jaini, it is discussed briefly.5 However, Jains sometimes associate ahiysa
with compassion in their writings. For instance, in an essay entitled “Environmental
wisdom in Ancient India,” L. M. Singhvi states:

Compassion and reverence for life are the sheet-anchor of the Jain quest
for Peace, Harmony, and Rectitude, based on spiritual and physical
symbiosis and a sense of responsibility and restraint arising out of the
principle of cause and effect. Although the term ahiysa is stated in
the negative (a � non, hiysa � violence), it is rooted in a host of
positive aims and actions which have great relevance to contemporary
environmental concerns. Ahiysa is an aspect of daya (compassion,
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empathy and charity). . . . Jiva-daya means caring for and sharing with
all living beings, tending, protecting and serving them. It entails univer-
sal friendliness (maitri), universal forgiveness (ksama) and universal fear-
lessness (abhaya). . . . It is the same sense of compassion and non-violence
which is the basis of the ancient Jain scriptural aphorism
Parasparopagraho Jivanam (all life is bound together by the mutual
support of interdependence).6

On a website for Jain pilgrimage sites, Jainism is described as being “synony-
mous with ahiysa. Ahiysa (non-violence) occupies the supreme place in
Jainism. . . . Compassion (daya) is the guiding force of non-violence. It is the pos-
itive way of life. It has been assigned an equally high place in Jainism – ‘Daya
dharma ka mool’ (Compassion is the basis of religion).”7

Given the fact that compassion is mentioned along with ahiysa in contempo-
rary writings such as these, it would be useful to investigate the textual basis for
these statements in earlier Jain sources. In what contexts is compassion discussed
in the Tattvartha-sutra, which is accepted by both Fvetambaras and Digambaras?
Are views about compassion in the Tattvartha-sutra and its commentaries
reflected in writings on lay and mendicant conduct and in texts on karma theory?
Is there evidence of sectarian differences in views on compassion? How do the
commentators define the various Sanskrit words such as anukampa, daya, and
karujya that are translated into English as “compassion”?

Views on compassion in the Tattvartha-sutra
and commentaries

Compassion is mentioned twice in the Tattvartha-sutra (� TS) itself, at TS 6.12
where anukampa is listed as one of the causes of binding sata-vedaniya karma
and at TS 7.6 (� SS 7.11) where karujya is listed as one of the contemplations
(bhavana) that strengthen the five lay vows (ajuvrata) and the five mendicant
vows (mahavrata).8 Compassion is mentioned in the commentaries on TS 1.2
where a proper view of reality (samyak-darfana) is defined as belief in existents
(tattva) ascertained as they really are.9 Two Fvetambara and three Digambara
commentaries on the Tattvartha-sutra are examined here. The Fvetambara com-
mentaries include the bhasya by Umasvati, which Fvetambaras believe is an
autocommentary, and the vrtti by Siddhasenagaji (c. seventh century), which is
the most extensive Fvetambara commentary on both the sutra and the bhasya.
The three Digambara commentaries include the Sarvarthasiddhi of Pujyapada
(sixth century), the Tattvarthavartika (Rajavartika) of Akalakka (eighth century),
and the Tattvarthaflokavartika of Vidyananda (ninth century).10 At the first
occurrence of each Sanskrit word used by the commentators that may be trans-
lated into English as “compassion,” the definitions from the Sanskrit–English
dictionaries of Monier-Williams and Apte are included in the notes.



Compassion and samyak-darfana

In his commentary on TS 1.2, Umasvati lists four indicative signs of samyak-
darfana: prafama (calmness), saÅvega (fear of worldly existence), anukampa
(compassion), and astikya (belief in the existents such as the soul, non-soul, and
so forth), but he does not define any of these indicative signs. Siddhasenagaji
defines anukampa as “ghrja or karujya towards living beings. For example,
those who are desirous of happiness for all living beings and who are desirous of
the cessation of suffering, having decided, ‘I will not cause them any affliction,
not even a little,’ they strive for this with a tender heart.”11

In Digambara commentaries on this sutra, compassion (anukampa) is not
defined by Pujyapada. However, Akalakka defines this term as “maitri (friendli-
ness, kindness) towards all beings”12 and Vidyananda defines it as “daya towards
all mobile (trasa) and immobile (sthavara) beings.”13 The Digambara commenta-
tors state that there are two types of samyak-darfana: saraga samyak-darfana
(right belief with attachments) and vitaraga samyak-darfana (right belief without
attachments). The indicative signs of samyak-darfana, namely prafama, saÅvega,
anukampa, and astikya, are associated with saraga samyaktva. Vitaraga samyak-
tva is characterized only by the purity of the soul itself (atma-vifuddhi-matra).

There are slight variations in the wording of various Digambara commentaries.
Pujyapada states that samyaktva is of two types “on account of a difference in the
object (saraga-vitaraga-visaya-bhedat).”14 It is not entirely clear to me what
Pujyapada is saying here. One way to interpretet his statement is that when the
object of perception is saraga, in other words, when the object is a living being
who has not overcome attachments and aversions, there would be compassion
towards that person by someone who has attained samyaktva. There would be no
compassion when the object is vitaraga. This would include a person who has
overcome all attachments and aversions, and contemplation of the inner soul
itself, which is characterized by innate purity and thus not affected by karma that
causes attachment or aversion. Akalakka does not use word “object” (visaya).
Instead, he mentions that samyaktva is of two types “on account of the distinction
between saraga and vitaraga (saraga-vitaraga-vikalpat).” Commenting on the
phrase “atma-vifuddhi-matra,” Akalakka states: “When the seven varieties of
karma have entirely disappeared, there is only the purity of the soul. This is
vitaraga samyaktva.”15 This phrase is somewhat ambiguous because there are no
souls that are devoid of seven of the eight main varieties (mula-prakrti) of karmic
matter. Apparently Akalakka is associating vitaraga samyaktva with a kevalin,
who has destroyed all varieties of destructive (ghatiya) karmas previously bound
with the soul and for whom the binding of seven of the eight main varieties of
karmic matter has disappeared (all karmas except for sata-vedaniya karma).16

The kevalin has thereby attained direct omniscient knowledge of all existents,
including the soul itself, and has eliminated forever all attachment (raga) and
aversion (dvesa). In his commentary on TS 1.2, Vidyananda also associates
anukampa with saraga samyaktva. In the Hindi commentary on this verse, Pajdit
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Majikcand explains that prafama, saÅvega, anukampa, and astikya are good or
auspicious attachments (fubha-raga).17 Vidyananda clarifies another point by
explicitly stating that the qualities of saÅvega and anukampa are not possible for
those who have a false view of reality (mithyadrsti) and are thereby in the first
gujasthana.18

Thus, according to Digambara commentators, compassion is associated with
the samyaktva of those who are still subject to the binding of the eight main vari-
eties of karmic matter, in other words, by those who are affected by conduct-
deluding (caritra-mohaniya) karma, which causes attraction (raga) and aversion
(dvesa) in the form of the four passions (kasaya), namely anger (krodha), pride
(mana), deceitfulness (maya), and greed (lobha) in the three lesser degrees of
intensity.19 This would include those who have not taken any vows and are thereby
in the fourth gujasthana, laypeople who have taken the lay vows thereby attain-
ing the fifth gujasthana, and mendicants who have taken the mendicant vows
thereby attaining the sixth gujasthana. However, these indicative signs of
samyaktva, compassion and so forth, would not be associated with the samyaktva
of a sayoga kevalin in the thirteenth gujasthana.

Compassion and sata-vedaniya karma

Given the fact that compassion is associated with samyaktva, which is characterized
by activities that minimize harm to other living beings and that lead to the binding
of beneficial varieties of karmic matter (pujya prakrti) associated with well-
being in this life and a good rebirth in the next life, it is not surprising that at
TS 6.13 (� SS 6.12) compassion (anukampa) is listed as one of the causes of the
influx of sata-vedaniya karma (the karma that causes pleasant feelings).20 In dis-
cussing the phrase “bhuta-vrati-anukampa” in the sutra, Umasvati states that one
should have compassion “especially for those who have taken the vows,” and
Siddhasenagaji explains that compassion for those who have taken the vows is
preeminent. He glosses anukampa with daya and ghrja and states: “When one
gives food, water, clothing, utensils, shelter, and so forth to the afflicted, the poor,
and beggars, who have not renounced the household life, and to mendicants as
well, there are fruits in the form of disassociation of various types of karmic
matter. This brings about knowledge, faith, and conduct. Or, giving is showing
compassion. It is viewing the suffering of others as if it were one’s own. Dana is
giving away with the intent or wish of showing kindness or giving assistance to
others.”21 The Digambara commentators agree that compassion towards mendi-
cants is preemiment in this context, stating that this is the reason that those who
have taken vows (vrati) are mentioned separately here. Pujyapada defines a com-
passionate person as “one whose heart is full of warmth and kindness (anugraha)
and who views the afflictions of others as if they were one’s own.”22

In his translation of the Tattvartha-sutra, Nathmal Tatia has commented that
in the Tattvartha-sutra the description of compassion has been expanded “to
include positive acts of charity and also adds further factors, self-restraint, etc. as



causes of the inflow of pleasure-producing karma.” He notes that in the Bhagavai
Viyahapannatti-sutta “the inflow of pleasure-producing karma is attributed solely
to compassion for living things by desisting from inflicting pain.”23 Tatia is
refering here to Bhagavai-sutta 7.6.358, which states that sata-vedaniya karma
is bound by compassion (anukampa) for all living beings (praja, bhuta, jiva,
and sattva), by causing them no suffering (aduhkha), no grief (afoka), no emaci-
ation of the body (ajirja), no bitter weeping (ati-atepanata), no affliction
(apidana), and no bodily or mental distress (aparitapana). What constitutes
compassion here is not clear from the sutra itself and unfortunately, in his
commentary on this passage, Abhayadevasuri (eleventh century) is silent regard-
ing compassion. Compassion could be interpreted as encompassing all of the fol-
lowing restraints, that compassion means causing all living beings no suffering,
no grief, and so forth. However, one could also interpret this passage as a series
of individual items, “by showing compassion for all living beings, and by caus-
ing them no suffering, and by causing them no grief,” and so forth. This is how
Deleu has interpreted this passage in his study of the Bhagavai-sutta: “by com-
passion (ajukampa) on all living beings and by not afflicting them (adukkhajaya),
souls produce karman that will be experienced in a pleasant way.”24 While chari-
table acts are not mentioned in the context of binding of sata-vedaniya karma
here, in commenting on Bhagavai-sutta 8.8.412, which discusses three opponents
(padijiya) of various items including compassion (ajukampa), Abhayadevasuri
states that a compassionate person is “one who supports with food, water, and so
forth those who have renounced the household life and are practicing asceticism,
those who have recently renounced, and those who are not capable of renouncing
on account of illness or disease.”25 It is possible that compassionate acts
associated specifically with the binding of sata-vedaniya karma may have been
expanded by Umasvati in the Tattvartha-sutra. However, according to
Abhayadevasuri, charitable acts are an aspect of compassion elsewhere in the
Bhagavai-sutta.

Compassion is associated with the binding of sata-vedaniya karma in other
texts on karma theory such as the Digambara Gommatasara Karma-kajda of
Nemicandra (ninth century) and the Fvetambara Karmagrantha of Devendrasuri
(thirteenth century). However, the commentators do not elaborate on compassion
here. At Gommatasara Karma-kajda 801, bhuta-anukampa is defined as “a feeling
of compassion (daya) for all living beings,” and at Karmagrantha 1.54,
Devendrasuri defines karuja as “one whose mind is filled with compassion
(daya).” As in the Tattvartha-sutra, there are additional causes for the influx of
sata-vedaniya karma.

Compassion and the bhavanas

Since compassion is associated with samyaktva and therefore would be an
element in proper lay and mendicant conduct, karujya is listed among the con-
templations (bhavana) that strengthen all five lay and mendicant vows at TS 7.6
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(� SS 7.11). This sutra reads: “Friendliness (maitri) towards all living beings
(sattva), delight (pramoda) with those whose qualities are superior (gujadhika),
compassion (karujya) for the afflicted (klifyamana), and equanimity (madhystha)
towards the ill-behaved (avinaya) [should be contemplated].” Here, Umasvati
defines karujya as anukampa and as rendering assistance (anugraha) to the
afflicted (dina). Siddhasenagaji defines the afflicted as those who suffer bodily
pain or mental anguish and glosses karujya with the terms ghrja, anukampa,
daya, krpa, and dinanugraha.26 Likewise, Pujyapada defines karujya as a
disposition (bhava) to render assistance (anugraha) to the afflicted (dina), or
those who suffer pain or anguish due to the rise of asata-vedaniya karma. He
concludes: “Those who have this disposition practice nonviolence and other vows
completely.”27

Views on compassion in the Dhavala
commentary of Virasena

The commentators on the Tattvartha-sutra do not discuss why compassion is
associated with those who have attained samyak-darfana or why it is not
manifested in those who have a false view of reality (mithyatva). Like the com-
mentators on the Tattvartha-sutra, the Digambara commentator Virasena (eighth
century) lists anukampa as one of the four indicative signs of samyaktva in his
commentary on the Satkhajdagama entitled Dhavala.28 Virasena clarifies his
position by raising the following questions. “There is a cause for compassion.
Why is it said that there is no karuja karma? (Answer): Because karuja is a
modification that is associated with the inherent nature (svabhava) of the soul,
one cannot say that it is caused by karmic matter. (Question): There is a cause for
lack of compassion (akaruja). Why is it correct to say that there is no specific
karma that is the cause of a lack of compassion? (Answer): This is correct
because akaruja is caused by the fruition of the karmas that destroy restraint
(saÅyama-ghati karma).”

What Virasena is saying here is that although compassion is often thought of
as a feeling or emotion, it is not caused by the rise (udaya) any of the twenty-five
sub-varieties (uttara-prakrti) of conduct-deluding (caritra-mohaniya) karma.29 It
is not caused by the sixteen sub-varieties of mohaniya karmas that generate the
four “feelings” or passions (kasaya) of anger (krodha), pride (mana), deceitful-
ness (maya), or greed (lobha) in any of the four degrees of intensity. Nor is it
generated by the rise of the nine varieties of mohaniya karmas that cause the non-
passions (no-kasaya), or “emotions” or “feelings,” namely laughter (hasya), prej-
udicial liking (rati), prejudicial disliking (arati), sorrow (foka), fear (bhaya),
disgust (jugupsa), and sexual cravings of the male (puÅveda), female (striveda),
and hermaphrodite (napuÅsakaveda). Like the four passions, as long as these
nine emotions exist, it is impossible to attain the highest stages of spiritual
perfection characterized by omniscience (kevala-jñana) and perfect conduct
(samyak-caritra).



Therefore, according to Virasena, compassion is not a state of the soul (bhava)
that is caused by the rise of karmas (audayika bhava). Compassion is a state of
the soul that is manifested when the karmas that cause the strongest degree of
passions (anantanubandhi-caritra-mohaniya karma) associated with wrong views
(mithyadrsti) and wrong conduct (i.e., the first gujasthana) have been suppressed or
destroyed. Compassion is a characteristic of samyaktva in its preliminary stage
(ksayopafamika-samyaktva), and in its perfected forms, whether they are temporary
due to the suppression of all darfana-mohaniya karma (aupafamika-samyaktva)
or permanent due to the destruction of all darfana-mohaniya karma (ksayika-
samyaktva).30 Those who have a proper view of reality have compassion for others.
This includes humans, heavenly beings, and five-sensed rational animals.31

Conversely, a lack of compassion is caused by karmas, namely those that destroy
restraint (saÅyama-ghati karma). Here, Virasena apparently is referring to those in
the first gujasthana in which the conduct-deluding (caritra-mohaniya) karmas that
generate passions in the strongest degree (anantanubandhi-kasaya) are manifested.
These karmas always operate with darfana-mohaniya karma, and together they
cause improper conduct and delusion regarding the proper view of reality.

Views on compassion in texts on lay and 
mendicant conduct

As in the commentaries on the Tattvartha-sutra and the Satkhajdagama, the
authors of the Fvetambara and Digambara fravakacara texts, which discuss
appropriate conduct for laypeople, list anukampa as one of the indicative quali-
ties (guja or likga) of samyaktva.32 Compassion also is listed in some texts as one
of the qualities of an observant layperson (fravaka-guja). Compassion (dayalu)
is mentioned in the earliest literary source for the twenty-one fravaka-gujas,
the Fvetambara Dharma-ratna-prakaraja of Fantisuri (d. 1040) and also in
the Digambara Sagara-dharmamrta of Afadhara (thirteenth century).33 In the
Fvetambara Yogafastra of Hemacandra (1089–1172) sa-daya is listed as one of
thirty-five qualities of a layman. In his commentary on Yogafastra 2.15, which
lists the indicative signs of samyaktva, Hemacandra defines compassion as “the
desire to eliminate suffering: in this compassion for those in misery, no partiality
may be shown, for even a tiger will manifest affection for its own offspring. In its
material aspects this virtue takes the form of practical steps to remedy suffering
where one has the power and in its non-material aspects it expresses itself in
tenderness of the heart.”34

Compassion also can be expressed in observing a variety of restraints. For
example, in the Digambara Ratna-karajda-fravakacara, Samantabhadra (c. fifth
century) defines ratri-bhojana as abandoning food at night out of compassion for
living beings ( ji-va-daya).35 Vamadeva (Digambara, c. fifteenth century) in the
Bhava-saÅgraha, equates compassion for living beings ( jiva-daya) with absten-
tion from eating various foods, from adultery, theft, gambling, and from eating
after dark (ratri-bhojana).36
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As mentioned previously in the Tattvartha-sutra, compassion is one of the
contemplations (bhavana) that strengthen all five lay and mendicant vows.
These four contemplations, including compassion (karuja), are described as pre-
requisites for analytic meditation (dharma-dhyana) by Fubhacandra (Digambara,
late ninth or early tenth century) in his Jñanarjava and as sustainers of dharma-
dhyana by Hemacandra in his Yogafastra.37 Here, Hemacandra defines compas-
sion (anukampa) as the desire to eliminate suffering. It may be expressed in
tenderness of heart or in practical steps to remedy suffering where one has the
power to do so.38

Compassion is also mentioned in Fvetambara and Digambara texts in associa-
tion with mendicant conduct. For instance, AyaraÅga-sutta 1.6.5.2 states:
“A saint, with right intuition (samyak-darfana) who cherishes compassion (daya)
for the world, in the east, west, south, and north, should preach, spread, and praise
(the faith), knowing the sacred lore.”39 Uttarajjhayaja-sutta 21.13 says: “A monk
should have compassion (dayanukampa) on all beings, should be of a forbearing
character, should be restrained and chaste, and abstaining from everything sinful;
he should live with his senses under control.”40 In discussing religious virtues in
the Prafamaratiprakaraja, Umasvati states: “Compassion (daya) is the root of
sacred doctrine (dharma). A person who is devoid of patience or forgiveness
(aksamavan) does not show compassion (daya). Therefore, one who is devoted to
patience attains the highest dharma.”41 Unlimited compassion (karujapara) is
listed among the fruits of practicing severe austerities in the Digambara
Atmanufasana of Gujabhadra (ninth century).42 In verse 107, the renunciant is
urged to follow the path of compassion (daya), self-control, renunciation, and
equanimity.43 Gujabhadra observes: “When the shore of the ocean of the cycle of
existence is close by, the fortunate man has aversion to sense-gratifications, has
renounced all possessions, subjugates the passions, has tranquility, vows, self-
control, practice of self-contemplation, pursuit of austerities, duly ordained
mental activity, devotion to the conquerors, and compassion (dayaluta).”44

Views of Acarya Bhiksu on compassion

A disagreement over the issue of compassionate help was one of the reasons that
Acarya Bhiksu (1726–1803) split with Acarya Raghunatha (1710–1790) of the
Fvetambara Sthanakavasi tradition in 1760 and subsequently founded the
Fvetambara Terapanthi tradition.45 Acarya Bhiksu maintained that compassion
represents two feelings: worldly compassion (laukika daya) and spiritual or
religious compassion (lokottara or dharma daya).46

In explaining Acarya Bhiksu’s views on compassion, Acarya Mahaprajña, the
current leader of the Terapanthis, has written:

When a strong person is moved at the suffering of the weak, this is
sympathy of the strong towards the weak. The word compassion (daya)
is an expression of this feeling. When a person is moved at the suffering



of the strong or the weak, this is the realization of the equality of one
soul with all other souls. The word compassion is an expression of this
feeling. Thus, the word compassion represents two feelings. After being
so moved, there are two courses of action: to not cause suffering and to
remove suffering. Everyone agrees that one should not cause suffering,
but there is some question with respect to removing the suffering of the
afflicted. Therefore, Acarya Bhiksu has said, “The dharma of compas-
sion is proper, but salvation is attained only by those who have recog-
nized it as it really is and have observed it properly.”47 He warns, “Do
not be deceived in the name of compassion. Penetrate it in depth and
investigate it.”48

Acarya Mahaprajña asks: “Why should one remove suffering? Whose suffering
should be removed? How should one remove it?” He concludes that there is not
a single answer to these questions. From the perspective of societal (laukika)
dharma, suffering should be removed in order to make beings happy (sukha), by
some means or another. The suffering of human beings should be removed and
that of other beings as well if this presents no problems with respect to the wel-
fare of humans. However, from the perspective of atma dharma (or lokottara
dharma), suffering should be removed only in order to make the soul pure and
only by virtuous means. This should be done for everyone.49 In the case of laukika
daya, the idea of restraint (saÅyama) or non-restraint (asaÅyama) is not pre-
dominant, only the feeling of compassion (karuja). However, where there is com-
passion that is informed by restraint, this is lokottara daya. Therefore, worldly
kindness (laukika upakara) is to rescue someone who is being burned in a fire or
to save someone who has fallen into a well. Spiritual kindness (lokottara upakara)
is to save someone who is without restraint and who is being burned in the fire of
birth and death from falling into the well of evil (papa) by giving religious
instruction.50 To give money and goods to someone who is poor is worldly kind-
ness.51 To give peace (fanti) to someone who is burning in the fire of desire by
giving religious instruction is spiritual kindness.52

Thus, according to Acarya Bhiksu, from the spiritual perspective, compassion
is shown through acts of kindness that are expressed in giving religious instruc-
tion, thereby encouraging restraint in others, which leads to the lessening of
suffering in the cycle of saÅsara. It is also shown through one’s own restraint by
not causing suffering in others through acts of violence or through causing fear to
arise in them. Acarya Bhiksu has said that nonviolence is restraint towards living
beings. Compassion is the feeling of friendliness towards living beings and a
trembling in the heart that comes in association with their being afflicted. Without
compassion, ahiysa is not possible, and without ahiysa, compassion is not
possible. In these two, there is an inseparable connection. The first mahavrata
is to abstain from killing all living beings. In this, the totality of compassion is
absorbed.53 To not cause distress from fear is giving freedom from fear. This is
another name for compassion and ahiysa. Not killing, not causing another to kill,
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and not approving of the killing, this is giving freedom from fear, and this is
compassion.54

In her ethnography on the Fvetambara Terapanthi community at Ladnun, Anne
Vallely explains: “Terapanthi Jains sharply demarcate between social and spiritual
action in a way that makes them distinct among the other Jain orders. Only
religious guidance that leads to a ‘positive change of heart’ is truly spiritual and
earns good karma. They argue that while acts of charity (feeding, clothing, heal-
ing, etc.) are social duties, they cannot be considered religious or spiritual acts.”55

Thus, the building of hospitals or animal shelters is a social activity, not a
religious activity.56 She states: “Jain compassion is not directed so much at the
suffering in social life, but at the suffering of social life.”57 She was told, however,
that householders should perform social duties such as these even though they do
not cause the binding of good karma. She observes that it is hard to know whether
the lay community believes that such actions do not cause the accumulation of
merit. “When I spoke with members of the TerapanthiMahila Mandal (a women’s
organization) the majority believed – through a creative interpretation of their
doctrine – that their efforts would benefit them karmically. As one woman
explained, ‘Perhaps the acts themselves are not dharma, but the compassion that
drives them is, and this surely leads to pujya.’ And I knew of at least one saman
who interpreted philanthropic acts in the same way.”58

Conclusions

Although there several different Sanskrit words used for the concept of “compassion”
such as anukampa, daya, and karujya, in the commentaries consulted here,
these terms are not differentiated from each other. Instead, the commentators
gloss one word for compassion with another, for example, anukampa is glossed
with daya. Therefore, all of these terms can be translated into English as
“compassion.”

The association of compassion with ahiysa expressed in contemporary
writings by Jains is supported in classical Jain texts and commentaries, where
compassion is associated with a proper view of reality (samyak-darfana, or the
fourth gujasthana) but not with a false view of reality (mithyatva, or the first
gujasthana). This association of compassion with samyak-darfana is also found
in texts on lay and mendicant conduct. As P. S. Jaini has explained, compassion
(anukampa) that is associated with a proper view of reality (samyaktva) is free
from pity or attachment to its object. “It develops purely from wisdom, from see-
ing the substance (dravya) that underlies visible modes, and it fills the individual
with an unselfish desire to help other souls toward moksa. If this urge to bring all
tormented beings out of saÅsara is particularly strong and cultivated, it may
generate those auspicious karmas that later confer the status of Tirthakkara upon
certain omniscients. When present to a more moderate degree, anukampa brings
an end to exploitative and destructive behavior, for even the lowest animal is now
seen as intrinsically worthwhile and thus inviolable.”59



The opinion of Jain authors, that true compassion is always accompanied by a
proper view of reality (samyaktva) and that compassion is lacking in those with
a false view of reality (mithyatva), might be associated with views of compassion
held by other religious traditions. By definition, those who follow other religious
traditions could not have samyak-darfana because one of its indicative signs is
astikya, or the acceptance of the Jain doctrine as the true creed. Phyllis Granoff
has observed that medieval Jains were especially concerned with the Buddhist
concepts of compassion and self-sacrifice. “[T]he Jains might be said to have
defined themselves as the religion of compassion par excellence in medieval
India, and to support their claim they needed to show that all possible rival
claimants practiced a false compassion.” They believed that “the Buddhist exem-
plified a wrong ideal of compassion that was in itself inherently violent.”60 Jains
equated acts of self-sacrifice that were considered to be expressions of compas-
sion by Buddhists, for example, of a Bodhisattva offering his body to save a living
being or offering his body as food in times of famine, as misguided acts entailing
violence that is tantamount to murder. As argued in texts devoted to lay conduct,
acts of compassion do not entail killing under any circumstances whatsoever,
even when it is perceived to alleviate the suffering of other living beings or to
prevent them from killing others in the future. Jains also argued against the views
of a group called the saÅsaramocakas, who believed that it was meritorious to
kill sinful or suffering creatures, and against the MimaÅsakas, who believed
that the prohibition against killing animals did not apply in the context of the
sacrifice.61

There is no disagreement over compassion when it is understood as restraint, by
not causing suffering in others by refraining from acts of violence (ahiysa) or by
refraining from acts that would cause fear to arise in others. However, the
Fvetambara Terapanthi Acarya Bhiksu disagrees with Digambara commentators
and with the other Fvetambara commentators examined here, who believe that
compassionate acts that are aimed at alleviating the physical suffering of those
who are afflicted is karmically beneficial to oneself and is conducive to spiritual
progress. He would disagree with the views expressed by Siddhasenagaji in
his commentary on Tattvartha-sutra 6.13 and by Abhayadevasuri in his commen-
tary on Bhagavai-sutta 8.8.412 that material forms of giving by laypeople to
those who are afflicted and have not renounced the household life are compas-
sionate acts that have positive karmic effects. Acarya Bhiksu believes that the only
compassionate acts of giving that are beneficial from a spiritual perspective are
giving freedom from fear and giving religious instruction. Giving material support
to those who give religious instruction, namely, giving to support the mendicant
community is also considered spiritually beneficial by Fvetambara Terapanthis.

Digambara commentators on the Tattvartha-sutra, but not Fvetambara com-
mentators, differentiate between two types of samyak-darfana: with attachment
(saraga) and without attachment (vitaraga). Digambara commentators associate
compassion with saraga samyaktva but not with vitaraga samyaktva.
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This raises the question of how one might understand compassion in the
context of the Tirthakkara, who by definition must have vitaraga samyaktva.
How could the soul of a Tirthakkara, who has destroyed all destructive (ghatiya)
karmas, be devoid of compassion in the same way that the soul of a non-omniscient
person (chadmastha) is devoid of compassion after it has fallen from a state of
samyaktva to mithyatva due to the rise of mithyatva-darfana mohaniya karma?
The apparent absence of compassion in the Tirthakkara could not be associated
with the rise of karmas that affect proper belief and proper conduct since these
karmas have been eliminated from the soul. There is one definition of compas-
sion that might be relevant here. In explaining the term dayanukampa in his
commentary on Uttarajjhayaja-sutta 21.13, Laksmivallabhagaji states: “A
mendicant should have compassion for all beings. This means that the mendicant
should be intent on observing compassion in the form of salutary instruction.”62

As discussed earlier, this is the view of compassion that Acarya Bhiksu under-
stands as spiritual kindness (lokottara upakara), which encompasses giving
religious instruction and giving freedom from fear. Both of these are precisely
what the Tirthakkara does after attaining kevala-jñana by preaching to those who
have gathered in the assembly hall (samavasaraja) including his gajadharas,
who interpret the utterances of the Tirthakkara and compose the sacred scrip-
tures on the basis of his teachings. The notion of giving for the benefit of others
is expressed by Pujyapada when he states that on account of the destruction of
danantaraya karma (the karma that prevents giving to others), the Tirthakkara
has the ability to give protection or fearlessness (abhaya) against the sorrows of
saÅsara to other beings through his preaching.63 Fvetambaras believe that
through the destruction of all of the ghatiya karmas collectively the Tirthakkara
acquires the ability to influence for the better his immediate surroundings,
giving freedom from fear and comfort to others. Perhaps in the case of the
omniscient sayoga kevalin (kevalins and Tirthakkaras in the thirteenth
gujasthana), the quality that is expressed by the word compassion in the context
of a non-omniscient being in the state of bondage (chadmastha) could be under-
stood as an expression of perfect knowledge (kevala-jñana). This is how some
Digambara commentators have understood the soul’s quality of infinite bliss
(ananta-sukha). For example, on Tattvartha-sutra 10.4, which lists the four
qualities that remain in the unembodied, emancipated soul (siddha) as kevala-
samyaktva, kevala-jñana, kevala-darfana, and siddhatva, Pujyapada states that
other qualities of the soul are not excluded because there is an invariable
concomitance between ananta-jñana/darfana and ananta-virya (infinite energy)
and so forth. [Infinite] sukha always accompanies [infinite] knowledge.64 Thus,
one could understand that the perfect knowledge of Tirthakkaras, which is
conveyed through their preachings, encompasses the concept of compassion, and
that this compassion still exists in the world through their teachings and through
the sight (darfana) of their images in temples, which are representative of the
samavasaraja.



Notes

1 Jaini 1979: 167.
2 Jaini 1979: 167.
3 Kasayas are caused by conduct-deluding (caritra-mohaniya) karma. See Note 19. The

karmas that cause birth as a five-sensed rational animal, human, and heavenly being
are considered beneficial varieties (pujya prakrti). For a complete listing of the papa
and pujya prakrtis, see Tatia 1994: 204–206. For a general discussion of the binding
and the operation of karma, see Jaini 1979, chapter 4.

4 A number of works have been written on the doctrine of manifold aspects or a non-
one-sided view of reality (anekantavada) and the associated doctrine of qualified
assertion (syadvada) and its sevenfold predication (sapta-bhakgi-naya). For example,
see Mookerjee 1944. Non-harming (ahiysa) and nonpossession (aparigraha), which
is interpreted for householders as placing limits on one’s possessions, are two of the
five minor vows (ajuvrata) of a layperson and two of the five major vows (mahavrata)
of a mendicant.

5 Jaini 1979: 66, 150, and 163.
6 Singhvi 1998: 40–42.
7 http://www.jainpilgrimages.com/general/mahavir.htm (accessed December 15, 2001).
8 Numbering of the sutras in the TS follows the Fvetambara version. A difference in the

Digambara version is indicated by (� SS ).
9 The tattvas as listed at TS 1.4 are the soul (jiva); the non-soul (ajiva); the influx

(asrava), bondage (bandha), stoppage (saÅvara), and disassociation (nirjara) of
karmic matter; and liberation (moksa). Here, merit (pujya) and demerit (papa) are not
listed but are implied in influx and bondage. Samyaktva is the state of having samyak-
darfana. A person who has attained samyak-darfana is called a samyak-drsti. This is
also a designation given to the fourth gujasthana, or stage of spiritual development.
For a listing of the fourteen gujasthanas, see Jaini 1979: 272–273. Following Jaini
1979, I have used the spelling “samyak” in all terms, rather than the sandhi form with
the phonological change, “samyag-darfana.”

10 According to Ohira (1982: 146) dating of the TS ranges from 150 BCE (Datta) to 500
CE (Woods). In between these dates are 100 CE (Phulcandra Siddhantafastri), 135–219 CE

(J. L. Jaini), third to fourth century CE (Nathuram Premi), and third to fifth century CE

(Sukhlal Sakghvi). Ohira believes it was written in the middle of the fifth century.
Dating of Digambara commentators follows Dundas (2002: 87). Digambaras believe
that Umasvamin was the author of the sutra and therefore do not understand the bhasya
by Umasvati to be an autocommentary. No date is given in the colophon of
Siddhasenagaji’s commentary, but on the basis of the works and authors mentioned, it
could not have been written prior to the seventh century. In his introduction to his com-
mentary on the TS, Sukhlal Sakghvi states that the commentary was written between
the last quarter of the seventh century and the middle of the eighth century (Sanghvi
1974: 58–60). See also H. R. Kapadia’s introduction to his edited edition of the TS
(Kapadia 1926: 48–53 and 63–64). He believes that Siddhasenagaji’s commentary is
posterior to the Sarvarthasiddhi (� SS) and coexisting with, or anterior to, the
Tattvartharajavartika (� RV ) and the Tattvarthaflokavartika (� SV ), both of which
he assigns to the ninth century.

11 Siddhasenagaji’s commentary on TS 1.2. Anukampa is defined as “sympathy or
compassion” by Monier-Williams and “compassion, commiseration, or pity” by Apte.
Ghrja is defined as “a warm feeling towards others, compassion, tenderness” by
Monier-Williams and “compassion, pity, or tenderness” by Apte. Karujya is defined
as “compassion or kindness” by Monier-Williams and “compassion, kindness, or pity”
by Apte.
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12 RV 1.2.30.
13 SV 1.2.12 (vol. 2, p. 34). Daya is defined as “sympathy, compassion, or pity” by

Monier-Williams and “pity, tenderness, compassion, mercy, or sympathy” by Apte.
14 SS 12.
15 RV 1.2.31.
16 In the absence of passions (kasaya), activity (yoga) is the sole cause for the influx of

karma. In this case, there is instantaneous inflow and bondage (iryapatha) of only one
variety of karma, sata-vedaniya karma. However, the soul of the sayoga kevalin still
has all four varieties of non-destructive (aghatiya) karmas (nama, ayu, gotra, and
vedaniya) bound with it, which are rising and producing their effects. For details on the
aghatiya karmas, see Wiley 2000.

17 SV 1.2.12 (vol. 2, p. 30).
18 SV 1.2.12 (vol. 2, p. 36).
19 There are two main varieties of deluding (mohaniya) karma: those that cause delusion

regarding the nature of reality (darfana-mohaniya karma) and those that cause delu-
sion regarding conduct (caritra-mohaniya karma). When darfana-mohaniya karma is
operative, the soul is in the first gujasthana, or lowest stage of spiritual development.
There are twenty-five sub-varieties (uttara-prakrti) of conduct-deluding karmas.
Sixteen sub-varieties generate the four passions (kasaya) of anger (krodha), pride
(mana) deceitfulness (maya), and greed (lobha). These karmas operate, or produce
their effects, in four degrees of intensity. The strongest degree of intensity is anan-
tanubandhi (pursuers from beginningless time). It operates with darfaja-mohaniya
karma, causing the soul to remain in the first gujasthana. The three lesser degrees of
intensity are apratyakhyanavaraja (obstructers of partial renunciation), which prevent
one from taking the lay vows (ajuvrata), pratyakhyanavaraja (obstructers of complete
renunciation), which prevent one from taking the mendicant vows (mahavrata), and
saÅjvalana (smoldering), which prevent one from attaining complete right conduct
(yathakhyata). There are nine sub-varieties of mohaniya karma that cause the non-pas-
sions (no-kasaya) of laughter (hasya), prejudicial liking (rati), prejudicial disliking
(arati), sorrow (foka), fear (bhaya), disgust (jugupsa), sexual feelings of a male for a
female (puÅveda), sexual feelings of a female for a male (striveda), and sexual feel-
ings of a hermaphrodite (napuÅsakaveda). The first six no-kasayas are not operative
after the eighth gujasthana and the three vedas are not operative after the ninth
gujasthana. The saÅjvalana degree of krodha, mana, and maya are not operative after
the ninth gujasthana and lobha is not operative after the tenth gujasthana. For
varieties of karma, see Glasenapp 1942, chapter 2, and for the gujasthanas, see
Glasenapp 1942, chapter 8.

20 Other causes for the influx of sata-vedaniya karma listed here are giving (dana),
asceticism with attachment (saraga-saÅyama), concentration (yoga), equanimity
(ksanti), and purity or freedom from greed (fauca).

21 Siddhasenagaji’s commentary on TS 6.13.
22 SS 632.
23 Tatia 1994: 157.
24 Deleu 1970: 137 (emphasis on “and” is mine).
25 Abhayadevasuri’s commentary on Bhagavai-sutta 8.8.412. Cf. Deleu 1970: 151

(382a).
26 Krpa is defined as “pity, tenderness, or compassion” by both Monier-Williams and

Apte. Neither Umasvati nor Siddhasenagaji state how one should render assistance to
the afflicted here.

27 SS 683. Pujyapada does not state how one should render assistance to the afflicted here.
28 Dhavala commentary on Satkhajdagama 2.1.2 (vol. 7, p. 7). The Digambara
Satkhajdagama was written by Puspadanta and Bhutabali (c. second century CE).



According to Hiralal Jain and A. N. Upadhye, its date is 683 years after Mahavira’s
death (c.156 CE) (Satkhajdagama, vol. 1, p. 9 of the editorial section). This is the
earliest extant Digambara text and it discusses the bondage of the soul by karma.

29 On mohaniya karmas, see note 19.
30 Three types of samyak-darfana are possible in the fourth gujasthana. Aupafamika-

samyaktva is due to the temporary suppression of all darfana-mohaniya karma. It lasts
only for a short time (less than forty-eight minutes, or an antarmuhurta).
Ksayopafamika-samyaktva is brought about by subsitence-cum-disassociation of
darfana-mohaniya karma. It may be lost if the strongest degree of passions (kasaya)
re-emerge, causing the soul to fall to the first gujasthana. Ksayika-samyaktva is the
state that is attained when all darfana-mohaniya karma has been destroyed. It is always
associated with the destruction of the conduct-deluding karmas that cause the strongest
degree of passions (anantanubandhi-caritra-mohaniya karma). This type of samyak-
darfana can never be lost. The technical details regarding the processes of energy
(karaja) associated with the attainment of the three types of samyaktva is beyond the
scope of this paper. See Tatia 1951: 268–275.

31 On rare occasions, this can include hell-beings as well. Normally, a soul that has
attained samyaktva is not born as a hell-being because such a soul (i.e., one in the
fourth gujasthana or above) does not bind the sub-variety (uttara-prakrti) of ayu
karma that causes such a rebirth. However, it is possible for a human or animal to have
bound naraka ayu karma previously while in a state of mithyatva and to subsequently
attain a proper view of reality that arises with the destruction of all darfana-mohaniya
karma (ksayika-samyaktva). Once ayu karma has been bound, it is impossible to
change its sub-variety (uttara-prakrti) and thereby attain rebirth in another state of
existence. However, since all darfana-mohaniya karma has been destroyed, it is impos-
sible to fall back into mithyatva, even after rebirth as a hell-being. King Frenika is an
example of such a rebirth. See Wiley 2003.

32 See Williams 1963: 41.
33 Williams 1963: 259. For dates, see Williams 1963: 9 and 28.
34 As translated by Williams (1963: 42).
35 Ratna-karajda-fravakacara v. 21, as cited in Williams 1963:108.
36 Williams 1963: 54. He dates this work sometime after 1350 CE, probably in the

fifteenth century.
37 Tatia 1951: 285 and 290.
38 Yogafastra ii.15, as cited in Williams 1963: 42.
39 AyaraÅga-sutta 11.6.5.2, as translated by Jacobi 1884: 60.
40 Uttarajjhayaja-sutta 21.13, as translated by Jacobi 1895: 109.
41 Prafamaratiprakaraja 168. Cf. Sagara-dharmamrta i.4, a fravakacara text written by

the Digambara Afadhara (thirteenth century): “compassion is the root of the whole
sacred doctrine,” as cited in Williams 1963: 42.

42 Atmanufanana 68. Gujabhadra, who was a pupil of Jinasena, was also the author of
the Uttarapuraja and the last five chapters of the Adipuraja.
43 Atmanufanana 107.
44 Atmanufanana 224 as translated by J. L. Jaini.
45 Peter Flügel has written extensively on the Fvetambara Terapanthis. See Flügel 1994,

1995–1996, and 2000.
46 His views are expressed in Ajukampa ri Caupai, written in 1787 in the local Marwari

language. Not having access to this text, I have relied on passages discussed by Muni
Nathmal (now, Acarya Mahaprajña) in Bhiksu Vicara Darfana (Nathmal 1964).
Although this work has been translated into English (Acharya Bhikshu: The Man and
His Philosophy, Adarsh Sahitya Sangh Publications, Churu, Rajasthan, 1968), I have
translated from the Hindi text, which includes verses from the Ajukampa ri Caupai in
the notes.
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47 Nathmal 1964: 86, quoting Ajukampa 8.1.
48 Nathmal 1964: 86, quoting Ajukampa 1.4.
49 Nathmal 1964: 86.
50 Nathmal 1964: 87, quoting Ajukampa 8.2–8.3.
51 Nathmal 1964: 87, quoting Ajukampa 11.4.
52 Nathmal 1964: 87, quoting Ajukampa 11.15.
53 Nathmal 1964: 88–89, quoting Ajukampa 9.8.
54 Nathmal 1964: 89, quoting Ajukampa 9.4.
55 Vallely 2002: 85.
56 Vallely 2002: 31.
57 Vallely 2002: 29.
58 Vallely 2002: 68.
59 Jaini 1979: 150.
60 Granoff 1992: 2.
61 Granoff 1992: 36–37. On saÅsaramocakas, see Halbfass 1991: 98–129 and Granoff

1992: 3–4 and 41, note 13. According to Granoff, these arguments were most often
advanced in the fravakacara texts devoted to proper lay conduct. In this article,
Granoff has translated portions of the Fravakaprajñapti attributed to Umasvati and its
commentary attributed to Haribhadra. This is the earliest Fvetambara fravakacara text.
Williams (1963: 2–4) believes the Umasvati who wrote this text was not the author of
the Tattvartha-sutra. He dates this text to sometime prior to the end of the fifth century
and the commentary in the eighth century.

62 Laksmivallabhagaji’s commentary on Uttarajjhayaja-sutta 21.13. According to the
introduction to vol. 2 (pp. 7–8), he was the pupil of Laksmikirtigaji of the Kharatara
Gaccha and he lived in the late seventeenth century. According to Digambaras, giving
protection also is associated with the rise of Tirthakkara nama karma.

63 SS 261 on TS 2.4.
64 SS 927 on TS 10.4.
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